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Preface

The eighth volume of Archaeologia Baltica, “Weapons, 
Weaponry and Man”, is a diverse collection of articles 
on complex themes, devoted to the examination of 
weapons, armament, the evolution of the military, and 
the armed person’s status in various periods and com-
munities. The publication’s subject matter is reflected 
through the very evolution of weapons and armament, 
fortifications, and their significance in the expansion 
of a region and its military. The individual’s relation-
ship with weapons in prehistory is best reflected in the 
constantly changing funeral customs, in the analysis of 
which both the individual’s specific relationship with 
the military and his social status within the community 
can be considered. Victims of arms, armament, and the 
spoils of war, and even certain elements of landscape, 
reflect entire communities’ ties with the military and 
the ideology formed by their world-view. 

In this publication, scholars from 12 different countries 
discuss arms, armaments, and what connects them to 
man. Thus, the theme is examined by invoking material 
across a huge territory, from finland in the north to Jut-
land and the United Kingdom in the southwest, to the 
central Danube and the Balkan Peninsula in the south, 
and the forest belt sites of northeast europe in the east. 
The publication’s wide chronological span, from the 
Late Neolithic to the early Middle ages, has allowed 
the compilation of a collection of reviewed academic 
articles in which the chosen theme is discussed in a 
variety of ways. This is the first collection of articles of 
its kind in the english language in Lithuania, and in the 
countries of the east Baltic Sea region.

The appearance of the eighth volume of Archaeolo-
gia Baltica is associated with an enormous loss. On 7 
September 2005, Lithuania lost its eminent scholar, the 
Baltic weapons and armament researcher, and one of 
Archaeologia Baltica’s conceivers, as well as its main 
editor, Vytautas Kazakevičius. Thus, the conference 
“Weapons, Weaponry and Man” has a second, painful 
side: in memoriam Vytautas Kazakevičius (1951–2005). 
In honouring Vytautas Kazakevičius, a scholar, a col-
league and a friend, well-known european scholars 
gathered to give presentations and articles to the con-
ference organized by Klaipėda University’s Institute of 
Baltic Sea region History and archaeology that took 
place at Klaipėda University on 11–15 October 2006, 
not only to honour their deceased colleague, but also to 
present their latest research results in this subject. 

The eighth volume of Archaeologia Baltica consists 
of ten chapters. In the first, the authors focus on the 
search for the warrior’s identity in earlier prehistory. 
The investigated burial rite features allow an eluci-
dation of the different forms of identity of men and 
warriors in europe from the end of the Late Neolithic 
to the Bronze age (Jakob Westermann). Importantly, 
the situation in the east Baltic in the Bronze age was 
different. This is emphasized by the merely single at-
tributes of the warrior found in the region, which show 
that the warrior’s identity was not differentiated here, 
and perhaps was not even known by this region’s com-
munities (Agnė Čivilytė). On the other hand, the ap-
pearance of hill-forts and defensive structures, and the 
concentration of east Baltic bronze processing centres 
in them in the Bronze Age, would affirm that the region 
was gradually becoming closer to northeast europe 
(andrejs Vasks).

a long chapter is devoted to the roman Period’s barbar-
ians’ weapons, armament and military in the immense 
barbarian part of the world between the Baltic Sea and 
the Danube. This chapter consists of two parts: the first 
covers the free Germanic peoples of the northwestern 
part of the barbaricum, while the second is oriented 
toward the northernmost territory of the barbarians that 
extended beyond the Vistula. However, the chapter be-
gins with earlier Hallstatt and La Tène times and one 
of the aspects of burial rites associated with armament 
and that period’s reflections of the social structure: 
graves with double or even triple sets of weapons, or 
“brothers-in-arms” graves (Katarzyna czarnecka). 

The roman Period’s Germanic people’s arms, arma-
ment and military in the Mecklenburg area, Jutland, 
the southwestern part of Scandinavia, the lower elbe, 
regions of the central Danube, and Przeworsk culture 
had many things in common. On the other hand, due to 
various contacts with the roman empire, the arms and 
armament of the Germanic tribes were similar to those 
of the romans (Hans-Ulrich Voß). However, the very 
custom of placing weapons in graves, in the opinion of 
the eminent arms and armament researcher Jan Bem-
mann, is not in itself a reliable criterion in the investi-
gation and reconstruction of the social relationships of 
that period’s communities.

approaching the cultures of the West Balts, where, ac-
cording to Tacitus “… the Suebian Sea, on its eastern 
shore, washes the tribes of the Aestii, whose rites and 
fashions and style of dress are those of the Suebi, while 
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their language is more like the British …”, on the one 
hand it is noticeable that the West Baltic cultures’ arms, 
armament, military and social processes had common 
aspects or certain cultural similarities with the northern 
Germanic peoples. On the other hand, aistian tribes re-
peated the processes that occurred in the vast barbaric 
lands only as an “echo” and in their own very unique 
way (Wojciech Nowakowski, Audronė Bliujienė, Do-
natas Butkus and Bartosz Kontny).

One of this publication’s chapters is devoted to the ex-
amination of the arms and armament in the Thorsberg 
and Nydham bogs. The abundant offerings of things 
associated with the military suggest that war, and un-
doubtedly the military, was one of the most important 
areas of social activity in southern Scandinavia. from 
famous battleships to the armament and personal ac-
coutrement details of cavalry and infantry, bog finds 
provide important information about contacts with the 
Roman Empire in the first to fourth centuries, as well as 
their uninterruptible development. The latest research 
regarding the roman armament found in the Thorsberg 
and Nydam bogs allows us to perceive the “interactive 
nature” of roman and barbarian armament, as well as 
the most diverse adaptations and imitations of roman 
arms and armament created by the Germanic peoples 
(Claus von Carnap-Bornheim, Suzana Matešić and 
andreas rau). With the associative reverberating cor-
relations of southern Scandinavia’s originality of offer-

ing places in this chapter, a distinctive note is sounded 
by the article which examines not only the Taurapilis 
duke’s grave of the second half of the fifth to sixth cen-
turies, but also the Taurapilis site complex’s surround-
ings, which suggest that it is impossible to solve the 
meaning of this complex without an investigation of 
the meanings of mythology hidden within the land-
scape there (Vykintas Vaitkevičius).

The authors of the chapter “Warriors and armaments 
from the Vistula to the Daugava” analyse both the arms 
and armament of various periods, as well as the so-
cial processes that occurred in this region, based on the 
specific material of the sites, or even individual graves 
they have investigated (Bartosz Kontny, Magdalena 
Natuniewicz-Sekuła, Ludwika Sawicka, Rasa Banytė-
rowell, christine reich, Ugnius Budvydas and Ilona 
Vaškevičiūtė).

The chapter about the developing significance of arms 
and armament for a region’s political and military po-
tential from the Migration Period to the early Middle 
ages is what prompted and led to the rise of the indi-
vidual highest-ranking persons and regions in the east 
Baltic, northeast europe’s forest belt sites, and Britain. 
Despite the territorial and chronological differences, 
arms and armament, as well as warriors’ graves with 
riding gear, by their importance in funeral customs, 
bear witness to their significance in the development of 

The conference’s participants (photograph by V. Vaitkevičius).
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social life as well (John Hines, Mindaugas Bertašius, 
Michel Kazanski). east Baltic society considered war-
riors to be people with a high social status, while weap-
ons became symbols of their social status both in life 
and in the afterlife. Military operations during the ear-
ly Middle ages had a socio-political context: military 
operations were a means to strengthen power (andris 
Šnē, Marika Mägi and Antonija Vilcāne).

One of the chapters in this collection of articles is 
devoted to a discussion on the meaning and symbol-
ism of arms. Weapons in women’s graves suggest that 
under certain circumstances women were allowed “to 
enter the man’s domain”, although a woman’s con-
tact with the man’s world was apparently not of her 
own volition, it was rather an obligation formed by 
tradition and social norms (Andra Simniškytė). Many 
symbolic graves without human remains are found in 
east Lithuania’s barrows that essentially do not differ 
in their construction from synchronous inhumation or 
cremation burials. The absolute majority of symbolic 
graves’ grave goods is comprised of weapons, thus it is 
possible that symbolically such a burial ritual particu-
larly endeavours to emphasize the man’s gender and a 
certain aspect of his social status: a warrior’s member-
ship (Laurynas Kurila). 

A special and usually symbolic significance was im-
parted to the battle-axe and sword throughout time. 
The battle-axes and swords found in only a few graves 
of Finland’s Crusader Period (1050–1200) allow re-
searchers to newly interpret the reasons for these 
weapons’ placement in graves, and to search for the 
symbolic meaning of such a custom (Sari Mäntylä).

Just as in the investigation of the roman Period, in the 
examination of the Viking age, the authors return to a 
discussion of the geographically expansive territory be-
tween the Baltic Sea and the Balkan Peninsula, because 
only in this way can the weapons, armament, military, 
trade routes, the trade process itself, usually organized 
by armed merchants, and, undoubtedly, the hoards 
of silver wares and alloys found in certain territories 
drawn into the geopolitical area of the Viking age, be 
evaluated (Valery Yotov and Jan Peder Lamm). The 
rivers of the Baltic Sea region, including the Nemunas, 
were important trade routes (Vladas Žulkus).

The end of the Viking age and the early Middle ages 
brought huge changes to the east Baltic. They are re-
flected in transformations in weapons and certain ar-
maments, as well as in the appearance of new weapons 
(Mikalai Plavinski). Defence installations (Rėkučiai) 
were built to ensure the developing Lithuanian state’s 
defensive needs; and natural environmental obstacles 
were connected to their defensive area, thus consider-

ably enhancing the utilization possibilities of such de-
fensive installations (algirdas Girininkas).

The traumatic injuries of several people buried in lower 
Daugava cemeteries in the seventh to 17th centuries are 
discussed in Guntis Gerhards’ article. Based on the ar-
chaeological excavations undertaken at the Virbaliūnai 
settlement, an effort is made to reconstruct furnace 
construction from the end of the roman Period to the 
Migration Period, as well as to explain iron smelting 
technology (Algirdas Žalnierius, Dainius Balčiūnas, 
Aušra Selskienė and Jonas Navasaitis).

The eighth volume of Archaeologia Baltica, “Weap-
ons, Weaponry and Man”, is yet another step in the in-
vestigation of social development. Only this time, the 
relationships are examined invoking arms, armament 
and the military. Meanwhile, the conference’s sad in 
memoriam V. Kazakevičius reminds us “… and there-
fore never send to know for whom the bell tolls …” It 
tolls for each one of us.

Audronė Bliujienė

Translated by Indrė Antanaitis-Jacobs
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For already a year now, Vytautas Kazakevičius, an ar-
chaeologist and a sincere friend, has been missing from 
our ranks. We gathered at Klaipėda University to hon-
our the memory of this scientist and the work he ac-
complished, and at the same time to continue the direc-
tion of his work. Consequently, our conference topic 
“Weapons, Weaponry and Man” was selected.

Vytautas Kazakevičius was born on 11 October 1951 in 
the small town of Marijampolė in the region of Suvalk-
ija. In 1969 he left secondary school, and in 1974 he 
graduated from Vilnius Pedagogical University. Begin-
ning in 1974, he worked in the Archaeology Depart-
ment at the Lithuanian Institute of History as a research 
fellow, and from 1987 to 1994 he was the head of this 
department. In 1984 he defended his history disserta-
tion “Arms and Armour of the Baltic Tribes of the Sec-

ond to Eighth Centuries in the Territory of Lithuania”, 
and in 1998 he defended his second thesis and received 
his habilitation degree “Weaponry of the Baltic Tribes 
in the Iron Age”.

Beginning in 2005, Kazakevičius began to work at 
Klaipėda University’s Institute of Baltic Sea Region 
History and Archaeology.

Kazakevičius devoted all of his creative energy to re-
searching the weaponry of the Baltic cultures, and re-
flections of the Migration Period in the territory of the 
Baltic tribes. He wrote about 150 scientific articles and 
four monographs on those topics. Many of the articles 
investigated artefacts from the material culture of the 
Baltic tribes, as well as their origin and development, 
and analysed the weapons of the various Baltic tribes 
and their neighbours. 

His principal works are the monographs: “Arms and 
Armour of the Baltic Tribes of the Second to Eighth 
Centuries in the Territory of Lithuania”, 1988, “The 
Plinkaigalis Burial Ground”, 1993, “Ninth to 13th 
Century Baltic Swords”, 1996, and “Iron Age Arrows 
in Lithuania in the Second to 12th/13th Centuries”, 
2004.

Being interested in the Migration Period in Lithuania, 
Kazakevičius excavated several Lithuanian cemeteries 
and barrows. He studied thoroughly the cemeteries at 
Plinkaigalis (Kėdainiai district), Kalniškiai (Raseiniai 
district), Kejėnai (Raseiniai district), Ližiai (Tauragė 
district) and the barrows at Visietiškės, Miškiniai 
(Anykščiai district) and Pažobrys (Raseiniai district), 
and also carried out fieldwork surveys in his native Su-
valkija region. He published the research material in 
scientific studies and articles.

He also had to devote a great deal of his energy and 
time to making sure issues of Archaeologica Baltica, 
of which he was the editor in chief, appeared. He par-
ticipated in the work of the board of editors of Lietuvos 
archeologija and Istorija, was a member of the board 
of editors of Eesti arheoloogia ajakiri, and managed 
scientific programmes. He studied at Helsinki, Stock-

THE PROMINENT LITHUANIAN ARCHAEOLOGIST 
VyTAUTAS KAzAKEVIčIUS

AlgirdAs girininkAs 

Vytautas Kazakevičius (1951–2005)  
(photograph by R. Mičiūnas)
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holm, and Frankfurt am Main, and managed doctoral 
studies.

His main hobby was fishing, to which he devoted the 
greatest part of his leisure time. On holidays he could 
be found in the most unlikely places around Lithuania 
with his fishing friends.

Vytautas Kazakevičius was principled, friendly, ex-
acting and industrious. All his scientific work was 
characterised by thoroughness, depth, and scientific 
conclusions substantiated by sources, which included 
the latest research work by Lithuanian and foreign 
scientists. I will remember Vytautas Kazakevičius 
(11.10.1951–7.9.2005), like everyone else here, as a 
noble and humane person (Plate I. 1–4).
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 8Publications by Vytautas KazaKeVičius 
(1951–2005) . 
Monographs ,  Sc ien t i f i c  Ar t i c l e s ,  Pub l i ca t ions  Ed i t ed  by  
V.  Kazakev ič ius ,  Rev iews  and  Var i a 

Vykintas VaitkeVičius1

I . Monographs.  MonographsMonographs

1988

Оружие балтских племен II–VIII веков на территории 
Литвы, Вильнюс: Мокслас, 1988, 160 с.

1993

Plinkaigalio kapinynas. Monografija, Lietuvos archeologija, 
Vilnius: Mokslo ir enciklopedijų leidykla, 1993, t. 10, p. 
3–181, 213–218.

1996

IX–XIII a. baltų kalavijai, Vilnius: alma littera, 1996, 
174 p.

2004

Geležies amžiaus strėlės Lietuvoje II–XII/XIII a., Lietuvos 
kariuomenės istorija, Vilnius: Generolo Jono Žemaičio li-
etuvos karo akademija, 2004, 136 p.

I I .  Sc i en t i f i c  Ar t i c l e s

1978

ietigaliai lietuvoje V–Viii a. (1. Įtveriamieji), Lietuvos TSR 
Mokslų akademijos darbai (A), Vilnius, 1978, t. 4, p. 37–
45.

V–iX a. pradžios kalavijai lietuvoje, Jaunųjų istorikų dar-
bai, Vilnius, 1978, kn. 2, p. 14–23.

1979

ietigaliai lietuvoje V–Viii a. (2. Įmoviniai), Lietuvos TSR 
Mokslų akademijos darbai (A), Vilnius, 1979, t. 2, p. 63–
75.

Раскопки могильника Плинкайгалис, �рхеоло�и�еские�рхеоло�и�еские 
открытия 1978 �ода, Москва, 1979, с. 456–457.

1980

Geriamieji ragai iš Plinkaigalio (Kėdainių raj.), Jaunųjų 
istorikų darbai, Vilnius, 1980, kn. 3, p. 96–98.

Plinkaigalio (Kėdainių raj.) senkapio tyrinėjimai 1978 ir 
1979 metais, Archeologiniai tyrinėjimai Lietuvoje 1978 ir 
1979 metais, Vilnius, 1980, p. 80–83.

Раскопки в Плинкайгалис, �рхеоло�и�еские открытия 
1979 �ода, Москва, 1980, с. 378–379.

1981

unikalus V a. pab. geriamasis ragas iš Plinkaigalio (Kėdainių 
raj.) kapinyno, Lietuvos TSR Mokslų akademijos darbai 
(A), Vilnius, 1981, t. 3, p. 81–91.

Vienašmenių kalavijų atsiradimas ir raida lietuvoje, Lietu-
vos archeologija, Vilnius, 1981, t. 2, p. 43–58.

Материалы эпохи Великого переселения народов в 
Литве, �ктуальные проблемы археоло�и�еских иссле-
дований в Украинской ССР, Киев, 1981, с. 98–99.

Раскопки могильника Плинкайгалис, �рхеоло�и�еские 
открытия 1980 �ода, Москва, 1981, с. 357–358.

1982

M. e. i tūkstantmečio strėlių antgaliai lietuvoje, Jaunųjų 
istorikų darbai, Vilnius, 1982, kn. 4, p. 91–93.

Neolito kapai Plinkaigalio III–VII a. kapinyne,  Archeologiniai 
tyrinėjimai Lietuvoje 1980 ir 1981 metais, Vilnius, 1982, 
p. 15–16.

Plinkaigalio kapinyno tyrinėjimai, Archeologiniai tyrinėjimai 
Lietuvoje 1980 ir 1981 metais, Vilnius, 1982, p. 52–55.

Боевые топоры на территории Литвы и Белоруссии,  
Древности Белоруссии и Литвы, Минск, 1982, с. 71–
80.

1983

a rare animal-headed crossbow brooch from Plinkaigalis 
in Lithuania, Fornvännen, stockholm, 1983, nr. 3/4, p. 
189–196.

baltų-hunų genčių ryšių liudininkė, Muziejai ir paminklai, 
Vilnius, 1983, sąs. 5, p. 59–62.

Žalvarinis ratelis iš Plinkagailio (Kėdainių raj.), Archeologinės 
ir numizmatinės medžiagos komplektavimas ir konservavi-
mas: Jaunųjų muziejininkų konferencijos pranešimų tezės, 
Vilnius, 1983, p. 31–33.

Раскопки могильника Плинкайгалис, �рхеоло�и�еские 
открытия 1981 �ода, Москва, 1983, с. 371 (co-author 
i. Vaškevičiūtė).

1984

Plinkaigalio plokštinis kapinynas, Archeologiniai tyrinėjimai 
Lietuvoje 1982 ir 1983 metais, Vilnius, 1984, p. 77–79.

Оружие балтских племен II–VIII веков на территории 
Литвы, Автореферат на соискание ученой степени 
кандидата исторических наук, Вильнюс, 1988, 24 с.

Уникальный ритон V в. из Плинкайгалиса, Памятники 
культуры. Новые открытия 1982, Ленинград, 1984, с. 
497–503.

Раскопки могильника Плинкайгалис, �рхеоло�и�еские 
открытия 1982 �ода, Москва, 1984, с. 384.1 i would like to express my gratitude to my colleagues  

a. bliujienė, V. Šimėnas, and G. zabiela for compiling 
V. Kazakevičius bibliography.
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1985

ankstyvieji virvelinės keramikos kultūros kapai lietuvoje, 
Lietuvos archeologija, Vilnius, 1985, t. 4, p. 14–24 (co-
authors a. butrimas, G. česnys, i. balčiūnienė, and R. 
Jankauskas).

Могильник Плинкайгалис, �рхеоло�и�еские открытия 
1983 �ода, Москва, 1985, с. 425.

1986

Kalniškių plokštinio kapinyno tyrinėjimai 1985 m., Arche-
ologiniai tyrinėjimai Lietuvoje 1984 ir 1985 metais, Viln-
ius, 1986, p. 52–53.

Plinkaigalio plokštinio kapinyno tyrinėjimai 1984 m., Arche-
ologiniai tyrinėjimai Lietuvoje 1984 ir 1985 metais, Viln-
ius, 1986, p. 54–55.

Visėtiškių pilkapynas, Archeologiniai tyrinėjimai Lietuvoje 
1984 ir 1985 metais, Vilnius, 1986, p. 56–57.

Погребение с наконечником стрелы из могильника 
Плинкайгалис, Советская археоло�ия, Москва, 1986, 
№ 3, с. 238–243.

Раскопки в Плинкайгалис, �рхеоло�и�еские открытия 
1984 �ода, Москва, 1986, с. 358–359.

1987

Motifs of animal decorative pattern on bindings of the 5th–
6th century drinking horns from Plinkaigalis burial ground 
(Lithuania), Finkst Museum, Helsingfors, 1987, p. 45–63.

Plinkaigalio kapinynas, Tarybų Lietuvos enciklopedija, Viln-
ius, 1987, t. 3, p. 398.

Исследования могильника Кальнишкяй и курганов у д. 
Висетишкес, �рхеоло�и�еские открытия 1985 �ода, 
Москва, 1987, с. 480–481.

Находка двупластинчатой фибулы в Литве, Советская 
археоло�ия, № 4, Москва, c. 264–266.

1988

Visėtiškių pilkapynas, Archeologiniai tyrinėjimai Lietuvoje 
1986 ir 1987 metais, Vilnius, 1988, p. 50–55.

archeologinių paminklų tyrimai lietuvoje 1987 metais, 
Lietuvos istorijos metraštis. 1987, Vilnius, 1988, p. 192–
196.

Редкая форма наконечников копий на территории Литвы, 
Древности Литвы и Белоруссии, Вильнюс, 1988, с. 
79–88.

Курганы у д. Висетишкес, �рхеоло�и�еские открытия 
1986 �ода, Москва, 1988, с. 396.

1989

archeologiniai paminklų tyrinėjimai lietuvoje 1988 metais, 
Lietuvos istorijos metraštis. 1988 metai, Vilnius, 1989, p. 
231–233.

1990

Dėl Plinkaigalio kapinyno etninės interpretacijos, Lituanis-
tica, Vilnius, 1990, Nr. 3, p. 3–19.

scandinavian bindings of the tips of sword sheaths from 
Lithuania, Austrumbaltijas un Skandinavijas kontakti 
agrajos viduslaikos: Starptautiskas konferences (Riga, 
1990. 23. – 25. X) referātu tēzes, Riga, 1990, p. 27–29.

Miškinių (anykščių raj.) pilkapyno tyrinėjimai 1989 m., Ar-
cheologiniai tyrinėjimai Lietuvoje 1988 ir 1989 metais, 
Vilnius, 1990, p. 48–49.

Visėtiškių (anykščių raj.) pilkapyno tyrinėjimai 1988 metais, 
Archeologiniai tyrinėjimai Lietuvoje 1988 ir 1989 metais, 
Vilnius, 1990, p. 49–52.

Kalniškių (Raseinių raj.) kapinyno tyrinėjimai 1989 m., Ar-
cheologiniai tyrinėjimai Lietuvoje 1988 ir 1989 metais, 
Vilnius, 1990, p. 83.

Kryžiai ir archeologijos paminklai, Katalikų pasaulis, Viln-
ius, 1990 06 06, nr. 11, p. 13–15 (co-authors b. Dakanis, 
a. Kuncevičius, M. Michelbertas, and G. zabiela).

1992

Rytietiškos kilmės radinys Visėtiškių (anykščių raj.) pilka-
pyne, Lietuvos archeologija, Vilnius, 1992, t. 9, p. 133–
137.

sword chapes from lithuania, Die Kontakte zwischen Ost-
baltikum und Skandinavien im frühen Mittelalter, Stock-
holm, 1992, p. 91–107.

the find of an east european sword quillon in a barrow in 
Visėtiškės, anykščiai district, lithuania, Fornvännen, 
stockholm, 1992, vol. 87, p. 176–179.

The Great Migration Period and the Balts according to the 
archaeological data from lithuania, Peregrinatio Gothica, 
Oslo, 1992, t. 3, p. 91–102.

the Plinkaigalis barrow as the source of the ethnic history of 
the Balts, Medieval Europe 1992. A conference on Medi-
eval archeology in Europe 21st –24th September 1992 at 
the University of York (abstracts), York (England), 1992, 
p. 35–36.

Kalniškių (Raseinių raj.) kapinynas, Archeologiniai 
tyrinėjimai Lietuvoje 1990 ir 1991 metais, Vilnius, 1992, 
sąs. 1, p. 99–103.

1994

Das Gräberfeld von Plinkaigalis als Quelle der baltischen 
ethnischen Geschichte in Litauen, Prehistoric Graves as a 
Source of Information, Uppsala, 1994, p. 111–128.

some debatable questions concerning the armament of the 
Viking Period in Lithuania, Fasciculi Archaeologiae His-
toricae, Łódź, 1994, zesz. 7, p. 37–44.

Kalniškių kapinyno tyrinėjimai 1992 ir 1993 metais, Arche-
ologiniai tyrinėjimai Lietuvoje 1992 ir 1993 metais, Viln-
ius, 1994, p. 154–158.

1996

situation ethnoculturelle des baltes au milieu du ier mil-
lénaire de notre ére, L‘identité des populations archéolo-
goques, sophia antipolis, 1996, p. 80–94.

topory bojowe typu M. chronologia i pochodze-
nia na źiemiach bałtów, Słowiańszczyzna w Europie 
średniowiecznej, Wrocław, 1996, t. 2, s. 233–241.

the 5th–6th century burial ground of Kalniškiai: results of 8 
years of excavations, Lietuvos ir Vakarų Norvegijos arche-
ologija (Vilniaus–bergeno archeologų konferencija, 1996 
m. balandžio 15–19 d.): Programa ir tezės, Vilnius, 1996, 
p. 12.

Kalniškių kapinyno kasinėjimai 1994 ir 1995 metais, Arche-
ologiniai tyrinėjimai Lietuvoje 1994 ir 1995 metais, Viln-
ius, 1996, p. 111–115.

adolfas tautavičius, Lietuvos istorijos metraštis. 1995, Viln-
ius, 1996, p. 433–434.

bijeikių piliakalnis; buivydų piliakalnis; buteikių piliakaln-
is; Jakšiškio pilkapynas ir piliakalnis; Juodviliškio kapiny-
nas; Kurklių pilkapynas; Maldeikių pilkapynas; Piktagal-
io-Marijampolio piliakalnis; butėnų pilkapynas; Mogylų 
kapinynas; Papilių piliakalnis; levaniškių piliakalnis; 
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 8Piliakalnio piliakalnis; Šaltinių pirmieji pilkapiai; Pakark-
los kalnas; Šovenių-budrių piliakalnis; Vargulių piliakaln-
is; Varkujų-Varniškių piliakalnis; Visėtiškių pilkapiai, 
Kultūros paminklų enciklopedija. Rytų Lietuva, Vilnius, 
1996, t. 1, p. 39, 42, 46, 48, 55, 58, 60, 64, 70, 89, 91, 99, 
101, 102.

1997

on one type of baltic sword of the Viking period, Archaeolo-
gia Baltica, Vilnius, 1997, vol. 2, p. 117–132.

1998

iš vėlyvojo geležies amžiaus baltų ginklų istorijos (Kalavijų 
makštų apkalai), Lietuvos archeologija, Vilnius, 1998, t. 
15, p. 287–332.

Kalniškiai burial ground: investigation, results, prospects, 
Archaeologia Baltica, Vilnius, 1998, vol. 3, p. 251–260.

Geležies amžiaus baltų genčių ginkluotė. Habilitacinis dar-
bas. Humanitariniai mokslai, 05H istorija, Vilnius, 1998, 
68 p.

Military aspects of Baltic tribes in the Iron age : Summary 
of the research report presented for habilitation. Vilnius, 
1998, 48 p.

tyrinėjimų Kalniškiuose dešimtmetis, Archeologiniai 
tyrinėjimai Lietuvoje 1996 ir 1997 metais, Vilnius, 1998, 
p. 198–201.

The Plinkaigalis burial ground, Lithuanian archaeology: in-
vestigations and findings, Vilnius, 1998, p. 15.

apkartų pilkapynas; čepeliškių pilkapynai; Gailiutiškės-
santupių pilkapynas; Galminių pilkapynai; Juškėnų ka-
pinynas; Kavolių kapinynas; Kloviškių pilkapiai; Kraštų 
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I n t roduc t ion

During The third millennium BC, substantial changes 
in society occurred in several parts of Europe. TheThe 
changes move from egalitarian and group-oriented 
societies with causewayed enclosures and communal 
graves as megaliths, to societies with individual graves 
and eventually to elitarian societies (2800–1800 BC) 
(Vandkilde 2004, p.75). These processes apparently 
occurred in various areas of time and space, and at dif-
ferent rates. Traditionally, these social developments 
are interpreted on the basis of graves, and also, partly, 
on deposits. During recent years, excavations and stud-
ies of settlements have been included. The discussions 
include religious, ritual, and more everyday aspects. 
Here, artefacts and contexts play the central role.

The most visible changes occurred in funerary practice. 
With Corded Ware Culture (CWC), the single grave 
is introduced around 2800 BC as the most common 
grave form in Central and Eastern Europe. The male 
graves are characterized by a slender corded beaker 
and a shafthole axe or mace, while the female graves 
are characterized by adornments (eg tooth beads) and 
pottery (Vandkilde 2004).

Around 200 to 300 years later, approximately 2500 BC, 
Bell Beaker Culture (BBC) arose in Western Europe, 
which is primarily characterized by a bell-shaped bea-
ker with zone ornamentation. Due to the presence of 
beakers and weapons placed around the deceased in the 
grave, the BBC graves are apparently associated with 
CWC graves. These two dominating culture groups or 
macro-regional cultures in Europe have different local 

variations, but the above-mentioned characteristics are 
overall and widespread (Vandkilde 2006, p.415).

In this paper, male identity around 2800 to 2300 BC is 
discussed. As a case study, I have selected three male I have selected three maleI have selected three male 
graves from different parts of Europe. In my analysis, 
the focus will be on the space, especially the relation 
between the human body and the grave goods. I will 
discuss the artefacts, their function, symbolic meaning 
and placement, and compare the three graves, com-
mencing with a discussion of male and warrior identity 
2800–2300 BC.

Theor i s ing

Theorising is of course important when you want to 
discuss graves and male identities. In my discussion of 
material culture, I have used primarily Helle Vandkil-
de’s three divisions in analysing function (2000, p.22). 
She speaks of practical function, social function and 
symbolic meaning. The practical function deals with 
the utilitarian purposes and potentials of objects. The 
social function is more complex. It deals with the so-
cial relations applying to objects: ethnicity, cultural 
identity, status, age, gender, rank, profession, etc. By 
virtue of its visual expression, being implemented, ma-
terial culture may be used as a manipulating factor. The 
symbolic meaning refers to the qualities and properties 
connected to the objects, which could be a combination 
of practical and social function.

Marie Louise Stig Sørensen has analysed and dis-
cussed the rich Early Bronze Age grave from Leubin-

I .  STEPPING FROM THE MALE  
TO THE WARRIOR IDENTITY 

MALE IDENTITY IN LATE NEOLITHIC/EARLY 
BRONZE AGE EUROPE,  2800–2300  BC 

JAKOB WESTERMANN

Abstract

A spatial and comparative analysis is made of three male weapon graves from Bohemia, northern Italy and southern England.is made of three male weapon graves from Bohemia, northern Italy and southern England.three male weapon graves from Bohemia, northern Italy and southern England.northern Italy and southern England. 
Consideration is given to the grave goods, their function and symbolic significance, commencing with a discussion of male 
and warrior identity from 2800 to 2300 BC.

Key words: male identity, warriorhood, function, weapon, human body, Corded Ware Culture, Bell Beaker Culture.
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gen by dividing the grave and discussing its elements. 
Julian Thomas has analysed British Bell Beaker graves 
and the placement of the beakers. I will try to use both 
of their phenomenological and spatial approaches in a 
discussion of social identity, body culture, and gender.

When a member of society dies, a social drama takes 
place; there is a rupturing of existing relations (Sø-
rensen 2004, p.168). These relations are renegotiated 
in the burial, so the placement of the grave goods and 
the body creates an image of the deceased; an image of 
the values and ideals of the society (2004, p.168). Ju-
lian Thomas sees the grave as a text, where the objects 
are signifiers (1991, p.38). The grave must eventually 
be seen as a potential semiotic room and the objects 
must be seen as an extension of the body and body-
related actions, for example, cooking, eating, drinking, 
dressing, hunting and fighting (Thomas 1991, p.38; 
Sørensen 2004, p.173; Vandkilde 2006, p.394).

The main pillar for theorising identity and gender is 
social anthropology. It is used within archaeology to 
add an extra dimension to the archaeological mate-
rial proposing a “more balanced view” of a possible 
structure of prehistoric society (eg Apel 2001; or Wier-
mann 1998, p.131). Social identity and gender denote 
the individual’s perception of the self and the affilia-
tion in society, and are also a way societies categorise 
individuals using sex, age, profession, rank and status 
(Eriksen 1998; Vandkilde 2006). Status may be added 
or achieved and different kinds of status may vary in 
meaning in different contexts. 

In her work “Warriors and Warrior Institutions in 
Copper Age Europe”, H. Vandkilde (2006) theorises 
on warriors and warriorhood using ethno-historical 
perspectives. Warriorhood must be seen as a second-
ary status; a group identity added to the male gender. 
It may work ad hoc or be institutionalised in soci-
ety (Vandkilde 2006, p.397). She puts up three eth-
nographic models for institutionalised warriorhood, 
where access is regulated through: 1) age, possibly by 
initiation rites; 2) personal qualities, where the warrior 
is more independent; and 3) distinctions of rank, where 
the warriors form a kind of warrior elite (Vandkilde 
2006, pp.399-403).

Source  c r i t i c i sm

Within source criticism, there are several factors to 
mention. The more elementary ones are the states of 
preservation. One has to bear in mind that artefacts 
of organic material, such as leather, wood or textiles, 
may have played a role in the material expression of 
the grave, but are most often not preserved. However, 
the greatest source criticism should be pointed toward 

my choice of graves. In the analysis of the graves, one 
should involve a whole row of factors in relation to 
each grave, eg terrain, topography, surrounding natural 
and cultural landscape, a cemetery context, if any, and 
a larger comparison of its graves. By choosing to fo-
cus only on the grave room as a context, I exclude the 
above-mentioned factors, but including them would go 
beyond the physical limits of this paper. It might seem 
problematic that the male graves chosen in this study 
are very different in their expression. There is a large 
difference in the degrees of material richness com-
pared to their surrounding contemporary graves and 
cemeteries. Their similarities are the fact that they are 
male graves with weapons and pottery, they are with 
preserved skeletons, and they are clearly positioned in 
the graves.

Spa t i a l  ana lys i s  o f  g rave  rooms

The spatial analysis is simply made by dividing the 
grave room to see if there are any clusterings or regular-
ities in the position of the different artefacts in connec-
tion with the body and the grave room. I have chosen to 
divide the grave into squares using the body as a start-
ing point. The mid-axis goes along the spine, cross-
ing the skull, pelvis and feet, while the cross-axis goes 
across the mid-axis across the pelvis (Fig. 1). Starting 
from the objects in these four squares, I will describe, 
and to some extent compare, the three graves. I have 
chosen to divide the grave goods into four groupings: 
pottery, dress equipment (eg bone pins) and adornment 
(eg tooth beads or gold jewellery), weapon-related 
objects, and craft-related objects. It may very well be 
debatable whether such a division in weapon and craft-
related objects can be legitimized. It is a discussion of 
weapon-tools and tool-weapons (cf Vandkilde 2006, 
p.404). In my opinion, the division is made from their 
everyday context. For example, the working axe from 
the Vikletice grave is determined to be a craft-related 
object. Vikletice is a CWC cemetery in the northwest of 
the Czech Republic. Due to the chalky subsoil, bones 
are well preserved. The cemetery is made up of a total 
of 179 graves, of which the majority date from CWC 
(Buchvaldek, Koutecký et al. 1970). 

Grave 58, which was excavated in 1964 (Fig. 1a), is 
determined to be a male grave according to the grave 
goods and the position of the body. The skeleton is de-
termined to be of a juvenile. The grave is orientated 
approximately east-west, measures 156 by 120 centi-
metres, and has a rectangular shape with rounded cor-
ners. The body is centrally placed in the grave with 
the left arm resting across the stomach region and the 
right arm resting along the side of the body. The body 
is surrounded by objects on all four sides, and several 
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of them seem to have had a direct connection to the 
placement of the body.

Dividing the grave by the mid and the cross axis, the 
grave is divided into four, where the square behind 
the legs is apparently empty. In the quadrant in front 
of the legs, just below the right knee, you can see an 
approximately seven-centimetre-long, almost pointed 
blade knife (Buchvaldek, Koutecký et al. 1970, p.55). 
In the southwest quadrant, in front of the face, which 
is facing south, a mace head or what could possibly be 
a very eroded battleaxe is placed. Its placement indi-
cates that when shafted, it had been laid in the hand of 
the deceased. With this direct connection to the body, 
the placement stresses action, and its function as a 
weapon, practically, socially and symbolically, seems 
obvious. In the last quadrant, behind the man’s back, 
a large working axe made of a type of rock is found 
behind the neck. At first glance it has a very prominent 
and an almost violent placement, with the edge pointed 
directly towards the skull. In this case, I do not find that 
the specific placement is so important. In several other 
graves, such axes are found in the same quadrant of the 
grave (Buchvaldek, Koutecký et al. 1970, eg pp.102, 
113, 166), and the axe may have been moved a bit in 
the grave, which may cause that marked placement. I 
have chosen to mark the axe and the blade knife as 
craft-related objects, but it is with some reservation, 
since they may have weapon or violence-related po-
tentials. Approximately ten to 20 centimetres above 
the skull lies a corded beaker with the mouth point-
ing south. It seems as if it could have been deliber-
ately pointed towards the deceased’s skull region. In 
the cemetery, corded beakers are only found in male 
graves, and almost always at the head end of the grave 
in front or behind the skull. In several cases, the drink-

ing beaker is placed on the side. In contrast, other pots 
are generally placed in an upright position. The amount 
of content, the irregularity of the grave bottom, or the 
size of the beaker may have, of course, caused it to 
tip over. One could also imagine that the beaker may 
have been emptied before or while it was placed in the 
grave as part of a ritual act. I find this very interest-
ing in connection with the idea of the institutionalized 
warriorhood in CWC, where drinking rituals may have 
played a part in the warrior group (cf Vandkilde 2006, 
p.415). What we see in male graves with corded beak-
ers is probably a reflection of these drinking rituals in 
the grave rituals. Besides the slender corded beaker, an 
undecorated globular amphora is found. The amphora 
is almost always placed along the northern side in all 
graves in the Vikletice cemetery, regardless of the sex 
or geographical orientation of the deceased. It is placed 
behind the back or in front of the legs. In grave 58, the 
amphora is placed behind the back and no terms of ac-
tion are stressed in its placement. It possibly served as 
a container for food or beverages. 

The Spilamberto grave is from the Spilamberto cem-
etery in northern Italy (Barfield 1986). The dating is 
“chalcolithic” or “eneolithic”. The graves here are 
different from the rest of the north Italian cemeteries 
from the same period of time, eg Remedello, which 
has given its name to a local culture group. According 
to Lawrence Barfield (1986), Spilamberto is not un-
der the same influence of CWC as the more northern 
cemeteries in the area, and compared with these, the 
Spilamberto graves are much more uniform and not as 
strictly divided into male and female graves. For exam-
ple, the orientations of the graves are alike, regardless 
of sex and age; both males and females are buried lying 
on their back, with their hands resting on the lap. Al-

Fig. 1. Model for spatial analysis of grave goods: a Vikletice grave 58 (Bohemia, Czech Republic) (no scale); b the Spil-Model for spatial analysis of grave goods: a Vikletice grave 58 (Bohemia, Czech Republic) (no scale); b the Spil-
amberto grave (northern Italy) (no scale); c the Amesbury grave (southern England) (no scale). The objects are numbered 
according to their metonymical aspect: 1 weapon-related objects; 2 craft-related objects; 3 pottery; 4 dress equipment/
adornments (rearranged after Buchvaldek, Koutecký 1970, p.169, Abb. 107; Barfield 1997, p.117, Fig. 9; Wessex Archaeol-
ogy 2002).
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so, the objects are not as strictly divided according to 
male and female graves. For example, there are several 
female graves equipped with arrow points, and in the 
Remedello cemetery, anthropologically determined fe-
males are buried with copper daggers and arrow points 
(Barfield 1986, p.243).

The grave (Fig. 1b) is oriented north to south, with the 
head at the north. The skeleton of an adult male is lying 
on his back with his face slightly turned eastwards and 
his hands resting on his lap. Between his thigh bones 
lies a large bone dagger with the tip pointed towards 
his left groin. On each side of his pelvis, a tanged ar-
row point, probably of flint, is placed, and just south 
of his left foot stands a beaker. The beaker placed 
near the left foot and the face are turned left, making a 
vague marking of that side of the grave. Despite that, 
the composition of the grave is very symmetrical. Un-
fortunately, it has not been possible to find any further 
descriptions of the beaker or the arrow points in the 
literature. The bone dagger looks very much like the 
shafted copper daggers known from the area and the 
rest of Europe. It is cut in one piece, and the end of 
the shaft is almost semicircular shaped. The blade is 
thicker in the middle.

If you lay out the mid and cross axes, it is remarka-
ble that the area above the waist is apparently empty. 
All the weapon-related objects are placed around the 
pelvis, and, with the beaker placed near the feet, no 
terms of bodily action are stressed (cf Sørensen 2004, 
p.173), just as with the globular amphora in the Viklet-
ice grave. 

The hitherto richest male grave from BBC in Britain is 
the so-called Amesbury Archer, which was excavated 
with another nearby BBC grave by Wessex Archaeol-
ogy in 2002. The two graves are situated in southern 
England only three miles from Stonehenge. The results 
have not been thoroughly published yet, but are men-
tioned among news in Antiquity (Fitzpatrick 2002). 
However, Wessex Archaeology has published some of 
the results on their web page (www.wessexarch.co.uk/
projects/amesbury/archer.html [Wessex Archaeology 
2002]). The richest of the two graves, the Amesbury 
Archer, is referred to as the Amesbury grave. Radio-
carbon analysis dates the grave to 2400–2100 cal. BC. 
The results of stable isotope analyses of oxygen, 18O, 
from the human tooth enamel are of great interest. It is 
an indication that the man grew up in the Alpine area 
(Wessex Archaeology 2002).

The grave (Fig. 1c) is oriented WNW-ESE, with theoriented WNW-ESE, with the 
head at WNW. The grave has probably been supported 
by some kind of wooden chamber. The man, deter-
mined as an adult male between 35 and 50 years old, 
lies in left positioned hocker, the most common for a 

BBC male grave. The arms are folded along his chest. 
The body is centrally placed in the grave, and with 
the exception of above the skull, it is surrounded by 
objects. The grave contains no less than 100 artefacts,The grave contains no less than 100 artefacts, 
most of which are flints.

The mid and the cross axes divide the grave into four 
equally sized quadrants; however, the grave goods 
are unequally placed. In the quadrant behind the legs, 
along the mid-axis, only a bell beaker is placed. In the 
quadrant in front of the legs, a beaker is placed by the 
feet near the mid-axis. A number of status markers, 
such as a red sandstone wristguard, a shale belt ring, red sandstone wristguard, a shale belt ring, 
a tanged copper dagger, and two gold so-called “bas-
ket earrings” are also placed in this area of the grave. 
Much points towards the fact that this is an extra set of 
equipment, possibly including clothing. It looks as if 
it is deliberately placed at that very spot in the grave. 
Fitzpatrick calls it equipment for a dress or possible 
regalia, and infers by these means that we are dealing 
here with some kind of king or chief (2002). Further-
more, in front of the legs, in the northeast part of the 
grave, 15 arrow points were found scattered one level 
above the bottom of the grave. These are probably the 
remains of a quiver, with the arrows placed above a 
possible lid of the chamber (Fitzpatrick 2002, p.630).. 
In the quadrant in front of the face, a copper knife is a copper knife isa copper knife is 
placed near one hand, and along his underarm lies a 
black sandstone wristguard and a bone pin. In front of 
the arms there is a cache of flints, such as flakes, scrap-
ers, knives (small daggers, my comment), blanks for 
arrow points, a small tanged copper dagger, a red deer 
spatula, a small lump of iron (possibly for a strike-a-
light), and some boar tusks. In the quadrant behind the 
back, there is a bell beaker behind the skull and another 
cache of flints, for example, scrapers, some boar tusks, 
and a small cushion stone (possibly a small anvil for 
working gold). To sum up the weapon-related objects To sum up the weapon-related objects 
in the grave, there are three small tanged copper dag-
gers, two small flint dagger blades, two wristguards, 
and 15 arrow points. An overall view of the numbered 
version of the plan of the Amesbury grave shows that 
all weapon-related objects (1) are placed in the two 
quadrants in front of the body, to the right of the mid-
axis. In my opinion, the copper dagger placed by the 
hand of the deceased stresses a term of action. It is the 
same for the objects referred to as adornment and dress 
equipment (4), which are also placed in the two right 
quadrants. The so-called craft-related objects (2) are 
placed above the cross-axis, above the waist. The five 
bell beakers (3) are found in all four quadrants, with 
predominance in the quadrant in front of the face.

Like Fitzpatrick, I find the cache of prestige objects or 
the so-called regalia significant in its placement, be-
cause of its role as an extra set of special dress equip-
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ment. Yet, I find the other objects just as significant 
in their placement in relation to the body. In his work 
about bell beakers in Great Britain and Ireland, D. 
Clarke has also researched the placement of the bell 
beakers in graves (1970). Bell beakers, of which there 
is only normally one found in each grave, if any, have 
statistically four positions (Fig. 2a): 1) in front of the 
face; 2) in front of the legs; 3) behind the head; and 
4) behind the legs (Clarke 1970, p.455). To this he re-
lates, among other things, statistics over “gender and 
age”, classified as male, female and child (Thomas 
1991, p.39, Fig. 5), where most male graves have the 
beaker in position 3, most female graves have it in po-
sition 2, and most children graves have it in position 1. 
All three groups are represented in the four positions 
(1991, p.39).

I have marked the beakers’ positions in the Amesbury 
grave (Fig. 2b), and it is obvious that all aforemen-
tioned positionings have been used. There is a stylistic 
difference in the beakers placed near the head and the 
ones placed near the legs. The different styles of the 
bell beakers may very well be a marking of social rela-
tions between ethnic groups inside BBC and possibly 
also mark connections to other chiefs (Clarke 1970).

With this analysis of the Amesbury grave, I see sev-
eral common features with M.L.S. Sørensen’s analysis 
of the Leubingen grave (2004). The Amesbury Archer 
was probably not a craftsman (eg goldsmith, ceram-
ic artist or furrier), nor did he carry five daggers and 
two wristguards. The way the objects are placed in 
the grave in “function spheres” indicates that he was a 
powerful person and had a number of crafts and crafts-
men under him. In connection with the placement of 
the objects and the body, we can see that he was put 
in the grave not dressed as the powerful man he pos-
sibly was, but more as a warrior. This is evident from 
the dagger in his hand, a wristguard on his arm, and a 
bone pin to close his garment. His status as a powerful 
man is stressed by the objects placed around him in the 
grave thereafter.

In J. Thomas’ model of sequencing (Fig. 3), I have 
marked the objects found in the grave with the num-
bers used in the spatial analysis (Fig. 1). If we assume 
that each beaker “starts a sequence” in the model, five 
beakers might be necessary for the presence of all the 
other objects in the grave. However, a grave found 
nearby, the so-called Archer’s Relative, does not corre-
spond with this idea. He has no beaker in the grave, but 
has a boar’s tusk at his side and two “basket-earrings” 
in his mouth (!) (Wessex Archaeology). 

D i scuss ion

The battleaxe or mace is as a weapon only associated 
with warfare, unlike daggers and archery equipment, warfare, unlike daggers and archery equipment, 
which are also linked with hunting (Vandkilde 2006, 
p.394). In this connection, I would like to add the com-
ment that battleaxes, maces and daggers might as well 
be associated with the (ritual) slaughtering of animals. 
Like the rest of the material, we may look at several 
aspects of the dagger as an artefact: the utilitarian as-
pects and the symbolic aspects. Daggers are tradition-
ally seen as almost purely symbolic objects; but, in my 
opinion, discussions and analysis of the utilitarian pur-
poses and real function are just as important.

The bone dagger from Spilamberto (Fig. 4c) has, as 
mentioned, been inferred as non-functional and purely 
symbolic grave equipment by L. Barfield and C. Chip-
pindale (1997, p.116). I disagree with their opinion. A 
bone dagger may very well have utilitarian purposes 
connected with the material and morphology, not nec-
essarily in acts of war. From the south Scandinavian 
Mesolithic and Neolithic, several bone daggers made 
from the elbow bones of larger mammals, for example, 
are known. They have traditionally been suggested to 
be skinning knives (Brøndsted 1957, p.101 and 211). 
J. Apel has, in his technological study of Scandinavian 
flint daggers, also commented upon their utilitarian 
purposes. He finds the flint daggers’ use as stabbing 
devices rather poor, whereas experiments with and the 

Fig. 2. Positions of the bell beakers in British Bell Beaker graves: a a simplified representation of the four common place-
ments of the bell beaker in Britain (after Clarke 1970, p.455, 3.9); b the same model rearranged showing the placement of 
the five bell beakers in the Amesbury grave.
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use of flint daggers have shown that they are excel-
lent as cutting devices for slaughtering and skinning 
animals (Apel 2001, p.311). Apparently no thorough 
use-wear analyses on flint daggers or any other kinds 
of daggers have been made. However, in single cases, 
use-wear on daggers has been analysed. On a flint dag-
ger from Ffair Rhos, for example, all use-wear on the 
edges has been inferred as a result of the dagger being 
pulled in and out of a sheath (Keeley 1982, p.495), a 
treatment that destroys any other possible use-wear. It 

is mostly traces of shafting that you see on the daggers 
(Keeley 1982). Many flint daggers from Scandinavia 
have been re-sharpened, which destroys the use-wear, 
but also shows the importance of resharpening as a 
result of breakage or ritual sharpening (Apel 2001, 
p.311). Of course, it is possible that the daggers have 
just been used as ordinary cutting devices. It would be 
interesting, if it was possible, to study several kinds 
of daggers from grave contexts, such as bone daggers, 
flint daggers, copper and bronze daggers, more system-

Fig. 3. Possible sequence for the choices involved in the combination of grave goods in British bell beaker graves (rear-
ranged after Thomas 1991, p.35, Fig. 1). The numbered items mark the objects represented in the Amesbury grave. The 
meanings of the numbers are the same as in the spatial analysis (cf Fig. 1).

Fig. 4. Daggers and knives: the blade knife from Vikletice, length 7 cm; b a flint dagger blade and the largest tanged copper 
dagger from the Amesbury grave (no scale); c the bone dagger from the Spilamberto grave (no scale) (after Buchvaldek and 
Koutecký 1970, p.169, Abb. 107. 5; www.wessexarch.co.uk and Barfield 1997, p.117, Fig. 9, respectively).
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atically for traces of use-wear to see if certain patterns 
arise.

The daggers from the Amesbury grave have conse-
quently been called knives by A. Fitzpatrick (2002, 
p.630), but I have chosen to define them as daggers 
since they have two edges. They are divided into two 
groups: three small-tanged copper daggers and two 
flint dagger blades. The copper daggers must have had 
some kind of wooden shaft, and it is likely that the flint 
daggers also had a shaft of some sort. The flint daggers 
appear to have been made on blades that have been 
flatly retouched on one or both sides. It seems that one 
of the flint daggers from the Amesbury grave and the 
blade knife from the Vikletice grave look very much 
alike in shape and also in size (Fig. 4a and 4b). The 
blade knives from the Vikletice cemetery are not found 
in female graves, but only in some male graves with 
maces and working axes. In approximately half of the 
cases, the blade knives are placed near the legs (Buch-
valdek, Koutecký et al. 1970, p.238). Some gloss was 
observed on the blades (Buchvaldek, Koutecký et al 
1970), and the use-wear analysis of 53 of the Viklet-
ice blades by Kjel Knutsson indicates that the artefacts 
divide into two equally sized groups. They were either 
used for cutting vegetable material or were unused. 
They were used for scraping skin in only four cases 
(Knutsson 1995). Further use-wear analyses like this 
could be interesting concerning the use of blades from 
other CWC graves in Europe, for example cutting 
hides, meat or fat by the skinning or slaughtering of 
animals, or as seen in Vikletice, used mostly for plant 
working.

The dagger has traditionally been seen as a status sym-
bol, more precisely male status (Barfield, Chippindale 
1997, p.117; Apel 2001, p.311). In her work with the 
Singen am Hohentwiel cemetery, Emily Weglian sees 
the dagger’s function as having a symbolic meaning. 
She infers that the bronze dagger was an adornment 
in line with other contemporary bronze objects, which 
are mostly jewellery related (Weglian 2001, p.147). In 
parts of the Alpine area, daggers are depicted on the 
so-called statue-menhirs (Fig. 5). They are found in ar-
eas where the deceased are buried in communal graves 
without any grave goods, and they are meant to stress 
a male identity not expressed in the funerary practice 
(Barfield, Chippindale 1997). In this connection, Bar-
field infers the dagger or its depiction as the symbol 
of “the adult male” (Barfield 1986, p.244), because 
some of the statue-menhirs are shaped like a phallus or 
the shaft of the dagger. He thereby sees a symbiosis of 
male, body, phallus and dagger (1986, p.244).

The archery equipment is heavily emphasized in the 
Amesbury grave. The 15 barbed tanged arrowheads 

and two wristguards are clear components of BBC in 
northwest Europe. The red sandstone wristguard locat-
ed at the end of the grave is of special interest, because 
of the copper-like colour. It is associated with BBC in 
the Lower Rhine Basin, where the colour of the red 
Grand Pressigny flint has also been suggested as a rea-
son for the material choice for flint daggers (eg Lant-
ing, van der Waals, 1974, p.16 and 67). As mentioned 
earlier, both dagger and archery equipment are associ-
ated with hunting. It has been suggested that stressing 
this equipment with BBC shows a new kind of special-
ized weapon use and a new warrior ideal (Vandkilde 
2001, p.356).

J. Thomas and H. Vandkilde have different conclu-
sions of the pottery in the graves. H. Vandkilde sug-
gests, from a social anthropological view, that beakers 
in male graves, the corded beaker and the bell beaker, 
are connected with gender or institutionalized war-
riorhood. Food, and especially beverages, may have 
played an active part in rituals, and therefore the beak-
ers played a central role in denoting the male identity 
(2006, p.410). In a bell beaker grave, at Ashgrove 
Fife in Scotland, traces of an alcoholic beverage were 
found in a bell beaker, which may support her hypoth-
esis (Vandkilde 2006). It is a common view that the 
consumption of alcoholic beverages was a customary 
practice in prehistoric societies (eg Vencl 1994, p.317). 
A corded beaker from a single grave at Refshøjgård 
in East Jutland, has also been found to contain starch 
grains in a non-carbonized crust, which implies a clear 
trace of an alcoholic beverage (Klassen 2005, p.7).

J. Thomas takes the view of the bell beaker being 
the primary object in graves (if any grave goods are 
present) in BBC of males, females and children (Tho-
mas 1991, p. 35). His thesis is that choices of grave 
goods are determined by certain patterns or sequences. 
For example, v-perforated buttons are only present 
if other objects are as well (Fig. 3), and the presence 
of a bell beaker determines whether other objects are 
present (1991, p.35). Pottery ornaments have often 
been seen as a symbol of ethnicity (eg Clarke 1970) 
or as an indication of use and content. According to 
ethnographic studies, pottery has a variety of functions 
categorized in a complex system where, as mentioned 
before, form, function and context are central aspects 
(Miller 1985). 

Chemical analyses of ceramics and the study of macro 
fossils in connection with them are, in my opinion, of 
great interest and importance to the understanding of 
the pottery. The function, practically as a container, and 
symbolically in the stylistic variation, makes the study 
of pottery more complex (eg Lindahl 2000, p.163).
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Male  Iden t i ty  and  war r io rhood

As discussed in the analysis, I assume the Amesbury 
Archer has been buried primarily with warrior equip-
ment with connection to the body, and buried with 
warrior status. Second, he has a status as a powerful 
man with rich equipment and grave goods, which may 
symbolize his powers over various crafts and crafts-
men. The amount of bell beakers and their placements 
in the grave refers to, besides food preparation, eating 
and drinking rituals, a manifestation or stressing of the 
grave cult and symbolism, as D.L. Clarke and J. Tho-
mas have proposed. I suppose a further study of this 
grave would bring new information to the understand-
ing of British bell beaker graves. In the discussion of 
warrior identity, the Amesbury grave is interesting. As 
with the other two graves, first and foremost, it con-
tains a deceased man with weapon-related objects and 
symbols centrally placed in connection with the body.

In the Spilamberto grave, the deceased is completely 
differently placed than in the two other graves in this 
analysis. The placement of the grave goods in relation 
to grave room and body is also different, since all pre-
served objects are placed below the waist and no terms 
of action are stressed whatsoever. We may conclude 
that what we see here is another kind of body culture, 
such as a different way to dress and the use of symbolic 
objects in relation to the body. Still, the weapon-related 
objects have some connection with the body, and I find 
it plausible that the equipment has the same symbolic 

association with the male or the warrior. L. Barfield 
compares his view of the dagger as a symbol of male 
identity in the north Italian area (1986, p.245) to the 
rock engravings at Mont Bégo, which depict ploughing 
scenes, oxen, and male figures with halberds. These 
halberds are morphologically closely connected with 
daggers (1997, p.120). He suggests that this sphere 
with male graves, statue-menhirs and rock engravings 
belongs to the adult male. He sees the engravings as a 
result of rites de passage, where young men are initi-
ated by making the rock engravings, and maybe, in this 
connection, gains male status and become members of 
the group of men carrying the dagger (Barfield, Chip-
pindale 1997, p.122). In this case, if the dagger was a 
symbol of institutionalised warriorhood, it must have 
been regulated by age (cf Vandkilde 2006).

Conc lud ing  r emarks

In my analysis of the three graves, I have not been able 
to prove any pronounced similarities. As a starting 
point, they are different and maybe also too different to 
generalize on male identity in Late Neolithic Europe. 
It would require a much larger amount and variety of 
graves and cemeteries to go further into this issue. The 
basic analyses are best made on the cemetery, cultural 
and geographical levels. I would suggest multi-varied 
analyses as a method for handling the data concern-
ing objects and their placement in relation to body 
and grave room, determination of age, and sex of the 

Fig. 5. Statue-menhirs from the Lunigiana area in northeast Italy (no scale) (after Barfield 1997, p.119, Fig. 11: 1-3).
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skeletons, etc. Such analyses can point out possible 
clusters or groupings that may relate to different social 
identities. Furthermore, I propose some future studies: 
a further study of the actual uses of objects, for exam-
ple by chemical or use-wear analysis of tools, weapons 
and pottery.

A common feature of the three graves is that body and 
weapon-related objects are closely connected in the 
marking of identity. Whether the meanings in the three 
cases are the same, is more uncertain. Something could 
indicate that Late Neolithic societies had an overall 
ideology with the man as a weapon-bearing person or 
a part of a warriorhood. Others have already shown 
that CWC and BBC are closely connected in their op-
posites concerning sex, age, and the placement of the 
body in the grave (Turek, Cerný 2001, p.604). Besides 
the spatial and comparative analyses, the objects and 
issues concerning their practical and social functions 
and symbolic meaning have been discussed. In rela-
tion to this, I have pointed out that the metonymy of 
the weapons, besides being associated with warfare 
and hunting, may also be associated with slaughtering, 
an issue to take into consideration in further studies of 
male identity in Late Neolithic Europe.

Translated by Jakob Westermann, English revised by 
April Anne Kanstrup
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VYrų TAPATUMAS  
EUrOPOjE VėLYVOjO  
NEOLITO–ANKSTYVOJO  
BrONzOS AMžIAUS LAIKAIS 
(2800–2300  M.  PR.  KR. )

Jakob Westermann

San t rauka

Straipsnyje aptariami trijų vyrų, palaidotų su ginklais, 
įkapių erdvinis išsidėstymas kape. Šie kapai datuoja-
mi vėlyvuoju neolitu � ankstyvuoju bronzos amžiais. 
Aptariami vyrų kapai yra iš Vikletice (Bohemija), 
Spilamberto (šiaurinė Italija) ir Amesbury (pietinė An-
glija) kapinynų. Vikletice kapinyno kapas priklauso 
virvelinės keramikos kultūrai, aptariamasis kapas iš 
Spilamberto skiriamas „eneolitui“, kapas iš  Amesbury 
priklauso varpinių taurių kultūrai, jo kalibruota radio-
karboninė data yra 2400�2100 m. pr. Kr. Šių kapų ana-
lizės dėmesio centre atsidūrė kapų įranga ir ypač ryšys 
tarp palaidotojo kūno ir įkapių išsidėstymo. Straipsnyje 
yra aptariami ir lyginami trijų minėtų kapų dirbiniai, jų 
funkcinė paskirtis, simbolinė reikšmė ir dėjimo į kapą 
ypatumai, siejant medžiagą su prasidėjusia diskusija 
apie vyrų ir karių tapatumą 2800�2300 m. pr. Kr. 

Erdvinė įkapių išsidėstymo analizė yra padaryta nesu-
dėtingai, t. y., padalijant kapą kaip mirusiojo buveinę 
į tam tikras grupes, toliau analizuojant, ar ryšiai tarp 
išskirtų įvairių įkapių grupių išdėstymo kapo duobėje 
ir mirusiojo kūno yra pastovūs. Todėl kapas buvo pa-
dalintas į keturias dalis, o mirusiojo kūnas pasirinktas 
kaip pradinis atskaitos taškas. Pagal dirbinius, rastus 
išskirtose keturiose dalyse, visi trys analizuojami ka-
pai buvo aprašyti ir palyginti. Įkapės buvo padalintos 
į keturias grupes: keramika, aprangos detalės ir puoš-

menos, dirbiniai, susiję su ginklais, ir dirbiniai, susiję 
su amatais. Kape iš Vikletice mirusysis paguldytas ant 
dešiniojo šono, kairioji jo ranka buvo padėta ant pilvo, 
o dešinioji ištiesta (1: a pav.). Įkapės šiame kape išdės-
tytos aplink mirusįjį. Kelių į kapą įdėtų daiktų pozicija 
(kirvio ir virvelinės keramikos taurės) buvo tiesiogiai 
susijusi su mirusiojo padėtimi kape. Kirvio padėtis 
kape rodytų jo, kaip ginklo, svarbą, taip pat šio dirbinio 
padėtimi kape buvo akivaizdžiai parodyta socialinė ir 
simbolinė kirvio reikšmė. Tam tikros vyrų grupės, ma-
tyt, karių, kapuose rastos virvelinės keramikos taurės 
atspindi ir gėrimo ritualus. 

Analizuojamame kape iš Spilamberto kapinyno miru-
sysis buvo palaidotas priešingai nei likusiuose dvie-
juose kapuose (1: b pav.).  Didžiausią susidomėjimą 
šiame kape kelia kaulinis durklas, padėtas mirusiajam 
tarp šlaunikaulių. Todėl atrodytų, kad kape iš Spilam-
berto matome kitokią laidoseną, kuomet simboliniai 
dirbiniai ir jų ryšys su mirusiojo kūnu buvo kitokie, 
skyrėsi ir mirusiojo apranga.

Iki šiol kapas iš Amesbury yra turtingiausias varpinių 
taurių kultūros kapas jungtinėje Karalystėje.  Mirusy-
sis, išskyrus kaukolės sritį, palaidotas įkapių apsuptyje 
(1: c pav.). Kape iš Amesbury rasta ne mažiau kaip 100 
dirbinių. Būdas, kuriuo „funkcinėse sferose“ dirbiniai 
buvo padėti kape, žymi, kad čia palaidotas įtakingas 
žmogus, turėjęs amatininko įgūdžių ir jam pavaldžių 
žmonių. Tačiau mirusiojo kūno ir dirbinių, įdėtų į kapą, 
ryšiai rodytų, kad šis žmogus palaidotas aprengtas ne 
su tokia išraiškinga apranga, kokia jis galėjo vilkėti gy-
vas būdamas, bet daugiau kaip karys, nes jo rankose 
buvo durklas, ant rankos buvo rasta riešo apsauga, o 
netoli jo drabužių buvo kaulinis smeigtukas.  Aukštas 
šio žmogaus statusas buvo pabrėžtas dirbiniais, padė-
tais aplink.  

Trys analizuoti kapai negali patvirtinti jokių aiškiai iš-
reikštų panašumų. Analizuoti kapai yra per daug įvai-
rūs ir galbūt per daug skirtingi, kad galėtų apibendrinti 
vyrų tapatumą vėlyvojo neolito laikotarpiu Europoje 
(2�5 pav.). Tačiau nors analizuojamų trijų kapų ben-
dras bruožas yra tas, kad mirusysis ir ginklams skirtini 
dirbiniai yra glaudžiai susiję ir žymi palaidotojo tapatu-
mą, tačiau ar jų reikšmė visais analizuojamais atvejais 
yra ta pati, lieka neaišku. Straipsnyje aptariami dirbi-
niai ir svarstoma problema dėl jų praktinės ir socialinės 
funkcijų bei simbolinės reikšmės. Ginklų metonimija 
rodytų, kad šalia ryšių su karyba ir medžiokle jie taip 
pat gali būti susiję su gyvūnų skerdimu. 
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WEAPONS AND WARFARE DURING THE BRONZE 
AGE IN THE AREA OF PRESENT-DAY LATVIA

ANDREJS VASKS

Abstract

A characteristic of the Bronze Age in the area of present-day Latvia was a fairly wide range of bronze, stone and bone weap-
ons. The possibility of military clashes, too, is indicated by the building of fortified residential sites, hill-forts. A whole corpus 
of evidence testifies to the new way of life adopted by the elite of Bronze Age society, where the ideology of warfare also 
played a certain role.

Key words: Bronze Age, weapons, hill-forts, elite, ideology, Latvia.

I n t roduc t ion

The earliest age in prehistory where archaeological ma-
terial clearly shows a complex of evidence connected 
with warfare is the Bronze Age. From the Mesolithic 
and the Early and Middle Neolithic, there is no direct 
artefactual evidence of warfare: there are no finds that 
can unequivocally be regarded as weapons or military 
structures. Of course, this does not mean that there was 
no strife, conflict or armed confrontation among the 
hunter-fisher communities. (For example, burial 179 
at the cemetery of Zvejnieki, with a flint arrowhead 
that had penetrated a vertebra and four perforations 
in the pelvis (Zagorskis 2004, p.32), may be a witness 
of such an encounter.) The first items connected with 
warfare appear in the the Late Neolithic: these are the 
polished stone battle-axes or boat axes. Various views 
have been expressed regarding the significance of these 
axes. They have been interpreted as weapons, some-
thing that Mats Malmer has disputed, considering them 
unsuitable for real combat (1962, p.661), that they are 
symbols of a new cult or a different way of life, or that 
they served to indicate an individual’s social status 
(Loze 1996, p.34). It seems, however, that, regardless 
of whether the battle-axes of the Late Neolithic were 
actually used as weapons of war, or had only a sym-
bolic significance, there is an undeniable connection 
with the idea of combat and warfare. 

The Bronze Age brought not only a much wider range 
of arms and armour, but also saw the construction of 
strong fortifications. Accordingly, we may ask what 
kind of role, and how significant a role, was played 
by weapons, fortifications and warfare in the life of 
Bronze Age societies of the East Baltic, and what is the 
situation specifically in the area of present-day Latvia. 
In seeking answers, we shall first consider the archaeo-
logical evidence. This is of two kinds: weaponry and 
fortifications.

Weaponry

Since bronze is the material that defines the age, we 
will first consider the weapons made of this material. 
Of the 165 bronze objects from the Bronze Age found 
in Latvia, 67 (41%) are weapons. The remaining 98 
(59%) include: 70 ornaments, 25 toiletry articles (ra-
zors, pincers and awls or tattoo needles), and only three 
tools. These figures show that bronze was mainly used 
to make objects that served to accentuate an individu-
al’s personal appearance, set the individual apart from 
the rest, and emphasise their importance.

Forty-seven (70%) of the weapons are axes: flanged 
and Nortycken-type axes in the Early Bronze Age, and 
socketed axes in the Late Bronze Age. These weapons 
have been found in hoards or have been registered as 
stray finds, and only three come from residential sites. 
No bronze axes have been found with burials.

Spearheads constitute the second largest group of 
bronze weapons: 16 have been found (24%). In the 
Early Bronze Age, they reach as much as 20 centime-
tres in length, while in the Late Bronze Age shorter 
forms also appeared, measuring nine to 11 centimetres. 
It has been suggested that the longer spearheads served 
for stabbing, while the shorter ones were missile weap-
ons (Harding 2000, pp.281-283). Like the bronze axes, 
the spearheads, too, have mainly been recovered as 
stray finds. There are two spearheads from two resi-
dential sites, and another two from two burials. Only 
one spearhead derives from a hoard. 

Out of three bronze arrowheads, two have been found 
on hill-forts, the third being a stray find, the conditions 
of discovery being unknown.

Only one bronze sword has been found in Latvia. It 
comes from the Koknese area, near the River Daugava, 
but the actual find conditions are unknown. The sword 
is dated to Period VI of the Bronze Age and belongs 
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to a sword type that is not widely distributed (Atgāzis 
2002, pp.352-353).

In the Bronze Age, stone weapons were also used. 
Widespread at this time were shaft-hole axes of simple 
form and in many cases carelessly made. The work axes 
are generally between seven to  eight and 12 to 13 cen-
timetres long, smaller than the battle-axes. Stone celts 
(with no shaft-hole) constitute a second group of stone 
axes, known already in the Neolithic. The Bronze Age 
examples are smaller, rarely exceeding 10 centimetres 
in length, and most commonly between six and eight 
centimetres long. The majority of examples of both axe 
forms are stray finds, but a significant number have also 
been found on the hill-forts of the Late Bronze Age and 
Pre-Roman Iron Age, which indicates that they were 
widely used during the period of study. Although these 
axes tend to be included in the category of tools, they 
could also have been useful in military clashes.

From the area of present-day Latvia, there are about 
40 straight-backed stone axes. These measure between 
eight and 12 centimetres in length, with only a few ex-
ceeding this size. In this regard, they resemble simple 
work axes. However, unlike the latter, the straight-
backed axes are characterised by a symmetrical form, 
careful workmanship and an extension of the shaft-
hole. On the basis of these characteristics, the straight-
backed axes may be regarded as weapons. The majority 
of the axes are stray finds, but finds of four fragmentary 
axes at Daugmale Hill-fort, where habitation began at 
the end of the second millennium BC, indicates that 
they are of Bronze Age date (Urtāns 1969, p.89).

A second group of stone axes that may be regarded as 
weapons are the double-bladed axes, totalling about 
20. These axes, too, are small, having a length of be-
tween nine and 12 centimetres. One such axe has been 
found in cremation burial 99 of Barrow 2 at the cem-
etery of Reznas, and is dated to the Late Bronze Age 
(Šturms 1936, p.80). The other double-bladed axes are 
stray finds.

There are about 20 stone mace-heads with a shaft-hole, 
and these are of several types: rhombic or hexagonal 
(nine pieces), as well as oval and round (11 pieces), 
including one rosette-shaped mace-head. Two finds of 
round mace-heads from the hill-fort of Ķivutkalns in-
dicate that they were used in the Late Bronze Age.

In the Bronze Age, bone arrowheads continued in use 
as a characteristic artefact form. These may be classed 
as tanged arrowheads, and only seven bone arrow-
heads, from Mūkukalns, were socketed (Graudonis 
1967, Table XII: 7-12). The prototypes for the majority 
of bone arrowheads can be found already in the Stone 
Age, but new forms did appear in the Bronze Age: ar-

rowheads of triangular cross-section and the socketed 
arrowheads already mentioned. The latter are charac-
teristic of the final phase of the Bronze Age and the be-
ginning of the Pre-Roman Iron Age. Bone arrowheads 
are generally regarded as hunting weapons, but they 
could just as well have been used in warfare. The bow 
and arrow was used in all periods of history, from the 
Late Palaeolithic right up to and including the Viking 
Age. Moreover, in military encounters, the bow was 
practically the only long-distance missile weapon for 
dispatching enemies.

Indirect support for the idea that bone-tipped arrows 
had a role as weapons of war can be obtained by com-
paring the numbers of bone arrowheads and the num-
bers of wild animal bones at the hill-forts of Ķivutkalns 
and Brikuļi. At Ķivutkalns, 65 bone arrowheads were 
found, constituting 2.4% of the total of 2,700 artefacts. 
At Brikuļi, only four bone arrowheads were recov-
ered, constituting 0.4% of the total of 1,000 artefact 
finds. Compared with these figures, wild animal bones 
constituted 6.2% of the total number of bone finds at 
Ķivutkalns, while the figure for Brikuļi is 13.3%. Thus, 
the figures show that at Ķivutkalns, six times as many 
arrowheads have been found, compared with Brikuļi, 
but only half the number of wild animal bones. If we 
assume that hunting methods were more or less simi-
lar throughout the area of present-day Latvia, then the 
great number of bone arrowheads at Ķivutkalns may 
be explained in terms of the use of these weapons not 
so much in hunting, as in military conflict.

The careful workmanship seen on bone arrowheads 
might be taken as an indication that at least one sec-
tion of these arrows were intended as weapons. Forms 
suggestive of a function as battle weapons include ar-
rowheads of triangular cross-section and socketed ar-
rowheads, which seem to have been modelled after the 
bronze arrowheads used in the Volga-Kama Basin or in 
the steppes of southern Russia. One of the three bronze 
arrows found in Latvia represents this particular type 
(Graudonis 1967, Table XX: 10). Further to the south-
east, finds of such arrowheads are more common: thus, 
in Belarus, more than 20 have been found (Zalashka 
1983, pp.72-77).

As we can see from this overview, there is quite a wide 
range of weapons, made from different materials. It 
is not possible to say in all cases whether particular 
artefact forms were used as weapons (or as symbolic 
weapons), or whether they served as hunting weapons 
or tools. Unlike tools, whose form and details were 
entirely subject to functional considerations, weapons 
have in all times been given various qualities in addi-
tion to their primary function, as seen in the form and 
design of the details, and the decoration. The bronze 
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axes and spearheads, not to mention the bronze swords, 
and likewise a string of stone axes of specific forms, 
and the stone mace-heads, can unequivocally be cate-
gorised as weapons. At the same time, the simple stone 
axes, like the bone arrowheads, could have served both 
as weapons of war and as hunting weapons and tools.

Fo r t i f i ca t ions 

In the Bronze Age, a new type of residential site ap-
peared in the area of present-day Latvia, as it did in the 
whole of the East Baltic: the hill-fort. Defences were 
built at residential sites already in the Late Neolithic, 
but these sites were located in places with low relief 
by lakes and the streams that flowed into them. On the 
other hand, in the Bronze Age, hill-forts were estab-
lished at less easily accessible high points in the relief, 
at the sides of glacial river valleys or in hilly glacial ter-
rain. Life on the hill-forts, compared with the open set-
tlements known from this same period, was in certain 
respects less convenient. At the hill-forts, the supply of 
food, water, firewood and possibly also domestic stock 
to the plateau of the hill-fort, within the fortifications, 
was a matter of some difficulty. Evidently, the security 
aspect was of primary importance to the residents of 
the hill-fort, and other factors were less significant.

The earliest hill-forts were established at the end of 
the second millennium and the beginning of the first 

millennium BC, appearing in both western and eastern 
Latvia. Judging from stray finds, particularly the stri-
ated pottery, about 100 hill-forts in the area of present-
day Latvia were occupied in the Late Bronze Age and 
Pre-Roman Iron Age. Among the archaeologically ex-
cavated hill-forts, evidence of fortifications from this 
time has been found at 14, most notably at the com-
pletely excavated sites of Doles Ķivutkalns, Ikšķiles 
Vīnakalns, Kokneses Mūkukalns and Lubānas Brikuļi. 
The remains of the fortifications give a picture of a 
very diverse range of defensive structures, from simple 
wooden fences up to powerful and structurally com-
plex fortifications (Fig. 1; Pl. II.1).

The defensive structures of Late Bronze Age and Pre-
Roman Iron Age hill-forts included the following ele-
ments and combinations of elements:

Timber fences and defensive walls of various con-
struction. At Lielvārdes Dievukalns, the defensive 
wall consisted of a slightly sloping outer palisade 
of standing timbers and a double wall of horizon-
tal logs within it, supported by posts (Zariņa 1982, 
p.52, Fig. 6);

Artificially dug ditches. At Brikuļi, the hill-fort 
plateau within the palisade was enclosed within 
two ditches, with a width of up to seven metres 
and a depth of up to 2.4 metres (Vasks 1994, pp.9-
10);

1.

2.

Fig. 1. Ķivutkalns: remains of wooden chambers in the middle of the bank (photograph by J. Graudonis).
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Steepened slopes;

Banks of sand, clay and stones. At Ķivutkalns and 
Vīnakalns, the bank had wooden chambers in the 
middle (Fig. 1), and the steep outer slope of the 
bank was covered in certain places (at Ķivutkalns) 
(Pl. II.1) or all over (at Vīnakalns) with stones laid 
in clay and covered over with more clay on the 
outside (Graudonis 1989, p.91).

At more extensively excavated hill-forts, it has been 
possible to trace the development of the fortifications, 
from simpler and weaker structures to more complex 
and powerful defences. Likewise observable is a ten-
dency to extend the area of the plateau, shifting the for-
tifications outwards to the slopes of the hill. 

At Ķivutkalns, J. Graudonis distinguished a total of 
four phases in the development of the defences. In the 
earliest phase, the plateau was protected by double and 
triple fences of posts. In the second phase, a 2.5-metre-
wide and 1.2-metre-high bank was thrown up, covered 
in clay. During the next phase, the bank was increased 
in height, and wooden chambers were built in its core 
to improve the stability. In the final phase, the width of 
the bank reached five to six metres (Graudonis 1989, 
pp.15-19).

An important element of the defensive system was the 
entrance to the hill-fort. This was the most vulnerable 
part of the defences, and so particular attention was 
given to fortifying it. At Ķivutkalns, Vīnakalns, Di-
evukalns and Brikuļi, the entrances were corridor-like 
structures of posts and stones, with a width of 1.2 to 
two metres. At Brikuļi, the entrance corridor was two 
metres wide and five to six metres long. At Dievukalns, 
this kind of corridor of vertical timbers was traced as 
projecting outwards from the defensive wall by 1.5 
metres, and was funnel-shaped: at the outer end the 
entrance was two metres wide, reduced to 1.2 metres 
at the place where the corridor passed through the line 
of the defensive wall. At Vīnakalns, the entrance was 
indicated by a six-metre-long gap in the stones piled on 
the slope. At the foot of the slope, the entrance was two 
metres wide, reduced to 1.2 metres further along. It 
seems quite clear that this kind of narrowing entrance 
corridor gave the defenders more opportunity to fight 
off an attack.

This overview of the defensive structures shows that 
already in the Bronze Age all the most important tech-
niques of fortification had been mastered, techniques 
that remained in use in later periods of prehistory.

3.

4.

The  causes ,  cha rac t e r  and  
poss ib i l i t i e s  o f  war fa re

In order to try to assess the causes, character and pos-
sibilities of warfare among Bronze Age societies in the 
area of present-day Latvia, we may begin by consider-
ing how these issues have been approached in Central 
and northern Europe, where the Bronze Age was much 
richer and more splendid. For example, Anthony Hard-
ing, considering various conditions, mentions the fol-
lowing as possible causes of military conflict: revenge 
(including blood feud), insult, robbery (particularly the 
abduction of women), murder and other acts regarded 
as evil. In the Bronze Age, we cannot speak of war as 
an institutionalised practice with the possibility of mo-
bilising the necessary human and material resources, 
since this is a characteristic exclusive to state societies. 
More characteristic of tribal societies are military raids 
involving no more than tens of people (Harding 2000, 
pp.273-274). However, warfare provided the opportu-
nity for individuals to distinguish themselves by their 
courage and thus gain the recognition and respect of 
others. From this point of view, warfare became a pres-
tige activity, something that was emphasised by the 
use of special weapons and armour. In many cases, the 
bronze weapons and armour were purely decorative, 
for show: breast armour, greaves, shields and helmets 
made of bronze sheet, and likewise some of the bronze 
axes and swords, appeared radiant and fascinating, 
pointing to the special status of the owners, but were 
unsuited for actual combat (Kristiansen 1998, pp.116-
119, Fig. 59; Neustupny 1998, p.69). 

Warfare in the Central and northern European Bronze 
Age is also described as an essential element in the 
lifestyle of the elites of decentralised societies with 
a corresponding military ideology (Kristiansen 1998, 
p.379). At the same time, warfare could have had a 
purely ceremonial character, without significant loss of 
life (Neustupny 1998, p.67). This kind of elite lifestyle 
and ideology was also reflected in personal attributes, 
appearance and behaviour, where people presented 
themselves as warriors (bronze weapons and armour), 
emphasising social distance by their personal appear-
ance (using bronze toiletry articles), and demonstrated 
their genetic line and superiority by burying deceased 
members of the family in specially built tombs, which 
were sometimes even monumental and visible from 
afar, namely grave barrows. Artefacts of bronze, es-
pecially weapons, were an important way of express-
ing social prestige, and so the elites in these societies 
controlled metalworking and maintained the necessary 
long-distance contacts. The fortified residential sites, 
centres of districts of various sizes, served to maintain 
these functions (Kristiansen 1998, p.111). 
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To what degree could social relationships of this kind 
have been characteristic of the Bronze Age societies of 
the East Baltic, including those of the area of present-
day Latvia? Although Latvia, like the whole of the 
East Baltic, was peripheral in relation to the social, 
economic and ideological developments in Central and 
northern Europe, several features indicate that certain 
similarities can be observed in the trajectory of devel-
opment of the local societies. The significant propor-
tion of weaponry among the bronze objects has already 
been mentioned, while the toiletry articles point to the 
increased significance of personal appearance. At the 
same time, there are no finds in the East Baltic of such 
supplementary equipment as shields of bronze sheet, 
cuirasses, helmets and greaves. Bronze swords were 
likewise very rare. This might indicate that the socie-
ties in this region were not as complex and that military 
ideology had a weaker influence on the lifestyle, for 
which reason it did not find any reflection in the burial 
practices. Grave goods have been found very rarely in 
the several hundreds of Bronze Age burials excavated 
in Latvia. Against this background, the bronze spear-
heads found as the only grave goods in two burials may 
be regarded more as the exception than the norm. Thus, 
there are no grounds for suggesting that there existed a 
special social group of warriors in the societies of this 
region in the period concerned.

In the area of present-day Latvia, certain hill-forts 
stand out in terms of their powerful defensive struc-
tures, which, apart from their purely practical function 
of defence, possibly also had a definite symbolic sig-
nificance. Such massive fortifications, as are observed, 
for example, at Ķivutkalns or Vīnakalns, seem out of 
proportion to the actual threat of attack in this period 
and the practical possibilities of breaching such de-
fences. Since a water source has not been identified at 
any of these hill-forts, they could have been taken after 
a prolonged siege, blocking the defenders’ access to 
outside water sources. However, such a tactic is unlike-
ly to have been possible, since it would have required 
a large besieging force and a considerable concentra-
tion of resources. This would not have been possible 
for a Bronze Age group of raiders, numbering some 
tens of men and oriented towards military raids. Evi-
dently, the building of powerful fortifications also had 
a purely psychological role: it demonstrated the elite’s 
capacity for engaging resources and organising build-
ing work. These hill-forts were also important centres 
of bronze-working. A fortified residential site of this 
kind had to give contemporaries the impression of be-
ing a monumental, impregnable fortification, and, like 
the barrows, it may also have had the symbolic mean-
ing of indicating a hold over one’s land. The choice of 
high points in the relief, isolated hills, ridges of gla-

cial till or promontories, that were naturally delimited 
and thus less easily accessible, as locations for build-
ing hill-forts, is usually explained in terms of purely 
practical defensive considerations. However, such a 
location had another effect, too, namely that it was vis-
ible from a long distance. When one approached the 
hill-fort, one’s gaze was directed upwards, while the 
gaze of those standing on the defences was directed 
downwards. This situation may have had a definite so-
cio-psychological significance in the system of social 
relationships, emphasising the higher social rank of 
the residents of the hill-fort. Many of the Eneolithic 
and Bronze Age fortifications of Central Europe have 
likewise been regarded as being more of symbolic than 
practical significance (Neustupny 1995, pp.199-201). 
Without denying the defensive functions of the forti-
fications of hill-forts, it does seem, nevertheless, that 
the new military ideology also played a certain role. 
It seems that many of the bronze axes found in Latvia 
likewise had a more symbolic importance related to 
military ideology than practical significance, as indi-
cated either by the small size of these axes, or by the 
absence of any traces of practical use. 

At the same time, the symbolic role of military ide-
ology and warfare in the life of Bronze Age societies 
in the area of present-day Latvia should not be over-
emphasised. These competing societies may also have 
had many mercantile reasons for bloody encounters 
(the wish to take away domestic stock, agricultural 
produce, stocks of bronze, etc). At the same time, the 
existence of many fortified residential sites testifies 
to a defensive strategy on the part of these societies, 
using passive means of defence (Vencl 1983, pp.284-
286). Such a situation, where “all are armed and all 
the important centres are fortified”, could have created 
something of a military balance, which nobody really 
had an interest in disrupting. However, some archaeo-
logical evidence of actual armed clashes in this period, 
be it indirect and open to a variety of interpretations, is 
impossible to ignore. Thus, evidence of major fires has 
been found at several hill-forts (Vīnaklns, Brikuļi, Di-
evukalns, etc). Of course, such fires could have started 
for a variety of reasons, by lightning, or by the care-
less use of fire on the part of the residents themselves, 
but they could also represent the result of deliberate 
activities by enemies. Evidence of possible military 
encounters can also come from examination of human 
skeletal remains in burials. Significant in this regard 
is the cemetery of Ķivutkalns, from the Early Bronze 
Age, where a total of 240 inhumed individuals have 
been excavated. Indications of a violent death were 
found on five skeletons.

One of these skeletons was missing the skull (burial 
10), while another was missing the right foot and lower 
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leg (burial 135). One individual (burial 23) had two 
funnel-shaped injuries to the lower jaw and had had 
two front teeth knocked out. In the opinion of palae-
opathologist V. Derums, such an injury could have 
come about from a blow with a studded mace (Derums 
1978, pp.73-74). Damage to the lower jaw and nose 
was also observed on another burial (82), and in one 
case the skeleton was missing the right side of the pel-
vis (burial 159) (Denisova et al. 1985, pp.10-31). In all 
these cases, bone preservation was very good, and there 
was no indication of disturbance or later damage to the 
skeletons. Such injuries could, of course, have come 
about for various reasons, but military conflict and vio-
lence are among the possible causes. The Ķivutkalns 
cemetery does, however, relate to the period before 
the beginnings of hill-fort construction, when a state 
of “military balance” had not yet been established. So, 
it may be that this reflects a different model of social 
relationships. 

Summary

Characteristic of the Bronze Age in the area of present-
day Latvia was a fairly wide range of bronze, stone 
and bone weapons. One section of these would have 
functioned exclusively as weapons of war (bronze 
axes, spearheads, swords, certain types of stone axes 
and mace-heads), while others may have been of uni-
versal function (the simplest forms of stone axes, bone 
arrowheads). Chopping and percussion weapons for 
close combat include axes, swords and mace-heads. It 
seems that the longer bronze spearheads may also have 
been used as stabbing weapons in close combat, and 
could also have been suitable for use by fighters on 
horseback. The smaller bronze spearheads could have 
served as missile weapons, thrown from a distance of 
tens of paces, while the bow and arrow served as a 
long-distance missile weapon.

From the Late Bronze Age, the possibility of military 
clashes is indicated by the building of fortified residen-
tial sites, hill-forts. Fortifications of this kind represent 
defensive action, and possibly indicate the existence of 
a military balance in Late Bronze Age societies. At the 
same time, the unusually massive defensive structures 
of some hill-forts, which had the role of bronze-work-
ing centres, also had a purely psychological function 
in defence, demonstrating the might of this particular 
community and its elite.

This whole corpus of evidence, bronze weapons, some 
of which, on account of their small size, can be seen 
more as symbolic, bronze toiletry articles for maintain-
ing a distinctive personal appearance, and defensive 
works on a monumental scale, all testify to the new 

way of life adopted by the elite of Bronze Age soci-
ety, where the ideology of warfare also played a certain 
role.

Translated by Valdis Bērziņŝ
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G INKLAI  IR  KARYBA 
DABARTINėS LATVIJOS TERI -
TORIJOJE  BRONZOS AMžIUJE

Andrejs Vasks

San t rauka

Būdingas dabartinės Latvijos teritorijos bronzos am-
žiaus bruožas buvo plačiai naudojama didelė bronzinių, 
akmeninių ir kaulinių ginklų grupė. Viena šių dirbinių 
grupė buvo naudojama išimtinai kaip ginklai (bronzi-
niai kirviai, ietigaliai, kalavijai, tam tikrų tipų akmeni-
niai kirviai ir buožės), tuo tarpu kiti panašūs dirbiniai 
turėjo būti universalios paskirties (paprastesnių formų 
akmeniniai kirviai, kaulinės strėlės). 

Įtvirtintų gyvenamųjų vietų, piliakalnių statyba rodo 
karinių konfliktų galimybę. Šios rūšies įtvirtinimai at-
skleidžia išaugusį gynybos (apsaugos) poreikį ir gal-
būt reiškia karinės jėgos pasiskirstymo tarp bronzos 
amžiaus bendruomenių balansą. Tuo pačiu metu neį-
prastai didžiulės kai kurių piliakalnių gynybinės struk-
tūros, kurios buvo bronzos apdirbimo centruose, turėjo 
ne tik išimtinai psichologinę gynybos funkciją, bet ir 
demonstravo tam tikrų bendruomenių elito jėgą. Mo-
numentalūs gynybiniai įrenginiai ir bronziniai ginklai, 
kurių dalis dėl jų mažumo gali būti traktuojami dau-
giau kaip simboliai, bronziniai tualeto reikmenys, skir-
ti palaikyti individualią asmens išvaizdą, liudija, kad 
naujas gyvenimo būdas buvo perimtas vietinių bronzos 
amžiaus bendruomenių elito, kur karo ideologija vaidi-
no tam tikrą vaidmenį. 
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IS  A WARRIOR WITHOUT A WEAPON NOT  
A WARRIOR?  SOME IDEAS ABOUT BRONZE AGE 
WARFARE IN THE EASTERN BALTIC REGION

AGNĖ ČIVILYTĖ

Abstract

Bronze weapons hint not only at the intensity and effectiveness of warfare in particular societies, but, even more, they may 
reveal the identity of warriors as a separate group within society. Over most of Europe weaponry is one of the important 
categories of material culture, although in some regions, like the Eastern Baltic, bronze weapons are a real rarity. There is 
no doubt that people fought wars here, but instead of bronze weapons they effectively used stone, bone or wooden weapons. 
Because of the scarcity of bronze weapons, defensive settlements, such as those known from Central and Southeast Europe, 
and warrior graves, warfare cannot be seen as an organizational principle of social ties per se. There is no reason to assume 
the existence of retinues or warrior aristocracies as fundamental social units in the Eastern Baltic. However, warfare or war 
ideology without the existence of the warrior as a social layer is simply inconceivable.

Key words: warrior identity, bronze weapons, warfare, war ideology, bronze deposition, ritual.

I n t roduc t ion

During the last few decades prehistoric warfare has 
become one of the most important subjects of archaeo-
logical research. It would not be a mistake to say that 
the Bronze Age is becoming more and more dominant 
in this field of study�. It is a very mysterious and evoca-
tive era, attracting scholars with plenty of gripping and 
elusive details�. This pull lies first of all in archaeo-
logical evidence. A stunning abundance of weapons, 
various remains of defensive fortifications, as well as 
elusive places where prehistoric battles and massacres 
may have taken place help us to realize the refinements 
of one particularly human trait, aggression. Societies 
which had not developed writing left traces for us that 
allow us to debate why people carried weapons with 
them and who they were, and how the weapons were 
used. New anthropological, ethnological, sociological 
and psychological investigations3 add to these ques-
tions. However, in the centre of all these considerations, 
nonetheless, are weapons. In fact, bronze weapons hint 
not only at the intensity and effectiveness of warfare 
in separate societies, but, even more, at the identity of 

� It is easy to see that not only new studies about warriorIt is easy to see that not only new studies about warrior 
culture have separate chapters for the Bronze Age (Hard-
ing 2000, p.271), but also there are more definitive mono-
graphs devoted to this topic (Randsborg �995; Osgood 
�998; Carman, Harding �999). 

� Recently, interest in Bronze Age weaponry, especiallyRecently, interest in Bronze Age weaponry, especially 
swords, has increased considerably. A few of the more re-
cent studies should be mentioned: Kilian-Dirlmeier �993; 
Quillfeldt �995; Bridgford �997; Tarot �000; Bridgford 
2000; Čivilytė 2003; Wüstemann 2004; Stockhammer 
2004; Mödlinger 2007.

3 In greater detail, see Carman, Harding �999; Haas �999.

warriors as a separate layer of society. In other words, 
in reconstructing the cultural biography of weaponry4, 
biographies of their owners also unfold. Maybe it con-
cerns a strong and brave warrior, a priestess or a child 
awarded weapons, or maybe a tribal leader, warrior 
and priest all in one?

However, these archaeological expectations cannot al-
ways be vindicated. Over most of Europe, weaponry 
is one of the important categories of material culture, 
although in some regions bronze weapons are a real 
rarity. The East Baltic5 is one of those regions, which 
for various reasons, primarily because of the scarsity of 
bronze artefacts and the monotony of forms, could be 
described as “the periphery of the periphery” (Čivilytė 
�005, p.3�9). Does it mean that in this region bronze 
weapons were unpopular and unacceptable? And may-
be ignorance of weapons reflects the social and war-
like amorphousness of societies living here? There is 
no doubt that people here were at war: this has been 
discussed in detail in the reports of colleagues. How-
ever, does it really reflect warfare and violence itself? 
Is it possible to talk about war ideology and connected 
processes in the East Baltic? After all, is it possible to 
recognize warriors as individuals? If yes, why were 
they not given the right to keep bronze weapons? Does 

4 The cultural biography of bronze objects, including weap-
ons, is subjected to broad discussion in David Fontijn’s 
study, which reveals innovative interpretative views of the 
significance of things in human life (Fontijn 2003).

5 The Eastern Baltic is the name we give here to the region 
between the Vistula in the south and the Gulf of Finland 
in the north. This region covers northeastern Poland, the 
Kaliningrad Oblast and the three Baltic States (Lithuania, 
Latvia and Estonia).
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it mean that a warrior without a weapon is not really a 
warrior at all?

In trying to answer these questions, first of all, I would 
like to itemize the definition of weaponry. Practically 
any sharp and heavy thing can inflict death or injury 
in a battle. Anthropological findings show that even 
wooden clubs served that purpose (Fontijn �003, 
p.���). Therefore, I think it is necessary to distinguish 
multi-functional objects, for which the function of 
a weapon is just one example, from objects that are 
specialized weaponry (Čivilytė 2003)�. Consequently, 
talking about weapons, I mean daggers, swords and 
spearheads. The problem of bronze axes and battle-
axes will be discussed here in the context of the analy-
sis of weapons7.

Bronze  weaponry  in  the  Eas t e rn  Ba l t i c 
r eg ion

Only nine bronze daggers were found from the Early 
and Middle Bronze Age (Periods I to III) in the whole 
of the East Baltic region. One of them, a bronze met-
al-shaped halberd, belonging to the so-called Great 
Poland type from Veliuona (Jurbarkas district) (LAB 
�9��, Fig. 50), is dated to the second half of Period 
I (Gedl 1980, pp.33-34). However, the circumstances 
of its discovery are not clear, and if this object was 
not brought to Lithuania by a hobbyist, then it can be 
called a unique example on the East Baltic coast. Such 
metal-shaped halberds were especially rare all over Eu-
rope; therefore the dagger from Veliuona, moreover, an 
example of this type found its way as far as northeast 
Europe, is an especially valuable and exotic example 
of an import. 

Furthermore, two daggers should be mentioned, which 
are also dated to the second half of Period I. A piece of 
the first was found in the Złotoria (Kujawsko-Pomor-
skie voivodship, Poland) hoard, together with two low-
flanged axes. This is the Únĕtice-type dagger (Gedl 
1980, p.14, Nr. 10, tab.: 31, B). The second dagger was 
found together with the axe from the Ubiedrze-type 

� The same distribution of material is followed by Fontijn 
(Fontijn �003, p.���).

7 All bronze weapons are analysed in chronological order 
(from the Early, Middle and Late Bronze Age). For a long 
time scholars were wont to divide the period into two parts, 
namely Early and Late Bronze Ages, but archaeological 
material allows us to distinguish a Middle Bronze Age 
too. The most recent studies use this tripartite chronology 
(Brazaitis �005, p.�57). However, according to Brazaitis’ 
model, the third Bronze Age period belongs to the Late 
Bronze Age. Parallels can be found with German and 
Polish chronologies (Sommerfeld 1994, p.15; Dąbrowski 
�997, pp.8�-89). I allocate this period to the Middle stage 
rather than the Late stage. 

Sterławki Wielki (Suwałki voivodship) hoard (Gedl 
1980, p.47, Nr. 107, tab. 14; Blajer 1990, p. 138, Nr. 
���, tab. CII, 5). It should be observed that in both 
hoards only fragments of daggers are found; and that 
the axes found are deformed. 

The rest of the daggers dated to Period II–III are dag-
gers with a rhomboid cross-section and middle-rib, one 
of them is a lancet-like spike-tang dagger with rivet. 
Further there are two flang-hilted daggers (Gedl 1980, 
p.58, Nr. �5�, tab. �8, p.��, Nr. ��7, tab. �9, p.�5, Nr. 
�8�, tab. �0; LAB, �9��, Fig. 55: �). As was men-
tioned, two daggers were found in hoards; all the oth-
ers were discovered as single objects. One of them was 
found in a river. 

In the Middle Bronze Age the first swords appeared. 
Seven are known from this period. Six of them be-
long to flang-hilted swords (Griffzungenschwerter), 
Sprockhoff type I and II and dated to Period III (LAB 
1961, Fig. 55: 1, 3; Bezzenberger 1904, Fig. 15; 
Šturms �93�, tab.: ��, a-g). They are widely prevalent 
in Europe, although one of the centres of their produc-
tion could have been Denmark and northern Germany, 
and maybe even part of west Pomerania (Dąbrowski 
1968, p.49). The seventh sword, the earliest in the East 
Baltic, is the solid-hilted sword (Vollgriffschwert), 
found in Konojady (Kujawsko-Pomorskie voivodship,Kujawsko-Pomorskie voivodship, 
Poland). It belongs to the. It belongs to the Dreiwulstschwerter group, 
type Illertissen (Dąbrowski 1997, Fig. 43: c). This 
sword seems to have been an import from the south of 
Germany (Dąbrowski 1997, p.57). Five swords were 
found separately, and two in graves, in the Marjinskoe, 
Primorsk district, Kaliningrad region of Russia (for-
merly Marscheiten, Kr. Fischhausen) and Zaostrove, 
Primorsk district, Kaliningrad region of Russia (former 
Rantau, Kr. Fischhausen) barrows. The latter was laid 
in the grave after being broken. It seems to have been 
in a wooden sheath (Šturms �93�, p.�09). Two swords 
were found in a bog. One of them, the sword from 
Chelmża (Kujawsko-Pomorskie voivodship, Poland),Kujawsko-Pomorskie voivodship, Poland),), 
was also found in a wooden sheath, which crumbled 
after it was unsheathed (Šturms �93�, p.��7).

Twenty spearheads are known from this Bronze Age 
period. Most of them belong to types Valsømagle (six 
examples), Ullerslev (four examples) and Hulterstedt 
(three examples), showing relations with north Middle 
Europe (Dąbrowski 1968, pp.56-57, 196; 1997, pp.58-
59). Two so-called Sejma-type spearheads (Okulicz 
�97�, Fig. �3) argue for contacts with the Volga–Kama 
region, where those spearheads mostly prevailed 
(Dąbrowski 1968, p.59). Fourteen spearheads were 
found as single objects, three were found in hoards. 
Six spearheads were found in bogs, two in rivers. 
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In the Late Bronze Age (Periods IV–VI) the number of 
weapons slightly increases. To be more specific, spears 
are much more significant: all in all 71 have been found. 
At this stage we can start to talk about local production 
of spearheads. This is proven by the clay moulds found 
in the fortified settlement of Brikuļi in Latvia (Vasks 
1994, p.46, tab. 16: 1, 2), as well as many distinctive 
forms of spearheads attributable to local types. The 
most predominant form of spearheads comprises Lusa-
tian-type spearheads (28 examples) (Dąbrowski 1968, 
pp.�9�-�97; �997, p.59). Three spearheads were found 
in graves (Fig. �), �3 in hoards. Also, �� were found in 
the hoard of Zorino, Primorsk district, Kaliningrad re-
gion of Russia (formerly Littausdorf, Kr. Fischhausen) 
(Engel �935, tab. 87: b). Three spearheads were found 
in bogs, three in rivers. 

Only ten swords were found from the Late Bronze Age. 
The earliest of them is dated to Period IV Sprockhoff 
type III a, found in Kępa Tolnicka (Warmińsko-Mazur-
skie voivodship, Poland, former Altkamp, Kr. �ö�el)voivodship, Poland, former Altkamp, Kr. �ö�el) 
(Engel �935, tab. 3�: c). Such swords are found in the 
region stretching from Pomerania up to Jutland, from 
whence they were imported (Dąbrowski 1968, p.49). 
Four swords belong to the “antennae-type” (Antennen-
schwerter) (Bezzenberger 1904, Fig. 20, 21; Kossinna 
1917, Fig. 54; Dąbrowski 1997, Fig. 43: b), and two to 
the Mörigen-type (Dąbrowski 1997, Fig. 43, c; 52). The 
first were brought to the region as an import from Cen-
tral Europe, though possibly local copies of them could 
have been produced in Pomerania. The same could be 
said about the Mörigen-type swords (Dąbrowski 1968, 
p.50). In the Braniewo (Warmińsko-Mazurskie voivod-voivod-
ship in Poland, formerly Braunsberg) hoard, together in Poland, formerly Braunsberg) hoard, together 
with an “antennae-type” sword, was found a hallstat 

or Gündlingen-sword (Dąbrowski 1997, Fig. 43, d), 
imported from southern Germany (Dąbrowski 1968, 
p.49), and in the Tehurmarne hoard the only Griffan-
gelschwert-type sword (Tallgren �9��, p.75, Fig. ��). 
No single sword was found in a grave, but there was a 
tendency to put them into hoards, this has been noted 
(six swords in four hoards). Two hoards were found in 
bogs, two swords as single objects in bog and water. 
“Antennae” swords that were found in the hoard from 
Nikolajevka, Ozersk district, Kaliningrad region of 
�ussia (formerly Waldburg, Kr. Königsberg) seem to 
have had crossed handles (Kossinna 1917, p.194, Fig. 
54). 

In the Late Bronze Age we are aware only of four 
daggers: three “antennae” (Gedl 1980, p.26, Nr. 43, 
pp.25-26, Nr. 41, tab. 6, 7; Grigalavičienė 1995, p.162, 
Fig. 90: �) and one Griffangeldolch. One of them was 
found in a hoard, others were found as single objects. 
A dagger from the Vaškai (Pasvalys district) hoard 
(Grigalavičienė 1995, Fig. 90) is undoubtedly an im-
port from Scandinavia, representing a so-called mini-
ature-sword (Grigalavičienė 1995, p.162). 

The  i s sue  o f  war r io r  i den t i ty  in  the 
Eas t e rn  Ba l t i c  r eg ion

This diachronic review of weapons brings us to make 
some distinctions. A bronze weapons, even if this 
means a simple spearhead, is an inseparable element 
of elite society. There is no doubt that swords formed 
the cultural high point of these societies, judging from 
their elaborate character, their presence in the largest 
graves and in specialized deposits8.

Some reflections of the adoration of swords can be seen 
in the East Baltic region: in the Zaostrowie/Rantau bar-
row a sword accompanies its owner in the journey to 
the afterlife. According to a frequent custom in Europe, 
it experiences a ritual of damage before being placed 
in the grave (Čivilytė 2004). An outstanding phenom-
enon in the East Baltic is the Trehumarne hoard, which 
also includes the practice of the broken sword. The 
hoard from Nikolayevka, Ozersk district, Kaliningrad 
region of �ussia (formerly Waldburg, Kr. Königsberg), 
in which both swords had crossed handles, is interest-
ing as well9.
8 The special significance of swords in the social system isThe special significance of swords in the social system is 

revealed by many other clear factors in addition to the ones 
already mentioned, such as the fact that they are found to-
gether with especially rich grave goods (see Čivilytė 2003,see Čivilytė 2003, 
chapter �). Archaeological data is complemented by many 
written sources concerning famous swords (Maraszek 
�998, p.�9; Kristiansen �00�, pp.3�9-33�).

9 For more on the cross-wise placement of bronze artefacts 
in hoards as a ritual which was widespread throughout Eu-
rope in the Bronze Ages, see Soroceanu 1995, pp.44-45.

Fig. 1. The grave of Jaunā Muiža (Latvia) with a spearhead 
of the Lusatian type (after Okulicz �97�, Fig. 58).
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The same should be said about Early Bronze Age dag-
gers. Although only their components were put into 
hoards, they were important components of these 
hoards. This is not a coincidence; on the contrary, it is 
an action connected with rituals. A symbolic meaning 
is attributed to the daggers mentioned. In archaeology 
it is called pars pro toto. 

Let us remember that many weapons and especially 
spearheads were found in water deposits or in a damp 
environment, and this is connected with ritual activities 
as well�0. Thus, some ideological principles, and even 
rules as to how to behave with them in the last stage 
of their life, were encoded in weapons. These ideas 
came from other regions together with weapons. But is 
it right to connect this with warfare? We can also read 
some remarks about warfare ideology and the identity 
of warriors in the Late Neolithic and Early Bronze 
Age in Jacob Westermann’s article in this volume. But 
I would like to emphasize some more aspects. Gen-
�0 The depositing of Bronze Age artefacts in wet zones and 

water sites has been interpreted by scholars since the �9th 
century as a cultural act most often associated with sacri-
fices. For more on this topic see Čivilytė 2004, pp.229-230 
and references; Fontijn �003, pp.��7-��8.

erally, a growing emphasis 
on the social and ideologi-
cal significance of warfare 
is envisaged in swords, and 
the ideological martial tradi-
tion in their owners (Fontijn 
�003, p.��3). We can speak 
about the self-confidence of 
a warrior only in a case when 
we are able to recognise the 
social intermingling of the 
individual with martial val-
ues, in other words, if the 
individual is closely linked 
with the manifestation of 
some sacred customs. A clear 
example of this is found 
in Funnel Beaker Culture, 
where the so called “Beak-
er Package” as an image 
of a warrior has developed 
(Fig. �) or the mass appear-
ance of daggers of Sögel-
Wohlde type found in graves 
(Fig. 3) has led to some argu-
ments for the widely shared 
conceptualization of persons 
as a specific type of warrior. 
This ideal is highlighted not 
only by weaponry itself, but 
also with apparel and out-

fit emphasizing personality, such as razors or tweez-
ers (Kristiansen �999a, pp.�7�-�77, �80-�8�; Fontijn 
�003, pp.8�-8�, ��7-��9). All this shows the establish-
ment of new customs connected with new ideas of so-
cial behaviour and lifestyles, and the appearance of a 
“warrior aristocracy”. Having said this, it is unlikely 
that this could have affected the East Baltic: the rarity 
of the Bronze Age funeral in the region does not fit this 
theory. As with other regions of Europe (for example, 
the Netherlands and Belgium) (Fontijn 2003, p.224), 
there is no reason to assume the existence of retinues or 
warrior aristocracies as fundamental social units in the 
Eastern Baltic. A question arises: how should bronze 
weapons found here be interpreted and how can their 
meaning be realized?

In te rp re t a t ion  o f  b ronze  weapons  in 
the  Eas t e rn  Ba l t i c  r eg ion

At the beginning of this paper I mentioned the biog-
raphy of weapons. Swords are distinguished by their 
special flamboyance. The discussion about the use of 
swords for only prestigious and ritual spheres of life is 

Fig. 2. The so-called “Beaker Package” from Předmosti (Moravia) (after Neolithikum, 
Fig. 9�).
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becoming more and more entrenched in archaeological 
scholarship (Born, Hansen 1991; Wüstemann 1992; 
Čivilytė 1997)��. Other studies deal with this aspect too 
in the context of other possibilities that swords were 
used practically in battle (Bridgford �997; Kilian-Dirl-
meier �993, pp.�30-���; Quillfeldt �995, pp.�9-�5; 
Harding �000, pp.88-9�). Speaking about the practical 
use of swords, they were unsheathed in hand-to-hand 
combat, bringing honour for their owners. In my study 
about the deposition of Bronze Age weapons in north-
east Europe and after studying the specific aspect of 
the breaking of weapons, I have noticed that the tops of 
the blades of most swords are broken (Čivilytė 2003, 
chapter 3.4), and stabbing movements were into a tar-
get, which could be the enemy or another object, for 
example, an animal being sacrificed (Quillfeldt 1995, 
pp.�9-�0). This is well documented in the Mycenaean 
iconography (Kilian-Dirlmeier �993, p.�37). Thus, 
swords may have been used in some rituals. Their par-
ticularity is emphasized by the fact that swords were so 
elaborately decorated��, even further emphasizing the 

�� Against this theory: Kristiansen �999b; �00�.  
�� Not only were the hilts of swords decorated but also, on 

occasion, their blades (Harding �999b, p.���). Hilts, es-

status of their owner. It was enough 
for him to unsheathe the sword and 
demonstrate its power, and at the 
same time to strengthen the honour 
and fear of the people around him 
(Osgood �998, p.3; Harding �999a, 
p.9�). Many swords had no practi-
cal use at all, they merely bore a 
ceremonial function�3. Spearheads, 
though performing more practical 
functions, had an important social 
meaning as well: some spears are 
so abundantly decorated that they 
may have only been display items 
in the first place: the spear was a 
sign of extreme honour. During 
the Early Roman Empire it was a 
symbol of authority and of the sov-
ereign. Supernatural powers were 
thus accredited to spears (Tarot 
2000, pp.46-48). Daggers reflect 
the tradition of the formation of a 
warrior as a personality. Besides, 
abundantly decorated and easily 
broken blades were display items 
as well (Wüstemann 1995, p.36; 
Harding �999, p.���)

All these aspects reflecting the 
close relationship between weap-
ons and their owners could be ap-

plied to East Baltic weapons as well. Having said this, 
their disposal was very different from that in other 
regions. Most of them were carried to these countries 
from far away to become the symbolic property of 
their new owner, and later to be sacrificed to the gods. 
This ideology of sacrifice reflects not the practical, but 
rather the symbolic meaning of bronze weapons in the 
East Baltic. Their rarity in these lands shows that the 
idea of a warrior as a personality and also as a social 
status was not yet formed here. Weapons got here by 
way of exchange, as exotic, special objects, but not as 
symbols of the warrior. If the ideology of warfare had 

pecially those of “antennae” swords, were clearly visible 
when the sword was hung (Harding �000, p.�78). Such a 
demonstration of swords stresses even more their repre-
sentative function and idealisation (Steffgen �997, p.�90).

�3 This is to be said first and foremost of solid-hilted swords. 
Often the hilts are attached unstably to the blades and are 
too short (Harding �999 a, p.88; Quillfeldt �995, pp.�9-
24; Wüstemann 2004; for a differing opinion, Kristiansen 
�00�, p.3�0). That these swords were produced only for 
representational-cultural purposes is confirmed by the fact 
that certain technical production errors visible to the naked 
eye were corrected, despite the fact that the swords them-
selves could not have been used in battle because of other 
defects (Born, Hansen �99�).

Fig. 3. The grave from Baven (Lower Saxony) with a Wohlde type dagger (after 
Schauer �990, Fig. �0b)
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been established here, today we would have much big-
ger deposits of weapons, because societies living here 
were able to obtain bronze articles and the bronze itself 
for their production. In this region, in particular, the 
tradition of axes and battle-axes was established, even 
in the Early Bronze Age. In another paper I have raised 
the question that these objects may have been imported 
from Atlantic Western Europe, and might have reached 
the Eastern Baltic by the way of Nordic Bronze Age 
Culture (Čivilytė 2005, p.337). Such objects may have 
made up the largest part of bronze artefacts, reflecting 
the strong conservatism of forms with regard to other 
bronze objects. This limitation of forms can be noted 
in the stone and flint inventory, where axes and battle-
axes prevail, whereas daggers and spears are a rarity. 
Although bronze exemplars differed strongly in their 
form from stone and flint ones, they reflect the con-
servatism of values and the continuation of old tradi-
tions. The transmission from stone to bronze in the East 
Baltic happened in a very distinct way. The value of the 
old tradition and of bronze as a new material were unit-
ed in particular in bronze axes. Their deposit as single 
objects in water, bogs or moist places and large hoards 
reflect the desire of their owners to express their social 
status in a ritual act. This tendency can be noted as late 
as the end of the Bronze Age. 

Therefore, in this context bronze weapons are to be 
understood as chance finds here, especially in the re-
gions to the East of the Sambian peninsula, where the 
evidence of these weapons considerably declines14. 
Like axes and battle-axes, they might have been seen 
as symbols of status and prestige. Those who had the 
honour to obtain any bronze object, or participate in 
grand ritual ceremonies and be buried in graves with 
bronze artefacts, no doubt realized the significance of 
bronze weapons. However, these weapons could also 
be interpreted as illustrating the unwillingness of soci-
eties that inhabited the region to break with tradition, 
and, I would even be so bold as to say, a social, and es-
pecially warlike, amorphousness. The ideology which 
pertains to bronze weapons in other regions was not 
apparently established in these areas, and is evidenced 
only as a peripheral episode.

The subtext of this paper is the question “Is a warrior 
without a weapon not a warrior?” and this could be an-
swered in the affirmative. I am not denying that in the 
East Baltic there were no any wars. I mentioned this 
at the beginning of the report. But instead of bronze 

14  Here we should draw attention to the very small number 
of swords in the Eastern Baltic, in contrast to other regions, 
such as Scandinavia, where they were important prestige 
objects, showing cultural connections with Central Eu-
rope. Meanwhile, the Eastern Baltic region played no part 
in such connections (Luchtanas, Sidrys 1999, p.24).

weapons, stone, bone or wooden weapons could be ef-
fectively used (Dąbrowski 1996, pp.177-179; Osgood 
1998, p.37; Chapman 1999, pp.109-142; Fontijn 2003, 
p.���)�5. However, warfare or war ideology without 
the existence of the warrior as a social layer is simply 
inconceivable. We can see that defensive settlements, 
such as those known from Central and Southeast Eu-
rope (Jockenhövel 1990), are rare�� and the evidence of 
warrior graves is lacking, so warfare cannot be seen as 
an organizational principle of social ties in themselves. 
I agree with the theory that in the Bronze Age there 
were not organized and hierarchically structural war 
affairs, and that Bronze Age conflicts should generally 
be seen as small-scale, endemic warfare that took place 
between groups that were socially and spatially distant. 
They may even have been simply armed conflicts dur-
ing cattle rustling raids, because of the important role 
of cattle, not only economically but socially as well 
(Fontijn 2003, pp.224-226)�7. I would like to end my 
assertions here with the view from David Fontijn that 
“warriorhood was a stage in life for some, and that 
weaponry was only part of a more encompassing cul-
tural idealization involving the construction of martial 
personal identities” (Fontijn �003, p.��7). However, 
for societies that lived in the East Baltic, this identity 
was alien, and maybe even a totally unfamiliar social 
phenomenon. 

Summarising the current archaeological material and 
theories based on anthropological, ethnological and 
sociological research, the following remarks could be 
made:

Primarily ideological principles, rather than the 
practicalities of use, were encoded in Bronze Age 
weapons.

�5  After examining archaeological material from the Bronze 
and early Iron Age in Eastern Lithuania, it is apparent that 
much of it comprises bone and flint arrowheads, spear-
heads and daggers, which tell us something about the 
conflicts which took place at that time (Luchtanas 1992, 
pp.64-67).

��  It would be wrong to deny that there were fortified settle-
ments in the Eastern Baltic. From Eastern Lithuania alone 
we know of more than 370 hill-forts from the first mil-
lennium BC, for the post-Ice Age relief of this area was 
very convenient for building such forts (Luchtanas �99�, 
pp.��-��). However, Bronze Age hill-forts were usually 
protected by ditches or ramparts, and more complex de-
fensive constructions from wood or stone were used only 
seldom (Luchtanas �99�, p.��). 

�7  Certain scholars are of a different opinion. They claim 
that military matters occupied one of the most important 
parts of human life, distinguishing the social role of both 
different groups of people and individuals and that by the 
Bronze Age we can speak of organised battles led by com-
manding chiefs (Harding �000, pp.�73-�75; Kristiansen 
�00�, p.3�9).

�.
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It is unlikely that the establishment of a warrior 
identity as a social unit could have affected the 
East Baltic.

Apparently, the ideology which is held to have 
pertained to bronze weapons in other regions was 
not established in this area and is evidenced only 
as a peripheral episode.

Translated by �aminta Matulytė and Stephen �owell
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A� KA�YS BE GINKLų Y�A NE 
KA�YS?  KELETAS MINČIų APIE 
�YTų PABALTIJO B�ONZOS 
AMžIAUS KA�YBĄ 

Agnė Čivilytė

San t rauka

Priešistorinė karyba paskutiniais dešimtmečiais tapo 
vienu svarbiausių archeologijos mokslo objektų. �ašto 
dar neturėjusios visuomenės mums paliko pėdsakus, 
leidžiančius svarstyti apie tai, kodėl ir kokie žmonės 
nešiojosi ginklus ir kam jie buvo skirti. Bronziniai gin-
klai byloja ne tik apie karybos intensyvumą ir efekty-
vumą atskirose visuomenėse, bet visų pirma apie karių, 
kaip atskiro visuomenės sluoksnio, identitetą. Beveik 
visoje Europoje ginklai sudaro svarbiausią materiali-
nės kultūros dalį, tačiau �ytų Pabaltijyje jie yra tikra 
retenybė. Kyla klausimas, ar tai reiškia, kad šiame are-
ale bronziniai ginklai buvo atmestinas ir nepriimtinas 
dalykas ir ar toks ginklų ignoravimas rodo čia gyvenu-

sių visuomenių socialinį, o kartu ir karinį, amorfišku-
mą, t. y. ar galima kalbėti apie karo ideologiją ir su tuo 
susijusius procesus �ytų Pabaltijyje ir ar įmanoma at-
pažinti karius kaip asmenybes. Bronziniuose ginkluo-
se buvo užkoduotos tam tikros ideologijos principai ir 
taisyklės, kaip su jais elgtis paskutiniame jų gyvavimo 
etape. Ši ideologija iš kitų kraštų buvo atsinešta kar-
tu su ginklais. Europoje jau varpinių taurių kultūroje 
susiformavo kario idealas, išryškintas ne tik pačia gin-
kluote, bet ir papuošalais bei asmenybę pabrėžiančiais 
reikmenimis. Visa tai rodo naujų papročių, susijusių su 
naujomis socialinėmis normomis ir gyvenimo būdu, 
įsigalėjimą bei „karinės aristokratijos“ atsiradimą. �ytų 
Pabaltijo archeologinė medžiaga rodo, kad ginklai čia 
patekdavo mainais, kaip egzotiški, ypatingi objektai, 
o ne kaip kario atributai. Šiame regione gyvenusioms 
bendruomenėms kario identitetas buvo svetimas, o gal 
net ir visai nepažįstamas.
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I I .  BARBARIAN WARRIORS FROM THE 
BALTIC TO THE DANUBE

BROTHERS-IN-ARMS? GRAVES FROM  
THE PRE-ROMAN PERIOD FURNISHED  
WITH A DOUBLE SET OF WEAPONRY

KATARZYNA CZARNECKA

Abstract

Graves of two warriors equipped with rich sets of weapons, emerge on the Celtic territories from the early La Tène period till 
the end of phase D2.

Graves with double sets of weapons (one and two-edged swords) placed in metal vessels are known from the apparently 
Germanic cultures of northern Europe. Celtic graves are evident burials of two (or more) persons, warriors of similar status 
expressed by analogous weaponry. “Germanic” Oksywie Culture, and Scandinavian finds are burials of individual persons, 
notable warriors, who were given special sets of weapons to show their social position. A similar situation observed at an 
archaeological level could have had different grounds and meant different phenomena.

Key words: burials with weaponry, Celt’s, Pre-Roman Period.

Weapon  in  g rave

The custom of equipping the dead with weaponry ap-
peared first in Celtic Culture. Graves in which we find 
more or less complete sets of weapons are interpreted 
as the graves of warriors, and the type and amount of 
weaponry allows us to infer what the possible rank of 
the warrior was and what way he fought, for exam-
ple, on a horse or on foot. However, studies into the 
techniques of fighting and types of weaponry used that 
are based on finds from cemeteries are always subject 
to the possibility of incorrectness, as we reconstruct a 
world of living people on grounds of burial gifts that 
were governed by other laws. Although we do not 
know what rules of customs or rules related to beliefs 
prompted people to choose certain objects to be laid in 
the grave, the recurrence of some practices, and com-
parisons with written sources, even when they deal 
indirectly with investigated issues, let us at least try 
to reconstruct real social phenomena, and sometimes 
in special cases even historical facts. Nevertheless, we 
need to remember that things identical in living cul-
tures may be demonstrated by various means in the 
world of the dead, that is, in cemeteries, and things that 
are different may be expressed in the same way (at least 
for us). A good example may be a certain phenomenon 
known from Celtic and north European (Germanic) 

territories, finds of graves equipped with two sets of 
weapons. In the Celtic environment, such burials oc-
cur rather early, in the Hallstatt period. They are not 
very frequent, but they have been noticed, and several 
elaborations have been devoted to them, recently that 
of M. Egg (1999) who used the term “Waffenbrüder”, 
or brother-in-arms, in referring to them.

Graves  fu rn i shed  wi th  a  doub le  se t  o f 
weaponry  in  Ce l t i c  wor ld

Graves equipped with two sets of weapons emerge in 
the Celtic territories from Slovenia through the Czech 
Republic and Austria to France. From the early La 
Tène Period, grave 19 in barrow VII from a cemetery 
in Nove Mesto–Kapiteljska Niva in Slovenia, is a 
good example (Egg 1999, p.317ff). Two sets of weap-
ons were found inside it, situated more or less paral-
lel, logways the two walls of the grave chamber. The 
grave was richly furnished with bronze vessels, har-
ness elements and numerous ornamental plates. Sets of 
weapons (several spearheads and battle axes) were also 
above the standard equipment of burials with weapons 
from that time and region. What particularly draws our 
attention are two helmets that bear traces of intentional 
damage done before putting them in the grave. People 
buried in the grave were equipped like warriors. Weap-
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ons were placed near the heads; bronze 
vessels, a bridle bit and a spur near the 
legs. 

Not far away from Nove Mesto, in 
Magdalenska Gora, in grave 29, barrow 
V, a similar grave was revealed, with 
well-preserved skeletons. Researchers 
found there two bronze helmets of Negau 
type (imported from Italy, contrary to 
the Greek helmets from Nove Mesto), 
six spearheads, one double-edged Celtic 
sword, two bridle bits and four horses 
(the skeletons were preserved), four 
bronze vessels (three ribbed cists and 
one situla), and two cauldrons. Apart 
from that, belt fittings, fibulae of Certosa 
type, and a bracelet were found there too 
(Hencken 1978, Figs. 13�-149; WeissHencken 1978, Figs. 13�-149; Weiss 
1996). �he outfit is extremely wealthy�he outfit is extremely wealthy 
and indicates, as in the case of the grave 
from Nove Mesto, a very high social 
position of both buried warriors. There 
is one more double grave of warriors 
from the area of Slovenia, found in Sol-
kan-Sveta Catarina. The grave, discov-
ered by accident during the First World 
War, was equipped with two helmets of 
Negau type, two spearheads and two 
vessels with coins. All these artefacts 
disappeared during the war, and cannot 
be verified �Stroh 19��).�Stroh 19��).

In Slovenia, there are some graves 
from the middle La Tène Period ac-
knowledged as double burials of warriors in terms of 
the presence of two swords. According to M. Guštin 
(1984, p.317): “Zwei Schwerter kennzeichnen reichere 
Gräber bei �aurisken”. �he example of grave 1� from 
Dobova, equipped with two swords but containing, 
according to anthropological analysis (Guštin 1981,Guštin 1981, 
p.229), the remains of a man, a woman and a two-year-, the remains of a man, a woman and a two-year-
old child, made some researchers (Guštin 1984, p.317;Guštin 1984, p.317; 
Egg 1999, p.349) take a more cautious approach to the 
interpretation of this case. Guštin treated the second Guštin treated the second 
sword as an heirloom of the dead child (possibly a boy) 
or a trophy stressing the richness and status of the dead 
warrior (Guštin 1981, p.229; 1984, p.317). However, However, 
determining the sex of the dead on the basis of bone 
material from cremation graves is always likely to be 
inaccurate, and archaeological indication needs to be 
recognized as more credible.

Graves with double sets of weaponry dating from the 
middle La Tène Period are known from neighbouring 
Kärnten, eg F�rk bei N�tsch, grave 1�1943. The urn F�rk bei N�tsch, grave 1�1943. The urn 

grave has a stone setting and was equipped with two 
swords, three spearheads, a shield grip and some ele-
ments of shield boss, a knife, a pair of iron brooches 
and a single one, an iron ring, an awl, and pieces of 
bronze belt sheet (Gleirscher 1996, p.263). A double 
set could, possibly, be found in Steier, in graves 4 and 
7 in Frohnleiten-Schraudning. The grave inventory 
was reconstructed from notes and archives, so is not 
quite certain (Kramer 1994, p.12ff.). A grave with two 
swords was also found in Leibach in West Germany 
(Gerlach 1976, Pl.2).

Among the well-recognized group of graves of the 
Celtic elite furnished with carts (or chariots) are also 
sometimes graves with a double set of weaponry, two 
swords and several spearheads. One of them is the fa-
mous grave from Odžaci/Hodsagh �Fig. 1) in Slovenia 
�Roediger 19�4, p.3�1). It is a cremation grave, dated 
to La Tène CLa Tène C C2, furnished, besides parts of a cart, with 
two swords, five spearheads, shield fragments, an iron 
bracelet, shears, a knife and other tools. A good exam-

Fig. 1. Odžaci �Hodsághi), grave �after Roediger 19�4, p.3�1).
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ple from France could be a grave from Verna, in Isere. 
It is a cremation grave in a barrow, dated to La Tène Tène 
D1, found in 1818 with two swords (one in a scabbard 
of Ludwigshafen type), spearheads, shield elements, a 
bronze helmet and bronze vessels, and wagon fittings 
�Schönfelder 2��2, p.386).1

A very rich outfit, including a cart �metal wheel bands 
and other parts were preserved), three swords, three 
shield bosses, five spearheads, two battle-axes and 
luxurious objects like a tripod, a cauldron with a chain, 
glass vessels, “Feuerbock” etc were found in a grave 
from Mailleraye-sur-Seine in Normandy (Lequoy(Lequoy 
1993, Fig. 6). The grave is dated to the transition pe-. The grave is dated to the transition pe-
riod between La Tène C and La Tène D (second half of 
the second century). Anthropological analysis does not 
allow us to state unequivocally how many dead people 
were buried there, but three swords and three shield 
1 From France, l’Octroi de Beaucaire, we know also a graveFrom France, l’Octroi de Beaucaire, we know also a grave 

with a parallel set of weapons (two identical spears, two 
shield bosses) and other equipment (boar tusks) but with 
only one sword, interpreted as the grave of two warriors 
(Py 1891, p.147).

bosses would indicate three indi-
viduals.

Burials of more than two indi-
viduals with a full set of equip-
ment are not unusual in the Celtic 
world. A well-recorded burial 
of three persons equipped with 
weapons comes from Sogny-aux-
Moulins “Sur les Côtes” (Fig. 2) 
in northern France ��hi�rot 193�,��hi�rot 193�, 
Fig. 2). Grave 13 contained two. Grave 13 contained two 
swords and two fibulae. It is dated 
to the transition period between La 
Tène A and La Tène B. There is a 
grave from a cemetery in W�rgl-
Egerndorfer Feld, in which three 
strongly bent La Tène swords in 
iron scabbards, a big knife, belt 
fittings and a fibula were found. 
There were the burnt remains 
of three individuals inside three 
clay vessels. This seems to sug-
gest that all three were buried at 
the same time �Egg 1999, p.3��). 
The grave should be dated to the 
early La Tène Period. Grave 13 
discovered in Leithagebire (Hut-
weide bei Au am Leithagebirge) 
in Lower Austria, dated to the 
La Tène B Period, revealed three 
swords, four spearheads, a battle 
knife, blacksmith’s tools and or-
naments �bracelets and a fibula). 

The bones were decomposed, so we cannot establish 
the exact number of buried people (Nebehay 1973).Nebehay 1973).

The double graves of warriors with similar or equally 
rich outfits appear even in the first century before Christ, 
in the region of Skordiski. In Ripotek-Plavinacki Potok 
in Serbia, a cremation grave was discovered contain-
ing two adequate sets of weapons: two swords in iron 
scabbards, two band-shaped shield bosses, two big 
spearheads, two belts made of iron chain links and one 
knife ��odorović 1973, p.74).

A very interesting example of different ways of express-
ing a possibly similar practice is a find from a cemetery 
in Wederath-Belginum, in North Rhine (Haffner 1989).Haffner 1989).. 
In grave 8��, a warrior was buried who had a partially 
preserved sword (without a hilt), two shield bosses, 
and equipment not connected to weaponry, such as 
shears and pottery. In grave 8�9, apart from pottery and 
a fragment of a knife, two spearheads and a sword’s 
hilt was found, which turned out to be the missing part 
of the sword from grave 8��. Likewise, a large piece of 

Fig. 2. Sogny-aux-Moulins, grave 13 �after �hierot 193�, Fig. 2).
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pottery from grave 8�9 fitted a broken vase from grave 
8��. �he situation described is the result of deliber-
ate practices. The author of the excavations excluded 
the possibility of random muddling. Two shield bosses 
in one grave and two spearheads in the second point 
to an intentional “exchange” of weapons between the 
two burials. The only sword (probably warriors did 
not have a second sword at their disposal) was divided 
between them, too. These two graves clearly suggest 
a close link between both buried men, a relationship 
that somehow corresponds with the “Waffenbrüder” 
idea, although the men were not placed in one grave. 
According to an anthropological analysis, each grave 
contained the remains of young individuals (between 
14 and 18 years old). Both graves are dated to the D2 
phase. A. Haffner, the author of the excavations, in-
dicates the possibility of relating the premature death 
of the two young warriors to the uprising of Treveri 
�Haffner 1989, p.23�).Haffner 1989, p.23�)..

Two  war r io r s  bu r i ed  in  one  g rave :  
i n t e rp re t a t ion  poss ib i l i t i e s

A very interesting issue is the interpretation of this 
phenomenon: the simultaneous burial of warriors 
of equal or similar status in one grave, suggested by 
similar outfits, was usually related to the elites of the 
contemporary society. In general, it may be stated that 
double burials (and even triple) with two (or more) sets 
of weaponry, present in the Celtic tradition, as early 
as in the Hallstatt period, are burials of two (or more) 
warriors. Equipment may sometimes even be placed in 
different, separate parts of a grave and not muddled. 
It is difficult to explain unequivocally why they were 
buried together. Was death at the same time, perhaps 
in one battle or campaign, the reason? Were they fam-
ily: brothers (we still lack DNA tests that could an-
swer this question), or foster brothers, whose loyalty 
towards each other is the groundwork for many dra-
matic Celtic tales? Or perhaps, as we may wonder, it is 
the result of ties of friendship or comradeship arising 
out of jointly experienced hardship and dangers. �hese 
pairs of warrior friends had archetypes in mythology 
and heroic tales: some already in Greek tradition and 
mythology, Achilles and Patroclus, Orestes and Py-
lades, �heseus and Peirithous, but first and foremost 
the divine twins Castor and Pollux2.

2 Homer makes Achilles avenge Patroclus in that brilliant 
fashion, not as his favourite, but as his comrade. Orestes 
and Pylades, Theseus and Peirithous, along with many 
other noble pairs of demigods, are celebrated as having 
wrought in common great and noble deeds, not because 
they lay unarmed, but because of the admiration they felt 
for one another (Xenophon, Symposium 8.31).

Help from the other warrior was very often an indis-
pensable requirement to effective fighting, increasing 
chances of surviving3. A Celtic charioteer and war-
rior standing on a chariot created such a tandem. In a 
few cases, double weaponry, two swords and several 
spearheads, were found in graves furnished with carts 
�chariots) from France or Slovenia. �hese finds were 
explained �Navarro 19�9, p.9��� Gu�tin 1984a, p.122)�Navarro 19�9, p.9��� Gu�tin 1984a, p.122)arro 19�9, p.9��� Gu�tin 1984a, p.122)Guštin 1984a, p.122)) 
as burials of the main warrior and the driver of his 
chariot. We can find many parallels in written sources, 
especially in the (obviously later) tales of tradition and 
the heroic mythology of the Celts. 

Graves  fu rn i shed  wi th  doub le  se t  o f 
weaponry  in  the  German ic  wor ld

The phenomenon of double sets of weapons in graves 
is known not only from Celtic cemeteries but also 
from Przeworsk Culture, Oksywie Culture and from 
Scandinavia from the A3 phase of the pre-Roman pe-
riod, more or less parallel to the La Tène D2 phase. 
The custom of depositing weapons in graves appears in 
European Barbaricum (Central and northern Europe), 
in different Germanic cultures in a different intensity, 
and is interpreted as the influence of Celtic civilisation 
as one of the elements borrowed or adapted from the 
Celts. It is hard to say whether only external forms of 
burial rite were adapted, such as numerous technical 
achievements with that most crucial one, iron smelt-
ing, or the whole world of spiritual values standing 
behind it, beliefs, but also certain social phenomena, 
were imbibed as well. Celtic societies, though richer 
in the advanced technical and economic achievements 
of civilisation, such as the potter’s wheel, glass pro-
duction or coin minting, in the case of military or-
ganisation did not stand out much from their northern 
neighbours the Germans. Warriors created an impor-
tant social group with a specified status and prestige 
adequate to the same circumstances – success at war, 
personal charisma etc. Even the institution of a retinue 
�“Gefolge”), confirmed in written sources, was present 
in both societies mentioned.

Germanic weaponry was partially adapted from the 
Celts: long double-edged swords in iron scabbards, 
shields with circular bosses, and some types of spear-
heads4. On the other hand, elements of personal equip-
3 A two-man team of Scythian archers from a chieftain’s 

burial from Ryzanovka, Ukraine, is a distant but good ex-
ample. According to an anthropological analysis of patho-
logical changes in the skeletons, one of the archers shot 
arrows to the right, the second one to the left, so that they 
could move side by side, protecting each other’s backs 
�Chochorowski 1997, p.1�).

4 Perhaps some techniques of fighting as well: for instance 
infantry mixed with cavalry, technique proved for Celts 
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ment, such as chain mail or helmets, did not become 
accepted. A single-edged sword of native origin still 
remained in use. The question whether the “Latenies-
ierung” process referred only to external symptoms 
and why only to some of life’s aspects, will probably 
remain open. This concerns the discussed phenomenon 
of so-called brother-in-arms as well.

In a Przeworsk Culture cemetery in Korytnica (Fig. 3), 
district Jęddrzejow, voivodship Świętokryskie, investi-
gated by the amateur archaeologist Father Skurczyński, 
a local parish priest, in grave 4 were found two sets 
of weaponry typical of phase A3 �Skurczyński 1947,Skurczyński 1947, 
p.13). These were two double-edged swords in nearlyThese were two double-edged swords in nearly 
identical iron scabbards (both ritually bent) with lad-
der-shape mountings, pointed chapes (it is likely that 
one of the scabbards originally had a bronze openwork 
plate in the upper part), and two shield bosses of type 
8 according to D. Bohnsack (1938), two folded lance 
heads, two barbed spearheads, four spurs, two fibulae 
of M type according to J. Kostrzewski (1919), four 
knives, four awls, shears, a spindle whorl, rings on sta-
ples, coiled wire, and fragments of pottery. Unfortu-
nately, there are no results of anthropological analysis, 
but the arrangement of objects in the grave suggests 

and Germans, but unknown to Romans and therefore 
arousing their curiosity.

the burial of two individuals�. The set of equip-
ment is quite opulent, with a full weaponry outfit 
(two kinds of spearheads, a shield) but also with 
shears and spurs that are a rare element of equip-
ment, suggesting a high social position of the 
warriors buried there.

Furnishing with double elements of equipment is 
rare, but happens in Przeworsk Culture. A grave 
equipped with two shield bosses is known from 
Czeladź Wielka �Sławęcice) �Pescheck 1939,(Pescheck 1939, 
p.2�7 ff., Fig. 14�). Moreover, the grave con-Moreover, the grave con-
tained four knives, bronze handles, a sword and 
two spearheads. Grave 6� from Oblin (unpub-
lished, State Archaeological Museum, Warsaw, 
IV�8896) revealed two shield bosses, two spear-
heads and one single-edged sword; grave 24 from 
Siemiechów two shield bosses, a shield grip (?), a?), a 
single-edged sword and a knife �M. Ja�d�ewska knife �M. Ja�d�ewska 
198�, pl. II); probably also Ciecierzyn grave 8II); probably also Ciecierzyn grave 8 
was furnished in similar way6 (Martyniak 1997, 
pl.X). Two shield bosses were found on the terri-X). Two shield bosses were found on the terri-. Two shield bosses were found on the terri-
tory of Oksywie Culture in Pruszcz Gdański, site 
1�, grave 434 �both of Bohnsack 7 type) with 
two spearheads and a shield grip (Pietrzak, 1997,(Pietrzak, 1997, 
pl. CXXX). Graves at Czeladź and Oblin can be. Graves at Czeladź and Oblin can be 
dated to phase A2, the grave at Siemiechów and 

Ciecierzyn to the transition period between A2 and A3, 
and the one at Pruszcz to phase A3.

A new find from �roszyn on the island of Wolin, from 
the area between Oksywie and Jastorf Culture, throws 
a new light on the discussed problem of the interpreta-
tion of double burials �Machajewski, 2��6)7. In 2��4, 
an amateur collector looking for military accessories 
using a metal detector discovered a cremation grave. A 
bronze bucket, that was used as a cinerary urn was cov-
ered with a clay vessel. In the bucket two swords with 
their scabbards and two spearheads were placed; two 
shields were situated next to the bucket. A one-edged 
sword represents a classic specimen used in Oksywie 
culture in phases A2 and A3. Similar swords were used 
at that time on the Baltic islands and in Östergotland. 
The other, a double-edged sword in an iron scabbard, 
is very similar to finds from Korytnica, with ladder-
shape mountings and an ornamental iron plate with a 
grid pattern fixed near the mouth. �here were also two 
spearheads and two shield bosses of types Bohnsack � 
and Bohnsack 8 among the outfit. �he shield grips are 
� We may presume from the find of the spindle whorl that a 

woman was buried in the grave�� however, single finds of 
spindle whorls occur in men’ graves, perhaps as a special 
grave gift, or haphazardly.

6 Only a small fragment of the second shield boss is pre-Only a small fragment of the second shield boss is pre-
served.

7 I would like to thank H. Machajewski Ph�� for access toI would like to thank H. Machajewski Ph�� for access to 
the materials. 

Fig. 3. Korytnica, grave 4, swords, State Archaeological Museum 
in Warsaw.
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Fig. 4. Rządz, grave 1/1883, �after Boguwolski and Kurzyńska 2��1, Fig. �1).
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very interesting. �he first one refers to type �� accord-
ing to N. Zieling; so far there are no analogues known 
to the second one. The whole assemblage may be dated 
to phase A3. �he outfit derives from the Celtic �double-
edged sword) but also from Scandinavian traditions 
(shield boss and grip).

A nearly identical set comes from the Oksywie Cul-
ture cemetery in Rządz, grave 1/1883 �Fig. 4) �Bohm 
198�, p.��� Anger 189�, p.1�, pl. I�: 2�� BoguwolskiAnger 189�, p.1�, pl. I�: 2�� Boguwolski 
and Kurzyńska 2��1, p.�9, Fig. �1). Inside a bronze. Inside a bronze 
bucket there was a double-edged sword in a scabbard 
with ladder-shape mountings and a pointed chape and 
a bronze openwork plate in the upper part, a single-
edged sword, a spearhead, a shieldboss type Bohnsack 
7 and a fibula. Although the description left no doubts 
that both swords were found together in the vessel, the 
grave inventory was thought to be muddled in terms of 
the presence of the two swords. The Troszyn discovery 
has verified the cohesion of this assemblage.

From the territory of Oksywie Culture, we know an-
other, however accidentally discovered and therefore 
not very certain, find from Bolszewo �Bolschau). 
A cremation grave with a bronze cauldron of type 4 
according to H.-J. Eggers (19�1), that was used as a 
cinerary urn, was supposed to contain a hilt, part of 
a blade and a scabbard of a double-edged sword, two 
big shield bosses, two big, folded spearheads, and one 
totally folded big sword ��irchow, 187�, p.8�). An-
other grave, with two bent together La Tène swords, 
two spearheads8, a shield boss and fragments of iron 
objects, was found in Gdańsk Nowolipki ���reilinden) 
with a big cinerary urn with bones situated half a metre 
underground (Lissauer 1887, p.127). 

�he find from Ciepłe �Warmhof–Abbau) presented 
by J. Kostrzewski �1919, p.1�6) with bronze cauldron 
type Eggers 4 with double-edged sword and scabbard 
fittings from the single-edged sword could also be in-
terpreted as a grave with two different types of swords, 
one of them symbolically represented (pars pro toto) 
by elements of the scabbard.

Burials with multiple sets of weapons placed in bronze 
vessels are known from Fyn, Bornholm and Öland. 
Grave 1 found in 1877 in Langaa (Langå) on the island 
of Fyn is the most impressive (Sehestad 1878, Pl. XXX-Sehestad 1878, Pl. XXX-
VII–XXXIX; Albrectsen 19�4, p.29, pl. 4). A cauldron. A cauldron 
of Eggers 4 type served as an urn, covered with a big, 
flat stone. It was equipped with four folded single-
edged swords9, part of a spearhead, a badly preserved 
8 According to A. Lissauer, there was only one spearhead; 

according to J. Kostrzewski (1919, p.78), who checked 
Lissauer’s information, there were two spearheads.

9 According to J. Martens �2��2, p.261), there was only one 
sword and three long knives, and (probably) two shield 
bosses. All are preserved only in fragments, and the exact 

shield boss, a shield grip and several tiny objects. What 
attracts attention are two folded, gold rings, fragments 
of bronze vessels (excluding a cauldron-cinerary urn) 
and parts of a cart. This is one of the wealthiest graves, 
clearly indicating the high social position of the buried 
person (or persons).

Another grave with a double weaponry outfit is grave 
1 from Simblegaard on Bornholm (Vedel 1897, p.127).Vedel 1897, p.127).. 
This is a cremation burial furnished with a cauldron of 
Eggers 4 type, three iron swords, a spur (?), a spearhead, 
a shield boss and a shield grip. In Birket, in Jutland, a 
grave was found that uncovered a double-edged sword 
with a cross-guard, a fragment of a single-edged sword 
and fittings from its scabbard, a destroyed shield boss, 
two spearheads, a knife with a socket (? a preserved 
fragment) and other knives �Martens 2��2, Fig. 7). 

A well-preserved burial with a double set of weapons 
(grave 2) was discovered in Övre Ålebäck (Fig. �), on 
Öland �Sjöberg Beskow 1991, Figs. 1–9). �here were 
two single-edged swords, scabbard fittings, two spear-
heads, a shield boss and a shield handle fitting placed 
inside a bronze cauldron with an iron rim (cauldron of 
Eggers 4 type). Another grave comes from Ringstad 
Mo (Östra Eneby) in Sweden. The assemblage com-
prised of a double-edged sword, a single-edged sword, 
a spearhead, a low spiked shield boss, a second de-
stroyed shield boss and a fibula of Kostrzewski K type. 
The assemblage was thought to be uncertain and mixed 
(Nicklasson 1997, p.212).

Many graves with double sets of weaponry are old 
finds, sometimes random ones. Assemblages with two 
swords seemed unbelievable and were often treated 
in literature as muddled. This, for instance, concerns 
Rządz and the grave from Ringsted Mo, too. Obvi-
ously, the credibility of such finds must be verified, as 
some of these discoveries are undoubtedly spoiled as-
semblages. As an example, let us give a grave 1 from 
Piotrków Kujawski �Zielonka 19�6, p.276) with one 
double-edged and one single-edged sword, but inco-
herent chronology. Nevertheless, in many cases there 
are no reasons for subverting the coherence of assem-
blages.

Unfortunately, in the majority of cases, graves with 
double sets of weapons are old finds that do not have 
any anthropological analyses of burnt remains. The 
lack of anthropological analyses makes us unable to 
determine if we are undoubtedly dealing with buri-
als of two warriors (“Waffenbrüder”) or with an ex-
tremely richly equipped single burial (of one person). 
In recently discovered grave from Troszyn, according 
to anthropological analysis �Machajewski 2��6), one 

determination is difficult. Anyway, it is a grave with a mul-Anyway, it is a grave with a mul-
tiple set of weaponry.
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person was buried, an adult, over 2� years old. A few 
analyses of graves with double shield bosses (Pruszcz, 
grave 434, Oblin, grave 6�) indicate burials of single 
persons. On the other hand, a notable part of graves 
with double sets of weapons from the Celtic area are 
inhumation graves with well proven two (or more) in-
dividuals in one grave.

It seems interesting that graves from Pomerania and 
Scandinavia with two or more swords often do not 
contain a higher number of spearheads or shield bosses 
(only one spearhead in Langaa and Troszyn; two spear-
heads in Övre Ålebäck, but only one shield boss). This 
situation differs in Przeworsk Culture, in Korytnica, 
for instance. Similar to finds known from the Celtic 
area, there are two separate sets of weapons, not one 
extremely rich one.

It is very difficult to establish if the weaponry is double 
or if it is a full set of weaponry used by one warrior. 
It depends on the technique of fighting. �wo or more 
spearheads are thought to be one-person equipment, as 
thrown weapons, spears, are in some senses used once 
only. In the early Roman Period, in Przeworsk Culture 
(a culture that, thanks to the custom of richly equip-
ping the dead with weapons, is most suitable for such 
observations, although the phenomenon is observed 
in the Elbian area also) a common set of weaponry, a 
lance head and a smaller, often barbed, spearhead, is a 
good example of full equipment, as in practice these 
two objects are used for different purposes, different 
ways of fighting �one for throwing, another in close 
combat). Two nearly identical double-edged swords 
(as in the case of grave 4 from Korytnica) are double 

Fig. �. Övre Ålebäck, grave 2, �after Rasch 2��2, Fig. 4).Rasch 2��2, Fig. 4).
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weapons, because they in fact may function only in the 
same way. Double and single-edged swords (Troszyn, 
Rządz and Birket) are two kinds of weaponry used for 
different fighting techniques �Kontny 1998). Long, 
double-edged swords are most efficient in fighting 
from a horse, while shorter, single-edged swords are 
infantry weapons. Of course, they may be used in other 
ways, when needed, but their construction features (the 
shape of the blade, hilt dimensions that decide the cen-
tre of gravity) are optimally adjusted to a specific type 
of fighting. We can understand the sense of possessing 
both swords, used according to necessity. There is yet 
another aspect of the problem in the case of shields. 
Two shields cannot obviously be used at once. Howev-
er, it is an element prone to damage during battles. The 
aim of a wooden shield, even with metallic rim fittings 
that are very rare in the pre-Roman period, is to receive 
strokes from a sword or spear (not to mention a battle-
axe). It is not imperishable, so the necessity to have a 
spare one seems to be justified �Sławinski 2��6). What 
still needs to be mentioned is ceremonial weaponry 
that was not designed for fighting purposes but could 
have been placed in a grave. Ceremonial weaponry is 
known from the Roman Period (shield bosses with sil-
ver or gold sheet etc). It is also known from the Roman 
army (helmets with masks covered with silver foil).

Summing  up

Finds of double sets of weapons in graves, observed 
not only on Celtic but also Germanic lands, despite 
apparent similarities, refer to different phenomena. 
Celtic graves are evident burials of two (or more) per-
sons, warriors of a similar status expressed by analo-
gous weaponry. The reasons for burying them in one 
grave will never be entirely understood, but we are 
entitled to link this with the phenomenon described as 
Waffenbrüder, warriors who were tied by links of real 
or symbolic relationship, known from written sources 
and mythological tales. I would explain in the same 
way, the finds from Korytnica. Przeworsk Culture was 
strongly influenced by Celtic civilisation, the so-calledso-called 
“Latenisierung” process.

In cases of graves with double weaponry equipment 
from Germanic culture areas, from territories more 
distant from Celtic influences, that is Oksywie Culture 
and Scandinavia, I regard them as burials of individual 
persons, notable warriors who were given outstanding 
sets of weapons to show their social position or their 
position in the military hierarchy of the group which 
took care of the burial. They refer in the form of burial 
to local customs. Burials in metallic vessels (usually 
Eggers 4 and 7 type cauldrons, or Eggers type 18–2� 
buckets) are quite common in the younger Pre-Roman 

period, especially from Mecklenburg but also from 
Denmark and Sweden (Wegewitz 1986; Rasch 1994, 
p.229�� �oß 2���, p.3�). �his custom had begun yet 
in phase A2, but most finds are from phase A3 or even 
from the beginning of the Roman Period. Weaponry 
is a common element of outfit in these graves�� often 
full sets of weapons (a sword, a spearhead and a shield 
boss), and they are linked to elite warriors �Sjöberg 
Beskow 1991, p.474�� Rasch 1994, p.231�� �oß 2���, 
p.3�). It is nothing bizarre that the best, most distin-
guished, warriors or chiefs were honoured with an out-
standing set of weapons, such as two kinds of swords 
(single and double-edged, explained by different ways 
of fighting), or two swords of the same kind, two sin-
gle-edged (Övre Ålebäck or Langaa) or two double-
edged �Bolszów, Gdańsk Nowolipki). One of each 
could be an heirloom or important war trophy, which 
was supposed to stress the prestige and position of the 
dead person.

The custom of equipping graves with weaponry was 
an influence Celtic civilisation�� weapons, double-
edged swords in metallic scabbards, too. Metallic ves-
sels were imports as well. However, the origin of the 
custom and the meaning of equipping with a higher 
number of weapons could have been different from 
the Celtic custom. The same or a similar situation ob-
served at an archaeological level could have had differ-
ent grounds and meant different phenomena.

Translated by Anna Mistewicz
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„GINKLO DRAUGAI“? 
PRIEšROMėNIšKOJO  
LAIKOTARPIO KAPAI  SU 
���IGUBAIS  GINKLUO�ėS  
R INKINIAIS

Katarzyna Czarnecka

San t rauka

Kapai su dvigubais ginkluotės rinkiniais keltų gyven-
tose teritorijose pasirodo Hal�tato �Halstatt) laikais 
– La Teno periode (Nove Mesto ir Magdalenska gora, 
Slovėnija), tokių kapų žinoma iki ��2 fazės pabaigos 
�Ripotek, Serbija). Kai kuriuose i� �ių kapų buvo ras-
ti vežimai �pvz., Odžaci, Slovėnija, ir Mailleraye sur 
Seine, Normandija) ar net trys ginkluotės rinkiniai. 
Vienalaikis tokio paties socialinio statuso (daugiausia 
susijusio su bendruomenių elitu) dviejų karių su vie-
nodais ginkluotės komplektais palaidojimai viename 
kape rodo �eimyninius ry�ius ar rei�kinį, žinomą kaip 
draugystė, dar vadinamą „ginklo draugais“ �1–� pav.). 
Karių draugų poros turi savo archetipus mitologijoje 
ir herojiniuose pasakojimuose: Achilas ir Patroklas, 
Orestas ir Piladas, �esėjas ir Pirithojus bei dievi�kie-
ji dvyniai Kastoras ir Polideukas �gr. ��ioskūrai). Nuo 
prie�romėni�kojo laikotarpio fazės A3 kapai su dvigu-
bais ginkluotės rinkiniais žinomi i� akivaizdžiai ger-
mani�kų šiaurės Europos kultūrų. P�evorsko kultūros 
Korytnicos kapinyno kape 4 buvo rasti du panašios 
sudėties turtingi ginkluotės rinkiniai, kuriuose buvo 
ir po dvia�menį kalaviją �3 pav.). I� Oksyvo kultūros 
degintinių kapų bronziniuose katiluose žinomi vien-
a�meniai ar dvia�meniai kalavijai ��roszyn, Rządz ir 
Bolszewo, Lenkija), tokių kapų rasta ir Skandinavijo-
je �Langaa, Simblegaard, Birket, Övre Ålebäck). ��ėl 
degintinių kaulų antropologinių analizių trūkumo �ių 
kapų negalima vienareik�mi�kai priskirti dviem ka-
riams, tokiems, kokie žinomi i� keltų bendruomenių, jų 
negalima priskirti ir i�skirtinai turtingiems vieno žmo-
gaus palaidojimams. �odėl kyla klausimas, ar dvigubi 
ginkluotės rinkiniai priklausė skirtingiems asmenims, 
ar vienam kariui. Keltų kapų pavyzdžiai leidžia ma-
nyti, kad kapai su dvigubais ginkluotės rinkiniais yra 
skirti dviem ar daugiau asmenų, pana�aus socialinio 
statuso karių, kuriems buvo įdėta analogi�ka ginkluotė. 
„Germani�ki“ �Oksyvo kultūra ir Skandinavija) dvigu-
bi ginkluotės rinkiniai yra individualių kapų radiniai, 
priklausę žymiems kariams, kuriems buvo įdėta �i i�-
skirtinė ginkluotė, rodanti jų užimamą socialinę padėtį 
ar hierarchinį statusą karinėje grupėje. �ačiau ta pati ar 
pana�i situacija, žinoma i� archeologinės medžiagos, 
gali turėti skirtingą pagrindą ir atspindėti skirtingus 
reiškinius.
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FROM THE BALTIC TO THE DANUBE:  EARLY  
ROMAN IRON AGE WARRIORS FROM HAGENOW, 
MECKLENBURG,  AND THEIR RELATIONS WITH 
THE BARBARIAN AND ROMAN WORLDS

HANS-ULRICH VOß

Abstract

At the Early Roman Iron Age graveyard of Hagenow, Mecklenburg, five or six generations of an elite manifest rank and status 
through the burial custom, among other things using weapons and components of military equipment. The wealth and quality 
of the grave goods obvious based on the participation in Germanic retinues and also in Roman services.

Key words: cremation graves, weapons, spurs, Marcomannic wars.

I n t roduc t ion 

As a part of the lower Elbe area, west Mecklenburg 
is well known for some important cemeteries of the 
Pre-Roman Iron Age and the Early Roman Iron Age. 
Of special interest is the cemetery at Hagenow, Lud-
wigslust county, southwest of the provincial capital 
Schwerin (Fig. 1). Here 27 bronze vessels, or rather 
vessel fragments, as well as the remains of a silver cup 
were found in only 17 graves from the first and second 
century AD. Ten out of 18 graves of this period contain 
weapons and military equipment, among which are 
some rare or exceptional pieces both of Roman and na-
tive origin (Fig. 2). The completely preserved and ac-
curately examined weapon grave 9/1995 from around 
100 AD, together with the remaining burials, gives us 
an important insight into the armament and equipment 
of Germanic equestrian warriors (Lüth et al. 2000). 

For the lower Elbe area during the Pre-Roman Iron 
Age we do not yet have a definite explanation for the 

emergence of the burial custom of depositing weapons 
in the graves. Influences from the regions east of the 
River Oder, which spread to central Germany first and 
then down the River Elbe, as well as influences from 
the north from Jutland, are discussed (Schultze 1986, 
p.95ff.; Adler 1993, p.222ff.; Eger 1999, p.153ff.).

Cel t i c  and  Roman  in f luence 

The oldest grave complexes of the cemetery in Hage-
now date back to the reign of Emperor Claudius (41–
54). Even older is an unfortunately incompletely re-
covered find complex from 1841/42, which originally 
may have been two graves. It contains a lance, spear, 
bronze shield grip and a spur, as well as bronze dishes 
of high quality (Voß 2005, p.24ff., Abb. 5). 

Already the bronze shield grip indicates an above av-
erage equipment level. Comparable are the grave of 
a Germanic Auxiliar of Mehrum near the Rhine (Fig. 

Fig. 1. The lower 
Elbe area. Wea-

pon graves of the 
Early Roman Iron 

Age. 1 Hagenow; 2 
Körchow, Lud-

wigslust county; 3 
Holdorf, Nordwest-

mecklenburg county; 
4 Hamfelde, Her-

zogtum Lauenburg 
county; 5 Putensen, 

Harburg county.
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Fig. 2. Hagenow, “Römergräber” site. Equipment patterns of weapon graves. Without scale (drawings by J. Seele, Schwe-
rin; photograph by S. Suhr, Wiligrad).
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3), in the northwest of the Ruhr Valley, from around 
50–60 AD (Gechter, Kunow 1983), and grave V in Do-
brichov-Pichora in Bohemia (Droberjar 1999, p.220ff., 
Taf. 14-17) which is also richly equipped with bronze 
Roman objects.

The grave good assemblages of these two reconstruct-
ed burials correspond in some elements to the graves 
of the Gallo-Roman elite of the Augustan and Tibe-
rian era. Common are bronze dishes, among them the 
characteristic iron-edged cauldron, as well as the com-
plete armament, consisting of sword, lance, spear and 
shield, and furthermore spurs (eg Ferdiere, Vaillard 
1993). Contacts between Celtic tribes from Gaul and 
Germanic groups from the River Elbe probably date 
back to at least the time of the Gallic war (Adler 1993, 
p.221; Eger 1999, p.153).

First let us have a look at the Roman elements of the 
equipment, a Roman equestrian warrior Weiler type 
helmet and three sets of chain mail. Together with the 
full armament of sword, lance, spear and shield, as 

well as three bronze drinking horn mountings and frag-
ments of different bronze vessels, they originate from 
an unfortunately incomplete traditional weapon grave 
of the late first century AD.

Weiler type Helmets were worn by Roman soldiers 
from the 1st until the early second century (Feugère 
1993, p.104ff., Fig.109). As grave goods, they are 
found in west Celtic burials and graves of the Suebi 
Nicreti in southwest Germany (Lenz-Bernhard 1999, 
Abb. 25), an area in which also iron-edged cauldrons 
have been discovered in burial deposits (Peschel 1995, 
p.78). Hagenow is the only grave find with a helmet in 
the Elbe area and beyond. In addition, the occurrence 
of completely or almost completely preserved chain 
mail in three weapons graves in a single cemetery is 
extraordinary. 

In southern Scandinavia and western Mecklenburg, 
chain mail already appears in graves of the late Repub-
lican and the Augustan Period; however, with a ring di-
ameter of only five millimetres, these pieces are proba-

Fig. 3. Mehr-
um, Wesel 
county, grave 
of a Germanic 
Auxiliar (after 
Gechter and 
Kunow 1983).
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Fig. 4. Weiler type helmets and chain mail in Late Pre-Roman and Early Roman Iron Age graves (after Hansen 2003; 
Kaczanowski 1994; Lenz-Bernhard 1999).

bly products of Celtic origin (Hansen 2003, p.43, Figs. 
11-15). A good example is grave A 4137 in Hedegård 
in Mid-Jutland (Madsen 1996/97 p.85, Figs. 27; 28) 
and a grave with a bronze cauldron in Holdorf in north-
west Mecklenburg (Voß 1998, p.47, II-02-4/1.3). 

As in the helmet grave from Hagenow found in 1899, 
the bearer of the chain mail in grave VII excavated in 
1907 and the warrior of grave 9/1995 were also armed 
with sword, spear and lance, as well as a shield. The 55-
year-old man buried around 100 AD in grave 9/1995, 
as well as the man deceased around the middle of the 
second century and buried in grave VII, were equestri-
an warriors. The spurs among the grave goods indicate 

that clearly. Another important part of their equipment 
are the belt buckles and accessories. 

The  equ ipmen t  o f  a  h igh - rank ing  
war r io r

Grave 9/1995 contained next to the sword belt a silver 
Cingulum and a figurative, partially gilded magnificent 
belt (Lüth et al. 2000, p.173ff. Abb. 18, 19). An until 
today unique silver-inlayed belt buckle with a twin-
spiked buckle (Madyda-Legutko 1987, p.54, 57ff., Taf. 
17:44) and fitting strap end was discovered in grave 
VII. The detailed examination of grave 9/1995 carried 
out in the laboratory of the archaeological state collec-
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A Mannersdorf, 
Grab v. 1988

CZ Dobřichov-
Pichora, I

CZ Dobřichov-
Pichora, VI

D
 Bornitz  
FK 29

D
 Putensen
Grab 150

PL 
Domaradzice 
Grab 1

SK
 Kosrolná  
Grab 35

D
 Hagenow 
Grab 9/1995

D
 Körchow, 
Grab v. 1935

DK
 Brokær, Grab 
v. 1878
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Fig. 5. Early Roman Iron Age graves with knob-ended scabbards (after Kaczanowski 1994).  - in combination with shield 
grips made of bronze and silver (see table 2).
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tion in Munich gives important evidence on the burial 
rite. The cremated bone had been completely covered 
by the chain mail, and had probably been doused with 
mead. All weapons were intentionally destroyed, bent 
or broken, and were exposed to the burning pyre, as 
well as the sword belt, and the figurative decorated 
magnificent belt, but not the silver fittings of the waist 
belt or the spurs (Lüth et al. 2000, Tab. 1). The equip-
ment pattern of grave 9/1995 with complete armament 
(armament group A after Adler 1993) and high-value 
personal equipment permits a comparison with ei-
ther chronologically older or younger weapon graves. 
These were found from western Scandinavia down to 
the central Danube area. An example is burials with 
iron-edged bronze cauldrons, which were used as urns 
(Table 1). 

Equally informative are the graves which contained 
knob-ended scabbards (Table 2). Most of these char-
acteristic scabbards are Germanic imitations of Roman 
types (Kaczanowski 1994, p.211ff., Abb. 2). Notice-
able is their concentration in the lower Elbe area (Fig. 
4), where they were used from the middle of the first 
century to the middle of the 2nd century. Like in the 
graves with bronze cauldrons, the spurs often found 
here are typical for equestrian warriors. 

No less important are the preserved components of the 
shields in the graves of Hagenow. The almost com-
pletely preserved metal fittings in grave 9/1995 make it 
clear that the shield also indicates the rank of the warri-
or. On the basis of the bronze edge-mounts (bindings), 
together with the also bronze shield grip and the iron 
shield boss with a short spike (Dornschildbuckel, Jahn 
type 6), it was possible to reconstruct a shield, which 
was 115 centimetres of high and 67 centimetres wide. 
It was apparently built out of three wooden boards. 

In the inhumation grave F 19 of Hunn i Borge near 
the Oslofjord, a similar shield in situ could be docu-
mented (Resi 1986, p.71, Taf. 8; 57). Again, it is an 
equestrian warrior, who carried silver-inlayed spurs 
(Stuhlsporen). However, like the shield bosses with 
long spikes (Stangenschildbuckel, Jahn type 7), the 
Dornschildbuckel found in grave 9/1995 is a very 
long-lived form, worn from the Pre-Roman Iron Age 
until the end of the Early Roman Iron Age during the 
Marcomannic Wars (Zieling 1989, p.40ff.; and 84ff.). 
Noticeable is the combination of such shield-bosses 
with decorated bronze egde-mounts in the western part 
of the distribution area, oriented to the River Elbe. On 
the other hand, the extraordinarily decorated and sil-
ver filigree trimmed shield grip belongs to a relatively 
small group, apparently developed in Scandinavia dur-
ing the late first and second century AD. A shield grip 

from a grave in Brostorp on Öland is very much alike 
in design and decoration (Rasch 1991, p.109, Fig. 54). 

A speciality of the shield are the four silver decoration 
discs, 4.3 centimetres in diameter, which were prob-
ably put in front of the bevelled shield corners (Lüth 
et al 2000, p.166, Abb. 14, 3). Similar ornament discs 
are known from some graves of the Augustan-Tiberian 
Period in central Germany, the lower Elbe area and 
central Jutland (Schultze 2002; Völling 2005, p.171ff.; 
293, Karte 23).

It was not until the end of the second and the beginning 
of the third century, that round decoration discs in the 
shape of face-masks or tutuli, made out of gilded silver 
sheet foil, appear again on the splendid shields of the 
war booty from Illerup A in northern Jutland (v. Car-
nap-Bornheim, Ilkjær 1996, p.433ff., Abb. 257-260). 
Therefore, the shield of Hagenow is a chronological 
link between the adornment of the shields during the 
Late La Tène-Period/Early Roman Iron Age and the 
Late Roman Iron Age. 

Common e l emen t s  o f  bu r i a l  cus toms

The importance of the burial custom of adding weap-
ons and Roman vessels to the grave can be shown in 
an exemplary way by the grave of a four or five-year-
old boy at the cemetery of Hagenow. Beside his ashes, 
buried in an organic and not in a bronze vessel, the 
remains of a glass vessel, the complete handle of a Ro-
man miniature sword from the second century (Béal 
and Feugère 1987) as well as three iron arrowheads 
were found in the grave. So this is rare evidence for 
the addition of arrowheads in graves of the early Impe-
rial period. Right now there are no equivalents for both 
the miniature sword and the shape of the arrowheads, 
neither in the Elbe area nor in the area of Przeworsk 
Culture.

An example of a grave of the Roman Empire containing 
a miniature sword is the grave of a six to ten-year-old 
boy from the cemetery of Roßberg near Darmstadt in 
the Roman province Germania Superior from around 
125 AD (Schmidt 1996, p.91f.; 278, Taf. 15, 11).

Other than what this single find implies, there are 
many more examples of the similarity in the beliefs 
about the afterlife and burial customs of the Germanic 
warrior elite of the Early Roman Iron Age. An espe-
cially impressive grave, comparable to grave 9/1995 
in Hagenow, is cremation grave 37 of Kostolná, close 
to the Danube Dunaji in the southwest of Slovakia 
in the area of the former regnum Vannianum (Kolník 
1980, p. 111f., Taf. 52-53). Although the copy of an 
iron-edged bronze cauldron made out of clay is used 
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as an urn here, the armament and equipment is similar 
in many ways to the sword, shield, shield-boss, lance, 
belt buckle, strike-a-light and spurs (Voß 2005, p.35, 
Abb. 9). This grave can also be dated back to the end of 
the first and the beginning of the second century. 

Definite evidence for the connections between the pop-
ulation of the lower Elbe and the middle Danube area 
during the second half of the first and the first half of the 
second century is the distribution of the characteristic 
belt buckle with rolled up ends of the frame (Rahmen) 
Madyda-Legutko (1986, p.12ff., Taf. 4: 1-3) group B 
type 1. The same applies to a group of silver-inlayed 
spike-like fire steels, so-called Scandinavian fire steels, 
and belt buckles with H-shaped twin spike, that give an 
example of the influence of Przeworsk Culture on the 
equipment of the warriors discussed here. 

On the other hand, the influences from the north are 
shown in the silver-inlayed spurs and accompany-
ing shoe fittings. Finds of the latter in Scandinavian 
inhumation graves have permitted the reconstruction 
of some complex adorned shoes with such spurs (Voß 
2005, p.39, Abb. 12; 13; Tab. 2). The twice and four 
times riveted decoration discs, as well as the six times 
riveted spurs, emerged apparently from the western 
Baltic area. It is noticeable that silver-inlayed spurs and 
decoration discs were also found in the area of Prze-
worsk Culture and in Moravia: for example, among the 
well-known “king grave” of Mušov, which dates back 
to the beginning of the Marcomannic Wars in 166/168 
AD (v. Carnap-Bornheim 2002, p.213ff., 544ff. with 
figures).

Conc lus ions

An analysis of the weapons and elements of the equip-
ment in the graves of Hagenow leads us to the follow-
ing conclusions: 

The burial site, which was occupied for five to six gen-
erations, shows the local development of the tradition 
of some elites. This tradition manifests the rank as well 
as the status of children and adults through the burial 
custom. For this, Roman goods, like the complete ar-
mament, with sword, spear, lance and shield, as well 
as equipment, helmet, chain mail, spurs and belt, are 
used. 

During the first half, the middle (?), of the first century 
contacts with the west (Treveri) existed, then from the 
second half of the first century onwards to Scandina-
via, to Przeworsk Culture (Oder-Warthe-region, Si-
lesia) and to the Vannius Empire or the Marcomannic-
Quadic centre of power at the middle Danube. 

The participation in Germanic retinues and probably 
also in Roman services allowed access to Roman 
goods of great value: parts of armament and equip-
ment, as well as metal and glass vessels, and other pre-
cious metals. 

The contact with Roman culture and with Germanic 
elites of different cultural imprint resulted in innova-
tive, exclusive status symbols: splendour belts with 
figurative images, belts imitating Roman cinguli, sil-
ver-inlayed belt fittings, shields with complex fittings, 
splendid shoes with spurs. The selection of material 
and the manufacturing technology uncovers differ-
ences of rank.

Since the end of the first century it is recognizable that 
parts of the armament and equipment (belt, strike-a-
light equipment, spurs and spur shoes) of the Germanic 
warrior elite from southern Scandinavia to the central 
Elbe area became unitary and seemed almost “stand-
ardised”. 

Based on kinship alliances existing in the western part 
of Przeworsk Culture, the community of Hagenow be-
longed to the superiores barbarii, who were responsi-
ble for the Marcomannic Wars. 

At the end of the Marcomannic Wars the use of the 
cemetery ended too.

Close contacts with Scandinavia are proven by the 
shield from grave 9/1995, shoe and silver-inlayed 
spurs, as well as the deposition of golden fingerrings 
Beckmann (1969) group I into the graves. 

Numerous elements of the armament and equipment 
in the graves of Hagenow are found in the early war 
booty of the second half of the second and early third 
century from Thorsberg and Vimose (sword belt, shield 
ornament discs, hook of a mail-shirt, knob-spurs with 
bronze coated spike; further belt-sets, strike-a-lights, 
bucket-shaped amulets, dice and game board, combs). 

“Times of war or times of well-being?” was B. Kontny’s 
(2005) question in the analysis of weapon graves from 
Przeworsk Culture. From my point of view, the Hage-
now cemetery may indicate the well-being of one 
or more noble families, but also the increase of self-
awareness towards the Roman Empire.

Translated by H. U. Voß. 

English Revised by Angelika Abegg-Wigg
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NUO BALTIJOS JūROS IKI 
DUNOJAUS –  ANKSTYVOJO 
ROMėNIšKOJO LAIKOTARPIO 
KARIų KAPAI  Iš  HAGENOVO 
(MEKLENBURGO žEMė)  IR 
Jų RyšIAI  SU BARBARų BEI 
ROMėNIšKUOJU PASAULIAIS

Hans-Ulrich Voß

San t rauka

Ankstyvojo romėniškojo laikotarpio Hagenovo (Lu-
dwigslust apskritis, vakarinė Meklenburgo žemės da-
lis) kapinynas iš kitų to laikotarpio šio regiono laido-
jimo paminklų išsiskiria nepaprastai didele romėniškų 
metalinių ir stiklinių indų bei ginkluotės (trys šarviniai 
dirbiniai, vienas raiteliui priklausęs šalmas) gausa  
(1–2 pav.; 1 lent.). Dešimtyje iš 18 nesuardytų kapų 
mirusieji buvo palaidoti su ginklais ir ginkluote. Anks-
tyviausi Hagenovo kapinyno kapai priklauso impera-
toriaus Klaudijaus (41–54 m.) valdymo laikams. Ha-
genovo kapinyno degintinių laidosenoje (degintiniai 
kaulai kartu su įkapėmis buvo sudėti į bronzinį katilą) 
ir įkapėse galima įžvelgti germanų kariui raiteliui, apie 
100 metus, būdingą ginkluotę ir ekipuotę. Tarp tokių 
degintinių kapų išskiria kapas 9/1995. Kai kurios išli-
kusios ginkluotės dalys yra panašios į vidutinio lygio 
samdinio (Auxiliar) ginklus iš Merhrum regiono Reino 
žemupyje (3 pav.). šiame kapinyne rastas romėniškas 
„Weiler“ tipo šalmas ir šarviniai dirbiniai žinomi iš 
vakarinių keltų kapų, germanų Suebi Nicreti kapų bei  
pietvakarinės Vokietijos (4 pav.). Taigi teritorija, kurio-
je buvo paplitę vienašmeniai kalavijai ir bronziniai ka-
tilai, naudoti kaip urnos, turėjo bendrų bruožų (1 lent.). 
Kita vertus, kapo 9/1995 iš Hagenovo kapinyno gin-
kluotė ir ekipuotė leidžia šio laidojimo paminklo radi-
nius palyginti su panašiais dirbiniais, rastais vakarinėje 
Skandinavijoje, Elbės žemupyje, Pševorsko kultūros 
paminkluose ir Dunojaus vidurupio markomanų-kva-
dų centre (5 pav.). Minimų regionų bendrumą rodo ir 
metalinės antskydžių detalės, diržai su apkalais, pen-
tinai ir ornamentuoti batų dirželiai. Kartu šio regiono 
kapai su ginklais, ekipuotės detalės nuo I a. pabaigos 
iki pat markomanų karų (166–180 m.) rodo laidosenos 
ir tikėjimo pomirtiniu gyvenimu bendrumą. Hageno-
vo kapų analizė atskleidžia, kad penkios ar šešios elito 
kartos savo aukštą padėtį ir socialinį statusą demons-
travo laidojimo papročiais, iš kurių ginklai ir ginkluo-
tės elementai turėjo svarbią reikšmę. Bendras įkapių 
turtingumas ir kokybė yra akivaizdžiai susiję su ger-
manų kariais, tarnavusiais romėnams. Taip pat yra aki-
vaizdžių įrodymų apie šio regiono glaudžius kontak-

tus su vakarine Pševorsko kultūros dalimi ir Dunojaus 
vidurupiu. Visa tai rodo, kad Hagenovo bendruomenė 
priklausė tiems išskirtiniams barbarams (superiores 
barbarii), kurie buvo atsakingi dėl markomanų karų. 
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WEAPONRY AND WEAPON BURIAL PRACTICE IN 
CENTRAL GERMANY IN THE LATE ROMAN IRON 
AGE AND THE MIGRATION PERIOD *

JAN BEMMANN

Abstract

Neither the sword burials of the Late Roman Iron Age, nor the combination of an axe and arrows in graves indicate the pres-
ence of Burgundians in any particular region. A comparison of weapon burial practice associated with inhumation and crema-
tion burial practice demonstrates beyond doubt that those differences which were identified in older publications reflect only 
overall changes in weapon burial practice over time. Some lance-heads and in particular the few spear-heads known show a 
close similarity to Scandinavian weapon types and indicate that weapon types became less specific for regions.

Key words: Roman Iron Age, Migration Period, weapon graves, burial rite, ethnic interpretation.

Ind roduc t ion

The custom of depositing weapons in graves and the 
weaponry of the Late Roman Iron Age and the Migra-
tion Period in central Germany and in neighbouring 
regions have been used to postulate two ideas. Dif-
ferences in weapon burial practice have been used by 
some researchers to identify certain ethnic groups with-
in the archaeological record (Schulze 1982; Schulze-
Dörrlamm 1985; Leube 1983, p.371, Abb. 90; 1995, 
p.28ff.; Schach-Dörges 1997, p.94, Abb. 78; critical 
Schuster 2001). Firstly, graves containing a sword or 
the combination of an axe and arrowheads are usually 
associated with Burgundians. Secondly, inhumations 
of the Late Roman Iron Age are considered not to con-
tain weapons (Schulz 1933, p.28; Mildenberger 1939, 
p.178ff.; Schultze 1989, p.22; compare Schlüter 1970, 
Tabelle 1, with Bemmann 2000, p.67), the only known 
exceptions being silver or bronze arrowheads. These 
will be discussed in the following, and also the ques-
tion to what extent weapon burial practice and weapon 
types can demonstrate interregional contacts.

The classification of weapons requires some funda-
mental remarks. The differentiation between lance and 
spear-heads is based on the existence of barbs (Jahn 
1916, p.49 ref. 1.). Because of a sometimes similar 
form and size, the differentiation of lance- and arrow-
heads is often uncertain (Schach-Dörges 1969, p.51; 
Mildenberger 1970, p.49). Significant differences ex-
ist in the diameter of the socket. Shafts of arrows are 
seldom thicker than one centimetre, the arrowheads 

show a comparable maximum socket diameter (Radd-
atz 1963; Paulsen 1998). The function of a lance as 
a throwing or thrusting weapon requires the use of a 
thicker shaft. Therefore, the maximum diameter of the 
socket of lance-heads always extends 1.5 centimetres. 
Furthermore, the lance-head sockets are more solid 
than the sockets of arrowheads. The sockets of lance-
heads have no slit, in contrast to most of the sockets of 
arrowheads in the Late Roman Iron Age and the Mi-
gration Period.

Weapon  bur i a l  p rac t i ce  a s  an  ind ica to r 
o f  e thn ic  iden t i ty  and  a s  a  means  to 
de f ine  E lbe -German ic  se t t l emen t

The furnishing of graves with weapons, with double-
edged swords or with the combination of an axe and 
arrowheads was used to outline the settlement area of 
the Burgundians between the Elbe and Oder rivers and 
in the Rhine-Main region in the forefront of the Ro-
man Limes and to culturally connect these two areas. 
In 1982, M. Schulze published a distribution map of 
“Germanic warrior graves of the third and fourth cen-
turies AD furnished with a weapon combination of axe 
and arrows” (Fig. 1, 1). In her opinion, this weapon 
combination was a characteristic feature of Germanic 
warriors of the Lausitz region buried in the third and 
fourth centuries AD. In these centuries the Lausitz re-
gion is considered as the settlement area of the Bur-
gundians, so Schulze connected the similar equipped 
graves of the Rhine-Main area with the Burgundians. 
The earliest grave finds mapped date to the end of Pe-
riod C1 (Záryb and Libochovice), the latest (Scheßlitz, 
Kleinlangheim and Stockstadt) to Period C3. The pub-
lished map has to be supplemented and shows that her 
statement originally connected with the distribution 

* The text is almost identical to a lecture given on 12 Octo-
ber 2006 in Klaipėda. Because of the limited space no find 
lists are added. A full-length paper on this topic with all 
arguments and figures will be published in Alt-Thüringen 
40, 2007.
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of grave finds is no longer valid (Fig. 1, 2) (Schuster 
2001). The area between the Rivers Werra and Elbe 
shows now an even distribution of warrior graves fur-
nished with axe and bow.

Since J. Schuster’s article in 2001, the interpretation 
of the weapon combination of axe and arrows as an 
ethnic feature of the Burgundians is no longer valid. 
On the contrary, M. Schulze-Dörrlamm’s (1985) ethnic 

interpretation of the graves containing a double-edged 
sword is widely accepted up to this day (Ament 1995, 
p.84; Martin 1997, p.163ff.; Neubauer 2005, p.56). 
On the basis of this apparently proven fact, H. Sch-
ach-Dörges developed a simple formula, published in 
the catalogue of an exhibition on Alamans in Stuttgart 
1997: “Sword-graves in the Rhine-Main-area are a 
sign of the settlement of east German Burgundians in 
the fourth century AD” (Schach-Dörges 1997, p.94, 

Fig. 1.  
1 The dis-
tribution of 
graves with 
an axe and 
arrows from 
the Late Ro-
man Iron Age 
(after Schulze 
1982);  
2 the distribu-
tion map 
updated (by 
J. Bemmann).

1

2
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Abb. 78). When reading Schulze-Dörrlamm’s article 
and looking at her maps, three aspects come to mind 
which question the “Burgundian Thesis”. Left out of 
consideration are the following points: first, the unu-
sual selection of the mapped finds when comparing it 
with older maps (Schach-Dörges 1969, Taf. 58, Karte 
4)1; second, the dating of most of them; and third, the 
change in burial practice from cremation to inhuma-
tion.

A supplemented map of the area between the Rhine 
and the Oder and the source of the Elbe shows a con-
centration between central Elbe and Schwarze Elster 
with few find-spots reaching lower Spree and the area 
around lower Saale (Fig. 2). Between the Harz Moun-
tains and Thüringer Forest, at the beginning of the Late 
Roman Iron Age, part of the Rhine-Weser Germanic 
cultural area, no such grave finds are known up to this 
day. In this concentration of find-spots, the double-
edged swords were found in cremation graves simi-
lar to the situation in Bohemia. Swords in cremation 
graves are a special feature of Elbe-Germanic areas 
west of the central River Elbe, Bohemia, the Altmark 
and Berlin. In Bohemia, two weapon deposits, dated 
to Period C1, are known, the one from Březenec was 
found at an old way through the Erzgebirge Mountains. 
A second concentration of swords are findings in rivers 
and areas of humid soil conditions in Vorpommern; a 
third find concentration is marked by four inhumation 
graves from the Rhine-Main-area. Up to now it was not 
possible to fit the three swords from the Altmark into 
any typological framework (personal communication 
with Rosemarie Leineweber and Erdmute Schultze).

The idea to deposit swords in graves, and in this re-
spect we follow the arguments of Schulze-Dörrlamm, 
was brought into the region between Elbe and Spree 
from Silesia, the distribution area of Przeworsk Cul-
ture (Schultze 1989, p.22). The transfer of this idea has 
to be seen in connection with the settlement of eastern 
Brandenburg and the lower Lausitz at the turn of the 
Early Roman Iron Age to the Late Roman Iron Age 
in which groups connected with Przeworsk Culture 
took part (Schuster 2005). The dating of the sword 
graves, the ensemble of grave goods and the distribu-
tion of several types of artefacts support this hypoth-
esis. The earliest grave is grave 33 from Wilhelmsaue 
(Schach-Dörges 1969, p.128ff., Taf. 16, 11-13; 17-19). 
The rectangular iron buckle with double thorn, type 
G 37 according to Madyda-Legutko (1986, p.53, Taf. 
16; Karte 39), as well as spurs type F3b according to 

1 M. Schulze-Dörlamm adds the double-edged sword from 
a grave at Jessern dated to Period C1a to the list of sword-
graves of the late 3rd and 4th century. For consistency, all 
other graves with double-edged swords of the Late Roman 
Iron Age need to be added to the list, which will be done. 

Ginalski (1991, p. 66f.), the band-shaped strap sus-
pender and the iron fittings of a wooden bucket (Leube 
1995, p. 30ff., Karte 3; Szydłowski 1985) show strong 
links with Przeworsk Culture and support, together 
with a lance-head with cylindrical socket and a shield 
boss with an extended apex, a date to Period B2/C1a. 
Comparable remains of buckets are known from the 
sword graves of Jessern (Leube 1975, p.123, Nr. 251, 
Taf. 28), Marxdorf (Schulz 1931, p.69f., Taf. 14; 15, 
1; Leube 1975, Taf. 32, 2.6-17) and Horno feature 4c 
(Schwarzländer, forthcoming). The deposition of axes 
is unknown in Przeworsk Culture, and with the ex-
ception of Jessern, no axes have been found in sword 
graves between the Elbe and the Oder. The combina-
tion of a sickle-shaped knife and a straight one as in 
Wilhelmsaue grave 33 is a characteristic and almost 
exclusive grave good combination in weapon graves 
of Przeworsk Culture (Godłowski 1977, Taf. 25; 49; 
Godłowski, Wichman 1998, Taf. 27; 42; 67).

A still unpublished cremation grave from Glebitzsch, 
Landkreis Bitterfeld, (Fig. 3) is of particular interest in 
this context. During construction work a double-edged 
sword, a spear- and a lance-head, an axe, a spur and 
two knives were discovered 0.5 metres below the sur-
face. The sword, similar to those of the Røllang type 
and the spear-head of the Simris type, date the burial to 
Period C1. The lance-head can be compared with one 
found in a cremation grave of Period C1 from Löbnitz, 
Landkreis Delitzsch (Meyer 1971, p.265ff., Abb. 151). 
Knives with a very long tang, most recently mentioned 
by J. Schuster (2001, p.74ff.), were not found in cen-
tral Germany after the end of Period C1. The spur with 
three-point mounting of U. Giesler’s Scandinavian var-
iant A (Giesler 1978, p.10) has no parallels in central 
Germany. According to Giesler (1978, p.21ff.), spurs 
of this type are restricted to the first half of the third 
century AD. This supports the dating of the complex 
based on the weapons found in it.

The custom of depositing double-edged swords in 
graves ends in central Germany and Bohemia in Period 
C2. One exception is cremation burial 2 of Dresden-
Dobritz (Meyer 1971, p.52f., Abb. 25), which is dated 
to Period C3 at the earliest; a date in the Migration Pe-
riod is also possible. 

Of the four known inhumation graves containing 
swords from the Rhine-Main area, grave 1 from Stock-
stadt (Pescheck 1978, p.278f., Taf. 136) is dated to the 
final stage of Period C2 because of the disproportion-
ally propeller-shaped belt-fitting and the vessel found 
in the grave. All other graves belong to Period C3.

The sword graves of the Rhine-Main area are geo-
graphically isolated and there is only a slight overlap 
with the date ranges of sword-graves in the other re-
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gions mentioned; the burial practice is different, and 
clear differences in the combination of grave-goods 
found in the graves are obvious. Neckrings, like in 
Lampertheim grave 3, are not found in Oder-Ger-
manic regions, but are common findings in the area of 
Elbe-Germanic settlements. The same counts for the 

bearded axe from Stockstadt grave 1; this axe type is 
common in central Germany, in contrast to areas east 
of the Elbe (Bemmann 2003, p.61f., 73; 104 Abb. 19). 
The crossbow-shaped brooch from Stockstadt grave 
2 is also typical of Elbe-Germanic Culture (Böhner 
1963, p.141ff.). Arrowheads, which can be found in 

Fig. 2. The distribution of double-edged long-swords from the Late Roman Iron Age between the Rhine and the Oder and 
the upper reaches of the River Elbe.
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Fig. 3. Glebitzsch, Landkreis Bitterfeld, cremation grave (drawn by S. Mager).rawn by S. Mager).
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Fig. 4. Axes from central Germany and the Lausitzes according to their lengths.

Fig. 5. The distribution of miniature axes.
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three out of the four known western sword-graves, are 
totally absent in sword-graves of central Germany and 
Brandenburg. On the other hand, in the Rhine-Main 
area there are no parallels with wooden buckets with 
iron fittings, shears, spurs and shield bosses.

Why the people in the Rhine-Main area, in spite of a 
change of the burial custom and of the combination of 
grave goods, should belong to the same ethnic group 
as the people living between the central Elbe and Oder, 
needs a more careful explanation than the one given 

Fig. 6. The distribution of shield bosses without an extended apex from the Late Roman Iron Age between the Rhine and the 
Oder and the upper reaches of the River Elbe.
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up to now. Against this background, Böhner’s (1963, 
p.144) idea of an independent development of the cus-
tom of sword deposition in the area in front of the Ro-
man Limes has to be preferred.

The deposition of axes in graves is typical of the Oder-
Germanic cultural area (Leube 1975, p.34; Meyer 
1976, p.187ff.; Schach-Dörges 1969, p.49f.). The Elbe-
Germanic cultural area is characterised by depositions 
of miniature axes in children’s graves (Mildenberger 
1970, p.50). The size of an axe counted as a miniature 
type is disputed. Figure 4 shows all the axes found in 
central Germany, Lausitz and southern Brandenburg 
according to their length. A gap in the range of lengths 

of the axes can be seen at 11 centimetres. Furthermore, 
all axes from osteologically identified children’s and 
adult graves were recorded. It can be seen that the axes 
in graves of adults are always longer than 11.9 cen-
timetres. Most of the axes from children’s graves are 
shorter than ten centimetres. As another possibility to 
separate miniature axes from normal-sized axes, the 
axes of the Late Roman Iron Age votive deposit from 
Nydam (G. Bemmann and J. Bemmann 1998, p.185ff., 
Kat. Nr. 1853–1866, Taf. 185–187), which were ob-
viously used as weapons, were analysed. The shortest 
object has a length of 11 centimetres, the longest of 
19.4 centimetres. The average length is 14.5 centime-
tres. By adding up all arguments, it seems reasonable 

Fig. 7. Herbs-
leben, Unstrut-
Hainich-Kreis, 
inhumation 
grave (drawingsrawings 
by S. Mager).
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to draw the line between miniature and ordinary axes 
at 11 centimetres.

Miniature axes are concentrated in central Germany 
(Fig. 5), but are also found in Upper Lausitz and North-
ern Germany (Schach-Dörges 1969; Schultze 1989). 
Isolated finds come from the Lampertheim cemetery 
and Bohemia. Miniature axes are not found in the 
Lower Lausitz region and the Oder-Spree area. The 
distribution map of a larger area shows no clear area 
of concentration of axes longer than 11 centimetres. 

G. Kieferling’s mapping (1994, p.336, Abb. 1) shows 
that axes were most of all used as grave goods by Ger-
mans living in the catchment area of the Elbe, Spree 
and Havel. In southwest Germany, Moravia and Bohe-
mia, only a few axes were deposited in graves.

It has to be stated clearly that in central Germany, weap-
on burial practice as such is not significant in terms of 
ethnic identity. Closer analysis shows common traits 
among groups defined by their material culture, and 
there are indications of the integration of new elements 

Fig. 8. Mattstedt, Landkreis Weimarer-Land, cremation grave 10 (drawings by J. Weidig).
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in burial practice, such as 
the deposition of swords 
in the southern Elbe-Ger-
manic region during a short 
period of time. 

The  cus tom o f 
weapon  
depos i t i on :  
a  d i f f e rence  in 
bu r i a l  p rac t i ce 
be tween  c rema t ion 
and  inhumat ion 
g raves?

Up to the 1950s, research-
ers often put a particular 
emphasis on the difference 
between richly furnished 
inhumation graves and 
poorly furnished crema-
tion graves. Thanks to ex-
tended research, especially 
of G. Mildenberger (1939; 
1948; 1970) and M. Becker 
(1992; 1996), cremation 
graves nowadays get the 
same attention as inhu-
mation graves. Different 
conditions for the preser-
vation of grave goods made of different materials in 
both grave types are now widely considered (Becker 
et al. 2005). Only the different equipment of inhuma-
tions and cremations with weapons and spurs is still 
a feature separating these two types of graves. But of 
course there are inhumation graves with weapons. The 
grave of Bischleben (Bemmann 2003, p.91, Abb. 6, 1-
6), with a bronze Roman shield boss, has been known 
since 1890 and was considered as an exception. The 
excavation of the richly furnished chieftain’s burial 
near Gommern (Becker 1993), containing a complete 
wooden shield, painted, with all metal fittings, took the 
Bischleben burial out of its isolation. There are also 
a number of cremation burials which contained only 
a shield boss. The deposition of a shield seems to be 
a characteristic feature of the southern Elbe-Germanic 
settlement area, ie central Germany and Bohemia, as 
well as the region between the lower Spree and Oder in 
the Late Roman Iron Age (Fig. 6). No finds are reported 
from the Lausitz region; from northern Germany, only 
two bog deposits and one grave find are known. From 
graves of the Rhine-Weser-Germanic settlement area, 
which are poorly equipped in terms of grave goods, 
four graves can be mentioned here (Stein 2005).

A number of inhumation graves of the Late Roman Iron 
Age (Großörner, graves 10 and 12, Oberteutschenthal, 
Herbsleben, Gunsleben, Merseburg-South, grave 27) 
and the Migration Period (Stößen, graves 66, 67, 79, 
92, Köthen-Geuz, grave 2, Wulfen, grave 6) contained 
axes. Merseburg-South, grave 27, and Wulfen, grave 
6, contained, besides an axe, two arrowheads. The axe 
graves of the Late Roman Iron Age were up to now not 
widely known, because of incorrect dating or insuffi-
cient publication. On the basis of similar combinations 
of grave goods, these cremation graves are comparable 
to inhumation graves. The Oberteutschenthal combina-
tion of an axe, whetstone and razor (Bemmann 2003, 
p.98 Abb. 13, 1-3) is also known from Wechmar, Land-
kreis Gotha, grave 93, here combined with a pair of 
shears (Kaufmann 1984, Taf. 11, 1-5). The combination 
of grave goods from Herbsleben (Fig. 7), consisting of 
a belt, a knife and a fire steel, is found for example in 
cremation grave 10 of Mattstedt (Fig. 8).

It should be pointed out that the combination of ar-
rowheads and spurs without further finds of a genu-
ine military character, typical of the Leuna chieftain 
inhumation burials, is also found in cremation graves, 
such as Bennungen, Landkreis Sangerhausen, grave 14 

Fig. 9. Camburg, Saale-Holzland-Kreis, cremation grave (drawings by Germanisches 
Nationalmuseum Nürnberg).
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(Schmidt 1987, p.195ff., Abb. 2, b-g, Taf. 32, a-f), and 
Camburg, Saale-Holzland-Kreis (Fig. 9).

In the Late Roman Iron Age the deposition of spear-
heads, lance-heads and/or a double-edged sword is a 
burial practice with its main distribution beyond the 
area of inhumation graves. It is therefore not surprising 
that these weapon types were not deposited in inhuma-
tion graves almost exclusively found west of the Saale 
(Bemmann and Voß, forthcoming, Abb. 5). Spears, 
lances and swords are rare in contexts dated later than 
Period C1, which indicates that large weapons are ex-
cluded from burial practice before inhumation burial 
practice became common. The lack of weapons finds 
an explanation in the late date range of inhumation 
graves and their distribution outside the regions in 
which weapon burial is common, but not in differences 
in burial practice. There is, however, a single inhuma-
tion grave of the Migration Period from Zwochau, 

Landkreis Delitzsch (Meller 2000), with a double-
edged sword, which is richly furnished in comparison 
with other inhumation graves of the region.

Weapon  types  and  cu l tu ra l  con tac t s

A broad-bladed iron lance-head, engraved on both sides 
along a leaf-shaped outline and with an approximate 
length of 25 centimetres (Fig. 10, 1), finds its best par-
allels in Scandinavia. It was found in 1951 in a partly 
excavated cremation cemetery (Behrens 1952, p.294; 
Schmidt-Thielbeer 1963, p.946, Taf. 2, b) and it is not 
possible to assign the lance-head to a certain grave. Be-
cause of modern disturbances of the terrain, it is not 
possible to answer the question whether the chieftain 
burial from Gommern, which also shows Scandinavian 
connections in the grave goods, was dug in the same 
cemetery. Because of its cross-section, proportions and 

Fig. 10. Lance-heads: 1 Gommern, Landkreis Jerichower Land (drawing by S. Mager); 2 lance-head from Wegeleben, 
Landkreis Halberstadt (drawing by G. Höhn after a sketch by G. Mildenberger); 3 lance-head from Müncheberg-Dahmsdorf 
(after Leube 1975).
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measurements, the lance-head can be best compared to 
lance-heads of the Vennolum type and dates to Period 
C1b (Bemmann and Hahne 1994, p.419f.). Concerning 
the engravings, numerous parallels can be shown from 
Scandinavian grave-finds and votive deposits (Ilkjær 
1990; G. Bemmann and J. Bemmann 1998).

A second interesting lance-head was found near Wege-
leben, Landkreis Halberstadt, in 1949 (Fig. 10, 2). This 
object was found during gravel digging. Information 
concerning the context is not available. The lance-head 
shows linear decorations on the cylindrical socket; on 
one half of the blade a left-turning swastika is visible. 
The author has not been able to examine the original 
piece, so that the technique of decoration cannot be 
described here. Bearing in mind the similar socket 
decoration of the Müncheberg-Dahmsdorf lance-head 
(Fig. 10, 3) (Leube 1975, p. 88f., Abb. 7), the find from 
Wegeleben can be connected with the group of silver-

inlaid lance and spear-heads, mapped in the Mušov-
publication (Peška and Tejral 2002, p.110, Abb. 8). The 
piece from Wegeleben is the most southwesterly find, 
the densest concentration of this type is found in the 
area of Przeworsk Culture.

The third specimen to be mentioned here is the lance-
head from Berlin-Mariendorf, with its strong simi-
larities to the Scandinavian-type Skiaker. The same 
applies for most Late Roman Iron Age spear-heads, 
which were, according to Meyer (1976, p.201f.), sel-
dom found in Elbe-Germanic settlement areas, but in a 
broader view they are typical of the area between Oder 
and Saale. Compared to Scandinavia, there are only a 
few spear-heads known from the continent which can 
be dated to the Late Roman Iron Age. This is not a spe-
cial feature of continental armament, but gets an expla-
nation by the “filter function” of the burial custom. If 
we look not only at weapons from graves but also from 
other find contexts, the picture changes. As an exam-
ple, the depot find excavated near Münchhof-Homberg 
at Lake Constance (Garscha 1970, p.224, Taf. 8, 9-12), 
and the weapons found at the Migration Period hilltop 
settlement on the Geißkopf near Freiburg in Baden-
Württemberg are mentioned (Hoeper 2003). The few 
spear-heads of the Late Roman Iron Age excavated in 
the area between Weser and Oder (Figs. 11-12) show 
certain similarities to Scandinavian types (Ilkjær 1990; 
Bemmann and Hahne 1994), although they are not ex-
act parallels.

The spear-head from Tantow (Fig. 11, 6) is typologi-
cally positioned between the Hval and Simris types, 
those from Glebitzsch, Lüdersdorf, Stolzenhain and 
Zauschwitz (Fig. 11) are best compared with the Sim-
ris type, and those from Dresden-Blasewitz, Falken-
berg, Mitteldeutschland, Prieschka and Verchen (Fig. 
12) bear a resemblance to the Lundskin type (all types 
are discussed by Bemmann and Hahne 1994). Whether 
this has to be interpreted as Scandinavian influence 
or as an expression of widespread similarities in the 
armament remains currently unclear, due to the small 
number of spear-heads known.

Another point is the clearly visible strong Roman in-
fluence on Germanic armaments. Despite the only 
rudimentary developed custom of the deposition of 
weapons in graves in central Germany, this region has 
produced more shield bosses, sword chapes, balteus-
clasps and axes of Roman provenance than any other 
region in Central Europe (in detail Bemmann 2003). 
Surprisingly numerous are also belt fittings of Roman 
provenance found in settlements in central Germany 
(compare CRFB D6; Klemet, forthcoming).

Fig. 11. Spear-heads from the Late Roman Iron Age: 1 
Zauschwitz (after Meyer 1969); 2 Berkau (after Lies 1928); 
3 Glebitzsch (drawing by S. Mager); 4 Stolzenhain (after 
Schulz 1931); 5 Lüdersdorf (after Leube 1975); 6 Tantow 
(after Leube 1975).
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Conc lus ions

The burial practice of depositing double-edged swords 
in graves originated in Przeworsk Culture and spread 
at the beginning of the Late Roman Iron Age from 
southern Brandenburg to the Saale before it was aban-
doned in Period C2. Neither these sword burials, nor 
the combination of axe and arrows in graves, nor a spe-
cific type of purse fastening indicate the presence of 
Burgundians in any of these regions. The comparison 
of weapon burial practice associated with inhumation 
and cremation burial practice demonstrates beyond any 
doubt that those differences which were identified in 
older publications reflect only overall changes in weap-
on burial practice over time. Some lance-heads, and in 

particular the few spear-heads 
known, show a close similarity 
to Scandinavian weapon types 
and indicate that weapon types 
became less specific to regions. 
The surprisingly high number 
of weapons from the Roman 
provinces in central Germany 
has been pointed out before.

The deposition of individual 
components of weapons such 
as shield mounts, sword scab-
bard fittings and arrowheads 
representing only part of the 
contents of a quiver indicate 
that the weapon burial practice 
was symbolic. The combina-
tions found in graves are not 
suitable for a reconstruction of 
functional weapon combina-
tions. The weapon burial prac-
tice does not seem to have been 
influenced by periods of war 
or their intensity. There are no 
indications for burial practices 
specific to ethnic groups. There 
are, however, regional differ-
ences, and differences related to 
age groups. For these reasons, 
the weapon burial practice ex-
amined here is not suitable for 
a study of the “lebende Kultur” 
according to Eggers.

Translated by  
Hendrik Kelzenberg
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ROMėNIšKOJO LAIKOTARPIO 
IR  TA�Tų KRA�STYMOSI 
LAIKų GINKL�OTė IR  GINKLAI 
VIDURIO VOKIETIJOS  
LAIDOJIMO PAPROčI�OSE

Jan Bemmann

San t rauka

Laidojimo paprotys mirusiesiems į kapus dėti dviaš-
menį kalaviją kilo Pševorsko kultūros aplinkoje ir vė-
lyvojo romėniškojo laikotarpio pradžioje iš pietinės 
Brandenburgo žemės plito į Zalės upės baseiną (1–2; 
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5; 6 pav.). Nei kapai su kalavijais, nei pastarųjų deri-
niai su kirviais ir strėlėmis kapuose, nei specifiniai me-
taliniai piniginių užsegimų tipai nerodo, kad burgundai 
gyventų minėtuose regionuose. Ginklų dėjimo į kapus 
paprotys siejamas su griautiniais ir degintiniais miru-
siųjų laidojimo papročiais. Šie laidosenos skirtumai, 
žinomi iš ankstesnės literatūros, rodo tik apskritai per 
tam tikrą laiką besikeičiantį ginklų dėjimo į kapus pa-
protį (3; 7; 8; 9 pav.). Kai kurios lengvos svaidomosios 
ietys ir kelios tam tikrų tipų ietys rodo ryšius su skandi-
naviškaisiais šių ginklų tipais ir perša mintį, kad ginklų 
tipai laikui bėgant darėsi vis mažiau susieti su kon-
krečiais regionais. Pirmiausia reikia pažymėti stebėti-
nai didelį ginklų iš romėniškųjų provincijų ir Vidurio 
Vokietijos skaičių. Atskirų ginkluotės ar ginklų dalių, 
tokių kaip skydų apkalai, kalavijų makščių apkalai ir 
strėlių antgaliai, strėlinės, žyminčios tik visumos dalį, 
deponavimas rodo, kad laidojimo papročiai buvo sim-
boliniai. Ginklų deriniai, randami kapuose, neleidžia 
sudaryti jų funkcinių derinių. Neatrodo, kad ginklų dė-
jimo į kapus paprotys, kaip laidosenos elementas, buvo 
stipriau veikiamas karų ar jų intensyvesnio vyksmo. 
Taip pat nėra požymių, apibrėžiančių laidoseną kaip 
būdingą tik konkrečiai etninei grupei. Tačiau yra re-
gioninių skirtumų ir skirtumų, susijusių su palaidotųjų 
asmenų amžiumi (amžiaus grupės). Taigi, atrodo, kad 
straipsnyje nagrinėjami ginklų dėjimo į kapus papro-
čiai nėra patikimi tyrinėjant „gyvąją kultūrą“ (lebende 
Kultur) pagal Maksą Eggersą.
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In t roduc t ion

At the 1994 Marburg conference1, devoted to Roman 
and barbarian weaponry in the Roman Period (Carnap-
Bornheim 1994), a group of archaeologists arrived 
from the newly independent Lithuania. The main role 
was played by Vytautas Kazakevičius, a leading expert 
on Balt weapons. At this conference, its participants 
were presented with research findings on swords from 
the Roman Period in the southwest of the territory then 
occupied by Balts, the West Balt Circle, ie in Masuria,West Balt Circle, ie in Masuria,, ie in Masuria, 
on the Samland Peninsula, including Natangia and 
Nadrovia, in other words in former East Prussia, and 
also in Suvalkia, in the northeast of Poland. At the con-
clusion it was asserted that swords, weapons extremely 
valued by other barbarians as well, were rarely used in 
the West Balt Circle, and, apart from spears, long kni-West Balt Circle, and, apart from spears, long kni-
ves and battle axes were the basic weaponry (�owa�Nowa-
kowski 1994��� �et us note that Vytautas Kazakevičius��� �et us note that Vytautas Kazakevičius�� �et us note that Vytautas Kazakevičius 
had come to similar conclusions while investigating 
finds of weaponry in �ithuania (Kazakevičius 1988, 
pp��93�104; cf Atgāzis 2002���

1 I would like to thank all my collegues who have facilitatedI would like to thank all my collegues who have facilitated 
these studies, enabled access to their materials and let them 
be used in the publication: Prof. Dr Wilfried Menghin, Dr 
Christine Reich and Andrea Becker-Hagen, Horst Junker 
and Mr Horst Wieder (Museums für Vor- und Frühge-
schichte, Berlin), Anatoly Valuev and Konstantin Skvorcov 
(Istoriko-Chudozhestvennij Muzej, Kaliningrad), Prof. 
Dr Claus von Caranap-Bornheim and Dr Volker Hilberg 
(Archäologisches Landesmuseum, Schleswig), Mirja Ots 
(Ajaaloo Institut, Tallinn�, Dr Arnis Radiņš and Jānis Cig-
lis (�atvijas �acionālais Vēstures Muzejs, Riga��� The ma-
terials and data used in this paper were collected during the 
2006 research scholarship financed by the Foundation for 
Polish Science, whose help I am really grateful for.

The  sp read  and  va lue  o f  swords  in  the 
Wes t  Ba l t  Cu l tu re  C i rc l e

A weak point of the aforementioned thesis was its 
limited source of references. At that time, only ten ar-
tefacts found within the discussed area and dated to 
the Roman Period were known of (Nowakowski 1994, 
pp��382�386, Fig�� 2�, only half of which had been pub-
lished as having been documented. First of all, there 
was a single-edged D/1-type sword from the cemetery 
at Mojtyny (formerly Moythienen) in Masuria (Fig. 
1: 6�, found in a cremation grave along with a pair 
of spurs and an Almgren 80 fibula from the B2b phase 
(Hollack, Peiser 1904, pp��47�48, pl�� V: 27; cf BiborskiV: 27; cf Biborski 
1978, pp��125�128, Fig�� 70; �owakowski 1994, p��383��� 
�ikewise, we may date the loose find from the ceme-
tery at Grunajki (formerly Gruneyken) (Tischler 1879, 
pp��253�255; Stadie 1919� in the northeast of Masuria 
(Fig�� 1: 2��� The sword had a narrow and short, only 39�
centimetre-long, blade (Stadie 1919, p.415, Fig. 187; 
Jahn 1916, p��128�, which makes it resemble items of 
Biborski II�type existing in Przeworsk Culture dur-
ing the B1 phase and at the beginning of the B2 phase 
(Biborski 1978, pp��62�63, Fig�� 7�8; Godłowski 1992, 
p.81). Another completely documented and published 
find came from the cemetery at Khrustal�noe (formerlyKhrustal�noe (formerly (formerly 
Wiekau), on the Sambian Peninsula (Fig. 1: 3), where 
a Roman gladius alongside a decorative harness was 
discovered in a rich grave. Its blade was short, with 
deep fullers running to the point (Bujack 1889, p��281;Bujack 1889, p��281; 
Heydeck 1909, Pl�� ���VIII; Gaerte 1929, Abb�� 159:���VIII; Gaerte 1929, Abb�� 159: 
e): a pattern such as this indicates beyond doubt that 
the blade had originally been longer and that it might 
have been broken and later repaired by sharpening. 
The Almgren 129 and 130 fibulae accompanying the 
sword make the whole grave complex date back to the 
B2/C1 Phase.

AESTIORUM GLADII .  SWORDS IN THE WEST BALT 
CIRCLE IN THE ROMAN PERIOD

WOJCIECH NOWAKOWSKI

Abstract

In the mid�1990s the finds from the West Balt Circle, whose peoples could be identified as the Aestii of Tacitus, included 
only ten swords dating back to the Roman Period�� Excavations conducted in the following years and the retrieved part of the 
Prussia Museum in Königsberg, as well as numerous other archive materials, have not significantly increased this number�� 
Therefore, it must be assumed that the Aestii rarely used this weapon, regardless of its great appreciation by other barbarians. 
This might be presumed to have been related to the specific techniques of mounted combat, in which, apart from spears, axes 
and long battle-knives were used.

Key words: swords, Aestii, West Balt Culture Circle.West Balt Culture Circle.
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The last two swords on the list come from the cemetery 
at Szwajcaria (Fig�� 1: 11�, in the Suvałki region, the 
only two artefacts discovered after the Second World 
War. Both of them were found in rich graves dated to 
the Late Roman Period. One of the swords, nearly one 
metre long, came from a grave also containing a pair 
of Almgren 167�fibulae, a hemispherical Jahn 8�shield 
boss, two spearheads, including one of Venolum type, 
and two Godłowski VII�spurs, which allows the dat-
ing of the whole grave complex to the C1b phase (Sz-
wajcaria, barrow 2; Antoniewicz et al. 1958, pp��23�31, 
Fig�� 1�6, pl�� I�I�; cf Godłowski 1970, pp��52�54, pl�� �I;I�I�; cf Godłowski 1970, pp��52�54, pl�� �I;�I�; cf Godłowski 1970, pp��52�54, pl�� �I;I�; cf Godłowski 1970, pp��52�54, pl�� �I;-54, pl. �I;54, pl. �I;�I; 
1992, p��83��� The blade of the other sword bears traces). The blade of the other sword bears traces 
of damascene steel, which enables us to consider it a 
Roman import. The sword was accompanied by a bal-
teus button and a so-called Bügelknopffibel of C3 phase 
(Szwajcaria barrow 25; Antoniewicz 1961, pp��8�9, 
pl�� V: 7; 1962, pp��191�196, Fig�� 3; cf Godłowski 1970,V: 7; 1962, pp��191�196, Fig�� 3; cf Godłowski 1970, 
pp�� 53�54, pl�� �I; 1992, p��85; Biborski 1978, pp��94��54, pl�� �I; 1992, p��85; Biborski 1978, pp��94�54, pl�� �I; 1992, p��85; Biborski 1978, pp��94��I; 1992, p��85; Biborski 1978, pp��94�
95). Information on other swords dated to the Roman 
Period within the West Balt Circle, which was availableWest Balt Circle, which was available, which was available 
in the mid-1990s, comes in the form of short writings 

and illustrations without any formal documentation al-
lowing precise classification or dating2.

Over a span of 12 years since the conference in Mar-
burg, no new finds of swords have been recorded at 
the excavated sites; however, revolutionary progress 
has been made as far as the source of references to the 
Roman Period in East Prussia is concerned. Namely, 
archaeologists have been given access to part of the 
collection and archive materials of the Prussia Mu-
seum, found in Berlin and Kaliningrad, and, within 
the international scientific data exchange, to scientific 
records of archaeologists investigating Prussian collec-
tions in museums before 1945. The enlarged sources 
have provided information on thousands of grave com-
plexes as well as tens of thousands of finds3. These cir-
cumstances cause the necessity for the reinvestigation 
2 It can be exemplified by finds of a poorly documented dis�It can be exemplified by finds of a poorly documented dis-

covery in the 19th century, on the drained lake bed in Wól-
ka (formerly Wolka� (Fig�� 1:12��� Two of the swords found 
there might come from the Roman Period, the other ones 
must be classified as Teutonic or even Modern Times: cf 
Raddatz 1993, p��128 and 131, Fig�� 1; �owakowski 1994, 
pp��384�386, Fig�� 2: 8�10; 2001a, pp��115�116, pl�� I���

3 The exceptional history of collections and archive materi�The exceptional history of collections and archive materi-
als within former East Prussia during and after the Second 
World War has resulted in the specific state of the source of 

Fig. 1. The archaeological sites of the West Balt Culture Circle with the swords from the Roman Period mentioned in this 
paper: 1 Fedotovo, Pravdinsk district; formerly Plauen, Kreis Wehlau; 2 Grunajki, Gołdap district; formerly Gruneykenformerly Plauen, Kreis Wehlau; 2 Grunajki, Gołdap district; formerly Gruneyken2 Grunajki, Gołdap district; formerly Gruneyken 
(Gruneiken�, Kreis Darkehmen; 3 Khrustal�noe, �elenogradsk district; formerly Wiekau, Kreis Fischhausen; 4 Koczek,3 Khrustal�noe, �elenogradsk district; formerly Wiekau, Kreis Fischhausen; 4 Koczek,4 Koczek,Koczek, 
Pisz district; formerly Koczek (Kotzeck; Waldersee�, Kreis Johannisburg; 5 �a�ne, Olecko district; formerly Haasznen,; 5 �a�ne, Olecko district; formerly Haasznen,�a�ne, Olecko district; formerly Haasznen, 
Kreis Oletzko (Marggrabowa�; 6 Mojtyny, Mr�gowo district, grave 27; formerly Moythienen, Kreis Sensburg; 7 Parusnoje,6 Mojtyny, Mr�gowo district, grave 27; formerly Moythienen, Kreis Sensburg; 7 Parusnoje,Parusnoje, 
�elenogradsk district; formerly Gaffken, Kreis Fischhausen; 8 Sibirskoe, Polessk district; formerly Moritten, Kr�� �abiau; 8 Sibirskoe, Polessk district; formerly Moritten, Kr. Labiau;Sibirskoe, Polessk district; formerly Moritten, Kr. Labiau;; 
9 Skomack, Ełk district; formerly Skomatzko, Kreis �yck; 10 Szurpiły, Suwałki district; 11 Szwajcaria, Suwałki district;Skomack, Ełk district; formerly Skomatzko, Kreis �yck; 10 Szurpiły, Suwałki district; 11 Szwajcaria, Suwałki district;; 10 Szurpiły, Suwałki district; 11 Szwajcaria, Suwałki district; 
12  W�lka, K�trzyn district; formerly Wolka, Kreis Rastenburg��W�lka, K�trzyn district; formerly Wolka, Kreis Rastenburg�� district; formerly Wolka, Kreis Rastenburg.; formerly Wolka, Kreis Rastenburg.
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of former research findings and opin-
ions. Therefore, it appears indispens-
able to check whether the thesis on 
the rare use of swords adhere to pre-
historical reality or whether it could 
have been concluded only on the ba-
sis of research data available in the 
early 1990s. Moreover, it is essential 
to find whether the description de-
tails of particular finds or their initial 
dating do not need to be changed in 
the light of new data records. 

Swords  r ecen t ly  found 
in  the  Wes t  Ba l t  Cu l tu re 
C i rc l e

The new archive data gained in re-
cent decades has first of all allowed 
for completing the documentation 
of the existing finds�� This can be ex-
emplified by the case of the sword 
from Sibirskoe (formerly Moritten), 
on the River Pregel (Fig. 1: 8). This 
artefact was originally known exclu-
sively from an illustration in the col-
lection catalogue of the Königsberg 
Prussia Museum and from short ref-
erence notes determining the place 
of its origin as an inhumation grave 
(Bezzenberger 1897, p.7, Fig. 11); 
in this illustration it had an artisti-
cally reconstructed hilt. Owing to a 
sketch which survived the Second 
World War in Martin Jahn�s records, 
we can recreate the original arrangement of the grave 
goods – there were two spearheads next to the head of 
the dead, a fibula was found under the lower jaw, an-
other fibula lay on the chest accompanied by fire steel 
and a single-edged sword (M. Jahn Archive; cf Nowa-
kowski 1996, pl�� 90: 1�6��� Drawings in the scientific 
archives of Herbert Jankuhn and Marta Schmiedehelm 
allow for determining precisely that the two afore-
mentioned fibulae are of Almgren 60 and Almgren 77 
types, dating the whole grave complex to B2a phase 
(H. Jankuhn Archive and M. Schmiedehelm Archive 
7��25��� It was also possible to determine the measure-
ments of the discussed sword: its preserved part was 
45 centimetres long, which allows us to conclude that 
its original length might have been 50 centimetres. Fi-
nally, a drawing and a photograph from Rudolf Grenz�s 
(1929–2000� legacy (Grenz Archive�, determining 

references: cf �owakowski 1986; Kolendo, �owakowski 
2000, pp��5�8; Reich 2003��

what the sword of Sibirskoe looked like, its long and 
narrow blade (Fig�� 2: 1�, as opposed to its image in 
the sketch from M�� Jahn�s records, makes it possible to 
indicate that it is of the B/1�type existing in Przeworsk 
Culture during the B1 phase and at the beginning of 
the B2 phase (Biborski 1978, pp��119�122, Fig�� 64: a�e�, 
which is in accordance with the dating of the Sibirskoe 
grave complex��

A lot more can be said on another single-edged sword 
found at the Koczek cemetery in Masuria (Fig. 1: 4). 
The find was originally known on the basis of a blurred 
drawing from M�� Jahn�s archive (cf �owakowski 
2001b��� However, only much better sketches from H�� 
Jankuhn�s records made it possible to determine its 
shape, and on the basis of that to identify it among 
other nameless objects in the former Prussia Museum 
(Prussia-Sammlung) collections. The shape and mea-
surements of the sword, which can be reestablished 
despite the fact that the blade is bent in a U-shape (Fig. 

Fig�� 2�� Swords from the Roman Iron Age: 1 Sibirskoje, Polesk district; 2, 32�� Swords from the Roman Iron Age: 1 Sibirskoje, Polesk district; 2, 3 
Skomack, Ełk district, grave 23; 4 Parusnoje, �elenogradsk district; 5 Fedotovo, 
Pravdinsk district (1, 2, 4 after R�� Grenz Archive; 3 after Prussia�Sammlung, № 
VIII�� 84�� 521; 5 after H�� Jankuhn Archive���
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3�, indicate that it can be classified 
under D/2�type, and, what is more, 
the double-edged foible indicates its 
usefulness for stabbing�� Items of D/2�
type occurred in Przeworsk Culture 
during the B2 phase and at the begin-
ning of the Late Roman Period (Bi-
borski 1978, pp��125�128, 132, Figs�� 
71�72��� The presence of an Almgren 
133�fibula and a Madyda��egutko 
G 36�buckle within the Koczek (Pisz 
district� grave�complex is in accor-
dance with the above way of dating (cf 
Almgren 1923, pp��68�69, pl�� VI:133;VI:133; 
Madyda��egutko 1987, pp��52�53, pl��-53, pl.53, pl. 
16; 1990, p��554, Fig�� 2: 2���

Another sword whose documentation 
has been completed in the last few 
years was found in the 1930s at the 
Skomack Wieki (formerly Skomatz-
ko) cemetery in eastern Masuria (Fig. 
1: 9). A contemporary report from the 
excavations was limited to listing the 
finds in the so�called “horseman�s 
grave”: in the urn there was a silver 
pendant with a bronze loop, and a 
pair of spurs; under the urn lay a bit, 
a pair of shears, a 48-centimetre-long 
sword, a knife and two buckles, at a 
close distance there was the bronze 
loop of another pendant (Kotzan 
1936, p��90��� A few years later, already 
during the war, Wolfgang La Baume 
published a photograph of a wooden 
replica of the sword from Skomack 
Wieki, which was made for educa-
tional purposes. In this photograph 
we can see fuller-like grooves on the blade (La Baume 
1941a, Fig�� 6: c�d�, which indicate that the blade was 
made of crucible steel damascene, which in turn be-
came the basis for classifying this sword as a Roman 
gladius (�owakowski 2001a, pp��97�98, Fig�� 10; cf 
Kaczanowski 1992, pp��24�26, Fig�� 1��� The same find 
looks different in a photograph from Rudolf Grenz�s 
archive (Fig�� 2: 2�4: we cannot see any grooves on the 
flat surface of the blade; therefore, the replica published 
by La Baume does not seem to have been particularly 
accurate�� Any doubts are finally dispelled by the sword 
from Skomack Wielki itself, which has been luckily 
discovered in the preserved part of the Prussia Muse-
um collection (Fig�� 2: 3��� It is very short, its blade is 

4 Grenz Archive. This photograph was originally intendedGrenz Archive. This photograph was originally intended 
for publication in volume 2 of Carl Engel�s Vorgeschichte 
der altpreußischen Stämme (Engel 1935�, as “Abb�� 83”

merely 36 centimetres long and has a rhombus�shaped 
cross�section, the hilt has an 11��2�centimetre�long tang 
and a small bronze knob (Prussia�Sammlung, № VIII�� 
84�� 521��� The shape of the sword from Skomack Wielki 
allows us classify it under “group VIII” distinguished 
by M. Biborski; swords of this group occurred in the 
Early Roman Period on both sides of the Roman limes, 
although they were markedly more common in the 
barbaricum (Biborski 1994, p.98, Fig. 11).

Interestingly, the interpretation of the find from Skom-
ack Wielki could be enhanced by a photograph taken 
during the excavations and found at the preserved part 
of the so-called Fundarchiv, of the Königsberg Prus-
sia Museum (Fundarchiv, shelfmark PM�I�d1��802, 
Bd. 3/5). The photograph depicts an urn with a pair of 
clearly visible spurs inside (Fig. 4), whose image al-
lows us to classify them under Ginalski C1-type, which 

Fig�� 3�� Koczek, Pisz district, grave 122 (after Prussia�Sammlung���
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was common in Przeworsk Culture mainly during the 
B1 phase (Ginalski 1991, pp.57-58, Fig. 7). Such early 
dating suggests that the sword from Skomack Wielki 
might have reached Masuria at the beginning of the 
Roman Period with the earliest wave of imports, which 
also embraced items such as fibulae of Jezerine�type or 
a Raethian hefty bronze bracelet from the nearby cem-
etery in Romoty (formerly Romotten) (Nowakowski 
2006��� 

The list of swords, knowledge of which was enhanced 
by the retrieved archive materials, ends with an arte-
fact from Parussnoe (formerly Gaffken), on the Sam-
bian Peninsula (Fig�� 1: 7��� It was known exclusively 
on the basis of one drawing, published several times 
(Gaerte 1929, Abb�� 197: c��� A drawing and notes from 
Rudolf Grenz�s archive (Fig�� 2: 4� enable us to assert 
that the sword was 75 to 80 centimetres long, with the 
blade�s width less than five centimetres, and that the 
cross-section of the blade was clearly rhombus-shaped 
(Grenz Archive). The discussed sword corresponds to 
V-type, dated to B2 phase and the beginning of the Late 
Roman Period (Biborski 1978, pp��72�75, Figs�� 22�25��� 
According to vague information contained in Marta 
Schmiedehelm�s records, the sword from Parussnoe 
might have been accompanied by a Jahn 7a-shield-
boss, which would adhere to the general chronology 

of V�type specimens (cf Godłowski 1970, p��51, pl�� 
�:16��� 

The  r ea l  va lue  o f  a r ch ive  ma te r i a l  and 
o ld  a rchaeo log ica l  co l l ec t ions

Indeed, the archive materials and archaeological col-
lections which have been retrieved recently have pro-
vided new information on the already known finds; 
however, it must be noted that such a big enlargement 
of the source of references has not resulted in an equal-
ly substantial extension of the list of West Balt swords 
from the Roman Period. Interestingly, in reports from 
excavations conducted at the end of the 19th and at 
the beginning of the 20th century, found in the pre-
served parts of the Fundarchiv at the Königsberg Prus-
sia Museum, there appear references to the so-called 
“Schwert” finds (cf Doliwy, Olecko district, object A; 
formerly Doliewen, Kreis Oletzko (Marggrabowa) – 
Fundarchiv, sygn. PM-I�d1.1559 (Haasznen), Bd. 
1/13; Piaski�Onufryjewo, Mr�gowo district, grave 220; 
formerly Onufrigowen, Kreis Sensburg – Fundarchiv, 
shelfmark PM�I�d1��1162, Bd�� 1/16�, but the lack of a 
description of any kind, or a drawing, does not allow us 
to accept such references uncritically. We should also 
be distrusting of the fact that the alleged swords, arte-

Fig�� 4�� Skomack, Ełk district, grave 23 (after Fundarchiv, shelfmark PM�I�d1��802, Bd�� 3/5���
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facts extremely rare and valued in Ostpreußen at that 
time, are not mentioned in the records of archaeolo-
gists researching the collection of the Prussia Museum 
before 1945; most importantly, no references can be 
traced in the archive of M. Jahn, whose main inter-
est was weaponry. It can be supposed, then, that these 
“swords” might have been just big knives or fragments 
of rusty long objects, erroneously interpreted by not 
fully professional researchers. 

Nevertheless, some errors or ambiguities can also be 
encountered in archive materials left by renowned 
archaeologists�� This can be exemplified by a record 
from H�� Jankuhn�s files�� Jankuhn was a great German 
archaeologist, and at the beginning of his career he 
conducted an extremely scrupulous search of finds dat-
ing back to the early Roman Period within the former 
Ostpreußen (Uslar 1990; cf Jankuhn 1933a; 1933b).Uslar 1990; cf Jankuhn 1933a; 1933b).cf Jankuhn 1933a; 1933b). 
Among the finds from the multi�phased cemetery in 
the village of �elenodol�skoe (formerly Preußisch 
Bahnau; �elenodol�skoe, Bagrationovsk district; for-
merly Preußisch Bahnau, Kreis Heiligenbeil; Hollack 
1900; 1908, p�� 122� Jankuhn recorded in his files a 
short, 56�centimetre�long, double�edged sword with a 
lenticular cross-section of the blade, which had been 
discovered by the so�called “beim Steinbrechen” (H. 
Jankuhn Archive; cf R�� Grenz Archive, № 212��� It can 
be assumed that Jankhun considered the find a barbar-
ian imitation of a Roman gladius. Luckily, the sword 
from �elenodol�skoe has been found and identified 
among the objects that survived at the Prussia Muse-
um (Prussia�Sammlung, № V 144, 7726b). Therefore, 
Jankuhn�s interpretation can now be verified and the 
sword can be dated correctly to the Early Middle Ages, 
which allows us to link it to the final stage of using the 
necropolis. 

�ikewise, difficulties also occur while interpreting finds 
of swords discovered during excavations conducted in 
the second half of the 1930s. Apparently, there was not 
enough time to include the results of these studies in 
the source of references; they were only mentioned in 
short notes, often printed in everyday newspapers, they 
were not used in research study papers or in the record 
files of scientific research�� The retrieved part of the ar-
chive of the Prussia Museum provides little informa-
tion on swords; besides, the data is unclear or simply 
erroneous�� This can be exemplified by a press release 
on a discovery made at the cemetery in Prigorkino (for-
merly Karben, in Natangia (Prigorkino, Bagrationovsk 
district; formerly Karben (Carben), Kreis Heiligenbeil; 
cf Hollack 1908, p��21; Bezzenberger 1914�: accord-
ing to the finds liaison officer (Kreispfleger der vorge-
schichtlichen Bodenaltertümer), in the late spring of 
1937 a destroyed grave was discovered at the local 

gravel pit. The grave goods comprised a short single-
edged sword, a spearhead, a javelin head with barbs, a 
knife, a piece of fire steel, a buckle, a spur and a fibula 
with a high catch�plate (Fundarchiv, № PM�I�d1��1688, 
Bd�� 1/7; cf Guttzeit 1937��� The official record of hand-
ing the finds down to the Prussia Museum does not 
mention a sword, whereas two knives, instead of one, 
are listed (Fundarchiv, № PM�I�d1��1688, Bd�� 1/9; cf 
Bohnsack 1938, p�� 26��� Thus, it must be assumed that 
an amateur archaeologist had made an erroneous as-
sessment of the find, which later on was verified by 
professionals.

Similar ambiguities can also be encountered in texts 
whose authors were better�qualified researchers�� In 
the introduction to his report of the excavations con-
ducted in 1940 at the burial grounds from the Roman 
Period in �abapa (former �abab�, in northern Mas-
uria (W�gorzewo district; formerly Kreis Angerburg; 
�a Baume 1939, p��285; 1941b, p��87, pl�� 30�, Fritz 
Jaensch, an experienced employee of the Prussia Mu-
seum and an active researcher in the second half of the 
1930s, mentions a burial ground containing arms such 
as a spearhead, a short sword and spurs. The subse-
quent description of the finds discovered within that 
excavation season does not include a grave with the 
aforementioned equipment (cf Fundarchiv, № PM�
I�d1��1950, Bd�� 2/1�9��� Thus, it can be supposed that 
it was also a case of a preliminary assessment verified 
later on; nevertheless, the documenting records have 
never been corrected. 

Even documents as accurate as inventory books are 
supposed to turn out not to be reliable enough. In the 
accession book of the Prussia Museum covering the 
years 1937 to 1938, kept in Kaliningrad, there is anKaliningrad, there is an, there is an 
interesting record: at number 1264 the blade of a short 
single-edged sword from Sosnovka (formerly Bledau; 
�elenogradsk district; formerly Kreis Königsberg; 
Sbornik, № 1264� was registered, which suggests that 
it was a find discovered during the excavations con-
ducted at this village in the late 1930s (Gaerte 1935, 
p�� 40; Bohnsack 1939, p��28; �a Baume 1939, p��286��� 
However, the preserved documents at the Fundarchiv 
show that within this period the discussed artefact was 
only recorded in the inventory, whereas it had been 
donated to the museum by an accidental discoverer as 
early as in 1897 (Fundarchiv, № PM�I�d1��150, Bd�� 
1/9). Thus, recording it under the date of 1938 was not 
a result of a new discovery but an attempt to administer 
some kind of “die preußische Ordnung” at the Prussia 
Museum. The sword managed to survive the dramatic 
history of the collection, which allows us to classify 
it today as the so-called Dolchschwert with a charac-
teristic, explicitly thickened back of the blade (Prus-
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sia�Sammlung, 1938:1264; cf Gaerte 1929, Abb�� 242:  
b, g), typical of the end of the Migration Period and the 
beginning of the Early Middle Ages. 

Considering all the aforementioned, the latest and 
most reliable discovery of a West Balt Circle swordWest Balt Circle sword sword 
is a part of a single�edged sword from Szurpiły, in Su-
valkia (see ��� Sawicka�s article in this volume�5 (Fig. 
1: 10��� Although this item was “discovered” in 2006 
not during excavations but while tidying the rooms of 
the Institute of Archaeology of Warsaw University, its 
relation to one of the Roman Period sites at Szurpiły 
should remain beyond doubt. It comes from the collec-
tion of Tadeusz Żurowski, who conducted excavations 
at the place for several years nearly half a century ago 
(cf Żurowski 1961; 1963��� The artefact “discovered” 
earlier this year is a small piece of the blade with the 
complete tang and hilt furniture, representing the D-
type, dated to the B2 phase and the beginning of the 
�ate Roman Period (Biborski 1978, pp��125�128���

Conc lus ion 

What has been presented above, despite its anecdotal 
manner at some points, shows that the previous inter-
pretation of the scarce number of finds of Roman Pe-
riod swords within the West Balt Circle is still valid. ItWest Balt Circle is still valid. It is still valid. It 
cannot be excluded though, that some of the numerous 
fragmentary pieces of blades retained in the collection 
of the Prussia Museum are fragments of Roman Period 
swords, but this fact does not put a new slant on the 
matter. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the rea-
sons why the Aestii used these weapons so rarely.

A number of swords have been found in graves ex-
ceptionally rich in their equipment (Khrustal�noe and 
Szwajcaria), which can be interpreted as a basis to 
formulate the thesis that swords within the West BaltWest Balt 
Circle were first of all used as “parade weapons” or were first of all used as “parade weapons” or 
“prestige weapons”, whose function was an expression 
of their owner�s prestige in society rather than being 
a tool for fighting�� Without negating such claims, it 
is worth pointing out that at almost every grave com-
plex a find of a sword has been accompanied by pieces 
of equestrian equipment: spurs or parts of a harness�� 
Obviously, mounting a horse might also have been an 
indicator of high social rank; this, however, does not 
exclude the possibility that swords within the WestWest 
Balt Circle belonged to the specialised weaponry of belonged to the specialised weaponry of 
cavalry. Such an interpretation is acceptable in the case 
of the long Late Roman Period spathae, but it does not 
seem acceptable in the case of short gladii and single-

5 I would like to thank Ludwika Sawicka, who is research-I would like to thank Ludwika Sawicka, who is research-
ing materials from the settlement of Szurpiły�Targowisko, 
Suwałki district, for this information�� 

edged swords dated to the first or second century AD; 
such swords are thought to have been infantry rather 
than cavalry weapons. Still, we have to bear in mind 
that ancient horsemen had neither stirrups nor a sta-
ble saddle, so the most effective use of a long sword 
– cutting from above, which had to be performed while 
standing in stirrups – was impossible. In such cases a 
more effective weapon could have been a short sword 
enabling quick forceful thrusts and deep penetration: a 
characteristically shaped point of a single-edged sword 
from Mojtyny/Moythienen (“a Finnish knife tip”�, in-
dicating its best usefulness for thrusting, was pointed 
out by Marcin Biborski nearly 30 years ago (Biborski 
1978, p��132��� Today, we can add to this the similarly 
shaped single-edged sword from Koczek, or the nar-
row long-foibled sword from Sibirskoe. 

An example of a similar use of the short sword, use-
ful for thrusting, can be found within weaponry and 
combat ways of the nomadic Scythians (Grekov 1978, 
pp��81�84, Fig�� 20�22�, whose invasions terrorised East-
ern and Central Europe in the middle of the first mil-
lenium BC. The most important weapon for a Scythian 
horseman was an exquisite bow, but for close�quarter 
combat he used an akinakes, a very short sword, whose 
length did not exceed the length of long knives found in 
male graves in the West Balt cemeteries (Nowakowski 
1994, pp��386�387���

Accepting the hypothesis that the main and intention-
ally chosen weapon of the Aestii in the first and second 
century AD was a short sword or a long knife opens up 
the possibility of further interpretations. Thus, it might 
well be considered whether the instance of shorten-
ing the sword from Khrustal�noe was in fact only the 
outcome of repairing its broken blade, or whether it 
might rather have been an intended act in adjusting its 
length to the requirements of the preferred way of com-
bat. Such an approach could enable us to understand 
the puzzling presence of a dagger or a short double-
edged sword with a mere 25�centimetre�long blade at 
the burial ground in �a�ne/Haasznen (Fig�� 1: 5�, in the 
northeast of Masuria (Stadie 1919, 415, described as 
“Waffe (Dolch?)”; Gaerte 1929, Fig�� 197: a; cf Fun-
darchiv PM-I�d1.1559, Bd. 1/9 “Eisenmesser”). The 
list of very short double�edged swords can then be ex-
tended by the find from Fedotovo (formerly Plauen�, 
in Nadrowia (Fig. 1: 1; cf Bezzenberger 1900), known 
exclusively from a drawing from H�� Jankuhn�s record 
files (Fig�� 2: 5��� The wide and flat blade of this “sword” 
was only 26 centimetres long (H�� Jankuhn Archive��� 
This sword was purchased in 1891 for the collection 
of the Prussia Museum (№ IV��447��6297� with other ac-
cidentally discovered finds dated to the Roman Period 
and to the Early Middle Ages (Bezzenberger 1892, 
p��221; 1900, p��124��� The difference in size between the 
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two artefacts and West Balt combat knives, contem-
porary with them, is not particularly big (Szymański 
2005, p�� 67–68, pl�� ��II: 4, ��IV: 6���

The view of first and second�century AD West Balt 
cavalry armed mainly with combat knives, similarly 
shaped single-edged swords, and very short double-
edged swords or daggers, is based on weak and scarce 
premises. It can only be taken into consideration if 
an explanation is searched for in a particular situa-
tion when we can rarely find swords, weapons highly 
valued by other barbarians, in rich graves of warriors 
in Masuria, or on the Sambian Peninsula. Taking into 
account any doubts, we can support this hypothesis 
by referring to the most spectacular find of weapons 
within the West Balt Circle: the famousWest Balt Circle: the famous: the famous pugio in a sil-
ver-encrusted scabbard from the cemetery in Divnoe 
(formerly Ilischken; Gvardejsk district; formerly Kreis 
Wehlau; Bujack 1891, p�� 12; Gaerte 1929, Abb�� 159: 
g). It might well be that the dagger reached so far north 
because it was only there that it had been a more de-
sired gift than, for example, an equally valuable and 
effective gladius with an ivory pommel on the hilt. 
Such a gladius would probably have had to be short-
ened, as the sword from Khrustal�noe had been, to fit 
the method of fighting applied by the Aestii. Regretta-
bly, such deliberations, although much more enjoyable 
than investigating dusty archive materials, belong to 
fantasy stories.

Translated by Beata Maria Furga

Arch ive  ma te r i a l s  and  a rchaeo log ica l  
co l l ec t ions

Fundarchiv – Archives of archaeological discoveries and finds 
in the Prussia Museum, Königsberg; currently at the Mu-
seum für Vor- und Frühgeschichte, Berlin, shelfmark PM-
I�d1.

R�� Grenz Archive – Scientific archives of Rudolf Grenza, 
currently stored at the Archäologisches Landesmuseum 
Schleswig.

M�� Jahn Archive – Scientific archives of Martina Jahna, cur-
rently stored at the Instytut Archeologii Uniwersytetu 
Warszawskiego, Warsaw.

F�� Jakobson Archive – Scientific archives of Felix Jakobson, 
currently stored at the �atvijas �acionalāis Vēstures Muze-
js, Riga.

H�� Jankuhn Archive – Scientific archives of Herbert Jankuhn, 
currently stored at the Archäologisches Landesmuseum 
Schleswig.

Prussia-Sammlung – Old collections of the Prussia Museum, 
Königsberg, currently stored at the Museum für Vor- und 
Frühgeschichte, Berlin.

Sbornik – Accession book of the Prussia Museum, Königs-
berg, covering the years 1937–1938, currently stored at the 
Istoriko-chudozhestvennyi muzei, Kaliningrad, shelfmark. 
N 3, 1131 Sbornik sluch. nachodok 1937/1938 gg.

M�� Schmiedehelm Archive – Scientific archives of Marta 
Schmiedehelm, currently stored at the Aialoo Institut, Tal-
linn, Fondi nr 22��
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AESTIORUM GLADII . 
ROMė�IšKOJO �AIKOTARPIO 
VAKARų BA�Tų KU�TūRų 
RATO KALAVIJAI 

Wojciech Nowakowski

San t rauka

Iki �I� a�� 10�ojo dešimtmečio vidurio vakar�� balt��ki �I� a�� 10�ojo dešimtmečio vidurio vakar�� balt�� 
kultūr�� rate (Mozūrija, Sembos pusiasalis, �atangi-
ja ir �adruva, kitaip tariant, buvusi Ryt�� Prūsija bei 
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Suvalkijos dalis, esanti šiaurės ryt�� �enkijoje� tebu-
vo žinoma 10 romėniškojo laikotarpio kalavij���� Tik 
pusė j�� buvo publikuoti pagrindžiant turima medžiaga 
(Mojtyny, Mr�gowo apskritis, kapas 27, buv�� Moythie�
nen, Sensburgo apskritis; Grunajki, Gołdap apskritis, 
buv�� Gruneyken, Darkehmen apskritis; Chrustal�noe, 
�elenogradsko rajonas, kapas ���IV, buv�� Wiekau, 
Fischhauseno apskritis; Szwajcaria, Suvalk�� apskritis, 
pilkapiai 2 ir 25� (1 pav����� �et prabėgus 12 met�� nuo 
Marburgo konferencijos, skirtos romėniškojo laikotar-
pio romėn�� ir barbar�� ginkluotei, aptariamo regiono 
paminkl�� tyrinėjimuose nebuvo rasta nė vieno naujo 
kalavijo�� Proveržis įvyko tuomet, kai archeologai galė-
jo laisvai prieiti ir naudotis buvusio „Prussia“ muzie-
jaus kolekcijomis ir archyvine medžiaga, rasta Berlyne 
ir Kaliningrade�� Gerokai padidėjusi mokslini�� šaltini�� 
bazė suteikė informacijos apie kelis tūkstančius kap�� 
kompleks�� ir dešimtis tūkstanči�� radini���� Prasiplė-
tusi šaltini�� bazė ir prasidėj� tarptautiniai moksliniai 
tyrimai suteikė galimyb� dar kart� peržiūrėti sen��j�� 
tyrinėjim�� medžiag� ir seniau išsakytas tyrinėtoj�� nuo-
mones. 

Pastaraisiais metais gauti nauji archyviniai duomenys 
pirmiausia leido surinkti visus įmanomus duomenis 
apie esamus radinius�� Kalavij�, rast� Sibirskoje Po-
lesko rajone (buv. Moritten, Labiau apskritis), tapo 
įmanoma priskirti M�� Biborskio B/1 tipui ir vis� kom-
pleks� datuoti B2a periodu�� Dėl tos pačios priežasties 
kalavij� iš Koczek (Pisz apskritis, buv�� Kotzeck, Jo-
hannisburgo apskritis� buvo galima priskirti D/2 tipui 
ir vis� kompleks� datuoti vėlyvuoju B2 periodu�� Rasti 
archyviniai duomenys buvo labai naudingi kalavijui 
iš Skomack Wielki (Elko apskritis, buv�� Skomatzko, 
�ycko apskritis�, Ryt�� Mozūr�� regionas, priskirti VIII 
grupei pagal M�� Biborskio klasifikacij� (2: 2–3 pav����� 
Tokie kalavijai pasirodo ankstyvuoju romėniškuoju 
laikotarpiu abipus Romos imperijos sienos, šis kalavi-
j�� tipas dažnai pasitaikydavo ir barbaricum platybėse�� 
Kalavijas iš Skomack Wielki buvo rastas kartu su pen-
tin�� (Ginalski C/1 tipas�, būding�� Pševorsko kultūrai ir 
datuojam�� B1 periodu, pora�� Kalavij�� s�raš�, sudaryt� 
remiantis rasta archyvine medžiaga, baigia kalavijas iš 
Parusnoje, �elenogradsko rajonas (buv�� Gaffken, Fis-
chhauseno apskritis� (2: 4 pav����� Rastas šio kalavijo 
piešinys ir aprašas leidžia jį priskirti V tipui ir datuoti 
B2 periodu�� 

Rasta archyvinė medžiaga ir archeologiniai muziej�� 
rinkiniai suteikia naujos informacijos apie jau žinomus 
radinius�� Tačiau pabrėžtina, kad gerokai pasipildžiusi 
duomen�� bazė romėniškojo laikotarpio kalavij�� papli-
timo rib�� vakar�� balt�� kultūr�� rate nepraplečia, išsky-
rus šurpiluose (Szurpiły� rasto vienašmenio kalavijo 
dalį (1: 10 pav����� šis kalavijas žinomas iš Tadeuszo Żu-

rowskio, kuris maždaug prieš 50 met�� žvalgė šurpil�� 
apylinkėse, kolekcijos�� 

Taigi romėniškuoju laikotarpiu vakar�� balt�� kultūr�� 
rate kalavijai buvo naudojami retai, ir šio požiūrio ras-
tieji archyvai ir muziejiniai rinkiniai iš esmės nepakei-
tė, nors gali būti, kad „Prussia“ muziejaus rinkinyje dar 
yra pavieni�� neidentifikuot�� šio laikotarpio kalavij�� 
geležči�� fragment���� Todėl reikia svarstyti, kodėl Aestii 
kalavijus naudojo taip retai�� Reikia pažymėti, kad vos 
ne visuose šio laikotarpio kapuose randama raiteliams 
būding�� dirbini��: pentin�� ar kaman�� dali���� Tai įgalina 
kelti prielaid�, kad vakar�� balt�� kultūr�� rate kalavijai 
buvo specialus raitelio ginklas�� Tačiau kyla mintis, kad 
I–II a. trumpas gladii tipo ginklas ir vienašmenis ka-
lavijas buvo greičiau pėstininko nei raitelio ginklas�� 
Reikia prisiminti, kad to laikotarpio raiteliai neturėjo 
balnakilpi�� ir patvaraus, nejudamai pritvirtinto balno, 
todėl efektyvus ilgo kalavijo naudojimas kirčiams iš 
viršaus buvo negalimas�� Todėl raiteliams puolant, grei-
tiems stipriems smūgiams priešininkui suduoti buvo 
daug patogiau naudoti vienašmenį, lenkta rankena 
kalavij�, panaš�� į rast�jį Moythienen�� Toki� galimyb� 
dar prieš 30 met�� yra aptar�s Marcinas Biborskis�� Toks 
kalavijas, esantis „Prussia“ muziejaus kolekcijoje, ži-
nomas iš Koczek kapinyno, kapo 122 (3 pav����� Ilgas 
siauras kalavijas žinomas iš Morriten�� 

Iškėlus hipotez�, kad trumpus ginklus (25–26 cm il-
gio�, skirtus stipriems kirčiams priešininkui suduoti, 
galima manyti buvus kalavijais, būtent tokiems rei-
kia priskirti kalavijus iš �a�ne (Olecko apskritis, buv��apskritis, buv., buv. 
Haasznen, Oletzko apskritis), kapo 59, ir Plauen (Weh-
lau apskritis��� Tačiau prielaida, kad I–II a�� vakar�� balt�� 
kultūr�� rato raiteliai daugiausia buvo ginkluoti kovos 
peiliais, panašios formos kalavijais ir labai trumpais 
dviašmeniais kalavijais ar kovos peiliais, yra labai 
menkai paremta medžiaga�� Todėl svarstant, kodėl ka-
lavijai, t�� y�� ginklai, taip vertinami kit�� barbar��, vakar�� 
balt�� kultūr�� rate yra randami retai, atsakymo reikėt�� 
ieškoti konkrečiuose turting�� kari�� iš Sembos pusia-
salio ir Mozūrijos kapuose, atsižvelgiant į j�� radimo 
aplinkybes. 
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The  d i f fus ion  o f  ho r se  g raves  and 
ho r se  sac r i f i ce s  in  the  Roman  Pe r iod

At the end of the Early Roman Period (Phase B2), its 
transition from the early to the late period (Phase B2/
C1), and in the late stage of this period (Phase C1–C3), 
people’s graves with horses constitute an expressive 
feature of Aistian (West Balt) communities’ burial rites. 
Graves with horses were widespread in Dollkeim-Ko-
vrovo Culture in this period (Jaskanis 1966, Fig. 1) 
(Fig. 1. I). Individual graves with horses in the Roman 
Period are known in Bogaczewo and Sudovian Culture 
territory (Jaskanis 1966, Fig. 1; Piątkowska-Małecka 
2000, Fig. 1) (Fig. 1: I). The West Lithuanian Stone 
Circle Grave Culture area is the third largest territory 
that has men’s burials with horses among the west Balt 
cultures (Fig. 1. I). 

Early Roman Period solitary graves of men and occa-
sionally of women with riding horses, their parts, or 
even their separate bones are found along the lower 
River Veser and in the Elbe basin (Müller-Wille 1972, 
p.226ff, Abb. 38). Graves with horses from that time 
are concentrated in the basin of the Central Danube 
and Tisa rivers, in the areas that were inhabited by the 
Sarmatians (Fig. 1. IA) (Müller-Wille 1972, p.169 and 
p.228ff., Abb. 38).

Roman Period horses (usually only their heads and 
legs) and their riding gear were sacrificed in bogs, 
moist meadows, river valleys, and other low places as-

sociated with water in the Jutland Peninsula, Zealand, 
Funen, Öland, Bornholm, the Gotland islands, as well 
as in southern Scandinavia (Fig. 1. IB) (Brøndsted 
1960, p.228; Hagberg 1970, p.165ff.; Müller-Wille 
1972, p.188, Abb. 41-44 and 47; Fabech 1996, p.137; 
Ilkjær 1997, p.56ff.; Monikander 2006, p.143ff.). Sac-
rificial finds discovered in bogs in lands of the West 
Balts in the Roman Period – elements of the horse-
man’s accoutrements (spurs) and horse’s riding gear 
(bridle bit), as well as weapons – so far are only known 
from the Wolka-See locality in former Rastenburg (in 
the Masurian Lakeland; the precise find site is unclear) 
(Raddatz 1993, p.145ff.). Sacrifices were made in the 
Finno-Ugric part of the East Baltic (in current north-
ern Estonia), but these offerings include only weapons 
(Tamla 1995, p.103).

The variety of funeral customs involving human buri-
als with horses, as well as offerings of horses and their 
riding gear, reflect the somewhat different view of the 
horse held by the communities living in the vast terri-
tory between the Jutland Peninsula in the south and the 
Mazkatuži vicinity (in Latvia) in the north. Through the 
diversity of human and horse burial rituals, the Aistians 
accented both the significance of the riding horse in 
the military and its role as a mediator. Meanwhile, the 
Germanic peoples would make sacrifices after military 
conflicts by making war booty sacrifices, or by offer-
ings they would thank the gods through various rituals, 
and the horse’s significance and its sacredness were 

ARMED MEN AND THEIR RIDING HORSES  
AS  A REFLECTION OF THE WARRIOR  
HIERARCHY IN WESTERN LITHUANIA  
DURING THE ROMAN IRON AGE

AUDRONĖ BLIUJIENĖ AND DONATAS BUTKUS 

Abstract

Three vast areas in northern Europe during the Roman Period are known for their people’s development of a distinctive 
viewpoint regarding the riding horse that was reflected in sacrificial rites (north Germany; the Jutland Peninsula; Zealand, 
Funen, other Baltic Sea islands, as well as southern Scandinavia) and burial rites (Dollkeim-Kovrovo, Sudovian, West Lithua-
nian Stone Circle Grave cultures, and, in part, the Lower Nemunas and Bogaczewo cultures). The custom at the end of the 
second century and in the third century to bury a riding horse (usually only the horse’s head, head and legs, or individual 
teeth) with armed men was especially distinct in the West Lithuanian Stone Circle Grave Culture area. This burial rite feature 
distinguishes the mentioned cultural unit (Aistians) area from the communities of other Balts who lived in current Lithuanian 
territory. The burial rite features that had developed in the West Lithuanian Stone Circle Grave Culture area illustrate the war-
riors’ hierarchy and the military’s dependency on the society’s nobility that already existed in the Roman Period. These social 
structure features link the West Balt communities with the northern Germanic peoples. West Lithuanian Stone Circle Grave 
Culture was the northernmost barbaricum territory in which riding horses were so often buried with people.

Key words: men’s graves with horses, horsemen, warriors’ hierarchy, riding gear.
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reflected not only in the bog offerings themselves, but 
also in that time’s myths and iconography (bracteates, 
fibulae, various fittings or mountings, etc) (Baranowski 
1973, p.399; Fabech 1996, p.135ff.; Monikander 2006, 
p.147ff., Fig. 2, 3). On the other hand, however, the 
views of the people living around the Baltic Sea to-
ward the horse’s worth in the military, and undoubtedly 
its significance in the world-view in general, had more 
features in common rather than differences.

The  ho r semen  o f  Wes t  L i thuan ia , 
sou thwes t  La tv i a ,  and  the  lower 
Nemunas

Armed men’s graves with horses are known from 18 
cemeteries of the West Lithuanian Stone Circle Grave 
Culture area and three lower Nemunas River cemeter-
ies (Fig. 1; Appendix). Unfortunately, a large portion of 
these cemeteries was excavated at the end of the 19th 
century and the research results remain unpublished or 
only partly published. Moreover, a part of the mate-
rial was scattered during the last war. Many cemeteries 
have been destroyed by farming activity. A large pro-
portion of these cemeteries’ investigations was small, 
so not enough data exists to determine the connections 
between the people and their riding horses.

Be that as it may, 86 human burials that are in one 
way or another associated with horses are known from 
21 cemeteries. Among these, 44 graves undoubtedly 
belonged to armed men, usually horsemen (see Ap-
pendix). The horse’s ownership by the horseman is 
indicated either by the bridle parts or spurs found in 
the man’s grave, or by the horseman’s spurs and riding 
bits found in the horse’s grave. Cases are also known in 
which several men share one horse. According to other 
features, seven additional graves might belong to men, 
but their grave inventories lack the more characteristic 
weapon or set of weapons. Nevertheless, they contain 
buckles of belts and of various other items, typical-
ly found in men’s burials. The sex of the interred is 
unclear in seven graves since they contain no grave 
goods that would more clearly suggest the interred’s 
gender, but usually these graves have been destroyed 
or were plundered in antiquity (see Appendix). Four 
of the graves could belong to children or adolescents 
(Gintarai, grave 12, girl?; Baitai, grave 4, adolescent 
of indeterminate sex; Lazdininkai [Kalnalaukis], grave 
39/1940, child)1 (see Appendix). Only separate horse 
1 This particular grave found in the Gintarai cemetery, likeThis particular grave found in the Gintarai cemetery, like 

the burial found in Lazdininkai, was ascribed to a child 
based only on archaeological data. A bioanthropological 
analysis of preserved bones and teeth was not performed 
(Baleni�nas 194�; Michelbertas ����). �uman and animalBaleni�nas 194�; Michelbertas ����). �uman and animal 
bones found in West Lithuania are rarely preserved due to 
the coastal soil’s properties.

teeth or fragments have been found in the human buri-
als of children, adolescents, and unsexed individuals. 
There are cases when children’s graves were a part of 
a group of warriors encircling a horse’s grave (see Ap-
pendix). Unfortunately, in 25 instances, horse graves 
cannot be associated with specific human burials for 
different reasons (see Appendix).

It would appear that if their complex of graves is known 
and not destroyed or disturbed, West Lithuanian stone 
circle graves and the lower Nemunas’ human burials 
with horses belonged to armed horsemen. At the end 
of the second century and in the first half of the third 
century, horsemen’s graves in the West Lithuanian 
Stone Circle Grave Culture area might have comprised 
approximately up to 9.1% of the entire community’s 
members (Fig. 2). Thus, even though Aistian men were 
armed, and well-armed, such a prestigious grave good 
as a riding horse was accessible only to a small circle 
of people (Fig. �). The social profile of coastal commu-
nities at the end of the second century and in the third 
century shows a different status among its members. 
Noblemen, most usually horsemen and well-armed in-
fantrymen, were especially well distinguished, as were 
the noblewomen (Bliujienė, Bračiulienė ���7, forth-
coming).

The  ho r semen’s  ho r ses :  f rom bur i a l 
r i t e s  t o  fune ra l  r epas t s

In both the West Lithuanian Stone Circle Grave Cul-
ture area and in other regions of Lithuania, only the 
parts of the horse used in ritual, which constitute the 
riding horse grave, are found in or beside excavated 
human burials. Usually the horse’s head was buried (41 
graves), less frequently the horse’s head and legs, or 
the horse’s head, legs, and parts of its spine and ribs 
(nine graves). Horses’ teeth and legs would be put into 
the graves infrequently (three graves). Fourteen burials 
with only individual horse teeth or a single horse tooth 
were found. Only one instance is known in the entire 
discussed area in which a man was buried together with 
an entire horse in one grave (Reketė, grave 35).

The age of the researched horses from the West Lithua-
nian Stone Circle Grave Culture area is around two to 
3.5 to 4.5 years (Bliujienė 1998, p.�83; ���5, p.96; the 
horses’ teeth were analysed by Prof. Linas Daugnora, 
of the Lithuanian Veterinary Academy). So, the horses 
that were buried were young. The Aistian communi-
ties could have continued to use these horses in their 
practical lives. We have no data that suggests that trau-
matised or sick horses were buried.

The horse parts found in the graves would suggest that 
the burial rites were quite bloody and heart-wrench-
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ing spectacles. As far as can be determined from the 
current data, the head of the horse would be chopped 
off, and its skin would be flayed, leaving the head, legs 
and sometimes even the hoofs attached to the skin. It is 
most difficult to imagine a ritual in which the horse’s 
head would be cut up into smaller pieces, removing 
and placing only separate teeth into the grave. The in-
dividual teeth found on the former and current ground 
surface of the cemetery could be either the remains of 
the burial ritual and quartering of the horse or the con-
sequence of later farming activity. Instances of the de-
struction of horse graves are known from the Užpelkiai 

cemetery. Individual horse teeth have been found in 
the ploughed layer and previous ground surface of the 
Baitai and Užpelkiai cemeteries that were excavated in 
recent years.

The custom of burying a horse’s head in a burial pit to-
gether with a person dominated in the West Lithuanian 
Stone Circle Grave Culture area (Fig. 3). However, the 
custom itself of burying a person with a horse was not 
standardised. Conversely, a large variability is notice-
able within this tradition, which allows for the suppo-
sition that burial rites were not only diverse, but also 
strictly unregulated (Fig. 3). If only the horse’s head or 

Fig. 1. Distribution of armed warriors’ graves with horses in the West Lithuanian Stone Circle Grave Culture and surround-
ing regions, Dollkeim-Kovrovo and Sudovian cultures (* one grave in cemetery; ● �–3 graves in cemetery; ● 4–8 graves 
in cemetery; ● 9–1� graves in cemetery; list of cemeteries in Appendix) I.A: Roman Period diffusion of horse graves in 
Europe: 1 complete horse skeleton; 2 parts of horse skeleton; 3 only separate horse bones; 4 Dollkeim-Kovrovo Culture 
horse graves; I.B: Details of riding gear from Roman Period and Migration Period southern Scandinavian find sites: 1 bridle 
and saddle details; 2 weapons and equipment hoards; 3 individual artefacts (after the authors; I.A and I.B after Müller-Wille 
1972).
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even individual teeth were buried separately, then large 
burial pits (210×90cm; 210–200×110cm and the like) 
predominated. In other words, the size of the burial pits 
was as if the entire horse was being buried (Figs. 4, 5). 
This important element of horse burial rites would ap-
pear to emphasize that, regardless of the obvious fact 
that only parts, albeit important parts of the animal 
were buried, the horseman, just like his horse, would 
journey to the afterworld both healthy and whole. It 
would appear that the important pagan world-view’s 
provision of pars pro toto was reflected in the horse’s 
“quartering rituals”. Thus, the burial of a part of the 
horse is equivalent to the burial of the entire horse and 
once again, only in a different way, emphasizes the 
horse’s significance as a fully-fledged mediator, and 
allows the perception of the horse’s purpose in rituals 
and its importance in world-view as diverse.

Contemporary authors discern a special supernatural 
significance of the horse’s head in other searches re-
garding the horse’s significance, but return to the me-
diator role of the horse, emphasizing that it was the 
main intermediary in different spheres of world-view 
(Loumand 2006, p.131ff., Fig. 1). Thus, it must be ad-

mitted that, regardless of the distinctions of new as-
pects, contemporary interpretations of the significance 
of the horse in burial rites and mythology do not differ 
much from the insights of Tacitus at the end of the first 
century (Tacitas 1972, §45).

There are several graves in the West Lithuanian Stone 
Circle Grave Culture area in which the horse’s head and 
legs, and possibly its skin, were buried. The Scythians 
and many various nomadic tribes, even in historical 
times, buried the horse in a similar fashion (Jaskanis 
1966, p.52ff.; Monikander 2006, p.147). Evidently, we 
will never find out what was done with the tongue, tail, 
and other, in many respects, ritually important body 
parts of the horse. However, apparently the remain-
ing parts of the horse that were not placed in the grave 
would become food for the funeral repasts that con-
nected the living with the dead. Both written sources 
and the burial material speak of the funeral repast and 
the placement of food inside the grave together with the 
deceased (Gimbutienė 1943, p.59ff.; Bliujienė ���5, 
p.81ff.). At the end of the ninth century, the Anglo-
Saxon traveller and merchant Wulfstan wrote about the 
significance of the riding horse in Esti or Osti funeral 
customs. He mentioned the funeral repast’s drinks, and 
the horse races that used to take place on the day of 
the funeral for the distribution of the deceased person’s 
property (Wulfstan’s Reisebericht 1996, p.166ff.).

Peop le  and  ho r ses :  a spec t s  o f  t he i r 
i n t e r r e l a t edness

Armed men with one or even two riding horses buried 
with them in diverse ways dominate West Lithuanian 
stone circle graves. The Lithuanian coast differs in its 
clear prevalence of the bond between riding horses 
and armed men in Sudovian and Dollkeim-Kovrovo 
Culture sites, in which burials of unarmed people with 

Fig. �. Social profile of West Lithuanian Stone Circle Grave 
Culture society at the end the second century and in the 
third century, based on the number of excavated graves.

Fig. 3. Typology of warrior graves with horses.
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horses dominate; moreover, graves with grave goods 
characteristic of women are found among the graves 
with horses, while noblemen’s graves usually do not 
have ornate bridles with metal fittings (Jaskanis 1966, 
p.58ff, 1968, p.100ff., 1974, p.198f., 203; Baranowski 
1973, p.397; Piątkowska-Małecka ����, p.187; Engel 
et al. 2006, Plate IX: 7). In recent years, Dollkeim-Ko-
vrovo Culture sites with horses have tended to be as-
sociated with warrior horsemen who belonged to the 
nobility (Kulakov 2005, p.41ff., Figs. 71-72; Tiurin 
2006, p.147). Unarmed people’s graves might possibly 
have belonged to individuals who looked after the rid-
ing horse herds (Jaskanis 1966, p.64), but more likely 
they belonged to those individuals who controlled the 
horse herds, ie to high-ranking animal rearers. Howev-
er, in both cultural areas that have burials of men with 

horses, individuals stand out who undoubtedly have the 
highest status, whether they were tribal or community 
leaders (Jaskanis 1974, p.198; Tiurin 2006, p.147).

The society’s social structure was already changing in 
the Baltic Sea region in the Early Roman Period; the 
first military organizations that consisted of infantry-
men and their leader horsemen appeared (Godłowski 
1960, p.82). West Lithuanian and Nemunas delta com-
munities repeat this process at the end of the second 
century and in the third century (Fig. 2). Despite the 
Gothic historian Jordanes’s allusion to the Aistians as 
a very peaceful people, their grave inventories show 
that the communities’ men, in a vast region between 
the Nemunas in the south and the Daugava in the north, 
were armed. Graves in which men were armed com-
prise up to 70% of known graves in West Lithuania 

Fig. 4. Lazdininkai (Kalnalaukis, Kretinga district) cemetery, warrior grave 4/1991, with a part of his grave assemblage and 
his horse, buried in grave �/1991. Grave goods: bridle fittings with bit fragments (bronze, iron, mineralized leather), silver 
crossbow fibula with wire coils, two iron spearheads, and shield boss (plan by J. Kanarskas, illustrations by P. Gasi�nas).

Fig. 5. Užpelkiai (Kretinga district) male grave 81 and his horse’s grave 3. The horse’s and warrior’s grave goods  
(after Bliujienė, drawings by V. Truklickas).
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(Michelbertas, Vitk�nas ���3, p.�7). In the opinion of 
this article’s authors, graves of armed men along the 
coast exceed 80%. Moreover, it must be emphasized 
that graves in which the horse is buried to the left of 
the person, ie to the east of the person, dominate in 
the West Lithuanian Stone Circle Grave Culture area 
(only in four cases were horses buried to the right of 
the people). Such a connection between a man and his 
horse once more would indicate a purpose that was 
very clearly understood and stressed in the burial rite: 
the horse’s use for riding. A horseman mounts his horse 
from the left side (horsemen are taught to mount their 
horses in this way nowadays as well). Thus, this as-
pect of the burial rite, which may appear insignificant 
at first glance, would indicate that the horseman’s and 
his horse’s bond was grounded in practical regulations 
both in life and in the afterlife.

Despite the direct Dollkeim-Kovrovo cultural influ-
ence on the appearance of people with horses in West 
Lithuanian Stone Circle Grave Culture, the tradition’s 
adaptation and evolution along the Lithuanian coast 
occurred for practical purposes: the horse was buried 
for the horseman. This does not necessarily mean that 
the barbarians who lived to the north understood their 
neighbours’ funeral custom incorrectly or in their own 
way. Many cultural influences, or even elements of im-
ported things that were worn, simply changed in es-
sential ways once they crossed the River Nemunas. On 
the other hand, one could survive in the Dollkeim-Ko-
vrovo cultural influence only by standing up to it and 
demonstrating a well-organised military force. 

However, we cannot explain the entire variety of the 
horse’s burial rite only by social and military reasons, 
because there is no doubt that the Aistians’ viewpoint 
concerning the riding horse was also related to pagan 
religion and therefore was multifaceted. Certain obser-
vations of Tacitus (55–120) described in his work Ger-
mania are especially valuable regarding this viewpoint. 
At the beginning of his narrative about the Aistians and 
wanting to stress how vast the barbarians’ lands are, 
and the kind of outskirts of the world the Aestiorum 
gentes inhabit, Tacitus makes a reference that his read-
ers understand about the sun, driven across the dome of 
heaven by a horse. He writes that beyond the Suiones is 
another calm and torpid sea, beyond which the world 
appears to end, in which the murmuring of the emerg-
ing sun is heard and the horses and radiating head of the 
sun are seen. Only after this observation Tacitus starts 
describing the Aestiorum gentes live (Tacitas 1972, 
§45). Before focusing attention on the Aistians, this in-
troduction is not only a rather accurate description of 
the northern country’s geographical environment, but 
also this text simultaneously shows that Tacitus tried 
to connect known myths and beliefs with the phenom-

ena of the vast barbarian world to his readers, thereby 
making the described barbarians more understandable 
to the Romans. Thus, Tacitus’ connection of the horse 
with the sun shows the common Indo-European view-
point of the horse as an intermediary in different world 
realms. 

In the area of West Lithuanian Stone Circle Grave Cul-
ture, people and horses, even in the same cemetery, 
were buried in several different ways. Evidently, the 
variety of the burial rites of such graves was deter-
mined by many reasons (Fig. 3. I–III). The diversity in 
the custom of burying the horse and the person could 
first be related with the social structure differences of 
the region’s communities; these differences affected 
the funeral customs and formed different burial rites. 
In the system of world-view images, as Tacitus also 
mentions, the horse has an indisputable significance 
as an intermediary between different worlds, while the 
ritualistic body parts of the horse, like the burial of indi-
vidual teeth, undoubtedly are related with the view that 
the buried body parts correspond to the ability of the 
horse to carry a person over to the afterworld. On the 
other hand, the custom of burying the horse, while suf-
ficiently widespread, was not universal, so there had to 
be other mediators who also eased the person’s way to 
the afterworld. The fact that horse teeth are found less 
often as grave goods in graves of the wealthy, unsexed 
individuals, children and adolescents, or in the graves 
of unarmed persons, is a reflection both of hierarchy 
and world-view notions. However, current East Baltic 
material and known written sources do not allow us to 
assert that there had been a horse cult (Zemītis ���4, 
p.86ff.), nor is there data that allows us to reevaluate the 
horse’s importance in community rituals and sacrifices 
or to emphatically evaluate it as an offering, although 
it absolutely might have been that the Aistians, like the 
Germanic tribes, raised sacred horses from which they 
could learn the will of the gods, and that they, like the 
Germanic tribes, would throw the deceased person’s 
weapons and sometimes his horse into a fire (Tacitas 
1972, §10, 27). 

Men and unsexed individuals who were buried with a 
horse in the same burial pit and facing the same direc-
tion belong to the first and largest group of burials (Fig. 
3. I. 1-8; Appendix). The weapons and the horse’s head 
(or head and legs) were placed at the head end and to 
the left; only in two cases were they placed to the right. 
Both the weapons and the horse were buried to the 
right of the man in grave 12 in the Dauglaukis cem-
etery (Jovaiša, Asadauskas 199l, p.64f.). This position 
of the weapons and the horse, as well as the fact that 
horses buried on the right side are a minority, would al-
low the supposition that left-handers might have been 
buried in such graves.
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The second group is graves of men and horses in which 
the men and horses were buried in separate burial pits. 
Usually such graves are enclosed by a stone circle. 
Sometimes this group’s stone circle does not encircle 
the graves. Only in one instance of the 16 graves in this 
burial group was the horse buried to the person’s right. 
A gap ranging from 0.30 to 0.50 centimetres wide sep-
arates the person’s and horse’s burial pits, while the 
burial place of the horse and the burial pit’s size vary 
(Figs. 3. II. 1-6; 4-5; Appendix). Riding bits are found 
in the horses’ mouths. One or two iron spurs are more 
often found not in the men’s graves, but in the graves 
of their horses, as if this was emphasizing the horse’s 
dependence on the horseman (Fig. 4). Meanwhile, or-
nate bridles with bronze fittings and other important 
details are found in the graves of their warrior masters, 
thereby indicating the bond between the horseman and 
his horse (Fig. 3). On the other hand, the spurs or spur 
placed together namely with the horse would indicate 
that the warrior would be accompanied to the after-
world by a horse distinguished for riding.

Human burials with horses within Groups I and II in 
which only teeth are found are problematical. The in-
ventories of such human graves are usually not expres-
sive, appearing as if the buried individual’s gender and 
social status have “disappeared” or deliberately not 
shown for some reason (see Appendix). Weapons are 
not found in the inventories of such graves. So far the 
largest amount of such graves has been found in Baitai 
(see Appendix). Adolescents’ and unsexed individuals’ 
graves buried with individual horse teeth apparently 
belong to community members with a lower social sta-
tus. Horse teeth might have been placed in the graves 
of adolescents, evidently boys, because of their age.

Instances in which the horse’s grave (usually the 
horse’s head) is encircled by a group of armed warriors 
comprise the third group of men’s graves with horses 
(Figs. 3. III; 6; Appendix). The horse is usually sur-
rounded by a small group of people who are unequally 
armed, buried with different military equipment, orna-
ments, and additional grave goods. The position of eve-
ry member of the group in respect to the horse shows 
the individual warrior’s bond with the centrally buried 
horse, as well as each one’s distinct subordination to 
the military leader who is also buried among his subor-
dinate warriors and horse. These graves of a horse and 
a group of warriors, which at first glance appear prob-
lematical, are the most revealing regarding hierarchi-
cal associations (Fig. 6). Burials like this were found 
in 1940 while excavating the Lazdininkai cemetery 
(horse grave 1 and armed men’s graves 34, 36–38, 40, 
as well as child’s grave 39) (Fig. 6). Groups of graves 
in which a horse’s grave is encircled with more or less 
armed buried men are known from the cemeteries of 

Pryšmančiai II and Užpelkiai (see Appendix). Such 
groups of warriors that are clustered around a horse 
that belonged to them can be discerned in the Šernai 
cemetery, although at first glance it appears that this 
burial site has many single graves of horses that are not 
associated with any people. However, the vast majority 
of individual horse graves in the Šernai cemetery can 
be associated with interrelated groups of warriors and 
their horses, that are identical or similar to the ones dis-
cussed in the third group of burials with horses (Figs. 
3. III; 6; Appendix). Nevertheless, it is difficult to cor-
rectly interpret the Šernai cemetery material because 
there are no plans of its graves with precise grave good 
locations.

The Lazdininkai cemetery’s horse grave 1/1940, in 
which only a horse’s head together with an iron bit 
with a three-jointed mouthpiece and bronze rein ring 
and distributor were found, was surrounded by five 
warriors’ graves and one child’s grave (34/1940, 36–
40/1940). Judging from their artefacts and Roman 
coins, the members of this warriors’ and horse’s group 
are contemporaneous and date from the beginning of 
the third century (Fig. 6; Appendix). It is possible that 
the military leader and a part of his retinue, along with 
the child, died at the same time. The members of this 
group of warriors buried around a horse are not only 
interrelated, but their specific interrelations, just like 
their relationship with the buried horse that they sur-
rounded, were different (Fig. 6). It would appear that 
all the group’s members not only shared the horse, but 
had an obviously different right to it. It could be that 
this group’s leader, buried in grave 38/1940, is sharing 
the horse with his retinue.

All the warriors in this group were buried with neck-
rings around their necks, ornate belts, or even shoul-
der-belts, to which were hung knives that, judging 
by their length and other attributes, could have been 
weapons. Moreover, a large amount of Roman sestertii 
was found in their graves and additional grave goods 
were placed into small birch bark boxes for them. Only 
for the warrior buried in grave 34/1940 was a bridle bit 
placed inside the grave with him; this horseman was 
buried with a belt and shoulder-belt, so his connection 
with the horse was emphasized rather clearly. Grave 
goods characteristic of horsemen were not found in the 
graves of the other members of this group, so this fact, 
together with the warriors’ arrangement around the 
horse, would indicate that the group consisted of horse-
men and infantrymen. On the other hand, the warriors 
in graves 37/1940 and 36/1940 were buried in such a 
way that the horse is to their left, i.e., in the dominant 
horse’s position in this cultural region. Thus, to some 
degree, the horse also belongs to them. A somewhat dif-
ferent relationship with the buried horse is demonstrat-
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ed by the warrior with two different-function spears, 
a socketed axe, and ornate belt with a bronze belt-end 
fitting, buried in grave 4�/194�, and by the child buried 
in grave 39/1940. The horse is to their right, so it could 
be that the people’s position in this group shows their 
different social status – one that is somewhat higher 
than that of the warriors buried to the horse’s left. Since 
the warriors buried in graves 37/1940 and 36/1940 are 
the poorest in terms of grave goods in this group, it 
could be that in wanting to somewhat heighten their 
social position and to show more clearly their connec-
tion with the horse, they were buried to the horse’s left. 
It could be that this group’s leader and child, buried to 
the leader’s left, were closely related kin. On the other 
hand, in burying the warriors around the horse, some-

one inevitably had to 
end up on the horse’s 
right.

To all appearances, 
the horse buried in 
the encirclement of 
warriors belonged to 
this group’s leader or 
military commander, 
who had the highest 
social status and un-
doubtedly belonged 
to the Aistian nobil-
ity. Such a person, ac-
cording to his superior 
set of notable grave 
goods comprised of 
22 items, must have 
been buried in grave 
38/1940. Two differ-
ent-function spears, 
a shield with an iron 
shield boss and han-
dle, a socketed axe, a 
small scythe, a knife, 
and a whetstone were 
found in this grave. 
The neck of the de-
ceased was probably 
adorned with a sil-
ver or bronze neck-
ring covered with a 
white metal, and an 
iron crossbow fibula, 
while four Roman 
coins and an amber 
bead were apparent-
ly placed inside the 
pouch fastened to his 

belt. Neck-rings, especially made of silver, were an at-
tribute connected with the social status of the deceased 
person (Vaitkunskienė 1996, p.8ff.). In addition, five 
more Roman coins and ornaments that belonged to 
a woman were placed inside a small birch bark box 
(Baleni�nas 194�). Thus, evidently the horse was the 
property of this notable person with the most meaning-
ful set of grave goods; in demonstrating his excellence, 
he shared his property with the members of his small, 
armed retinue. Judging by the set of grave goods with 
which they were buried, this group of warriors and 
horse consisted of well-armed men who belonged to 
a warrior elite. On the other hand, however, the set of 
grave goods of the members of this group shows that 
there was a certain hierarchy among the group’s mem-

Fig. 6. Lazdininkai (Kalnalaukis, Kretinga district) cemetery, horse grave 1/1940 surrounded 
by five warriors’ (34/194�, 36–38/194�, 4�/194�) and a child’s grave (39/194�); + indicates the 
direction of the deceased’s head (after Baleni�nas 194�; supplemented by the authors).
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bers, and some of them were true horsemen, while the 
others fought on foot.

Thus, the Lazdininkai example shows that the organi-
sation of Aistian society could have exemplified the 
Germanic peoples, whose military leaders found it 
important to have as much retinue as possible, since, 
according to Tacitus, in times of peace, the retinue was 
their pride, while in times of war, it was their support 
(Tacitas 1972, §13). Moreover, citing Tacitus, we can 
suppose that the war tactics of the Aistian and Ger-
manic peoples were similar: the infantrymen fought 
intermixed with the horsemen, he also mentions that 
Germanic people (Suiones), do not have personal 
weapons, their weapons are corporate (Tacitas 1972, 
§6, 44). Thus, the specific Lazdininkai cemetery exam-
ple shows the existence of infantrymen and horsemen, 
a certain hierarchy of warriors, and the formation of a 
military leader and his retinue already at the end of the 
second century and the first half of the third century.

Few ornaments related to military equipment are found 
in the high social status graves of horsemen and in-
fantrymen in West Lithuanian Stone Circle Grave Cul-
ture cemeteries at the end of the second century and 
beginning of the third century. Neck-rings and fibulae 
in warriors’ graves, like other personal ornaments, 
are rarely found. Bracelets were placed on warriors’ 
arms especially rarely. Thus, the discussed Lazdininkai 
cemetery’s group of warriors stands out for its neck-
ring wear. Sets of ornaments characteristic of women, 
placed inside small birch bark boxes, wrapped in birch 
bark or linden bast bundles, that would be placed at 

the head of the deceased are found in the majority of 
graves of the highest-ranking warriors (Fig. 7). Roman 
coins are found near the deceased in the graves of the 
highest social status warriors; moreover, they are ad-
ditionally placed inside little boxes. Small birch bark 
boxes with additional ornaments are found in contem-
poraneous noblewomen’s graves as well. However, 
the ornaments characteristic of women that are found 
in high status warriors’ – mostly horsemen’s – graves 
constitute a phenomenon that can be explained in vari-
ous ways. The ornaments found in the little boxes are 
typical West Lithuanian Stone Circle Grave Culture 
women’s ornaments (Michelbertas 1986). Meanwhile, 
the discussed period’s men’s complex of accoutre-
ments, and especially their riding gear, are of an inter-
regional nature (Figs. 4, 8). 

The fourth group of West Lithuanian Stone Circle 
Grave Culture human graves with horses is comprised 
of “single” horse graves2 that for various reasons 
2 Single evidence when horses belonging to the Late RomanSingle evidence when horses belonging to the Late Romanhorses belonging to the Late Roman 

Period were buried separately, away from human graves, 
is known from the several Sudovian burial grounds in the 
Gołdap and Suwałki area (Netta, grave 47; Korkliny, site I, 
barrow 1; Boćwinka, barrow XII and on Samland (former 
Koddien, grave 14, Kaliningrad region), and evidence that 
the horses were buried as votive offerings (Bitner-Wró-
blewska 2007, p.105). This evidence, when horses were 
really found away from humans, or horse graves which 
were marking the edges of the cemeteries, give various 
ideas. First of all, those burial rites which involve animals, 
in the circum of the West Baltic cultures, were much more 
complicated and diverse than we are expecting. 
Human graves with riding horses, horse’s grave goods 
in human graves, various horse graves, and the burial of 

Fig. 7. Contents of the birch bark box with bronze ornaments characteristic of women of West Lithuanian Stone circle 
graves from Lazdininkai (Kalnalaukis, Kretinga district) warrior’s grave 65/2000 (photograph by D. Rudinskas).
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– usually due to a small excavated plot or due to the 
published material’s peculiarities – cannot be assigned 
to a specific person’s grave (Fig. 3. IV. 1-�; Appendix). 
It is the conviction of this article’s authors that horse 
burials unassociated with a person or horse sacrifices 

horse parts (characterized as horse sacrifices) spread in 
the lands of the Balts and in Europe in the fifth to eighth 
centuries (M�ller-Wille 197�; Vaitkunskienė 1981, p.58ff.;M�ller-Wille 197�; Vaitkunskienė 1981, p.58ff.; 
Oexle 1984, p.138ff., Figs. 1-8). In Baltic lands and during 
the Migration Period, the horse and parts of the horse were 
mostly buried for people of the highest social stratum, and 
these typically were the warrior horsemen (Vaitkunskienė 
1981, p.72 ff.).

for the entire community on various occasions in the 
discussed cultural area are so far unknown, while “sin-
gle” horse graves appeared due to various destructive 
reasons that can be generalized: the horseman lost his 
horse, or the horse his horseman (Senkai, R�daičiai II, 
Pryšmančiai II, Užpelkiai, and others). At least a por-
tion of the graves in the Šernai cemetery also fall into 
this group because the illustrated and textual material 
published by Adalbert Bezzenberger for this cemetery 
allows a fairly diverse understanding and interpretation 
of the text (Bezzenberger 1892, pp.141-186).

Fig. 8. Bridle parts found in West Lithuanian Stone Circle Grave and Dollkeim-Kovrovo culture burials: 1 horses’ 
grave goods from a common grave of a warrior and a horse, grave �3/194� at Mazkatuži (Liepāja district) cemetery; � 
Lazdininkai (Kalnalaukis, Kretinga district) cemetery horse grave 6/1992; 3 Cherniachovsk (formerly Althof-Insterburg, 
Kaliningrad region, Cherniachovsk district) grave 135 (after Šturms 1942, archive of the Latvian History Museum; Nowa-
kovski 1998, Plate 1�4; photograph by Bliujienė).

2 3

1
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The last and fifth group of human burials with horses 
is ascribed to the graves known usually only from very 
brief accounts in literature or reports and which known 
data does not allow us to detail (Fig. 3. V).

Horsemen  wi thou t  ho r ses

Already at the turn of the second and third century 
(Phases B2/C1–C1a) men’s graves with spurs and some 
horse riding gear, usually bridles and bridle bits (metal 
bridle fittings, pendants, and even metal rein rings, are 
found in the Western Lithuanian stone circle grave area 
and in the lower Nemunas, as well as in the burial sites 
of Samogitia and the southwestern part of Lithuania. 
It must be emphasized that graves with the accoutre-
ments of horsemen and horses were diffused across a 
much broader territory than men’s burials with hors-
es (Fig. 9) (Michelbertas 2000, Abb. 2). Horsemen’s 
graves and men’s graves with elements of riding gear 
and spurs are found in the same cemeteries in the West 
Lithuanian Stone Circle Grave Culture area; they are 
contemporaneous.

A larger diffusion of graves with elements of riding 
horse and horseman accoutrements than the diffusion 
area of men buried with horses is most likely a distinc-
tive form of expression of the common custom of the 
Balts to bury the horse; it not only marked the bur-
ied individual’s social status, but also the diversity of 
burial rituals. On the other hand, the absence of horses 
in regions beyond the coast, ie in the funeral customs 
of other communities living in the surrounding area of 
the Balts, could have formed due to the different eco-
nomic structure, in which horse rearing did not consti-
tute an important part of the economy, so that the burial 
of horses that were healthy and necessary in vital ac-
tivities would have been economically unsubstantiated 
or even an altogether detrimental act. Thus, instead of 
the horse, only symbols that denoted the horseman and 
his horse (bridle parts and spurs) were used for burial 
rituals and for the demonstration of social status or 
the warriors’ hierarchy. In all of Lithuania, cemeteries 
and loose finds of this kind are known from �4 burial 
sites, whose largest portion is along the coast and in the 
lower Nemunas, and smaller portion in the Samogitian 
barrow area (Fig. 9). Single graves with riding gear 
have been found in southwest and east Lithuania (Fig. 
9). The appearance of ornate bridles in burials of peo-
ple without horses is also known in other communities 
of the West Balts (Jaskanis 1966, p.64).

The placement of riding gear in a warrior’s or an armed 
man’s grave, usually only of bridle bits instead of ornate 
bridles, could be a token of the existence of a warriors’ 
hierarchy or of the unequal wealth of separate commu-

nities. However, ornate bridles and spurs are also found 
in well-armed or exceptionally wealthy men’s graves 
that could be ascribed to horsemen with the highest so-
cial status or to community leaders (Lazdininkai, grave 
9/199�; Žviliai, grave 47) (Butkus et al. 1994, p.143, 
Fig. 13; Vaitkunskienė 1989, p.58ff.) (Fig. 1�).

The  Ais t i an  Ba l t i c  cu l tu re s ’ ho r i zon’s 
g raves  wi th  ho r ses  in  the  Ba l t i c  Sea 
a rea

The appearance of numerous horsemen’s graves in 
the area of West Lithuanian Stone Circle Grave Cul-
ture is related to the direct influence of Dollkeim-Ko-
vrovo Culture, since the social-economic processes 
that occurred in both cultural areas at the end of the 
B2 Phase and in the B2/C1-C2 Phases were rather well 
synchronized. The first human burials with horses that 
had riding gear appeared in the Dollkeim-Kovrovo 
cultural area in the middle of the first millennium or 
in its third quarter, which is just slightly earlier than 
along the Lithuanian coast (La Baume 1944, p.2ff.; 
Jaskanis 1966, p.64; 1974, p.197; Baranowski 1974, 
p.397; Michelbertas 1986, p.40ff., 178; Ibsen, Skvor-
zov 2004, p.404ff.; Kulakov 2005, p.21). Due to the 
Dollkeim-Kovrovo cultural influence, burials with 
horses appeared in the Sudovian cultural environment 
(Jaskanis 1966, p.46).

The coast of western Lithuania and southwestern 
Latvia was the northern barbaricum boundary where 
men’s burials with horses were especially abundantly 
widespread from the end of the second century to the 
beginning of the third century. The first men’s graves 
with horses or with elements of riding gear along the 
Lithuanian coast appeared with the A58-60 types of 
brooches or the eye brooches of the Old Prussian se-
ries, metal rein rings, and iron Sarmatian-type riding 
bits with curbs (Jablonskis 1979). At a similar time, 
or a bit later (in the C1b Phase) the “Sarmatian” rid-
ing bits appeared among the Thorsberg bog finds (von 
Carnap-Bornheim 2003, p.377ff., Abb. 4-5). Armed 
men’s graves with horses, as well as men’s graves 
with riding gear, in the western Lithuanian stone cir-
cle grave area and in lower Nemunas cemeteries were 
most abundantly widespread in the third century (Fig. 
2). However, already by the end of the third century, 
their numbers were notably reduced in these cultural 
surroundings. Apparently, the number of burials with 
horses consistently declined throughout the entire 
fourth century, while the very latest of men’s burials 
with horses along the coast reached the middle of the 
fifth century. At the beginning of the Migration Period, 
men’s graves with horses spread to sites peripheral to 
the West Lithuanian Stone Circle Grave Culture area, 
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to sites like Reketė (grave 35), R�daičiai I (grave 19), 
and Užpelkiai (grave 66) (Michelbertas 1968, p.1�1f; 
Navickaitė-Kuncienė 1968, p.165, Figs. 7, 8; Bliujienė 
1998, p.283f., Figs. 5, 10.2). Graves from the Migra-
tion Period are found in the Aukštkiemiai cemetery 
(formerly Oberhof) which is distinguished for its 
abundance of graves and was undoubtedly one of that 
period’s main sites along the coast (see Reich’s article 
in this volume). Bridle bits and iron bridle buckles are 
found in only a small number of armed men’s graves 
along the coast in the Migration Period. Men’s graves 

with horses are found in new lower Nemunas cemeter-
ies in the Migration Period (in Rubokai and Vidgiriai, 
both in the Šilutė district) (Bezzenberger 19�9, pp.151-
171; Šimėnas ���6, Fig. 3�). For example, men’s 
graves with horses in the Rubokai cemetery in the fifth 
and sixth centuries comprise as much as 32% of men’s 
graves (Tautavičius 1996, p.77).

Despite the influence of Dollkeim-Kovrovo Culture 
on the origin of graves with horses in West Lithuanian 
Stone Circle Grave Culture, graves of this type found 
in both areas also have their differences. More men’s 

Fig. 9. Distribution of warriors’ graves with riding gear and horsemen’s accoutrements (details of bridles and spurs) ● 
1–� graves in the cemetery, or stray finds; ● 3–5 graves in the cemetery: 1 Kapsēde (Liepāja, district, LV); � Mazkatuži 
(Liepāja, district, LV); 3 Lazdininkai (Kalnalaukis); 4 Padvariai; 5 Kurmaičiai; 6 Reketė; 7 Užpelkiai; 8 Pryšmančiai II 
(nos. 3–8 in Kretinga distict); 9 Bandužiai (Klaipėda district); 1� Aukštkiemiai (formerly Oberhof, Klaipėda district);  
11 Juodkrantė (Neringa city, Curonian Lagoon); 1� Strazdai-Jaciškė (Šilutė district); 13 Nikėlai (Šilutė district);  
14 Mikužiai, Klaipėda district); 15 Vėluikiai (Tauragė district); 16 Žviliai (Šilalė district); 17 Krištanai (Joniškis district);  
18 Paalksniai (Kelmė district); 19 Požerė (Šilalė district); �� Maudžiorai (Kelmė district); �1 Vaitiek�nai (Radviliškis dis-
trict); �� Gibaičiai (Šiauliai district); �3 Dzirmiškės (Alytus district); �4 Eitulionys (Trakai district) (after the authors  
and Michelbertas 2000).
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Fig. 10. Lazdininkai (Kalnalaukis, Kretinga district) cemetery, grave 9/1992 in site, and: 1 bronze sash-like bracelet; 2 
bronze neck-ring; 3–9 belt set (before conservation; for a picture of the set after conservation, look at the inside front 
cover): tin/bronze belt buckle with mount, rectangular bronze openwork belt mounts, bronze belt-end fitting and bronze 
rivets; 10–11 iron bridle bits; 12–13 iron buckles; 14 bronze ring; 15 iron scythe; 16 iron socketed axe; 17 iron spearhead 
(illustrations by P. Gasi�nas; plan of the grave by J. Kanarskas).
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burials with elements of riding gear are found in Dol-
lkeim-Kovrovo Culture’s Phase B1–B2, while, starting 
with Phases B2/C1–C2, an equal amount of men’s buri-
als with a whole horse or with a horse’s head as men’s 
graves with only riding gear is found; moreover, there 
are also differences in the rituals of the placement of 
weapons in these graves (Jaskanis 1974, p.197; Ibsen, 
Skvorzov 2004, p.402ff., Figs. 13, 14; Kulakov 2005, 
p.41ff.). In Dollkeim-Kovrovo Culture burials, just as 
in burial sites of Sudovian Culture, the entire horse is 
usually buried west of the person, ie to his right (Jas-
kanis 1966, pp.34-47; 1968, Figs. 1-�; Piątkowska-
Małecka ����, p.186; Ibsen, Skvorzov ���4, Fig. 
14; Kulakov 2006, p.41; Tiurin 2006, p.148). Despite 
the fact that throughout the entire Roman Period, the 
number of men’s graves with horses continually in-
creased in Dollkeim-Kovrovo Culture sites, these 
graves were characteristic of the nobility and com-
prised only about 2% to 3% of the total number of 
graves (Tiurin 2006, p.147). At the beginning of the 
fifth century, men’s graves with horses in Dollkeim-
Kovrovo Culture comprised up to 20%. Human burials 
with horses also increased in the Suwałki region and 
Masurian Lakeland in the Migration Period (Jaskanis 
1966, Fig. 1; Piątkowska-Małecka ����, Fig. 1, Tab. 1-
3). Meanwhile, only single graves of well-armed men 
with horses or with riding gear are known in the first 
half of the fifth century along the Lithuanian coast. 

Several graves with elements of riding gear, including 
bronze rein rings, are known from Bogaczewo Culture 
(Figs. 1, 9) (Jaskanis 1966, p.33 and 64, Fig. 1; 1968, 
p.84; Baranowski 1973, Figs. 11, 15, 25; Bitner-Wró-
blewska et al. 2001, p.75ff., Figs. 6, 12).

Dollkeim-Kovrovo, West Lithuanian Stone Circle 
Grave, Sudovian, and Bogaczewo cultures are related 
not only by their custom of burying horses, but also in 
the uniformity of their riding gear, visible in the bridles’ 
construction and in the forms and ornamentation of 
their metal decorative details (Fig. 8) (La Baume 1944, 
Figs. 5-10; Baranowski 1973, pp. 401-452; Raddatz 
1993, p. 143ff., Fig. 9, 15b; Wilbers-Rost 1994, Tafel 
4-9, Beilage 1-3; Nowakowski 1996, Tafel 51, 81, 99, 
104; Kulakov 2005, p.41ff., Figs. 70-72).

In their construction, form of fittings and metal reins, 
the Baltic region’s horse bridles are similar to the bog 
finds of Zealand on the Jutland peninsula and of Funen 
Island in the third century. Obvious analogies to round 
bridle fittings and nosebands are known not only from 
Sambland Peninsula sites, but also from bog offerings 
in the Jutland peninsula (the Illerup bog find site A) 
and in the Schleswig-Holstein region in the north (the 
Thorsberg bog) (Fig. 4) (Baranowski 1973, p.447, Fig. 
27d; Wilbers-Rost 1994, Beilage 3.2b, 4e; Ilkjær 1997, 

p.55ff., Abb. 1). Analogues to the bridles with Kehlber-
gen-shaped details found in the Mazkatuži cemetery 
are known from the Sambland Peninsula (Fig. 8.1) (La 
Baume 1944, Abb. 5-7a, 8-9; Baranowski 1973, p.450, 
Fig. 29a; Nowakowski 1996, Abb. 81, 91, 96; Wilbers-
Rost 1994, Beilage 2.1). The rein ring from the Padvar-
iai cemetery has analogues both in Dollkeim-Kovrovo 
Culture material and in Denmark (Baranowski 1973; 
Wilbers-Rost 1994). The ornate, rhombic bridle details 
of the West Lithuanian stone circle grave area have 
analogies both in Dollkeim-Kovrovo and Sudovian 
sites (La Baume 1944, Fig. 13; Nowakowski 1996, 
Fig. 104; Bitner-Wróblewska 2003, Fig. 7). Besides el-
ements of riding gear in the same Scandinavian as well 
as southeast and east Baltic Sea region sites, similari-
ties are also found in the metal quadrangular openwork 
and rhombic belt mountings as well as in the forms of 
belt-end fittings (Fig. 8; 1�.3-7) (Raddatz 1957, Figs. 
1.3, 2.3; Fabech 1996, p.140; Bitner-Wróblewska et al. 
2001, Fig. 10).

Horsemen’s graves with horses that appeared in West 
Lithuanian Stone Circle Grave Culture and lower 
Nemunas sites spread to the Samogitian barrow cem-
etery area (see Appendix). The appearance of indi-
vidual horse teeth in Samogitian barrow cemeteries 
is related to the general cultural development of the 
entire east Baltic Sea region, the penetration of adja-
cent cultures into this territory, and traditional inter-
cultural influences. In its traditional intercultural and 
commercial influences, the area of Samogitian as well 
as northern Lithuanian and southern Latvian barrows 
was bound by the area of West Lithuanian stone cir-
cle graves (Banytė-Rowell ���4, Figs. 3, 4; Bliujienė 
2005, p.123, Fig. 1).

Single burial sites with horse graves are known in 
southwest Lithuania and in the developing East Lithua-
nian Barrow Culture (Fig. 1; Appendix). The initial 
stage of East Lithuanian Barrow Culture in the Roman 
Period was related to the Sudovian Culture’s expansion 
to the northeast (Astrauskas 1998; Vaitkevičius ���5, 
p. 71ff.; Bliujienė ���6, p.1�3ff.).

Graves with horses in the West Lithuanian Stone Circle 
Grave Culture area markedly diminished at the very 
end of the third century. Today it is difficult to say 
with what kinds of phenomena this decrease of graves 
with horses was associated. The number of armed men 
with horses, just as graves in general, and even peo-
ple themselves, possibly decreased because a portion 
of Aistians were drawn into the migration of Wielbark 
Culture people (Goths-Gepids) (Žulkus 1995, p.96ff., 
Figs. IX, XII). Thus, it is altogether possible that some 
Aistian noble leader horsemen and their mounted war-
rior retinues, as a mobile, well-armed group of people, 
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streamed into the military being formed by the Gothic 
elite, and together engaged near the northern shores of 
the Black Sea into the developing Chernyakhov Cul-
ture’s territory. The significant consolidation process 
of the Gothic military force and its movement south-
eastward is suggested by the third century’s Wielbark 
cultural material (Urbańczyk 1998, p.4�4f.). The third 
century is time of barbarians and military activity in 
the vast Germania expanses, when pillage and mili-
tary raids by mobile groups in the Roman provinces 
became an inseparable and the main aspect of the so-
cial life of various barbarian collectives (Brather 2005, 
p.159). Thus, in one way or another, Aistian horsemen 
could have streamed into this process.

Conc lus ions

Armed men’s graves with horses constitute an expres-
sive feature of the West Lithuanian Stone Circle Grave 
and lower Nemunas cultures in the Roman Period 
(Phases B2 and B2/C1). Currently, 21 cemeteries and 
86 human graves with horses are known. A large por-
tion of West Lithuanian Stone Circle Grave and Lower 
Nemunas culture graves with horses, if their grave 
complexes are known and not destroyed, belonged to 
well-armed horsemen. At the end of the second century 
until the second half of the third century, horsemen’s 
graves in the West Lithuanian stone circle grave area 
might have comprised up to about 9.1% of all the com-
munity’s members.

In the West Lithuanian Stone Circle Grave Culture 
area, as in other Lithuanian regions, only ritually used 
parts of horses, which constitute the horse’s graves, 
are found in or alongside people’s graves. Usually 
the horse’s head was buried, more infrequently – the 
horse’s head and legs, or the head, legs, and parts of the 
spine and ribs. The horse’s teeth and legs were placed 
in the graves only rarely. Separate horse teeth or a sin-
gle tooth are found in a large portion of the graves. 
Only one case is known in the entire discussed area in 
which a man and an entire horse were buried in one 
grave. The horses that were buried were young.

�uman graves with horses can be divided into five 
groups. To the first belong the graves in which the per-
son and the horse were buried in the same burial pit; 
the second group is ascribed to graves in which the 
person and horse were buried in separate burial pits. 
The third group of human and horse graves is com-
prised of graves in which a horse grave is encircled by 
people’s graves. These burial groups provide the most 
information about a warriors’ hierarchy, horsemen and 
infantrymen, the military leaders who belonged to the 

nobility, and the military commander’s retinue, which 
had already formed by the end of the second century.

The fourth group is comprised of “single” horse graves 
that, because of various circumstances, usually due to a 
small excavated plot or to the peculiarities of the mate-
rial’s publication, cannot be attributed to a specific hu-
man burial. The fifth group of human and horse burials 
is ascribed to the graves known usually only from brief 
accounts in literature or reports and which known data 
does not allow us to detail.

Already at the end of the second century and beginning 
of the third century men’s graves with spurs and some 
horse riding gear, usually bridles and bridle bits, are 
found in the West Lithuanian stone circle grave area 
and in the lower Nemunas, as well as in the burial sites 
of Samogitia and southwest Lithuania.

The appearance of abundant horsemen’s graves in the 
West Lithuanian stone circle grave area is associated 
with the direct influence of Dollkeim-Kovrovo Cul-
ture, since the social-economic processes that occurred 
in both cultural areas at the end of Phase B2 and in 
Phases B2/C1-C2 were synchronous. West Lithuanian 
stone circle graves constituted the northernmost bar-
baricum territory in which horses were so often buried 
with people. 

Graves with horses markedly diminished in the West 
Lithuanian Stone Circle Grave Culture area at the very 
end of the third century. Thus, it is entirely possible 
that a portion of Aistian noble leader horsemen and 
their mounted warrior retinue members, as a mobile, 
well-armed group of people, streamed into the military 
being formed by the Gothic elite and engaged together 
on the northern shores of the Black Sea and into the 
developing Chernyakhov Culture’s territory. Warriors’ 
graves with horses disappeared along the coast in the 
first half or middle of the fifth century.

Translated by Indrė Antanaitis-Jacobs

APPENDIX

Catalogue of males’ and unsexed individuals’ graves 
with horses (Types I–IV of human burials with horses, 
see Fig. 3)

West Lithuanian Stone Circle Grave Culture

(1) Mazkatuži (Liepāja district, Latvia)

1.1. Mazkatuži, male grave 23/1942 (Type I.3) (Fig. 
8.1).

Chronology: B2/C1-C1a

(Reference: Šturms 1942)
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(2) Lazdininkai (Kalnalaukis, Kretinga district)

2. 1/1-7. Lazdininkai, horse grave (horse head) sur-
rounded by warriors’ graves 34, 36–38, 40, and child 
grave 39, excavated in 1940 (Type III) (Fig. 6): 

2. 1/1. Horse grave 1/1940

2. 1/2. Grave 34, male

2. 1/3. Grave 36, male

2. 1/4. Grave 37, male

2. 1/5. Grave 38, male

2. 1/6. Grave 39, child

2. 1/7. Grave 40, male

Chronology: C1a–C1b.

(Reference: Baleni�nas 194�)

2. 2/1-2. Lazdininkai, male grave 1/1991 and horse 
head grave 1/1991 in separate grave pits; horse head 
buried left of deceased person (Type II.4a).

2. 3/1-2. Lazdininkai, male grave 4/1991 with horse 
head grave 2/1991 in separate grave pits inside stone 
circle; horse’s head left of deceased person (Type II.1) 
(Fig. 4).

2. 4/1-2. Lazdininkai, male grave 11/1992 and horse 
head grave 3/1991 in same grave pit, horse grave left 
of deceased person (Type I.1a) (Fig. 4). 

2.5. Lazdininkai, single horse head 4/1991 (consisting 
only of 18 teeth); only part of stone circle excavated 
(Type II.3). 

2.6. Lazdininkai, single horse head 5/1992 (remains of 
only six teeth; grave is disturbed); human graves in vi-
cinity are destroyed (Type II.3).

2.7. Lazdininkai, single horse head 6/1992 with fash-
ionable bridle parts scattered throughout pit: four 
cross-shaped bindings of different sizes, lunular fore-
head plate, rivets, fragments of bronze rein rings, and 
iron spur (Type II.3) (Fig. 8: 2).

2.8/1-2. Lazdininkai, male 57/1998 with horse head 
in same grave pit, horse head left of deceased person 
(Type I.1a). 

Chronology: C3/D1

2.9/1-2. Lazdininkai, male grave 66/2000 with horse 
head grave 7/2000, buried in separate grave pits; horse 
head left of deceased person (Type II.4a).

2. 10/1-2. Lazdininkai, male grave 67/2000 with horse 
head grave 8/2000, buried in separate grave pits; horse 
head is north of deceased person’s head (Type II.6).

2. 11/1-2. Lazdininkai, male grave 70/2000 with horse 
head grave 9/2000, buried in separate grave pits; horse 
head is left of the person (Type II.4a).

2. 12/1-2. Lazdininkai, male grave 82/2003 with horse 
teeth in the same grave pit (Type II.4).

Chronology: Graves of catalogue’s position numbers 
2.2–2.7 and 2.9–2.12 are dated to Phases B2/C1–C1b–
C2 

(Reference: Excavations of Butkus)

(3) Reketė (Kretinga district)

3.1. Reketė, male grave 35 with horse (complete skele-
ton), buried in same grave pit; horse is left of deceased 
person; grave pit is 270×170cm (Type I.8). 

Chronology: D2. 

(Reference: Navickaitė-Kuncienė 1968)

(4) Kurmaičiai (Kretinga district)

4.1. Kurmaičiai, grave 23, human of indeterminate sex, 
and horse teeth, buried in same pit, surrounded by stone 
circle; fragment of bronze rein ring inside circle. Only 
one human tooth found indicative of human burial; hu-
man without grave goods (Type I.4). 

Chronology: B2/C1–C1a

4.2. Kurmaičiai, grave 42, male with horse head in 
same stone circle (Type I.7).

(Reference: Kulikauskas 1968)

(5) Rūdaičiai I (Kretinga district, 1940 excava-
tions)

5.1. R�daičiai I, grave of human, possible male, and 
horse, found in Trench VI; find circumstances unclear; 
grave might have been destroyed by Late Viking Age 
burials. No data about horse (Type I.7).

Chronology: C1b–C2

Note: Horse grave A: surrounded by inhumation 
graves of eighth to tenth centuries and cremation burial 
II, dated to 11th–12th centuries. It should be noted that 
horse grave A was found in very close proximity to the 
Roman Period graves. 

(Reference: Michelbertas 1968)

(6) Rūdaičiai II (Kretinga district)

6.1. R�daičiai II, single horse grave 1; fibulae (A57 
and A63) and spearhead (Type IV.1) found near horse 
grave. 

6.2. R�daičiai II, single horse grave � (Type IV.1). 

6.3. R�daičiai II, single horse grave 3: remains of head, 
legs, and ribs (Type IV.1).
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6.4. R�daičiai II, male grave 6 and horse head, buried 
in same grave pit (Type I.2).

6.5. R�daičiai II, male grave 7 and horse head with re-
mains of legs, buried in same pit (Type I.1). 

Chronology: B2/C1–C1b.

(Reference: Michelbertas 1968a)

(7) Užpelkiai (Kretinga district)

7.1. Užpelkiai, destroyed grave of male?, grave 1, with 
single horse tooth in same grave pit (Type I.4). 

7.2. Užpelkiai, single horse grave 1 (horse head and 
hoofs); association to human grave unclear (Type 
IV.1).

7.3. Užpelkiai, horse grave 2 (horse tooth in northern 
part of grave, legs in southern) and male grave 66, both 
within stone circle, in separate grave pits (Type II.1).

7.4. Užpelkiai, horse grave 3 was possibly surrounded 
by male graves (81 and 79, as well as some destroyed 
graves) within stone circle (Type III) (Fig. 5).

7.5. Užpelkiai, horse grave 4 (horse head); association 
to human grave unclear (Type IV).

7.6/1-2. Užpelkiai, male grave 83 and horse grave 5, in 
separate grave pits (Type II.5a).

7.7. Užpelkiai, horse grave 6 (head; Type IV.1); asso-
ciation to human grave unclear; found in vicinity of 
grave 83. 

7.8. Užpelkiai, destroyed grave of male?, grave 61 
(depth of grave pit is 46cm), three horse teeth found 
surrounding and above grave pit.

7.9. Užpelkiai, male grave 65, contains one horse tooth 
(Type IV.1)

Chronology: Transition of Phase D1/D2, and Phase 
D2–D3

(Reference: Bliujienė 1998)

(8) Senkai (Kretinga district)

8.1. Senkai, horse head, surrounded by inhumation 
graves and cremation burials dated to the 11th–12th 
centuries. Late Viking Period human graves are dug 
into the stone circles of the Roman Period. The horse 
head might belong to the Roman Period. Jablonskis 
notes that the association of the late human graves with 
the horse head is unclear (chronologically, and based 
on the cemetery’s stratigraphy) (Type V).

Chronology: Roman Iron Age

(Reference: Jablonskis 1986)

(9) Pryšmančiai II (Kretinga district)

9.1. Pryšmančiai II, single horse grave; might belong 
to males buried in graves 2, 3 and 4 (Type III).

Chronology: B2/C1–C1a

(Reference: Navickaitė-Kuncienė 1968a)

(10) Ėgliškiai-Anduliai (formerly Andulen, Kret-
inga district)

10.1/1-2. Ėgliškiai-Anduliai, male grave 43/2002 with 
horse head, both within same stone circle, in separate 
grave pits; horse left of deceased person (Type II.1). 

Chronology: B2/C1–C1b.

(Reference: Bliujienė ���5)

(11) Palanga (Palanga city, Baltic square)

11.1. Palanga, male with horse inside stone circle; 
found accidentally in 1938 (Type II.1 or II.2).

11.2/1-2. Palanga, male grave 2 with horse head and 
remains of legs in one grave pit (disturbed) (Type I.1).

Chronology: B2/C1–C2

(Reference: Tautavičius 1968)

(12) Bandužiai (Klaipėda district)

12.1. Bandužiai, grave 14, male with two horse teeth in 
southern part of grave (Type I.4).

12.2. Bandužiai, grave 81, male and horse head with 
hoofs, in same grave (Type I.1).

12.3. Bandužiai, male grave with horse, known about 
from excavations in 1935 (Type V).

12.4. Bandužiai, male grave 21 with one horse tooth on 
bottom of grave pit (Type I.4a).

Chronology: 12.1-3: B2/C1–C2.

(Reference: Stankus 1995)

(13) Aukštkiemiai (formerly Oberhof, Klaipėda dis-
trict)

13.1. Aukštkiemiai, grave 2, with horse head, teeth 
(Type V).

13.2. Aukštkiemiai, male grave 7, with horse teeth 
right of male (Type I.1a).

13.3. Aukštkiemiai, male grave 360, with horse bones 
(?) (Type V).

13.4. Aukštkiemiai, male grave 365, with horse head 
fragments (Type V).

Chronology: B2/C1–C1b

(Reference: personal communication with Dr Christine 
Reich, Berlin).
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(14) Gintarai (Kretinga district)

14.1. Gintarai, child grave 12, female judging by grave 
goods, with small fragment of horse bone and fragment 
of one horse tooth found under stone near grave; grave 
goods were small bronze bracelet, with the horse tooth 
by the bracelet (Type V).

14.2. Gintarai, destroyed grave of male?, grave 23, 
with jaw fragment of horse found beside grave (Type 
I.1?).

Chronology: C1a–C1b

(Reference: Michelbertas 2002)

(15) Stragnai (Klaipėda district)

15.1. Stragnai, male grave 13, with horse head and 
hoofs in same grave pit (Type I.1).

Chronology: C1a–C1b 

(Reference: Varnas 1985) 

(16) Toleikiai (Thalen-Jacob), Klaipėda district

16.1. Toleikiai (Thalen-Jacob), known graves of hu-
mans buried with horses, dated to the third/fourth cen-
turies (Type V)

(Reference: Tautavičius 1977)

(17) Baitai (Klaipėda district)

17.1. Baitai, destroyed human grave 1, sex unknown, 
with separate horse teeth, in the same grave pit (Type 
I.4). 

17.2. Baitai, adolescent male?, grave 4, with horse 
tooth in same grave pit (Type I.4a).

17.3. Baitai, human grave 12, sex unknown, with frag-
ment of horse tooth in same grave pit (Type I.4a). 

17.4. Baitai, grave 22, male? and horse in same grave 
pit (horse head might have been placed over the head 
of the deceased person, horse’s legs were by the left 
side of the person) (Type I.4a).

17.5. Baitai, human grave 29, sex unknown, with three 
individual horse teeth in the same grave pit (Type 
I.4a).

17.6. Baitai, human grave 30, sex unknown, with three 
single horse teeth in the same grave pit (Type I.4a).

17.7. Baitai, male grave 31 (robbed in prehistory), with 
two horse skulls in the same grave pit (Type I.6).

17.8. Baitai, male?, grave 32, with horse teeth (Type 
I.4a).

Note: Graves 31, 30, 12, 29 and 32 were somehow as-
sociated with each other.

17.9. Baitai, human grave 34, sex unknown, with sin-
gle horse tooth fragment (Type I.4a).

17.10. Baitai, human grave 40, sex unknown, with two 
horse teeth (Type I.4a). 

Chronology: C1a–C3

(Reference: Banytė Rovell ���1)

(18) Šernai (Klaipėda district)

18.1. Šernai, single horse head, grave 13; association 
with human graves in the area is not clear (Type IV.1).

18.2. Šernai, single horse head, grave 18, association 
with human graves in the area is not clear (Type IV.1).

18.3. Šernai, single horse head, grave 49, associated 
with male grave 50 (Type III).

18.4. Šernai, male grave 50, with horse head (Type 
III).

Note: Males buried in graves 49 and 50 have a cer-
tain connection with the horse’s grave and can be as-
cribed to Type III. Male graves 38 (in which only one 
horse’s tooth was found) and 53 might also belong to 
this group. 

18.5. Šernai, male grave 53, with horse head (Type 
I.7).

18.6. Šernai, male grave 54, with horse head (Type 
I.7).

18.7. Šernai, grave 60, single horse head, association 
with human grave unclear.

Note: Horse head grave 60 might be connected with 
warriors’ graves 55, 58, 61, 63, 75, 76 and 74, and 
thereby be ascribed to Type III. 

18.9. Šernai, single horse head grave 62, association 
with human graves (possibly male graves 61 or 63?) 
not clear (Type IV.1).

18.10. Šernai, male grave 95, with horse head (Type 
I.7).

Note: The male buried in grave 95 might be associated 
with the warrior horsemen in graves 90, 92, 100, 101 
and 107. This group of warriors might also belong to 
Type III.

18.11. Šernai, single horse head grave 97 (Type IV.1). 
The connection of this horse’s grave with the nearest 
human graves (male? grave 83 and male grave 84) is 
unclear. 

Note: Individual horse teeth were found in Fundstellen 
29, 30 and 82. In the Šernai cemetery, graves of males 
and individuals of indeterminate sex buried with horse 
heads and teeth are concentrated in the southern part 
of the cemetery. 
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Chronology: C1a–C3

(Reference: Bezzenberger 1892)

Cemeteries of the Lower Nemunas group

(19) Cemetery at Šilutė estate, former Adlig–Hey-
dekrug

19.1. Cemetery at Šilutė estate, horse grave found in 
19th century. Riding gear: cross-shaped bridle mounts, 
crescent-shaped forehead pendant, Kehlberge, and oth-
ers. Find circumstances not clear (Type V).

Chronology: B2–C2

(Reference: Nowakowski and Banytė-Rowell ���1) 

(20) Jogučiai (Klaipėda district)

20.1. Jogučiai, single horse grave (head) in Plot II; as-
sociation with male grave 1 in Plot I not established 
(Type IV.1).

Chronology: C1b–C2

(Reference: Tamulynas 2005)

(21) Dauglaukis (Tauragė district)

21.1. Dauglaukis, male grave 12, with horse head and 
part of spine in the same grave pit (Type I.2).

Chronology: B2/C1–C1a

21.2. Dauglaukis, single horse head (Type IV.1). 

Chronology not clear; trench without clearly dated ma-
terial. 

(Reference: Balči�nas 1984; Jovaiša, Asadauskas 
1993)

Samogitian, Northern Lithuanian and Southern Latvi-
an Barrows Culture

(22) Pavėkiai (Šiauliai district)

22.1. Pavėkiai, barrow 14, male?, grave 8 (Type II.1). 

22.2. Pavėkiai, barrow 15 male? (questionable grave); 
one horse tooth and fragment of spearhead or axe found 
at a depth of 25cm.

Chronology: C1a–C3

(Reference: Michelbertas 1986) 

Sudovian Culture or influence zone of Sudovian Cul-
ture

(23) Liepynai (Marijampolė district)

23.1. Liepynai, four human skeletons and one horse 
skeleton, all surrounded with stones; horse skeleton 
known to have been found in stone cist. Dated to the 
third/fourth or seventh/eighth centuries (Type V).

(Reference: Tautavičius 1977)

East Lithuanian Barrow Culture

(24) Moša/Nausodai (Trakai district)

24.1. Moša/Nausodai, barrow 2, horse skeleton?, bur-
ied to the left of the human (Type I.1a).

Chronology: C2–C3

(Reference: Abaravičius 1994).

Abbrev ia t ions

LAP – Lietuvos archeologiniai paminklai. Lietuvos paj�rio 
I–VII a. kapinynai. Vilnius: Mintis, 1968.

LII R – Lithuanian Institute of History, Archive, Vilnius.
LNB RS – Lithunian National Library, Department of Manu-

scripts, Vilnius.
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ROMĖNIŠKOJO LAIKOTARPIO 
VAKARŲ LIETUVOS  
GINKLUOTI  VYRAI  IR  
JŲ ŽIRGAI  KAIP KARIŲ  
�IERARC�IJOS ATSPINDŽIAI

Audronė Bliujienė, Donatas Butkus 

San t rauka

Romėniškuoju laikotarpiu (nuo periodų B�; B�/C1) 
ginkluotų vyrų kapai su žirgais yra išraiškingas Vaka-
rų Lietuvos kapų su akmenų vainikais ir Nemuno že-
mupio kult�rų laidosenos bruožas (1 pav.). Čia iš �1 
kapinyno yra žinomi 86 žmonių kapai su žirgais (žr. 
priedą). Didžiojoje dalyje nesuardytų Vakarų Lietuvos 
kapų su akmenų vainikais ir daugelyje Nemuno žemu-
pio žmonių kapų su žirgais kompleksų rasti palaidoti 
gerai ginkluoti vyrai raiteliai. II a. pab. – III a. antrojoje 
pusėje raitelių kapai Vakarų Lietuvos kapų su akme-
nų vainikais kult�rinėje srityje galėjo sudaryti net apie 
9,1% visų bendruomenės narių palaidojimų (� pav.). 

Vakarų Lietuvos kapų su akmenų vainikais kult�rinėje 
srityje, beje, kaip ir kituose Lietuvos regionuose, žmo-
nių kapuose ar šalia jų randamos tik ritualams buvusios 
panaudotos žirgų dalys, kurios ir sudaro žirgo kapą. 
Dažniausiai buvo laidojama žirgo galva (41 kapas), 
rečiau – žirgo galva ir kojos arba žirgo galva, kojos, 
stuburo ir šonkaulių dalys (9 kapai). Retokai į kapus 
buvo dedami žirgų dantys ir kojos (3 kapai). Net 14-oje 
kapų rasti tik pavieniai žirgo dantys ar tik vienas dan-
tis. Visoje aptariamoje srityje žinomas tik vienas vyro 
ir viso žirgo palaidojimo viename kape atvejis (Reketė, 
k. 35). Laidojami buvo jauni žirgai. 

Žmonių kapus su žirgais galima suskirstyti į penkias 
grupes (3: I–V pav.). I grupei priklauso kapai, kuriuose 
žmogus ir žirgas palaidoti toje pačioje kapo duobėje 
(3: I pav.); II grupei skirtini kapai, kuriuose žmogus ir 
žirgas palaidoti skirtingose duobėse (3: II; 4–5 pav.). 
Problemiški I ir II grupių žmonių su žirgais kapai, 
kuriuose randami tik žirgų dantys. Tokių kapų inven-
toriai dažnai yra neišraiškingi, atrodo, kad palaidoto 
žmogaus lytis, socialinis statusas lyg „pradingę“ ar dėl 
kažkokių priežasčių sąmoningai nerodomi (žr. priedą). 
Tokių kapų inventoriuose nerandama ginklų. Kol kas 
daugiausia tokių kapų rasta Baitų kapinyne. Neaiškios 
lyties individų ir paauglių kapus su pavieniais dantimis 
pirmiausia norėtųsi skirti prie žemesnį socialinį statu-
są užimančių bendruomenės narių palaidojimų. Paau-
gliams žirgų dantys į kapus galėjo b�ti dedami dėl jų 
amžiaus.
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III žmogaus ir žirgo palaidojimų grupę sudaro kom-
pleksai, kuriuose žirgą supa žmonių kapai (3: III; 
6 pav.). Tokios palaidojimų grupės suteikia daugiausia 
žinių apie tam tikrą karių hierarchiją, karius raitelius ir 
pėstininkus, karo vadus, priklausančius diduomenei, ir 
vado palydą, kuri formavosi II a. pab. – III a. pirmojoje 
pusėje. 

IV grupę sudarytų „pavieniai“ žirgų kapai, kurių dėl 
įvairių aplinkybių, dažniausiai dėl mažo tirto ploto ar 
dėl medžiagos paskelbimo ypatybių, negalima priskirti 
konkrečiam žmogaus kapui (3: IV; 1–� pav.; priedas). 
Straipsnio autorių įsitikinimu, su žmogumi nesusijusių 
žirgų palaidojimų ar visai bendruomenei įvairiomis pro-
gomis skirtų žirgų aukų aptariamoje kult�rinėje srityje 
kol kas nežinoma, o „pavieniai“ žirgų kapai atsirado 
dėl įvairių destruktyvių priežasčių, kai raitelis „praras-
davo“ žirgą arba žirgas raitelį. Paskutinei – V – žmonių 
ir žirgų kapų grupei skirtini dažniausiai tik iš trumpų 
žinučių literat�roje ar ataskaitų žinomi kapai, kurių tu-
rimi duomenys neleidžia detalizuoti (3: V pav.). 

Raitelių kapai išsiskiria turtingumu, be to, jų kapuose 
dažnai randama tošinių dėžučių su moterims b�dingais 
papuošalais (7 pav.). Žirgų kapuose randamos kamanų 
dalys turi analogų Dollkeimo-Kovrovo, Bogačevo ir 
s�duvių kult�ros paminkluose ir tarp Jutlandijos pelkių 
radinių (8 pav.).

Jau II a. pab. – III a. Vakarų Lietuvos kapų su akmenų 
vainikais srityje ir Nemuno žemupyje, taip pat Žemai-
tijos, Užnemunės laidojimo paminkluose randama vyrų 
kapų su pentinais ir žirgo aprangos dalimis, dažniausiai 
žąslais ar kamanomis (metaliniais kamanų apkalais, ka-
bučiais ir net metalinėmis pavadžių grandimis). Taigi 
raitelio ir žirgo ekipuotės paplitimo teritorija gerokai 
didesnė (9 pav.).

Gausus ir raitelių kapų atsiradimas Vakarų Lietuvos 
kapų su akmenų vainikais srityje yra susijęs su Doll-
keimo-Kovrovo kult�ros tiesiogine įtaka, kadangi 
akivaizdu, jog abiejose kult�rinėse srityse vykę socia-
liniai-ekonominiai procesai B2 periodo pabaigoje ir 
B�/C1–C� periodais buvo gana gerai sinchronizavęsi. 
Vakarų Lietuvos kapai su akmenų vainikais buvo šiau-
riausia barbaricum teritorija, kurioje taip gausiai su 
žmonėmis buvo laidojami žirgai.

Vakarų Lietuvos kapų su akmenų vainikais kult�rinėje 
srityje kapų su žirgais gerokai sumažėja pačioje III a. 
pabaigoje. Taigi galima manyti, kad dalis aisčių diduo-
menės vadų raitelių ir jų raitos karių palydos narių, kaip 
mobilios gerai ginkluotos žmonių grupės, įsiliejo į gotų 
elito formuojamą kariauną ir kartu patraukė į šiaurines 
Juodosios j�ros pakrantes bei turėjo įtakos Černiachovo 
kult�ros susiformavimui. Paj�ryje karių, palaidotų su 
žirgais, kapai išnyko V a. pirmojoje pusėje ar viduryje. 
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FOREIGN INFLUENCES ON THE WEAPONRY  
OF  BOGACZEWO AND SUDOVIAN CULTURES. 
THE CASE OF THE SHAFTED WEAPON 

BARTOSZ KONTNY

Abstract

The author shows traces of the influence on the Baltic shafted weapon from the territory of Poland (Bogaczewo Culture, 
Sudovian Culture). These cultures present completely different views of the shafted weapon. In the former, the “Przeworsk” 
cultural impact prevailed, in the latter the Lithuanian influence is noticeable. 

Key words: weapon, Bogaczewo Culture, Sudovian Culture, shafted weapon, the Roman Period.

Resources  fo r  i nves t iga t ions  
of  sha f t ed  weapons

Although we know Barbarian weaponry from the Ro-
man Period very well, the state of knowledge con-
cerning weapons of the Baltic tribes from Poland is 
ultimately unsatisfying. Of course, there were a few 
older attempts to deal with the problem (Okulicz 1973; 
Jaskanis 1974; Jaskanis, Okulicz 1981) but they did not 
change the state of the knowledge. We should mention 
observations showing the rarity of swords and a certain 
frequency of axes, and the so-called battle-knives in the 
Baltic milieu published by W. Nowakowski (1994), as 
well as the rather unsuccessful (because of too short a 
sample) proposal for establishing a chronological sys-
tem of Baltic weapon-graves by K. Godłowski (1994). 
M. Karczewski tried to use a chronological system apt 
for Przeworsk Culture for the armaments of Bogac-
zewo Culture (1999), but the results seem to be com-
pletely unconvincing. There are also some notices by 
W. Nowakowski referring to Baltic militaria from the 
Late Pre-Roman Period (2002) which I tried to supple-
ment (Kontny, forthcoming). Taking into account the 
above situation, there is nothing particular in the fact 
that the famous article concerning Baltic shields pub-
lished by W. La Baume (1941) is still up-to-date. 

As the topic of my research, I took firstly shafted weap-
on heads, as they appeared to be quite a good chrono-
logical and cultural indicator (see: Kaczanowski 1995; 
Ilkjær 1990; Adler 1993; Bemmann and Hahne 1994), 
unlike former presumptions. Unfortunately, this source 
of archaeological material demands very careful exam-
ination. Therefore, the archival data widely employed 
by archaeologists might have been used only excep-
tionally, as it generally includes only sketches of lance 
and spearheads. Nevertheless, we cannot neglect this 
source of information. This is why I used the files of 

Martin Jahn1, Herbert Jankuhn2, Marta Schmiedehelm3 
and Feliks Jakobson4, as well as the Prussia Archives in 
the Museum für Vor- und Frühgeschichte in Berlin5. As 
regards the shafted weapon, the most reliable source 
is the archive of Herbert Jankuhn, who gave not only 
quite precise drawings but also a lot of dimensions and 
cross-sections. Sometimes also in charts from Martin 
Jahn’s files, accurate drawings together with short re-
marks may be spotted. Data taken from the legacy of 
other archaeologists is less credible, and I used it only 
as a supplementary source. 

As a result, I managed to collect 333 Baltic heads in 
Poland, of which only 56 I know from autopsy. I at-
tributed 156 unequivocally, but typological description 
of the rest remains doubtful6. Obviously, I present here 
only an introductory view of Baltic lance heads and 
spearheads, but I have decided to publish a preliminary 
report because of the almost complete lack of general 
observations concerning the problem. I did not try to in-
troduce my own, brand-new typology, in order to avoid 
as far as possible embarrass de richesse. I made use of 

1 Collected in the Institute of Archaeology, Warsaw Univer-Collected in the Institute of Archaeology, Warsaw Univer-
sity.

2 Collected in the Arch�ologisches Landesmuseum Schlo��Collected in the Arch�ologisches Landesmuseum Schlo�� 
Gottorf in Schleswig (I would like to express here my 
gratitude to Prof. Claus von Carnap-Bornheim).

3 Collected in the Ajaloo Instituut in Tallinn (I would like toCollected in the Ajaloo Instituut in Tallinn (I would like to 
express my gratitude to Anna Juga-Szymańska MA pre-
paring a PhD on the topic of those files, for the opportunity 
to use them).

4 Collected in Latvias N�cionalis V�stures Muzejs in R�gaCollected in Latvias N�cionalis V�stures Muzejs in R�ga 
(I would like to express my gratitude to its keeper, J�nis 
Ciglis MA, as well as Prof. Wojciech Nowakowski, for the 
opportunity to use it).

5 I would like to thank Christine Reich PhD and Horst Wie-I would like to thank Christine Reich PhD and Horst Wie-
der PhD from the Museum für Vor- und Frühgeschichte in 
Berlin for help and showing the collection and archives. 

6 Limitations set by the editor do not allow me to presentLimitations set by the editor do not allow me to present 
the full list of shafted weapon heads; therefore, I list only 
those Baltic heads that I mention in the text.
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typological systems proposed by P. Kaczanowski for 
Przeworsk Culture (1995), J. Ilkjær (1991) and J. Bem-
mann and G. Hahne (1994) for Scandinavia, and, last 
but not least, V. Kazakevičius (1988) for Lithuania. 

Ornamen ted  l ance  heads

First of all, I tried to deal with the problem of orna-
mented lance heads. They appeared very scarce in Bo-
gaczewo Culture, and only exceptionally in Sudovian 
Culture (so far a single specimen). One kind of orna-
ment may be circumscribed as short lines, punched on 
the blade surface, vertical or parallel to the edges of 
the blade (Fig. 1)7. We may enumerate here an example 
from grave 13 at Marcinkowo (on a lance head type 
VII.1 after P. Kaczanowski) and from Stara Rudówka, 
grave 13 (type I.4/II.3 after P. Kaczanowski). Similar 
but not identical decoration is confirmed in Dollkeim-
Kovrovo Culture: on the lance head type I.4/II.3 after 
P. Kaczanowski from grave 154 at Tiulenino (formerly 
Viehof) found together with shield boss type Jahn 8 
(Jahn 1916), as well as an example from Dubravka, 
Zelenogradsk district (formerly Regehnen)8. Although 
such a pattern is confirmed also for Luboszyce Culture, 
Lubusz Group, Elbian Circle and Scandinavia, it was 
most popular in Przeworsk Culture. I have dealt with 
the problem lately (Kontny 2004), and it occurred to 
me that its origins came from the Late Pre-Roman Pe-
riod, but generally it appeared in the late stage of Phase 
B1 and in Phase B2. Starting from Phase B2 there spread 
a new variant of the decoration in question: it only had 
smaller, arched surfaces punched along the midrib. It 
lasted till phase C1a (this is also the case of the lance 
head from grave 13 at Marcinkowo). In Phase C1 also 
different variations of the punched lines pattern were 
present, eg one stamped with a utensil with an arched 
or pointed punching end, one with a herring-bone de-
sign9, or even one with lines acquired with the use of 
etching, ie treated with acid10. 

The example from Tiulenino should be counted as the 
late group, as it had a crescent punched pattern, but 

7 I am not taking into consideration punched ornaments ofI am not taking into consideration punched ornaments of 
different kinds and patterns, very popular eg in Scandina-
via in the Early and Late Roman Period (see: Ilkjær 1990, 
p.32ff., Fig. 20).

8 It is gathered in the Prussia Collection (Museum für Vor-It is gathered in the Prussia Collection (Museum für Vor- 
und Frühgeschichte in Berlin), inv. No. IV, 36, 4073, with 
no more precise information. 

9 From the territory of Luboszyce Culture eg Wilhelmsaue,From the territory of Luboszyce Culture eg Wilhelmsaue, 
Kreis Fürstenwalde, grave 33 (Kossina 1905, Fig. 12; 
Schach-Dörges 1969, p.53f., Fig. 17, pl. 16-19), Saders-
dorf, Kreis Guben (Jentsch 1895, pl.3.1); from Przeworsk 
Culture: Zbęchy, district Kościan (Kostrzewski 1914, 
p.329, Fig. 748).

10 �ód�-�agiewniki, district �ód� from the territory of Prze- �ód�-�agiewniki, district �ód� from the territory of Prze-
worsk Culture (Kontny 2004).

Bogaczewo Culture ones, and probably also specimens 
from Dubravka, are stylistically earlier and should be 
attributed to Phase B2

11. The described model of deco-
ration was probably taken from Przeworsk Culture; 
less plausibly, it came from Scandinavia, as Norwegian 
specimens known by me12 represent Hunn type, ie a 
slightly different form of head (Ilkjær 1990, p.149, pl. 
197). 

Another kind of decoration we should deal with is the 
so-called negative ornament in the shape of triangles 
(Fig. 2). It was quite popular in Przeworsk Culture 
during the late stage of Phase B2 and in Phase C1a, ap-
pearing mainly on heads of type VIII and XII after 
P. Kaczanowski (1995). Some scholars assume that 
they actually represent a kind of weapon typical of 
Wielbark Culture (Kaczanowski and Zaborowski 1988, 
p.235, Fig. 9). Obviously, we generally do not know 
Wielbark Culture armaments, but triangular, negative 
decoration seems to be characteristic of it (it appears 
quite frequently on pottery). There is also a single ex-
ample known from Bogaczewo Culture: the head of a 
shafted weapon type XII.2 after P. Kaczanowski from 
grave 13 at Stara Rudówka. Therefore, the triangular 
pattern might have been adopted from Przeworsk as 
well as Wielbark Culture. It seems, nevertheless, that it 
was made by local craftsmen. It might be confirmed by 
Bogaczewo Culture specimens from Stara Rudówka 
(quoted above) but also from Paprotki-Kolonia type 
VII.1 after P. Kaczanowski (presented lately by Jan 
Bogacki during the Fourth International Scientific 
Conference in Honour of Jonas Puzinas held in Vil-
nius, 11 to 13 October 2005). The triangular pattern 
here embraced the whole blade or was doubled and 
became a negative “square” one. There are no other 
objects of that kind known from the Central European 
barbaricum, so probably it is of local origin influenced 
from the outside. 

We should also recall two ornamented lance heads of 
unclear chronology. The first of them comes from ne-
cropolis at Babięta, grave 372 (Fig. 3: b–c). It is deco-
rated with a zigzag pattern, placed on the blade along 
the midrib. It was mentioned several times in literature 
(Okulicz 1973, p.355; Jaskanis, Okulicz 1981, p.222; 
Nowakowski 2002, p.139), starting from Wilhelm 
Gaerte’s Urgeschichte Ostpreussen (1929, Abb. 196.
d), who put it in an illustration presenting punched13 
artefacts (Gaerte 1929, p.244); it is also included in M. 
Schmiedehelm’s files (7.20c/102). Although so far it 

11 They were found with no dating elements but the chro-They were found with no dating elements but the chro-
nology of certain types is precise enough to establish the 
chronology. 

12 Eg Hunn, grave 2, Borge, Egge �vre parish and Tingels-Eg Hunn, grave 2, Borge, Egge �vre parish and Tingels-
tad, Brandbu parish (Resi 1986, p.70ff., pl. 5-9, 40).

13 In German:In German: eingeschlagenen.
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has been linked with the Late Pre-Roman Period, we 
cannot exclude its later chronology. Late Pre-Roman 
specimens were decorated with such a pattern, but it 
was acquired with acid treatment, punching and en-
graving were surely excluded (�uczkiewicz 2002, 
p.17; Bochnak 2005, p.81ff.). Moreover, it does not 
have equivalents, neither in the typology of Late Pre-
Roman heads proposed by T. Bochnak (2005), nor by 
P. �uczkiewicz (2006). Its exact dating is unknown, 
but we may suppose that it should be attributed to 

type XV or VII after P. Kaczanowski, and then dated 
to phases B2b–C1a (Kaczanowski 1995, pl. XX). Simi-
larly punched decoration is confirmed for the territory 
of Przeworsk Culture14, although it is not frequent here. 
It was far more frequent in Scandinavia. J. Ilkjær de-t was far more frequent in Scandinavia. J. Ilkjær de-J. Ilkjær de-

14 ��czany, Radom district, loose find (Cieślak-Kopyt ��czany, Radom district, loose find (Cieślak-Kopyt et al. 
2004, p.87, Fig. 48) found on the necropolis dated to the 
Early Roman Period (generally Phase B2) and Phase C1a. 
As to the form of lance head, probably both specimens 
were quite similar.

Fig. 1. Heads of shafted weapon ornamented with pattern of short punched lines: a–f Baltic items; g–i Przeworsk Culture; 
a, b Stara Rudówka, grave 13 (a after Gaerte 1929, Abb. 196: f; b after M. Jahn’s files); c, d Marcinkowo, grave 13 (c after 
Gaerte 1929, Abb. 196.a; d after M. Schmiedehelm’s files 7.13d. 47); e, f Tiulenino, grave 154 (e after Gaerte 1929, Abb. 
196: c; f after M. Jahn’s files); g Ścinawa-Jeżów, loose find (Kontny 2001a, Fig. 4); h Grudynia Mała, “grave 2” (Kontny 
2003, pl. XVI: a); i Młodzikowo, grave 100 (Dymaczewski 1958, Fig. 179.13). 
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scribed it as an ornamental type 3 (1990, Fig. 20). Its 
appearance was proved for so-called bog sites15. 

The cemetery at Babięta also delivered the second or-
namented lance head, from grave 321 (Fig. 3: a). Its 
shape is confirmed only by a very schematic drawing 
from M. Schmiedehelm’s files (7.13e/181, 7.20c/104), 
which seems to show the specimen with a very long 
midrib (which is a Pre-Roman trait) and irregular 
decorating areas, possibly etched (?), assigned by 
P. �uczkiewicz to his group A, dated to the Late Pre-
Roman Period (�uczkiewicz 2002, pp.19-20, Table 
15 Eg Vimose (Engelhardt 1869, pl. 14: 4), Illerup (almost ex-Eg Vimose (Engelhardt 1869, pl. 14: 4), Illerup (almost ex-

clusively on lance heads type 15 – Vennolum, and sporadi-
cally also type 14 – Skiaker, both characteristic of phase 
C1b; Ilkjær 1990, p.163, 328, Table 102, Fig. 197), Nydam 
(G. Bemmann and J. Bemmann 1998, pl. 71.685), type 
Lynghøjgård, characteristic of phases B2–C1 (Ilkjær 1990, 
Fig. 328).

1, Fig. 13). Nevertheless, due to the character of the 
sketch, it is not quite clear whether we are dealing with 
a Pre-Roman element. If this really was a Pre-Roman 
specimen, it should be joined with Przeworsk Culture 
or Oksywie Culture influences (in detail: see Kontny, 
forthcoming)16. 

There are also two known examples of Bogaczewo Cul-
ture heads with notched edges of the blades (Fig. 3.d, 
f–h)17. They came from �abapa, grave 67 (La Baume 
1941a, p.87, pl. 30) and Muntowo, grave 120 (Gaerte 
16 The problem of attribution of both lance heads fromThe problem of attribution of both lance heads from 

Babięta cannot be solved based on the Prussian Archive, 
as despite the description of the grave furnishing, there is 
no precise information concerning the shape of the items 
and type of ornament here (SMB-PK/MVF, PM-A 096/1, 
244, 247). 

17 I am aware of the discussion concerning the function ofI am aware of the discussion concerning the function of 
notches, and also arguments questioning its ornamental 

Fig. 2. Heads of shafted weapons decorated with negative ornaments in the shape of triangles: a Stara Rudówka, grave 13, 
Bogaczewo Culture (M. Jahn’s files); b Garwolin, grave 57, Przeworsk Culture (Niewęgłowski 1991, Fig. 35.c); c Ni-
emirów, grave 1, Przeworsk Culture (Rusin 2001, Fig. 2).
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1929, Abb. 196: b; Nowakowski 
2003, p.203 and 209, pl. XXI: 6; 
Kontny, forthcoming). The for-
mer, made in a very careful way, 
has the closest analogies in Prze-
worsk Culture materials (Fig. 3:
e), eg Wesółki, Kalisz district, 
site 1, grave 45 (D�browscy 
1967, Fig. 52: 3) and probably it 
was an import. The latter, more 
primitive, seems to be of local 
origin. Both should be dated 
to Phase A3 or A3/B1 (Kontny, 
forthcoming).

As well as the blade decoration, 
we should not forget the differ-
ent marks located on the sockets. 
The most important is here the 
pattern of horizontal (or/and ob-horizontal (or/and ob-
lique) incisions and engravings 
made near the hole for a rivet 
or nail fastening in the socket. 
I have tackled the problem to-
gether with K. Czarnecka (Czar-
necka, Kontny, forthcoming; see 
also Kontny 2001, p.118). A par-
ticularly numerous model con-con-
sists of horizontal, straight, not 
very deep lines, usually of sever-
al millimetres in length, located 
in the lower part of the socket. 
It was spotted on a Bogaczewo 
Culture spearhead from Judziki, 
type F2/G after P. Kaczanowski, 
as well as a lance head from 
grave 107 at Bogaczewo-Kula 
and lance heads from Stręgiel 
Wielki, site II, grave 63 (Fig. 
4: a), Skomack-Ostrów (loose 
find). Such marks appear also 
on Sudovian ones. We may enu-
merate here Dręstwo (type XIII 
after P. Kaczanowski) and Os-
owa, barrow 114, grave 2 (close 
to type II after V. Kazakevičius). 
Actually, it was not the decora-
tion but simply the technologi-
cal trace. They probably served 
to make the socket thinner, and, 
as a result, easier to punch a 
rivet or nail hole in. It should be 

character (for the discussion see 
eg Bochnak 2005, p.84f.) which I 
do not deny. 

Fig. 3. Ornamented and notched heads of shafted weapons: a Babięta I, grave 321 
(M. Schmiedehelm’s files 7.20c.104), Bogaczewo Culture; b, c Babięta I, grave 372 
(b after Gaerte 1929, Fig. 196: d; c after M. Schmiedehelm’s files 7.20c.102), Bogac-
zewo Culture; d �abapa, grave 67 (La Baume 1941a, pl. 30), Bogaczewo Culture; e 
Wesółki, grave 45, Przeworsk Culture (D�browscy 1967, Fig. 52: 3); f, h Muntowo, 
grave 120, Bogaczewo Culture (f after H. Jankuhn’s files; g after Gaerte 1929, Abb. 
196: b; h after M. Jahn’s files) .
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noted that the incision 
provided a stable support 
for the working part of 
the punch, which would 
not slip on the rounded 
surface of the socket, 
and this made it easier to 
pierce the hole. This ex-
plains why the phenom-
enon can be observed for 
such a very long period 
(from the Pre-Roman Pe-
riod till the Late Migra-
tion Period) and for very 
distant areas of Barbar-
ian Europe (from West 
Europe through the terri-
tory of the Elbian Circle 
and Przeworsk Culture 
up to the Baltic Circle). 
This technique of making 
holes could have been 
discovered separately in 
various places so it cannot 
be treated as a premise of 
outer influences (Czar-
necka, Kontny, forthcom-
ing).

Nevertheless, there are 
also more specific marks 
(Fig. 4: b–f) known from 
Stręgiel Wielki (formerly 
Gro�� Strengeln), site II, 
grave 128, Skrzypy (for-
merly Steinhof), loose 
finds (2 specimens) and 
Judziki, loose find (type 
XIV/XV after P. Kacza-
nowski). They represent 
oblique lines around the 
rivet or nail hole making 
up a rhomboid or lenticu-
lar pattern resemblingresembling 
an eye motif. Heads of 
shafted weapons decorat-
ed in that way appeared 
almost exclusively in 
Przeworsk Culture, start-
ing from phase A2 (Kont-
ny, forthcoming). This 
intentional sign had no 
technological, but only a 
decorative and, possibly, 
also magical meaning. 

Fig. 4. The Baltic heads of shafted weapons ornamented with an eye pattern: a Stręgiel 
Wielki II, grave 63 (H. Jankuhn’ s files); b Stręgiel Wielki II, grave 128 (H. Jankuhn’s files); 
c Judziki, loose find (drawn by B. Kontny); d, e Skrzypy, loose finds (H. Jankuhn’s files); f 
Pakalniai, barrow 2, grave 2 (Vaitkevičius 2003, Fig. 7: 4).
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It is less probable to join 
it directly with the Celtic 
heritage. Inasmuch as 
representations of human 
heads are one of the most 
characteristic motifs in 
Celtic art, the eye motif it-
self is almost entirely un-
known. It refers rather to 
German mythology. The 
eye may thus be somehow 
connected with the figure 
of Odin/Votan. This de-
ity devoted his own eye 
to gain wisdom, knowl-
edge of the supernatural. 
It should be remembered 
that his attribute was the 
spear. It is not known how 
old the story of Odin/Vo-
tan’s eye is, or whether 
it was known in Roman 
times. The representations 
on the bracteates from 
the Migration Period are 
interpreted as images of 
Odin/Votan, so it should 
be assumed that this myth 
might have been known 
a little earlier18. Drawing 
the eye motif on the head 
of a spear, Odin/Votan’s 
weapon, is absolutely un-
derstandable, and may 
symbolise the act of evok-
ing this deity of war and 

18 Moreover, images of a hu-
man face with eyes shown 
in different ways (one of 
them is considered to be 
blind) are supposed to be 
representations of Odin/
Votan as seen on the ves-
sel from Guldagergård, 
Stenum (parish, Norway), 
Hjørring (parish), dated to 
the Early Roman Period or 
on a plate from Torslunda 
(Öland) dated to the Mi-
gration Period. It may thus 
be assumed that the myth 
about Odin/Votan’s eye 
was known in the period 
when the presented spear-
heads were used.

Fig. 5. Inlaid lance head from Szwajcaria, barrow 2, grave 1 (drawn by B. Kontny).
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the netherworld (Valhalla) where he wel-
comed dead heroes19. 

Inasmuch as decorating lines on Prze-
worsk Culture specimens were incised,were incised, 
lance heads from Bogaczewo Culture 
were produced with the use of other tech-
niques (with the exception of finds from 
the cemetery at Skrzypy). The most so-
phisticated form is represented by the head 
from Judziki: the eye design is in relief, 
extending the socket, but does not encir-
cle the whole socket. Another solution is 
represented on a find from the cemetery 
at Stręgiel Wielki, site II, grave 128. Here 
the motif of an eye was probably punched, 
but it is impossible to identify ultimately 
the exact design, as the information is de-
rived from an unclear drawing from H. 
Jahnkuhn’s files. The presented observa-
tions together with the chronology show 
that an eye motif was adopted by Baltic 
tribes from Przeworsk Culture. Probably 
through Bogaczewo Culture it came fur-
ther to the east, which seems to be con-
firmed by a lance head from the East 
19 The eye appeared among decorative mo-

tifs also together with birds-scavengers, 
ie ravens, which accompany the battle and 
deal with the dead. Odin’s attributes include 
animals, especially two ravens: Huginn and 
Muninn, which are found together with 
Odin in various representations (bracteates, 
decorative plates of helmets from Vendel, 
the drawing of the scabbard from Nydam). 
Ravens appear quite frequently as decora-
tive motifs on various elements of Barbarian 
military equipment (helmets, appliqués on 
scabbards, shield bosses) mainly from Scan-
dinavia from the Early and Late Roman Pe-
riod; sometimes they were presented holding 
an eye in their beak. Like other animals feed-
ing on the dead (pecking out the eyes), they 
were guides on the way to Valhalla and, ac-
cording to many sagas, they accompany he-
roes to the battlefield. An expression “to feed 
the ravens” is often used meaning killing the 
enemies (eg Hrafnsmal raven song, Corpus 
Poeticum Boreale; Helga kvida Hundings-
bana I, 5, Gudrunarkvida 8–10, Edda) and 
link the eye motif with the battle, the war-
rior, Valhalla, etc. Ravens with eyes in their 
beaks also appear in the sagas (SvipdagsmalSvipdagsmal 
45, Edda). This kind of imagery, a specific. This kind of imagery, a specific 
familiarity with such dramatic images, may 
seem shocking but it was probably perceived 
quite differently by warriors in Late Antiq-
uity. Besides, the eyes in question belonged 
to the enemy and were offered in this specific 
way to Odin, like enemies were offered be-
fore the battle by throwing the spear. 

Fig. 6. Bogaczewo Culture heads of shafted weapons: a Wo�nice, loose find, 
type I after Kaczanowski (H. Jankuhn’s files); b Wyszembork, grave 33, type 
VI after Kaczanowski (Szymański 2005, pl. XXV: 3); c Muntowo, grave 47, 
type VII after Kaczanowski (Gaerte 1929, Fig. 147: k); d Bogaczewo-Kula, 
grave in stone cist (?), type XII after Kaczanowski (drawn by B. Kontny);  
e Miętkie, loose find, type XIII after Kaczanowski (Nowakowski 1998,  
pl. 17: 342); f Wyszembork, grave 12, type XVII after Kaczanowski 
(Szymański 2005, pl. XIII: 7). 
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Lithuanian Barrows Culture cem-
etery at Pakalniai, barrow 2, grave 2, 
dated to the Late Migration Period.

A problem drawing special atten-
tion is the only decorated lance head 
from Sudovian Culture, found at Sz-
wajcaria, in barrow 2, grave 1, the 
only known inlaid specimen from 
Baltic territory (Fig. 5). The surface 
of its blade is fostered with symbolic 
meanings: there are solar and crescent 
motifs here, known from numerous 
Przeworsk Culture or generally Cen-
tral European objects of that kind. 
It was discussed several times by 
scholars, eg J. Antoniewicz claimed 
that it was a Przeworsk Culture im-
port (Antoniewicz 1962, p.198ff.), 
but P. Kaczanowski questioned that 
statement, taking into consideration 
the fact that it was generally of non-
Przeworsk form (Kaczanowski 1988, 
p.64). Actually, it is very similar to 
type XV after P. Kaczanowski, but 
there are technological premises to 
exclude the “import theory”. As far 
as I know, all Przeworsk Culture in-
laid decorations on heads of shafted 
weapons were made in the following 
way: small depressions in the sur-
face were punched or engraved, then 

Fig. 7. Bogaczewo Culture local forms of shafted weapon heads: a Spychówko, 
loose find (Gaerte 1929, Fig. 149: a); b Bogaczewo-Kula, loose find (drawn byFig. 149: a); b Bogaczewo-Kula, loose find (drawn by 
B. Kontny).

Fig. 8. Numbers of respective types of heads of shafted weapons in Bogaczewo Culture.
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filled with molten silver and finally polished after set-
ting. Instead, the specimen from Szwajcaria was orna-
mented with silver fragments cut out in a sheet of silver, 
and then pressed down the holes in the blade’s surface. 
There is one more non-Przeworsk trait: the rivet head 
ornamented in a typically Baltic way, ie pearl-wire en-
circling it. We should remember that at that time (late 
stage of Phase C1b) inlaid ornamentation was no longer 
used in Przeworsk Culture (Kaczanowski 1988, p.63). 

In concluding, we may assume that we are dealing with 
a form influenced by Przeworsk Culture but surely lo-
cally made. 

Sha f t ed  weapon  heads  f rom  
Bogaczewo  and  Sudov ian  cu l tu re s 

As for types of heads of shafted weapons, we may notice 
a surprisingly different situation if we take into consider-

Fig. 9. Scandinavian types of heads of shafted weapon from Sudovian Culture: a Netta, grave 81, type Saeli/Ilkjær 23?Saeli/Ilkjær 23? 
(drawn by B. Kontny); b Szwajcaria, barrow 2, grave 1, type Vennolum (drawn by B. Kontny); c Osowa, barrow 13, type 
Mollestad (Jaskanis 1958, p.90, pl. XIX: 4).
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XV, XVIII, XXI. 
Also, we have to 
mention the scarce 
but registered 
barbed spearheads 
of type G, F2/G 
and L.3. It should 
be underlined, 
nevertheless, that 
sometimes local so-
lutions also appear: 
eg loose finds from 
Bogaczewo-Kula 
and Spychówko 
(Fig. 7). Other 
cultural elements: 
Scandinavian and 
eastern are hardly 
recognizable; only 
some rarely noticed 
features like the 
concave upper part 
of the blade (Koc-
zek II, grave 22), a 
wide conical socket 
(Onufryjewo, grave 
187), or the quite 
frequent employ-
ment of nails (not 
only rivets, I no-
ticed on roughly a 
quarter of the speci-
mens) to fasten the 
socket seem to be 
eastern traits.

The most popular 
were types VII, VIII 
and XII, partly also 
X, XIII–XV (Fig. 
8). Frequently they 
had faceted sockets. 
Examples of types 
I–II and XVII, 
XVIII are rarely 
spotted. Neverthe-
less, some forms 
seem to be more 
primitive than their 
Przeworsk Culture 

models, eg specimens of type XII from grave 107 
at Bogaczewo-Kula. The V-shaped lower part of the 
blade proved on specimens of type VI, VII, VIII from 
Bogaczewo Culture seems to be also of local origin. 
We should not forget the rarity on barbed spearheads 

Fig. 10. Sudovian Culture heads of shafted weapons: a Netta, loose find, type IB variant after V.Sudovian Culture heads of shafted weapons: a Netta, loose find, type IB variant after V. 
Kazakevičius (drawn by B. Kontny); b Szwajcaria, barrow 8, type IVA after Kazakevičius (drawn 
by B. Kontny); c Szwajcaria, barrow 5, type IB after Kazakevičius (drawn by B. Kontny); d Netta, 
grave 55, type II after Kazakevičius (Bitner-Wróblewska, in print); e Netta, grave 42B, type ID  
variant after V. Kazakevičius (Bitner-Wróblewska 2007).

ation Bogaczewo and Sudovian cultures. In the former, 
influence Przeworsk Culture is overwhelming. Almost 
all typically Przeworsk types represented in Bogacze-
wo Culture material (Fig. 6). We may list examples of 
type I, II, V, VI and VIII, VII, X, XI, XII, XIII–XIV, 
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and other forms (like type VI after P. Kaczanowski), 
very popular in Przeworsk Culture. Therefore, I be-
lieve that the overwhelming majority of Bogaczewo 
Culture shafted weapon heads were produced in local 
workshops, and so far eventual Przeworsk Culture im-
ports are almost impossible to point out.

Chronological aspects are hard to scrutinize, as lance 
heads frequently come from graves with no pre-
cise chronological indicators. Despite this, there are 
grounds enough to draw some conclusions and state 
that generally there are no discrepancies in dating of 
Przeworsk Culture artefacts and Bogaczewo Culture 
ones. An astounding fact is that specimens dated to the 
later stages of the Roman period, starting from phase 
C1b are unique. The latest specimens known by me are 
loose finds from Skomack, Płociczno (both type XXIII 
after P. Kaczanowski) and Dręstwo (type I.V after V. 
Kazakevičius). The first type is dated to phase C2 and 
the chronology of the other is not precise. I have to 
stress the fact that these two objects may not be linked 
unequivocally with Bogaczewo Culture, eg in the late 
stages of the Late Roman Period the Augustów re-
gion, where Dręstwo is placed, should rather be joined 
with Sudovian Culture, whilst an item from Płociczno 
should be uneqivocally linked with it. 

A completely different situation existed in Sudovian 
Culture. Heads of shafted weapons as a whole cannot 
be fitted to Kaczanowski’s scheme. There are a few 
typically Przeworsk Culture lance heads (eg Szwajcar-
ia, barrow 41 and Żywa Woda, barrow 6, both type VI; 
Osowa, barrow 114, grave 2, type XII20), from the ear-
liest stage of Sudovian Culture. Probably they should 
be connected with the Bogaczewo Culture influence on 
the process of formation of Sudovian Culture. Never-
theless, Scandinavian influences seem to be of greater 
importance (Fig. 9). We may mention here the lance 
head from Osowa, barrow 13, very close to type Moll-
estad (C3-D1 Phases), the lance head from Żywa Woda, 
barrow 16, which should be attributed to type Vennno-
lum or Dörby, the specimen of type Vennolum from Sz-
wajcaria, barrow 2, grave 1 from Phase C1b (see Ilkjær 
1990, p. 387; von Carnap-Bornheim and Ilkjær 2001, 
p. 320, 477), and Netta, grave 81, spearhead type Saeli 
or Ilkjær 23, probably from Phase B2b or C1a

21
 (Bitner-

Wróblewska 2002). The last one had a facetted socket 
and the remains of a blade protruding from the upper 
part of a clearly visible socket. Probably we are deal-
ing with a locally made lance head (type Kaczanowski 
VIII) that was rearranged into a spearhead with one 

20 Found together with belt buckle type G 43 after Madyda-Found together with belt buckle type G 43 after Madyda-
Legutko (1987), belt-end fitting type J.IV.1 after Raddatz 
(1957) and another lance head.

21 A horseshoe fibula was found there. A horseshoe fibula was found there.

barb, based on the Scandinavian pattern22. The most as-
tonishing is the fact that the vast majority of Sudovian 
lance heads (Fig. 10) should be linked with examples 
described by V. Kazakevičius (1988). Most frequent 
are specimens of type IB (inc. its variant), then IVA, 
finally IA, ID, II and different “mixed” types. 

Conc lus ions

In concluding, it should be stressed that we are deal-
ing with two different milieus as regards heads of 
shafted weapons, which are very good cultural indi-
cators. Bogaczewo Culture, as far as we know, was 
strongly influenced by Przeworsk Culture, although 
there are also local elements noticeable. The Sudovian 
lance heads and spearheads, on the contrary, expressed 
mainly Lithuanian forms. We should remember that, 
hypothetically, Sudovian Culture appeared as a mix-
ture of eastern and western (Bogaczewo Culture) ele-
ments (see eg Nowakowski 1995, p.76ff.; Vaitkevičius 
2005). Taking into consideration the heads of shafted 
weapons, this theory is delivered with a strong prem-
ise. Scandinavian specimens create here evidence of 
northern influence of so far unknown importance. It 
demands further research to conclude how strong the 
Scandinavian current was. 

Translated by the author 

L i s t  o f  Ba l t i c  sha f t ed  weapon  heads  
ment ioned  in  the  t ex t 23:
Abbrev ia t ions

AMW – State Archaeological Museum in Warsaw.
PMB – Podlaskie Museum in Białystok.
Prussia Collection in MVF – Prussia Collection in the Muse-

um für Vor- und Frühgeschichte in Berlin.

22 In the Przeworsk Culture such spear-heads described asIn the Przeworsk Culture such spear-heads described as 
a type O after P. Kaczanowski are extremely rare. So far 
there are known only two examples of that kind: Sulmi-
erzyce, Kalisz com. (according to A. Gałęzowska M.A. 
from the Archaeological Museum in Poznań, it was prob-
ably found together with fibula type 132 after O. Almgren 
(1923) and shield boss type 7a after M. Jahn (1916)) and a 
loose find from Wola Skarbkowa, Radziejów (parish) (see: 
Kaczanowski 1995, p.35).

23 I would like to express my gratitute to Anna Bitner-Wró- I would like to express my gratitute to Anna Bitner-Wró-
blewska PhD from the State Archaeological Museum in 
Warsaw, Katarzyna Rusin M.A. from Podlaskie Museum 
in Białystok, Christine Reich PhD and Horst Wieder PhD 
from the Museum für Vor- und Frühgeschichte in Berlin, 
Prof. Dr habil Wojciech Nowakowski and Anna Juga-
Szymańska MA from the Institute of Archaeology, Warsaw 
University, Mirosław Hoffmann PhD from the Museum of 
Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn, and last but not least Prof. 
Dr Claus von Carnap-Bornheim from Arch�ologisches 
Landesmuseum Schlo�� Gottorf in Schleswig, for their help 
and for giving me an opportunity to use the collections and 
archives they keep. 
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1. Babięta, Mr�gowo district, site I (formerly Babienten, 
Kreis Sensburg), grave 321 (M. Schmiedehelm’s files 
7.20c.104; Prussia Archive SMB-PK/MVF, PM-A 096/1, 
244), type?

2. Babięta, Mr�gowo district, site I (formerly Babienten, 
Kreis Sensburg), grave 372 (Gaerte 1929, Fig. 196: d; M. 
Schmiedehelm’s files 7.20c.102; Prussia Archive SMB-
PK/MVF, PM-A 096/1, 247), type?

3. Bogaczewo-Kula, Giżycko district (formerly Kullabrücke 
near Bogatzewen, Kreis Lötzen), grave 107 (Okulicz 
1958, p.59, pl. III: 5; collection of Museum of Warmia 
and Mazury in Olsztyn, inv. no 1302/69), type XII.2 after 
P. Kaczanowski.

4. Bogaczewo-Kula, Giżycko district (formerly Kullabrücke 
near Bogatzewen, Kreis Lötzen), loose find (Okulicz 1958, 
p. 59, pl. XIII: 4; collection of Museum of Warmia and 
Mazury in Olsztyn, inv. no 982/69), local form.

5. Bogaczewo-Kula, Giżycko district (formerly Kullabrücke 
near Bogatzewen, Kreis Lötzen), grave in stone cist? (M.(M. 
Jahn’s files; Okulicz 1958, pl. XIII: 6), type XII afterXIII: 6), type XII after 
P. Kaczanowski.

6. Dręstwo, Augustów district, loose find (collection of PMBPMB 
inv. no MB/A/130, 564), type XIII after P. Kaczanowski.

7. Dręstwo, Augustów district, loose find (collection of PMBPMB 
inv. no MB/A/130, 566), type I.V after V. Kazakevičius.

8. Dubravka, Zelenogradsk raj. (formerly Regehnen, KreisZelenogradsk raj. (formerly Regehnen, Kreis raj. (formerly Regehnen, Kreis (formerly Regehnen, Kreis 
Fischhausen), in Prussia collection in MVF, inv. no IV, 36, 
4073).

9. Judziki, Augustów district, loose find (Marciniak 1950, pl. 
XVIII: 10; collection of AMW, inv. no PMA IV/201, 67),AMW, inv. no PMA IV/201, 67),, inv. no PMA IV/201, 67), 
type F2/G after P. Kaczanowski. 

10. Judziki, Augustów district, loose find (Marciniak 1950, 
p. 59, pl. XVIII: 12; collection of AMW inv. no PMAAMW inv. no PMA inv. no PMA 
IV/201, 65), type XIV/XV after P. Kaczanowski. 

11. Koczek, Szczytno district (formerly Kotzeck, Kreis Jo-Jo-
hannisburg), site II, grave 22 (H. Jankuhn’s files), close to 
type Ilkjær 4? 

12. �abapa, Giżycko district (formerly Labap, Kreis Anger-(formerly Labap, Kreis Anger-
burg), grave 67 (La Baume 1941a, p.87, pl. 30), type S1 
after P. �uczkiewicz, 7c after T. Bochnak. 7c after T. Bochnak.

13. Marcinkowo, Mr�gowo district (formerly Mertinsdorf, 
Kreis Sensburg), gr. 13 (M. Jahn’ files; M. Schmiedehelm’s 
files 7.13d.47; Gaerte 1929, Abb.196: a).

14. Miętkie, Szczytno district (formerly Mingfen, Kreis Or-
telsburg), loose find (Nowakowski 1998, p.77, 118, Fig. 
26: 342, pl. 17: 342), type XIII after P. Kaczanowski.

15. Muntowo, Mr�gowo district (formerly Alt-Muntowen, 
Kreis Sensburg), grave 47 (Gaerte 1929, Fig. 147: k), type 
VII after P. Kaczanowski.

16. Muntowo, Mr�gowo district (formerly Alt-Muntowen, 
Kreis Sensburg), grave 120 (Gaerte 1929, Fig. 196: b; 
Nowakowski 2003, p.203, 209, pl. XXI: 6; Kontny, inXXI: 6; Kontny, in 
print; H. Jankuhn’s files; M. Jahn’s files; M. Schmie-
dehlm’s files 7.13e.480), type S2 after P. �uczkiewicz, 7c 
after T. Bochnak. 

17. Netta, Augustów district, grave 42B (Bitner-Wróblewska 
2007; collection of AMW, inv. no PMA IV/364), type IDAMW, inv. no PMA IV/364), type ID, inv. no PMA IV/364), type ID 
variant after V. Kazakevičius.

18. Netta, Augustów district, grave 55 (Bitner-Wróblewska 
2007; collection of AMW, inv. no PMA IV/364), type II AMW, inv. no PMA IV/364), type II, inv. no PMA IV/364), type II 
after V. Kazakevičius.

19. Netta, Augustów district, grave 81 (Bitner-Wróblews-
ka 2002, p. 287, Fig. 3: 3; collection of AMW, inv. noAMW, inv. no, inv. no 
PMA IV/364), type Saeli/Ilkjær 23 or VIII? after P. Kac-
zanowski.

20. Netta, Augustów district, loose find (Bitner-Wróblewska 
2007; collection of AMW, inv. no PMA IV/364), type IBAMW, inv. no PMA IV/364), type IB, inv. no PMA IV/364), type IB 
variant after V. Kazakevičius.

21. Onufryjewo, Pisz district (formerly Onufrigowen, Kreis(formerly Onufrigowen, Kreis 
Sensburg), grave 187 (H. Jankuhn’s files; Prussia Archive 
SMB-PK/MVF, PM-A 1162/1, 145), close to type I.G or 
I.D after V. Kazakevičius? (wide socket).

22. Osowa, Suwałki district, barrow 13 (Jaskanis 1958, p.90, 
pl. XIX: 4), type Mollestad.XIX: 4), type Mollestad.

23. Osowa, Suwałki district, barrow 114, grave 2 (Jaskanis 
1962, p.274, pl. VII: 6; collection of PMB, inv. no MB/collection of PMB, inv. no MB/
A/128, 542–343). 

24. Osowa, Suwałki district, barrow 114, grave 2 (Jaskanis 
1962, p. 274, pl. VII: 7; collection of PMB, inv. no MB/collection of PMB, inv. no MB/
A/128, 542–344). 

25. Pakalniai, Vilnius district, barrow 2, grave 2 (Vaitkevičius 
2003, Fig. 7: 4), type IG? after V. Kazakevičius.

26. Paprotki-Kolonia, Giżycko district, type VII.1 after 
P. Kaczanowski. 

27. Płociczno, Suwałki district, grave 9 (Prussia collection in 
MVF, inv. no PM 1941: 100), type XXIII.2 after P. Kac-
zanowski.

28. Skomack-Ostrów, Ełk district, loose find (collection ofse find (collection of 
PMB, inv. no MB/A/233, 1163), type XXIII.2 after P. Kac-
zanowski. 

29. Skrzypy, Giżycko district (formerly Steinhof, Kreis An-
gerburg), loose find (H. Jankuhn’s files), 2 specimens) of 
type X? after P. Kaczanowski.

30. Spychówko, Szczytno district (formerly Klein-Puppen, 
Kreis Ortelsburg), loose find (Gaerte 1929, Fig. 149: a),Ortelsburg), loose find (Gaerte 1929, Fig. 149: a), 
local form. 

31. Stara Rudówka, Giżycko district (formerly Alt Ru-
dowken, Kreis Sensburg), grave 13 (Gaerte 1929, Fig. 196: 
f; M. Jahn’s files; Prussia Archive SMB-PK/MVF, PM-A 
without no), type I.4/II.1 after P. Kaczanowski.

32. Stara Rudówka, Giżycko district (formerly Alt Ru-
dowken, Kreis Sensburg), grave 13 (M. Jahn’s files), type 
XII.2 after P. Kaczanowski.

33. Stręgiel Wielki, Giżycko district (formerly Gro�� Stren-
geln, Kreis Angerburg), site II, grave 63 (Herbert Jankuhn’s 
files; Prussia collection in MVF, inv. no PM 13774); type 
H1 after P. �uczkiewicz (2006, p.119) or 7d after T. Boch-
nak (2005, p.119).

34. Stręgiel Wielki (formerly Gro�� Strengeln, Kreis Anger-
burg), site II, grave 128 (Herbert Jankhuhn’s files, Martin 
Jahn’s files); type C3 after P. �uczkiewicz (2006, p.109-
110) or 7d? after T. Bochnak (2005, p.78). 

35. Szwajcaria, Suwałki district, barrow 2, grave 1 (Antonie-
wicz et al. 1958, p. 26, 31, pl. V: 6; collection of AMW,V: 6; collection of AMW, 
inv. no PMA IV/4998, 88), type XV after P. Kaczanowski.

36. Szwajcaria, Suwałki district, barrow 2, grave 1 (Antonie-
wicz et al. 1958, p. 26, 31, pl. V: 7; collection of AMW,V: 7; collection of AMW, 
inv. no PMA IV/4998, 89), type Vennolum.

37. Szwajcaria, Suwałki district, barrow 5 (Antoniewicz 
1961, p.4, pl. I: 15; collection of AMW, inv. no PMAI: 15; collection of AMW, inv. no PMA AMW, inv. no PMA, inv. no PMA 
IV/4998, 231), type IB after V. Kazakevičius.

38. Szwajcaria, Suwałki district, barrow 8 (Antoniewicz aet 
al. 1956, p.311, pl. XXVIII: 5; collection of AMW, inv. noXXVIII: 5; collection of AMW, inv. noAMW, inv. no, inv. no 
PMA IV/4998, 4), type IVA after V. Kazakevičius.

39. Szwajcaria, Suwałki district, barrow 41 (Antoniewicz et 
al. 1958, p.41, pl. XII: 6; collection of AMW, inv. no PMAXII: 6; collection of AMW, inv. no PMA 
IV/4998, 195), type VI. 1 after P. Kaczanowski.

40. Tiulenino, raj. Polessk (formerly Viehof, Kreis Labiau), 
grave 154 (Hollack 1893, p.26; Gaerte 1929, Fig. 196: c; 
M. Jahn’s files), type I.4/II.3 after P. Kaczanowski.
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41. Wo�nice, Mr�gowo district (formerly Wosnitzen, KreisWo�nice, Mr�gowo district (formerly Wosnitzen, Kreis 
Sensburg), loose find (H. Jankuhn’s files), type I after 
P. Kaczanowski.

42. Wyszembork, Mr�gowo district, grave 33 (Szymański 
2005, pl. XXV: 3), type VI after P. Kaczanowski.

43. Wyszembork, Mr�gowo district, grave 12 (Szymański 
2005, pl. XIII: 7), type XVII after P. Kaczanowski.

44. Żywa Woda, Suwałki district, barrow 6 (Ziemlińska-Od-
ojowa 1958, p.103, Fig. 5), type VI.2 after P. Kaczanow-
ski. 

45. Żywa Woda, Suwałki district, barrow 16 (Ziemlińska-Woda, Suwałki district, barrow 16 (Ziemlińska-
Odojowa 1966, pp.234-235, Fig. 5; collection of PMB, 
inv. no MB/A/155, 694), type Vennolum or Dörby. 
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SVETIMOS įTAKOS BOGAČEVO 
IR  SūDUVIų KULTūRų  
GINKLUOTEI .  IEČIų ANTGALIAI

Bartosz Kontny

San t rauka

Tyrinėjimų apie baltų genčių, gyvenusių dabartinės 
Lenkijos teritorijoje, ginklus būklė yra nepatenkinama. 
Iečių antgaliai yra gana geri chronologiniai ir kultūri-
niai indikatoriai. Naudojant archeologinius šaltinius 
ir archyvinę medžiag�, pavyko surinkti 333 baltiškus 
ietigalius, kurių 56 yra žinomi iš sudėtingų archyvinių 
tyrinėjimų, primenančių autopsij�, dar 156 ietigaliai 
baltiškiems buvo priskirti remiantis kitais kriterijais. 

Straipsnyje nagrinėjami Bogačevo kultūros ietigaliai 
ornamentuotomis plunksnomis, kurių ornamentas su-
darytas iš vertikaliai ir horizontaliai ginklo briaunai 
įmuštų smulkių trumpų linijų (1 pav.). Tokių ietigalių 
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žinoma iš Marcinkovo (kapas 13) ir Stara Rudówkos 
(kapas 13) kapinynų bei analogijų Dollkeimo-Kovrovo 
kultūros paminkluose (Tulenino kapo 154 ir Dubrav-
kos) (1: e–f pav.). Net jei ornamentuoti ietigaliai yra 
žinomi įvairiose Vidurio Europos vietose, jie vis dėlto 
B2 periodu populiariausi buvo Pševorsko kultūroje. 
Kitas Pševorsko kultūrai būdingas ietigalių plunks-
nų ornamentas yra trikampiai, išdėstyti veidrodinio 
atspindžio principu abipus briaunos. Pševorsko kul-
tūroje ietigaliai, dekoruoti tokiu ornamentu, skiriami 
B2 ir C1a periodams (2: b–c pav.). Pavienių ietigalių, 
dekoruotų trikampių motyvu, žinoma jau minėto Bo-
gačevo kultūros Stara Rudówkos kapo 13 (antrasis 
kape buvęs ietigalis). Atrodytų, kad vietinis Bogačevo 
kultūros amatininkas Pševorsko kultūros technologi-
j� ir ornament� pritaikė ietigalių gamybai, jis gamino 
minėt� ietigalį iš Stara Rudówkos, taip pat ietigalį, 
rast� Paprotki-Kolonia. Tokį teiginį paremia vietiniai 
dekoro bruožai, matomi ant abiejų pastarųjų ietigalių 
plunksnų. Babiętos kapinyno kapuose 372 ir 321 rasta 
ornamentuotų, neaiškios chronologijos ietigalių, kurių 
pirmojo plunksna palei briaun� dekoruota horizonta-
liomis zigzago motyvo eilėmis (3: a–c pav.). Net jei 
šis ietigalis priklauso vėlyvajam priešromėniškajam 
laikotarpiui, negalėtume atmesti jo priklausymo vėles-
niam, romėniškajam, laikotarpiui. Vėlyvesnį ietigalio 
iš Babiętos kapinyno kapo 372 datavim� patvirtintų 
M. Schmiedehelm archyve rastas piešinys (3: c pav.). 
Yra žinomi dar du ornamentuoti ietigaliai (�abapa 
kapinyno kapas 67 ir Muntowo kapinyno kapas 120), 
priklausantys Bogačevo kultūrai. Abiejų šių ietigalių 
plunksnų pakraščiai ornamentuoti smulkiomis įkar-
tėlėmis (3: d pav.). Pastarasis, sprendžiant iš puikaus 
atlikimo ir akivaizdžių analogijų su Pševorsko kultūra, 
matyt, yra importuotas iš pastarosios. Vėlesni, gerokai 
paprastesni, tikriausiai yra gaminti vietoje. Jie datuoja-
mi A3 ar A3/B1 periodais.

Buvo tyrinėjamos ir įvairaus pobūdžio žymės ant ie-
tigalių įmovų. Ant daugelio ietigalių įmovų pakraščių 
yra negilios horizontalios tiesios linijos, kurių ilgis 
paprastai tesiekia kelis milimetrus, taip pat ietigalių 
įmovose būna skylutė su kniede (Bogačevo kultūros 
laidojimo paminklai: Judziki, kapas 107, Bogaczewo-
Kula, Stręgiel Wielki II kapinynas, kapas 63, ir Sko-
mack-Ostrów; sūduvių kultūros laidojimo paminklai: 
Dręstwo, Osovos pilkapis 114, kapas 2) (4: a–b pav.). 
Faktiškai skylutė su kniede viduje, tikr�ja žodžio pras-
me, nebuvo ornamentas, o tik technologinė gudrybė, 
dariusi įmov� plonesnę. Vis dėlto ietigalių įmovose prie 
skylučių su kniedėmis yra specifiškai išdėstytų linijų, 
kurios su skylute ir jos viduje esančia kniede sudaro 
primenantį akį motyv� (Stręgiel Wielki II kapinynas, 
kapas 128, Skrzypy ir Judziki) (4 pav.). Pradedant A2 
periodu, „akies“ motyvu dekoruotų ietigalių randama 

beveik išimtinai tik Pševorsko kultūros paminkluose. 
Šis specialiai ietigalio įmovoje padarytas ženklas buvo 
ne tik technologiškai pagrįstas, bet ir dekoratyvinis, jis 
galėjo turėti ir maginę paskirtį.

Keli inkrustacijos technologija pagaminti dirbiniai yra 
žinomi iš sūduvių kultūros (5 pav.). Šveicarijos pilka-
pyne, pilkapyje 2, kape 1, rasto ietigalio plunksna yra 
inkrustuota ženklais, žinomais iš Pševorsko kultūros 
ar būdingais visai Vidurio Europai (saulės ir mėnulio 
motyvai) (5 pav.). Minėtas Šveicarijos pilkapyno ieti-
galis pagamintas kitokiu nei Pševorsko kultūros būdu: 
ornamentuota sidabro plokštelė įspausta į plunksnoje 
padarytas kiaurymes. Žinomas dar vienas Pševorsko 
kultūrai nebūdingas bruožas: kniedės galvutė apsupta 
„perliniu“ motyvu dekoruota viela, šis dekoro elemen-
tas laikomas būdingu baltams. Be to, vėlyvuoju C1b 
periodu inkrustacijos būdu atlikti ornamentai pačioje 
Pševorsko kultūroje jau nebebuvo naudojami, todėl ga-
lima manyti, kad Pševorsko kultūra darė įtak� inkrus-
tacijos technika vietoje gaminamiems dirbiniams.

Kaip minėta, nepaisant didžiulės Pševorsko kultūros 
įtakos, visiškai kitokia situacija susiklostė Bogačevo 
ir sūduvių kultūrose. Beveik visi tipiški Pševorsko 
kultūrai iečių antgaliai yra žinomi Bogačevo kultūros 
palikime (labiausiai paplitę ietigalių tipai, pagal P. Ka-
czanowskio tipologij�, buvo VII, VIII ir XII), tačiau 
pažymėtina, kad nepaisant įtakos šių ginklų ornamen-
tikai, jų gamyb� veikė ir vietiniai sprendimai. Skandi-
naviški ar kiti svetimi kultūriniai elementai yra sunkiai 
atpažįstami (nors keli bruožai, tokie kaip įgaubta vir-
šutinė ietigalio plunksnos dalis, plati kūgiška įmova ir 
vinimis tvirtinamas ieties kotas, yra svetimi baltams 
elementai). Sprendžiant iš primityvesnių nei Pševorsko 
kultūros dirbinių, atrodytų, kad dauguma randamų Bo-
gačevo kultūros ornamentuotų ietigalių buvo gaminti 
vietinėse dirbtuvėse, bet įmanoma, kad dalis šių ginklų 
iš Pševorsko kultūros buvo importuojami. 

Priešinga padėtis susidarė sūduvių kultūroje. Čia ran-
dami ietigaliai apskritai netelpa į P. Kaczanowskio ti-
pologines schemas. Rasti tik keli Pševorsko kultūrai 
būdingi ietigaliai (Šveicarijos pilkapynas, pilkapis 41, 
Żywa Wodos pilkapynas, pilkapis 6, ir Osovos pilka-
pynas, pilkapis 114, kapas 2), visi šie ginklai priklauso 
ankstyviausiai sūduvių kultūros fazei. Matyt, tai buvo 
susiję su Bogačevo kultūros įtaka sūduvių kultūros 
formavimosi procesui. Vis dėlto sūduvių kultūrai ne-
menk� įtak� turėjo skandinaviška kultūra (Osova, pil-
kapis 13, Żywa Woda, pilkapis 16, Šveicarija, pilkapis 
2, ir Netta, kapas 81). Nuostabiausias yra faktas, kad 
didžioji dauguma sūduvių kultūroje paplitusių ietigalių 
yra susiję su V. Kazakevičiaus aptartais pavyzdžiais, 
dažniausiai su IB tipu ir šio tipo variantais, su IVA tipu 
ir galiausiai su IA, ID, II tipais. 
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ТHE THORSBERG BOG FIND:  SOME REMARKS  
ON ROMANO-GERMANIC RELATIONSHIPS  
REGARDING EARLY THIRD CENTURY MILITARIA

CLAUS VON CARNAP-BORNHEIM AND SUZANA MATEŠIĆ

Abstract

Thorsberg has revealed a large amount of Roman originals and Germanic copies as regards weaponry and status symbols of 
third-century Germanic elites. The weaponry of Thorsberg is ideal material to analyse the mechanisms of contacts between 
Barbarian societies and the so-called “advanced civilizations”. This concerns craftsmanship, signs of power and the choice 
of different precious materials.

Key words: war booty sacrifice, bog find, the third century, military equipment, Romano-Germanic contacts, Romanization, 
sword sets, chapes.

The  impor t ance  o f  bog  f inds

Certainly no other type of find from the Roman Em- no other type of find from the Roman Em-
pire in barbaricum permits such differentiated insights 
into the role of war and the military as the war booty 
sacrifices from southern Scandinavia. Today more than 
25,000 objects are known, most importantly from Il-
lerup, Nydam, Thorsberg and Vimose, providing us 
with crucial information on the material culture rang-
ing from military shipping and cavalry to soldiers’ 
weaponry and personal equipment, as well as insights 
into social and military relations and their dynamics 
in the first four centuries AD. Especially in the past 
15 years, considerable advances have been made here. 
The material has been chronologically integrated into 
a convincing framework (Ilkjær 1990), and in addition 
we are able today to work with a national model based 
on origin and mobility (Ilkjær 1993). On the basis of 
progressively documented finds and features, it is now 
at last possible to once again assemble large sets of 
complex pieces of weapons and equipment, thereby 
isolating individual sets from the massive amounts of 
finds (v. Carnap-Bornheim and Ilkjær 1996). The com-
plete publication of material excavated long ago has 
also led to the material basis being significantly broad-
ened (Raddatz 1987; Bemmann and Bemmann 1998). 
In numerous specialist studies, light has been thrown 
on individual aspects of the find material (eg Werner 
1941; Raddatz 1957; with numerous references too in 
Jørgensen et al. 2003). With the exhibition “Sejrens Tri-

umf – Norden i skyggen af det romerske Imperium” in 
summer 2003 in Copenhagen, the state of the research 
was recorded impressively, in the comprehensive cata-
logue containing many important articles (Jørgensen et 
al. 2003). With the research project “Jernalderen i Nor-
deuropa” (Carnap-Bornheim and Ilkjær 2006; Abegg-
Wigg 2005; Abegg-Wigg and Rau, forthcoming; www.
kaiserzeitimnorden.de) international cooperation is 
allowing the reappraisal of other complexes (Nydam, 
Thorsberg, Vimose) so that by 2009/2010 the academic 
reappraisal of these and other bog finds will be com-
pleted provisionally some 150 years after they were 
first approached scientifically by Conrad Engelhardt 
(for research history see Ørsnes 1969, Vff.). 

The potential of the Thorsberg finds for answering 
questions of Romano-Germanic contacts is exam-
ined below using several selected examples. We have 
concentrated on examples which elucidate especially 
clearly the existing possibilities and future exercises in 
research in and about Thorsberg.

The  Thorsbe rg  mi l i ta r ia

It is well known that a large number of Roman ob-
jects were imported into the barbaricum (Erdrich and 
v. Carnap-Bornheim 2004), making the Roman influ-
ence visible in many parts of Germanic life. However, 
it has been the non-military imports, be they objects of 
bronze or glass, as well as coins, which have hitherto 
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come to the fore in the discussion. From bog finds, just 
single groups of Roman militaria have been registered 
so far (v. Carnap-Bornheim 1991). Only now, with 
studies completed on the swords from Illerup, has a 
great leap forward succeeded in enabling these impor-
tant groups of weapons to be interpreted against the 
background of comparable Roman finds (Biborski and 
Ilkjær 2007). These studies show that when it comes to 
military equipment, adoption from the Roman Empire 
becomes more significant, and this is so in the material 
culture as well as in those areas concerning Germanic 
societies which, especially from the middle of the sec-
ond century onwards, were becoming ever more heav-
ily militarized. 

The frame of a phalera from Thorsberg, for example, 
reveals a connection to the Roman military awarding 
system (Engelhardt 1863, Taf. 18, 5; Raddatz 1987 No. 
184, Taf. 16, 7; Erdrich, v. Carnap-Bornheim 2004, 
XXIV-12-22/7.77, Taf. 37, 23). A completely pre-
served specimen from Dambach, Ehingen, in southern 
Germany, illustrates the composition of such a decora-
tion (Garbsch 1983, pp.108-109). A stamped sheet of 
bronze was framed and fixed on to an iron plate below. 
The central plate usually depicts the image of a Roman 
god or emperor. Other specimens have been found in 
the province of Raetia (Garbsch 1986; Fischer 1990, 
pp.167-168, 28 B, 8). 

Apart from copper alloy phalerae, there are also some 
examples made of silver and glass. A whole set of sil-
ver phalerae was found in Moers-Lauersfort (Curle 
1911, p.176; Matz 1932). It consists of nine circular 
bronze discs covered with thin silver plates and a fur-
ther one shaped like a downward-pointing crescent. On 
the back, each one has three small loops for fastenings, 
while the front shows the heads and figure of a double 
sphinx in high relief.

Phalerae were generally given in an unequal number 
and worn on a pectoral network of leather straps over 
the body armour. In most cases, the soldiers displayed 
in monuments are wearing nine to 13 phalerae. They 
were all legionaries up to the rank of centurion, and 
could alternatively also be awarded with torques and 
armillae. The high-level officers, in contrast, could 
gain a corona, hasta pura or vexillum as decoration 
(Clauss 1999, pp.39-40). As the legionaries were re-
cruited from Roman citizens, the owner of the Thors-
berg phalera must have been in possession of Roman 
citizenship too. 

During the Principate, several methods existed for 
obtaining Roman citizenship. Germanic tribesmen 
could serve in the Roman auxiliaries, and after their 
term of service they were rewarded with Roman citi-
zenship for themselves and their children. Second-

generation descendants could already serve in the 
legions. In the year 212 the situation changed with the 
so-called Constitutio Antoniniana, an edict from the 
emperor Caracalla, which declared that all free-born 
men in the Roman Empire were to be given full Ro-
man citizenship. Therefore, the owner of the Thorsberg 
phalera was a retired auxiliary soldier, at least a sec-
ond-generation descendant or a soldier who had served 
during or after the reign of Caracalla.

Another connection to the Roman world becomes ap-
parent by examining the chapes from Thorsberg. Some 
of them are undoubtedly of Roman provenance, like 
the pelta-shaped one of the so-called Novaesium type. 
Roman chapes are typically made of one cast piece of 
copper alloy, whereas copies mostly consist of several 
parts. From the Thorsberg site, 23 of the total amount 
of 53 chapes are cast in one piece. The origin, however, 
of some of the chapes found in Thorsberg cannot be de-
termined. Because of the sort of decoration they bear, 
some cast chapes seem to have been reworked. The 
ring-and-dot decoration, hammer engraving, and in one 
case even runic inscription, are motifs that are hardly 
known from provincial Roman sites of the second and 
the first half of the third century AD. One exception is 
a chape from Siscia (Sisak, Croatia) that bears the ring-
and-dot motif (Radman-Livaja 2004, No. 55). There-
fore, the assumption of a Germanic revision of these 
chapes seems most likely.

The majority of the Thorsberg chapes can be identified 
as unquestionably Roman or Germanic. However, there 
are a number of indefinable specimens which have 
characteristics of both. These hybrids can be classified 
in three different categories, according to the manufac-
turing technique, the form and the decoration: 1) one-
piece chapes with Germanic decoration; 2) multi-piece 
chapes with Roman or slightly modified form and Ger-
manic decoration; and 3) multi-piece chapes derived 
from an adapted and modified Roman form.

The first group contains cast chapes with Germanic 
decoration (Fig. 1. 1–3). The chape with parallel lines 
and ring-and-dot motif is very close to the Novaesium 
type chapes of Roman origin, but the pelta-shaped 
opening is not as accurately made and aligned as could 
be expected from a Roman artefact (Fig. 1. 1). The sec-
ond chape is again decorated with the ring-and-dot mo-
tif (Fig. 1. 2). As proof of its Germanic origin, it bearsFig. 1. 2). As proof of its Germanic origin, it bears 
a runic inscription. On both sides of the chape there are 
ten runes of the Elder Futhark inscribed upside down, 
representing presumably the owner’s name. The third third 
chape of this group (Fig. 1. 3) bears only little resem-
blance to the Roman pelta-shaped chapes. It is propor-
tionately narrower and higher than the other chapes 
of this type. Again, the ring-and-dot motif and a line 
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pattern are engraved on its front. The lines resemble 
the rune Algiz, as on the previous chape turned upside 
down. 

In the second group are chapes consisting of several 
parts, copying the Roman chapes of the Novaesium 
type with a slightly modified form, but with Germanic 
decoration. The first chape of this group (Fig. 1. 4) is 
a very close copy of the Roman type, but it consists of 
one U-shaped and two pelta-shaped sheets. In the centre 
of the front and back a ring-and-dot motif is engraved. 
The top point of the fleur-de-lys motif is expanded to 
a rhomb or diamond. The chape was fixed to the scab-
bard with two rivets, which are still preserved.

The silver chape (Fig 1. 5; Plate IV.1) is bigger than 
most of the Roman chapes of this type. The front side 
and back are again riveted together, and the decoration 
is made of two vertical lines in the centre and three 
rings on each pelta-shaped opening. But the main fea-
ture of this chape is its material. Unlike Roman chapes, 
it is made of silver, and thus must have belonged to 
someone of a higher social rank than average.

The smaller copper alloy chape number 6 (Fig. 1. 6) 
was, like those described above, made of several parts, 

but the U-shaped sheet is lost. The outline and the 
diamond on top of the chape still refer to the Roman 
specimens, but the contour is more rounded and the 
hammer engraving in a zigzag pattern is a new orna-
mental element. 

This chape seems to have been the archetype of the 
four round silver chapes (Fig. 1. 7-10), which have to 
come in the third group, ie multi-piece chapes which 
are derived from an adapted and modified Roman 
form. These deduced chapes have a round outline and 
a diamond on top. As ornamental decoration, they bear 
the ring-and-dot motif and hammer-engraved decora-
tion in a zigzag pattern. 

All four chapes are made of silver sheets which were 
riveted together. In two cases, the chapes (Fig. 1. 9-
10) have an elaborate ornamental pattern and the dia-
mond on top is slightly altered. The chapes seem to 
have evolved from an adopted and modified Roman 
type of chape. But considering the fact that the depo-
sitional circumstances are still not known, conclusions 
can only be drawn reservedly. The chapes could be 
variants which were in use at the same time, as with 
the Roman chapes of the Novaesium type which also 

Fig. 1. Chapes from Thorsberg: 1–3 one-piece chapes with ring-and-dot decoration, hammer engraving and runic inscrip-
tion; 4–6 multi-part chapes with adapted Roman shape and Germanic decoration; 7–10 multi-part chapes derived from an 
adapted and modified Roman shape (after Raddatz 1987, 1. 121; 2. 124; 3. 129; 4. 134; 5. 135; 6. 136; 7. 149; 8. 150; 9. 
151; 10. 152). Scale 1: 2.
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form a group of miscellaneous variants. A typological 
development would have to be proved by comparing 
finds from well-dated graves.

It becomes increasingly apparent that the Roman influ-
ence was not limited simply to the import of goods. The 
adoption of drinking culture and burial customs, for 
example, can be detected through archaeological finds. 
This displays the Germanic esteem for Roman culture 
and related habits. Before adopting any new custom, 
one must have been exposed to it for a long period of 
time. Therefore, these indications of Romanization in 
the Germanic barbaricum display the knowledge and 
experience Germanic tribesmen must have collected 
within the Roman Empire.

Military service was the easiest way for a foreigner to 
gain access to Roman culture. There, he got used to Ro-
man weapons, as well as to the cultural mindset. The 
Thorsberg chapes contain a number of originally Ro-
man chapes without alterations and display their sim-
ple adoption. But apart from that, the modified chapes 
with a visibly Roman form and Germanic decoration 
are proof of a deeper process of Romanization. Since 
a copy always displays an appreciation of the original, 
the Thorsberg material mirrors the Germanic esteem 
for Roman military equipment, and also the barbarian 
willingness to receive it.

The Roman influence on splendid Germanic sets of 
gear can be shown to exist, especially in the decisive 
details of some elaborate sword sets. Two impres-
sive examples come from the Thorsberg bog and are 
presented here. The basis for the reconstruction of 
such sets are the sets assembled from findings in Il-
lerup (v. Carnap-Bornheim and Ilkjær 1996, p.299 ff.), 
which provide a good impression of the great variety 

found in such sets in the early third century. On this ba-
sis, the Thorsberg material was examined for objects of 
a similar function whereby, it should be noted, there is 
no information available as regards the find situation. 
However, typological and formal criteria permit us to 
combine individual pieces with logical sets, producing 
suggestions for reconstruction with strong plausibility. 

The basis for the reconstruction of Set 1 (Tab. 1; Plate 
IV.2) are the components richly decorated with gilt 
pressblech: clear-cut silver rivets and silver beaded 
wire which render a formally unified picture by way 
of the pommel, grip, guard (not shown in Plate IV.2), 
sword belt mounts and suspension loop. For every 
component, the high-quality workmanship is convinc-
ing. The suspension loop, in particular, must be one of 
the finest examples of Germanic smiths’ craftsmanship 
of the early third century AD. As no examinations have 
been made on the actual material of this set or other 
sets (ie metal analysis), the question as to whether the 
simple silver scabbard side fittings can be assigned here 
must remain open. There is no doubt, however, that the 
fittings which are predominantly made of silver were 
hardly equipped with bronze or iron mounts. In prin-
ciple, the corresponding hilt sets with a large round 
pommel and a half-rounded guard can be derived from 
corresponding Roman weapons, even though in this 
case components such as the grip decorated in press-
blech may be of Germanic manufacture. Also notable 
are the round mounts of the sword belt, which were pre-
sumably attached to the belt directly beside the wooden 
scabbard, as seen in finds from Illerup and Scandinavia 
(sword group 5: comp. v. Carnap-Bornheim and Ilkjær 
1996, p.309 ff., 318 with Fig. 215). The find from Il-
lerup in particular, with its possible Roman scabbard 
with a simple bronze strap loop and crossover strap, 

Tab le  1  An  a t t empt  to  r econs t ruc t  two  r i ch  sword  se t s  f rom Thorsbe rg 
object component Set 1 (after Raddatz 1987) Set 2 (after Raddatz 1987)
sword hilt Pommel Cat. No. 6; Taf. 5, 5; 75, 1. Cat. Nos. 8 &. 13; Taf. 3, 2 &. 5, 1.

Grip Cat. Nos. 47 &. 49; Taf. 7, 2 
&. 6; 76, 1 &. 2.

Cat. Nos. 47 &. 48; Taf. 7, 1. 3 &. 4; 76, 
3 &. 5.

Guard Cat. No. 9; Taf. 5, 10. Cat. No. 7; Taf. 5, 3. 
scabbard mount of scabbard 

mouth
Not present Cat. No. 66; Taf. 8, 1.

Strap loop Cat. No. 95; Taf. 75, 2 Cat. No. 87; Taf. 10, 8.
Side fittings/mounts Poss. Cat. Nos. 324 &. 325; 

Taf. 30, 4. 9. 10. 11. 
poss. Cat. Nos. 324 &. 325; Taf. 30, 4. 9. 
10. 11.

chape Cat. No. 135; Taf. 14, 3.
(after Raddatz 1957 &. 1987 a.)

sword 
suspension 

belt buckle Cat. No. 350; Taf. 20, 10.

belt fittings Cat. Nos. 349 &. 351; Taf. 20, 9 &. 11. 
Cat. No. 847; Taf. 108, 26. 27.

Strap-end fitting (?) Cat. No. 382; Taf. 32, 32.
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allows the function of the two simple bronze heads to 
be clearly recognized (v. Carnap-Bornheim and Ilkjær 
1996, Vol. 6, p.140 f., Figs. 63-64; here Fig. 2).

The basis for the composition of Set 2 with its silver 
mounts is the decoration of important components with 
arched ornamentation (Plate IV.1). This ornamentation 
is on all the fittings of the scabbard (mouth mount, 
suspension loop, chape) and can also be followed on 
the sword belt. Here, the buckle as well as two silver 
mounts decorated with gilt pressblech are correspond-
ingly ornamented. In the case of the two belt mounts 
with the crescent-shaped motif, the question could be 
posed as to whether they could be derived from those 
X-shaped mounts which are to be found with the Utere 
Felix-Sets (warrior grave from Lyon; comp. Feugère 
1993, Fig. p. 149; Bishop and Coulston 2006, p.160, 
Fig. 101) or from mounts with double peltae as from 
Eining (Gschwind 2004, Taf. 47, C416). Hypotheti-
cal but still probable is the classification of the two 

rectangular side mounts of the sword belt which are 
placed beside the suspension loop on Plate IV.1. The 
tongue-shaped pattern of one of the two long sides of 
the mounts is reminiscent of the arched ornamentation 
and, in addition, their width corresponds to that of the 
suspension loop. If this reconstruction is correct, we 
thus have here an example of a sword suspension with 
rectangular side mounts. Corresponding models are 
known from Illerup (sword group 1–4; comp. v. Car-
nap-Bornheim and Ilkjær 1996, Vol. 5, p.303 ff.); com-
parable mounts of Roman provenance are known from 
Thorsberg (Raddatz 1987, Cat. 173, Taf. 16, 12, Fig. 
3) as also from Dura-Europos, from Aldborough and, 
in similar form, from South Shields and from Abusina 
(Eining) (James 2004, pp.75-76, No. 36; Gschwind 
2004, Taf. 41, C265). They verify the provenance of 
appropriate systems from the Roman military which 
were obviously adapted and further developed by Ger-
manic craftsmen in the third century. 

Fig. 2. A scabbard from Illerup with rounded sword belt mounts (after von Carnap-Bornheim and Ilkjær 1996, Vol. 6, 64).
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These two examples make it clear that a good possibil-
ity for ordering the stock of finds from the Thorsberg 
bog lies in the combination of single finds. The start-
ing point for such considerations must first of all be 
secure findings such as those from Illerup which are 
documented accordingly. If this, as in the case pre-
sented here, is linked with Roman military equipment, 
a most interesting picture for the intersection between 
Roman and Barbarian weaponry in the third century 
emerges. Here transitions, adaptations and imitations 
are recognizable to a degree far larger than originally 
presumed. Together with the Roman weapon imports 
in Thorsberg, new and far-reaching insights are gained 
into Romano-Germanic contacts in central Europe in 
the period directly prior to the dramatic events along 
the Limes in the year 260. 

Conc lus ions 

Thorsberg has revealed a large amount of 
Roman originals and Germanic copies as 
regards weaponry and status symbols of 
third century Germanic elites. 

The weaponry of Thorsberg is ideal mate-
rial to analyse the mechanisms of contacts 
between Barbarian societies and the so-
called “advanced civilizations”. This con-
cerns craftsmanship, signs of power and 
choice of different precious materials. 

In terms of the history of mentalities the 
Thorsberg finds can be compared with 
other finds on the interface between Bar-
barians and civilization!

Translated by Amanda Loughran
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Jutland Arch. Soc. Publ. – Jutland Archaeo-
logical Society Publications
Kl. Schr. Vorgesch. Sem. Marburg – Kleine 
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BWPr – Winckelmannsprogramm der Archäo-
logischen Gesellschaft zu Berlin
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THORSBERG PELKėS  
RADINIAI :  KELETAS PASTABų 
APIE  ROMėNų IR  GERMANų 
RyšIUS,  KALBANT APIE  
I I I  A .  PRADžIOS MILITARIA

Claus von Carnap-Bornheim,  
Suzana Matešić

San t rauka

Neabejotinai karinio grobio aukos, kaip nė vienas kitas 
Romos imperijos radinys barbaricum, leidžia daryti įž-
valgą apie karo ir kariuomenės svarbą pietinėje Skan-
dinavijoje. šiandien iš Illerup, Nydam, Thorsberg ir 
Vimose pelkių žinoma per 25 000 svarbiausių radinių, 
suteikiančių mums pagrindinę informaciją, pradedant 
nuo įžymiųjų karinių laivų, kavalerijos iki kareivių 
ginkluotės ir jų asmeninės aprangos detalių, kaip ir 
supratimą apie I–IV a. socialinius bei karinius ryšius 
ir jų dinamiką. Per pastaruosius 15 metų šioje tyrinė-
jimų srityje buvo padarytas didžiulis žingsnis į priekį. 
Thorsberg pelkės medžiagos tyrinėjimai, remiantis ke-
liais pavyzdžiais, leidžia įvairiapusiškai aptarti romėnų 
ir germanų ryšius. Straipsnio autoriai koncentruojasi į 
Thorsberg pavyzdžius, kurie ypač aiškiai nušviečia 
esamas tyrimų galimybes ir numato būsimų tyrinėjimų 
gaires. 

Gerai žinoma, kad didžiulis romėniškų dirbinių kiekis 
buvo importuotas į barbaricum teritoriją, tuo sklei-
džiant romėnų įtaką, matomą daugelyje germanų gy-
venimo sričių. Tačiau tai buvo ne karinis importas, o 
bronziniai ar stikliniai indai, taip pat monetos (pastaro-
sios ir dabar kelia daugiausia diskusijų). Iki šiol iš pel-
kių radinių buvo užregistruotos tik atskiros romėniškos 
militaria grupės. Tik dabar, kai užbaigti Illerup pelkėje 
rastų kalavijų tyrinėjimai, ginkluotės tyrinėjimų srityje 
galima daryti didžiulį šiuolaikišką šuolį, įgalinantį šias 
svarbias radinių grupes interpretuoti ne kaip romėniš-
kas, nepaisant panašumų. Tyrimai rodo, kad kalbant 
apie ginkluotę, Romos imperijos pasiekimų adaptacija 
tampa gerokai svarbesnė tose germanų bendruomenių 
gyvenimo ir materialinės kultūros srityse, kurios tapo 
stipriai militarizuotos, ypač nuo II a. vidurio ir vėliau. 

Karinė tarnyba užsieniečiui buvo lengviausias kelias 
„pasiekti“ romėnišką kultūrą. Karinėje tarnyboje užsie-
nietis išmokdavo naudotis romėnų ginklais ir įgaudavo 
romėniškajai aplinkai būdingos mąstysenos. Thorsberg 
pelkėje rasta romėniškos kilmės kalavijų makščių galų 
apkalų, kurie buvo adaptuoti nesudėtingai, be didelių 
pakitimų (1: 1–10 pav.). Išsamiau tyrinėjant romani-
zacijos procesą, galima patvirtinti, kad, be pastarųjų 
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nesudėtingai adaptuotų dirbinių pavyzdžių, žinomi ir 
pakeisti kalavijų makščių galų apkalai, kuriuose aki-
vaizdžiai matoma romėniška forma ir germanams bū-
dingas dekoras (1: 1–10 pav.). 

Kelių ypač prašmatnių germaniškų kalavijų komplektų 
dalių (kalavijo makščių, galo, kalavijo rankenos apka-
lai, buoželė, diržas ir kt.) svarbiausiose detalėse aiš-
kiai matoma romėniška įtaka. Straipsnyje aptariami du 
įspūdingi Thorsberg pelkės kalavijų komplektai, kurių 
rekonstrukcija atlikta remiantis panašiais komplektais 
iš Illerup pelkės, kurios radiniai teikia įspūdį apie dide-
lę panašių dirbinių įvairovę III a. pradžioje (IV iliustr.: 
1–2). 

Straipsnyje aptariami du rekonstruoti kalavijų kom-
plektai rodo, kad panašiu principu derinant atskirus 
dirbinius vienus su kitais, galima susisteminti visus 
Thorsberg pelkėje slypėjusius radinius. Tokiems svars-
tymams išeities taškas yra tikros radinių, tokių kaip 
Illerup pelkės, aptikimo aplinkybės, kurios yra doku-
mentuotos. Romėnų ginkluotė leidžia tyrinėti III a. 
romėnų ir barbarų ginkluotės sankirtą, ir tai yra įdo-
miausias faktas. Čia gerokai akivaizdžiau atpažįstama 
perėjimas, adaptacija ir imitacija, nei buvo manyta pra-
džioje. Iš Thorsberg pelkės radinių, turint omenyje ir 
romėniškų ginklų importą, galima daryti naujas įžval-
gas apie romėnų ir germanų ryšius Vidurio Europoje 
prieš dramatiškus 260 metų įvykius Romos imperijos 
pasienyje. 
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REMARKS ON FINDS OF WOODEN QUIVERS 
FROM NYDAM MOSE,  SOUTHERN JUTLAND,  
DENMARK *

ANDREAS RAU

Abstract

Due to the extraordinary find preservations in Nydam mose, Southern Jutland, Denmark, larger parts of quivers from organic 
material have survived as very rare objects from the first millennium AD. Different quiver types and constructions from two 
different offerings in the fourth century AD are presented and are used as the background for some general remarks on re-
mains of quivers and on archers of the Roman Iron Age and the Migration Period. 

Key words: Nydam, quivers, archers, war booty sacrifices, organic material, fourth century AD.

*  Because the paper “The Late Roman Iron Age and Migra-
tion Period War Booty from Nydam: New Finds and Per-
spectives” given at the conference “Weapons, weaponry 
and Man” was designed as a short overview on the new 
material from Nydam, it seemed more suitable to pick out 
one aspect for the proceedings.
I would like to thank R. Birch Iversen (Aarhus), X. Pauli 
Jensen (Copenhagen), H. Paulsen (Schleswig), F. Rieck 
(Copenhagen) and F. Westphal (Schleswig) for support, 
additional data and discussion, and especially K. Göbel 
(Schleswig) for creating and operating Nydam GIS. 

The  new Nydam excava t ions

The excavation campaigns carried out by the National 
Museum of Denmark in the well-known Nydam eng-
mose in Southern Jutland have produced a vast amount 
of artefacts of different materials. More than 12,000 
objects were discovered in the years 1989 to 1997 and 
1999. By far the largest material group is constituted of 
wooden items, including boat parts, weapons, bowls, 
musical instruments, saddle boards, tools and all kinds 
of handles for knives, fire steels, etc.

The extensive history of excavations and research in 
Nydam from 1858 until 1999 has been dealt with by 
various authors (eg Bemmann and Bemmann 1998a, 
pp.27-111; Petersen 1994; Jørgensen and Petersen 
2003; Rieck 2003). The finds which are discussed in 
the following all derive from an excavation area la-
belled the “boat field” because it is the area in which 
C. Engelhardt already excavated two large rowing 
ships in 1863 and which was reexamined in the years 
1989 to 1999 (Fig. 1).

At least five different depositions of larger quantities 
of war booty can be traced in the new material from 
the boat field, ranging from the second half of the third 
century AD to the end of the fifth century AD. These 
sacrifices took place at the same site, but there are some 

recognizable differences in the horizontal and vertical 
distribution of the different offerings.

Among the new finds in Nydam is a large amount of ar-
chery equipment. Concerning the studies on bows and 
arrows of the Roman Iron Age, the material of the war 
booty sacrifices, and especially Nydam, has always 
been in particular focus of researchers (Beckhoff 1963; 
Raddatz 1963, 1985, pp.319-320, 324; Paulsen 1998). 
In the following, very rare finds of quivers, containers 
for arrows, from the new material shall be presented, 
after a short survey of quivers from the Stone Age to 
early medieval times.

Genera l  r emarks  on  p reh i s to r i c  
qu ive r s  i n  wes te rn ,  midd le  
and  nor the rn  Europe

All recent and ancient cultures in all parts of the 
world which use bows and arrows as hunting or fight-
ing weapons know containers for arrows (cf Demmin 
1886; Mason 1893; Pope 1923, 1947; Vilkuna 1950; 
Marcotty 1958). First of all these containers ease the 
carrying of the arrows, but they also protect them from 
negative influences such as rain or high humidity, 
which would have damaging effects on the shaft wood 
and the attached feather fletching. Traditional quivers 
are usually made from organic material, mostly wood, 
bark, wattle, leather or even textiles.

The organic material of quivers has vanished in ordi-
nary find contexts and it is sometimes only the densely 
packed arrow points or some remaining metal or bone 
parts that indicate the former existence of such a con-
tainer. Extraordinary circumstances, eg glacier finds, 
such as the bark quiver belonging to the Iceman from 
the Tisenjoch, South Tyrol, Italy (Egg 1992, p.255, 
Pl. 1.3, p.256, Pl. 2), or more recent discoveries at the 
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Schnidejoch glacier at Bern, Switzerland (Suter 2006, 
p.56), have thrown casual spotlights on the material 
and constructions of the oldest known examples. Some 
remains of quivers from the Neolithic, the Bronze Age 
and the Hallstatt and La Tène periods have recently 
been listed and discussed by H. Echardt (1996, pp.79-
93), Ch. Clausing (1998) and D. Krauße-Steinberger 
(1990). In most cases in the metal periods, the bronze 
or iron fittings are used to determine and typologize the 
presence and appearance of a quiver, while the organ-
ic material has mostly disintegrated (Eckhardt 1996, 
p.79; cf Wegner 1978). 

The East European and Asian nomad cultures, eg the 
Scythians, Sarmatians, Huns and Avars, with an in-
tensified use of the bow and arrow for both hunting 
and especially fighting, deserve a more intense discus-
sion of the material, which of course cannot be given 
here. One characteristic trace of steppe nomad archery 
is that the arrows were usually carried in quivers with 
their points up. Consequently, the quivers widened to-

wards the bottom to allow more space for the fletching. 
Additionally, these cultures made use of special quiver 
constructions to contain both the bow and the arrows, 
the so-called goryt, which has been studied on the basis 
of archaeological as well as pictorial sources (cf Rätzel 
1978; Eckhardt 1991, p.143, Fig. 1, 1996, pp.90-93; 
Lindbom 1997, p.249, Fig. 6; Steuer 2000, pp.82-83; 
Lebedynsky 2001, pp.179-180; Beilharz 2005, pp.24-
25).

Some  remarks  on  “German ic”  qu ive r s 
f rom the  f i r s t  mi l l enn ium AD

Apart from the examples in the war booty sacrifices, 
organic parts of archery equipment, such as the arrow 
shafts, the bows or the quivers, are very rarely repre-
sented in burial or settlement contexts from the Roman 
Iron Age and Migration Period. This fact has already 
been stated by Ebert (1915, p.69), and it has not changed 
very much since then. A few examples shall be given 

Fig. 1. Nydam mose in southeast Jutland and the “boat field”. Length of the boat field: 43 metres.
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in the following, certainly not being a complete list of 
quiver finds from these particular periods.

It is quite obvious that organic remains of quivers are 
absent in cremation burials, which occur in regionally 
differing intensity in the Germanic cultures. Further-
more, the rite of furnishing the deceased with weapons 
or hunting gear has been exercised in changing inten-
sity and spatial distribution and, additionally, archery 
equipment is underrepresented in weapon graves. The 
sparse evidence for archery equipment in the graves 
of the Early Roman Iron Age (Eggers phase B) mainly 
consists of finds of iron arrowheads in very few cre-
mation burials (Weski 1982, pp.38-39; 246 Fundl. 39; 
Karte 33; Droberjar and Peška 2002, pp.114-115).

There are some more finds to be discussed for the Early 
Roman Iron Age and the Migration Period. Remains 
of leathery material have been detected in connection 
with arrowheads from graves at Häven, Mecklenburg-
Vorpommern, Germany. Two graves (grave 2/1967 and 
grave 1/1968) from the second half of the third cen-
tury AD (Eggers phase C2) each included three bronze 
arrowheads with remains of ash wood in the sockets, 
which originally were contained in organic quivers 
(Hollnagel 1968, p.267, Fig. 181b, pp.269-270 and 
p.275 with Fig. 188a-c; Schuldt 1969, p.187, Fig. 1; 
p.189, Fig. 2.g-i). Bronze and silver arrowheads, often 
in threes, occur as symbolic weaponry in some of the 
richest male graves of the Haßleben-Leuna group of 
burials (cf Werner 1955; Dölle 1977).

Some definite warrior graves in Central and Western 
Europe from the fourth and fifth centuries contained a 
number of iron arrowheads, on which traces of leath-
er were observed and which may consequently indi-
cate a quiver. H.W. Böhme (1974, p.111 inc. footnote 
460) has given a number of find spots with so-called 
“quiver-graves” from Germanic contexts dated to the 
late Roman Iron Age and Migration Period. In a later 
publication on indications for quivers of the Migration 
Period and Merovingian times, D. Beilharz (2005) has 
published an extensive find list with more than 100 en-
tries. But, with the exception of the Altdorf grave (see 
below), none of the graves have produced larger parts 
of actual quivers which might help in judging their 
former appearance.

The inhumation burial at Högom, Medelpad, Sweden, 
from the northern end of the Germanic world, deserves 
a special mention in this context. In the chamber grave, 
dated to the late fifth century AD, 36 arrows with red 
paint on their shafts were found lying closely packed 
on the left side of the deceased. On the right side of 
the body an originally 60 to 70-centimetre-long tube-
like object was found, of which only the lower third is 
preserved today (Fig. 2). The object could be identified 

as made from long strips of birch bark, sewn together 
and supported by horizontal bands of birch bark (Ram-
qvist 1992, pp.60-63, Pl. 10-11). P. Ramqvist (1962, 
pp.62-63) hesitatingly interprets this object as a quiver, 
although it was found without arrows in it and he was 
not able to give parallels. 

A wooden object from Engelhardt’s Nydam finds has 
repeatedly been discussed as a quiver (Engelhardt 
1865, Pl. 13.63). H. Paulsen (1998, p.422) has stated 
that the object is much too short (39.4cm) and the di-
ameter (varying between 5.1 and 6.3cm) too small to 
consider it a quiver, while P. Lindbom (1997, p.243, 
Fig. 1c), without any signs of doubt, has classified it 
as a quiver to which a leather top has to be added. The 
piece indeed has a similar round bottom plate just like 
one of the quivers discussed in the following. On the 
drawings in Engelhardt’s volume (1865, Pl. 13.63; cf 
Bemmann and Bemmann 1998b, Pl. 221, 2193a) a hole 
for a rivet to hold the plug in place is clearly visible. 
Unfortunately, the lower part of the wooden object has 
in some places broken off afterwards (cf Bemmann 
and Bemmann 1998b, Pl. 221, 2193). P. Lindbom 
(1997, p.243, Fig. 1, pp.246-248) suggested that the 
drawing of the bottom plug made by Magnus Petersen 
for the Nydam publication is a misinterpretation of 
an original round and loose bottom disc. But there is 
no reason to mistrust M. Petersen’s excellent illustra-
tions. H. Engelhardt (1863, Pl. 13, 64), and following 
authors (cf Ebert 1915, p.69; Steuer 2000, p.79) have 
also misinterpreted parts of a drinking horn as fittings 
of a quiver (cf Lindbom 1997, pp.243-244).

A fragmentary wooden object from the war booty sac-
rifice of Vimose, Funen, Denmark, has already been 
identified by H. Engelhardt (1869, p.23) as a quiver. 
This item, which was originally approximately 65 
centimetres long and has two incarved strap segments 
46.5 centimetres apart from each other, has a diameter 
of approximately ten centimetres (Mackeprang 1935, 
pp.85-86, Fig. 12–13; Lindbom 1997, pp.249-251). It 
is entirely carved. Since most of the Vimose material 
can be dated to the second or third century, the quiver 
is likely to belong to this period of time.

Quite surprisingly, no remains of quivers have been 
discovered among the vast amount of war booty found 
at Illerup sites A-C, dating from the first half of the 
third century AD and the second half of the fourth cen-
tury AD. Whether this is due to the fact that they have 
been made from disintegrated materials such as leath-
er, or whether they simply were not sacrificed remains 
unanswered. The first option may be supported by the 
fact that several of the arrows were found in bundles 
and may have originally been deposited in quivers1. 

1  Personal communication X. Pauli Jensen, Copenhagen.X. Pauli Jensen, Copenhagen. 
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The at least 201 arrows and six bows that can be as-
signed to Illerup site A or B show that a certain amount 
of archers formed part of military groups (Ilkjær 1994, 
p.236, Tab. 1). 

The Merovingian Period and the Vendel Period also 
produced densely packed arrows in graves as evi-
dence for the former existence of a container (Steuer 
2000, pp.79-81; Lindbom 1997, pp.244-246). Rather 
exceptional is the beautifully ornamented piece from 
660/680 AD from Altdorf, Canton Uri, Switzerland, 
where a richly equipped horseman was furnished with 
a long sword, a short sword, a shield, a bow and with 

an approximately 70-centimetre-long quiver contain-
ing eight arrows (Fig. 3) (Marti 1995, p.86, Fig. 5, 
pp.96-98, Fig. 14-18). The nicely ornamented quiver 
made of lime wood (tilia sp.) was covered with a thin 
leather coating and broadens towards its bottom. It 
could be closed at the top by using a movable lid made 
of leather (Marti 1995, p.97, Fig. 16). The arrows were 
put into the quiver with the heads pointing upwards, 
a position which can be observed in other Meroving-
ian archer-graves, too (cf Beilharz 2005, p.12, Fig. 2; 
Moosbrugger-Leu 1971, pp.99-102 with Figs.33-35). 
This way of putting the arrows into the quiver repre-
sents influences of steppe-nomad weaponry, which in 

Fig. 2. A section from the chamber grave at Högom, Medelpad, Sweden (left), and the lower remains of the tube-shaped 
birch-bark object (right) (after Ramqvist 1992). Not to scale. Length of the remaining part: 28 centimetres.
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the case of Bülach grave 18 is confirmed by the exist-
ence of a composite reflex bow (Beilharz 2005, p.25). 

The equipment of archers in the Central and Western 
European Carolingian Period, which is short of well-
equipped grave finds, is to a certain extent compen-
sated for by literal and pictorial sources, such as the 
so-called diptychon from Halberstadt, the psalterium 
aureum from St Gallen (Ebert 1915, p.69), or the psal-
terium from Utrecht (Marti 1995, p.99, Fig. 21; Beil-
harz 2005, p.19, Fig. 7).

Especially noteworthy are finds from the Viking Age 
settlement of Haithabu, Schleswig-Holstein, Germany. 
Here, larger fragments of leather were convincingly 
interpreted as pieces of at least two different quivers 
(Groenman-van Waateringe 1984, pp.38-40, Pl. 25-27). 
The reconstruction (Groenman-van Waateringe 1984, 
p.39, Fig. 22.1; Paulsen 1999, p.121, Fig. 16.1) gives 
a 62-centimetre-long quiver with two arrangements in 

the upper half to carry the quiver at the waist, and re-
sembles quivers depicted on the Bayeux tapestry.

The  Nydam ob jec t s

There is evidence of different kinds and parts of quiv-
ers of various materials and appearance in the new ma-
terial from Nydam. On the basis of their vertical and 
horizontal position in relation to other characteristic 
finds, the three categories of quivers, which are under 
discussion here, can be assigned to two different offer-
ings in the fourth century AD.

The  so l id  wooden  qu ive r 

The first quiver from Nydam to be dealt with was 
found during the campaign of 1997. It was excavated 
in four larger and a few smaller fragments, some of 

Fig. 3. The grave from Altdorf, Canton Uri, Switzerland (left), and the reconstructed quiver with the movable lid made of 
leather (right) (after Marti 1995). Not to scale. Length of the reconstructed quiver:70 centimetres.
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which were found lying more than three metres apart 
from each other. Thus, it seems quite probable that the 
quiver was intentionally shattered before the deposi-
tion of the different pieces. Fortunately, the larger piec-
es could firmly be reassembled, while other parts can 
be attached. These are not glued together, in order to 
prevent a reduction of the stability. Especially the bro-

ken-off upper part has deformed during the centuries 
and cannot be reassembled with the rest of the quiver, 
although small sections fit each other (Fig. 4).

The length of the quiver is 77 centimetres, the formerly 
round diameter at the upper rim can be reconstructed 
with nine centimetres (inner diameter 8.4cm). At 14 

Fig. 4. The partly assembled fragments of the solid wooden quiver (left), and the single fragments immediately after the 
discovery in 1997 (right).
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centimetres below the upper rim, the tube narrows to 
a diameter of seven centimetres (inner diameter 6cm), 
which is largely the same at the very bottom (6.5cm/
5.3cm). The general thickness of the wood is about 
four millimetres.

The outer surface of the object was shaped by turn-
ery. An approximately 80-centimetre-long piece ofcentimetre-long piece oflong piece of 
wood from a log of a maple tree (acer sp.) was finely 
turned and incised. Afterwards, the piece was split into 
two halves by the longitudinal axis and hollowed out 
by carving. Then the disc-shaped bottom plate made 
from elder (alnus sp.) was inserted and fixed with four 
small oak rivets (quercus sp.). Finally, the two halves 
may have been glued together. Very thin organic wire-
shaped fragments in the incised grooves are likely to 
represent the remains of sinew bands to firmly hold the 
two halves in place. 

A thin additional cover from leather or raw hide could 
be imagined, as it is preserved in very small parts on 
some sword scabbards and some shield boards in Ny-
dam, but no actual traces of such a coating could be 
observed. 

There are two deepened horizontal bands on the quiver. 
One has a small width of 1.15cm, approximately nine 
centimetres from the top rim, and a second broader one from the top rim, and a second broader one 
(2.2cm) is a distance of 17 centimetres from the top.centimetres from the top.from the top. 
The upper and thinner furrow might have been used for 
attaching a strap with a lid made of organic material to 
protect the feather fletching from humidity or mechani-
cal harm. However, a possible lid could not be identi-
fied among the new finds, but it may very well have 
consisted of leather. The broader furrow still shows 
very slight discolorations where an organic strap with a 
width of approximately 17 to 20 millimetres has origi-
nally been in contact with the wood.

The schematic reconstruction helps to give a more 
complete impression of the former appearance of the 
quiver (Fig. 5). By looking at the cross-section, it be-
comes obvious that the widened part fits very well with 
the fletching sections of the arrows. In this regard, it has 
to be mentioned that the length of the arrows varies in 
accordance with the height of the archer. A tall archer 
with rather long arms must have preferred a rather long 
bow, and consequently longer arrows (Beckhoff 1972). 
Most of the arrow shafts in the old finds from Nydam 
show lengths between 75 and 80 centimetres without 
the points (Paulsen 1998, p.407), and this can be con-
firmed by the new finds. Since the large group of arrow 
shafts has not been examined closely as yet, it remains 
possible to a certain degree to find differences in the 
lengths, construction details etc, of the arrows in the 
different offerings from the third to the fifth century.

In almost all cases the arrows were found without 
points attached to them. Some complete arrow shafts 
without points, which can likely be assigned by their 
horizontal and vertical position to the same offering as 
the quiver, have lengths of between 70 and 85 centime-
tres. Adding five to 12 centimetres as the length of the 
point blade, the entire lengths in most cases must have 
been between 75 and 97 centimetres long, averaging 
between 80 and 90 centimetres. The arrows that were 
carried in the wooden quiver had to exceed the quiver 
by at least two to three centimetres in length, making 
it easy for the archer to grab them at the nock. Thus, 
with its length of 77 centimetres the Nydam quiver fits 
absolutely perfect with most of the Nydam arrows.

There are smaller and very fragmented turned pieces 
of poplar (populus sp.), maple wood (acer sp.) and 
pomaceous fruit wood (pomaceae) indicating at least 
three more solid wooden quivers, but the pieces are 
too small and cannot be reassembled. The existence of 
three more round wooden discs, which might be inter-
preted as bottom plates of quivers, fits very well with 
this observation. They are made from poplar (populus 
sp.), elder (alnus sp.) and from a pomaceous fruit spe-
cies (pomaceae). Two of them also have rivets of oak 
wood. One of the pieces bears a half-circular iron crank 
on the small side, probably for fastening a strap.

The find material from the votive site at Kragehul, 
Funen, Denmark, contains a very similar disc-shaped 
object of poplar (populus sp.), with a diameter of 3.5 
to 3.7 centimetres and a thickness of 0.4 to 0.6 cen-centimetres and a thickness of 0.4 to 0.6 cen- and a thickness of 0.4 to 0.6 cen-cen-
timetres, which has eight small iron rivets regularly, which has eight small iron rivets regularly 
placed on the sides (NM Copenhagen Inv.-Nr. 22440).2 
Considering the pieces from Nydam, the Kragehul disc 
may very well belong to a cylindrical wooden quiver 
similar to the Nydam one. But it has to be mentioned 
that slightly smaller wooden discs with diameters of 
between 25 and 30 millimetres have also been found in 
the offering of Illerup site A, functioning as repair discs 
for shield boards (cf Ilkjær 2001, pp.46-47, Figs.41-42, 
p. 49, Figs. 45-46, p.51, Fig. 59).

The usage of turnery for the shaping of the object is 
a bit surprising at first, because a larger lathe for ob-
jects longer than 80 centimetres was needed. But thecentimetres was needed. But the was needed. But the 
general usage of the lathe for the shaping of wooden 
objects is probably very much underestimated. There 
are some finds of turned bowls from settlement sites 
in the Germanic area (Capelle 1976, pp.31-32; 1983), 
which demonstrate that this craft was widely known 
and probably performed locally (cf Haarnagel 1979, 
pp.289, 294-295). The well-furnished graves from the 
fourth and fifth century AD discovered in the marsh 

2 I kindly thank R. Birch Iversen (Aarhus) for the informa-
tion on this object.
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at Wremen, Niedersachsen, Germany, have shown 
how elaborated Germanic woodworking techniques in 
carving and turnery actually were (Schön 2000). The 
wooden vessels found in Nydam clearly support this 
impression. An estimate from the different fragments 
leads us to the conclusion that at least 13 of the more 
than 20 wooden bowls without handles were not carved 
but produced by turnery. 

The  b i r ch -ba rk  qu ive r

Some of the arrows in Nydam were found together in a 
position which indicates that they must have been de-
posited while tied together or in a container, probably 

a quiver. A bundle of arrows was already excavated by 
J. Brøndsted and C.J. Becker in 1939 (cf Bemmann 
and Bemmann 1998a, pp.96-107, esp. pp.99-102 with 
Fig. 56) and has been discussed by H. Paulsen (1998, 
pp.419-421). C. Engelhardt mentions finds of at least 
four arrow bundles in his excavation diary (Bemmann, 
and Bemmann 1998a, pp.48-49, 58). The fact that al-
most all the arrows lie very close together with the 
points all in the same direction has to indicate that they 
were originally deposited in an organic container. It 
has already been mentioned that leather, hide and tex-
tiles generally did not survive the chemical processes 
in the watery context in Nydam, and they can only be 
observed as imprints on rusty iron objects, eg shield 
bosses or when they were in close contact with bronze 

Fig. 5. Schematic reconstructions of the solid wooden quiver (left and middle), and a suggested suspension using a shoulder 
strap (right).
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objects, eg shield board fittings or scabbard mount-
ings. 

There are some more bundled arrow shafts from the 
new excavation campaign, among them a slightly dis-
turbed bundle of approximately 25 arrows, which was 
also found in the western part of the boat field (Fig. 6). 
The observation on this bundle supports the aforemen-
tioned interpretation of the tube-shaped object of birch 
bark from the Högom grave as a quiver. The Nydam 
arrows were lying very densely together, making it ob-
vious that they must have been deposited in some kind 
of container. Unfortunately, post-depositional distur-
bances have broken some arrows and slightly changed 
their position. It is noteworthy that all the intact shafts 
indicate that the southern direction of the nock end was 
identical to all pieces. Besides, under and on top of the 
pile three larger and some tiny fragments of birch bark 
were discovered, unfortunately in a very disintegrated 
state. Only a few fragments could be observed in situ 
and were measured. The fragments are described in the 
documentation as circular rolls made from birch bark. 
The position of the three larger and better-preserved 
rolled-up stripes and their similar widths indicates how 
the outline of the birch-bark object once might have 
been. The length of the entire object must have exceed-

ed 60 centimetres, while the best-preserved pieces, as 
well as the measurements taken from the excavation 
plan, might indicate a diameter of the bark tube of ap-
proximately ten centimetres.

By comparing the position of the birch-bark rolls from 
Nydam with the remaining parts of the object from 
Högom (Ramqvist 1992, Pl.102) (Fig. 2), the func-
tion of the bark rolls as supportive tubes for a quiver 
may be the best explanation. It is likely that the rest of 
the quiver was of disintegrated material. It should be 
mentioned in this context that the hunnic grave from 
Aktöbe II, Tchimkent, Kazakhstan, contained a 77-
centimetre-long, cylindrical quiver made from birch 
bark (Bóna 2002, p.120, Fig. 102). 

There is another noteworthy aspect to this bundle. On 
the top of it a small belt buckle with an oval frame 
was found lying approximately ten centimetres away 
from a small strap end with a polyedric knob at the end 
(Fig. 6). The find position indicates that both objects 
were originally still attached to a now vanished leather 
strap when deposited. It cannot be stated with certain-
ty, but it is very likely due to the positions of the items 
that the buckle and strap end belong to the leather strap 
that was carrying the quiver.

Fig. 6. Left: the buckle and the strap end from the bundle of arrows. Middle: the bundle of arrows with the remains of birch-
bark rolls (dark grey) and the buckle and the strap end (light grey). Right: a suggested suspension using a shoulder strap.
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The one-piece oval buckle with rhombic cross-section 
belongs to Type H 16 according to R. Madyda-Legutko 
(1987, pp.65–66, Pl. 19), who dates them to the very 
early phase of the Migration Period. In the Meroving-
ian Period grave 509 from München-Aubing, an iron 
buckle similar in shape and size to the Nydam piece 
has convincingly been interpreted as part of a strap for 
the quiver (Beilharz 2005, p.12, Abb. 2. 6, p.13, Abb. 
3-4). There is no close parallel to the strap end with the 
knob, but a slightly broader piece from the fortified hill 
at Runder Berg near Urach, Baden-Württemberg, Ger-
many, shows a similar polyedric knob at the end (Koch 
1985, p.523, Fig. 26.5). 

Wooden  suppor t ive  tubes  fo r  l ea the r 
( ? )  qu ive r s

Already in the old excavations, Engelhardt discovered 
a hollowed-out cylindrical object. This piece has not 
survived to today. But in Engelhardt’s inventory of the 
Flensburg museum collection, we find the following 
entry for the object: “7301. A wooden cylinder; 6 1/2 
Tommer (~17cm) in length; 2 8/12 Tommer (~7cm) in 
the lower diameter; 2 5/12 
Tommer (~6,5cm) in the 
upper diameter. The thick-
ness of the wood varies, 
the largest part in the mid-
dle - 1/4 Tommer (~0.6cm) 
– It seems, that the object 
is not complete” (translated 
by the author). Fortunately, 
Engelhardt added a good 
drawing to his descrip-
tion (Fig. 7). Additionally, 
it can also be taken from 
Engelhardt’s excavation 
diary that the object was 
found in his excavation pit 
no. I from 1862, in a posi-
tion right beside a bundle 
of arrows. This bundle con-
sisted of approximately 20 
arrows, all of them with the 
arrowheads pointing in the 
same direction. The entire 
object has been published 
with Engelhardt’s drawing 
as a “wooden cylinder” by 
Bemmann and Bemmann 
(1998b, p.213, Pl.221 and 
2194). 

Three very similar cylindri-
cal wooden objects were dis-

covered during the campaign in 1993 (Fig. 7). They are 
all made from alder log wood and are carved out in one 
piece. A fragment of a probable fourth piece from birch 
wood was found in 1993 as a stray find. The lengths of 
the complete pieces are 13.3 centimetres, 15.8 centi-
metres and 20.8 centimetres, respectively. One piece 
has two incised furrows on its middle part, in which 
parts of undetermined organic material have been ob-
served. There is no obvious connection with bundles of 
arrows as was recorded for the object found in the old 
excavations. The original inner diameter of the slightly 
deformed three complete pieces can be calculated at 
6.5 to 8.5 centimetres, and thus, they very much re-
semble the find from 1862 as well as the solid wooden 
quiver. A possible interpretation of these wooden cyl-
inders may be as supporting pieces of leather quivers. 
These cylinders may have had the same function as the 
birch-bark rolls.

Da t ings

By the horizontal and vertical position of the fragments, 
the solid wooden quiver from Nydam can be connect-

Fig. 7. Two probable supportive tubes from Nydam. Left: the “cylinder” found in connec-
tion with a bundle of approximately 20 arrows by Engelhardt in 1862. Right: one from 
three similar pieces found in 1993.
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ed with a larger sacrifice of spoils-of-war, which were 
deposited in the lake at the end of the fourth century 
AD. Judged on the basis of the find context as well 
as the dating of the strap mountings, the bundle of ar-
rows can be assigned to the same offering as the solid 
wooden quiver from the late fourth century AD. This 
offering contains a lot of weapons and also Late Ro-
man belts with so-called “Tierkopfschnallen” (animal 
head buckles), as well as fibulas of the Nydam type 
variants 2–4 according to J. Bemmann (1993), which 
indicate a date for the deposition sometime between 
370 and 410 AD.

The work on the personal equipment and the dress 
items from these offerings as indications for the prove-
nance of the material is still in progress, but the general 
composition of the material points to a region in north-
ern Germany, especially to the areas of Schleswig-Hol-
stein and Western Mecklenburg.

The find positions of all four cylindrical objects from 
the new excavations allow a connection with an of-
fering from the first half of the fourth century, more 
precisely dated on the basis of dendrochronological 
dates to around 315 to 340 AD. This offering contains 
personal items and dress fittings that show strong con-
nections to the Scandinavian Peninsula and the Baltic 
islands of Öland and Gotland.

Conc lud ing  r emarks  on  the  “German -
i c”  a rche r s  and  the i r  qu ive r s

The question if bow and arrow were used for hunting 
or warfare naturally has to be answered individually 
for every single find. The bows, arrows and quivers of 
the war booty sacrifices in southern Scandinavia un-
doubtedly were primarily used as weapons of war. 

Although the assigning of the objects to the different 
depositions in Nydam has not been carried out for the 
archery equipment, the large find numbers underline 
the importance of bows and arrows in Late Roman Iron 
Age warfare. The arrows in the new Nydam excava-
tions occupy more than 3,300 entries in the database. 
This also includes a lot of fragmented pieces, so that 
the actual number of complete arrows after the refit-
ting will certainly be much less. This also applies to 
the bows and bow fragments, which have been listed 
with 153 find numbers. While the number of arrows is 
not easy to estimate, approximately 35 bows should be 
represented in the new finds, about 20 of them belong-
ing to the same offering as the solid wooden quiver. 
Considering that the boat field is only a very limited 
part of the area with votive material and that at least 
30 bows are already among the old finds, the actual 
number of bows, each representing a single archer, 

must have been much higher, taking into account that 
they may belong to different sacrifices, though. It may 
still not be overestimated to think of formations with 
more than 50 archers for the two offerings in the fourth 
century. It is, of course, the relation between the ar-
chery unit and the total size of the warrior group that 
has to be focused on.

The solid wooden quiver from Nydam provided space 
for 18 to 25 arrows with an average diameter of the 
arrow shafts of nine millimetres. This number fits very 
well the average amount of arrows per quiver given by 
H. Steuer (2000, p.81). P. Lindbom (1997, p.251) es-
timated a number of 12 arrows to fit into the uncertain 
quiver from the old Nydam material. 

C. Engelhardt mentions four bundles of arrows from his 
campaigns in 1862 and 1863: for three of them he has 
counted approximately 20 arrows, for one he estimates 
15 pieces (Bemmann and Bemmann 1998a, pp.48-49, 
58). The bundle from Nydam which was excavated in 
1939 contained 24 arrows. During the new campaigns 
a rather undamaged bundle with 18 arrows was exca-
vated, and another one with 24 arrows. The bundle in 
the Högom find contained 36 arrows (Ramqvist 1992, 
p.60). The bundles in the war booty sacrifices certainly 
must not represent the contents of quivers in each case. 
It can of course very well be that the bundles contain 
arrows collected from the battlefield by the victori-
ous party for the sacrifice. In any case, the repeating 
numbers of 12, 18, 24 and 36, representing the concept 
of the dozen and half-dozen, are striking. This obser-
vation has most recently been discussed by P. Ram-
qvist (1992, 64) and P. Lindbom (1997, pp.251-252) 
for the Iron Age, without including the new Nydam 
finds. Since S.O. Jansson (1936, p.37) stated that in the 
Swedish Late Middle Ages the unit in which arrows 
were counted was the dozen (Swedish tolfter), it be-
comes more likely that this concept was already known 
and used during the Roman Iron Age.

On average, the quivers provided enough space for 20 
to 25 arrows. A calculation considering seven to ten 
seconds for grabbing, aiming and shooting each arrow 
leads to a time span of two to four minutes until an 
archer had shot all the arrows in his quiver (cf Lind-
bom 1997, p.252). A trained and commanded forma-
tion of 50 archers was thus able to fire 1,000 to 1,250 
arrows in a very short time. 

In Ejsbøl North, Jutland, Denmark, which has recently 
proven to be a separate place of a larger sacrificial area 
with war booty (Andersen 2003), more than 675 ar-
rowheads were found and almost all of them can be 
connected with an offering from the first half of the 
fourth century AD (Eggers Phase C3) (cf Ørsnes 1988, 
pp.72-83, Pl. 137-144). Considering 20 to 25 arrows 
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as the average value for a single archer or his quiver 
respectively, around 30 archers might be represented 
in the Ejsbøl material.3 It can be calculated on the basis 
of spearheads, that at least 210 individuals are repre-
sented in the Ejsbøl North deposition of phase C3. If 
the archers themselves did not use spears as projec-
tiles, which is rather unlikely, the relation between the 
number of persons in archery units and infantry units 
may have been around 1:7, which should indicate how 
important the usage of the bow and arrow had become 
at the beginning of the fourth century. It has to be 
stressed though that in Illerup site A (ca. 210 AD) only 
six bows have been found among the weaponry equip-
ment for more than 350 warriors. Very recent studies 
on the bows and arrows from the Danish war booty 
sacrifices seem to indicate a change from rather not 
professionalized, heterogeneously equipped archers in 
the early third century AD to archers with standard-
ised equipment in the fourth century AD (Pauli Jensen, 
forthcoming).

It remains unknown how the different types of quiv-
ers were carried in the first half of the first millennium 
AD. There are generally different ways of carrying a 
quiver. The most common perception among non-arch-
ers, probably in great part influenced by Robin Hood or 
cowboy-and-Indian movies, is the quiver on the back 
of the archer. This arrangement has indeed been known 
from all times and regions, and there are different ways 
of positioning the quiver on the back. But there is also 
the possibility of carrying the quiver at the side of the 
body, either fixed to a belt horizontally running around 
the waist, or hanging from a strap running from the 
shoulder across the chest. Furthermore, mounted horse-
men used quivers hanging from the horse’s saddle. 

The Altdorf quiver shows a groove 22 centimetres be-
low the upper rim (Marti 1995, p.96, Fig. 14), the piece 
from Nydam has a large groove 17 centimetres below. 
R. Marti (1995, pp.98-99 with Fig. 18; cf Steuer 2000, 
p.80, Fig. 14; Beilharz 2005, p.9, Fig. 1) suggests two 1) suggests two1) suggests two 
similar strap furrows on the reconstruction of the Al-
tdorf quiver (Fig. 3), but the Nydam example shows 
that this must not necessarily have been the case. 

In the undisturbed late third century grave 2/1967 
from Häven, Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, Germany, a 
small omega-shaped buckle was found next to the right 
shoulder of the deceased. The three arrowheads found 
next to the upper end of the right leg of the dead male 
individual were contained in a badly disintegrated 
leathery container (Hollnagel 1968, p.267, Fig. 181b). 
Adding approximately 80 centimetres for the vanished 
3 It has to be kept in mind that this is a very schematic cal-

culation, neglecting the possibility that the archers could 
have used spare quivers, although there are no indications 
from graves or iconographics that could support this.

arrow-shafts, the buckle might have belonged to a strap 
fastened to the upper end of the quiver. The position of 
the quiver in relation to the body of the deceased does 
not give hints as to the question of how the quiver was 
carried.

It may be suggested that quivers for hunting game in 
the woods were rather carried on the archer’s back, be-
cause they might be obstructive while running or while 
moving through brushwood. Recent and sub-recent 
cultures in wooded areas of northeast Europe and Si-
beria characteristically carried the quiver on the back 
using a two-strap arrangement, similar to backpacks 
(Vilkuna 1950, p.379). For example, the third-century 
mosaic from Lillebonne, France, with a hunting scene, 
depicts an archer who carries the quiver on the back 
(Darmon, 1978, p.80, Fig. 24).

In a slowly moving formation of archers on a bat-
tlefield, a position next to the waist could have been 
the favoured setting. It may have been a major disad-
vantage if the archer had to raise his hand in order to 
grab the arrows on the back, thus disturbing the sight 
of others and risking being hit in the hand by arrow 
shots from behind. Sassanid reliefs from the third cen-
tury show fully equipped mounted warriors who carry 
their long tube-like quivers at their waists (Junkel-
mann 1992, p.113, Figs. 112-113). Central European 
graves from the sixth and seventh centuries AD have 
produced evidence for very different strap construc-
tions and carrying methods, but most quivers seem to 
have been attached to a belt around the waist (Beilharz 
2005, pp.10-19). Most of the archers depicted on the 
Bayeux tapestry, from the late eleventh century, car-
ry their quivers on a belt around the waist as well (cf 
Stenton 1957; Groenman-van Waateringe 1984, p.39, 
Fig. 22.2). The findings from Nydam do not give any 
supportive hints to this question. The solid wooden 
quiver has been reconstructed as a quiver hanging at 
the side from a shoulder strap (Fig. 5). Because indica-
tions for a second carrying strap for this piece are miss-
ing, a two strap arrangement for a back-quiver seems 
less probable. A single strap might also be assumed 
for the birch-bark quiver because of the single buckle 
and strap end (Fig. 6). Generally, it may be assumed 
that the carrying arrangement could be changed by the 
archer and adjusted in accordance with his other (fight-
ing) equipment or the actual situation during a battle 
(cf Beilharz 2005, p.19).

Summary

Since their discoveries and excavations, the Iron Age 
bog finds with military equipment from south Scandi-
navia have always been cited as special sources when 
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it comes to the preservation of organic material. The 
Nydam bog has been known for its good preservation 
of wood, mostly due to the well-known rowing ship the 
“Nydam boat”, which was reassembled very shortly 
after its discovery and has been a quite extraordinary 
example of the preservation conditions in this bog find 
ever since. 

This article presents some remains of quivers and pos-
sible quivers from the fourth century AD as seldom 
recorded parts of the military equipment of the Ger-
manic sphere in the younger Roman Iron Age and the 
Migration Period. Although a thorough analysis of the 
comparative material from contemporary grave finds 
is still missing and could not be given here, the ex-
ample of the Nydam quivers demonstrates how strong 
the impact is which the material from the war booty 
sacrifices has on the archaeologist’s conception of the 
“living culture” of the military sphere.

Translated by the author 
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PASTABOS APIE  MEDINES 
NYDAM PELKėS STRėLINES 
(P IETINė JUTLANDIJA,  DANIJA)

Andreas Rau

San t rauka

Pietų Skandinavijos geležies amžiaus pelkių radiniai 
(ginkluotė, išlikusios organinės medžiagos) visada yra 
minimi kaip ypatingas šaltinis. Nydam pelkė pagar-
sėjusi gerai išlikusiais mediniais radiniais. Didžiausią 
atgarsį sukėlė irklinis laivas, vadinamas „Nydam lai-
vu“, kurio būklė, išbuvus pelkėse daugelį amžių, išli-
ko tokia gera, kad šis eksponatas laikomas pavyzdiniu 
pelkių sąlygomis išlikusiu radiniu.

Straipsnyje nagrinėjamos strėlinių liekanos ir strėlinės 
skiriamos IV amžiui. Strėlinės retkarčiais yra aprašo-
mos kaip ankstyvojo romėniškojo laikotarpio – iki tautų 
kraustymosi laikų – germanų ginkluotės dalys. Lygina-
mosios medžiagos – dabar rastų kapų radinių ir Nydam 
strėlinių – pavyzdžių analizė rodo, kokia didžiulė yra 
karinio grobio aukų įtaka kuriant archeologines kon-
cepcijas apie karinės srities „gyvąją kultūrą“.
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Each prehistoric site has a unique history, often little 
known to modern society. Archaeologists have an op-
portunity to identify reflections of this history during 
excavations. Unfortunately, even their results provide 
answers to only some questions concerning the historic 
role of one or another site, or the motivation behind 
such a role. This is the case with the Taurapilis pre-
historic site, which in our textbooks is referred to as 
a burial site of a “duke” of the fifth to sixth centuries 
AD.

In 1970 an exceptionally rich inhumation grave was 
found in Taurapilis barrow 5: for the dead man of 
40–50 years of age, a two-edged sword with silver gilt 
scabbard mountings richly decorated with chip-carv-
ing, a drinking horn with silver mountings, a silver 
ring, some silver buckles, a silver gilt amulet, and a 
number of other arms and jewellery made of iron and 
bronze had been placed in the grave. The same grave, 
along with the body of the man, contained the skeleton 
of a young horse (Fig. 1, 2). This barrow, with a diam-
eter of around 13 metres, was situated in the centre of 
the western part of Taurapilis burial mound group. 

The grave of Taurapilis barrow 5 stands out among 
hundreds of other excavated barrows of East Lithua-
nia as it holds an impressive set of burial items. In his 
community, this person was distinguished by the po-
sition of chief (and perhaps of priest), and his wealth 
(Tautavičius 1981, p.31). We are able to add that the 
Taurapilis “Duke” does represent one particular pop-
ulation group of tall and thick set people, which is 
known in the East Baltic region at that time.

During the last centuries, Taurapilis (along with neigh-
bouring Tauragnai) has not differed from other rural 
locations. Therefore, in this article I would like to look 
for an explanation of Taurapilis’ significance in pre-
history, and focus on the surroundings of this particular 
place.

The relation between archaeological sites and bodies 
of water (like lakes and rivers) in East Lithuania is so 
obvious that it does not require any proof. A number of 
hill-forts of Striated Ware Culture (from the first millen-
nium BC to the first centuries AD) and barrow groups 
of East Lithuanian Barrow Culture (third to 12th cen-
turies) are characteristic elements of lake shores. The 
lakes, however, with their special toponymics and folk-
lore, still lack the attention of researchers. Even a brief 
glance at this field makes it obvious that it has a unique 
logic of perception of the surroundings, based on an-
cient mythology and religion. There is a geographical 
vocabulary (the names of peninsulas, bays, straits and 
other parts of lakes) and a world of ancient mythology 
rich in subjects (passed on in the form of legends, tales 
and beliefs). In our case, it is important because Tau-
rapilis stands on the shore of Lake Tauragnas, and most 
of this article will be devoted to their interrelation.

The name of Lake Tauragnas, along with the names 
of Tauragnai settlement and Taurapilis hill-fort located 
by the lake, have been documented in written sources 
since the 13th century in various forms: Thowraggen 
(1261), Taurage (1375), Tauroginie (1387), Tarogin 
(1387), etc (according to Būga 1959, p.636; Vanagas 
1981, p.341ff.). Thus, the authenticity of the lake name 
Taũragnas is beyond any doubt. 

The classic etymology of this place name is based on 
the similarity of the lake’s shape to a horn or horns of 
a taurus (Bos primigenius) (Fig. 3). The place name 
Taũragnas derives from *Taurag-ina-s, which is obvi-
ously related to taũragė “a taurus horn” (“cornu ūri”) 
(Būga 1958, p.377; also cf taurė “a drinking vessel” – 
LKŽ 1991, p.1018ff.). Attempts to consider Tauragnas 
as a name with a zoological meaning (cf Tauragìnis 
Lake “the lake on a cape where used to be Taurus” 
– Vanagas 1981, p.342) rather than the name of a con-
figurative meaning are flimsy to say the least. The cor-
relation between the shape of the lake and taurus horns 

INTERPRETING TAURAPILIS  PREHISTORIC SITE: 
A LAnDSCApe reVeALing poWer?

VYKINTAS VAITKEVIČIUS 

Abstract

In this article, some new approaches to Taurapilis prehistoric site, situated in the Utena district in Lithuania, are proposed. As 
a projection of a taurus horn on the ground in a water form, Lake Tauragnas was the principal factor shaping the particular 
prehistoric space and determining its status. in this way also, the origins of the Taurapilis Central place, dated to the fifth or 
sixth centuries, are explained.

Key words: landscape archaeology, Iron Age, taurus (Bos primigenius), East Lithuanian Barrow Culture.
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is so obvious that (rewording the 
arguments of opponents) one does 
not need to take to the air in a plane 
to make it certain. The lake itself is 
distinguished by its depth. Its great-
est depth of 60 metres is a record 
in present-day Lithuania. Legends 
have it that church bells have been 
sunk in Tauragnas (there is a figura-
tive expression of sacredness) and, 
according to beliefs, the lake does 
not freeze in winter until it receives 
a live sacrifice (�). (�).(�).�).).

After this introduction I will focus 
on Taurapilis. it fits here, not only 
because it is the name of a magnifi-
cent hill-fort on the shore of Lake 
Tauragnas. The name of Taurapilis 
can be considered a shortened vari-
ant of the name “Castle of Tauragnas 
[Lake]”. It is the site of Tauragnai 
Castle mentioned some times in 
written sources of the 14th and 15th 
centuries (Baubonis, Zabiela 2005, 
p.270). See for comparison names 
of similar origins: Merkenpil “Castle 
of Merkys [River]” (1377), Nawen-
pil “Castle of Nava [Lake]” (1381), 
Parssenpil “Castle of Paršas [Lake]” 
(1387) etc. 

Taurapilis hill-fort is the dominant 
element of a complex of archaeo-
logical objects of the same name in 
a visual, mythological and historical 
sense. It is a point in the landscape 
visible from many locations around the lake and re-
ferred to in numerous legends (the hill is most often 
considered the place of an ancient church). Archaeo-
logical and historical data suggests that Tauragnai set-
tlement originated at Taurapilis. Apparently, this was 
the place of the first church (if it actually was built in 
Tauragnai before 1433, when, during an attack by the 
Livonian Order’s army, the wooden castle of Taurapilis 
was burnt and was not rebuilt).

Nowadays, Taurapilis hill-fort has a 90-metre-long and 
16-metre-wide trapezium-shaped plateau, and steep 
slopes 13 to 14 metres high. From inland it is sur-
rounded by a ditch, which is 220 metres long, 25 me-
tres wide and four metres deep. Beyond the ditch there 
is an open settlement. Based on stray finds (extensive 
excavations of the site have not been conducted yet), 
the hill-fort and the settlement have been dated back to 

the first millennium AD and the first half of the second 
millennium (see Baubonis, Zabiela 2005, p.270). 

The small distance (only 0.5km) between the hill-fort 
and a group of Taurapilis barrows (where the grave of 
the Taurapilis “Duke” was discovered) allows us to 
consider the hill-fort the residence of the people buried 
in the barrows. (Compare the similar distance between 
hill-forts and the east Lithuanian barrows of the fifth 
and sixth centuries in Karališkiai [Molėtai district], 
Lavariškės [Trakai district], Maisiejūnai [Kaišiadorys 
district] and in nearby Tauragnai [Utena district].

The existence of Central Places (where one or more 
social functions were concentrated) in the Baltic Sea 
region during the Migration Period does not presently 
give grounds for any substantial doubts, although the 
research in the Baltics is still taking its first steps.

Fig. 1. The excavation of Taurapilis barrow 5 in 1970 (photograph by 
A. Tautavičius).

Fig. 2. The grave of Taurapilis barrow 5 (photograph by A. Tautavičius).
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The grave of the Taurapilis “Duke” enables us to con-
sider the complex of Taurapilis archaeological sites 
from the second half of the fifth and the sixth centuries 
(the hill-fort and barrows; Fig. 4) one of the Central 
Places of that period. I would like to note in this article 
that it can hardly be perceived without first identify-
ing the mythological meaning of its surroundings. It is 
difficult to describe the site the way it used to be in the 
prehistoric period, but we have every reason to sup-
pose that a taurus (bull) was the central mythological 
figure of this site.

This wild animal (which finally disappeared from our 
lands in the 17th century), as well as its relatives the 
ox and cow in Indo-European mythology, is directly 
associated with sovereignty, ie the achievement of the 
highest authority (usually upon hunting down a tau-
rus) or its loss. The horns of a hunted bull become a 
symbol of recognised (divine and agreed by people) 
sovereignty, and usually it is emphasised declaratively: 
eg Grand Duke Gediminas (1316–1341) had gilded 

drinking horns made and used them for special occa-
sions (cf also the drinking horn found in the grave of 
the Taurapilis “Duke”); a priest of the goddess Diana 
in Rome attached the horns of a cow to the entrance to 
the Temple of Diana, etc.

There is information suggesting that a taurus hide 
might have been used for making another item reflect-
ing the status of a person, namely the belt. During a trip 
to Lithuania at the beginning of the 16th century, the 
Austrian writer and diplomat Sigismund Herberstein 
saw in the palace of Grand Duke Sigismund Augustus 
a hunted taurus with a piece of hide flayed on its fore-
head (�). As a gift from Sigismund Augustus’ mother�). As a gift from Sigismund Augustus’ mother). As a gift from Sigismund Augustus’ mother 
Queen Bona, Herberstein received two belts made of 
taurus leather, which were said to relieve labour pains 
when worn on the waist (Herberstein 2001, p.394ff.).

The establishment of the Central Place in Taurapilis, 
on a bend in a lake shaped like a taurus horn, is a decla-
ration of the power and sovereignty agreed by the peo-
ple and, most importantly, recognised by the gods. In 

Fig. 3. A taurus (Bos primigenius) skull in the Museum of Wrocław University (© Muzeum przyrodnicze Uniwersytetu 
Wrocławskiego).
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this context, the discovery of the grave 
of the “Duke” in a seemingly ordinary 
barrow of East Lithuania is quite under-
standable and might even be consistent. 
It should be noted that the graves of the 
Taurapilis “Duke” and his army (armed 
horsemen) of the same period were lo-
cated in the western part of the barrows 
and graves of the rest of the commu-
nity, in the eastern section. Thus, it il-
lustrates clearly the social stratification 
of the Taurapilis inhabitants.

The question how extensive the au-
thority of the Taurapilis hypothetical 
“Duke” was, due to the minor signifi-
cance of the region, still remains unan-
swered. Naturally, we can focus on at 
least three neighbours of Taurapilis in 
the fifth and sixth centuries, forming a 
triangle, with Lake Tauragnas and Tau-
rapilis in the middle. These are: Taur-
agnai hill-fort and the site of destroyed 
barrows (here finds including weaponry 
from the fifth and sixth centuries have 
been discovered (in the west), Sėlė hill-
fort and the site of destroyed barrows 
(in the east), and Šeimatis barrows with 
a cult site (in the north) (Fig. 5). The 
location of the latter on the opposite 
shore of Lake Tauragnas can be seen 
very well from Taurapilis. A “family” 
of stones considered to be people turned 
into stones have remained here. Legends 
have it that before the introduction of 
Christianity the “family” was located in 
the fields of Taurapilis (�), but later went 
to the Šeimatis woods. The father stone, called Mokas 
(from the word mokyti “to teach”), and the son stone, 
Mokiukas (“son of Mokas”) were famous for helping 
neighbouring people during hard years of war and fam-
ine, ie they provided the necessary advice and teaching 
(see Vaitkevičius 2006, p.442ff.).

Thus, the picture of Taurapilis Central Place is more or 
less full: we have identified the political and religious 
power closely related to Lake Tauragnas, ie the pro-
jection of taurus horns on the ground in a water form 
(which also provides additional new applications, as, 
for example, Tauragnas can also be perceived as an 
extremely deep horn filled with liquid or a body of 
water with a new moon shape, etc. Lake Tauragnas, 
which until now had been only a natural element of 
the surroundings, becomes a factor shaping the prehis-
toric space itself and determining the status of a cer-
tain place. The data provided shows that learning the 

mythology of prehistoric landscapes is a significant 
link in modern archaeology and we should analyse it 
extensively.

Translated by Lina guobienė
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Fig. 5. Lake Tauragnas and the archaeological sites surrounding Taurapilis: 1 
Tauragnai hill-fort and the site of destroyed barrows; 2 Sėlė hill-fort and the 
site of destroyed barrows; 3 Šeimatis barrow groups and cult site.

Fig. 4. The complex of Taurapilis archaeological monuments.
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inTerpreTUojAnT TAUrApiLį : 
KrAŠToVAizDiS ,  
reprezenTUojAnTiS  gALią?

Vykintas Vaitkevičius

San t rauka

Kunigaikščio kapas teikia pagrindą V a. antrosios pu-
sės – Vi a. Taurapilio archeologijos paminklų kom-
pleksą (piliakalnį ir du pilkapynus) laikyti viena iš to 
meto centrinių vietų (1–2; 4 pav.). Tačiau straipsnyje 
pirmą kartą prabilta apie tai, kad jos suvokti neįmano-
ma be tenykščiame kraštovaizdyje glūdinčių mitologi-
jos reikšmių tyrimų (3; 5 pav.).

Dėmesys visų pirma atkreiptas į Taũragno ežerą. Kla-
sikinė šio hidronimo etimologija pagrįsta ežero formos 
panašumu į tauro ragą (taũragė „tauro ragas“ → *Tau-
rag-ina-s → Taũragnas). Tauras, mūsų kraštuose prieš 
kelis šimtmečius išnykęs laukinis galvijas, kaip ir jo 
giminaičiai jautis ir karvė, mitologijoje yra tiesiogiai 
susijęs su suverenumo sfera – aukščiausios valdžios 
įgijimu arba praradimu. Sumedžioto tauro ragai mituo-
se ir istorijoje tampa dieviškojo ir žmonių pripažinto 
suverenumo simboliu. Tokiame kontekste Taurapilio 
kunigaikščio kapo atradimas iš pirmo žvilgsnio eili-
niame rytų Lietuvos pilkapyje yra suprantamas ir net 
dėsningas – suverenumo, taigi ir valdžios, kodas glūdi 
Taurapilio kraštovaizdyje ir akivaizdžiai byloja, jog 
ši vieta savaime yra ypatinga. galima spėti, jog apie 
tai V–Vi a. Taurapilio gyventojai ne tik žinojo, bet ir 
savaip naudojosi, tuo galbūt grįsdami savo politinį ir 
(arba) socialinį dominavimą.
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IV.  WARRIORS AND ARMAMENTS  
FROM THE VISTULA TO THE DAUGUVA 

A WIELBARK CULTURE PIECE OF WEAPONRY? 
REMARKS CONCERNING THE ASTONISHING FIND 
FROM THE CEMETERY AT KROSNO (CROSSEN)

BARTOSZ KONTNY AND MAGDALENA NATUNIEWICZ-SEKUŁA 

Abstract

The authors recall their reconstruction of the Wielbark Culture cemetery at Krosno grave 27 furnishing. One of the most inter-
esting elements in the grave is a boat-shaped fitting, probably the pommel of a sword typical of Scandinavia. The chronology 
of the grave corresponds to the dating of such boat-shaped pommels.

Key words: the Roman Period, Wielbark Culture, weapon, sword-pommel.

In t roduc t ion

The recent years of increased interest in Prussian antiq-
uities have given rise to a vividly developing “archive” 
archaeology (ie Andrzejowski and Bursche 1987; Gedl 
1999; Kolendo and Nowakowski 2000). Archive stud-
ies of private records of archaeologists active in the in-
terwar period and of archives and museum collections 
discovered since the Cold War are a rich base of source 
material, with so-called “new” discoveries concerning 
the Iron Age, especially from the areas occupied by the 
Balts, but also from Wielbark Culture (eg Cieśliński 
2000, pp.89-97; 2001, pp.47-63). A particularly impor-
tant source is a large part of the materials and records 
from the Prussia Museum now stored in the Museum 
für Vor- und Frühgeschichte in Berlin, among them the 
collection from the former Ostpreußische Provinzial-
Museum (further OPM) in Königsberg, included in the 
collection of the Prussia Museum in 1905 (Reich 2003, 
p. 110). Besides the finds, it consists of a great number 
of metrices, catalogue cards and other archive materi-
als1. 

During archive studies on the Prussia Museum col-
lection at present stored in the Museum für Vor- und 
Frühgeschichte, we came across a box with Wielbark 
Culture artefacts. Some of them had original sheets of 
paper with the OPM inventory number and had been 
signed “Crossen” or “Krossen, Kr. Pr. Holland” (nowa-
days Krosno, Pasłęk district). Most of the artefacts had 

1 �or more on the history of the collection see: Reich (2003,�or more on the history of the collection see: Reich (2003, 
2005).

sheets with inventory numbers attached to them. Luck-
ily, also separate metrices with inventory numbers and 
numbers of graves were preserved for part of the finds 
which allowed for their further identification. Thanks 
to the information from the sheets, it was possible to 
associate part of the finds with actual burial assem-
blages. �urthermore, in some cases it was possible to 
identify the finds which did not have an OPM number. 
The artefacts come from several graves, of which the 
furnishing of grave 27 from the cemetery at Krosno 
deserves particular attention2. 

Grave  27  f rom Krosno  and  
i t s  fu rn i sh ings

Grave 27 is one of the objects from Krosno that is most 
frequently mentioned in literature. The first reliable in-
formation about the goods from that burial were issued 
in Blume’s works (1912, p.107 and 121, �ig. 150, Plate 
58a; 1915, pp.41, 46-47 and 53). Single finds from the 
burial were mentioned in various monographs (Ebert 
1926, p.72; Gaerte 1929, p.185, �ig. 136: e; Schindler 
1940, p.144, No. 184; Eggers 1951, p.102, No. 586; 
Madyda 1977, pp.382-383; 1987, p.150; Lund Hansen 

2 The cemetery at Krosno, Site 1, Pasłęk district, Warmińsko-The cemetery at Krosno, Site 1, Pasłęk district, Warmińsko-
Mazurskie voivodeship, is a biritual cemetery of Wielbark 
Culture. Part of the materials from the necropolis with an 
exact history of the research at the site have been present-
ed several times recently (Andrzejowski, Bursche 1987; 
Chowaniec 2005; Bursche, Chowaniec 2001; Cieśliński 
2001; Okulicz, Bursche 1987). To avoid repetition, this is-
sue shall not be dealt with in this paper.
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1987, p.77; Wołągiewicz 1993, p. 177). An attempt 
at collecting the scattered information about this and 
other graves from the cemetery at Krosno was made by 
Andrzejowski and Bursche (1987, pp.233-277). Later 
on, finds from grave 27 were mentioned several times, 
often without the full data on the furnishing known 
from the literature (Stawiarska 1999, p.266). 

On the basis of the above mentioned data as well as the 
surviving artefacts, we tried to reconstruct the furnish-
ings of the grave (Kontny, Natuniewicz-Sekuła 2006). 
Altogether, the assemblage from grave 27 may be re-
constructed as follows:

1. Clay vessel – bowl VIA after Wołągiewicz (1993); 
missing (OPM 20840).

2. Bronze spur, close to Subgroup G1 after Ginalski 
(1991) (�ig. 1: a); fragmentarily preserved; preserved 
length: 4.6 cm, maximum width of a bow 0.8 cm (OPM 
20841).

3. Bronze spur, close to Subgroup G1 after Ginalski 
(1991) (�ig. 1: b); fragmentarily preserved; preserved 
length: 3.8 cm, maximum width of a bow 0.7 cm (OPM 
20842).

4. Belt buckle, bronze Type D 29 after Madyda-Legutko 
(1987); missing (OPM 20843).

5. Belt-end fitting, bronze, Type O15 
after Raddatz (1957) (�ig. 1: c); length 
4.8 cm (OPM 20844). 

6. Glass goblet Type 216 after Eggers 
(1951); missing (OPM 20845).

7. Boat-shaped fitting, bronze (�ig. 2: 
a-c); a detailed description is presented 
below (OPM 20846).

8. �ragment of a bronze sheet, which 
was probably part of a strap-end Type 
JII3? after Raddatz (1957) (�ig. 1: d); 
length 3.3 cm (OPM 20847).

9. �ragments of a bone or antler comb 
Type I after Thomas (1960); missing 
(OPM 20848).

10. Plate of a bronze buckle and bronze 
belt hanger (?); missing (OPM 20849).

The assemblage of finds presented 
above was most probably discovered 
in an inhumation grave3. The deceased, 
probably a man, had two belts, which is 
suggested by the elements of sets of the 
belt fittings. The presence of two belts 
seems to indicate the social role played 
by the deceased: one of the belts was 
probably on his hips, whereas the sec-

ond one might have served as a balteus, ie a belt worn 
across the shoulder and used for suspending a sword4. 

Based on the dating of particular elements of the fur-
nishing, we established the chronology of the grave 
to Phase C2, perhaps in its earlier stage (for a detailed 
chronological analysis, see: Kontny, Natuniewicz-
Sekuła 2006, p.311).

Recons t ruc t ion  o f  t he  sword -pommel 

Among the grave goods from grave 27, particular at-
tention should be devoted to the object described as a 
bronze boat-shaped fitting (�ig. 2: a-c). This mysteri-
ous bronze object is lenticular in plan. It has an edge 

3 This is indicated by the lack of traces of burning on the pre-This is indicated by the lack of traces of burning on the pre-
served artefacts. Even though when describing the graves 
from Krosno, Blume occasionally mentions the burial rite 
(only for graves 83, 121, 145 does he mention that these 
were urn burials) we may assume that in the case of the 
other burial features he meant inhumation (Andrzejowski 
and Bursche 1987, p.234).

4 This interpretation was proposed by Madyda-Legutko forThis interpretation was proposed by Madyda-Legutko for 
Przeworsk Culture in a slightly earlier period of time. She 
saw an evident correlation between the presence of pairs 
of buckles (including one with a double tongue) and high-
quality swords imported from Rome (Madyda-Legutko 
1990). 

�ig. 1. Part of the equipment of grave 27 at Krosno, found in the collection 
of the former Prussia Museum kept nowadays in the Museum für Vor- und 
Frühgeschichte: a–d bronze. Drawn by E. Pazyna, M. Rudnicki.
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and a protuberance also lenticular in plan. Its culmi-
nation is clearly linearly distinguished (the broken 
line follows the long axe of the object). The item is 
8.8 centimetres long, 1.4 centimetres high and origi-
nally it was probably around 3.5 centimetres wide. The 
width of the edge oscillates between 0.2 and 0.8 cen-
timetres, reaching the greatest values in the top parts 
of the object. No traces of fixing in the form of rivets 
or nails can be seen on the surface of the artefact. It is 
worth noticing the pronounced top parts of the edge, 
which may have served to fasten the object in a casing. 
It should, however, be remarked that among the finds 
from the grave there are no elements of the supposed 
casing. Almost half of the artefact has not been pre-
served, which, as the irregularities of the edge suggest, 
was probably due to corrosion. In one place at a small 
distance from the top, a deformation of the edge is vis-
ible: the bronze sheet is broken and slightly bent. This 

may have been done when the object was pulled off the 
surface to which it was fixed.

The object has its closest analogies as to shape and 
proportions among so-called boat-shaped pommels5 
(�ig. 3), which were elements of double-edged sword 
casing (Bemmann and Hahne 1994, pp.376-377). 
Boat-shaped pommels were usually part of an hour-
glass hilt and had two versions. The earlier one had 
thicker proportions (the proportion of the length to the 
width was around 2:1) and was slightly shorter. They 
appeared together with indicators of so-called Group 
By of weapon-graves from Norway dated to Phases 
C1b–C2 (Bemmann and Hahne 1994, p.307), and Group 
Vøien, dated to Phase C3 (Bemmann and Hahne 1994, 
p.312)6. The later version of boat-shaped pommels em-
braced slimmer and longer items with proportions ap-
5 German: bootsförmige Knäufe.
6 The issue of reconstruction of the hilts of the swords fromThe issue of reconstruction of the hilts of the swords from 

the Roman Period was taken up by Biborski (1978, p.135-

�ig. 2. A bronze boat-shaped fitting, probably an element of a sword pommel from grave 27 at Krosno, from the collection 
of the Prussia Museum: a drawn by M. Natuniewicz-Sekuła, E. Pazyna; b photograph by M. Natuniewicz-Sekuła.
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proximately 3:1. They appeared with objects included 
in Group Mollestad, placed in the second half of the 
fourth century, ie in the developed and late part of 
Phase C3 and in Phase D1 (Bemmann and Hahne 1994, 
p.316)7.

138); however, his conclusions can be used for the prob-
lems analyzed in this paper only to a very small extent.

7 A different concept was presented by Menghin, who dis-A different concept was presented by Menghin, who dis-
tinguished two types of boat-shaped pommels according 
to different criteria. In his proposal the Snartemo-Blučina 
Type is composed of pommels made of silver, gold or 
gilded silver on which stylised animal figures are repre-
sented; this kind of pommel was part of the most intricate 
swords of the period, ie Group A, dated after Menghin to 
ca 450–480 AD (Menghin 1983, pp.58 and 135, �ig. 25). 
Type Simris, grave 54-Krefeld-Gellep, grave from 1812, 
in turn, was simpler in form and less decorative or not 

The find from Krosno resembles the first group. This 
kind of pommel (both silver and bronze ones) were 
discovered, besides Norway, in other areas of Scandi-
navia. We may mention here the finds from the bog 
site Ejsbøl Nord in East Jutland, dated to the late stage 
of Phase C2 (Ørsnes 1988, pp.52-54, Plates 89: 3, 90: 
2, 94: 1-12). A silver example was also found during 
the new research concerning the area of deposit Ejs-
bølgård D, contemporary to Ejsbøl Nord (Andersen 
2003, pp.251-252, �ig. 8: 739). Thicker boat-shaped 
pommels are also known from bog sites at Thorsberg 
(Behmer 1939, Plate III: 2; Raddatz 1987, �ig. 3, Plate 
77: 4)8 and Nydam in Schleswig. In the last-mentioned 
case, during the verification excavations of the 1990s, 
an hour-glass hilt with silver fittings (including a boat-
shaped pommel) was uncovered in the context of a 
pine boat (Horizon Nydam Ib) (Jørgensen and Petersen 
2003, pp.269-270, �ig. 13)9. The boat was put in the 
bog probably around 300 AD, which has been indicat-
ed by the dendrochronological analysis of a plank from 
one of the shields originally deposited in the bottom 
of the mentioned boat (the date obtained was 296 AD) 
(Ilkjær 2003, p.55; Rieck 2003, p.301). �urther items 
come from the site at Vimose (Engelhardt 1869, Plate 
6: 19; Behmer 1939, Plate XV: 1-3)10 and Kragehul 
in �yn (Boye 1860, p.51, Plate I: 1; Engelhardt 1867, 
�ig. b, Plate I: 2; Behmer 1939, Plate XIX: 3). The 
last mentioned ones, however, represent the later, slim 
variant, and are dated to Phases C3-D1 together with 
swords with hour-glass hilts (Ilkjær 2003, p.57). Of 
the slim Scandinavian boat-shaped pommels, we may 
also mention the items from a rich burial at Sætrang 
(Slomann 1959, p.48, Plate V) and from a man’s grave 
from �oss (Straume 1961, p.80, �ig. 6; Lund Hansen 
1987, p.441), both from Norway; they are dated to 
Phase C3 (Group 11 of weapon-graves) (Ilkjær 1990, 
pp.353 and 387)11. Bronze, undecorated pommels of 
that kind are also known from �inland, from Nokia 

decorated at all (Menghin 1983, pp. 63-64 and 306-307; 
�ig. 29), matching the criteria for the boat-shaped pom-
mels adopted by Bemmann and Hahne (1994). The criteria 
put forward by the latter are used in this paper.

8 According to Behmer, it is not entirely clear if the pommelAccording to Behmer, it is not entirely clear if the pommel 
from Thorsberg belongs to the same sword as the remain-
ing part of the hilt (Behmer 1939, p.41).

9 In the catalogue of the exhibition “The Spoils of Victory”In the catalogue of the exhibition “The Spoils of Victory” 
two silver boat-shaped pommels from the same horizon 
are presented: a more slender one and a thicker one (The 
Spoils of... p.420, Cat. 6.5). This seems to indicate that 
the borderline between the two versions of the two boat-
shaped pommels is not sharp. 

10 One of them has small projections in the central part of theOne of them has small projections in the central part of the 
sides of the pommel (Engelhardt 1869, Plate 6: 19; Meng-
hin 1983, p.307) similar to the ones noticeable on the pom-
mel from Krosno.

11 Bemmann and Hahne also noticed an identically dated,Bemmann and Hahne also noticed an identically dated, 
late variant of a boat-shaped pommel from the Danish wa-
ter find at Næssund (1994, pp.376-377, �ootnote 368).

�ig. 3. Examples of boat-shaped pommels and ways of 
fastening them: a according to Menghin (1983, �ig. 28), no 
scale; b according to Ørsnes (1988, plates 94: 1-2, 4-5, 7-8 
and 10-11).
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(Kivikoski 1955, �ig. 5: 2; Menghin 1983, p. 306) and 
Keho (Behmer 1939, Plate XXXI: 7a; Menghin 1983, 
p.306)12.

Boat-shaped pommels have been also found on the 
areas occupied by the �ranks (Krefeld-Gellep, grave 
from 1812 (Pirling 1974, Plate 55: 1)13. According to 
Menghin, the late forms derived from the Scandina-
vian model and appeared sporadically until the late 
Phase C after Menghin (1983, p.135, �ig. 77), ie till 
the late first half of the fourth century (Menghin 1983, 
p.59, �ig. 25), yet they may have been parts of hilts 
other than hour-glass shaped ones (eg Krefeld-Gellep, 
grave from 1812). 

Boat-shaped pommels were made both of silver and 
bronze sheets. Very often they had a stamped ornament 
on the part near the edge and at the edge near the cul-
mination of the convexity. It should, however, be re-
marked that some of them were undecorated (Behmer 
1939, Plate XXI: 7a; Ørsnes 1988, p.52, Plate 94: 5–6, 
12), both the bronze and the silver ones. The fittings 
from Scandinavia usually have a hole at either end for 
long rivets connecting the pommel with an oval plate 
(Ørsnes 1988, Plate 90: 2; Raddatz 1987, �ig. 3). The 
space between the pommel and plate and the bronze 
band holding them together was filled with organic 
material (eg wood) which was the basic part of the hilt 
(Menghin 1983, �ig. 28: 2; Raddatz 1987, �ig. 3; Jør-
gensen and Petersen 2003, p.270, �ig. 13). There are 
also items the wooden part of the pommel of which 
is not reinforced with a bronze band. Particularly im-
portant in this case is the item from grave 54 at Simris 
in Scania (�ig. 4: a). The silver boat-shaped pommel 
found in it differs from the ones mentioned above: ac-
cording to the author of the publication, it was fixed di-
rectly to the wooden part by means of a long rivet (two 
longer fragments of it have been preserved). Originally, 
it was probably bow-shaped and ran along the inside 
of the convexity of the pommel. The ends of the rivet 
12 They appeared together with scabbard suspensionsThey appeared together with scabbard suspensions 

(Kivikoski 1955, �ig. 5: 3; Behmer 1939, Plate XXI: 7b), 
included in Type Indre Kvarøy, decorated with heads of 
birds. Suspensions of this kind are associated with Group 
Mollestad (late stage of Phase C3 and Phase D1) (Bem-
mann and Hahne 1994, p.316 and 393).

13 Menghin includes in this group also the items from Wa-Menghin includes in this group also the items from Wa-
geningen, grave 144 (Holland) and Westerwanna, grave 
535 in Lower Saxony (1983, p.307, Map 1), but in reality 
they resemble Scandinavian boat-shaped pommels only 
very slightly: the item from Westerwanna is disc-shaped 
in plan but is entirely flat (Zimmer-Linnfeld 1960, p.32, 
Plate 72: b), and the find from Wageningen refers to Type 
Snartemo-Blučina to a greater extent due to the pattern of 
animal heads on the blunt sides (van Es 1964, p.227, �ig. 
71: 2). The latter concerns also the sword from Nummed-
al in Norway (Behmer 1939, Plate XIX: 2) included by 
Menghin to Type Simris, grave 54-Krefeld-Gellep, grave 
from 1812 (Menghin 1983, p.306). 

were bent at the edge of the pommel at right angles to 
it (Stjernquist 1955, pp.21-22, 115, Plates XXII: 1-4 
and 9-10). The item from Simris may not be treated as 
a typical hour-glass hilt because its shape refers to the 
hilt of an earlier type. Besides, there are no decorative 
reinforcements to the construction in the form of oval 
plaques on which the rivets were resting and horizon-
tal bands wrapped around pommel and guard. It thus 
seems probable that we are dealing with a prototype of 
the later hour-glass hilt in which only some of the so-
lutions characteristic of the typical construction were 
used. This supposition is confirmed by the chronology 
of grave 54 from Simris, placed within Phases C1b–C2 
(Ilkjær 1990, pp.379-380), and thus slightly earlier or at 
most contemporary to the first “model” of boat-shaped 
pommels and hour-glass hilts. A similar location of the 
rivets, fixed inside the convexity at a certain distance 
from the tops of the pommel, can be found in items 
from the bog site at Vimose in �yn (�ig. 4: b) (Engel-
hardt 1869, Plate 6: 19; Behmer 1939, Plate XV: 2-3); 
it should, however, be added that their chronology is 
not clearly determined (the finds from Vimose are a 
random collection which was not recorded in context 
during the excavations)14. In both cases, the rivets were 
soldered to the inside part of the pommel15. Curiously 
enough, a very similar method of attaching the rivets 
to the inside part of the convexity of the pommel with-
out making holes has been discovered in the item from 
grave 144 at Wagenigen in Holland (�ig. 4: c) (van Es 
1964, �ig. 71: 2) mentioned above. There arises the 
question, however, if the above method of attaching 
the pommel was durable? The small surface at which 
the rivet meets the inner part of the pommel suggests 
that it was not. Perhaps for that reason it was found in 
few items in comparison to the total number of boat-

14 In Vimose one more boat-shaped pommel was found. ItIn Vimose one more boat-shaped pommel was found. It 
also did not have rivet holes in its upper part (the rivets 
themselves have not been preserved); (Behmer 1939, Plate 
XV: 1).

15 The pommel from Vimose published by Engelhardt isThe pommel from Vimose published by Engelhardt is 
known to us from personal inspection. It is worth not-
ing that it is thick, much thicker than the pommels from 
Simris. The rivets, however, were soldered without any 
additional manipulations such as excavating the base and 
fixing them in the hole (we would like to thank Xenia Pauli 
Jensen, who is investigating the materials form Vimose, 
for making them available to us). It is also possible that 
the item from Simris was fixed in a similar way and the 
reconstruction suggested by Stjernquist (1955, Plate XXII: 
4) requires correction (reproducing the way in which the 
pommel was fixed, she based herself only on two frag-
ments of the supposed long rivet, which in fact could have 
been attached in the same way as in the items from Vimose 
mentioned above). It should, however, be stressed that the 
item from Vimose was made from a solid piece of silver, 
only a little concave, thus in this respect it differs entirely 
from the item from Krosno and from the majority of boat-
shaped pommels. 
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shaped pommels. It may seem that this was a prototype 
and less perfect method than the later (?) one, but to 
confirm this hypothesis a greater set of artefacts than 
the one now available is necessary.

In the light of the above, the lack of rivet holes in the 
item from Krosno is not surprising and does not under-
mine the determined function of the artefact. What is, 
however, remarkable is the similar chronology of the 
finds from Simris and Krosno. The lack of rivet holes 
on the pommel from Krosno may be in this case asso-
ciated with its early chronology and justified by using 
a not very efficient (prototype) method of using a very 
long rivet going inside the pommel or a pair of rivets 
soldered inside the convexity of the boat-shaped pom-
mel. The use of a relatively thin sheet of metal, unlike 
in the majority of later applications16, was probably 
16 Nota bene the find from Simris was made from a very thin 

sheet of metal (Stjernquist 1955, Plate XXII: 4).

caused by a lack of experience of the 
craftsmen, and only after some time was 
it made more carefully, decorated and se-
curely fixed. The find from Krosno is per-
haps a “trial” item which was not tested, 
and that is why it was also slightly larger 
than the other examples of boat-shaped 
pommels. 

Theoretically, it is also possible that the 
analysed object is a mounting of the belt 
Type Sætrang17. Ornamental mountings, 
attached horizontally to the belt, had a 
shape similar to a boat, being in agreement 
with the decoration style of the epoch (fol-
lowing the shape of the fire stones carried 
inside). The mountings were richly deco-
rated: they were made of bronze and cov-
ered with silver gilded foil and encrusted 
with pieces of glass or with enamel. An 
analysis of their form and context allows 
us to assume that they may have been cov-
ers of wooden boxes for tinder attached 
to the belt (Bemmann and Hahne 1994, 
p.489; Christensen 2005, p.60). Mount-
ings of this kind were found at Sætrang 
(Slomann 1959, p.55, Plates V-VI) and 
Nydam (in a pine boat deposited in the 
bog around 300 AD) (Jørgensen, Petersen 
2003, pp.267-268, �ig. 8). The find from 
Krosno, however, should not be interpreted 
as an ornamental belt mounting18. This is 
due to the form (belt mountings are flatter 
and have straighter sides than boat-shaped 
pommels) and the method used to make it: 
the mysterious object from Krosno can-
not in any way be treated as an element 

of a parade belt indicating a very high standing in the 
milieu of the north European Barbarians. The chrono-
logical discrepancies are also important. The discussed 
belt mountings appeared in assemblages assigned to 
Group Mollestad, and thus in the developed and late 
part of Phase C3 and in Phase D1 (Bemmann and Hahne 
1994, pp.316 and 489), whereas the late forms, charac-
terised by some special details, appeared in burials de-
termined as Group Kvamme, perhaps even until Group 
Snartemo (Bemmann and Hahne 1994, p.497), ie from 
around 400 AD till the early sixth century (Bemmann, 
Hahne 1994, p.318 and 329). This differs considerably 
from the chronology established for the burial at Kros-
17 We would like to express our gratitude for this suggestionWe would like to express our gratitude for this suggestion 

to Marcin Biborski PhD from the Institute of Archaeology 
at Jagiellonian University. 

18 The same opinion was expressed by Prof. Jørgen Ilkjær 
from Moesgård Museum, whom we consulted on this prob-
lem, for which we would like to express our gratitude. 

�ig. 4. Non-typical methods of fastening boat-shaped pommels: a Simris, 
grave 54, according to Stjernquist (1955, plate XXII:4); b Vimose, accord-
ing to Behmer (1939, plate XV: 3); c Wageningen, grave 144, according to 
van Es (1964, �ig. 71: 2).
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no19. �urthermore, the assemblage did not contain any 
other elements characteristic of belts of the Sætrang 
type, such as propeller-shaped pendants. 

To sum up, we are dealing with a unique discovery for 
Wielbark Culture, which generally avoided including 
weapons and iron in grave goods. The few items of 
weapons from the area of that culture are mainly con-
nected with the terminating traditions of Oksywie Cul-
ture. Knowledge about the weapons is enriched by stray 
finds and ones from places other than cemeteries. Also, 
information is often obtained from archive materials. 
The weapons are sometimes discovered in the contact 
zone between Wielbark and Przeworsk cultures. In such 
cases, the cultural affiliation of the discovered artefacts 
inspires many doubts (Kaczanowski and Zaborowski 
1988). �inds of swords or parts of them are particularly 
rare. The “Wielbark” finds from the Early Roman Peri-
od include the ones from Warszkowo, Sławno district. 
In grave 2, besides a bronze brooch Type Almgren 
12 (1923), dated to Phase B1 (Grasselt 1998), a one-
edged sword Type III after Wołągiewiczowie (1964) 
was discovered. Unfortunately, the preserved parts 
consisted only of hilt and a part placed just beneath 
the hilt, as well as two small fragments of the scab-
bard (Wołągiewiczowie 1964, p.102, Plate VIII: 2; 
Wołągiewicz 1965, p.182, Plate II; Eggers and Stary 
2001, Plate 189: 4), which does not, however, allow for 
a complete reconstruction and establishing the dimen-
sions of the weapon. In grave 1320 a one-edged iron 
sword Type III after Wołągiewiczowie was found, and 
was accompanied by a bronze brooch from the turn 
of the Pre-Roman and Roman periods similar to eye-
brooches21 and a glass bead (Wołągiewiczowie 1964, 
p.102; Wołągiewicz 1965, p.183; Eggers and Stary 
2001, p.68, Plate 340: 3-5). The finds are missing, 
which makes verification impossible. In the group of 
swords from the Early Roman Period it is also nec-
essary to mention a 75.5-centimetre-long two-edged 
one (stray find) from Gronowo Górne, Elbląg district. 
It became better known only thanks to Martin Jahn’s 
archives22 and it was dated, due to its similarity to Type 
I/2 after Biborski23 (1978, pp.58-59), to Phase B1 (Kac-

19 It can, however, be observed that belt fittings and late,It can, however, be observed that belt fittings and late, 
slender, boat-shaped pommels frequently co-occurred.

20 Kaczanowski and Zaborowski state erroneously that it wasKaczanowski and Zaborowski state erroneously that it was 
grave 19 (1988, p.223).

21 In the files of Eggers a “Late La T�ne” brooch is men-In the files of Eggers a “Late La T�ne” brooch is men-
tioned (Eggers and Stary 2001, p.68), although it is pre-
sented together with a bead among the materials from the 
Roman Period (Eggers and Stary 2001, Plate 340: 3-5).

22 Martin Jahn’s files are stored at the Institute of Archaeol-Martin Jahn’s files are stored at the Institute of Archaeol-
ogy at Warsaw University. �or the site at Gronowo Górne 
see also Lissauer (1887, p.151).

23 It should, however, be remarked that the item has few anal-It should, however, be remarked that the item has few anal-
ogies and Variant 2 Type I has been distinguished on the 
basis of one sword. 

zanowski and Zaborowski 1988, p.224). The brief list 
of Wielbark Culture swords from the Early Roman Pe-
riod should be completed with the stray find of a two-
edged sword from the cemetery (?) at Piła, Piła district 
(Kontny 2006a, �ig. 1: a). On the basis of a drawing 
from Martin Jahn’s archives, it has been dated to Phase 
B2 (Kaczanowski and Zaborowski 1988, pp.224-225)24. 
Until now no parts of Wielbark Culture swords from 
the Late Roman Period have been known. It is worth 
stressing that we are dealing with a form which has 
analogies in Scandinavia25. This confirms the supposi-
tion of the northern influence on the weapons used by 
the Wielbark Cculture population clearly perceptible 
in the Late Roman Period (Kaczanowski, Zaborowski 
1988, p. 227–228, 230–231, 236; Kontny 2006b).

Symbol i c  va lue  o f  t he  pommel  f rom 
g rave  27  a t  Krosno 

The exact function of the pommel from Krosno in the 
grave furnishings remains unclear. It might be assumed 
that it had a symbolic value, eg a talisman. Similar sit-
uations are confirmed in Przeworsk Culture: in grave 
1186 at Opatów, Kłobuck district, dated analogically 
to the Krosno find, ie Phase C2, a Roman box-like 
chape was found. Most probably it served as an amu-
let, which is proved by the existence of holes used to 
fasten the leather strap or string in order to hang it. It is 
worth noticing that the item appeared in the burial of a 
child in age infans I, who in no way could be counted 
in the group of warriors (Godłowski 1979, p.153-154, 
�ig. 3; Godłowski and Madyda 1975, p.154). Cases of 
the occurrence of scabbards without swords in grave 
assemblages are confirmed in Przeworsk Culture, al-
though they are quite rare. Indeed, the percentage of 
such graves increases in the Younger and Late Roman 
Period, but still it remains scarce (not more than a few 
per cent of the weapon-graves with swords/scabbards) 
(Kontny 2003, p.136, diagram 4). The above situation 
might be accounted for in different ways, like putting 
organic imitations of swords stuck in scabbards on the 
funeral pyre. It let a precious weapon remain in the 
world of the living. Then we may presume the applica-

24 More information about swords from the area of WielbarkMore information about swords from the area of Wielbark 
Culture (including items erroneously assigned to that cul-
ture) has been presented in another publication (Kontny 
2006a).

25 It does not matter if we are dealing with an import or aIt does not matter if we are dealing with an import or a 
similar (slightly larger and attached in a specific way) imi-
tation; we cannot settle this issue definitely. It is, however, 
worth noting that a similar situation concerns the area of 
�inland, located at the periphery of the Scandinavian cul-
tural centre: hence also there simple, bronze items without 
ornament were found. Possibly in the two cases we are 
dealing with simplified imitations of originals known from 
the Jutland Peninsula, Scania or Norway. 
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tion of the pars-pro-toto principle: in that way a scab-
bard meant that the dead person owned the real sword. 
One cannot exclude the wish to keep a link with the 
dead, whose sword stood among the living, and a scab-
bard was put into the burial with the corpse (Kontny 
2003, p.120). Such explanations are good for Prze-
worsk Culture but not for Wielbark, characterised by 
excluding the weapon from the grave furnishings. Also, 
it seems improbable that we are dealing with an amu-
let, as, what is confirmed by the character of the grave 
goods, in grave 27 at Krosno a man (warrior?), not a 
child or female was buried26. The context is different 
from the Opatów case also because of the absence of 
any solutions aimed at hanging the amulet. Taking into 
consideration the possible traces of tearing the pommel 
off the surface, it seems that the act of destruction was 
somehow connected with funeral ceremonies. Then the 
pommel might have been put in intentionally as a grave 
good. If the presumption was right, it would be proof 
of the weapon’s application during the funeral: maybe 
the family of the dead wanted to underline his position 
by giving him just a bronze element of a sword, not the 
whole iron (that means forbidden) sword itself. Never-
theless, we are aware that this is the time to stop here, 
to avoid becoming fantasy writers … 

Translated by S. Twardo, B. Kontny and  
M. Natuniewicz-Sekuła
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VIELBARKO KULTūROS  
GINKLO DALIS?  PASTABOS 
APIE  STEBINANTį  RADINį  Iš 
KROSNO (CROSSEN)  KAPINYNO

Bartosz Kontny,  
Magdalena Natuniewicz-Sekuła

San t rauka

Pastaraisiais metais dėl išsiplėtusių „archyvinės arche-
ologijos“ galimybių labai padidėjo domėjimas prūsų 
senienomis. šioms studijoms ypač svarbus šaltinis 
yra išlikusi „Prussia“ muziejaus kolekcijos ir archyvo 
dalis, saugoma Proistorės muziejuje, Berlyne. Tarp iš-
likusios „Prussia“ muziejaus kolekcijos su Vielbarko 
kultūros medžiaga yra buvusio Rytų Prūsijos muzie-
jaus (Ostpreußische Provinzial-Museum) rinkinio da-
lis su išlikusiais senaisiais šio muziejaus inventoriaus 
numeriais ir kitais įrašais. Tarp jų buvo rasta ir dalis 
Krosno (Pasłęk gmina, buv. Crossen, Holland apskri-
tis) kapinyno kapų aprašų, tarp kurių buvo išvardyti ir 
kai kurie kapo 27 radiniai, archeologinėje literatūroje 
minimi nuo seno (1 pav.). 

Remiantis tarpukario publikacijomis ir rasta archy-
vine medžiaga pavyko rekonstruoti šio kapo įkapes, 
kurias sudarė: molinis indas (dubuo; VIB tipas, pagal 
R. Wołągiewicziaus tipologiją, neišliko (inv. OPM 
20840), nedidelės dviejų bronzinių pentinų, artimų G 1 
tipui, pagal J. Ginalskio tipologiją (inv. OPM 20841; 
20842), dalys (1: a–b pav.), bronzinė diržo sagtis, tipas 
D 29, pagal R. Madyda-Legutko tipologiją, neišliko 
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(inv. OPM 20843), bronzinis diržo galo apkalas, O 15 
tipas, pagal K. Raddatzo tipologiją (inv. OPM 20844)  
(1: c pav.), stiklinė taurė, 216 tipas, pagal M. Egger-
so tipologiją, neišliko (inv. OPM 20845), bronzi-
nė laivo formos kalavijo buoželė (inv. OPM 20846)  
(2: a–c pav.), bronzinė plokštelė, matyt, diržo galo ap-
kalas, JII 3(?) tipas, pagal K. Raddatzo tipologiją (inv. 
OPM 20847) (1: d pav.), kaulinių ar raginių šukų fra-
gmentas, I tipas, pagal S. Thomaso tipologiją, neišliko 
(inv. OPM 20848), bronzinė sagties apkalo plokštelė ir 
bronzinis diržo laikiklis (?) neišliko (inv. OPM 20849). 
Remiantis išvardytais kapo 27 radiniais, šį palaidoji-
mą galima datuoti C1b–C2 ar C1–C2 periodais pagal 
chronologiją, būdingą Europos barbaricum. Tačiau 
visų kapo 27 dirbinių analizė rodo, kad šis palaidoji-
mas priklauso C2 periodo pradžiai. 

Tarp kapo 27 radinių išsiskiria bronzinis laivo formos 
tuščiaviduris dirbinys, galbūt dviašmenio kalavijo buo-
želė (3: b pav.). Tokios formos sidabrinių ar bronzinių 
dviašmenių kalavijų buoželių randama Norvegijoje ir 
kitose Skandinavijos vietose (pvz., Simris, kapas 54, 
datuojamas C1b–C2 periodais, Vimose pelkės aukos) 
(4: a–b pav.). šio straipsnio autoriai taip pat neatmeta 
galimybės, kad Krosno kape 27 rastas laivo formos dir-
binys gali būti Sætrang tipo diržo dekoratyvus apkalas. 
Taigi šio laivo formos dirbinio paskirtis lieka neaiški. 
Gali būti, kad dirbinys turėjo simbolinę reikšmę.
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F ind  c i r cums tances 

Recent research on the prehistory of Baltic peoples 
has focused on studying archive data. Finds and ar-
chives from the Prussia Museum discovered in Berlin 
and Kaliningrad have opened up new possibilities to 
researchers (cf von Carnap-Bornheim, Ibsen, Valujew 
2005; Nowakowski, Lemke 2003). New resources 
have also been enlarged by the records of archaeolo-
gists connected before the Second World War with the 
Königsberg centre. Most of the materials retrieved for 
further analysis come from the research done before 
the war in the area of the former Ostpreußen; however, 
as can be seen on the basis of a fibula from Suchodoły 
(Bitner-Wróblewska 2001, pp.44-45), we may still 
encounter data referring to finds from the Suwałki re-
gion. It appears that not only the legacy of the Prussia 
Museum can provide fascinating finds which have not 
been known so far. At the beginning of 2006, during 
clean-up work in the storage rooms of the Institute of 
Archaeology at Warsaw University, a small collection 
of finds was discovered. They came from the field re-
search conducted in the late 1950s and early 1960s by 
Tadeusz Żurowski at various archaeological sites at 
Szurpiły, in the Suwałki region (Fig. 1). Apart from a 
few bags of bones from barrows at site 2 in Szurpiły, 
numerous items of pottery from “Targowisko”, located 
a few kilometres to the northeast of the cemetery, were 
also found. Among these finds, there was also a frag-
ment of a single-edged iron sword (Fig. 2).

The find is very well preserved. It consists of the hilt, a 
part of the blade and the upper locket of the scabbard. 
The blade is not embellished, it is six centimetres wide, 
and the length of the preserved part reaches 13 centime-
tres. The tang curves from the blade one-sidedly, and 
is ten centimetres long. At the end there are two rivets, 
one of which is six millimetres in diameter and has an 

irregular circular head. The head of the other rivet, four 
millimetres in diameter, is placed under an iron plate 
attached over it, and is invisible. The shoulder of the 
blade is clung by the locket of the scabbard, made of a 
rectangular four-centimetre-wide plate. At the level of 
the base of the tang there is a typical semicircular in-
dentation in the locket. The locket was attached to the 
scabbard with three pairs of rivets approximately four 
to five millimetres in diameter, invisible from the out-
side. The width of the blade and the massiveness of the 
hilt allow us to classify the find as the M. Biborski D/2 
type, dated to phase B2

1 (Biborski 1978, pp.124–128). 
A few places on the blade, the forge and on the hilt bear 
traces of some black tar-like substance. It is difficult to 
determine when and why it appeared on the sword.

The vague circumstances of the discovery of the item 
make it very difficult to establish the exact context of 
the sword. The register note attached to it informs us 
briefly that it is a fragment of an iron sword and that it 
was found during the field survey at “Targowisko” in 
1965. “Targowisko” is now the name of the settlement 
at site 4 in Szurpiły, a part of a bigger settlement com-
plex (Okulicz-Kozaryn 1993) whose most important 
element is the settlement at Góra Zamkowa (Szurpiły, 
site 3). Until recently “Targowisko” was the name of 
the whole hamlet, consisting of a few farmhouses lo-
cated within the aforementioned complex. The finds of 
T. Żurowski at the place called “Targowisko” also in-
clude some earthenware. It remains uncertain whether 
it was collected at the same place as the sword in ques-
tion because it is difficult to determine what Żurowski 
interpreted as “Targowisko”. The ceramic assemblage 
constitutes quite a big collection of fragments of wheel-
thrown vessels, so-called grey pottery. There were no 
1 The possibility of dating it to the beginning of phase C1a 

was also considered, but new research shows that there is 
no reason to keep this presumption. I am very grateful to 
Dr Bartosz Kontny for this information.

THE ROMAN PERIOD SINGLE-EDGED SWORD 
FROM THE SZURPIŁY SETTLEMENT  
(SUWAŁKI  REGION,  POLAND)

LUDWIKA SAWICKA

Abstract

The find of a fragment of a single-edged sword at the Szurpiły settlement near Suwałki (northeastern Poland) is the main 
subject of the paper. An attempt to establish the uncertain find circumstances is made, and its meaning for chronological and 
cultural research of the Suwałki region in the Early Roman Period is considered.

Key words: Szurpiły, Suwalki region, single-edged sword, Early Roman Period.
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finds of this kind at the site 4 settlement, presently 
called “Targowisko”, which is dated to the Early Mid-
dle Ages. Thus, whatever Żurowski called “Targow-
isko” does not comply with the present terminology. 

Chrono logy

Thus we can only conjecture the context of the find-
ing of the single-edged sword from the Szurpiły set-
tlement. Dating it to the younger phase of the Early 
Roman Period allows us to classify it into an older 
settlement horizon connected to Stroked Ware Culture 
(Strichkeramikkultur). The beginning of this horizon is 
dated to the turn of the third and second century BC, 
its end falls at the end of the second century AD, which 
means that in Szurpiły this one undisturbed phase cov-
ers the Early Iron Age and Early Roman Period. During 
this horizon there was a complex of sites at Szurpiły 
(Fig. 3). Its centre was located at the hill-fort at Góra 
Zamkowa (Okulicz-Kozaryn 1993, p.140). At that time 
it was inhabited and surrounded by a double palisade 
fence, strengthened by stones. In the hearth of one of 
the dwelling-houses, traces of craftsman’s activities, 
casting moulds and pieces of bronze decorations, were 

found. Still, as far as the settlement structure is con-
cerned, the applied fortification system corresponds 
well to similar arrangements known from the areas of 
Stroked Ware Culture (Grigalavičienė 1995, pp.40-64). 
Undoubtedly, the pottery corpus dating from the same 
phase of the settlement also indicates connections to 
this culture, poorly examined in contemporary Poland 
(cf Bitner-Wróblewska 1994, p.227; Nowakowski 
1995, pp.75-76). Despite the fact that the fortifications 
and houses in the interior of the hill-fort of Góra Zam-
kowa had been destroyed twice, settlement continued 
there until the end of the Early Roman Period, ie until 
the second century AD, flourishing at the end of this 
period (Okulicz-Kozaryn 1993, p.140). A number of 
finds can be linked to this phase. Firstly, an iron spur 
with big knobs corresponding to Ginalski group A, 
which should be dated to the end of the Late Pre-Ro-
man Period (Ginalski 1991, p.55). An earlier find is a 
profiled belt-end fitting, characteristic of the Early Ro-
man Period (Madyda 1977, p.381). Further, fragments 
of three pins originate in the same settlement phase: two 
of them are of B. Beckmann type A (Beckmann 1969, 
p.108, Fig. 1:A). One of the type A pins is made of iron 
and has a well-preserved head and part of a shaft, the 

Fig. 1. The location of Szurpiły (drawing by Sawicka).
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second one, cast in bronze, has a well-retained shaft 
but its head is missing, so it can be evaluated as A type 
only by looking at its base. A-type pins should be dated 
to an older phase of the Early Roman Period or the 
beginning of the Late Roman Period (Juga 2003, p.70). 
The third pin has an ornamented biconical head with a 
hole, and belongs to B. Beckmann type L, character-
istic of the end of the Early Roman Period and of the 
Late Roman Period (Beckmann 1969, p.111, Fig. 1:L). 
At the same time, there were a few settlements in the 
nearby area. In addition to the fortified settlement at 
Góra Zamkowa, there were three settlements dated to 
the Early Iron Age (Szurpiły sites 10 and 13, Wodziłki 
site 1) within the Szurpiły complex known from the 
field-walking survey. 

It is difficult to determine the exact place of finding 
of the sword in question. It can only be evaluated as 
a find coming from Szurpiły, and linked to an older 
horizon of its settlement embracing the Early Iron Age 
and the Early Roman Period. We can only suppose that 
it was found on one of the open settlements, because if 
Żurowski had found it on the hill-fort he would have 
mentioned this fact.

Szurp i ły :  cu l tu ra l  dependence  and 
i n t e rac t ions 

No matter where exactly the sword was found, it al-
lows us to consider the cultural connections of this area 
in the time in question. As was already mentioned, the 
older settlement horizon in Szurpiły, connected with 
the Early Iron Age and Early Roman Period, seems to 
be one undisturbed phase, while in the other regions 
of West Balt lands we can easily distinguish the Early 
Iron Age and the time after Christ (cf Okulicz 1973). 
At Szurpiły the rhythmus of cultural development ap-
pears to be quite different and rather similars to proc-
ess known from Stroked Ware Culture (cf Luchtanas 
1992, pp.74-79; 2001; Grigalavičienė 1995, p.239). 
The Suwałki region is very difficult to determine in the 
period we are interested in (Bitner-Wróblewska 1994, 
p.227). West Balt Barrow Culture, covering Early Iron 
Age Mazury and Samland, never reached so far to the 
east. Only single sites are located between the Ełk and 
Lega rivers (Ł. Okulicz 1970, map). The subsequent 
Bogaczewo Culture, at the end of the Early Roman Pe-
riod, also did not cross the Gołdapa and Lega rivers 
(Engel et al. 2006, Fig. 2). Next, Stroked Ware Culture, 

Fig. 2. The single-edged sword from Szurpiły (iron; drawing and photograph by Sawicka).
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covering the Early Iron Age and partly the Early Ro-
man Period area of a significant part of modern Lithua-
nia and north Belarus, in principle reached up to the 
River Nemunas. To the west of this river are located 
single sites referring to this culture but characterized 
by local distinctions (Grigalavičienė 1995, Fig. 143).

The most rudimentary indicator which should be taken 
into consideration when one tries to define the cultural 
character of Szurpiły complex in its older horizon re-
mains the finds. The ornaments known from the bronze 
craftsman’s dwelling-house resemble finds from Maz-
ury and Samland dated to the third and second century 
BC (Okulicz-Kozaryn 1993, p.140). The structure of 
the built-up area and the fortification system corre-
spond with similar sites of Stroked Ware Culture. Also, 
the pottery found on the hill-fort undoubtedly indicates 
connections with this culture, but this is not reason 
enough to automatically identify the Szurpiły complex 
with it. An additional component making the issue 
more complicated is the fact that some kinds of arte-
facts, including potsherds of pottery with imitations of 
faceted rims, and, first of all, the presented fragment of 
a sword, confirm long-term connections with distant 
Przeworsk Culture. 

The finding of the sword at Szurpiły is quite unusual 
for several reasons. There are no other finds of weap-
ons from the Suwałki region dated to the time in ques-
tion. Also, for other West Balt areas, the sword is quite 
an untypical kind of artefact (cf W. Nowakowski’s pa-
per in this volume). But the most important thing is 
that it is another proof of the existence of settlements 
in the Suwałki region during the Early Roman Period. 
It also seems that one can quite precisely observe here 
the moment of cultural transformation of this area. At 
the instant when the population of Szurpiły for several 
centuries died out, representatives of an utterly differ-
ent culture, connected with Bogaczewo Culture’s ex-
pansion, appear at a distance of several kilometres. If it 
was a chronologically linear change, or if both popula-
tions interacted with each other for some time, and if 
we have evidence of the seizure of the Suwałki region 
at the turn of Early and Late Roman Period “with fire 
and – nomen omen – the sword”, we can say only after 
further investigations.

Translated by Beata Maria Furga and the author, and 
revised by Anna Bitner-Wróblewska 

Fig. 3. The Early Iron Age and Early Roman Period settlement horizon at Szurpiły: 1 Góra Zamkowa hill-fort; 2–4 open 
settlements (drawing by Sawicka).
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ROMĖNIšKOJO LAIKOTARPIO 
VIENAšMENIS  KALAVIJAS 
Iš  šURPILų GYVENVIETĖS 
(SUVALKų REGIONAS,  
LENKIJA)

Ludwika Sawicka

San t rauka

2007 m. pradžioje tvarkant Varšuvos universiteto 
Archeologijos instituto Archeologijos saugyklos rin-
kinius, buvo rasta nedidelė radinių kolekcija, kurią 
surinko inžinierius Tadeusz Żurowski. 6-ojo dešim-
tmečio pabaigoje – 7-ojo pradžioje T. Żurowski vykdė 
žvalgomuosius tyrinėjimus šurpilų (Suvalkų apskritis) 
apylinkėse. Jose yra žinomas gyvenviečių, datuojamų 
ankstyvojo geležies amžiaus antrąja puse – XIII a., 
kompleksas (1 pav.). Tvarkant minėtą rinkinį buvo ras-
tas iki tol nežinotas fragmentas vienašmenio geležinio 
kalavijo, kurio išliko tik rankena su viršutine geležtės 
dalimi ir makščių apkalais (2 pav.). Geležtės plotis bei 
rankenos masyvumas leidžia rastąjį kalavijo fragmentą 
skirti D/2 tipui, pagal M. Biborskio tipologiją, ir jį da-
tuoti B2 periodu. Dėl duomenų stokos sunku nustatyti 
tikslią šio kalavijo radimo vietą. Tačiau jo tipologija 
(D/2 tipas) rodo, kad radinys yra susijęs su anksty-
viausiuoju šurpilų gyvenviečių horizontu, kuris grei-
čiausiai priklauso brūkšniuotosios keramikos kultūros 
periferinei zonai. šiuo laikotarpiu šurpiluose buvo 
gyvenamas Zamkowa Góra piliakalnis ir trys atvirojo 
tipo gyvenvietės netoliese (3 pav.). 

Tai pirmas ankstyvojo romėniškojo laikotarpio kala-
vijas, žinomas iš Suvalkų regiono. Ankstyvuoju ro-
mėniškuoju laikotarpiu vakarų baltų gentims, kaip ir 
brūkšniuotosios keramikos kultūros atstovams, kala-
vijai nebuvo būdingi. Vis dėlto svarbiausia, kad apta-
riamasis vienašmenis kalavijas leidžia svarstyti apie 
ankstyvojo romėniškojo laikotarpio Suvalkų regiono 
kultūrinę priklausomybę ir jo ryšius su brūkšniuoto-
sios keramikos kultūros, Bogačevo ir Pševorsko kul-
tūrų žmonėmis.

Lietuviškai parašė Liudwika Sawicka
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I S  THERE RELIABLE ARCHIVAL DATA?  
THE PROBLEM OF INTERPRETATION  
OF  AN UNUSUAL SPECIMEN FROM GURJEVSK 
(FORMERLY TRAUSITTEN)  
ON THE SAMBIAN PENINSULA

BARTOSZ KONTNY

Abstract

The article concerns the fork-like artefact found in grave 22 at Gurjevsk (formerly Trausitten). Based on Herbert Jankuhn’s 
files, it had seemed to be a part of a Roman helmet, but after finding it in the Prussia Collection (nowadays in Berlin) it seems 
to be of quite modern origin (a musket rest?). 

Key words: helmet, crest-holder, weapon, Dollkeim-Kovrovo Culture, musket.

In t roduc t ion

It sounds like a common phrase that archival data be-
came the main source of information concerning the 
archaeology of the West Baltic Circle (Kolendo, Now-
akowski 2000). It still provides us with new, some-
times astounding, finds. One such unusual finding from 
the necropolis in Gurjevsk, Gurjevsk district (formerly 
Trausitten, Kreis Fischhausen) I have noticed search-
ing through Herbert Jankuhn’s files1 (as refers to the 
necropolis in Trausitten see: Hollack 1908, p. 167; 
Nowakowski 1996, pp.153, 157, 160, 161 and 163 
with further literature). It seemed to be of great impor-
tance for our state of knowledge concerning the Sam-
bian Peninsula during the Roman Period. The artefact 
in question comes from grave 22. The following data 
may be drawn from a chart from Herbert Jankuhn’s 
files (Fig. 1).

Furn i sh ing  and  ch rono logy  o f  Gur-
j evsk  g rave  22

1. In cremation urn grave 22 there were found: an urn, 
another clay vessel, a fragment of an iron bit together 
with a ring-shaped curb bit and metal fittings to fasten 
bridles, two iron spurs, as well as a fork-like iron ob-
ject.

2. These iron elements were sketched by Herbert 
Jankuhn, and their basic dimensions were put down.

1 Kept inKept in Archäologisches Landesmuseum Schloβ Gottorf in 
Schleswig (I would like to express here my gratitude to 
Professor Claus von Carnap-Bornheim).

3. Jankuhn also wrote a remark that he used draw-
ings prepared by Johann Heydeck, a former keeper of 
the Prussia Altertumsgesellschaft society’s collection 
(written note: “Zeichnung von Heydeck”). Neverthe-
less, it is most probable that Jankuhn knew the grave 
furnishing from an autopsy, as they were gathered in 
the Prussia Museum collection in Königsberg (on the 
chart he wrote an inventory No. PM III 158, 1014: 
22). 

4. The mysterious specimen had the shape of a letter 
“Y”, its length was 9.4 centimetres and the width of the 
upper part 8.4 centimetres. Over the middle part of it, 
an oval outline was drawn by Jankuhn, but its character 
cannot be interpreted definitely as he did not make any 
closer description of it. The arms of the upper part had 
outcurved terminals. Traces of rust are clearly visible 
in the sketch of the lower part of the specimen, and it 
seems that this area had been completely spoiled by 
corrosion.

The chronology of the specimen can not be set pre-
cisely. As refers to the iron bit, it should be attributed 
probably to type 1C1a, and the ring to type 2B, after M. 
Ørsnes (1993), but obviously these elements are not 
good chronological indicators (Ørsnes 1993, Fig. 53: 
a-b). Moreover, we do not know anything concerning 
the shape of the clay vessels as they were not described 
or drawn by Jankuhn. The only dating element is the 
spur (or spurs)2. Although its drawing is not very pre-
cise, the relatively flat and narrow bow of even width as 

2 If spurs appear in pairs they are generally of identical orIf spurs appear in pairs they are generally of identical or 
similar shape. Unfortunately, Jankuhn left us with a draw-
ing of one spur (Fig. 1).
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well as the conical prick are clearly visible. Therefore, 
we may attribute it as an example close to subgroup C2 
(more probable) or D after J. Ginalski (1991, pp.58-
59). On this premise it may be cautiously stated that 
the grave comes from phase B2, which means the first 
phase of Dollkeim-Kovrovo Culture (Nowakowski 
1996, pp.48-50), maybe even the earliest stage of it, 
as spurs C2 after J. Ginalski appeared during phase B1 
in Przeworsk Culture (Ginalski 1991, p.59); examples 
of subgroup D are dated to phase B2 (Ginalski 1991, 
p.59). It should be noted that spurs and horse harnesses 
appeared in Dollkeim-Kovrovo Culture in its whole 
chronological range (Nowakowski 1996, pp.56-58). 

Func t ion  and 
in t e rp re t a t ion  o f 
t he  mys te r ious 
spec imen

The problem arises: 
what was the function of 
that mysterious element? 
My first impression was 
that we may have the 
crest holder of a Roman 
helmet (Fig. 2). The hel-
met-crest was an impor-
tant element of Roman 
military attire, signifying 
status, enabling to dis-
tinguish a unit during an 
engagement in the field, 
as well as playing a psy-
chological role (Bishop 
1990, pp.161-162). The 
general shape of the item 
in question strengthens 
the above hypothesis. 
Forked crest holders had 
proportionally longer 
or shorter arms (Bishop 
and Coulston 1993, Fig. 
58: 1, 4). Apparently, 
their length was not the 
crucial factor. Also, the 
terminals differed from 
one another: they were 
shaped as simple bars, 
eg Vindonissa (Waurick 
1988, Fig. 4: 1-2), knobs, 
eg Aislingen (Bishop and 
Coulston 1993, Fig. 58: 
1), and quite frequently 
they were outcurved, as 

in the case of Gurjevsk grave 22, see Kalkriese (men-
tioned above) or Rheingönheim (Bishop and Coulston 
1993, Fig. 58: 4). Such crest holders were made of 
bronze as well as iron, eg Kalkriese (Franzius 1993, 
Fig. 1). The cross-section of arms and the lower part 
was rectangular (see example from Aislingen, men-
tioned above). Such holders were characteristic of Gal-
lic-Roman helmets (Weisenau type). They appeared 
during the times of the early principate, mostly from 
the first half of the first century AD up to the start of the 
third century AD, although we know earlier specimens 
of that type from the times of Augustus’ reign (Wau-
rick 1988, p.255), eg Kalkriese (Franzius 1993, p.112; 

Fig. 1. The furnishings of the grave 22 from Gurjevsk (formerly Trausitten) according to 
Herbert Jankuhn’s files.
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see also Waurick 1988, Fig. 14). There were two basic 
kinds of them: slide-on crest holders as well as twist-
on ones (Fig. 3). The former was mounted on the hel-
met with the use of a metal attachment (generally made 
of bronze), riveted to the bowl. The knee-shaped lower 
part of the crest-holder was slid into the tube of the at-
tachment. The latter was furnished with a tongue that 
was twisted into the bowl through the hole (Bishop and 
Coulston 1993, p.93; see also Robinson 1975, Figs. 62-
74; Waurick 1988, p.334). Although we know plenty 
of crest holders, it is still unclear how the construction 
of the crest box looked (Bishop and Coulston 1993, 
p.93). Nevertheless, generally the crest block was 

made of wood, with pro-
truding organic elements 
like hair or feathers. We 
may mention here the re-
enacting efforts of Le-
gio XX Valeria Victrix. 
The Twentieth Legion 
was founded in 1991 
to recreate the soldiers 
of the Roman army for 
public demonstrations 
and living history dis-
plays. Their weapons, 
including helmets, are 
carefully researched and 
reconstructed. According 
to their experience, a 
forked holder was sup-
posed to keep the box 
(Fig. 4), while its ends 
were furnished with 
loops that served simply 
to link the box ends with 
the use of hooks, riveted 
to a bowl or fastened 
with the use of leather 
straps (Anon 2006; see 
also Bishop 1990, Fig. 
1: 3).

Generally, elements 
of Roman helmets are 
unique in European bar-
baricum in the Roman 
Period (Kaczanowski 
1992, pp.53-56 and 
92). Instead of sin-
gle examples from the 
western part of the Eu-
ropean barbaricum 
(Olfen, Kreis Coesfeld, 
Giessener Stadtwald, 

Kreis Giessen), there are a few examples from a bog 
site at Thorsberg on Jutland Peninsula, among others 
a mask helmet supplemented with barbarian motifs in 
the shape of bird heads (Engelhardt 1863, Pl. 5; Radd-
atz 1987, Pl. 85-91), (Engelhardt 1869, pl. 4: 1; Pauli 
Jensen 2003, p.237, Fig. 12) and the site of the battle in 
Teutoburgian Forest – Kalkriese (a famous mask from 
an ornamental helmet and small pieces from other hel-
mets: Franzius 1991, pp.53-59, pl. 1-2; Wilhelmi 1992; 
Franzius 1993, pp.111-112 and 131-135, Fig. 24). 
They are extremely rare in graves: we may enumerate 
here only a cheek-piece from Hagenow, grave II (the 
Elbian Circle) from phase B2 (Voβ 1998, p.59, pl. 45, 

Fig. 2. A helmet with a crest holder from Vindonissa (after Waurick 1988, Fig. 4: 1-2).

Fig. 3. Early Principate helmet fittings: a slide-on crest holder attachment from Rheingön-
heim; b twist-on crest holder from Aislingen; c slide-on crest holder from Rheingönheim 
(after Bishop and Coulston 1993, Fig. 58: 1, 3-4).
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57: 1-6) and probably the Celtic helmet from Malaja 
Kopanja (Przeworsk Culture) dated to phase B1 (Kac-
zanowski 1992, p.53; Kobal 1997, p.41, Figs. 10-11). 
Nevertheless, the overwhelming majority of Roman 
helmets come from a Roman military context, which 
means military camps, Hadrian’s Wall, etc (eg type 
Weisenau: see Waurick 1988, p.337). Therefore, it is a 
tempting idea to interpret the item from Gurjevsk as a 
crest holder, and as a result I presented such a proposi-
tion at the conference “Weapons, Weaponry and Man. 
In Memoriam of Vytautas Kazakevičius”.

Investigations conducted by me in the collection of the 
former Prussia Museum in Königsberg, kept nowadays 
in the Museum für Vor- und Frühgeschichte in Berlin 
(Prussia Collection), changed the situation definitely3. 

3 I would like to thank Christine Reich PhD and Horst Wie-I would like to thank Christine Reich PhD and Horst Wie-
der PhD from the Museum für Vor- und Frühgeschichte in 
Berlin for help and access to the collection and archives.

It occurred that equip-
ment of grave 22 from 
former Trausitten sur-
vived, which gave me 
the possibility to com-
pare it with archival 
data. Besides the con-
firmation of the general 
shape and dimensions 
of specimens drawn by 
Jankuhn, one should un-
derline the appearance 
of the second iron spur 
of the same type as the 
first one (both strongly 
corroded, lacking one 
of its arms), but also the 
striking difference in 
the construction of the 
forked artefact. Actually, 
its lower part consists of 
a socket not a rod (Fig. 
5), as one should assume 
taking into considera-
tion Jankuhn’s sketch. 
The oval outline drawn 
by Jankuhn aimed prob-
ably to show this fact in 
an obvious way to him 
but not clear to us. The 
socket is 1.8 centimetres 
in diameter, and there 
are no fastening nails 
or rivets visible on it. 
The corrosion process 
noticeable in the upper 

part of the socket resulted in its destruction (the patch 
that Jankuhn drew is actually an irregular hole). The 
lower part is in a better state of preservation than was 
suggested by Jankuhn’s drawing. The most important 
conclusion is that the item from Gurjevsk can not be 
treated as a crest holder, because of the socket construc-
tion, unknown so far for Roman helmets. Of course, 
it cannot be denied that we are dealing with a local 
solution, but such a presumption is less plausible, be-
cause, as far as we know, Barbarians generally did not 
use helmets, neither Roman nor local, during the Ro-
man Period. We should notice here that the object from 
Gurjevsk is slightly bigger than the majority of forked 
crest holders, although the difference is rather small (it 
might be assumed that the owner of a helmet used a 
wider, roughly seven-centimetre-wide, crest box). 

It is easier to reject the explanation presented above 
than to propose a new one. There are no direct analo-

Fig. 4. Different methods for fastening a crest: a–b use of a crest-holder; c use of a knob (after 
Anon, 2006). 
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gies in archaeological material known by me. The 
closest ones come from the Oksywie and Wielbark 
Culture cemetery at Grudziądz-Rządz, Grudziądz 
district (formerly Rondsen, Kreis Graudenz). The 
first was found in the pit grave 6 on 23 April 1888 
(Anger 1890, p.22, pl. 19: 26) together with an iron 
fibula type N after J. Kostrzewski (1919). Its dimen-
sions (length 15cm, width 8.3cm) and general shape 
resemble the item from Gurjevsk, but the termi-
nals of the bow were furnished with circular plates 
to which a horizontal iron rod was riveted. There-
fore, its function seems to be different from that of 
our puzzling artefact. Moreover, we cannot be sure 
whether it really came from the same grave as the 
Late La Tène construction brooch: it might had been 
Anger’s mistake, which is supported by the fact that 
he published a few surely contemporary items to-
gether with archaeological material, eg modern scis-
sor and a spoon, as well as an ancient lance head from 
“Brandgrube 638” (Anger 1890, p.42, pl. 20: 1-4). We 
can also question the old dating of the second analogy, 
from pit grave 454 (Anger 1890, p.439, pl. 19: 23). The 
iron object was not only smaller (length 9.5cm) but also 
its terminals were shaped in a different way: they are 
much bigger and curved spirally outwards. It looks as 
if it was formed in order to hang something on it. What 
is more, the only element ascribed to the equipment of 
the grave is an iron fitting (Anger 1890, pl. 19: 24) that 
does not seem to date from the Roman Period. 

Conc lus ions

In concluding, we have to say that, as refers to the item 
from Gurjevsk, there is a great possibility that we are 
dealing with a similar situation as the one described 
above. It is hard to exclude the possibility that an ex-
cavator did not make accurate observations and that 
the artefact in question was attributed to grave furnish-
ing simply by chance. Although there are no grounds 
for rejecting its prehistoric origin ultimately, it seems 
more probable that it is modern. Regarding its func-

Fig. 5. Drawing of the fork-like artefact from Gurjevsk 
(by B. Kontny).

Fig. 6. Musket rest: a reconstruction of a musket rest (after 
http://uzbrojenie.webpark.pl/muszkiet.html); b a fork-like ele-
ment from a musket rest found in Jamestown, a former Virginia 
English colony (after http://www.apva.org./exhibit/rest.html); 
c picture showing a soldier on guard blowing out a match 
(Jacques de Gheyn II, Flemish, about 1597) in the collection 
of the J. Paul Getty Museum in Los Angeles (after http://www.
getty.edu/art/gettyguide/artObjectDetails?art.obj=398) .
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tion, one of the possibilities is that it was the upper ele-
ment of the support of a musket (we should not neglect 
the possibility that this is the case with the item from 
“Grave 454” at Grudziądz-Rządz). Heavy muskets had 
to balance on a rest (the Italian term for a musket rest 
is forchetta). Musket rests were popular from the mid-
dle of the 16th century till the end of the 17th century. 
The upper part was made of brass or iron, shaped in 
the form of a fork, sometimes widening slightly, fre-
quently with outcurved terminals (eg Roberts 2002, 
pp.4 and 68; Kwaśniewicz 2004, pp.81-82) (Fig. 6). It 
could also be used for other purposes, but so far they 
are not clear to us. 

Nevertheless, there is one firm statement to be made: 
we should be very cautious in interpreting archival 
data, even that treated as reliable, especially when we 
are dealing with untypical artefacts … 

Translated by the author
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AR ARCHYVINIAI  DUOMENYS 
YRA PATIKIMI?  NEįPRASTO 
DIRBINIO Iš  GURJEVSKO  
(BUV.  TRAUSITTEN) ,  
SAMBIJOS PUSIASALYJE,  
INTERPRETACIJOS PROBLEMA 

Bartosz Kontny

San t rauka

Šis straipsnis skirtas neįprastos dvišakio formos dir-
binio, rasto Gurjevske (buv. Trausitten), degintiniame 
kape 22, analizei. Informacija apie šį dirbinį buvo rasta 
Herberto Jankuhno archyve, kur jo (H. J.) piešiniuose 
buvo pažymėta dirbinių matmenys ir formos (1 pav.). 
Gurjevsko kape 22 buvo rasta: urna, dar vienas molinis 
indas, geležinių žąslų fragmentas su metaliniais kama-
nų apkalais, du geležiniai pentinai ir minėtas geležinis 
dvišakio formos dirbinys. Šis paslaptingas dvišakio ar 
Y raidės formos dirbinys yra 9,4 cm ilgio, su 8,4 cm 
pločio į išorę atlenktais galais (1; 5 pav.). Šio dirbinio 
chronologija nėra tiksliai nustatyta, nes kape 22, be 
geležinių pentinų (ar pentino, priklausančio C2 grupės 
pogrupiui arba, labiau tikėtina, D grupei, pagal J. Gi-
nalskio klasifikaciją; jų piešinys nelabai tikslus), nėra 
daugiau preciziškai nustatytos chronologijos dirbinių. 
Atsargi prielaida gali būti tokia, kad Gurjevsko kapas 
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22 priklauso B2 periodui, tai reiškia – pirmajai Doll-
keimo-Kovrovo kultūros fazei. 

Pradžioje autorius manė, kad šis paslaptingas radinys 
yra romėniško šalmo viršūnės laikiklis (2–4 pav.). Ro-
mėniško šalmo viršūnė buvo svarbus romėnų armijos 
ekipuotės elementas, leidžiantis mūšyje atskirti vieną 
karinį junginį nuo kito, taip pat šalmo viršūnė, reikš-
dama kariūno statusą, galėjo vaidinti ir psichologinį 
vaidmenį. 

Tyrinėdamas „Prussia“ muziejaus rinkinį, dabar sau-
gomą Berlyne, Proistorės muziejuje, autorius aptiko 
Gurjevsko kapo 22 radinius, todėl originalą buvo ga-
lima palyginti su archyviniais H. Jankuhno piešiniais. 
H. Jankuhno nupieštas dvišakis dirbinys forma ir mat-
menimis yra panašus į Berlyne rastą originalą. Tačiau 
originalas turi ir ryškių konstrukcijos skirtumų (5 pav.). 
Iš tikrųjų dirbinio apatinė dalis susideda iš įmovos, o 
nėra vientisas strypas, kaip atrodė H. Jankuhno piešinyje  
(1; 5 pav.). Todėl svarbiausia išvada yra ta, kad aptaria-
masis Gurjevsko kapo 22 dirbinys negali būti laikomas 
šalmo viršūnės laikikliu, nes tokia įmovos konstrukcija 
romėnų šalmuose nežinoma. 

Tokiam dirbiniui nėra tiesioginių analogijų ir archeolo-
ginėje medžiagoje. Artimiausia analogija šiam dirbiniui 
žinoma iš Oksyvo ir Vielbarko kultūroms priklausančio 
Grudziądz–Rządz, Grudziądz apskritis (buv. Rondsen, 
Graudenz apskritis) kapinyno, bet faktiškai dirbiniai 
gana reikšmingai skiriasi savo formomis.

Todėl autorius konstatuoja, kad, matyt, yra susidurta 
su tyrinėtojo klaida, nes dvišakio dirbinio priskyrimas 
kapui 22 yra neteisingas. Todėl gali būti, kad šis dirbi-
nys galėjo būti dvišakė viršutinė dalis atramos, skir-
tos muškietos vamzdžiui paremti (6 pav.). Nuo XVI a. 
vidurio iki XVII a. pabaigos muškietos atramos buvo 
populiarios, jų atramų viršutinės dalys būdavo dviša-
kio formos, pagamintos iš žalvario ar geležies (6 pav.). 
Verta pabrėžti, kad turime būti labai atsargūs, interpre-
tuodami archyvinius duomenis, ypač jei tyrinėjami ne-
tipiški dirbiniai, net jeigu kai kurie svarstymai mums 
atrodo realūs... 
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In t roduc t ion

The Baitai cemetery, which is known in Prussian ar-
chaeology as Baiten, belongs to the West Lithuanian 
Stone Circle Graves Culture area of the first six cen-
turies AD (Fig. 1). Most of the Baitai graves explored 
hitherto belong to a quite definite Late Roman Period 
stratum and some of them to the Early Migration Pe-
riod (Bezzenberger 1900; Banytė-Rowell 2005). 

Here we will deal with one grave from the central part 
of the cemetery, where the graves that have been stud-
ied so far belong to the period between the end of C1b 
to the turn of the C2 and C3 phases, which is more or 
less between the second half of the third century and 
the early fourth century. This is the period when we 
find ornamentation and common decorative features in 
grave goods from the Lithuanian coastland which show 
that at that time the people of the region at some level 
selected a unified central and northern barbaricum 
style of ornamentation. It was adopted in accordance 
with local capability and local taste. Similar features of 
male attire are not only evidence of kinship links with 
the western Balts but also reflect the same forms that 
were common throughout the Central European bar-
baricum and the northern Germanic areas (on the “com-
mon barbarian” features of ornamentation found in the 
Lithuanian coastland, see Tempelmann-Mączyńska 
1985, pp.68-80; 1989, pp. 84-93, Nowakowski 1999; 
Banytė-Rowell 2000a; 2004; von Carnap-Bornheim 
2000; Michelbertas 2000; Bliujienė 2005). 

Ba i t a i  g rave  23 :  con ten t s  and  con tex t

The man whose grave was excavated in 1993 should be 
called a warrior simply because a spear was placed in 
his grave and this is an indisputable warrior attribute. 
Other material in the pit of the grave included an iron 
socketed axe, an iron scythe, belt buckle and fragments 

from iron and bronze belt decorations (Fig. 2). The 
grave goods we know of do not cause us to doubt very 
much that the owner of the grave was male. The pit 
furnishings at Baitai 23 are not in any way exceptional. 
The grave, which lies next to other graves that are cov-
ered with many stones, was marked with only a few 
stones above the pit and next to it. The finds we have 
listed are quite standard for the grave goods placed 
in male graves in the Late Roman Period in Western 
Lithuania. So we must ask why we should pay all our 
attention to one “ordinary grave”, which is neither 
princely nor in any way exceptional?

There are two reasons for this. Firstly, the set of grave 
goods that is common to Western Lithuania in this pe-
riod is rare in Baitai. Only one other such male grave 
has been found at that site so far, which contains a spear 
along with an axe. Of course, it is still too early to ana-
lyse the grave in the Baitai cemetery context, because 
the cemetery has not been excavated in full, but it is 
possible to offer preliminary comparisons. Secondly, 
if the “standard” of grave goods in Baitai 23 was not 
applied to all dead males, can we determine the social 
position and significance of the dead who are equipped 

A ROMAN IRON AGE WARRIOR FROM WESTERN 
LITHUANIAN CEMETERY BAITAI  GRAVE 23

RASA BANYTĖ-ROWELL

Abstract

A warrior from Baitai grave 23 was equipped with a spear, socketed axe, scythe, fragment of knife and a belt. Such a set of 
grave goods was typical but not entirely standard in west Lithuanian graves. The author discusses how, through many possible 
variations of male grave goods, we could recognize the personal position of the dead in a group of other armed men.

Key words: West Lithuanian Stone Circle Grave Culture area, Late Roman Iron Age, warriors, martial values.

Fig. 1. A map with the grave sites on the Lithuanian coast-
land discussed in the text.
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with such grave goods as that of warriors in similar 
communities? To what extent were a warrior’s pres-
tige, experience, “military rank” and indeed individu-
ality reflected in the standards of burial ritual? Can we 
provide any answer to such a question?

First some brief information about the types of finds at 
Baitai grave 23 and their date (Fig. 3). The spearhead 
(or lance head, to use a more exact term) (Fig. 3:1), 
which was 28 centimetres long with a maximum blade 
width of six centimetres belongs to subtype IB (in the 
original Russian-language publication subtype IБ) of 
spearhead with a rhomboid blade as categorised by Vy-
tautas Kazakevičius, which typically has a raised blade 
edge. Spearheads of this type are known from sites in 
the western part of what is now Lithuania (the coastal 
areas and Samogitia) and from central Lithuania and 
dated by V. Kazakevičius to the third and fourth centu-
ries AD. The Baitai spearhead is close to quite a small 
group of spearheads of this subtype, which are marked 
by the lengthened upper part of the blade. Because 
finds of this version of IB subtype were less numerous 
in the time when Kazakevičius wrote his study on the 
weaponry of the Balts, it was difficult for him to deter-
mine the chronology of version IB more strictly (Kaza-

kiavichius 1988, pp.24-27). Recently, Linas Tamulynas 
published material from grave 1 of the Jogučiai-Spir-
kiai cemetery (Fig. 1), where the grave set contained 
among other finds a spearhead of Kazakevičius subtype 
IB (IБ) along with an omega-shaped buckle, which is 
similar to the omega-buckles found in Thorsberg and 
Illerup bog sites, and along with the Roman coins of 
Emperors Maximinus I and Gordianus III. Tamulynas 
reviewed other grave sets of spearheads of that form 
known from Lithuanian territory, and specified the 
dating of the type to the Late Roman Period, from the 
middle of the third century to the middle of the fourth 
century AD, making a comparison with similar types 
found in Scandinavia (Tamulynas 2005, pp.87-88, 
Figs. 2:13 and 5). The form of the Baitai spearhead ap-
pears closer to J. Ilkjær type 26 (Sventum type) and 
29 (Dorby), except that it has a squarish rather than 
rounded edge to the blade. The Scandinavian types are 
dated to C2–C3, namely the mid-third to the mid-fourth 
century (Ilkjær 1990, pp.328-329).

The socketed axe from Baitai 23 is not a particularly in-
formative find (Fig. 3:2). Socketed axes with this form 
(Malonaitis Type 3d) are found in the Early Roman Pe-
riod and were still being used during the Great Migra-
tions (Malonaitis 2003, pp.10, 11 and 13). Researchers 
are more inclined to regard iron socketed axes as work-
ing tools, while the function of butted narrow-bladed 
axes is associated directly with war (Michelbertas 
1986, pp.159-160; Kazakiavichius 1988, pp.74-81), 
even though there are those who think that socketed 
axes were also multi-functional. Analysing the finds 
of the Late Roman Period from Dauglaukis cemetery, 
Eugenijus Jovaiša included socketed axes in his sta-
tistics of weaponry (Jovaiša 1997). The earliest forms 
of butted narrow-bladed axes known from Lithuanian 
sites are dated to Phase B2, though their percentage in 
Roman Iron Age graves is considerably lower at that 
period than of socketed axes (Malonaitis 1997 and 
2002; Malonaitis 2003; Michelbertas 2004, p.50). 

The scythe found in Baitai 23 (which is 29cm long) 
is also one of the “standard” grave goods found in 
Western Lithuania (Fig. 3:3). This tradition of bury-
ing people with scythes is evidence of the influence of 
the Samland peninsula, where scythes were placed in 
graves from the beginning of the Roman Period. It is 
typical that many of the scythes found in graves have 
been found in the Lithuanian coastal area and the lower 
reaches of the Nemunas, where material reflects most 
sharply connections with Dollkeim-Kovrovo Culture. 
This grave good is found in Lithuanian coastal areas in 
graves of the B2/C1 phase, and the custom is most wide-
spread in the third century and remains also during the 
Great Migrations (Michelbertas 1986, pp.163-164). In 
Latvia, Late Roman Period scythes have been found 

Fig. 2. A plan of finds in the grave pit of Baitai grave 23. 
The numbering system of items coincides with the number-
ing of the find-types illustrated in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Finds from Baitai grave 23: 1 spearhead (lance head); 2 socketed axe; 3 scythe; 4 fragment of iron item covered with 
remains of leather; 5 buckle; 6 rivet ? – probably a part of belt fittings; 7a-f remains of belt – fragments of leather fastened 
with rivets-studs; 8a-b rivets and studs of the decoration for the belt; 9a-9b fragments of semi-circle fitting – probably 
remains of the belt loops; 10a-b, 11, 12 fragments of iron items of uncertain type. 1–6, 8a, 10a–b, 11, 12 iron; 7a–7f leather, 
bronze, iron; 8b, 9a–b bronze. Drawings by J. Mažeikaitė (in the custody of the History Museum of Lithuania Minor in 
Klaipėda, inv. No. 39380–39386).
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in the southwest region, which at that 
time was related culturally with the 
West Lithuanian cemetery area, and in 
the lower reaches of the River Lielupe. 
Scythes are typical of male graves 
(Moora 1938, pp.532 and 536).

A large oblong binomial buckle (9cm 
long, 6cm wide) (Fig. 3:5) is similar 
in its proportions and rounded edges 
to Type 31 of R. Madyda-Legutko’s 
D Group, which is not numerous, 
but is known from various Germanic 
grave sites in Central Europe and is 
dated to phases C1b–C2 of the Late Ro-
man Period (Madyda-Legutko 1986, 
p.34). At first sight the Baitai buckle is 
more similar to the types of Madyda-
Legutko’s G Group, but it is difficult 
to find a particular form from the lat-
ter group for comparison (Madyda-
Legutko 1986, pp.46-60, plate 13-17). 
The buckle from Baitai grave 23 can 
also be described as a local form of the 
belt fittings in the Late Roman Period 
which was produced as an imitation of 
various large oblong binomial buckles 
distributed in several areas of the Eu-
ropean barbaricum.

The leather fragments decorated with 
iron and bronze rivets-studs, and 
other decoration elements found in 
the Baitai grave should be associated 
with the buckle (Fig. 3:6, 7a-f, 8a-b, 
9a-b). In situ they were found near the 
buckle, but they were scattered quite 
broadly and are fragmentary. Perhaps the internal part 
of the grave was disturbed back in Antiquity. We can 
tell this from the small “niche” in the western side of 
the grave pit. The belt was made of double leather and 
was folded and joined with rivets-studs (Fig. 3:7a-f, 
8a-b). It is difficult to reconstruct exactly the way in 
which the belt was decorated. A few other fragments 
should also be associated with the belt, namely two 
iron bands (Fig. 3:10a-b). A hole was made in one of 
them for a stud, showing that there was a mounting for 
the belt. There is also a hole in the bronze semi-cir-
cular fitting on one of the fragments (Fig. 3:9a-b). We 
might think that the latter details are the remains of the 
belt loops (so-called Aufhängbeschläge, or bogenför-
mige Halterung, in German archaeological literature). 
Two strips (Fig. 3:11) and a broken piece of a wavy 
plate (Fig. 3:12), whose purpose is difficult to guess, 
stand out among other small fragments of shapeless 
iron. One rusted iron fragment (Fig. 3:6) is similar to 

a large stud (this could be a moving connection for 
parts of the belt, like Niete zur Befestigung des Schul-
terriemens according to the description of J. Ilkjær; 
see 1993, pp.209-233, Figs. 87 and 88), while another 
looks like a broken knife or similar artefact, which is 
covered by the remains of a layer of leather on both 
sides (Fig. 3:4). 

What context do other Baitai graves provide for Baitai 
23? Grave 23 in the best-excavated central part of the 
cemetery stands out for its “most masculine” grave 
goods and this is the only “safely-armed” male (Fig. 4). 
No further spearheads have been found. A few metres 
to the west at the level of the stone constructions a part 
of a shield boss was found, and in grave 16 an iron 
socketed axe was found. Approximately ten metres to 
the west of grave 23 only a broken battle-knife was 
found in an exceptional male grave 31 containing two 
horse sacrifices (Banytė-Rowell 2000a, Fig. 7; 2007c, 

Fig. 4. The layout of the graves in the areas near grave 23 of Baitai cemetery. 
Distribution of weapons and “male” work tools (prepared and drawn by the 
author).
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forthcoming). Another fragment of a battle-knife or 
sword was found in the upper stratum of the old cem-
etery as a loose find. A further two graves with male 
grave goods were discovered 45 metres to the south of 
our grave, but these belonged to a later phase (C3–D) in 
the exploitation of the cemetery. Other items typical of 
male graves at Baitai are parts of scythes, whetstones 
and a gouge. All the buckles at Baitai were found in 
graves with male grave goods. The corpse in grave 23 
was the best armed, if we associate the axe along with 
spearhead to a weapon category, but the range of grave 
goods he had is not the richest. So we ask ourselves, 
can we say how the social status of a person was differ-
entiated, and what functions he had during his lifetime, 
if a scythe is placed alongside an axe and spearhead 
in one grave, while another grave contains two whet-
stones?

War r io r  g rave - se t s :  Wes t  L i thuan ian 
compar i sons

Let us look at the plan of finds made at Šernai (for-
merly Schernen) which is approximately five kilome-
tres down the River Minija from the Baitai cemetery 
(Fig. 5). The plan (see Fig. 5) was drafted according 
to a report published by Bezzenberger in 1892 (Bez-
zenberger 1892, plate VI). The Šernai cemetery is 
very close in chronological terms to that at Baitai. The 
earliest Šernai graves situated on the west-south-west 
side of the area excavated by A. Bezzenberger, such as 
Fundstellen 3, 4, 8, 10-13, 22, 46, 50, 53, 54, 61, 64, 
67, 110 can be dated to the C1b–C2 phase, while the lat-
est graves, such as Fundstellen 98, 101, 102 should be 
associated with the C3–D phases (chronological analy-
ses of Šernai finds was done by the current author as a 
part of her dissertation work, see Banytė Rovell 2001). 
It is noticeable that in the area’s C1b–C2 phase graves 
the full horse sacrifices, or so-called “horse’s graves”, 

Fig. 5. A plan of Fundstellen in Šernai (formerly Schernen) cemetery, made on the basis of the sketch of A. Bezzenberger’s 
excavations in 1891 (after Bezzenberger 1892, plate). The interpretation of the diverse origin of Fundstellen was made by 
the author on the basis of data given in Bezzenberger’s publication.
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in between the human burials or in the same grave pit 
occurred more frequently than did random horse teeth. 
The scale of the horses’ offerings here suggests that 
the meaning of these rituals bears a significance which 
is more communal than personal. Random horse teeth 
found in the different stratigraphical levels of Šernai 
cemetery do not allow us to link the horse sacrifices 
forthright with a strictly “personal”, “martial” or even 
entirely “male” symbolic context of burial customs. Jan 
Jaskanis, summarising his analyses of the burial rites 
of the Western Balts in the first to the fifth centuries, 
concluded that the fact of offering a horse for the dead 
does not necessarily indicate the social position of the 
latter or his warlike needs. In the case of the Western 
Balts, the cult of horses known in the system of beliefs 
of various pastoral societies is revealed to us through 
their burial rites and was left for us as archaeological 
evidence, as probably the adoration of horses for simi-
lar needs was expressed in Scandinavian offering sites 
such as Skedemosse (Jaskanis 1966, pp.61-65; 1974, 
pp.248-252; Hagberg 1967, pp.60-62). Horse graves/
sacrifices from the seventh to the 11th centuries in 
central Lithuania, as was represented in the study of 
Mindaugas Bertašius (2002, pp.169-205), in some de-
gree were a continuation of the way of fulfilling the re-
quirements of the “community of the dead” as a whole, 
not only those of a “warrior class” as we could expect 
when dealing with phenomena of the Late Migrations 
or Viking Period. When analysing the data from West 
Lithuanian cemeteries of the Late Roman Period, it 
is worth remembering J. Jaskanis’ conclusion, which 
was made from his analysis of finds from neighbouring 
West Baltic areas, that a horse offering for a particular 
dead person could be one of the ways to emphasize 
his upper social position, but this ritual was not an ex-
ceptional privilege for the “prince” class. The diversity 
of the burials with horses of the Late Roman Period 
in West Lithuania is shown by Audronė Bliujienė and 
Donatas Butkus in this volume. The next plan of Šernai 
presented here, which shows weapons and implements 
along with buckles and belt parts, reveals that the con-
tents were quite diverse, but they all come from the 
same categories (Fig. 6). The blend of items reminis-
cent of Baitai grave goods, namely spearhead, axe and 
scythe, are present in Šernai in only one grave (76). 
Apart from these goods, only a small potshard has been 
found. In two graves only a spearhead was found (75 
and 85). Three spearheads, one of which is bent, were 
found in grave/Fundstelle 104 in the supposed D phase 
part of the cemetery. A ring and two amber beads were 
found along with these. The most common set of kit 
in Šernai male graves comprises an axe and a scythe, 
which were both the only goods found in grave 84 and 
were placed along with an iron shield boss in grave 

61. The latter grave contained a spur, the remains of a 
leather strap with studs, and an iron buckle. It is hard 
to say whether the ornaments with the remaining frag-
ments of the deceased’s bones that were found 80 to 
100 centimetres to the south of these finds belonged 
to the same weapon owner (Bezzenberger 1892pp.158-
159). The neck-ring found here along with a crossbow 
brooch with a bent foot decorated with ringlets and 
blue glass eyes, two bracelets, two spiral rings and am-
ber and glass beads are quite prestigious decorations 
for an armed horseman. Grave 3, belonging to an adult 
male, is quite rich; it contains a scythe and an axe. Here 
the remains of a particularly decorative belt with rivet-
stud ornamentation and an end-mounting tongue with a 
glass eye were found along with two crossbow brooches 
with a bent foot, and two spiral rings (one of which was 
twisted) (Bezzenberger 1892, plate VIII right side:1; 
Gaerte 1929, Fig. 176b). The belt from Šernai grave 
3 is a possible example of what effect was sought by 
the person who made the belt found at Baitai grave 23. 
In one male grave from Šernai, which Bezzenberger 
called Fundstelle 50, a similarly rich set of grave goods 
was found along with a full collection of supplemen-
tary male grave goods, which contained a spearhead, 
battle knife, axe, shield boss, scythe, gouge, whetstone 
and two bronze belt buckles which evidently belonged 
to two belts decorated with studs and end-mounts 
(Bezzenberger 1892, pp.155-157). To the northwest of 
the male was a female grave, and to his northeast was 
a horse sacrifice with iron bridle bits. Coins found next 
to the brooches of the male dead were from the reigns 
of Hadrian and Alexander Severus, which allows us 
to date the grave to the C1b period (Fig. 7). The silver 
neck-ring and silver ring belonging to the deceased and 
other bronze ornaments (two bronze crossbow brooch-
es with ringlets, two smaller crossbow brooches with a 
bent foot, and two spiral rings) leave us in no doubt that 
there was a strong desire to stress the deceased’s status. 
The weapons and implements placed in the grave ap-
pear to tell of this man’s all-round skills or his diverse 
needs, but they give few hints as to his priorities in 
life. When he was alive did he really spend as much 
time in the workshop as fighting? Most probably this 
variety of grave goods reflects the maximum provision 
of goods to meet the dead man’s needs according to the 
standards of burial ritual then practised. 

Let us go back to Baitai 23. What is the milieu of this 
grave? Next to this grave were two richly equipped 
female graves 18 and 24 (for finds of grave 18, see 
Banytė 1999, Fig. 2), horse sacrifice/grave 22 which 
was connected with a human grave, and what we guess 
to have been a child’s grave without grave goods (grave 
27) (Fig. 4). A silver ornament or parts of silver gar-
ment decoration were found in the female and equine 
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graves. It is interesting that grave 22 with its human 
and equine remains does not stand out for military at-
tributes (for drawing of finds from Baitai grave 22, see 
Banytė-Rowell 2000a, p.35, Fig. 6). Here, what look 
like fragments of an iron bridle bit were found along 
with ornaments and rings and a broken buckle. A silver 
spiral ring of Baitai burial with horse grave 22 similar 
in form to Beckmann Type 38 (aus spiralig gekerbtem 
und teils glattem Draht) and its ornamentation is remi-
niscent of the gold ring from Zakrzów (formerly Sack-
rau) in Silesia, which dates to C2 (Beckmann 1969, 
pp.45-46, Fig. 17, cat. No. 551).

Thus this grave is similar to Baitai 31 (containing a 
man with two horses), where only fragments of a sick-
le and battle-knife were found, while the exceptional 
character of the deceased is reflected by the sacrifice 
of two horses, the special-quality cloth decorated with 
silver, clothing, the bridles decorated with bronze 
and silver and a belt, silver ring (the Baltic version of 
Beckmann types 39–40 Schlangenkopfringe), a silver 
rosette decoration, similar to the ornamentation details 
of Almgren 216–217 rosette brooches and of Alm-
gren 234–235 brooches (Hakenkreuzfibeln) known in 

Denmark and southern Scandinavia as chronological 
indicators of the C1b–C2 periods (Lund Hansen 1995, 
pp.212-216; Banytė-Rowell 2000a, pp.37-39, Fig. 7; 
Banytė-Rowell 2007c, forthcoming). In both Baitai 
graves (22 and 31) where we found horses sacrificed 
to the dead, silver rings would denote the exceptional 
status of the deceased.

The bronze and silver decorations found in female 
grave 24 near male grave 23 at Baitai belong to the 
same style and chronological phase as those found at 
Baitai 31. The same filigree-style, glass-eye decora-
tions were used on the belts and brooch found in the 
grave of a rich armed man in Šernai 50. The belt be-
longing to the warrior from Baitai 23 fits the same con-
text, namely ascetic but functional dress.

Let us take a look at what sets of grave goods mark 
the grave of a wealthy man which contains weapons 
and a horse sacrifice (probably only the horse’s head 
was sacrificed) which was found in another cemetery 
not far from Baitai and Šernai at Stragnai (formerly 
Stragna, Skören) (Fig. 1). Stragnai grave 13 (excava-
tions in 1985, see Varnas 1986) is dated according to 

Fig. 6. The distribution of weapons, “male” work tools, metal details of belt or bridle fittings, the remains of equine and 
equestrian equipment (prepared on the basis of data from Bezzenberger’s publication).
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a coin of Alexander Severus to no earlier than the sec-
ond half of C1b, that is, like the wealthy man’s grave at 
Šernai (50). The weaponry of the man from Stragnai is 
almost the same as that of the Šernai corpse, except that 
it lacks the shield boss, but he has one more spearhead 
and two spurs. The man from Stragnai grave 13 also 
had a one-edged sword, which was found badly dam-

aged and was not preserved as an item in the museum 
(Varnas 1986, p.82). The set of ornaments belonging to 
the Stragnai warrior is quite wealthy but it is within the 
limits of reason (for drawings of all grave goods from 
Stragnai grave 13, with the exception of a Roman coin, 
one bronze bracelet, the same type as that shown in the 
drawings, and a one-edged sword, see Banytė-Rowell 

Fig. 7. A reconstruction of the layout of items and of remains of human and horse bones in Fundstelle 50. The sketch was 
drawn by the author of this article on the basis of data about the distances between finds recorded in Bezzenberger’s publi-
cation (1892).
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2007a, p.82, Fig. 26; 2007b,p p.328-329, Fig.s 3 and 
4). The brooch decorated with silver wires and the ap-
parent horse pendant with a blue glass eye were created 
by a skilful local craftsman, but they do not equal the 
diversity of ornamentation owned by the wealthy man 
of Šernai. The belt and bridle belonging to this man 
were not decorated as richly as those found in Baitai 31 
even though the collection of finds from Stragnai cem-
etery discovered at the end of the 19th century has the 
most diverse ornaments for belts and bridles from the 
Late Roman Period (Banytė-Rowell 2004). There is a 
possibility that some signs of disturbance in the grave 
pit of Stragnai 13 could be the consequence of robbery 
in ancient times. On the other hand, a remarkable per-
centage of graves in the West Lithuanian Stone Circle 
Grave Culture area are distinguished by the arrange-
ment of some grave goods in an “unusual” way.

Stragnai grave 13 contains not only a set of spear, axe 
and scythe that is typical of Baitai 23, but also a similar 
large iron buckle (Banytė-Rowell 2007b, Fig. 4:10). 
Such a set of buckle, gouge, whetstone and scythe, 
similar to that in Stragnai grave 13, was also found 
in the weaponless grave 30 at Baitai (Banytė 2000b, 
Fig. 3). The Stragnai and Baitai gouges are remarkably 
similar, as though they were made by the same crafts-
man. It is very probable that the communities at Baitai, 
Šernai and Stragnai were connected to the same cen-
tral place during the C2 period. Thus the significance 
of this “centre” as everyone could suppose was much 
more local compared with the “proper central places” 
in southern Scandinavia at that time (Lund Hansen 
2001). Nevertheless, the inhabitants of the Lithuanian 
coastland had a knowledge about the richness of cen-
tres with an outstanding role in the Baltic area and had 
contacts with them in some way or degree.

Conc lud ing  r emarks :  t he  soc ia l  
a t t r ibu t ion  o f  war r io r s ’ g raves 

Who was at the top of these communities which buried 
their former members in the cemeteries we have dis-
cussed here? Were they like the men buried at Baitai 31 
and Šernai 50? Did they belong to the princeps class? 
If we consider the sacrifice of a horse to the deceased 
to mark horseman status, then the man from Stragnai 
13 should be regarded as a noble. But why is the horse 
owner in Baitai 22 so anonymous? Are his insignia, 
the silver ring, much more clear a sign of status than 
all the standard scythe plus spear plus axe and whet-
stone collections? What place and role did the Baitai 
23 man hold in this structure? On the basis of stud-
ies of Scandinavian weapon sacrificial sites (von Car-
nap-Bornheim and Ilkjær 1996, pp.483-484; Jørgensen 
2001, pp.9-12; Pauli Jensen et al. 2003, pp.310-314), 

we should ask to what class of armed man the deceased 
from Baitai 23 could belong. This is not so easy, since 
so far no such Baltic princeps grave has been found in 
Western Lithuania to equal the grave found at Szwa-
jcaria Barrow 2 grave 1 in the Suwałki region of Po-
land (Antoniewicz et al. 1958, pp.25-31, plates I-IX). 
It is not clear whether we should class the wealthiest 
Šernai and Baitai graves in the highest social stratum. 
The man from Baitai 23 was armed with a particular 
type of spear, he had a more decorative belt and was 
buried next to a wealthy man. It is probable that he 
was at least of the middling class of warrior. In this 
scheme of things, the man from Jogučiai-Spirkiai cem-
etery (Tamulynas 2005), in whose grave an omega 
buckle was discovered, would appear to be a member 
of the warrior elite, but perhaps he must not necessarily 
have been a member of the princeps class. This warrior 
was buried with a particularly expensive buckle, and a 
spear that was modern for the time according to local 
tradition, and the contacts he and those who buried him 
had (most likely military contacts) went beyond the 
borders of their homeland. Perhaps the belt belonging 
to the man in Baitai 23 reflects the aim of its owner to 
demonstrate, in so far as his means allowed, his belong-
ing to the group of warriors, which was represented by 
the man from Jogučiai-Spirkiai with the “foreign” belt 
or by men buried in Šernai or Aukštkiemiai (formerly 
Oberhof), who wore local versions of ornamental riv-
eted belts with fittings (Bezzenberger 1892, plate VIII 
right:1; plate XIV below right; Gaerte 1929, Fig. 176:
a, b, d). Could this group be counted in the context of 
finds from the West Lithuanian cemeteries as level 2 
warrior representatives – comites (optimates)? Could 
we suggest that a personal belt, more than a particular 
type of weapon, was the instrument to demonstrate the 
common martial values of soldiers of different rank? 
This would be most credible – in a way. The belt itself 
and its ornamentation could be a soldier’s epaulette of 
that time as it is known thanks to the Illerup find (Pauli 
Jensen et al. 2003, p.319). Jogučiai-Spirkiai grave 1, 
Šernai grave 50, Stragnai grave 13, despite the pres-
ence of some peasant-type tools there, look too rich for 
the conscript class in the context of other male graves. 
Most probably, tribal warriors of a higher class were 
buried in these graves and their grave goods reflected 
the mix of martial and rural values of the community 
which buried its former members. If Scandinavian war 
booty offerings provide an impressive view of well-
organized armies, West Lithuanian cemeteries give 
us not too much evidence to deny that the inhabitants 
of the Lithuanian coastland at the same time had “a 
spontaneously mobilized, haphazardly equipped peas-
ant army”, as it can be outlined using the words of B. 
Storgaard (2001, p.100). Tribal class social communi-
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ties interlinked warlike occupations with rural ones in 
a natural way, as every young man had to go through 
his initiation into the warrior group as well as learn-
ing the fundamental values of rural or pastoral life 
(Roymans 1996, pp.13-20 and 87-97). We can treat the 
weapons in the graves from a statistical point of view, 
but we can also recognize the symbolic meaning of the 
rite. Martial meanings of horse sacrifices are interlaced 
with the needs of a pastoral society, the image of the 
warrior’s values is exposed against the background of 
his everyday responsibility for the rural community 
or for his family. Most probably, the weaponry of a 
man at burial depended not only on his position in so-
cial and military structures but also on his age and the 
circumstances surrounding his death. Unfortunately, 
most commonly, the complete destruction of physical 
remains in the soil of West Lithuanian cemeteries does 
not allow us to gather supplementary anthropological 
information. Therefore, it is impossible to say whether 
the Baitai grave 23 warrior was a young adult or vet-
eran soldier, as it is difficult to contemplate the ways 
how the man from Jogučiai-Spirkiai became the owner 
of a belt with such an expensive omega buckle (was it 
a gift for an important leader in the community from 
the outside? Was it a lucky spoil gain in the raids on the 
south Baltic area?). 

The overview of a few graves of warriors from neigh-
bouring cemeteries in the Lithuanian coastland from 
the same period made here is a study on a small scale, 
but it allows the author to believe that further compa-
rable analyses of grave sets of the same chronologi-
cal phase in the various cemeteries (also in the broader 
area of the West Balts) could give us a more precise 
picture of the meanings of “standard” and of “excep-
tional” in the context of the warlike, economic, cultural 
and religious life of similar communities, activities re-
flected by burial customs. A good inspiration for work 
in this direction is provided by the analyses of Ro-
man Iron Age data from the Aukštakiemiai (Oberhof), 
Lazdininkai (Kalnalaukis) and Netta cemeteries in the 
articles by Christine Reich, A. Bliujienė and D. Butkus 
in this volume, and in the recently published study by 
Anna Bitner-Wróblewska (2007, pp.101-110).

Translated by Stephen Rowell
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ROMĖNIŠKOJO LAIKOTARPIO 
KARYS IŠ  BAITų KAPINYNO 
KAPO 23

Rasa Banytė-Rowell

San t rauka

Straipsnyje pateikiama dar nepublikuota Baitų kapiny-
no kapo 23 medžiaga, kuri aptariama kitų iki šiol ištirtų 
Baitų kapinyno kapų kontekste, taip pat lyginama su 
duomenimis iš Šernų ir kitų dviejų netolimų Vakarų 
Lietuvos kapinynų (1 pav.). Baitų kapas 23 priklauso 
kapinyno grupei, kuri skirtina C1b fazės pabaigai – C2 
ir C3 fazių sandūrai, t. y. maždaug III a. antrajai pu-
sei – IV a. pradžiai.

Vyras, palaidotas Baitų kape 23, vadintinas kariu jau 
vien dėl to, kad jam į kapą buvo įdėta ietis – negin-
čijamas karybos atributas. Kiti radiniai, aptikti kapo 
duobėje: geležinis įmovinis kirvis, geležinis dalgelis, 
peilio dalis, diržo sagtis bei diržo puošybos detalės  
(2, 3 pav.). Baitų ietigalis priklauso V. Kazakevičiaus 
išskirto ietigalių su rombine plunksna potipio IB [ori-
ginale IБ] variantui. Pastaruoju metu L. Tamulynas 
patikslino šių ietigalių datavimą, skirdamas juos III a. 
viduriui – IV a. viduriui. Įmovinis kirvis, dalgelis – ne 
tokie informatyvūs dirbiniai. Jie yra vieni dažniau-
sių „vyriškų“ įkapų Vakarų Lietuvos kapinynuose su 
akmenų vainikais. Geležinė sagtis artima R. Madyda-
Legutko D grupės 31 tipui, tačiau tiesioginių atitikme-
nų šioje tipologijoje atrasti sunku. Tai vietinė forma, 
kuri, matyt, sukurta imituojant įvairias prabangesnes 
didelių keturkampių sagčių formas. Tarp žalvarinė-
mis-geležinėmis kniedutėmis puošto diržo liekanų yra 
papildomų tvirtinimo detalių – paslanki kniedė (?)  
(3: 6 pav.), žalvarinė kilpelė (3: 9a, b pav.).
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Baitų kapinyno centrinėje dalyje išsiskiria kape 23 pa-
laidotas „gausiausiai ginkluotas“ mirusysis. Šioje ka-
pinyno dalyje ietigalių daugiau nerasta. Keletą metrų į 
vakarus buvo rasta antskydžio dalių, o kape 16 – gele-
žinis įmovinis kirvis. Apie 10 m į vakarus nuo kapo 23, 
išskirtiniame vyro kape 31 su dviejų žirgų aukomis, 
rasta tik kovos peilio nuolaužų (4 pav.). 

Lygindami apžvelkime greta esančio Šernų kapinyno 
radinių išsidėstymo planus (5, 6 pav.), kurie autorės su-
daryti, remiantis A. Bezzenbergerio tyrinėjimų publi-
kacija (1892 m.). Vakarų-pietvakarių Šernų kapinyno 
dalis datuotina C1b–С2 fazėmis, o šiaurės rytų kapų 
grupė – C3–D fazėmis. Derinys ietigalis+kirvis+dalgis 
Šernuose būdingas tik vienam, 76-ajam, kapui. Būdin-
giausia dirbinių, rastų Šernų vyrų kapuose, kombina-
cija yra kirvis ir dalgis. Šernų vyrų kapuose 3 ir 50 
rasti diržai galbūt rodo, kokia maniera buvo sekta, ga-
minant Baitų kapo 23 diržą. Šernų vyro kape 50 rasta 
tiek turtingas papuošalų komplektas, tiek pilnas visų 
papildomų vyriškų įkapių rinkinys (7 pav.). Į kapą su-
dėti ginklai ir įrankiai tarsi kalba apie šio vyro veiklos 
universalumą arba apie įvairius jo poreikius, tačiau 
mažai – apie jo buvusios svarbios veiklos gyvenime 
prioritetus.

Straipsnyje atkreipiamas dėmesys, kad Baitų kapas 23 
buvo netoli turtingų moterų (kapai 18 ir 24) ir „negin-
kluotų“ vyrų kapų su žirgų aukomis (kapai 22 ir 31). 
Svarstant apie šių mirusiųjų buvusią užimamą padėtį 
bendruomenėje, susiduriama su klausimais, kuris iš 
vyrų galėjo užimti aukštesnę padėtį genties kario statu-
so prasme – ar mirusysis, palaidotas su ypatingu sida-
briniu žiedu, ar su ginklais, bet aprengtas paprastesne 
apranga. Šernų kapo 50, Stragnų kapo 13 (1985 m.), 
Jogučių-Spirkių kapo 1 kariai buvo aprūpinti ne tik gin-
klais, įrankiais, bet ir išskirtiniais aprangos elementais. 
Pirminėmis prielaidomis – genties kario diržas galėjo 
būti ta aprangos dalis, kuri simboliškai vienijo įvairių 
socialinių pakopų vyrus, dalyvaujančius kariniuose 
žygiuose. Kita vertus, aplinkybė, kad Vakarų Lietuvos 
dirvožemyje beveik visiškai sunyko visa romėniškojo 
laikotarpio kapinynų osteologinė medžiaga, užkerta 
galimybę palyginti įvairaus amžiaus vyriškosios lyties 
mirusiųjų įkapes kiekybiniu ir kokybiniu požiūriu.
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REMARKS ON MALE BURIALS IN  THE CEMETERY 
OF OBERHOF (AUKŠTKIEMIAI)

CHRISTINE REICH

Abstract

In Oberhof (Aukštkiemiai, western Lithuania) cemetery, several groups of weapon furnishings can be distinguished. “Sword 
graves” occupy the central positions when charted on a reconstructed plan of the burial site. Graves are located further away 
from these centres as the number of weapons contained decreases. Weapon equipment is a key to deciphering the spatial 
structure of the cemetery. 

Key words: male burials, weapon equipment, cemetery structure, Migration Period.

In t roduc t ion

The cemetery of Oberhof (nowadays Aukštkiemiai, 
in the Klaipėda district) is situated today in western 
Lithuania, northeast of Klaipėda. It was excavated 
from 1886 to 1888 by Otto Tischler, and in 1894 by 
Alfred Jentzsch, Heinrich Kemke and Kretschmann. 
They investigated more than 4,225 square metres and 
452 graves. The cemetery was used from the Roman 
Iron Age up to the Early Medieval Period, from the 
third to the 12th century respectively. Oberhof has al-
ways been perceived as one of the reference cemeteries 
which provide the basis for the chronological phasing 
of Eastern Prussia by O. Tischler. Nevertheless, apart 
from short reports by Tischler1, some illustrations, 
mentions and references in the literature, the material 
remained unpublished. Until the Second World War the 
material and documentation were housed in the Prussia 
Museum in Königsberg. During and after the war the 
archaeological collection of the Prussia Museum in the 
custody of the Landesamt für Vorgeschichte was torn 
apart and badly damaged. For more than 40 years the 
whereabouts of the whole collection were unknown. 
Today, a part of the collection is kept in the Museum 
für Vor- und Frühgeschichte, Staatliche Museen zu 
Berlin – Preußischer Kulturbesitz2. 

As no inventory books, especially no catalogue of 
Oberhof, have survived, the grave units have to be re-
constructed. This is possible by means of the preserved 
objects and the archive material in Berlin, combined 
with references in literature, old photographs and 
sketches in other archives.

1 Tischler 1887, 1888a; 1888b, 1889,1891.
2 Reich 200�, 2004�05.Reich 200�, 2004�05.

The  r econs t ruc t ion  o f  g rave  un i t s

Before entering into the main discussion of this paper, 
it is worthwhile giving a short overview of the sources 
and their quality, since these factors naturally affect the 
derivation of subsequent conclusions.

Originally 3,073 inventory numbers existed, 1,553 of 
them are kept in Berlin today. In addition, �1 ceramic 
vessels are in the Museum Warmii i Mazur in Olsz-
tyn. Every item originally carried a small label with 
a consecutive number. The objects were fixed on a 
cardboard sheet organized by graves (Plate II. 2). Oc-
casionally, inventory numbers are also written directly 
on the carrier cardboard using a pencil. Only a part 
of these cardboards have survived, and many objects 
have fallen off (Plate II. 2). Sometimes the tags were 
also lost. In the process of reconstruction and re-identi-
fication, such objects could be successfully reassigned 
to the appropriate grave.

Most importantly, the preserved archive material in-
cludes descriptions of the graves written by O. Tisch-
ler. These were complemented by typed copies made 
in 194�. Sometimes they are accompanied by little 
sketches or plans of the graves on graph paper. Such 
descriptions are provided for 2�0 graves respectively, 
313 graves and findings. In some cases, the original 
descriptions as well as the typewritten copies are very 
badly preserved. In addition, the typed copies contain 
frequent mistakes caused by misinterpretation of the 
original; in particular the coordinate system Tischler 
used for his excavation was not understood any more 
(see below). There are no descriptions for the graves 
discovered in 1894. 

Other important sources which connect inventory num-
bers with grave numbers are a list of the Roman coins 
found in Oberhof and small “inventory cards”, which 
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were possibly made for storage purposes. Photographs, 
illustrations in the literature and sketches in archives 
give further hints. All this information provides a rough 
framework of association between inventory numbers 
and graves.

The most important resource concerning the recon-
struction is the so-called Tischlerscher Zettelkatalog, 
which is kept today in the Museum Warmii i Mazur in 
Olsztyn. It includes 341 file cards referring to Oberhof. 
Although its original function is unknown, it seems 
that it reflects the state of the former inventory. Prob-
ably, it was used in order to check the collection. Every 
card lists the contents of a grave, albeit without inven-
tory numbers. The Zettelkatalog hence allows us to de-
termine the range of inventory numbers for one grave 
by comparison with preserved objects, other sources 
and counting.

The data given in Tischler’s descriptions and those 
of the Zettelkatalog sometimes deviate. The descrip-
tions seem to have been written during the excavations. 
Some objects were saved en bloc and shown later in 
the museum. Also, some items were only properly rec-
ognized after conservation, as later additions to the de-
scriptions show. Hence, the Zettelkatalog is the more 
reliable source concerning the grave contents, as com-
pared to the original descriptions.

In the following, the procedure used in the reconstruc-
tion of the contents of a burial will be explained, using 
the example of grave 75 (Pl. II. 2): two inventory num-
bers, 18285 and 18286, are written on the cardboard. 
Concluding from the shadows, a sickle and a spear-
head were mounted on it. A wooden sub-construction 
for a neck-ring (18277) and the fragment of a snaffle-
bit (18281) were still fixed on the cardboard. The fil-
ing card from the Zettelkatalog for grave 75 records 
a sword, a socketed axe, a sickle, a whetstone, two 
spearheads, a snaffle-bit with horsehead-shaped end-
ings, one bracelet, two spiral rings, three amber beads, 
two bronze fibulae, a silver neck-ring and a small 
whetstone.

Based on this information, the fragments of two fibulae 
(18275 and 18276), the bracelet with club-shaped ter-
minals (18278), the flint stone (18287) and the second 
fragment of the snaffle-bit existing in Berlin could be 
assigned to this burial. These items are preserved, but 
had come undone from the cardboard. 

As the arm-ring with club-shaped ends was published 
by Nils Åberg in 1919�, a sketch of one of the fibulae 
is available in his archive. Sketches and descriptions of 
the neck-ring and of one spearhead can be found in the 
archive of Marta Schmiedehelm. 

� Åberg 1919, Fig. 187. Åberg 1919, Fig. 187.

Naturally, this method does not lead to exact results for 
every grave, since not all file cards of the Zettelkatalog 
are preserved4, and other available sources are similar-
ly more or less incomplete. Additional information on 
objects from Oberhof can be found in the archives of 
Herbert Jankuhn, Rudolf Grenz, Carl Engel, Bernhard 
Salin, Carl-Axel Moberg and Fēliks Jākobson.

No complete plan of the cemetery has survived. A frag-
mented plan is available, which shows the areas exca-
vated by Tischler and their chronological classification. 
On this plan a coordinate system can be recognized 
with Arabic numbers on the x- and Roman numbers 
on the y-axis. Negative numbers are marked by a short 
horizontal bar above the figure. This corresponds to the 
method which Tischler described in his preliminary re-
port5. Tischler excavated in 10 by 10 metre squares. 
The lists, in which the corresponding quadrant is re-
corded for every grave, are completely preserved in the 
archive of the Prussia Museum.

Often precise coordinates are given in the descriptions 
of the burials. The position within a quadrant is marked 
by subscript figures. Sometimes it is possible to de-
termine the coordinates using the detailed plan of a 
grave, but occasionally they are missing entirely. This 
is especially the case for all burials excavated in 1894, 
where only the quadrants are known. For around 170 
graves and 80 findings, exact coordinates are available 
or can be reconstructed. By transferring them into a 
metric system, it was possible to reconstruct a plan of 
the cemetery (Fig. 1). On this plan, different types as 
well as equipment patterns can be mapped. If the exact 
coordinates of a grave are unknown, it is very impor-
tant to chart the corresponding quadrant nevertheless. 
Otherwise, the use of this data could result in distorted 
distribution patterns.

P resen t s  o f  weapons  in  the  g raves  and 
g rave  ca t egor i e s 

The sources, damaged and incomplete as they are, nev-
ertheless offer a sound basis for looking at the com-
binations of weapons and other grave goods in the 
male burials of Oberhof. As bones are not preserved, 
and some of them were already disintegrated when the 
excavation took place, we can only rely on the gen-
der as determinable by the associated archaeological 
finds. In the following table (Fig. 2), which shows the 

4 There is, besides occasionally missing cards, a particularly 
big gap between grave �04 and �58. Distinctively fewer 
cards are preserved for graves with higher numbers than 
that. However, for the burials excavated in 1894, the Tis-
chlersche Zettelkatalog is often the only source of infor-
mation.

5 Tischler 1888, p.14 f.
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combinations of grave items, only graves which can be 
addressed clearly as male burials are taken into consid-
eration. The table includes 156 graves6. The graves are 
arranged independent of their chronological classifica-
tion. Instead, the number and combination of weapons, 
swords or battle-knives, spearheads, axes, and tools, 
that is sickles7 and whetstones, were used as clustering 
factors. 

6 Graves without weapons or tools are not included in this 
table. Graves with knives or drinking horn mounts are 
also missing, if there are no other items to indicate a male 
burial, although the latter are often regarded to be men’s 
graves. The same applies for graves with horse bones or 
teeth, snaffle-bits or spurs.

7 In the Zettelkatalog as well as in the descriptions the term 
Sichel (sickle) is used. Obviously some of those that sur-
vived look rather like scythes. But because these are few, I 
will stick for this study to the term originally used. 

Burials of the first group are characterized by contain-
ing a sword or a large knife. As none of these swords 
or knives is preserved completely, we can only rely 
on the descriptions. It is not sure if a so called “large 
knife” really had a size to make it suitable to be a bat-
tle-knife. Only the length of the knives from graves 
1�2, �99 and 406 can be reconstructed. They are �0 to 
�7 centimetres long, which makes them, according to 
Kazakevičius, proper fighting knives8. In his descrip-
tions of graves 1�2, 75, 77, 141, 111 and 68, Tischler 
talks of swords, only in the Zettelkatalog they are called 
grosses Messer (large knife). So it seems that they are 
at least long enough to be suitable battle-knives. This 
group also includes graves with two knives, assuming 
that one of them is significantly larger than a normal 
knife, even though this is only mentioned explicitly in 

8 Kazakevičius 1988, p.145 f.

Fig. 1. A reconstructed plan of the cemetery with the digitized version of Otto Tischler’s plan mounted underneath.
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Fig. 2. Table of associated grave items in male burials at Oberhof.
Abbreviations: Ag – silver, Fe – iron, Bz – bronze, F – fragment, gr – large, SA – spiral bracelet, KZ – Roman Iron Age, 
VWZ – Migration Period, MA – Early Medieval Period.
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the case of grave 68. Only for grave 75 is a Schwert 
(sword) recorded in the Zettelkatalog. M. Schmiede-
helm describes the big knife from grave �99 as a “Sk-
ramasax”.

The group of graves with swords or battle-knives is 
very small in number, it contains only 11 graves. It is 
striking that, except for grave 1639, and graves 141, 111 
and 1��, which cannot be dated, all the graves belong 
to the Migration Period. The sword or battle-knife is 
combined with one or two spearheads, a socketed axe 
and a sickle. Concerning the ornaments, these graves 
have a tendency to be a bit richer; three burials con-
tain silver objects (brooches, neck-rings or bracelets). 
However, it is hard to see a distinctive pattern for the 
costume components.

The knives in all the other groups seem to be smaller, 
even if we cannot rule out the possibility that there is 
a larger knife among them. In the Zettelkatalog or in 
the descriptions they are referred to simply as Messer 
(knives). Where knives or fragments of them, as far as 
they can be determined, are preserved, they represent 
small or medium-sized knives.

Burials of the second group contain two spearheads. In 
those with a socketed axe, often a sickle and a whet-
stone is found too. Knives occur occasionally. The as-
sociated ornaments are similar in their composition to 
the first group, although no striking pattern is discern-
able. There are also graves without any jewellery10.

The third and biggest group are graves that contain a 
single spearhead. In almost half of the cases the spear-
head is found in combination with an axe. Sickles with 
whetstones are found regularly, knives appear less fre-
quently. Whereas ornaments generally occur less often 
in this first subgroup, they are much more common 
in several graves with only a spearhead as a weapon. 
Knives also appear more often. Sickles are found in a 
third of the graves.

Graves of the next group contain an axe as the only 
weapon, potentially accompanied by a sickle; other 
grave items are rare. Only grave 400 is very well fur-
nished with ornaments.

On the other hand, burials with miniature axes are very 
well equipped with ornaments and belt accessories. 
9 Grave 15, which can be dated to the Roman Iron Age, may 

have contained a sword too. But the description by Tisch-
ler differs from the entry in the Zettelkatalog, where the 
“sword”, the knife and the snaffle-bit are not mentioned. 
As the Zettelkatalog was the main source for this table, 
grave 15 was put into the second group.

10 The suspicion that some of them might be disturbed or in-
complete cannot be confirmed, eg the description of grave 
174 says clearly that it is “ungestört” (undisturbed). Also, 
the description of grave 45 shows that it is undoubtedly a 
closed find.

As far as these burials can be dated, they all belong to 
the Early Medieval Period. It is striking that only three 
graves of this period are equipped with more weap-
ons: grave 4�5 with two spearheads, grave 449 with 
one spearhead and a miniature axe, and grave 419 with 
one spearhead. None of these graves contains a sword 
or an axe suitable for combat. Therefore, men appear 
much less as warriors in the graves of the Early Me-
dieval Period as compared to the burials of the other 
periods. Maybe their role in life was different, and they 
engaged more as peasants and merchants than war-
riors, or weapons were no longer an indicator for the 
social or military position of the deceased, that it was 
not important any more to express this position in the 
grave by adding weapons11.

There are only five graves in Oberhof with shield boss-
es. Only grave 15 contains rich weapon equipment, 
and in grave �44 a shield boss occurs with other Waffen 
(weapons). It cannot be explained why there are so few 
shield bosses in Oberhof. Although the descriptions for 
four of these graves are very short or non-existent, the 
inventory seems to be complete. On the other hand, 
shield bosses are suspiciously absent in nearly all well-
equipped and documented male burials.

Graves of the last group contain no weapons but sick-
les and whetstones. Apart from the missing weapons, 
they show wealth and equipment similar to that of the 
weapon graves, especially concerning the ornaments. 
For example, grave 369 contains, among other things, 
a splendid silver neck-ring and 21(!) coins, which is 
the largest amount of Roman coins in a grave in Ober-
hof. Certainly, the number and assemblage of weapons 
is not necessarily an indicator of the wealth of the de-
ceased or his family. It seems that in male burials the 
rules underlying the provision of ornaments differ from 
those for weapons, that the weapons in a grave might 
indicate something different to the ornaments. This is 
further supported by the offering of horses, snaffle-bits 
and spurs. Although most graves with horse remains, 
snaffle-bits and spurs belong to the group of graves 
with one spearhead and an axe, they are present in all 
kinds of men’s graves. Even among graves without 
weapons, there are two burials with spurs, one of them 
with horse remains as well. 

Maybe the number and the sort of weapons in a male 
burial indicate a certain status of the deceased, not nec-

11 Two chapes from the Viking Age were found in Oberhof 
(inv. no. 7994 and 8108). One is a stray find, the other one 
is from a feature which was probably a disturbed grave. 
Both were situated in areas which are at the edge of the 
distribution of Early Medieval Period burials with mini-
ature axes. So another explanation may be that warriors 
with swords were buried in other places, perhaps also with 
different burial rites.
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essarily a military rank, but his position in society as 
a man allowed and able to carry arms. This surely was 
also co-dependent on his age and wealth.

So far, it is not quite clear how big the influence of 
time on the different groups of weapon assemblies is. 
As previously stated, most of the graves with swords 
are from the Migration Period, and male burials of the 
Early Medieval Period mainly contain only a miniature 
axe as the only “weapon”. In other grave groups the 
Roman Iron Age and the Migration Period mixed, even 
if in some groups the burials from the Roman Iron Age 
seem to predominate. But we have to keep in mind that 
not all graves are datable. 

D i s t r ibu t ion  o f  weapon  fu rn i sh ings 

The determined groups of male burials can be mapped 
on a reconstructed plan of the cemetery. The remainder 
of this discussion will focus on the southwestern part 
of the cemetery12 (Fig. �), which recommends itself for 
several reasons. To begin with, this area can be viewed 
as temporally homogeneous, as the spectrum of fibulae 
found in this area indicates1� that it was mainly used in 

12 The following results are also valid for other parts of the 
cemetery, though they can be pointed out best at this area. 

1� Especially star-footed brooches, Armbrustfibeln mit festem 
Nadelhalter (crossbow brooches with full catch-plate), 
Schlusskreuzfibenl, the younger form of Armbrustfibeln 
mit umgeschlagenem Fuß und Ringgarnitur (crossbow 
brooches with wire decoration) and the only bow fibula (cf 
Reich, forthcoming).

the Migration Period. Further, this zone of the cemetery 
is large enough to allow more extensive conclusions to 
be drawn. Finally, this area is quite well documented. 
It includes nine 10 by 10 metre squares. In five of them 
(-6 III, -8 III, -6 II, -8 II and -9 II14) the detailed coordi-
nates for all graves are known. We can be certain that 
areas indicated to be without graves are really vacant 
of findings. In quadrants -7 III and -5 III detailed coor-
dinates are only known for at most half of the graves, 
the remaining graves are strewn somewhere within the 
corresponding square, so that gaps in these quadrants’ 
maps cannot be reliably interpreted as an absence of 
graves, but must be viewed as a lack of cartographic 
information. 

At least three subgroups can be distinguished in the 
southwestern part of the cemetery: one in the south-
west from grave 78 to grave 66, a second in the east 
with graves 11�, 109, 104, 10� and 6� at the border, to 
the big third group in the middle. The middle concen-
tration of burials may originally have consisted of at 
least two or three groups, but this cannot be verified, 
due to the lack of data. At least there is an empty space 
between graves 145 and 144 and the eastern border 
of quadrant -8III. Therefore, the western part may be 
separated from the middle group. 
14 It is not entirely clear if the southern part of quadrant -7 IIentirely clear if the southern part of quadrant -7 IIclear if the southern part of quadrant -7 II 

was really vacant of finds. Tischler had, according to his 
plan of excavated areas and his descriptions, investigated 
only the upper half of the quadrant. It does not seem that 
A. Jentzsch, H. Kemke and Kretschman excavated here 
again; at least there are no graves known from this part of 
the quadrant. 

Fig. �. Southwestern grave group. Quadrants with detailed coordinates for all graves are shaded grey.
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The observation that the descriptions of the graves as 
well as of the excavated quadrants are full of gaps ap-
plies to the whole cemetery as well as to the grave group 
under discussion. Stone circles or cells are mentioned 
for the eastern part of quadrant -5 III, where graves 
92, 9�, 98 and 99 might be connected with them, and 
for the southern part of -9 II. Graves 78 and 77 were 
situated within a stone circle. Remains of stone circles 
were found near graves 76 and 68. Apart from negative 
influences on the information due to missing descrip-
tions, Tischler reports that parts of the cemetery were 
disturbed and that stones had been taken from the stone 
cells15. So even if Tischler mentioned, for example, for 
the northern half of -6 III only “wenige Steine” (few 
stones), we cannot be sure if this represents the original 
or is due to the preservation conditions.

Concerning the weapon equipment, the graves con-
nected with stone circles belong to various groups: 
with a sword or battle knife (graves 68 and 77), with 
two (grave 99) or one spearhead (graves 78, 92 and 
98). Grave 76 is a very well-furnished female burial. 
There is no observable connection between weapon 
equipment and grave architecture.

If the weapon equipment of burials as determined from 
the data is charted on the site plan (Fig. 4)16, the graves 

15 Tischler 1888, p.15.
16 For graves 75 and 9�, only a part of the coordinates are 

known. Therefore, they appear as rectangles in the site 
plan.

with swords or battle-knives seem to take a central po-
sition, especially within the proposed subgroups. They 
are surrounded by graves with one or two spearheads. 
As the number of weapons diminishes, graves are lo-
cated further away from the “sword grave”17. Burials 
containing only an axe are found on the periphery. 
Men’s graves without weapons, that is with a sickle 
or a whetstone, are also located on the border18. Which 
and how many weapons a man possessed in his life-
time determined the place in which he was buried, as 
it may have determined his position within the com-
munity of Oberhof.

Looking at the proposed subgroups, one “sword grave” 
is located in the eastern group, two in the southwest-
ern group, four in the middle group and another one 
in its western part, which may itself form a separate 
group. In the southwestern group grave 77, which con-
tains a fibula which is described as “Bronzefibel m.[it] 
Nadelscheide” (a crossbow brooch with full catch-

17 In order to keep the map readable, graves of which only 
the quadrant is known are not charted. There are two 
more graves with battle knives and one with two spear-
heads and an axe in Quadrant -7III and one burial with two 
spearheads in -7IV. Additional graves furnished with one 
spearhead are situated in -7III, -7IV, -6IV and -5III. This 
distribution confirms the general result.

18 Graves 187, 71 and 64. Grave 106, situated within the mid-
dle group, might be disturbed, as Tischler suggested in his 
description. The only exception is grave 109, in which, 
among other things, two spurs and the remains of a horse 
were found. 

Fig. 4. The distribution of weapon furnishings in the southwestern grave group: burials with a sword or a large knife (●), 
with two spearheads and an axe (▲), with two spearheads (▼), with one spearhead and an axe (■), with a single spearhead 
(◊), and with only an axe (╬).
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plate)19, might be dated to phase D, whereas grave 68 
with a fibula which shows a little rung at the end of the 
bow is younger and may be set in phase E20. Grave 104, 
in the eastern group, is clearly older than grave 75, in 
the western group, as the first contained a bracelet with 
thin club-shaped ends, while the second held a brace-
let with thick club-shaped ends and a Schlusskreuz-
fibel, which can be dated to phase E. Grave 1�2, in the 
middle group, dates from the same period with a late 
star-footed brooch and a younger variation of a Arm-
brustfibel mit umgeschlagenem Fuß und Ringgarnitur 
(crossbow brooch with wire decoration) as well as a 
bracelet with thick club-shaped ends. The other three 
“sword graves” of the middle group (111, 1�� and 
141) are unfortunately not precisely datable. It is very 
tempting to assume that only one man with a sword or 
battle knife existed in every subgroup at a time, but this 
cannot be proven due to the situation of the sources.

Conc lus ion

What do the subgroups represent? One interpreta-
tion is families. There are female burials amongst the 
male graves, especially in the southwestern and mid-
dle group, which are comparable with co-located male 
graves in the richness of their furnishings and which 
might be connected to them. On the other hand, there 
are areas where female graves are concentrated, eg 
in the northwest (graves 72, 76, 144 and 145) and in 
the southeast (graves 61, 62 and perhaps 6�)21. Due to 
these conflicting indicators, it is difficult to find a com-
prehensive answer at the current stage of research. 

The weapon equipment surely is a key to deciphering 
the spatial structure of the cemetery, but it is not the 
only one. Certainly age, gender and lineage, as well as 
the wealth and prestige of the deceased, also influenced 
the choice of the burial site. However, the investigation 
of these factors, as well as a detailed analysis of the 
ornamental equipment of male and female burials, will 
need to be the subject of further studies.

Translated by the author
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PASTABOS APIE  OBERHOF 
(AUKŠTKIEMIAI)  KAPINYNO 
vyRų KAPuS 

Christine Reich

San t rauka

1886–1888 m. Oberhof (Aukštkiemiai, Klaipėdos r.) 
kapinyną tyrinėjo Otto Tischler, 1894 m. šį laidojimo 
paminklą tyrinėjo Alfred Jentzsch, Heinrich Kemke 
ir Kretschmann. Minėti tyrinėtojai ištyrė 452 kapus, 
pradedant romėniškuoju laikotarpiu ir baigiant anksty-
vaisiais viduramžiais (III–XII a.). Iki Antrojo pasau-
linio karo pabaigos Oberhofo kapinyno medžiaga ir 
dokumentacija buvo laikoma „Prussia“ muziejuje Ko-
enigsberge (dabar Kaliningradas). Per karą ir tuoj po jo 
labai nukentėjusi „Prussia“ muziejaus kolekcijos dalis 
pateko į Landesamt für Vorgeschichte. Šiandien „Prus-
sia“ muziejaus medžiagos dalis yra saugoma Berlyno 
Proistorės muziejuje (Museum für Vor- und Frühges-
chichte, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin – Preußischer 
Kulturbesitz). Inventorinės Oberhof kapinyno knygos 
ir dirbinių katalogas neišliko, todėl kapų inventoriai 
rekonstruojami remiantis pačiais įvairiausiais duome-
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nimis: išlikusiais kartono lakštais su pritvirtintais dir-
biniais ir be jų, senosiomis etiketėmis, O. Tischlerio 
kapų aprašais, įvairiausiais šalutiniais archyviniais 
įrašais ir vadinamuoju Tischlerscher Zettelkatalog 
(saugomas varmijos ir mozūrų muziejuje Olštyne) 
(II: 2 iliustr.). Pagrindinis šaltinis kapų inventoriams 
atkurti yra išlikę 1533 dirbiniai, šiandien saugomi 
Berlyno Proistorės muziejuje. Rekonstruojant kapų 
kompleksus buvo panaudotos visos įmanomos litera-
tūros nuorodos, senosios nuotraukos ir piešiniai, sau-
gomi net kelių šalių muziejuose ir kitose institucijose  
(II: 2 iliustr.). Tačiau reikia pripažinti, kad kapų in-
ventorių ir kapinyno struktūrai analizuoti šaltinių nėra 
daug, ir tie patys, deja, neišsamūs.

Remiantis išlikusiais dirbiniais ir minėtais šaltiniais, 
Oberhof kapinyno vyrų kapuose pavyko išskirti ginklų 
ir kitų įkapių derinius. Buvo išskirtos penkios vyrų su 
ginklais kapų grupės (2 pav.). Tai vyrų kapai su ka-
lavijais ar kovos peiliais, kapai su dviem ietimis, ka-
pai su viena ietimi, kapai su kirviu kaip pagrindiniu 
ar vieninteliu ginklu ir beginklių vyrų kapai, kuriuose 
rasta tik darbo įrankių. Pastebėta tendencija, kad vyrų, 
palaidotų su kalavijais, kapuose buvo kiek daugiau pa-
puošalų, bet sunku įžvelgti, kokius nors skirtingus jų 
dėjimo į kapus būdus, nes kiekviena vyrų kapų grupė 
turi kelis turtingesnius ar mažiau daiktų gausius kapus. 
Net paskutinės grupės – beginklių vyrų – kapai, ypač 
tie, kurių įkapių komplektą sudarė ir papuošalai, dir-
binių gausa buvo panašūs į vyrų su ginklais kapus (2 
pav.). Todėl aišku, kad ginklų kiekis ir aptartos pagal 
išskirtas vyrų grupes ginkluotės rinkinys nebūtinai pri-
klauso nuo mirusiojo ir jo šeimos klestėjimo. Atrodo, 
kad taisyklės, pagrindžiančios mirusiojo aprūpimą 
papuošalais, skyrėsi nuo įpročių dėti į kapus ginklus, 
atitinkamai ginklai galėjo reikšti kažką kita nei papuo-
šalai. Šią nuostatą palaiko ir žirgų aukos bei žąslai ir 
pentinai, kurių randama visų išskirtų grupių vyrų ka-
puose. Tikriausiai ginklų skaičius ir rūšis rodo tam ti-
krą mirusiojo statusą, bet nebūtinai karinį. Tai greičiau 
buvo visuomenėje užimama padėtis, leidžianti vyrui 
turėti ginklą. Be abejo, asmens padėtis visuomenėje 
priklausė nuo jo amžiaus ir turto. 

Išskirtos vyrų su ginklais grupės buvo pažymėtos re-
konstruotame kapinyno plane (3 pav.). Dėmesys buvo 
sutelktas į vienalytę pietvakarinę kapinyno dalį, nes čia 
rastos segės rodo, kad ši kapinyno vieta buvo naudota 
tautų kraustymosi laikais, be to, ši vieta gerai doku-
mentuota turimais šaltiniais (3 pav.). Čia išsiskiria trys 
ar galbūt keturi kapų potipiai. Kapai su kalavijais ar 
kovos peiliais koncentruojasi ir užima centrinę vietą 
tarp kitų vyrų kapų su ginklais grupių (4 pav.). Šie ka-
pai yra apsupti vyrų kapų, kuriuose buvo dvi arba vie-
na ietis. vyrų kapai su mažesniu ginklų kape skaičiumi 
yra gerokai toliau nuo kapų „su kalavijais“, kapai su 

vienu kirviu yra rasti vyrų kapų su ginklais periferinėje 
srityje, o beginklių vyrų kapai taip pat yra grupės pa-
kraštyje. vyro realiame gyvenime turėtas ginklų skai-
čius ir kokybė lėmė jo vietą kapinyne, o galbūt ginklai 
lėmė ir individo vietą Oberhofo bendruomenėje. Be 
abejo, ginklai ir ginkluotė yra raktas dešifruoti erdvinę 
kapinyno struktūrą, bet ne tik. 

Neabejotina, kad mirusiojo padėtį kapinyne lėmė am-
žius, lytis, turtingumas ir prestižas. Tačiau šių veiksnių 
tyrinėjimas, taip pat detali ginklų ir papuošalų derinių, 
vyrų ir moterų aprangos analizė dar laukia papildomų 
tyrinėjimų. 
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АBOUT SOME ASPECTS OF SCALVIAN  
ARMAMENTS,  ON THE BASIS  
OF INVESTIGATIONS IN VIEšVILė CEMETERY

UGNIUS BUDVYDAS

Abstract

Viešvilė cemetery, situated in the Jurbarkas district (the lower Nemunas region in Lithuania), belongs to the Scalvian Baltic 
ethnocultural group and has been investigated for the last six years. The site contains archaeological material characteristic of 
ninth to 11th-century Scalvians. The research material gathered during the excavations would allow us to state that those who 
were buried in the cemetery were related to a dominant part of Scalvian society of that time.

Key words: Western Balts, Scalvians, Viešvilė cemetery, spearheads, swords.

In t roduc t ion

Viešvilė cemetery (Jurbarkas district), which belongs 
to the Scalvian ethnocultural group, has been excavat-
ed for six years now. The site contains archaeological 
material characteristic of ninth to 11th-century Scalvi-
ans. This cultural area belonging to the Western Balts 
can already be distinguished in the early Middle Iron 
Age (fifth to sixth centuries). It lies between the lands 
of Lamata and Nadravia (Lithuanian Nadruva), being 
bounded on the east by Aukštaitian (central Lithuanian) 
cemeteries. But there are few burial sites, especially 
dating from the ninth to 12th centuries (Kreivėnai, 
Tauragė district; Viešvilė, Jurbarkas district; and 
šinkūnai, former Linkuhnen, now Rzhevskoe, Kalin-
ingradskaja oblast, Russia) ascribed to the Scalvians 
(Fig. 1). In addition, only fragmentary material has 
survived from part of the cemetery (Linkūnai) inves-
tigation. Thus, the research data reaching us about this 
cultural area is very important and interesting. The aim 
of this work is to present part of the Viešvilė cemetery 
research material, ie to discuss only one aspect of it, 
the weaponry.

Viešvilė cemetery is the easternmost site ascribed to 
the Scalvians. It was discovered during archaeologi-
cal surveys in 1998 on a hill to the south of the town 
of Viešvilė and 800 metres to the north of the River 
Nemunas (Fig. 2). Initial data about a burial site lo-
cated in this vicinity reached us in 1930 (Schwarzien 
1930). The local newspaper Memeler Dampfboot men-
tioned in a short note that many archaeological finds 
had been discovered at the highest location, on Schwe-
denberg Hill, near Viešvilė. Some of them most likely 
ended up in the former Prussia Museum, and some of 
them are preserved in the Vytautas the Great War Mu-
seum in Kaunas. It is also known today that a large 
archaeological site lies in the vicinity of Viešvilė. Four 

cemeteries and two settlements have been found, pro-
viding information about the daily life and customs of 
the people who lived in the vicinity of the town from 
the first millennium BC to the second millennium AD.

Fea tu res  o f  t he  fune ra l  r i t e s  o f  t he 
c rema t ion  bu r i a l s

An area of over 600 square metres has been studied 
in the cemetery over six years. A total of 17 crema-
tion and six children’s inhumation burials have been 
discovered. It has been determined that the site was 
severely disturbed at this location by agricultural ac-
tivities.

The cremation burial pits have an elongated oval form 
(147x47 to 350x120 cm in size) and are oriented south-
west to northeast (graves 1, 4, 5, 9, 21, 22) or southeast 
to northwest (graves 6, 13, 14, 16, 19). The individuals 
were buried at a depth of 70 to 105 centimetres. The 
cremated bones were usually placed in a certain part 
of the grave in a compact pile. The grave goods were 
neatly placed on the cremated bones. Weapons and 
equestrian grave goods were usually placed separately 
from the ornaments and tools. Mineralised textile frag-
ments remain on many of them. These grave goods 
were placed in the grave wrapped in linen. In burials 
1, 10, 13, 16, 19 and 22 the cremated human remains 
were probably buried in coffins or wooden boxes.

All the cremation burials belong to males. Artefacts 
characteristic of the gender predominate among the 
grave goods that have been found. The cremated re-
mains of a horse or large mammal were found together 
with the individual in eight burials (graves 6, 9, 10, 13, 
14, 17, 21, 22). In addition, all the burials that have 
survived more intact are distinguished by the richness 
and abundance of the grave goods, some of which are 
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Fig. 1. Ninth to 12th-century Scalvian cemeteries.

Fig. 2. The location of Viešvilė cemetery (Jurbarkas district) in the lower Nemunas region.
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plated or inlaid with silver. This clearly reflects the so-
cial status of the individuals buried in this cemetery 
and the way of life at that time. In all the cremation 
burials, they have been discovered with weapons and 
equestrian grave goods (stirrups, spurs, bits and bri-
dle fragments). Some of the individuals (graves 3, 5, 
10, 22) were buried with four or five spears, with two 
swords being found near them. In one burial (grave 5) 
six swords were found. Swords were discovered in ten 
burials. A sword was a very expensive and prestigious 
weapon at that time. Only rich members occupying an 
exceptional position in the community could acquire 
one. Considering the small number of burials found in 
the cemetery, no burial site investigated in Lithuania 
has been distinguished by such an abundance of weap-
ons. Therefore, the Viešvilė cemetery research material 
is an excellent source, providing valuable information 

about the weapons used by the 
Scalvians during the Viking 
Period.

Spea r s  and  swords

Although weapons were found 
in the cremation burials in es-
pecially large numbers, they 
are not diverse. Several spear-
heads and a sword are usually 
found in a burial. It is impos-
sible to compare this material 
with other Scalvian cemeteries 
investigated because the mate-
rial has not been systematised.

Almost all the weapons found 
have been ritually bent or 
otherwise destroyed. Conse-
quently, there is no possibility 
of determining precisely their 
measurements. Spearheads de- 
finitely comprise the largest 
group of weapons found. It was 
the most effective and cheapest 
weapon of the time. A spear 
was best suited for fighting both 
close up and at a distance, and 
made it possible to keep an en-
emy at a safe distance. But the 
spearhead forms are probably 
some of the most conservative. 
There was no great functional 
difference between them, and 
some of their shapes remained 
unchanged for long centuries.

A total of 32 spearheads have been found in burials, 
and another 17 discovered by chance (seven of them 
being preserved at the VDKM). Individuals were usu-
ally buried with two or even four spears (graves 5, 7, 
10, 13, 14, 17, 21, 22). In only two burials (graves 1 
and 3) not only were swords placed in the grave for the 
individual, but also five to six spearheads were discov-
ered beside the other grave goods. Jan Petersen type E 
and narrow leaf-shaped spearheads were the most pop-
ular. All of these artefacts, some of which are currently 
being restored, are in fact severely corroded. After the 
corrosion has been cleaned off, it will be possible a 
determine the type of some of these artefacts.

The most abundant group of spearheads found in the 
cemetery are J. Petersen type E (Petersen 1919, Fig. 3). 
Altogether 15 have been discovered (graves 1 [2], 5, 
10, 13, 14, 17, 21 [2], 22 [2] and four spearheads were 

Fig. 3. Jan Petersen type E spearheads: 1 grave 10; 2 graves 14 and 3; 4 grave 21; 5 
grave 22; 7 loose find (photograph by Budvydas).
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found by chance), and another three are preserved at 
the VDKM (810: 44, 52, 54). This is one of the most 
abundant spearhead types, which is encountered fre-
quently not only in Lithuania but also throughout the 
entire Baltic Sea region. Most of them were manufac-
tured by local blacksmiths, but some (with ornate sock-
ets) reached Lithuania from present-day Scandinavia 
(Kazakevičius 1999, pp.189-190). In Lithuania they 
date from the ninth to 11th centuries (Kazakevičius 
1999, p.188f.; Volkaitė-Kulikauskienė 1970, p.231). 
Judging from the long, narrow blades, these spear-
heads probably belong to the missile group. As has 
already been mentioned, the spear is a fairly universal 
weapon. The majority of them are 20 to 33 centime-
tres long. It is possible to divide them into two types 

according to blade shape. The 
first is characterised by a long 
narrow blade with a uniform 
width maintained throughout 
its entire length (graves 5, 13, 
14, 17, 21, 22, etc). The second 
also lacks a distinct transition 
from the socket to the blade 
(graves 1, 10, 21, 22). Howev-
er, they broaden slightly in the 
middle or a little closer to the 
tip. They are indicated in liter-
ature as a separate, later variant 
of the J. Petersen type E spear-
head (Volkaitė-Kulikauskienė 
1970, p.231). But both types 
have been discovered together 
in burials, so chronologically 
they are contemporaneous. The 
J. Petersen type E spearheads 
found at Viešvilė date to the 
tenth to 11th centuries.

A total of 12 narrow leaf-
shaped spearheads have been 
found in burials (graves 1, 3 
[3], 5 [3], 10 [3], 13, 14) and 
another six by chance (one 
of which is preserved at the 
VDKM, 810: 53). This is one 
of the oldest spearhead shapes 
manufactured by local smiths 
(Fig. 4). They appeared in 
Lithuania in the second cen-
tury, and survived nearly un-
changed until the 11th or 12th 
century (Michelbertas 1986, 
p.173; Volkaitė-Kulikauskienė 
1970, p.226). The spearheads 
are 31 to 44 centimetres long. 

The blades are flat, broadening near the socket and 
gradually narrowing towards the tip. The transition of 
some of the spearheads from the blade to the socket is 
not very distinct. The blade has a pronounced midrib.

The two broad leaf-shaped spearheads that were 
discovered in burials 1 and 21 belong to type III 
(Kazakevičius 2002, p.109). The socket of one of them 
has a silver-copper alloy inlay (Fig. 5: 1). This is the 
second such spearhead currently known to exist in 
Lithuania. The first was a chance find in the vicinity of 
Vilkija (Kaunas district; Kazakevičius 2002, pp.104-
121). The surviving spearhead fragment is 22.2 centi-
metres long. The inlay decorating the socket belongs to 
the geometric ornament group (I), which is frequently 
encountered among the spearheads with inlaid sockets 

Fig. 4. Spearheads with narrow leaf-shaped blades: 1 grave 13; 2 grave 14; 3 loose 
find; 4 grave 10 (photograph by Budvydas).
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found on the Sambian peninsula (Kazakevičius 2002, 
p.112, Fig. 7). Many spearheads decorated with similar 
designs have been found at the Klincovka–Irzekapi-
nis cemetery (former Wikiau, Zelenogradsky district, 
Kaliningradskaja oblast, Russia; graves 10, 15, 36, 41, 
etc; Kulakov 1995, pp.218, 221, 229 and 232; Figs. 78, 
11, 20 and 24). In addition, six pairs of holes for secur-
ing the spearhead to the shaft survive on the sides of 
the socket. These are arranged symmetrically length-
ways along the socket. This manner of fastening had a 
more decorative than practical value. Similarly deco-
rated spearheads have been found in Norway (Petersen 
1919, p.30f and, 163, Figs. 16, 20 and 128). The origin 
of the spearhead found at Viešvilė should definitely be 
sought in present-day Scandinavia.

The spearhead was found in the grave together with a 
group IV ladder brooch, a miniature penannular brooch 
with upturned terminals, a group II penannular brooch 
with poppyseed-shaped terminals, a type X sword 
pommel, a J. Petersen type E spearhead, type III stir-

rups (Antanavičius variety I), 
and other grave goods, which 
allow the spearhead to be dated 
to the 11th century.

Two surviving spearheads 
(graves 1 and 14) belong to type 
IV. These spearheads have an 
elongated triangular blade (Fig. 
6) and are large with a length 
of 32.8 to 42.5 centimetres. A 
spearhead socket covered with 
a copper alloy plate was found 
in burial 14. The spearhead, 
with its gold-coloured socket, 
must have appeared very im-
pressive at that time. The upper 
part of the socket is decorated 
with four grooves. An X-ray 
of the blade showed two sym-
metrical wavy bands running 
along the blade. These bands 
are usually characteristic of ar-
ticles made of Damascus steel. 
In addition, many spearheads 
of this type have a blade forged 
from this metal (Kulakov, Tol-
macheva 1987, p. 96).

This type of spearhead is gen-
erally found in Lithuania in 
the western districts. They date 
from the 11th century (Volkaitė-
Kulikauskienė 1970, p.232). 
Those found at Viešvilė, judg-

ing from the sets of grave goods, can also be ascribed 
to this period.

Swords belong to the second group of weapons found 
at the cemetery. Fragments of 19 of them were discov-
ered and another two are preserved at the VGWM (810: 
43, 894). In addition, fragments of at least ten blades 
were discovered during research. The swords that have 
survived in better condition have been ritually bent or 
otherwise destroyed, but very few of them have been 
touched by the flames of a pyre. They can be divided 
into three types, according to the typology adopted by 
J. Petersen.

The largest group consists of type X swords, nine of 
which were discovered (graves 1, 10 [2], 13, 15, 21 
[2], 22, VDKM 810: 43): ie they were found in more 
than half of the burials with swords (Fig. 7: 1-3). Ac-
cording to data from 1996, 32 swords of this type were 
known to exist on the eastern shore of the Baltic Sea 
(in Lithuania, the Kaliningrad Oblast and Latvia). One 
was found in the neighbouring Linkūnai cemetery 

Fig. 5. Spearheads with broad leaf-shaped blades: 1 grave 1 (spearhead with silver 
inlay); 2 grave 21 (photograph and drawing by Budvydas).
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(Kazakevičius 1996, pp.28-33). The abundance of 
these artefacts allows us to make the assumption that at 
least some of the type X swords were manufactured by 
smiths living in the vicinity of Viešvilė. Their blades 
are 86.7 to 96 centimetres long, while the pommels are 
semicircular. The bottom guards are straight or curved 
slightly downward.

This type was widespread throughout Europe, nearly 
200, for example, having been found just in Scandi-
navia. This weapon’s excellent characteristics caused 
its popularity (Peirce 2004, p.116). They date from the 
tenth to 11th centuries.

A three-section pommel, which has a large central sec-
tion and belongs to type T swords, was a chance find 
during the research. The rivets at the bottom for fasten-
ing it to the upper guard have survived. The VDKM 
has a fragment (894) of a sword which was a chance 
find at Viešvilė, and which is sometimes erroneously 
ascribed in literature to type V (Kazakevičius 1996, 
pp.61-62). But the totality of the features definitely al-
lows the sword to be ascribed to type T (Fig. 8: 1). The 
surviving part of the fragment is 57 centimetres long. 
The pommel is semicircular and the straight guard is 
covered with a copper alloy plate, which is decorated 
with geometric designs. A very similar but much more 
ornate sword was discovered in grave 53 in the nearby 
Linkūnai cemetery (Mühlen 1975, p.142, Tafel 10). 
This is the most widespread type of sword in the lands 
inhabited by the Balts. It is ascribed to local armourers 
and was used during the second half of the tenth to the 
12th centuries (Kazakevičius 1996, pp.46f.).

The sword discovered in burial 5 is closely related to 
type Y according to its features (Fig. 8: 2). It is double 
edged, and the lower guard is curved slightly down-
wards. The pommel is saddle shaped. This is not a 
widespread sword type. Only 16 such swords have been 
discovered in the lands of the Balts. Most of them have 
been found in the Linkūnai cemetery (Kazakevičius 
1996, p.70ff.).

The last sword to be clearly identified typologically 
was discovered in cremation burial 16 (Fig. 7: 4). It 
is double edged, 94.4 centimetres long, and belongs to 
type Z. The upper guard, together with the pommel, 
curves upwards, while the lower guard curves sharply 
downwards and has flaring terminals. Although the ar-
tefact is corroded, the pommel can be seen to consist 
of three sections. According to data from 1996, only 17 
were known to exist on the eastern shore of the Baltic 
Sea. A somewhat greater number has been discovered 
in northern Europe (Kazakevičius 1996, p.75ff.).

According to the grave goods that were found in the 
burial, the sword dates from the 11th century.

Fune ra l  cus toms  and  the  soc ia l  a spec t 
i n  Viešv i l ė  ceme te ry

In analysing funeral customs, the grave goods found 
in burials always raise the question of how much the 
funeral rites actually reflect the social relationships of 
the time. Certain differences in the sets of grave goods 
are frequently observed during cemetery research. 
Some of the burials contain especially modest grave 
goods, while others are surprising in their abundance 
and richness. It is possible to explain such differences 
only by linking the latter burials with certain social 

Fig. 6. A spearhead with a triangular blade from cremation 
burial 14 (photograph by Budvydas).
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groups, which expressed the status they occupied in 
the community of the time through the funeral rites, 
thus stressing their specialness in the afterlife. Anoth-
er question is with which social groups these burials 
should be linked. It is very unlikely that an individual 

who did not have a specially 
dominant social or economic 
status would be buried with 
rich grave goods.

It is precisely the totality of the 
research material from Viešvilė 
cemetery that allows us to state 
that the individuals buried in 
the cemetery should be linked 
to a certain dominant part of 
the Scalvian community. First, 
a small number of burials have 
been found on the hill. Second, 
all the cremation burials belong 
to males. The similarity of the 
funeral rites and grave goods 
in the burials shows that peo-
ple who identified themselves 
in life with a certain socially 
dominant group were buried 
on the hill, which was a domi-
nant feature of the landscape 
near the settlement. This has 
also been indirectly confirmed 
by anthropological research on 
the cremated bones found in 
the burials (conducted by Pro-
fessor Rimantas Jankauskas 
of Vilnius University), during 
which it was determined that a 
child (37% of all the burials), an 
adult female (12%), or an indi-
vidual of undetermined gender 
(6%) was buried together with 
an adult male in 14 of the 16 
burials he researched (87%). 
The custom whereby a warrior 
is accompanied into the afterlife 
by an adult female or a child is 
already known to have existed 
in the area of former Prussia in 
the seventh century and to have 
survived until the 13th century. 
The appearance of this custom 
is connected with the begin-
ning of the formation of a war-
rior elite (military community) 
(Kulakov 1994, p.148). I think 
that this small group of crema-

tion burials found in Viešvilė cemetery is connected 
with precisely this social aspect. A full set of weap-
ons, ie a spear, a sword and equestrian artefacts, have 
been found in more than half of the burials. It would 
even be possible to envisage a certain standardisation 

Fig. 7. X and Z type swords: 1 grave 13; 2 grave 10; 3 grave 22; 4 grave 16 (photo-
graph by Budvydas).
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of the weaponry. Several J. Petersen type E or narrow 
leaf-shaped spearheads and a type X sword are usually 
found in the burials. On the other hand, these burials 
belong to the period (tenth to 11th centuries) when the 
process of forming the warrior elite of the Baltic tribes 
living on the eastern shore of the Baltic Sea reached the 
high point of its development (Bertašius 2002, pp.200-
202 and 215-216; Kulakov 1994, pp.152-154 and 160). 
This is very clearly reflected in the archaeological ma-
terial from Viešvilė cemetery. The appearance of this 
social process was also influenced by the fact that the 
Scalvian community which lived at Viešvilė estab-
lished themselves beside one of the main trade routes 
of the time, the River Nemunas, which was used to car-
ry prestigious wares and the majority of Scandinavian 
imports deep into Lithuania. In addition, this river was 
also a constant source of tension. The question of where 
the remaining members of the community were buried 

remains unanswered, but it was 
probably in the cemetery that 
was detected about 200 metres 
to the north. Although research 
on it has only begun, it is al-
ready possible to say that both 
cemeteries are chronologically 
close.

Conc lus ions

1. A total of 17 cremation 
burials ascribed to males, who 
were buried not only with an 
abundance of ornaments but 
also a full set of weapons, were 
discovered in Viešvilė cem-
etery during archaeological 
research.

2. The weapons found in 
Viešvilė cemetery belong to 
types that are widespread in 
Europe. The majority of these 
weapons were manufactured 
in the vicinity of Viešvilė cem-
etery, but some arrived as the 
result of trade or as the spoils 
of war.

3. Spears with narrow leaf-
shaped or J. Petersen type E 
spearheads, as well as type X 
swords, clearly predominate 
among the weapons. It is possi-
ble to envisage a certain stand-
ardisation of the weaponry.

4. The abundance of grave goods and the burial of 
males together with a child or an adult female allow 
us to draw the conclusion that some of the individuals 
buried in Viešvilė cemetery belonged to the Scalvian 
warrior elite.

Translated by Jeffrey Arthur Bakanauskas

Abbrev ia t ion

VDKM – Vytautas the Great War Museum, Kaunas
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SKALVIų GINKLUOTėS  
ASPEKTAI  VIEšVILėS  
KAPINYNO TYRIMų  
DUOMENIMIS

Ugnius Budvydas

San t rumpa

Skalvių etnokultūrinei grupei priklausantis Viešvilės 
kapinynas (Jurbarko r.) tyrinėjamas jau šešerius metus. 
Paminklas reprezentuoja X–XI a. skalviams būdingą 
archeologinę medžiagą. šiame straipsnyje pateikiama 
dalis Viešvilės kapinyno tyrimų medžiagos – ginkluo-
tė.

Kapinynas aptiktas 1998 m. į pietus nuo Viešvilės mies-
telio, kalvoje, nutolusioje 800 m į šiaurę nuo Nemuno. 
Per kelerius metus ištirta 17 degintinių ir 6 griautiniai 
vaikų kapai.

Visi degintiniai kapai priklausytų vyriškosios lyties 
atstovams. Tarp rastų įkapių dominuoja šiai lyčiai 
būdingi dirbiniai. šalia gausių papuošalų bei buities  
reikmenų aptikta neįprastai daug su ginkluote susiju-
sių įkapių. Kai kurie mirusieji laidoti su 4 ar 5 ietimis, 
greta aptikta po 2, o viename kape rasti net 6 kalavijai. 

Aštuoniuose kapuose kartu su mirusiaisiais buvo sude-
ginti žirgo ar stambaus žinduolio palaikai. 

Laidosenos ir įkapių panašumas rodo, kad kalvoje, kuri 
šalia to meto gyvenvietės buvo kraštovaizdžio akcen-
tas, laidoti žmonės, priklausę socialiai dominuojančiai 
bendruomenės daliai. Daugiau nei pusėje kapų aptik-
tas pilnas ginkluotės komplektas – ietis, kalavijas bei 
su žirgu ir raiteliu susiję dirbiniai. Galima įžvelgti net 
tam tikrą ginkluotės standartizaciją. Vyriškosios lyties 
individai paprastai laidoti su keliais juostiniais ar kar-
klo lapo formos ietigaliais bei X tipo kalaviju. Antra 
vertus, šie kapai priklauso laikotarpiui (X–XI a.), ku-
rio metu Baltijos jūros rytinėje pakrantėje gyvenusių 
baltų genčių kariaunos formavimosi procesas pasiekia 
aukščiausią savo raidos tašką. Tai labai aiškiai atsispin-
di archeologinėje medžiagoje, kuri leidžia daryti prie-
laidą, kad dalis Viešvilės kapinyne palaidotų mirusiųjų  
galėjo priklausyti net to meto skalvių kariniam elitui. 
šiam procesui nemažą įtaką darė ir tai, kad Viešvilė-
je gyvenusi skalvių bendruomenė buvo įsikūrusi šalia 
vieno iš pagrindinių to meto prekybos kelių – Nemuno 
upės, kuria į Lietuvos gilumą keliaudavo didžioji dalis 
skandinaviškojo importo.
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SEMIGALLIAN WARRIOR WEAPONRY AND ITS 
REFLECTION IN BURIAL RITES IN  THE FIFTH TO 
THE 12TH CENTURY AD

ILONA VAŠKEVIČIŪTĖ

Abstracts

Weapons and warfare played an important role in Baltic society. The aim of this article is to examine the weapons and 
weaponry of the Semigallians, to look at what weapons-related burial customs existed in Semigallia, and to compare them 
with those of the other Baltic tribes. The geopolitical situation of the Semigallians determined that weapons had a special 
importance. Certainly not all weapons were placed in graves. We do not find any arrowheads. Although we have found many 
weapons, nevertheless the weaponry itself was not very diverse. Only spears and close combat weapons, battle-knives, were 
placed in graves. Spearheads of several types were used. The battle-knives used in Semigallia had a very unique form, and, 
most importantly, they were placed in a grave in an order characteristic only of Semigallians.

Key words: Semigallia, burial rites, spears, battle knives, broad battle-knives-swords.

In t roduc t ion

Weapons and warfare played an important role in Bal-
tic society. According to Vytautas Kazakevičius, “We 
find few tribes and nations in Europe which would 
have been as militarised as the Balts. Over a thousand 
years ago, the tribes of our ancestors fought furiously 
for their survival and freedom” (Kazakevičius 1998, 
p.62). After the formation of separate tribes in the fifth 
and sixth centuries, this role was presumably even 
further strengthened, since wars, armed conflicts, or 
just plain marauding became companions of everyday 
life. The possibility of a greater threat from elsewhere 
also grew at that time. The role of the hill-fort, which 
changed during this period and became necessary not 
just for everyday life but also for the protection of the 
community and the preservation of property, and espe-
cially the food stocks, allows us to draw these conclu-
sions. Some customs, especially burial customs, also 
speak about the importance of weapons in life at that 
time. Weapons were one of the most frequent burial 
items in almost all the Baltic tribes.

The aim of this article is to examine the weapons and 
weaponry possessed by the Semigallians, to look at 
what weapons-related burial customs existed in Semi-
gallia, and to compare them with those of the other 
Baltic tribes.

The geopolitical situation of the Semigallians (Semi-
gallia is in the northern part of the Baltic lands) deter-
mined that weapons had a special importance. More 
weapons than tools are often found in Semigallian 
cemeteries. At the Jauneikiai burial ground, weapons 

comprise 23% of all the finds, and tools 20%; at Stung-
iai 18% and 16%; and at Šukioniai 23% and 12% re-
spectively. Similar numbers also exist at other burial 
grounds (Vaškevičiūtė 2004, pp.40 and 48). Certainly 
not all weapons were placed in graves. For example, 
we do not find any arrowheads. There are also none 
in the burial sites of the other Baltic tribes. Although 
we have found many weapons, nevertheless the weap-
onry itself was not very diverse. Only spears and close 
combat weapons, battle-knives, were placed in graves. 
The weaponry, and especially the weapons themselves 
(their form), definitely changed over the centuries. 
Some of the customs for the placement of weapons in 
a grave also changed together with them. Weapons are 
exclusively male burial items. Only several instances 
are known in Semigallia where females were buried 
with weapons. But the weapons placed in the grave for 
them were placed in a different order, and presumably 
these burial items also played a different role. Inciden-
tally, we first encounter a weapon placed in a female 
grave only in the Late Iron Age.

Spea r s

The Semigallians buried individuals supine with their 
feet extended and their hands folded on the chest. One 
or two spears were placed to one or the other side of 
a male. From the eighth century, the number of spears 
in graves increased. We have found three, four, even 
five or six spears placed in them. They were placed in 
the grave so that their blade lay beside the head and 
the wooden shaft must have reached the feet. It has 
been established that the majority, 70%, of the spears 
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were placed to the right of the head. It is difficult to say 
whether such a custom should be connected to some-
thing. Some archaeologists treat it as the handedness 
of the individual (Atgāzis, 1974, p.163), others deny 
this (Kazakevičius, 1988, p.20) and consider it pure 
chance. Knowing the strict burial customs, it is hard to 
suspect that anything was done accidentally. The great 
majority of the spearheads that have been found are 
socketed. Socketed spearheads comprise 93% of all the 
spearheads found at the Jauneikiai burial ground, 90% 
at Pavirvytė, 88% at Pamiškiai, 84% at Stungiai, and 
98.5% at Šukioniai. Thus we see clearly that socketed 
spearheads were the most popular spearhead form in 
Semigallian weaponry. Spearheads of several types 
were used: narrow leaf-shaped blades, broad leaf-
shaped blades, diamond-shaped blades with a short 
socket and a long blade as well as with a long socket 
and a short blade, blades with pronounced shoulders, 
long, narrow blades, and Petersen type E blades. Tan-
ged spears with narrow or broad leaf-shaped blades 
have also been found.

All the spearheads found in Semigallian territory, re-
gardless of the blade shape, had one common feature: 
their blades are very flat (with an elongated rhomboid-
shaped cross section) and there is no clear transition 
from the blade to the socket. In this way, Semigallian 
spearheads differed from those used by other tribes.

Spearheads with a narrow leaf-shaped blade, accord-
ing to Kazakevičius type IV (Kazakevičius 1979, p.61) 
were overall the most frequently used spearheads 
(Fig. 1). Their numbers range from 33% (Jauneikiai) 
to 48% (Šukioniai) at individual sites. This is a purely 
Baltic spearhead form. It was common from the upper 
reaches of the Dnieper to the Baltic Sea, but was most 
frequently used by the ancestors of the Lithuanians and 
Latvians in the seventh to the 12th centuries.

Spearheads with a broad leaf-shaped blade of 
Kazakevičius type VI (1979, p.60) were the second 
most frequent at Semigallian sites (Fig. 2). They com-
prise from 27% to 44% of all the spearheads. Besides 
the Semigallians, the Samogitians, Curonians and Let-
tigallians also used such weapons. Such spearheads 
are found at their sites from the seventh to eighth cen-
turies. In Semigallia, these spearheads were used as 
late as the 11th century. For example, at the Jauneikiai 
burial ground they are found together with crossbow 
brooches with poppyseed-shaped terminals, pins with 
ring heads, and massive and spiral bracelets. These 
graves date from the eighth to the 11th centuries. But 
later examples differ somewhat from the earlier clas-
sic ones, their blades being narrower and their sockets 
longer.

Fig. 1. Spearheads with narrow leaf-shaped blades belong-
ing to a warrior from Šukoniai (Pakruojis district), grave 
69 (length from 20.5cm to 29.1cm; after The Semigallians 
2005, nos. 599-602).

Fig. 2. Spearheads with broad leaf-shaped blades from 
Jauneikiai, Vaidžiūnai and Lieporai (Joniškis and Pasvalys 
districts) cemeteries (length from 20.5cm to 29.1cm; after 
The Semigallians 2005, nos. 599-602).
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We find only two subtypes of diamond-shaped blade 
spearheads in Semigallia, ie spearheads with a short 
blade and long socket of Kazakevičius type I subtype 
3 (1979, p.55, Pl. III. 1) and spearheads with a long 
blade and a short socket (Kazakevičius type 1 subtype 
1) (1979, p.54). Spearheads with a short blade were 
used during the sixth and seventh centuries, and the 
other subtype until the ninth century.

During the sixth and seventh centuries, spearheads 
with pronounced shoulders on the blade were used in 
Semigallia, but only Kazakevičius type II subtype 5 
spearheads are found here (1979, p.59, Fig. 3). Such 
spearheads were common throughout the Baltic region 
in the sixth century. In Latvian Semigallia, they date 
from a somewhat earlier, fifth to sixth century, period 
(Latvijas 1974, p.157). In Lithuanian Semigallia, they 
are found only at Jauneikiai and date from the sixth and 
seventh centuries, because they were found with cross-
bow animal-headed and owl-shaped crossbow fibulae, 
pins with flask-shaped heads, and band-like bracelets 
(Plate III. 1).

At the Jauneikiai burial ground, spearheads with a long 
narrow blade are found only in graves dated to the 
tenth century. Such spearheads are more characteristic 
of west Lithuania, where they are found from the fifth 
to 11th centuries, as well as Latvia and Scandinavia, 
where they are more characteristic of the 11th to 12th 
centuries (Volkaitė-Kulikauskienė 1981, p.14).

Petersen type E spearheads were invented by more 
than just Baltic armourers. They are characteristic of 
Western Europe, and especially Scandinavia (Petersen 
1919, p.26ff). They are found in Semigallian territory, 
but only singly. Examples are known from Jauneikiai, 
Linksmučiai, Stungiai and Čunkāni-Dreņģeri, and date 
from the tenth and 11th centuries. Some of them are 
especially ornate and have fancy sockets.

Tanged spearheads, as has already been mentioned, are 
a rarer find. All of them have narrow or broad leaf-
shaped blades belonging to Kazakevičius type VIII 
(1988, p.57). The earliest spearheads of this type date 
from the sixth and seventh centuries, and the latest 
from the tenth and 11th centuries. 

As has already been mentioned, the majority, ie about 
80%, of all the males were buried with spears. This 
weapon was the most common and democratic. All of 
the community’s males, including the children, had 
spearheads. Presumably it is not the presence of spears, 
but rather their number that enables us to speak about 
a male’s social status in the community. It would, inci-
dentally, be appropriate to note here that if more than 
one spear is present, the spearhead blades can be di-
verse, ie of different sizes and shapes. There are also 

cases where spearheads of identical form and size were 
placed in a grave. They lie in the grave side by side and 
on top of each other, but always in one pile, ie all on the 
same side of the head. The number of spears in a grave 
varies. Five or six spears are found in the wealthiest 
Semigallian graves. Males were buried with five spears 
at the Čunkāni-Dreņģeri burial ground in graves 79, 
209 and 241 (Atgāzis 1994, pp.29-40), in Jauneikiai-40), in Jauneikiai40), in Jauneikiai 
grave 123, and with six spears in Šukioniai grave 69 
(Vaškevičiūtė 1985, p.51; 2000, p.196, Fig. 1). The 
order which was followed in placing spearheads in 
graves varied. At Šukioniai and Jauneikiai, all the finds 
were socketed with narrow leaf-shaped blades, and at 
Čunkāni-Dreņģeri all of them in grave 241 were also 
socketed, but in graves 79 and 209, three socketed and 
two tanged were placed in each grave. The sizes of the 
spearheads also differed. In comparing these graves, 
it is apparent that wealthy individuals were buried in 
all the graves. All of them had neck-rings (except at 
Šukioniai, where the grave had been disturbed and no 
bronze burial items remained). This alone shows that 
these males occupied a higher position in the communi-
ty, the heads of some of them having been adorned with 
bands or caps decorated with bronze loops and spirals. 
They were buried with ornate brooches. In Čunkāni-
Dreņģeri grave 79, the brooch was silver-plated, the 
male at Jauneikiai had a small buckle on his left foot, 
probably from a shoe, and at Čunkāni-Dreņģeri (grave 
209), a drinking horn. The Šukioniai warrior was bur-
ied with a bit, which was especially rare in Semigallia, 
and even two shoe buckles. These were clearly war-

Fig. 3. Spearheads with pronounced shoulders on the blade 
from Jauneikiai (Joniškis district) cemetery grave 431 and 
Degėsiai (Pakruojis district) stray find (length from 21cm to 
24cm; after The Semigallians 2005, nos. 611-613).
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riors, probably professionals, who even lived by their 
profession in peace time. As a point of interest, we 
could recall when warrior guards first appeared in the 
Baltic regions and what in general it is accepted to call 
a warrior guard. In this respect, we will find no single 
answer. For example, E. Jovaiša speaks of the exist-
ence of warrior guards in the first and second centuries 
(Jovaiša 2003, p.183), or in Samogitian lands as early 
as the fifth or sixth century (Vaitkunskienė 1987). Oth-
ers put the existence of warrior guards at the turn of the 
eighth century (Kulakov 1987), and V. Žulkus speaks of 
the existence of warrior guards only from the 11th cen-
tury (Žulkus, Urbanavičius 1995, p.5). A. Tautavičius 
envisages this process from the turn of the 11th cen-
tury (Tautavičius 1996, p.284) and believes that it is 
not possible to identify male warriors who were buried 
with weapons as members of a warrior guard, since not 
only the warriors of a warrior guard but also the com-
munity’s free farmers, only one of whose duties was 
defending the family, property and land from enemies, 
could both be buried with weapons. But there prob-
ably were warrior guards, even guards composed of 
professionals, ie male warriors of more than one ethnic 
origin, who were maintained by and subject to a duke. 
The duty of a warrior guard is not just the defence of a 
family or some property but the entire land. Thus, even 
in the same tribe, one community, where the head of the 
tribe lived, was established at the centre of the lands, 
while other communities were more remote from the 
“political” centre. The wealthy males we have named 
perhaps occupied a higher position in the community, 
and could even have been professional warriors, but it 
is unlikely that they can be linked to a warrior guard.

Spearheads found in female graves are a rarity. As 
has already been mentioned, their placement in a fe-
male grave had a completely different meaning than 
in male graves. In fact, such burials are encountered 
only in the Pavirvytė cemetery. In grave 6, a large 36-
centimetre-long tanged spearhead, the blade pointing 
towards her feet, was placed to the left of the female 
near her pelvic bone, the femur (Fig. 4). In the Baltic 
world such graves are rare, but such a custom is known 
in other lands, for example among the Ugro-Finns 
(Golubeva 1984, pp.75-89). Such graves are ascribed-89). Such graves are ascribed89). Such graves are ascribed 
there to the category of especially wealthy females, 
and the weapons in them speak of the female’s excep-
tional status in the community. The Pavirvytė female 
was also distinguished by her wealth. She was buried 
with a neck-ring, which itself speaks of belonging to a 
higher stratum, two cruciform pins, two spiral brace-
lets, an amber bead (amulet), an awl, and a drinking 
horn. Fragments of a bronze-decorated head covering 
survive on her head. 

In speaking about spearheads found in Semigallian 
graves, those graves where spears are found stuck into 
the grave pit should also be mentioned. Three such 
graves were discovered at the Pavirvytė cemetery 
(graves 63, 65 and 117). In all fairness, it should be 
mentioned that two of them, 63 and 65, were cremations 
and should be attributed to Curonians who were buried 
there rather than to Semigallians. In the third, grave 

Fig. 4. A female buried with a spear. Pavirvytė (Akmenė 
district) cemetery, grave 6 (drawing by S. Mikšaitė).
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117, a male was bur-
ied in accordance 
with Semigallian 
customs. But this 
grave has survived 
incomplete. Only the 
head area survived 
in a more complete 
state. A spearhead 
had been stuck into 
the northeast side of 
the pit, and another 
two spearheads were 
found placed to the 
left of the head. An-
other three spearheads 
stuck vertically into a 
grave have been found 
in Latvian Semigallia, 
at the pyre location of 
the Bāļas-Šķerstaiņi 
burial ground. Here 
four spearheads were 
actually stuck into a 
grave. It is thought 
that this was a sym-
bolic grave intended 
for a warrior who died 
elsewhere. Another 
two graves were found at the Īles Cibēni and Rūsīši-
Debeši cemeteries. At the latter, a spearhead was 
found stuck into it to the left of the individual’s head 
(Kazakevičius, Malonaitis 2004, pp.3-12). Such graves12). Such graves. Such graves 
with spearheads stuck into the earth of a grave are rare 
not just in Semigallia, and archaeologists treat them as 
cases of magic, charms, an assurance of the favour of 
the gods, and the warding off of evil forces.

Ba t t l e -kn ives

The close combat weapons used by the Semigallians, 
ie battle-knives, are more informative in every respect 
than other weapons. Battle knives had a very unique 
form, and, most importantly, they were placed in a 
grave in an order characteristic only of Semigallians.

During the fifth to the seventh centuries, we find long, 
narrow battle knives, some of which still have iron 
hoops on the tangs, in the graves of Semigallian males 
(Fig. 5). Such battle knives had blades 17 to 47 centi-
metres long and 2.6 to three centimetres wide, while 
the hoops were cylindrical, 2.4 to three centimetres 
wide, and about 1.5 centimetres in diameter. The hoop 
was presumably necessary for binding the wooden 
hilts. The latter weapons are rare. In Lithuanian Semi-

gallia, we only have examples from Jauneikiai. There 
they were actually found in 11 graves. Besides these 
Semigallians, males buried at Plinkaigalis, Pagrybis 
and Lieporiai, as well as at the Ziedoņskola, Zvārdes 
Grīnerti, Ķeipenes Saliņas, and Miklas kalns burial 
grounds located in Latvia, were armed with such bat-
tle-knives. They were placed beside the individual, 
with the handle pointing towards the head and the 
blade towards the middle of the grave. They are found 
without scabbards.

Long, narrow battle-knives without hoops on the tangs 
are common throughout the broader territory and were 
used for a somewhat longer period. Researchers call 
them the prototype of single-edged swords. They were 
widespread in the lands of the Curonians, Samogitians 
and Prussians, and rarer with but also used by the Sem-
igallians. Graves with such battle knives date from the 
sixth and seventh centuries, as well as the tenth centu-
ry. In the tenth century they are already found inserted 
in leather scabbards bound with metal.

Battle-knives with straight backs and 24 to 29-centi-
metre blades are scarce, but were used by the Semigal-
lians. We find such weapons from the sixth to the 12th 
century, but there are only individual finds in Semigal-
lia. Sometimes they were carried in especially ornate 

Fig. 5. Battle-knives with an iron hoop on the tang from Jauneikiai (Joniškis district), graves 371 
and 431 (length from 16.7cm to 46.5cm; after The Semigallians 2005, nos. 640-642).

Fig. 6. Semigallian broad battle knives-swords (length from 41cm to 50cm; after The Semigal-
lians 2005, nos. 630, 635, 636).
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scabbards, and were always placed in graves alongside 
the individual’s skeleton.

The most common battle knives were broad battle 
knives. Such broad battle knives-swords were 27 to 53 
centimetres long, had a wide blade, up to eight centi-
metres wide at the widest point, with a straight back, a 
strong reverse profile taper and a chisel point (Fig. 6). 
Sometimes battle knives-swords of the same form but 
smaller, being barely 13 to 24 centimetres in length, 
are found in the graves of children (boys). There are 
cases where we even find two such weapons in a grave 
(Jauneikiai grave 218). There is also a reasoning that 
miniature broad battle knives-swords are symbolic 
burial items (Kazakevičius 1988, p.114). These broad 
battle knives-swords began to be used in the sixth cen-
tury. At Jauneikiai they have been found together with 
a spearhead with pronounced shoulders on the blade. 
But from the eighth century, they became predomi-
nant in Semigallia and were used until the 11th or 12th 

century, pushing out all other battle knives (Fig. 7). As 
the use of swords had not been established, they were 
not affected. The Semigallians had a custom, charac-
teristic only of them, of placing these weapons in a 
grave. They were always placed diagonally across the 
hip bones (Fig. 8). The Samogitians and Lettigallians 
also used the same battle knives-swords. In Samogi-
tia the broad battle knives-swords that they used were 
somewhat shorter, and were replaced by swords with 
guards in the ninth century. In addition, the Samogi-
tians placed such battle knives-swords in the grave by 
the individual’s head, shoulder, or, more rarely, side, 
but always alongside the individual. The Lettigallians 
used such battle knives-swords for a longer period, but 
placed them in the grave alongside the skeleton, usu-
ally on top of it, but never diagonally across it.

Although swords, both single-edged and double-edged, 
were not very popular in Semigallia, nevertheless indi-
vidual examples are known. The earliest were single-

Fig. 7. Distribution of battle knives-swords in Semigallian territory (after Kazakevičius 1988, Fig. 44; supplement by the 
author).
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edged swords without a guard that were found at the 
Jauneikiai cemetery (graves 377 and 455). They were 
about 71.5 centimetres long with a blade three to four 
centimetres wide and found in a grave dated to the sev-
enth century. Single-edged swords without a guard are 
rare. The wealthier had swords at the Pavirvytė burial 
grounds. Eight swords were actually found there, two 
single-edged and the rest double-edged Petersen type 
T, M and Y swords (Kazakevičius 1998, p.47f.). But all 
of the ones from cremations had been bent, had been in 
a fire, and should be attributed to the Curonians buried 
there. The Semigallians very rarely armed themselves 
with swords. One single-edged type M sword is known 
from Lieporai (Joniškis district). In addition, one other 
single-edged sword with a guard, which is also type M, 
was found at the Kurmaičiai-Linksmėnai burial ground 
in grave 12. Another two such swords were found in 
Latvian Semigallia. Although we know that the Semi-
gallians carried their broad battle knives-swords with-
out a sheath, just as they placed their long narrow ones 
in the grave also without a sheath, nevertheless swords 
with guards, which were not characteristic of Semigal-
lians, were frequently placed in the grave with a scab-
bard. Such a sword with signs of a wooden scabbard 
was also found at the Kurmaičiai-Linksmėnai burial 
ground. But only the wooden remains of a scabbard 
with an ornate chape were found in Linkuva grave 5. 
This latter scabbard was decorated in the Borre style, ie 
with a very stylised bird-like ornament. The belt plate 
was produced by a local artisan after a Viking exam-
ple. Incidentally, no ordinary community member but 
rather its leader was buried in this grave. This opin-
ion was expressed by V. Kazakevičius (2001, p.2ff.). 
Presumably, “foreign” weapons were placed in graves 
in accordance with foreign customs. From northern 

Semigallia we also 
know of only indi-
vidual swords from 
the burial grounds at 
Mežotne, Vējstūri, 
Čapāni, Čunkāni-
Dreņģeri and Podiņi.

Other  
a t t r i bu te s  
o f  a  war r io r

Speaking about Sem-
igallian weaponry, it 
is necessary to men-
tion that battle-axes 
were not used. Be-
cause the Semigalli-

ans did not bury their 
warriors with swords sheathed in scabbards, we also do 
not find graves containing leather belts decorated with 
bronze belt plates that had metal buckles.

Did this custom perhaps not exist there, or were indi-
viduals perhaps just buried without a belt? The Semi-
gallians did not bury a warrior together with his horse 
as the Lithuanians, Aukštaitians, Samogitians and 
Lamatians did. Perhaps that is why we rarely find a 
grave containing pieces of horse and riding gear, eg 
bits and spurs. Stirrups are not found at all, just like 
shields or their metal parts. In these respects, the Semi-
gallians are closer to the Lettigallians. In fact, presum-
ably under Aukštaitian influence, somewhat more bits 
(four in graves and two chance finds) have been found 
in the Šukioniai burial ground, located in the very 
south of Semigallia. All the bits that have been found 
are made of iron and date from the eighth to the 11th 
centuries. Somewhat more bits are discovered than 
spurs, which, as is known, were a sign of nobility and 
wealth. They have been found at Jauneikiai, Šukioniai, 
Linkuva, Diržiai and Valdomai. It should be noted that 
individuals were buried with just one spur on the left 
foot. In fact, graves have been found which contained 
individuals wearing a leather belt with a buckle on the 
left leg, and sometimes on both legs. Perhaps these 
were also from spurs, which either did not survive or 
were not placed in the grave for the individual. We 
must nevertheless recall that we are investigating only 
those weapons and that weaponry which were placed 
in the grave for the buried individual. Because arrow-
heads and shield bosses have been found in Semigallia, 
I think that the burial customs do not always accurately 
reflect the weapons available. It is always necessary to 
remember that we have also found the custom of plac-
ing weapons in a grave differed among all the tribes, 

Fig. 8. Battle knives-swords in situ (Jauneikiai grave 113; photograph by A. Tautavičius).
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while only some elements remained the same in all the 
tribes, for example, the absence of arrows, bows, and 
quivers in graves, etc.

Conc lus ions

After surveying the weapons found, we see that the 
weaponry itself changed little throughout the period 
of the fifth to the 12th centuries: the very same weap-
ons were used, ie broad battle-knives and spears. In 
the eighth century the number of spears placed in the 
graves increased, new spearhead forms appeared, and 
broad battle knives-swords became more pervasive.

Semigallian weaponry shared many common features 
with Samogitian and Lettigallian weaponry, although 
it differed from the latter. During the ninth to the 12th 
centuries the Lettigallians also frequently placed battle-
axes in graves and used more tanged spearheads, while 
the Samogitians no longer used broad battle knives-
swords after the eighth century. Semigallian warriors 
also differed from their Curonian counterparts: swords 
were very rarely placed in a Semigallian grave, and 
there were no barbed tanged spearheads.

The unique Semigallian weaponry allows us to more 
accurately establish ethnic Semigallian territory and to 
follow the changes in its borders and the influence of 
its neighbours. This can be said especially of the broad 
battle knives-swords. The map of their range almost 
precisely corresponds to Semigallian territory (Fig. 9).

Translated by Jeffrey Arthur Bakanauskas
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ŽIEMGALIų GINKLUOTĖ IR 
JOS ATSPINDŽIAI  LAIDOJIMO 
PAPROČIUOSE

Ilona Vaškevičiūtė

San t rauka

Ginklai ir karyba vaidino svarbų vaidmenį baltų vi-
suomenėje. Pasak Vytauto Kazakevičiaus, „nedaug 
Europoje rasime genčių ir tautų, kurios būtų taip milita-
rizuotos kaip baltai“. V�VI a. susiformavus atskiroms 
gentims, šis vaidmuo, matyt, dar labiau sustiprėja. Apie 
ginklų svarbą to meto gyvenime mums kalba ir laidoji-
mo papročiai. Žiemgaloje ginklai buvo ypatingos svar-
bos. Kapinynuose ginklai sudaro 12�23% visų radinių. 
Į kapus, be abejo, buvo dedami ne visi ginklai, o tik 
patys būtiniausi. Ginklų randame daug, tačiau pati gin-
kluotė nebuvo įvairi, dėtos tik ietys ir artimosios kovos 
ginklas � kovos peilis (1�8 pav.; III. 1 iliustr.). 

Žiemgaliai savo mirusiuosius laidodavo paguldę ant 
nugaros, ištiestomis kojomis, krūtinės srityje sudėto-
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mis rankomis. Vyrui vienoje ar kitoje pusėje būdavo 
dedamos 1 ar 2 ietys. Nuo VIII a. iečių skaičius kapuo-
se didėja. Randame įdėtas 3�4 ar net 5�6 ietis. Didžioji 
dauguma rastųjų ietigalių � įmoviniai. Tokie sudaro 
nuo 80% (Stungiai) iki 98,5% (Šukioniai). Naudoti 
iečių antgaliai yra kelių formų. Visi Žiemgalos terito-
rijoje rasti ietigaliai, neatsižvelgiant į plunksnos for-
mą, turi vieną bendrą bruožą � jų plunksnos yra labai 
plokščios (pjūvyje � ištęsto rombo formos) ir neaiškiai 
pereina iš plunksnos į įmovą. Tuo žiemgališki ietigaliai 
skiriasi nuo kitų genčių naudotų.

Iš visų ietigalių gausiausiai naudoti ietigaliai su karklo 
lapo formos plunksna. Jie sudaro nuo 33 iki 48%, nau-
doti VII��II amžiuje (1 pav.). Ietigaliai su lauro lapo 
plunksna sudaro nuo 27 iki 44% visų iečių antgalių. 
Žiemgaloje jie naudoti kiek ilgiau nei kitose gentyse, 
iki pat �I a. Vėlyvesni kiek skiriasi nuo ankstyvųjų 
klasikinių � jų plunksnos siauresnės, įmovos ilgesnės 
(2 pav.). Ietigalių su rombine plunksna čia randame tik 
du potipius � su trumpa plunksna ir ilga įmova (VI�
VII a.) su ilga plunksna ir trumpa įmova (iki I� a.)  
(III. 1 iliustr.). VI�VII a. Žiemgaloje buvo naudojami 
ietigaliai profiliuota plunksna, tačiau čia randami tik  
V potipio (3 pav.). Ietigalių siaura ilga plunksna rasta 
tik Jauneikių kapinyne � amžiumi datuotuose kapuo-
se. Juostiniai ietigaliai � ne baltų ginklakalių išradimas. 
Jie būdingesni Vakarų Europai, ypač Skandinavijai. 
Įtveriamieji iečių antgaliai karklo ar lauro lapo formos 
plunksnomis datuojami VI/VII��/�I amžiais. 

Su ietimis palaidota dauguma, t. y. apie 80%, visų mi-
rusių vyrų. Ietigalius turėjo visi bendruomenės vyrai, 
taip pat ir vaikai. Matyt, ne ietys, o tik iečių skaičius 
įgalina kalbėti apie socialinį vyro statusą. Palaidoti su 
daugiau iečių turi daugiau ir kitų įkapių. Tokie kapai 
galėtų būti traktuojami kaip karių profesionalų. 

Moterų kapuose rasti ietigalį � retenybė. Pavirvytės 
kapinyno kape 6 buvo padėtas įtveriamasis ietigalis 
(4 pav.). Baltų pasaulyje tokių kapų reta, tačiau toks 
paprotys žinomas kitose žemėse, pvz., finougrų. Yra 
kapų, kur rasta iečių, įsmeigtų į kapo duobę. 

Žiemgalių naudoti kovos peiliai visais požiūriais yra 
iškalbingesni. Čia egzistavo labai savitos formos gin-
klai, kurie į kapą būdavo dedami tik jiems būdinga 
tvarka. V�VII a. Žiemgalių kapuose randame siaurų 
ilgų kovos peilių, kurių dalis dar turi geležinius žiedus 
ant įkotės (5 pav.). Siauri ilgi peiliai be žiedų ant įko-
tės paplitę platesnėje teritorijoje ir buvo naudoti kiek 
ilgesnį laiką: nuo VI�VII a. iki � a. Patys gausiausi 
kovos peiliai � platieji kovos peiliai-kalavijai (6 pav.). 
Jų rasta kartu su VI a. ietigaliais, o nuo VIII a. Žiemga-
loje šie peiliai pradeda vyrauti (7 pav.). Naudoti iki pat 
�I ar �II a. Žiemgaliai turėjo tik jiems būdingą paprotį 
dėti šiuos ginklus į kapą � jie dėti įstrižai dubens kau-

lų (8 pav.). Tokius pačius peilius naudojo ir žemaičiai 
bei latgaliai. Žemaitijoje platieji kovos peiliai-kalavijai 
naudoti kur kas trumpiau, juos nuo I� a. pakeičia ka-
lavijai. Be to, žemaičiai tokius peilius dėdavo į kapą 
prie mirusiojo galvos, peties, rečiau � šono, bet visada 
išilgai mirusiojo. Latgaliai šios formos peilius naudojo 
ilgesnį laiką, tačiau į kapą dėdavo irgi išilgai griaučių, 
dažniausiai ant jų, bet niekada skersai. 

Kalavijai, tiek vienašmeniai, tiek ir dviašmeniai, ne-
buvo populiarūs. Kartais randame juos įdėtus į kapą 
makštyse. Toks kalavijas su medinių makščių žymėmis 
rastas Kurmaičių-Linksmėnų kapinyne. Linkuvoje, 
kape 5, rasti tik mediniai kalavijo makščių likučiai su 
puošniu galo apkaustu. 

Apžvelgę rastuosius ginklus matome, jog pati ginkluo-
tė per V��II a. mažai kito: naudoti tie patys ginklai, 
keičiasi tik jų formos ir skaičius. Žiemgalio vyro gin-
kluotė turi daug bendrų bruožų su žemaičių bei latgalių 
ginkluote, nors ir skiriasi nuo pastarųjų (8 pav.).
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V.  THE ROLE OF WEAPONS AND  
WEAPONRY IN POLITICAL AND  
MILITARY LEADERSHIP

FIT FOR A KING?  REGALIA AND WEAPONRY IN 
EARLY ANGLO-SAXON ROYAL GRAVES

JOHN HINES

Abstract 

The excavation of a princely grave of the early seventh century at Prittlewell, Essex, in 2003, is the starting point for a review 
of the development of kingship in early Anglo-Saxon England. Emphasis is placed upon the equally important contributions 
of history and archaeology. It is also argued that it is essential to balance the attention given to the immediate contexts in 
England with the long-term development of kingship amongst the Germanic peoples. Valuable supplementary evidence is 
found in the terminology of kingship and lordship in Germanic philology, as well as the comparative study of Continental 
Fürstengräber of the Roman Iron Age. 

Key words: Anglo-Saxon, archaeology, burial, kingship, Prittlewell, Sutton Hoo.

Ea r ly -med ieva l  k ingsh ip

In our many efforts to understand how the organization 
of society developed amongst the Germanic-speaking 
peoples over the two thousand years from the Iron Age, 
before the birth of Christ, to the High Middle Ages, the 
history of kingship remains one of the most fundamen-
tal challenges for archaeological and historical scholar-
ship. The term that survives as the English word king, 
German König, Scandinavian konge etc, came to de-
note the monarchic ruler and leader of a hierarchically 
stratified community: a society which, in the Middle 
Ages, also had a powerful aristocracy of noble but non-
royal status. In the Early Middle Ages, however, from 
the earliest, distant historical sources at our disposal, 
we know that kingship could be shared, and was not 
necessarily monarchic, however much kings may al-
ways have sought to maximize their personal power 
(Wallace-Hadrill 1971; Wolfram 1970; James 1989). 

The overall structure of those early-medieval com-
munities could also be very different from the large 
kingdoms and early nation-states of the later Middle 
Ages. The smaller scale of polities in the Germanic 
homelands seems to coincide with a shallower and less 
sharply stratified hierarchy, as expressed in overt (ar-
chaeological) symbols of wealth and power (eg Asmus 

1938; Genrich 1954; Wegewitz 1977). It has proved 
rather easy to lose sight of that situation when German-
ic kingship in the middle of the first millennium AD 
is considered principally in the light of the different 
scope for political leadership in the context of the great 
war-bands, such as those of the Goths, which invaded 
and conquered the more southerly parts of the Roman 
Empire in Europe, and are therefore better illuminated 
in Late Roman historical sources. And yet all of these 
groups, great and small, apparently had kings. King-
ship, it seems, was fixed at the very core of the idea 
of society and community, a model that was preserved 
through sequences of extensive social change. What 
kingship actually involved must have varied greatly 
from context to context. This paper offers some re-
flections upon the particular insights into a dramatic 
formative phase of English kingship that archaeology 
may provide, reconsidered in the light of the discovery 
of a further princely burial, at Prittlewell, Essex, late 
in 2003.

Historically, England emerged from the formerly Ro-
man province of Britannia between c. AD 400 and 700. 
In the period 408 to 411, most if not all Roman troops 
were withdrawn from Britain to support the usurper 
Emperor Constantine III in his unsuccessful challenge 
to Honorius; in 411 Honorius suspended Roman rule 
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in Britain by telling the civitates there, the local au-
thorities, to organize their own defence, not to look for 
the protection of the Imperial army (Salway 1981, esp. 
pp.415-445). Britain then plunges into a very obscure 
period, although we do know that there were raids, and 
apparently the conquest and settlement of some areas, 
by Scotti from Ireland, Picti from the north, and Ger-
manic peoples, mostly Saxones (Saxons) over the sea 
from the east. Archaeologically, there is a complete 
demise of Roman towns, villas and military camps by 
the early fifth century; and by the mid-fifth century a 
new series of settlement and burial sites is starting to 
appear in the east and south whose features and mate-
rial culture have obvious sources in northern Germany 
and southern Scandinavia (Hines 1990). Writing in the 
eighth century, the English monk Bede said that this 
part of Britain had been settled by three gentes, the An-
gles, Saxons and Jutes. His account is over-simplified 
but appears essentially factual (HE, Book I, chapter 
15). In the 590s, Pope Gregory in Rome sent a mission 
to establish Roman Christianity in England, starting in 
the kingdom of Kent under its King Æthelberht. With 
the gradual establishment of the Church in England, 
historical records came to be kept, as a result of which 
we can now see the later sixth and seventh centuries as 
a period of consolidation and strong development for 
kingship and kingdoms in England.

What has long been a dominant view of how Anglo-
Saxon kingdoms, and thus Anglo-Saxon kingship, de-
veloped was rather light-heartedly described by Steven 
Bassett (1989, p.26ff.) in terms of a knock-out football 
tournament. This view postulates that the competition 
between kingdoms for success and survival began with 
a huge number of small, local teams, of which defeated 
competitors are steadily eliminated, especially when 
the biggest and most powerful teams appear in the later 
rounds of the contest. Eventually there is just one win-
ner, the unified kingdom of England. In this model, of 
course, the minor losers are absorbed into their suc-
cessful conquerors. It postulates a starting-point with 
a form of social organization that is uniformly one of 
small, local polities, out of which larger kingdoms, in 
effect, evolve (cf Scull 1993). The process is indeed 
well illustrated for us historically by the one area of 
central England where a large number of tiny “provinc-
es” or principalities survived long enough, to the mid-
seventh century, when they were merged, in a sequence 
of events that is historically recorded, into a short-lived 
kingdom of Middle Anglia, itself very soon absorbed 
into the West Midland kingdom of Mercia (Dumville 
1989a, 1989b; Hines 1999). It is likewise the case that 
all of the three major kingdoms of Anglo-Saxon Eng-
land, Wessex, Mercia and Northumbria, were demon-
strably formed by amalgamating sub-kingships, and 

thus implicitly sub-kingdoms, into one (Yorke 1990; 
Kirby 1991). In the case of the very early anglicized ar-
eas around the east and south coasts, however, it is not 
so clear that Sussex, Essex, Surrey and Lindsey had to 
be constructed in this way. In Kent, the annexation of 
the area west of the River Medway is likely to represent 
the same process, but it is by no means certain that the 
“North-folk” and “South-folk” of Norfolk and Suffolk 
in East Anglia were component parts that preceded the 
definition of that kingdom itself (Fig. 1).

Some kingdoms in very early Anglo-Saxon England, 
then, may have covered areas and population groups of 
a size commensurate with those in northern Germany 
of the late Roman Iron Age. However, there is no evi-
dence for the mere transferral of existing Continental 
Germanic kingships into England by the conquest and 
colonization of substantial tracts of territory, unlike in 
the northwest of England, where a kingdom of Dal Riata 
in Ulster does seem to have reproduced itself in west-
ern Scotland in such a way (Laing 2006, pp.324-329). 
As political units, all Anglo-Saxon kingdoms were cre-
ated anew; how far this was done to a template, social, 
territorial, or both, familiar in the Continent or in Scan-
dinavia is the issue to be investigated. The individual 
leaders in this process may well have entered Britain 
with a special status and identity. Linguistic analysis 
of the word “king” suggests that at its very heart lies 
the concept of a man, or a few men, who somehow 
represent a genetically related group, or clan: the “kin” 
(Greene 1998, pp.121-140 and esp. pp.130-134). But 
kinship, as we know well, can be constructed as well as 
inherited; so too could such kingship. There is no sig-
nificant correspondence between the ethnic identities 
Bede records, Anglian, Saxon and Jutish, and politi-
cal identity. All of these ethnic groups were subdivided 
into several provinces or kingdoms, and their popula-
tions, even their leaders, were undoubtedly of mixed 
origin. Three early kingdoms, the West, South and East 
Saxons (Wessex, Sussex and Essex), largely defined 
the extent of the territory and population claimed to 
be the product of settlement of the Continental Saxons 
(together with what was probably a later Mercian sub-
kingdom of the Middle Saxons/Middlesex). Anglian 
England was much more deeply divided, with only the 
East Angles identifying themselves by this ethnic term, 
a named group of which we have no secure historical 
attestation before Bede, although it is likely to have 
existed alongside Middle Anglia in the 650s. Archaeo-
logically, it is possible to distinguish material suites of 
characteristically Anglian, Saxon and Jutish character, 
and the distribution of these in fifth- and earlier sixth-
century Anglo-Saxon England has some congruency 
with Bede’s account of where those peoples were set-
tled (Hines 1994; Høilund Nielsen 1997). The little 
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Jutish material is concentrated mostly in Kent; dis-
tinctly Saxon material is found predominantly in the 
south; the Anglian cruciform brooch, by contrast, is 
found mostly in the Midlands and northeast. But there 
are broad border zones of great overlap, interchange 
and hybridization. The process of the transmission and 
inheritance of the ethnic identities concerned was, as 

we should expect, itself one of constant selective re-
structuring and redefinition.

A persistent and important idea attaching to early Ger-
manic kings is that of “sacral kingship”: the idea that 
kings mediated between the people and the gods. It was 
obviously a matter of practical politics for Christian 
missionaries to target kings and their courts in Eng-

Fig. 1. Early Anglo-Saxon England, indicating the location and extent of the political territories of the mid- to late seventh 
century mentioned in the text. Mx = Middlesex.
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land, but it was an uncontested fact of deep historical 
origins that the religion of the king was the religion of 
the people. We must not underestimate the significance 
of the fact that all known Anglo-Saxon royal families 
claimed descent from Germanic gods: often Woden, 
but also less well-recorded figures such as Bældæg 
and Seaxneat. As is so widely the case with Germanic 
cultures, we are frustratingly dependent upon Christian 
sources for accounts of and references to detail of the 
traditional pre-Christian, “pagan” practices of these 
peoples; but in the case of seventh-century England 
there is at least sufficient here to allow us to conclude 
that there was a close connection between those kings 
and the rites and priesthood of a communal religion 
(Bede, HE, II.5 and II.13; Clanchy 1970). The most 
convincing example of a pre-Christian cult building 
from England is the “temple”, Building D2 at the royal 
palace site of Yeavering, Northumberland (Hope-Tay-
lor 1977, pp.154-169; Hines 1997, pp.388-389). 

But what most historians regard as the one factor above 
all others that made a man a successful king was mili-
tary leadership (eg Wolfram 1988; James 1989; Yorke 
1990, p.16). Interestingly, and as is widely recognized, 
of course, this is quite at variance with what Tacitus 
wrote in his ethnographic account of Germania at the 
end of the first century AD, where he identified the 
rex as a man of noble birth with predominantly reli-
gious and juridical functions as systematically distinct 
from the dux of the army who was elected for his mili-
tary prowess: “Reges ex nobilitate, duces ex virtute 
sumunt” (They accept kings for nobility, leaders for 
prowess) (Tacitus, Germania, 7).

Alongside their role in the conversion of England to 
Christianity, we have surviving seventh-century law-
codes, three from Kent and one from Wessex, which 
show us that early Anglo-Saxon kings were well aware 
of their juridical role and very keen to assert it (Lieber-
mann 1903–16; Wormald 1999). They were, however, 
very much military leaders too. Our historical records 
of Anglo-Saxon kingship right through to the reign of 
Alfred the Great at the end of the ninth century are 
dominated by records of their battles. Succession to the 
kingship commonly took the form of one king being 
killed in battle to be replaced by his victor. The main 
issue for future research identified by this short review 
starts from the point that, if we compare the contents 
and distribution of what are known as the Fürsten-
gräber of the first to fourth centuries AD in Germany 
and Denmark with the kingly and princely burials of 
seventh-century England, we may indeed be able to see 
a subtle shift in the nature of kingship in this direction: 
a closer association of kingship itself with the distinct-
ly military role, as Tacitus called it, of dux. It should be 
stressed, though, that while Tacitus was very clear on 

the distinctly religious and juridical role of kingship, 
he tends to use the catch-all term principes, “leading 
men”, to accommodate the inevitably close connexion 
of these two aspects of leadership. Such a change may 
have made particular sense in the practical circum-
stances of the establishment of the first English king-
doms following the colonization of Britain, although 
those circumstances, and the development itself, were 
certainly not unique to Anglo-Saxon England. What 
remains much harder for us to determine is whether we 
should therefore talk of a persistent and strong tradi-
tion of Germanic kingship continuing in England, or if 
that kingship was largely re-invented, or re-introduced, 
primarily because of the immediate conditions that de-
veloped in England in the fifth and sixth centuries.

The  Ang lo -Saxon  “p r ince ly”  g raves

Representing the English royal graves, there are really 
just four sites to consider: the famous Sutton Hoo in 
Suffolk, Broomfield in Essex and Taplow in Buck-
ingshamshire, both excavated in the 19th century, and 
now Prittlewell in Essex, found quite unexpectedly just 
four years ago (Bruce-Mitford 1975–83; Read 1895; 
MoLAS 2004). Early Anglo-Saxon custom was to bury 
the dead with grave goods, but these graves stand out 
both because of the exceptional quality, quantity and 
range of the material buried within them, and for the 
special structure of the burials, as chamber burials, in 
one case with a ship. In terms of wealth, they stand 
quite apart; not merely at the top of a scale of increas-
ing opulence. There are other burials we may suspect 
were of this kind but of which too little survives: for 
instance at Asthall Leigh and Cuddesdon in Oxford-
shire; at Caenby in Lincolnshire; and at Coombe in 
Kent (Dickinson, and Speake 1992; Dickinson 1974; 
Jarvis 1850; Davidson, Webster 1969). In fact, apart 
from the miraculously intact burial under Mound 1 at 
Sutton Hoo, all but one of the other graves in this royal 
necropolis had been robbed, and this site too would 
remain in that doubtful category. We are, therefore, 
undertaking the risky business of drawing inferences 
from only a fraction of the original evidence.

The exceptional quantity of skilfully crafted artefacts 
of course attracts attention to these burials. However, 
the most significant common factor between them is 
the special provision for hospitality amongst the grave 
goods (Plate III: 2). All four burials have great caul-
drons for feeding a large assembly, and all contained 
the symbolically laden drinking-horns too. Accessory 
vessels include iron-bound wooden buckets, some-
times great tubs, bronze bowls of various forms, turned 
wooden cups or glass vessels. Sutton Hoo, Taplow and 
Prittlewell all had both a lyre and gaming pieces rep-
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resenting entertainment; Sutton Hoo, Broomfield and 
Prittlewell also a lamp to light the chamber. Relatively 
little of this particular range of material appears to have 
been imported rather than to be locally made. Overall, 
this is clear evidence that the social role of the dead 
man was the most fundamental element to be com-
memorated in his burial: his ability to provide for a 
very privileged household indeed.

All of the dead men also had fittings from a costume 
they may have worn that would have displayed their 
special rank. Only at Sutton Hoo and Taplow, however, 
does this really amount to more than one conspicuous-
ly expensive and well-crafted buckle: the only dress 
accessory Anglo-Saxon men usually wore. Taplow and 
Sutton Hoo had special sets of clasps. We can infer 
from this that the buckle was a central item of display 
for a man. This makes it extremely significant that the 
famous Sutton Hoo great gold buckle comprised an 
amount of gold equal to 300 contemporary coins, the 
tremissis – apparently the 300-shilling wergild or life-
price of an Anglo-Saxon nobleman. A man who could 
display, in a noble assembly, the price of the life of 
any nobleman there on his belt, can surely only have 
been a king. The attention paid to equipment in terms 
of weaponry and armour is at much the same level. 
The men buried at Prittlewell and Broomfield went 
into the grave with the quite standard noble warrior’s 
equipment of a shield, a sword, and one or two spears. 
Heinrich Härke’s overview of weapon-assemblages in 
Anglo-Saxon graves shows even this “full weapon-set” 
to be relatively rare, but it is at the top end of a com-
mon range of weapons in graves, not beyond it (Härke 
1992, pp.97-124). Taplow has extra in the provision of 
a second, possibly a third shield, and three spears. Sut-
ton Hoo too had just one sword and shield, although 
they were very specially crafted. However, Sutton Hoo 
also had a helmet and a mailcoat, and no less than nine 
spears, three of them barbed throwing-spears (Bruce-
Mitford 1975–83, Vol. 2).

Further excavations were carried out at Sutton Hoo 
from 1986 to 1992 under the direction of Martin 
Carver (Carver 2005). No one then really expected an-
other treasure hoard like the Mound 1 ship-burial to 
be found, but it could be assumed that whatever did 
emerge would be appropriate to a royal cemetery. One 
undisturbed grave was discovered, in Mound 17: the 
grave of a richly equipped man, buried with a horse. 
The real surprise here came when a larger, slightly ear-
lier cemetery was found as a new visitor centre was 
being built at Tranmer House, about half a kilometre 
north of the barrowfield. Quite the inverse was the 
complete surprise in Prittlewell Park, Southend-on-
Sea, Essex, late in 2003, when roadworks close to the 
site of a known, not unusual cemetery of the seventh 

century revealed a perfectly intact chamber grave that 
had barely even collapsed. A fact of particular interest 
in the present context is that the man who was buried in 
the chamber grave of Prittlewell was not armed in any 
way different from the occupants of at least six of the 
19 other weapon-graves known here: not only in being 
equipped with a sword, shield and two spears, but even 
in the very types of the weaponry (Tyler 1988).

The princely graves of Taplow, Broomfield, Prittlewell 
and Sutton Hoo apparently date from the span of a sin-
gle generation: the period c. AD 600 to 630. The buri-
als at Tranmer House/Sutton Hoo and the other graves 
at Prittlewell bring us face to face with the proxim-
ity between the kings or princes in these graves and 
a population that supported them. Similarly, when we 
look back in time across the sixth century, we can find 
significant predecessors of this type of elite burial. At 
Spong Hill, Norfolk, for instance, a large cremation 
cemetery serving several surrounding village commu-
nities was established around the middle of the fifth 
century. For three or four generations from the begin-
ning of the sixth century, however, a small population 
was inhuming its dead on the northeast corner of the 
cremation burial zone. The inhumation graves include 
a few barrows, and two chamber graves (31 and 40). 
We have an interesting archaeological sequence here in 
that the shield-boss from grave 40 is of a later type that 
those in graves 31 and 41, so graves 31 and 41 may be 
the earliest, one in a chamber, the other under a small 
barrow, followed by grave 40 with a large barrow and 
then grave 32 alongside grave 31 and perhaps, then, 
the raising of a second large barrow over them both. 
This seems to be an unusually dramatic and dynamic 
illustration of a small elite emerging alongside a larger, 
undifferentiated population, expressing at least its am-
bitions to be of a special, higher status through burial 
practice (Hills et al. 1984: unfortunately the published 
stratigraphical data do not show conclusive evidence 
for the order of the barrows around graves 31, 32 and 
40 respectively, although that is confidently stated in 
the text).

Another important site for tracing hierarchy back 
across the sixth century is also newly excavated, and 
as yet unpublished: on the Royal Air Force base at 
Lakenheath, Suffolk. Here, as in Sutton Hoo Mound 
17, we have two men with horse graves, one of them 
fully equipped with sword, shield and spear, and rich 
horse-harness. A new chronology of weaponry pro-
duced primarily by Karen Høilund Nielsen together 
with myself dates this grave to the early sixth century, 
maybe even the late fifth (Hines ed. forthcoming). It is 
as yet too early to draw firm conclusions, but again this 
conspicuously rich weapon-burial is at least amongst 
the very earliest in this burial zone: it could therefore 
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be a founder grave. The one point I would emphasize 
as a result of this, is that we need to be very careful in 
looking at these burials in a diachronic perspective and 
jumping to conclusions about a process of evolution, 
by which hierarchical social structures, and particular-
ly aristocracy and kingship, grew increasingly strong, 
rich and apart from the rest of the population over time. 
There were indeed changes, but hierarchy and power 
were, in significant measure, always there. Kingship 
cannot be studied as a subject on its own; it can only 
be understood as a phenomenon within a relationship 
with its context. Even this very brief overview should 
be sufficient to show how plausible it is that changing 
circumstances made kingship more visible in Anglo-
Saxon England, rather than that there must have been 
some internally or externally driven “growth of king-
ship” itself.

A wide r  pe r spec t ive

As an interpretation of what have been summarized 
here as the critical points of the history and archaeol-
ogy of kingship in Early Anglo-Saxon England, there-
fore, it is suggested that the social hierarchy materially 
expressed in burial archaeology between the beginning 
of the sixth and the mid-seventh centuries in fact em-
phasizes a continuum between cyning and folc (king 
and people) at the same time as it manifests the spe-
cial status of the former in relation to the latter. This 
has to be a general proposition, maintained as a valid 
basis for further consideration despite the differences 
between and uncertainties concerning the few princi-
pal princely/royal burials discussed herein. In the case 
of our two Essex graves, Prittlewell and Broomfield, 
we have a man armed in essentially the same way as 
other fully armed warriors; at Taplow the man had a 
superabundance of the same type of weaponry; at Sut-
ton Hoo, however, he had a very fine sword and excep-
tional shield, special body armour, and an unparalleled 
number of spears. The cemeteries of Spong Hill and 
Eriswell, in different parts of East Anglia to Sutton 
Hoo, show that the relationship between a well-armed, 
dominant elite, burying its dead in a conspicuous and 
distinctive way, and the more ordinary mass of the 
population can be traced back to the beginning of the 
sixth century at least. The case for identifying the early 
seventh-century graves as specifically royal, princely, 
even kingly, – rests first and foremost upon the excep-
tional scope of evidence for the social relationship of 
hospitality represented in the grave assemblages, and 
specially, too, on the material quantification of social 
power embodied in the Sutton Hoo great gold buckle. 
It is quite reasonable, then, to argue that, with due ad-
justments for the real differences of scale, the aspect 

of the archaeology of Early Anglo-Saxon kinghips 
implies the achievement of power and status by indi-
viduals who succeeded in essentially the same role as 
the great Frankish and Gothic Heerkönige: effective, 
practical, leaders and protectors.

It is equally reasonable, in the most general terms, to 
draw attention to the contrast in respect of the inclu-
sion of weapons in the graves of the high social elite 
of relevant Germanic communities, between the Lüb-
sow-type Fürstengräber of the first to fourth centuries, 
with their predominant emphasis on hospitality and 
bodily display and virtual absence of weaponry (Egg-
ers 1950; Gebühr 1974), and a range of different finds 
of the Late Roman Iron Age, Migration Period and be-
yond, such as the burials of the Leuna-Haßleben group 
in central Germany (Schulz 1933, 1953; Steuer 1982, 
esp. pp.181-308); the fifth-century grave of Childeric 
at Tournai (Böhner 1981); and in due course the Scan-
dinavian burials such as Snartemo in southwestern 
Norway and the Vendel/Valsgärde graves in central 
Sweden (Rolfsen, Stylegar 2003; Lamm, Nordström 
1983). We cannot refuse to acknowledge that this real 
contrast and change in Germanic social leadership is 
consistent with a development away from the character 
of kingship as Tacitus described it in the first century, 
when he imputed to kings, as such, juridical functions 
and religious roles and mystique, and separated them 
from the army-leaders. The biggest challenge for us 
here, in fact, is rather to understand how far those roles 
could have been separated in the first place. Neverthe-
less, it seems clear that by the end of the Roman Pe-
riod, the Migration Period and the establishment of a 
new and powerful series of Germanic kingdoms saw 
military leaders increasingly appropriating the position 
of kingship, without losing its traditional, practical as-
sociations as summarized above.

As was stressed at the beginning of this discussion, 
however, although kingship thus developed radically 
in pragmatic terms, the immaterial concept of king-
ship, and the ancient terminology, seem to have held 
their fundamental place in the idea of community 
passed from generation to generation: the notion of 
the folc. It will help us greatly to understand the pro-
found changes in southern and eastern Britain after 
the demise of Roman rule to be able to measure what 
ideas of society and identity of this kind the incom-
ing Germanic elements brought with them. This paper 
introduces the proposition that kingship may indeed 
have been utterly primary: ideologically, another truly 
Germanic element brought into Britain, alongside the 
much more easily identifiable pottery, metalwork and 
building-types of material culture. And the necessary 
corollary of kingship was the concept of the people 
(folc), which elsewhere I have argued was intensely 
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associated with cultural conformity in the intrusive 
Germanic cultures of northern Germany and southern 
Scandinavia at this time (Hines 1996). No such insist-
ence on the antiquity and durability of the Germanic 
concept of kingship and folk will deny that those same 
traditional elements then had actively to be manipu-
lated in Early Anglo-Saxon cultural history, as king-
ship and kingdoms were absolutely reconstructed (as 
noted); nor that, as the foreign objects in the Prittlewell 
and Sutton Hoo Mound 1 graves show us particularly 
clearly, such a reconstruction of kingship was directly 
influenced at the key stage of its history by connec-
tions with overseas powers and models. But the con-
gruency of the development of Anglo-Saxon kingship 
with the cultural features of Germanic kingship in such 
a long-term, comparative perspective as that outlined 
here may further help us to grasp how ready the Anglo-
Saxon kings eventually were to reclaim that version 
of the sacral aura of kingship that Christianity offered 
them. Most importantly of all, though, we can appreci-
ate the principle that the inheritance of a determinative 
tradition of this kind need not result in sheer inertia 
in cultural practice. Rather, it can be a rich source of 
material and motivation for creative and adaptive de-
velopment.
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DERA KARALIUI?  
ANKSTyvųJų ANGloSAKSų 
KARAlIšKų KAPų REGAlIJoS 
IR  GINKluoTė

John Hines 

San t rauka

vII a. pradžios karališkojo kapo Prittlewell, Essexe, 
tyrinėjimai 2003 metais paskatino peržiūrėti Anglijos 
ankstyvųjų anglosaksų laikų karaliaus valdžios raidą 
(1 pav., III: 2 iliustr.). Karaliaus valdžios institucijos 
išryškinimas yra vienodai lygiai pagrįstas istoriniais 
ir archeologiniais šaltiniais. Straipsnyje argumentuo-
jama, kad būtina subalansuoti požiūrį tarp artimiausio, 
Anglijos, konteksto ir ilgalaikės karaliaus valdžios 
raidos tarp kitų germanų. Terminologija: karaliaus 
valdžia ar kilmingųjų valdžia, vertingas  požiūrio į 
šią problemą papildymas, kuriam atsakymas yra ras-
tas germanų filologijoje ir taip pat lyginamosiose 
romėniškojo laikotarpio kontinento kunigaikščių kapų 
(Fürstengräber) studijose. 
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A de f in i t i on  o f  t he  ques t ion

The question of the battle-knife and its origin is not 
quite new in Lithuanian archaeological discourse. The 
first detailed publications appeared some decades ago 
(Kazakevičius 1981, Vaitkunskienė 1988). However, 
the appearance and spread of these artefacts merits 
more attention and detailed consideration. 

The battle-knife is quite a well-known weapon in 
Lithuanian archaeological material. According to 
Kazakevičius (1988, 1993) and Michelbertas (Michel-
bertas 1986, p. 163), in Lithuania this type of weapon 
has been known since the third century, or since the 
second century (Tautavičius 1996). More numerous 
battle-knives are in the archaeological sites in Western 
and central Lithuania. But, talking about the Roman 
Period, these weapons are rather rare, usually a knife 25 
to 28 centimetres long is appreciable as a battle-knife 
(Michelbertas 1986, p.162). A similar characteristic 
is applied to battle-knives dated to the Migration Pe-
riod: a weapon of 25 to 50 centimetres length is called 
a battle-knife, and a longer weapon is regarded as a 
sword (Kazakevičius 1988). Accepting that scheme, 
Lithuanian archaeologists also look to other authori-
ties (Salmo 1938, describes the battle-knife as longer 
than 20 centimetres; Mandel describes it more as a 25-
centimetre-long knife, cf Mandel 1977). But not eve-
rybody agrees with this description. Tautavičius notes 
that any longer knife could be used as a battle-knife 
anyway (Tautavičius 1996, p.137). Moreover, some 
of them have quite heavy blades, and were not fit for 
everyday work. A knife with a blade and a thick back 
was more fitted for stabbing or hitting, it was helpful 
in a case when the usual way was impossible (Wag-
ner 1969, p.91). The discussion is not finished yet. 
Discussing the metric system right here, the situation 
from the Middle Ages could be recalled. Considering 
the measurements used in the Middle Ages, Antanas 

Gurevičius (1989) noticed that no definite measure-
ments were used, the main standard was man, who 
was a “measurement of all things”. Thus the method 
of distinguishing battle-knives based on the length of 
the blade is quite technical (formal), as if our ances-
tors used the same metric system. This problem, the 
need for not a formal but more a functional analysis, 
has been noticed in archaeological literature already 
(Vaitkunskienė 1989, p.58). Considering the length of 
the blade, this rhetorical question becomes more rele-
vant comparing it to the weaponry context. Particularly 
when we know that the weapon like a sax (this weapon 
was refined on martial manners), differs in length, and 
specimens are known with a blade even less than 18 
to 20 centimetres in length (Nørgård Jorgensen 1999, 
p.46). A functional analysis with special regard to the 
social structure of a particular society could be accept-
able in discussing the question. In the general opinion, 
the contextual analysis of grave items and set of weap-
onry in a selected grave could reveal the social state 
of the deceased. But the big variety of weapon sets in 
the graves and the changes in the variety of a weapon’s 
composition over time and geographical scale reveal a 
more cultic cause of weaponry sets than a social one 
(cf Steuer 1982, p.193). 

The  ch rono logy  and  d i s t r ibu t ion  o f 
ba t t l e -kn ives

Thereby, the functional characteristics are more impor-
tant than the length of a knife for making a decision 
whether it is a battle-knife or not a battle-knife. But 
then the next question emerges: what features could be 
applied for a battle weapon? As other archaeologists 
have noticed, a special blade form made to stab is char-
acteristic of the battle-knife. This is the main feature 
of battle-knives with so-called “blood grooves”. These 
specialized weapons are with quite a short tang, along 

THE SUBJECT OF BATTLE-KNIFE ORIGIN  
IN  CENTRAL LITHUANIA

MINDAUGAS BERTAŠIUS

Abstract 

The battle-knife is quite a familiar weapon in Lithuanian archaeological material. The functional characteristics are more 
important than the length of knife for making decisions about the battle-knife. By appreciating the archaeological material 
from Marvelė cemetery (central Lithuania), we can observe the process of change in the form of the battle-knife during the 
Late Roman Period. 

Key words: battle-knife, function, weapon, Marvelė.
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the dull side of the blade run two or three grooves 
(Fig. 1). They are dated to phase E of the Migration 
Period. According to Šimėnas, the distribution of sites 
with that type of battle-knife extends along a costal zone 
from Elbląg to the north as far as Liepāja (Grobiņa in 
the Viking Age) and along the bank of the River Nemu-
nas up to Kaunas and in the central Lithuanian region 
(Šimėnas 1996, Table 1). The appearance of these bat-
tle-knife daggers coincides with social changes in the 
region and reflects the same socio-cultural pattern of 
life. But before the appearance of these daggers, we 
are noticing some “introductory” processes of usage of 
battle-knives. 

Considering the functional characteristics of the bat-
tle-knife, it is worth pointing out the full complement 
of weaponry in the grave. Some coincidence of several 
weapons in the grave of phases D–E (Migration Peri-
od) is quite understandable, at this time some uniform-
ity in warrior worship could be identified (Bertašius 
2002, pp.37-39). But could it be noticed by analyzing 
material of the Late Roman Period? 

Two types of knives are known in Lithuanian archaeo-
logical material since the Roman Period. Knives with 
a straight tang are more familiar amongst grave goods, 
knives with a hooked tang are less known, but not rare 
in the archaeological material (Michelbertas 1986). 

Analyzing the material from Marvelė1, we are dealing 
with rich archaeological material dated to the Roman 
Period, and we can observe some types of knife with a 
hooked tang. In certain times this knife becomes longer 
and takes the shape of a standardized 19.5 to 20.5 cen-
timetre length (Fig. 2; grave 1119 from Marvelė cem-
etery; other similar graves 94, 186). Most findings are 
associated with other weapons in the grave (spearhead, 
axe). It could be regarded as an attempt to find a new 
weapon using an older form of ordinary knife with a 
hooked tang. These artefacts are dated to the C1b–C2 
phase of the Roman Period (it could be referenced to 
other findings for dating, like neck-rings, pins, or to be 
specific, features of grave arrangements, like clay walls 
near the human remains: cf Bertašius 2005). Of course, 
it must be emphasized that the number of cases are too 
few to make reliable inferences. It can be appreciated 
only as a remark, and needs more detailed investiga-
tion. One more point: if the length of the blade usually 
represents the time, and older specimens are shorter 
and younger ones are longer (presumably a reference 
to the study of the Merovingian sax by W. Hübener, 
1988), we can assume that some shorter knives could 

1 Currently the biggest excavated cemetery in Lithuania.Currently the biggest excavated cemetery in Lithuania. 
Situated in Kaunas, near the confluence of the two big-
gest Lithuanian rivers, about 200km from the Baltic Sea; 
investigated during 1991–2006, excavations continuing, 
total grave number about 1,500, ca 700 burials dated to 
Roman period.

Fig. 1. Specialized battle-knife from Marvelė grave 337 (iron, bronze and stone; in the custody of VDKM 2479:318; after battle-knife from Marvelė grave 337 (iron, bronze and stone; in the custody of VDKM 2479:318; after 
Bertašius 2005, drawings by V. Laužadienė).
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Fig. 2. Battle-knife from Marvelė 
grave 1119 (iron; in the custody 
of VDKM; after Bertašius 1999; 
drawings by V. Laužadienė). Fig. 3. Grave goods from Marvelė grave 1302 (bronze and iron; in the 

custody of VDKM; after Bertašius 2002; drawings by V. Laužadienė).
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Fig. 4. Grave goods from Marvelė grave 1324 (iron; in the custody of VDKM; after Bertašius 2006; drawings by 
V. Laužadienė).
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be battle-knives as well, and dated to the Roman Pe-
riod. 

But there is more material of this type. Let us pay at-
tention to quite specific knives, by the shape it seems 
they are knives used for stabbing (Fig. 3: grave 1302 
from Marvelė cemetery, or the similar grave 1298). 
Some of them are graves in a stone circle (Fig. 4: grave 4: gravegrave 

1324, or the similar grave 1218). According to mate-
rial from other similar graves in Marvelė cemetery, the 
tradition to make a small narrow stone circle could be 
dated to the C2–C3 phase of the Late Roman Period. 
Thus, these graves are preliminarily dated to the C2–C3 
phase of the Late Roman Period. In all listed cases, 
we can see a quite well-formed weapon with a strong 
blade and a thick back. The full complement of differ-

Fig. 5. Grave goods from Marvelė grave 1212 (iron; in the custody of VDKM; after Bertašius 2001; drawings by 
V. Laužadienė).
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ent types of weapons in the graves attracts our atten-
tion, too. Usually in these graves we find an axe and 
a spearhead with knife, hence the more complete war-
rior equipment characteristic of that time. But the next 
question emerges: practically nobody in Lithuania has 
completely analyzed the set of warrior equipment com-
mon to that time. The battle-knife as part of the war-
rior equipment of a bit earlier (phase B2/C1–C1a, or the 
second half of the second and the beginning of the third 
century) was used by the Bogaczewo peoples, who 
lived in the Salęt Lake region in Poland. One of their 
characteristics is the use of battle-knives and spears as 
a warriors’ symbol (Nowakowski 1995; Karczewski 
1999). There is some data about connections between 
Bogaczewo and central Lithuanian regions (Bertašius, 
forthcoming). Depending on this data, we can perceive 
some possible influence from the south (probably 
Bogaczewo Culture) introducing the battle-knife in 
the everyday life of the central Lithuanian population. 
But there is no direct evidentiary material about pos-
sible newcomers: usually the graves with a battle-knife 
consist of ordinary central Lithuanian artefacts (fibulae 
and neck-rings, or pins). A new tradition could be com-
prehensible as partly arisen inside central Lithuanian 
culture, and partly imitated from its southern neigh-
bours. 

The next attempt to introduce the battle-knife could be 
related to phase D (370–450, or even C3–D). With that 
phase could be associated a major number of weapon 
graves. From that time, we know quite a typical form 
of battle-knife (Fig. 5: Grave 1212 from Marvelė, or 
similar graves 1213, 278, 300, 301, 324, 298, 329, 
304 and 334). Now the battle-knife is always associ-
ated with full and characteristic warrior equipment 
for that time. The equipment besides the battle-knife 
consists of an axe, one (sometimes, but quite rarely, 
two) spearhead, one (or sometimes two) fibula and a 
strap buckle. The same pattern of warrior equipment 
was found at Plinkaigalis, mostly these graves were 
dated to phase D/E. But it seems that the complete set 
of that type of warrior equipment was not identified in 
Plinkaigalis (the next most famous central Lithuanian 
cemetery, with graves dated to the Migration Period; cf 
Kazakevičius 1993). The axe and fibula are the more 
usual supplement in graves at Plinkaigalis. In other 
central Lithuanian cemeteries, we do not have such 
numerous material as when we compare the two ear-
lier mentioned cemeteries (Marvelė and Plinkaigalis). 
But this phase is a period of rapid growth of battle-
knife practices in Lithuania, with extreme popularity 
then in central Lithuania (Kazakevičius 1993, p. 75). 
In my opinion, this is the reason to talk about a special 
military social structure in the society of the region, 
characteristic of that period. 

The next stage in introducing the battle-knife could be 
associated with the appearance of the dagger battle-
knife with “blood grooves” on the blade. These spe-
cial weapons well suited to stabbing are very common 
for old Prussian graves in the Samland Peninsula and 
extend along a coastal zone from Elbląg to Liepaja, 
sporadically they appear in central Lithuania at Plinkai-
galis, Marvelė and Pašušvys. Usually they are dated to 
D/E – E phase. Their not very high popularity in cen-
tral Lithuania could be explainable by the higher status 
of these weapons, possibly they were used by members 
of a high social status in society. 

Discuss ion

Thus, discussing the question of weaponry with special 
regard to the battle-knife and its origin, in my opin-
ion we must look at other characteristics than formal 
ones, like the length of the blade. For example, the 
complex of warrior equipment, “warrior symbolic”, in 
other words, the function of a certain thing, must be 
appreciated. Hence, earlier Kazakevičius was right in 
suggesting the uite early and local provenance of the 
attle-knife (1981, 1988).

Translated by the author
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KOVOS PEILIų KILMĖS  
VIDURIO LIETUVOJE  
KLAUSIMAS

Mindaugas Bertašius

San t rauka

Kovos peilių kilmės klausimas lietuviškoje archeologi-
nėje literatūroje buvo aptarinėjamas epizodiškai. Api-
būdinant kovos peilius gana dažnai argumentuojama 
formaliais kriterijais (pvz., kovos peilis, jei ginklo ilgis 
viršija 20 cm, ar pan.), pamirštant, kad priešistoriniais 
laikais tokia matų sistema neegzistavo. Ieškant atsa-
kymo pasitelkta gausi Marvelės kapinyno medžiaga 
(kapinynas yra Kauno miesto teritorijoje). Aiškėja, kad 
svarbiomis charakteristikomis tampa ginklo funkcinės 
ypatybės bei ginkluotės kompleksiškumo klausimas. 
Remiantis tyrimų medžiaga galima pagrįsti, kad jau 
romėniškojo laikotarpio C1b–C2 fazėje (arba periode) 
kai kurie peiliai įgyja kovos peiliui būdingų bruožų. 
Kiek vėliau šie peiliai įgauna formą, gerai tinkan-
čią dūriui ar smūgiui atlikti (romėniškojo laikotarpio 
C2–C3 fazė). Galutinai kovos peiliai įsitvirtina Vidu-
rio Lietuvos ginkluotėje, pereinant iš romėniškojo į 
tautų kraustymosi laikotarpį, D–D/E fazėje. Remiantis 
Marvelės ir Plinkaigalio kapinynų duomenimis, tuo 
laikotarpiu jau galime įžvelgti susiformavusią stiprią 
socialinę grupę. Jos militaristines aspiracijas atskleidė 
išraiškingas ginkluotės kompleksas kape.
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The  ma in  cha rac t e r i s t i c s  o f  
Long  Bar row Cu l tu re

Long Barrow Culture encompasses a huge territory in 
Eastern Europe’s forest belt, starting from southeastern 
Estonia and ending with the upper River Volga basin 
(Fig. 1) (Sedov 1995, Fig. 60). Its formation is associ-
ated with the end of the fourth and the beginning of 
the fifth centuries. The chronological Lindora-Polibino 
horizon (Kargopol’tsev 1994, 1996), with its charac-
teristic non-fortified settlements, barrows and flat bur-
ial grounds, is distinguished during this time period. 
Long Barrow Culture sites comprise several territorial 
groups: 1 southwestern Estonia, west of Lake Pskov/
Peipus (Fig. 2A); 2 east of Lake Chudskoe/Pskov/Pei-
pus, up to the River Luga basin (Fig. 2B); 3 the upper 
reaches of the Velikaya, Western Dvina/Daugava and 
Lovat Rivers (Fig. 2C); 4 from the Lovat to the Msta 
and Mologa river basins (Fig. 2D) (Sedov 1974, Ta-
ble 1, 1995, Fig. 60).

It is generally acknowledged that Long Barrow Culture, 
with its essentially heterogeneous origin, is a synthe-
sis of local and foreign elements (Sedov 1995, p.216; 
Beletskii 1996, pp.37-43; Burov 1996; 1996а; Konet-
skii 1997; Kazanski 1999c, p.130; Lopatin 2006). It is 
possible that the local inhabitants of the Roman Pe-
riod who left the Zaozer’e type sites (Verkhnee Pod-
neprovie 2002) were the main shaping component of 
Long Barrow Culture. South of Long Barrow Culture 
territory, in the upper reaches of the Dnieper and the 
Western Dvina/Daugava basin, the very similar Tush-
emlya-Bantserovshchina Culture appeared at the same 

time (Lopatin, Furas’ev 1995; Lopatin 2006; Shchukin 
et al. 2006, pp.55-60).

Researchers distinguish several different cultural tra-
ditions in Long Barrow Culture: Baltic Finno-Ugric, 
especially distinct in southeastern Estonia (Aun 1980, 
1992; Kazanski 1999c, p.135), Baltic (Sedov 1995, p. 
216; Kazanski 1999b; Kazanski 1999c, p.133ff.), and 
Slavic (Sedov 1980; Kazanski 1999c, p.133). The aim 
of this work is to distinguish all these Long Barrow 
Culture traditions that are manifested in the warrior 
horseman’s accoutrements and riding gear in the fifth 
to seventh centuries1.

Armament s  o f  Long  Bar row Cu l tu re

Weapons are rarely found in long barrows (Fig. 3; Ap-
pendix) and we cannot be certain that the artefacts we 
have at this time objectively reflect this culture’s true 
armaments. Usually large armament counts find their 
way into the hands of archaeologists when the weap-

1 Unfortunately, the available research does not allow us to Unfortunately, the available research does not allow us to 
establish the chronology of certain finds. Because of the 
general chronology, it is not possible to accurately date the 
horse bridles from the Ust’-Smolka barrow field’s barrow 3 
and Grishin-2 barrow field’s barrow 2 (Lopatin 2004, Figs. 
3.1, 4), nor the narrow-bladed, blunt-ended or so-called 
Central Russian-type axes (Kazakevičius 1988, pp. 78-81) 
found in the Long Barrow Culture zone, the Ust’-Belaya, 
Koloda and Kriukov settlements, as well as the Pleso and 
Stepanov barrows (Elena Mikhailova, personal commu-
nication). I take this opportunity to thank my colleagues 
Elena Mikhailova, Sergej Kargopol’tsev, and Yuri Lesman 
for their information and the opportunity to get acquainted 
with their yet unpublished works.

THE ARMAMENT,  HORSEMEN’S  
ACCOUTREMENTS,  AND RIDING GEAR  
OF LONG BARROW CULTURE  
(F IFTH TO SEVENTH CENTURIES)

MICHEL KAZANSKI

Abstract

Several different cultural traditions stand out in Long Barrow Culture. Some of them are characteristic of the Baltic Finno-
Ugrians, others of the Balts and Slavs. The aim of this work is to distinguish all these mentioned traditions that are manifested 
in warrior horseman’s accoutrements and riding gear of the fifth to seventh centuries. From the armament point of view, both 
Slavic tribes and the inhabitants of the Byelorussian and west Russian forest belt, whose ethnocultural affiliation remains 
disputed (Balts, Slavs, Balto-Slavs, Finno-Balts, Finno-Ugrians?), comprise an integral continuum from the River Danube 
to Lake Ladoga. The work also discusses the migrational processes that affected the people in the forest belt in the fifth and 
sixth centuries.

Key words: long barrows, forest belt, weapons, riding gear, Balts, Slavs, migration.
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Fig. 1. Long Barrow Culture territory, fifth to seventh centuries (after Sedov 1995).

Fig. 2. Diffusion of early sites of Long Barrow Culture (Lindora-Polibino horizon) (after Kargopo’tsev 1994,  
supplemented by the author).
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ons are widely distributed as a grave good or sacrifi-
cial element (ie the Scandinavian bog finds, the mighty 
shrines of the La Tène epoch). However, neither one 
nor the other element occurs in Long Barrow Culture. 
Moreover, published material on Long Barrow Culture 
is very fragmentary, since the main focus in Russian 
archaeology during Soviet times was placed on syn-
thesis-based publications, on works that generalized 
research results, and not the publication of the actual 
research material.

Nonetheless, we can now draw several general con-
clusions concerning Long Barrow Culture. The main 
armament complex of this culture was comprised of a 
spear, a javelin, arrows, and axes. The horseman’s ac-
coutrements consisted of spurs, and the horse’s gear of 
girth buckles, bridle bits and bridle mountings. Shields 
with metal shield bosses and maille (chainmail) frag-
ments are infrequently encountered. Such a collection 
of armaments is very reminiscent of the neighbouring 
forest belt cultures such as Tushemlya-Bantserovsh-
china, D’iakovo, and Moshchinskaya, as well as of 
the Slavic Prague, Kolochin, and Penkovka cultures’ 
armaments of the fifth to seventh centuries (Kazanski 
1999).

Unlike their western neighbours, ie, the East and 
West Balts, as well as the Baltic area’s and Finland’s 
Finno-Ugrians, the “forest belt” tribes in Russia and 
Byelorussia did not have swords, shields with metal 
shield bosses, or battle daggers (seax). At the same 
time, Long Barrow Culture armament is distinguished 
from that of the Finno-Ugrians and from the world of 
the Volga and Urals further east in that it had spurs, but 
did not have socketed axes. Essentially, from the view-
point of armaments, both the Slavic tribes and the in-
habitants of Byelorussia’s and western Russia’s forest 
belt, whose ethnocultural affiliation is disputed (Balts, 
Slavs, Balto-Slavs, Finno-Balts, Finno-Ugrians?), 
comprised an integral area between the River Danube 
and Lake Ladoga in the fifth to seventh centuries.

In speaking of Long Barrow Culture, it can be asserted 
that in the armaments and horse riding gear of its mem-
bers, as in other elements of its culture, several het-
erogeneous components stand out. The first of these is 
characteristic of all of Eastern Europe’s forest belt cul-
tures. These are the characteristic socketed spearheads 
with barbs (Fig. 4), found in the flat burial ground of 
Iur’evskaya Gorka (Fig. 4.2; Appendix, 4) and barrow 
9 of the Suure-Rysna barrow field (Fig. 4.1; Appendix, 

Fig. 3. Diffusion of elements of weapons, horseman’s accoutrements, and riding girths from the fifth to seventh centuries 
found in Long Barrow Culture territory (site list noted in the Appendix): ●1 attack weapons; ■ 2 defence weapons; + 3 ele-
ments of horsemen’s accoutrements and riding gear.
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9). Javelins with this type of spearhead spread among 
the Finno-Ugrians living in the forest belt, and in a 
rather broad territory extending from the middle of the 
Volga up to Finland and Estonia in the period of Ro-
man influence and the beginning of the Middle Ages 
(ie, in the fifth to seventh centuries) (Rozenfel’d 1982, 
pp.128-134; Kargopol’tsev 1999, Fig. 1). Javelins with 
socketed and barbed spearheads are found in D’iakovo 
Culture sites (Fig. 4.5), known in Finno-Ugric sites of 
the Volga and Oka basin (Fig. 4.3, 4, 6-8), and found 
in the stone grave cemeteries in Estonia (tarand type 
sites), for example in Lihula (Mandel 1976), and in 
the stone-covered barrows in Finland (Kivikoski 1973, 
Abb. 304, 548).

Socketed spearheards with barbs are found in Lithua-
nia, especially in East Lithuania, at the beginning of 
the Middle Ages, but are found much less frequently in 

Latvia and in the territories in which the West Balts 
lived (Kazakevičius 1988, p.55ff). This weapon is 
well known in Scandinavia in the period of Ro-
man influence, where it held out at least until the D 
period, ie, until the Migration period. This provi-
sion is confirmed by the Evebø or Kvassheim finds 
(Ilkjaer 1990, pp.183-255, 308, Abb. 195). Such 
spears also occur in Tushemlya Culture, related 
to Long Barrow Culture, in the upper reaches of 
the Dnieper River basin (Shmidt 1995, Fig. 1.3). 
Occasionally, socketed spearheads with barbs are 
found in the Slavic Prague and Kolochin cultures 
(Kazanski 1999, Fig. 1.7, 8). Still, these javelins 
with socketed, barbed spearheads are more charac-
teristic of the northern part of Europe.

Another type of armament very characteris-
tic of the forest belt is the socketed spearhead 
with a pronounced midrib (type 1G according to 
Kazakevičius). One such spearhead was found in 
the Long Barrow Culture zone in the River Luga 
basin near Lake Samro in the Dolozhskii pogost 
barrow field, in barrow 45 (Fig. 5.1; Appendix, 
1). Kazakevičius noted that such spearheads were 
widespread in East Prussia, Lithuania, Latvia and 
Finland, as well as among the middle Volga Finno-
Ugrians (Kazakevičius 1988, p.29ff.). Socketed 
spearheads with pronounced midribs are also en-
countered in northeast Estonia, as well as in the 
Oka river basin (Kazanski 2000a, p.204), and in 
the region between the Oka and the Volga, where 
they are found in the fortified Sarskoe settlement 
(Leont’ev 1996, Fig. 34.8). It should be noted that 
similar spearheads with pronounced midribs are 
not found among the Slavic site material of the 
fifth to seventh centuries, where lanceolate spear-
heads dominate.

Hafted lanceolate arrowheads similar to the one found 
at the Iur’evskaya Gorka settlement (Fig. 6.8; Appen-
dix, 5) are known practically throughout all of Europe 
in the fifth to seventh centuries, including among the 
Balts (Kazakevičius 2004, p.51ff.) and the Slavs (Ka-
zanski 1999, p.201). 

Rectangular iron girth buckles comprise yet another 
type of gear that is widespread throughout the entire 
forest belt. Judging from the inventory of the grave 
found in Puiga, rectangular buckles in the Long Bar-
row Culture context are encountered in the fifth to 
seventh centuries (Fig. 6.6; Appendix, 7)2. Numerous 

2 The same kind of buckles were encountered in the follow-The same kind of buckles were encountered in the follow-
ing Long Barrow Culture cemeteries: Vargany barrow 2 
(Shtykhau 1992, Fig. 23.3), Gurki barrow 2 (Sedov 1974, 
Table 24.25), Pagadzitsa barrow 2 (Shtykhau 1992, Fig. 
24.3), Lipetsy barrow 7 (Aleksandrov 1982, Fig. 3.3), Ust’-
Belaya barrow 1 (Kargolopol’tsev 1994, Figs. 9.5, 12, 14). 

Fig. 4. Socketed spearheads with barbs found in Long Bar-
row Culture sites (1, 2) and their parallels in Eastern Europe’s 
Finno-Ugric sites (3–8): 1 Suure-Rysna, barrow 9 (Appendix, 
9); 2 Iur’evskaya Gorka, grave 5 (Appendix, 4); 3, 4 Bezvodnoe; 
5 Troitskoe; 6, 7 Shatrishchi; 8 Kurman (3–8 after Rozenfel’d 
1982).
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parallels of these buckles are known in the entire for-
est belt, including among central Russia’s Finno-Ugri-
ans (Fig. 6.4, 5), the West Balts (Kulakov 2003, Fig. 
132.3k), and further south, among the Slavs (Kazanski 
1999, p.203).

Horsemen’s  accou t remen t s  and  r id ing 
gea r

The same can be said about iron snaffles with ringed 
terminals. Such bridle bits were found in Zherebi-
atino (Fig. 6.2; Appendix, 11); Dorohi-1 barrow field, 
barrow 1 (Appendix, 2; Fig. 6.3); Zalakhtov’e cem-
etery barrow 154/10 (Fig. 6.1; Appendix, 10), and the 
Iur’evskaya Gorka settlement (Appendix, 5; Fig. 7.4). 

However, the chronology of these graves is unclear, since 
the general Long Barrow Culture chronology also includes 
the eighth-tenth centuries. One rectangular girth buckle 
also was found in the Severik cemetery’s barrow 1, grave 
18 (Sedov 1974, Table 24.11,15, 17). An Estonian Ryuge-
type vessel, dated to the eighth-ninth centuries, addition-
ally was found in this barrow (Beletski 1996, pp.45-52).

This type of bridle bit spread every-
where in Europe, including among 
the Volga (Fig. 6.11) (Rozenfel’d 
1982, Fig. 35.15; Voronina et al 2005, 
Fig. 15.4, 18.1, 30.4) and Baltic Finno-
Ugrians (Stubavs 1976, Table 11.5), 
the Balts (Figs. 5.10, 13) (Kulakov 
1989, Fig. 57.2; Kulakov 2003, Fig. 
136.9-8, 148.25; Kulakov 2005, Fig. 
56.17), and the Slavs (Kazanski 1999, 
p.203). Sometimes the segments of 
these bridle bits are widened and bent 
into small rings (Fig. 6.1, 3). Similar 
bridle bits are known from Tushemlya 
Culture’s Demidovka (Shmidt 1989, 
Fig. 6) and Bliznaki hill-forts (Shmidt 
1976, Fig. 44.18), the Katkuškės 
barrows in Lithuania (Kulikauskas, 
Kulikauskienė, Tautavičius 1961, 
Fig. 204.1), and the early Slav sites of 
Kolochin and Pen’kovka cultures (Ka-
zanski 1999, Figs. 3.7, 17).

Similar bridle bits are also encountered 
in Western Europe in Merovingian 
times, for example, in Aldingen cem-
etery grave 14 (Schach-Dörges 2004, 
Abb. 43.6), in the riding horse’s burial 
in the Bruchsal cemetery, discovered 
in 1913 (Oexle 1992, Taf. 7.22.1), in 
the riding horse’s burial in the Plei-
delsheim cemetery discovered in 
1964 (Koch 2001, Taf. 2B), and in the 
Runde-Berg-Urach hill-fort (Quast 

2006, Taf. 11.28). 

Judging by the mentioned Alemannic analogues, such 
broadened and bent bridle bit segment terminals were 
allotted for inserting straight curbs. Bridle bits with 
straight curbs spread in Europe due to Roman influ-
ence (Kazanski 1999a, p.302). In the same way, bridle 
bits with broadened, looped ends and ringed terminals 
(Fig. 6.11), for example, are known from the Slavic Se-
menki settlement in the southern Bug (Kazanski 1999, 
Fig. 3.17).

Axes are also common finds in all the forest belt cul-
tures of the fifth to seventh centuries. Unfortunately, 
axes in Long Barrow Culture sites that truly belong 
to the fifth to seventh centuries (Iur’evskaya Gorka, 
Loozi, Fig. 6.12, 13; Appendix, 5, 6) are preserved 
only very fragmentarily and their typology is unclear. 
It is possible that they are narrow-bladed axes, wide-
spread in Eastern Europe (Moora 1938, pp.485-498; 
Kazakevičius 1988, pp.76ff.; Kazanski 1994, p.456ff.; 
Malonaitis 2005).

Fig. 5. Armament found in Dolozhskii pogost barrow 45 and Baltic armament 
parallels: 1–3 Dolozhskii pogost, barrow 45 (Appendix, 1); 4–10 Osowa, bar-
row 41; 11–13 Osowa, barrow 71 (after Kazanski 1991 [1–3]; Jaskanis 1961 
[4–10], 1961a [11–13]).
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A “southern” component is clearly distinguished in 
the Long Barrow Culture warrior’s accoutrements and 
horseman’s riding gear. Its appearance is most likely 
associated with the movement of some kind of Slavic 
groups into Eastern Europe’s forest belt. Actually, the 
Slavs are the only East European “forest belt” ethnic 
group that undoubtedly actively participated in the mil-
itary operations of the late Migration Period in south-
ern Europe, in the lower Danube region, the Balkans, 
and Italy. They were also the only forest belt people 
whose contacts with nomads of the steppes were re-
corded in sixth-century written sources. These contacts 
were reflected, for example, in Slavic armaments (Ka-
zanski 1999).

The existence of Slavs in the sites of the Long Bar-
row Culture belt is clearly shown in the material of 

the Iur’evskaya Gorka settlement in 
the Msta river basin (Islanova 1997, 
pp.21-55). This rather short-lived set-
tlement (there are no traces of “layered” 
structures, the functioning time period 
of the middle semisubterranean dwell-
ing does not exceed 20 years: see Ber-
ezovets 1963, p.187) is dated to the first 
half of the sixth and the middle of the 
sixth century according to the “spotted” 
beads discovered here, attributed to the 
second quarter of the fifth century to the 
middle of the sixth century (Ivanišević 
et al. 2006, p.76), and the clasp from 
Western or Central Europe attributed to 
the second quarter of the sixth century 
(Kazanski 2000b, p.24; Koch 2001, 
pp.85, 86, 296 and 297, Abb. 23: M54; 
Tejral 2005, Abb. 13.D1, Tabelle 3).

The Iur’evskaya Gorka settlement is 
distinguished for its abundant modelled 
pottery (31%), very reminiscent of the 
Prague type, and its semisubterranean 
dwellings with an oven (Islanova’s 
Type 4 dwellings, Islanova 1997, p.42), 
and that is also a characteristic feature 
of Slavic cultures. A flat burial ground 
with cremation graves alongside the 
settlement was also investigated, and 
these, too, were characteristic of the 
Slavs (Islanova 1997, pp.21-55). It 
must be stressed that “purely” Slavic 
finds in forest belt sites have not been 
encountered; they are found in sites 
where local forest belt culture artefacts 
are encountered in abundance. Ceramics 
characteristic of Long Barrow Culture 
dominate in the mentioned Iur’evskaya 

Gorka settlement, while things typical of Finno-Ugri-
ans and Balts occur among the ornaments. In general, 
the site reflects both autochthonic local forest belt in-
habitant features (Long Barrow Culture) as well as the 
heritage of some kind of foreign groups, most likely of 
Slavs (Islanova 1997, p.55; Kazanski 2000b, p.24). 

Aside from the modelled ceramics resembling the 
Prague type in the Iur’evskaya Gorka settlement, pot-
tery was also found in the Mikhailovskoe, Volodi, 
Zherebiatino long barrows (Sedov 1980, p.7). Moreo-
ver, researchers treat the cremation tradition of cleaning 
out the cremated bones from the burial fire’s remnants 
as typical of the Slavs (Sedov 1980, p.6f.). Finally, 
certain female Long Barrow Culture ornaments could 
also be of Slavic origin. For example, triangular metal 
plates (appliqué), known by the small stone moulds 

Fig. 6. Bridle bits, girth buckles, axe fragments, arrow, and maille frag-
ment from Long Barrow Culture (1–3, 6–9), their parallels (4, 5 and 10): 
1, 9 Zalakhtov’e, barrow 154/10 (Appendix, 10); 2 Zherebiatino, barrow 1 
(Appendix, 11); 3 Dorohi-1, barrow 1 (Appendix, 2); 4, 5 Kuntsevo (after 
Rozenfel’d 1982); 6 Puiga, barrow 20 (Appendix, 7); 7, 8, 12, 13 Iur’evskaya 
Gorka settlement (Appendix, 5); 10 Zdvizhenskoe (after Zasetskaya 1994); 
11 Nikitino (after Voronina et al. 2005).
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) used in their production, have been found in southeast-
ern Estonia, one such mould being from the Loosi bar-
row field’s barrows (Sedov 1974, Table 27.2). Judging 
from the stone moulds found here, similar metal plates 
were produced in the Prague Culture’s Bernashevka 
settlement near the Dniester (Vinokur 1977, Figs. 22, 
23 and 45).

The “southern” influence on riding horse gear is also 
evidenced by the snaffle harness buckle found on 
the eastern shores of Lake Chudskoe/Peipus, in the 
Zalakhtov’e barrow field long barrow 154/10 (Fig. 6.9; 
Appendix, 10) (Khvoshchinskaya 2004, Table 3.3). 
Similar buckles have parallels with those in Hun buri-
als in Zdvizhenskoe (Vozdvizhenskaya) Stavropol 
country (Fig. 6.10), and somewhat less correlations 
with those in the lower Kurnaevka Volga (Zasetskaya 
1994, Tables 11.8, 30.3). In both cases, only separate 
burials were found. Similar snaffle buckles additionally 
were encountered in Kabarda-Balkaria, in the Zaragizh 
cemetery grave 118, dated to the fifth century (Or des 
princes barbares 2000: N° 26, 11), and in the central 
Danube, in the famous Untersiebenbrunn grave of the 
first half of the fifth century (Or des princes barbares 
2000, 9 N° 9, 24). As shown by the mould used for the 
production of snaffle buckles found in the Berhashevka 
settlement in the upper Dniester, very similar buckles 
existed among the Prague Culture Slavs (Vinokur 1997, 
Fig. 16). As Khvoshchinskaya indicated, analogues for 
such buckles also existed later in the steppe cultures, in 
the eighth and ninth centuries (Khvoshchinskaya 2004, 
p.26). Archaic modelled ceramics from the Zalakhtov’e 
cemetery’s mould (Khvoshchinskaya 2004, Table 3.5, 
6) speak of an earlier date. On the other hand, a reliable 
Long Barrow Culture modelled ceramics chronology 
has not yet been prepared.

A maille fragment (Fig. 6.7; Appendix, 5) found in the 
Iur’evskaya Gorka settlement can also be ascribed to 
the “southern” origin of things (Islanova 1997, Fig. 
78.2). Maille remains have been found in the fifth to 
seventh-centuries Penkovka and Kolochin Culture 
material (Igren’-Podkova 1 settlement; Lebiazh’e 
cemetery) (Kazanski 1999, p.204). Maille fragments 
were encountered among the Volga Finno-Ugrians in 
Armievo-type cemeteries (Polesskikh 1968, p. 206, 
207). Further east, maille has been recorded in arma-
ments and gear near the River Kama (Gening 1995, 
Abb. 28.1; Ostanina 1997, Figs. 31.12; 78.18). Maille is 
also found among the steppe Huns (grave of Voskhod: 
Zasetskaya 1994, pp. 39 and 40). During the Migration 
Period and in the Early Middle Ages, (helmet) maille 
was encountered in the central Danube in the graves 
of Gepidic chiefs (Bona 1976, Fig. 22), while small 
fragments were found in soldiers’ graves (Bona, Nagy 
2002, Taf. 32. Grab 24.4, Taf. 35. Grab 49.2; Nagy, 

Szöreg-Téglagyár 2005, Taf. 60. Grab 74.3, Taf. 61. 
Grab 79.4).

Maille is well known in the Scandinavian world. As 
an example, we present the maille found among the 
bog artefacts in Scandinavia (Arwidsson 1939, Fig. 
2; Raddatz 1987, Taf. 94) or the armour and helmet 
maille from the Vendel Period (Arwidsson 1939, Plates 
3 and 4; 1954, Taf. 1, 6). In Merovingian Culture, 
maille fragments are found in both men’s and wom-
en’s graves. The finds from Planig (Kessler 1940, Abb. 
9.2), Straubing-Bajuvarenstrasse I grave 470 (Geisler 
1998, Taf. 161.8, 9), Pleidelsheim grave 115 (Koch 
2001, Taf. 46.3), Breny grave 614 (Kazanski 2002, 
Plate 5.7), Donzdorf grave 79 (Neuffer 1972, Taf. 25B. 
9-13) and Deersheim grave 29 (Schneider 1983, Abb. 
97.12) must be mentioned. Maille has not been found 
among the Balts nor the Baltic Finno-Ugrians, thus we 
cannot as yet claim that this element of armament from 
the West could have reached Eastern Europe’s forest 
belt sites.

Other elements of the warrior and horseman’s accou-
trements of the fifth to seventh centuries, as well as 
riding horse gear found in Long Barrow Culture zone, 

Fig. 7. Baltic-type spurs and riding bits found in the Long 
Barrow Culture zone (1, 4, 5) and their Baltic analogues  
(2, 3, 6, 7): 1 Dorohi-4, barrow 1 (Appendix, 3); 2, 6 Saukas 
muiža (after Latvijas PSR Arheoloģija, 1974); 3 Sauginiai 
(after Merkevičius 1984); 4, 5 Iur’evskaya Gorka settlement 
(Appendix, 5); 7 Jauneikiai (after Vaškevičiūtė 1987).
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are undoubtedly of “western” origin; they are primarily 
found in the material of the East and West Balts.

The spurs discovered in Long Barrow Culture belt sites 
are clearly of Baltic origin. I remind the reader that in 
the Early Middle Ages, spurs are characteristic of West-
ern and Eastern Europe. In Eastern Europe, the Baltic 
and Slavic cultures comprised the eastern diffusion 
territory’s periphery of this element of a horseman’s 
accoutrements. There are barely any spurs among the 
Central Russian Finno-Ugric peoples and the steppe 
nomads. The most widespread spurs with two fastener 
hooks are characteristic of the world of the Balts and 
Slavs (Perkhavko 1978). Spurs are also well known 
in the Roman-Germanic West (Rettner 1997; Schlem-
mer 2004). Spurs with hooks in the eastern part of the 
barbaricum already existed in Roman times. At that 
time they were known both in Eastern Europe’s for-
est belt and more to the south, in Chernyakhov Culture 
(Perkhavko 1978, p.122; Kazanski 1994, pp.434 and 
435).

A spur with a flat cross-section base and the ends bent 
outward was discovered in the Dorohi barrow field, 
in barrow 4, grave 1 (Fig. 7.1; Appendix, 3). This 
spur belongs to the Perkhavo V-a type with a slight-
ly curved base. Parallels with this type are known in 
Baltic cultures, of which can be mentioned Minghen 
grave 1 (Gaerte 1929, Abb. 243:d), the isolated spur 
found in Sauginiai (Fig. 7.3) (Merkevičius 1984, p.21, 
Fig. 2), and the spur found in the Saukas muiža cem-
etery (Fig. 7.2) (Moora 1929, Taf. 32.6; Latvijas PSR 
Arheoloģija 1974, Plate 31.3). The kind of spur found 
in the Kentskalns fortified settlement (Stubavs 1976, 
Table 11.11) also speaks of their diffusion among cer-
tain Baltic Finno-Ugrian groups3. On the other hand, 
similar spurs are found further east in Tushmelya cul-
ture sites, for example Nikodimovo (Sedin 1992, Fig. 
2.3, 4), Nekasetsk (Perkhavko 1978, p.122), and Goro-
dishche (Mitrofanov 1978, Fig. 54.6; Zviaruga 2005, 
Fig. 61.18). 

Among the Slavs, spurs with ends bent outward spread 
in Kolochin Culture, ie, in the northern Slavic diffu-
sion periphery: Taimanova, Chaplin (Perkhavko 1978, 
p.122; Kazanski 1999, II.14). Among representatives 
of both the Slavs and Tushmelya Culture, whose eth-
nic affiliation is unclear (Balts? Slavs? Balto-Slavs?) 

3 This site is ascribed to the Lyvs. All the same, the popularThis site is ascribed to the Lyvs. All the same, the popular 
association among colleagues of archaeological sites dated 
to the period of Roman influence and Early Middle Ages 
with historical Baltic and Finno-Ugric tribes like the Lyvs, 
Lettigalians, Semigallians, Samogitians, Upland Lithu-
anians, Prussians, and others, known only from tenth-elev-
enth century sources, I think, is unsubstantiated. That is 
equivalent to reasoning about Middle Age ethnic groups as 
French, Polish or Russian in the first-seventh centuries.

(Kazanski 1999c, p.125ff.; Shchukin et al. 2006, p.57), 
most likely these spurs spread as a consequence of 
contact with West and East Balts. I know of two in-
disputable metal shield bosses belonging to the Migra-
tion Period in the forest belt east of the Baltic. One of 
them was found in the Dolozhskii pogost barrow field 
in barrow 45, in Long Barrow Culture territory (Fig. 
5.2; Appendix, 1), the other near the River Moskva in 
the Djakovo-type Lukovnia hill-fort (Akhmedov, Ka-
zanski 2004, Fig. 5.8). 

The shield boss from Dolozhskii pogost has narrow 
edges and a cylindrical rise ending in a conical top with 
an expressive protuberance. By these features, it can 
be ascribed to the Liebenau-type (Zieling E2) (Kazan-
ski 1994, pp.445, 446). In the Migration Period, this 
shield boss type was widely used both by Germanic 
and the Roman armies. The Liebenau-type shield boss 
is found along the southern and eastern shores of the 
Baltic rather rarely (Kazanski 1987, Annexe 4). The 
finds from Glowiss/Glowczyce in Pomerania (Mach-
aewski 1992, Fig. 3.8), Stragnus in West Lithuania 
(Kazakevičius 1988, Fig. 48.4), and Lääne-Nigula Kir-
imäe in West Estonia (Tallgren 1925, Abb. 20; 21) can 
be mentioned. Slightly more shield bosses are in south-
west Finland, where they appeared in the fifth century 
(Pihlman 1990, pp.296 and 297, Bild. 21.6, 25; Kazan-
ski 1987, Annexe 4, n°, 32-40). Several Liebenau-type 
shield bosses ascribed to the Migration Period were 
recently discovered in the central Danube (Ivanišević 
et al. 2006, p.42).

As previously mentioned (Kazanski 1991), the “pearl” 
decor on the edge of the Dolozhskii pogost shield 
boss (Fig. 5.2) has analogues with almost exclusively 
Baltic shield bosses from Lithuania and Byelorussia. 
The shield bosses from Tchernaya Luzha, Grigiškės, 
Krikštonys, Taurapilis, Pamūšis, Versekėlė, Vyžiai bar-
row cemetries (Kazanski 1991, Figs. 4-6; 1999, p.409; 
2000a, p.204; Kargopol’tsev, Shchukin 2002, Fig. 6; 
2006, Fig. 8), Zasvir’, and Karobki (Zviaruga 2005, 
Figs. 30.2 and 44.2) can be mentioned as examples. 
Thus, the mentioned shield boss from Dolozhskii pog-
ost has long been ascribed as Baltic (Kazanski 1991). 
The decor mentioned is of visibly Germanic origin, 
since its “prototypes” from the period of Roman influ-
ence are affixed on shield bosses of Scandinavian bog 
finds (Raddatz 1987, Taf. 22.5, 79). Nonetheless, this 
decor did not visibly become established in Scandina-
via, at least I know nothing of them during the Migra-
tion Period.

In speaking of “western” riding horse bridle elements, it 
is imperative to mention riding bits with a three-jointed 
mouthpiece. They were discovered in the Iur’evskaya 
Gorka settlement (Appendix 5) and Dolozhskii pogost 
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) hill-fort 45 (Fig. 5.3; Appendix 1). Similar bridle bits 
were also discovered in the Tushemlya-type hill-forts in 
Bliznaki in the upper Dnieper, in the Smolensk region 
(Shmidt 1995, Fig. 1.22), and at Demidovka (Shmidt 
1989, Fig. 6). This riding bit is treated as a Baltic one 
(Kargopo’tsev 1994, p.76). The Balts already truly 
knew of riding bits with a three-jointed mouthpiece in 
the period of Roman influence; such riding bits were 
widespread in the Migration Period (Kazanski 1999, 
p.410)4. Bridle bits reached Gotland, Sweden (north-
ern Sweden), and Finland in the fifth to sixth centuries. 
Bridle bits with a three-jointed mouthpiece have been 
discovered in several graves of the Migration Period 
in Finland (eg, Maalahti-Junkaisbrännan, Kaaria-Ris-
timäki; Hackman 1905, Abb. 15.2; Kivikoski 1973, 
Taf. 42.387, 70.632). Nevertheless, their chronology 
could be broader than the Migration Period, since such 
bridle bits are associated with the last quarter of the 
sixth century in the Alemannic Klepsau burial site 
(Koch 1999, pp.189-191, Abb. 11a). In Karelia, riding 
bits with a three-jointed mouthpiece are found even 
later, in Viking times (Kazanski 1999, p.410). Cruci-
form bridle mountings were discovered in barrow 25 
of the Shikhino cemetery (Fig. 8.7; Appendix, 8) and 
by the upper River Mologa (Mal’m, Fekhner 1969, 
Fig. 6.6). Similar mountings are also known from the 
period of Roman influence as well as the Migration 
Period in the Baltic material of Prussia, Lithuania and 
the Suwałki region (Fig. 8.5). Examples are the finds 
from the Szwajcaria barrow field barrows 2 and 32 
(Antoniewicz et al. 1958, pl. 9.a; Antoniewicz 1963, 
Fig.1.i), Althof-Insterburg cemetery grave 135 (Gron-
au 1939, Taf. 7; Nowakowski 1996, Taf. 104), Greibau 
cemetery grave 207 (Nowakowski 1996, Taf. 60.4), 
Adlig Heydekrug cemetery (Nowakowski, Banytė-
Rowell 2001, Fig. 3a,b), and Žviliai cemetery grave 47 
(Vaitkunskienė 1989, Fig. 7). 

Cruciform mountings are less frequently found among 
the Baltic Finno-Ugrians in Latvian and Estonian ter-
ritory. They are known to me from Mantas-Kalns 
(Mantas-Kalniņš, Jēkabpils district) (Aspelin 1884, 
p.344, Fig. 1872) and from Kohtla-Jarve, tarand 2 
(Shmidekhel’m 1955, Fig. 33.4). Discussion in this 
case would probably concern the Baltic elements’ pen-
etration into Finno-Ugric culture.

In the mentioned barrow 25 of the Shikhino barrow 
field, a horse comb (Fig. 8.4; Appendix, 8), or, in the 
opinion of Lithuanian colleagues, an instrument to 
work wood (Kazakevičius 1993, pp.71 and 72, fig. 126) 
was found. Such accessories are known in Russia’s for-
est belt (Kliuchnikova, Matveeva 1985, Fig. 14); how-
4 The riding bits found in the Prudniki settlement (Shady-The riding bits found in the Prudniki settlement (Shady-

ro 2001, Fig. 8.1) must be added to the list published in 
1999.

ever, in my opinion, they could not occur in a burial 
context. Nevertheless, these “combs” have analogues 
with Baltic graves in the period of Roman influence 
and the Migration Period (Fig. 7.1–3). For example, 
they were discovered in Prussia, in the Eisliethen 
cemetery, grave 17 (Nowakowski 1996, Taf. 53.13); 
in the Hünenberg/Gora Velikanov cemetery, grave 
11 (Tiurin 2006, Fig. 2.5), grave 144 (Kulakov 1994, 
Fig. 2.C.3), and grave 260 (Kulakov, Tiurin 2005, Fig. 
9.10); in Kleinhede in grave 8с (Kulakov, Skvortsov 
2000, Fig. 2.4); in Lithuania in the Lazdijai region in 
Rudamina (Antoniewicz 1920, Table 6.4); Plinkaiga-
lis grave 232 (Kazakevičius 1993, p.57, Fig. 4.), and 
Veršvai (Rozenfel’d 1982, Fig. 35.14); and in Latvia 
in Mazkatuži/Rucava (Latvijas PSR Arheoloģija 1974, 
Plate 27.9). Not counting Russian forest belt sites, 
beyond the boundaries of the Baltic world, such an 
artefact is also known to me from Finland (Köyliö-
Kjuloholm; Kivikoski 1973, Taf. 69.622). 

Fig. 8. Baltic-type riding horse girth parts found in the 
Long Barrow Culture zone (4, 7) and their Baltic analogues 
(1–3, 5, 6, 8): 1 Mazkatuži Rucava (after Latvijas PSR 
Arheoloģija, 1974); 2 Veršvai (after Rozenfel’d 1982); 
3 Hünenberg/Gora Velikanov (after Tiurin 2006); 4, 7 
Shikhino, barrow 25 (Appendix, 8); 5 Szwajcaria (after 
W. Antoniewicz et al 1958); 6 Althof-Insterburg (after 
W. Nowakowski 1996); 8 Adlig-Heydekrug (after Nowa-
kowski, Banytė-Rowell 2001).
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It is probable that a considerable part of “Western” ar-
mament reached the Russian forest belt together with 
émigrés from western and Eastern Baltic territory (Ka-
zanski 1999). The artefacts from the Dolozhskii pog-
ost (Fig. 5.1-3) and Shikhino (Fig. 8.4, 7) burials are 
informative in this regard. The armament collection 
from Dolozhskii pogost’s barrow 45 – a spearhead, 
shield boss with characteristic “Baltic” decor (a pearl 
decor on the umbo’s border), and a bridle bit – is iden-
tical to the ones found in Suwałki group barrows in 
the period of Roman influence (Osowa’s barrows 41 
and 71, Szwajcaria’s barrow 2). Such burial complexes 
are also rarely found beyond the borders of the Baltic 
world (Kazanski 1999, p.411; 2000a, p.205).

The riding horse gear found in barrow 25 in the Shikhi-
no barrow field is characteristic of the western Balts 
from the Sambian peninsula and Suwałki region. It 
could be said that these two burials are most likely 
associated with émigrés from a Western Baltic envi-
ronment. It should be noted that warrior elite burials 
clearly begin to distinguish themselves in the Western 
and Eastern Baltic burial traditions precisely during the 
Migration Period (Vaitkunskienė 1995; 2003; Kulakov 
2003, p.204f.; 2005, p.54, 63 and 64).

The  r e l a t ionsh ip  o f  Long  Bar row  
Cu l tu re  wi th  the  Ba l t i c  c i r c l e  cu l tu re s

Long Barrow Culture’s relation with Baltic material, 
ie, with the East Lithuanian Barrow Culture, has been 
accented more than once. In both cases, a lengthened 
form of the barrow’s mound is seen, and remains from 
the cremation’s fire at the base of the barrow are ob-
served (Tautavičius 1959, pp.144 and 145; 1980; 
Konetskii 1997, p.221). Sedov also drew attention to 
the similarity of certain long barrows to the burials of 
the Suwałki group. Stone constructions have been dis-
covered in the long barrows of Severik, Lositsy, Loozi, 
Verepkovo and Vybuty (Sedov 1995, p.216). Similar 
stone constructions have also been discovered in bar-
rows with cremations in Suwałki Culture (Jaskanis, 
Okulicz 1981, p.241; Sedov 1987, p.415). Finally, Se-
dov discovered the remains of cremated humans and 
riding horse bones in the Lindora, Zherebiatino and 
Shikhino barrows. In his opinion, the burial of the rid-
ing horse is also a Baltic custom, well known in Lithua-
nia and the Suwałki region (Sedov 1974, p.25).

There are also Baltic elements in Long Barrow Cul-
ture’s women’s apparel. The spiral temple ornaments 
found in the Kazikha, Lezgi and Rep’i barrows are 
traced to East Lithuania (Sedov 1995, pp.218-229). 
Beads strung into spiral temple ornaments were dis-
covered in the Berezno, Rysna-Saare II and Bereztsy 

VI cemeteries (Aun 1992, Fig. 51.8, .9; Kuz’min 2003, 
Figs. 1.14, 2.1, 7). These ornaments are of eastern Ger-
manic origin, since temple ornaments dated to the pe-
riod of Roman influence were discovered in abundance 
in Wielbark and Chernyakhov Culture sites (Kazanski, 
Mastykova 2003, p.166). Such temple ornaments could 
have reached Long Barrow Culture representatives 
while making contact with the Western Balts, since 
such finds also occur in the Suwałki group’s Netta 
cemetery barrow 7 (Okulicz 1955, Table 38.1).

Baltic neck-rings with a saddle-shaped clasp were found 
in the Iur’evskaya Gorka settlement (Islanova 1997, 
Fig. 76.22) and in the Shikhino barrow field, in barrow 
30 (Mal’m, Fekhner 1969, Fig. 4.2; Islanova 2006, fig. 
101.B.3). Such neck-rings are rarely discovered in ter-
ritories east of the Baltic. The neck-ring from Viazov-
enka, Tushemlya Culture (Shmidt 1994, Fig. 5.5), and 
the cache from Uz’mina-Gorka, Gdov district, could 
be mentioned (Tallgren 1938, p.12, Abb. 15; Korzuhi-
na 1954, Table 3). However, neck-rings with a saddle-
shaped clasp are well known in territories inhabited 
by the Balts and Baltic Finno-Ugrians. This type of 
neck-ring, as evidenced by the one found in Plinkaiga-
lis cemetery grave 45 in Lithuania (Kazakevičus 1993, 
pp.97 and 145; Figs. 1, 3), just as the Dollkeim-Kov-
rovo type Lithuanian variant pair of fibulae [in Lithua-
nian historiography, these fibulae are called crossbow 
fibulae with a cruciform foot – editor’s note], already 
existed in the sixth century (Kazakevičius 1993, 
p.111ff., Fig. 179; Bitner-Wróblewska 2001, p.48ff.). 
In the southeastern Baltic, these fibulae are dated to the 
E period, ie, the sixth and seventh centuries. However, 
in Alt-Kossewen/Kosewo5, in a cemetery of the Olsz-
tyn group, such a fibula was discovered in burial 308 
together with a buckle in the shape of an eagle’s head, 
characteristic of the second quarter of the sixth century 
and typical of the Gepids (Kulakov 1989, Fig. 20.3). 
Other similar neck-rings found are usually dated to the 
seventh or eighth centuries, although a substantiated 
argumentation is lacking for such dating, as, for ex-
ample, for the neck-ring from Seredžius (Urbanavičius 
1987) or the caches in Latvian territory (Urtāns 1977, 
N° 30, Fig. 62.3; N° 33, Fig. 65.1; N° 34, Fig. 66.3; N° 
35, att. 67.1,2,4,5). The neck-ring with a saddle-shaped 
clasp found in the Sudata-1 barrow field, in barrow 5 
(Kaczyński 1963, Fig. 9), belonging to the Suwałki 
5 This site is currently in Polish territory. In Polish andThis site is currently in Polish territory. In Polish and 

Russian archaeology, two names are used for sites from 
Prussian territory that fell into Russia’s composition: the 
old German name and the new Russian name, since this 
greatly eases work with prewar publications. However, for 
reasons I cannot understand, in some Polish works only 
Polish names are used for Prussian sites in Polish territory. 
In this work, when it is possible, I shall try to present both 
the German and the Polish names of sites in Polish terri-
tory.
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) Culture group (Sudovian Culture variant), also needs 
to be mentioned; a shield boss from a rather early pe-
riod was also discovered here. 

Small bells [bells from a bronze sheet, a decorative el-
ement of east Baltic women, usually terminated with 
variously ornamented chains – editor’s Note] with 
broad edges were found in the Arniko barrow (Sedov 
1974, Table 23.35) and in the Rysna-Saare barrow 
field’s barrow 1 (Aun 1992, Fig. 51.1-6), as well as 
in Zapol’e-1 (Platonova 1996, p.11). Such little bells 
are well known in the Baltic Early Middle Ages con-
text (Zasvir’: Zviaruga 2005, Fig. 31.11; Laizānu: 
Latvijas PSR Arheoloģija 1974, 84 Fig.; Sedov 1987, 
Table 106.20; Kivti: Latvijas PSR Arheoloģija 1974, 
Plate 42.22; Grigiškės barrow 4: Kuncienė 1983, Fig. 
10; Sudata first barrowfield barrow 10: Kaciński 1963,barrowfield barrow 10: Kaciński 1963, barrow 10: Kaciński 1963, 
Fig.18). Little bells are more rarely found among 
the Finno-Ugrians (Kentskalns: Stubavs 1976, tab. 
4.9; D’iakovo: Krenke 1983; Uskela-Palomäki: Ki-
vikoski 1973, Taf. 33.273) and in Tushemlya Culture 
(Mikol’tsy: Zviaruga 2005, Fig. 69.3).

Headbands characteristic of East Baltic women’s head 
ornaments, comprised of metal plates and spirals, are 
well known in Long Barrow Culture burials: in Volodi, 
Gorodnia, Berezno, Rep’i, Polibino, Kvasil’nikovo, 
Liubakhin, Podol-1, Iur’evskaya Gorka. Metal head-
bands have analogues with East Lithuania and the 
nearby Byelorussian regions (Volkaitė-Kulikauskienė 
1986, p.158; eg, the Pamūšis barrows: Kuncienė 1973, 
Fig. 5.4, 5; Lyntupy: Pokrovskii 1897, Table 9.5, 6). 
At the same time, we need to remember that the dif-
fusion territory of headbands is wider than the Baltic 
geographical range and also includes sites in the Fin-
no-Ugric forest belt (Tallgren 1925, Abb. 16; Tamla, 
Janits 1977, Abb. 1.12; Rozenfel’d 1982, Fig. 1.7; Vo-
ronina et al. 2005, Fig. 33.9; Myts et al. 2006, pp.156 
and 157)6.

Baltic pins with similar terminals as neck-rings with 
a saddle-shaped clasp also are known in Long Barrow 
Culture. Such pins were discovered in Laossina, in bar-
row 11 (Aun 1992, Fig. 51.16) and in the Koloda set-
tlement (Elena Michailova, personal communication). 
The same kind of pins are known from the Velikuškės 
hill-fort in Lithuania (Sedov 1987, Table 125.2) and 
from the Skērstaini cemetery in Latvia (Latvijas PSR 
Arheoloģija 1974, Plate 41.26). Such pins also reached 
the Baltic Finno-Ugrians, for example, Kentskalns (Stu-
bavs 1976, Table 5.37-43), Ojaveski (Shmidekhel’m 
1955, Fig. 36.3), and Kokemäki-Köönikänumäki 
6 Currently such headbands have even been found very farCurrently such headbands have even been found very far 

from the forest belt sites, in the Late Period of Roman in-
fluence in the Germanic barrow field Chatyr-Dag, along 
the southern Crimean shore (Myts et al 2006, Fig. 13.1, 2, 
6, 7, 11, 12).

(Hackman 1905, N° 29. Abb. 5, 9; Kivikoski 1973, Taf. 
36.249; Pernyö-Päärvis: Kivikoski 1973, Taf. 47.439). 
However, such pins there are considered East Baltic 
finds, or, more precisely, a type of ornament that ar-
rived from Latvia (Kivikoski 1973, p.66).

Severa l  r emarks  on  the  fo rma t ion  o f 
Long  Bar row Cu l tu re

Thus, alongside the Slavs and Finno-Ugrians, Baltic 
input in the formation of Long Barrow Culture is, to 
my mind, obvious. Apparently, “Western” armament 
reached Russia’s forest belt with some Western or East-
ern Baltic groups. In my opinion, the material analyzed 
verifies the assumption made earlier that in the Migra-
tion Period, in the fifth to seventh centuries, some kind 
of militarized groups of people from the Germanic sur-
roundings of the central Danube, as well as Slavic and 
Baltic groups penetrated Eastern Europe’s forest belt 
(Kazanski 1999b; 2000, 2000а; Akhmedov, Kazanski 
2004). This movement was summoned by the desta-
bilization of the military-political situation in the cen-
tral Danube, during the establishment, and, somewhat 
later, the fall, of the Hun state, as well as the eastern 
Germanic kingdoms’ formation in this region. 

The comparatively not numerous, but strictly very mil-
itarily organized groups of various tribes left the region 
of the central Danube and began migrating in various 
directions to the very southern part of Scandinavia, 
as is evidenced by the famous reference of Procopius 
of Caesarea about the Heruls and their migration into 
southwest Sweden, the Gautoi�Gauthi�othi�Gauthi�othi (Procope, 
Bel.Got., II.15; Gauthi�othi localization: Svennung 
1967, pp.65-78, Figs. 4; 5) tribe’s territory. Other 
groups probably advanced northeast, since the Dan-
ubean elements in Prussia’s and Lithuania’s archaeo-
logical material are accented in the works of various 
researchers more than once (Werner 1977; Kulakov 
1989, p.174; Kazakevičius 1993, pp.113 and 114; 
Nowakowski 2000). From here, along the rivers of the 
East Baltic basin, Central Europe’s warriors, together 
with Baltic groups going in the same direction, could 
have reached Russia’s and Byelorrussia’s forest belt.

The beginning of the Slavic expansion from along the 
Dnieper and along the Dniester to the south towards 
the Danube is recorded at practically the same time, 
but not later than the boundary of the fifth and sixth 
centuries. The culmination of the early period of this 
expansion was the horrible assaults of the Sclaveni in 
the Balkans in 540–550 (Kazanski 1999c, p.67). It is 
logical to assume that Slavic migration could have af-
fected not only the Balkans and central Danube, but 
also the more northern territories inhabited by related 
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Slavic and Balto-Slavic tribes. By the way, fifth-cen-
tury crossbow fibulae found in Lithuania are similar 
to Slavic fibulae from Prague Culture (east of the Car-
pathians) (Gavritukhin 1989, pp.78-85). The appear-
ance of militarized “southern” and “western” groups 
of people aggravated the military situation in Eastern 
Europe’s forest belt sites, but in the end, due to rather 
few migrants, their influence is insignificantly reflected 
in the forest inhabitants’ ethnocultural history.

Translated by Indrė Antanaitis-Jacobs

Append ix

Armament, elements of horsemen’s accoutrements, 
and riding gear components of the fifth to seventh cen-
turies discovered in Long Barrow Culture sites

1. Dolozhskii pogost, barrow 45: spearhead with pro-
nounced midrib (Fig. 5.1); Liebenau-type shield boss 
(Fig. 5.2), bridle bit with three-jointed mouthpiece 
(Fig. 5.3).

Reference: Spitsyn 1896, pp.5 and 109, Tables 18.7, 
16, 28.

2. Dorohi-1, barrow 1: snaffle with looped segments 
(Fig. 6.3).6.3)..3).

Reference: Shtykhau 1992, Fig. 17.1.

3. Dorohi-4, barrow 1: spur (Fig. 7.1).

Reference: Shtykhau 1992, Fig. 17.6.

4. Iur’evskaya Gorka, grave 5: socketed spearhead 
with barbs (Fig. 4.2).

Reference: Islanova 1997, Fig. 84.2.

5. Iur’evskaya Gorka, settlement: hafted lanceolate ar-
rowhead (Fig. 6.8); segments of two riding bits (Fig. 
7.4, 5); small maille fragment (Fig. 6.7); two axe frag-
ments (Fig. 6.12, .13).

Reference: Islanova 1997, Figs. 77.21; 78.2; 79.8, 9, 
11, 14.

6. Loozi, barrow 6: axe fragment.

Reference: Sedov 1974, Table 27.14 (first identified by 
Michailova).

7. Puiga, barrow 20: rectangular girth buckle (Fig. 
6.6).

Reference: Mal’m, Fekhner 1969, Fig. 5.2.

8. Shikhino, barrow 25: cruciform bridle mounting 
(Fig. 8.7); horse comb (?) (Fig. 8.4).

Reference: Mal’m, Fekhner 1969, Figs. 5.6, 6.4; Is-
lanova 2006, Fig. 100. 7, 8.

9. Suure-Rysna, barrow 9: socketed spearhead with 
barbs (Fig. 4.1).

Reference: Aun 1992, Fig. 53.

10. Zalakhtov’e, barrow 154/10: snaffle with looped 
terminals (Fig. 6.1); jointed girth buckle (Fig. 6.9).

Reference: Khvoshchinskaya 2004, Table 3.1, 3.

11. Zherebiatino, barrow 1: bridle bit segment (Fig. 
6.2).

Reference: Sedov 1974, Table 28.4.
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I tys.n.e. na Severo-Zapade. tys.n.e. na Severo-Zapade.tys.n.e. na Severo-Zapade..n.e. na Severo-Zapade.n.e. na Severo-Zapade..e. na Severo-Zapade.e. na Severo-Zapade.. na Severo-Zapade.na Severo-Zapade. Severo-Zapade.Severo-Zapade.-Zapade.Zapade.. In: Lado�a i Severnaia Rus’Lado�a i Severnaia Rus’. 
St Petersbourg, 9-12.
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GINKLUOTė,  RAITELIO 
EKIPUOTė IR  ŽIRGO APRANGA 
ILGųJų PILKAPIų KULTūROJE  
(V–VII  A . )

Michel Kazanski

San t rauka

šis darbas skirtas V–VII a. ginkluotei, raitelio ekipuo-
tei ir žirgo aprangai ilg��j�� pilkapi�� kultūroje aptarti. 
Pagrindinį kovini�� priemoni�� kompleksą šioje kultū-
roje sudaro ietys, įmoviniai ietigaliai su užbarzdomis 
(svaidomosios ietys), strėlės ir kirviai. Raitelio eki-
puotės elementas yra pentinai, o žirgo aprangą sudaro: 
pakinkt�� sagtys, kamanos (žąslai ir kaman�� apkalai). 
Taip pat randama pavieni�� ginkluotės element��: skyd�� 
su metaliniu antskydžiu, apsaugini�� šarvini�� dirbini�� 
fragment��. Toks ginkluotės rinkinys labai primena 
tiek gretim�� mišk�� juostos, Tušemlios-Bantcerovo, 
Djakovo ir Moščino kultūr�� ginkluotę, tiek slavišk��j�� 
V–VII a. kultūr��, toki�� kaip Praha, Koločino ir Pen-
kovka, ginkluotę. Nuo vakarini�� kaimyn��, t. y. nuo 
rytini�� ir vakarini�� balt�� bei nuo Pabaltijo finougr�� 
Estijoje bei Suomijoje, mišk�� juostos gentis skiria ka-
lavij��, skyd�� su metaliniais antskydžiais, kovos pei-
li��-durkl�� (скр�м�с�ксов) nenaudojimas. Skirtingai 
nuo finougr�� ar dar labiau į rytus nutolusio pasaulio, 
ilguosius pilkapius palikę žmonės turėjo pentinus, bet 
nenaudojo įmovini�� kirvi��. Ginkluotės požiūriu, tiek 
slav�� gentys, tiek Baltarusijos ir vakarinės Rusijos 
mišk�� juostos gyventojai, kuri�� etnokultūrinė priklau-
somybė tebėra ginčytina (baltai, slavai, baltai-slavai, 
finai-baltai, finougrai), V–VII a. sudaro vientisą erdvę 
nuo Dunojaus iki Ladogos. 

Kalbant apie ilg��j�� pilkapi�� kultūrą, galima teigti, kad 
jos ginkluotėje ir žirgo aprangoje, kaip ir kituose kul-
tūros elementuose, išsiskiria keletas komponent��. Pir-
masis yra tipiškas visoms Ryt�� Europos mišk�� juostos 
kultūroms (balt��, balt��-slav��, finougr��). Pirmiausia tai 
įmoviniai ietigaliai su užbarzdomis, įtveriamieji ieti-
galiai su rombo formos plunksnomis, siauraašmeniai 
kirviai, strėli�� antgaliai su lapo formos plunksna, sta-
čiakampės pakinkt�� sagtys, dvinariai žąslai. 

Ilg��j�� pilkapi�� kultūros kario ir raitelio ginkluotėje 
bei ekipuotėje ir žirgo aprangoje gana ryškiai išsiskiria 
„pietinis“ komponentas. Tai „stepi��“ tipo dvinarės pa-
kinkt�� sagtys ir įvairios paskirties apsauginiai šarviniai 
dirbiniai. J�� atsiradimas mišk�� juostos paminkluose 
tikriausiai yra susijęs su kažkoki�� slav�� genči�� grupi�� 
pasirodymu. Slav�� kultūros bruož�� pastebima ir lai-

dojimo papročiuose, lipdytojoje keramikoje bei ilg��j�� 
pilkapi�� kultūros būst�� tipuose. 

Kiti V–VII a. kario ir raitelio ginkluotės bei ekipuotės 
ir žirgo aprangos elementai, aptikti ilg��j�� pilkapi�� kul-
tūros zonoje, yra „vakarietiškos“ kilmės. Pirmiausia tai 
rytini�� ir vakarini�� balt�� teritorij�� radiniai. Jiems pri-
skiriami pentinai su užriestomis ienelėmis, antskydžiai 
„perliniu“ dekoru puoštais pakraščiais, trinariai žąslai, 
kryžiniai kaman�� apkalai ir arkliams šukuoti skirtos 
šukos (?).

Tikėtina, kad didelė dalis „vakarietiškos“ ginkluo-
tės į Rusijos mišk�� juostą pateko kartu su išeiviais iš 
vakarini�� ir rytini�� balt�� teritorij��. šia prasme įdomi 
radini�� iš Dolozhskii pogost ir Shchikhino pilkapi�� su-
dėtis. Kario ir raitelio ginkluotės bei ekipuotės ir žirgo 
aprangos element�� rinkinys, aptiktas šiuose pilkapiuo-
se, turi analog�� su balt�� iš Suvalk�� regiono ir Sembos 
pusiasalio medžiaga. Be to, baltiški elementai yra aki-
vaizdžiai pastebimi ilg��j�� pilkapi�� kultūros laidojimo 
papročiuose bei moter�� aprangoje. 

Ištirta medžiaga patvirtina prielaidą, kad taut�� kraus-
tymosi laikotarpiu, V–VI a., kažkokios militarizuo-
tos Dunojaus german��, taip pat slav�� ir balt�� kilmės 
žmoni�� grupės pasiekė Ryt�� Europos mišk�� juostą. 
šis judėjimas buvo sąlygotas karinės-politinės padė-
ties destabilizacijos Dunojaus vidurupyje, kuriantis 
ir netrukus sužlugus hun�� valstybei bei formuojantis 
ryt�� german�� karalystėms Dunojaus vidurupio regio-
ne. Praktiškai vienu metu, V–VI a. sandūroje, yra fik-
suojama slav�� ekspansijos iš Padneprės ir Padnestrės 
į pietus, link Dunojaus, pradžia. Logiška manyti, kad 
slav�� išplitimas galėjo kliudyti ne tik Balkan�� ir Duno-
jaus žemes, bet ir šiauresnes teritorijas, apgyvendintas 
gimining�� slav�� ir balt��-slav�� genči��. Karing�� „pieti-
ni��“ ir „vakarini��“ grupi�� atsiradimas paaštrino karinę 
padėtį visoje Ryt�� Europos mišk�� juostoje, bet vis dėl-
to dėl gana negausi�� migrant�� darė tik nereikšmingą 
įtaką mišk�� juostos genči�� etnokultūrinei istorijai.  
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I n t roduc t ion

Societies are constituted of several different relations 
that at the same time function as sources of social 
power; there are ideological, economic, political and 
military relationships. These relations are overlapping 
networks of social activities that are also organized 
means to achieve political goals. Pre-industrial socie-
ties, where political relations are not institutionalized 
and are based on personal relationships, are formed by 
three sources of power related to economic, ideologi-
cal and military spheres (Mann 1986). The social basis 
of power was different in different ages and societies, 
so sometimes it was economic, but sometimes mili-
tary power, that was in actual use. But anyway, these 
sources of power are just possible strategies for a social 
group or elite. The realization of power needs a subject, 
an active individual or agent, who is ready to use the 
sources of power in his/her strategies in the quest for 
power. So the following will be an attempt to discuss 
military activities in their socio-political context, and 
to look at warfare as the source of power in Latvia dur-
ing the Late Iron Age (tenth to 12th centuries), during 
the centuries that partly overlapped and partly followed 
the Viking Age, when military activities, plundering 
and war raids were almost part of everyday life. The 
discussion about the social and political organisation 
of late prehistoric societies in Latvia has prompted sev-
eral interpretations, but we will not go into detail here 
and will consider these societies as chiefdoms (see Šnē 
2002b for detailed discussion, questioning the possibil-
ity of the organisation of the state in late prehistoric 
Latvia) (Fig. 1).

Ar t e fac t s  o f  war fa re  and  
soc i a l  p re s t ige  in  La tv i a  
du r ing  the  La te  I ron  Age

It was already in the Bronze Age that weapons, be-
sides their utilitarian function, also performed a sym-
bolic role as symbols of prestige and power (see, eg, 
the article by Andrejs Vasks in the current volume). In 
Latvia, the Middle Iron Age was the period in Latvian 
prehistory that was the richest in finds of the weapons 
(Mugurēvičs, Vasks 2001, pp.233-289). But still it is 
necessary to recognise that the forms of weapons com-
monly encountered in graves do not indicate that they 
were widely used. So, for example, the bow and arrow, 
rarely found with burials, would have been the most 
suitable hunting weapon.

It is the spear that, on the basis of burial finds, can be re-
garded as the most common weapon that could be used 
both in hunting and in war. Burials with a single spear 
are sometimes classified as those of semi-free people, 
while in Scandinavian sagas spear-bearers are often re-
ferred to as poor people, though the spear was also the 
weapon of Odin (Lehtosalo-Hilander 1982, p.48). So, 
in three cemeteries on Dole Island of about 600 buri-
als of Livs, spears have been found with 40 burials as 
the only weapon in the grave inventory (Šnore 1996, 
p.116). Many spearheads also occur in the cemeteries 
of the Gauja Livs (for example, in Pūteļi about 50 ex-
amples; Tõnisson 1974, p.104).

An early feature of Liv cemeteries is the placement of 
two socketed spears, or one socketed and one tanged 
spear, in the grave. In the late 11th century, this prac-
tice was replaced by a custom of providing a single 
spear. In the second half of the Middle Iron Age, spears 
were placed in pairs in graves also in the lands of the 
Latgallians, but this tradition ends in the Late Iron Age, 

WARFARE AND POWER IN LATE  
PREHISTORIC SOCIETIES  IN  THE TERRITORY  
OF  LATVIA (TENTH TO 12TH CENTURIES)

ANDRIS ŠNĒ

Abstract

The article is devoted to the role of military activities in socio-political developments in Latvia during the Late Iron Age (tenth 
to 12th centuries). The topics of weapons as prestige items, warrior burials and their relation to the retinue, as well as military 
symbolism and warfare as the source of power, are discussed on the basis of archaeological material of the Livs, Curonians*, 
Semigallians and Latgallians.

Key words: social archaeology, warfare, power, Late Iron Age, Latvia.

* This publications also uses the terms “Curonian” and “Cu-
ronians” (editor’s note)
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surviving only in the tenth century (Radiņš 1999, p.107 
and 132). However, there is no reason to consider that 
in the Late Iron Age the tradition of placing a spear 
in male graves disappeared, although in certain cem-
eteries the number of spear finds in men’s graves from 
the second half of the Late Iron Age is conspicuously 
small. At Nukši cemetery, used in the ninth to 11th 
centuries, single spears were found in only two graves 
(one ninth and one 11th-century grave), but pairs of 
spears were found in five symbolic and men’s graves at 
Nukši cemetery, dating from around 800 and from the 
ninth century (Shnore 1957, p.28). At Kivti cemetery, 
spears were found with 24 burials of men, but did not 
occur with any of the burials of boys during the eighth 
and ninth centuries (Šnore 1987, p.27). The widely 
excavated Sāraji cemetery of the Curonians showed a 
similar situation, for 25 burials (out of 53) contained 
a spear and even three or four spears per grave were 
found in some burials (Šnē 2002a, p.140). It was com-
mon practice among the Semigallians, too, to put 
several spears (up to six) in the grave of a dead man 
(Griciuvienė 2005, p.119). The proportion of burials 
with more than two spears is the highest in the lands of 
the Semigallians; so there were three graves with five 
spears in Dreņģeri-Čunkāni cemetery (Atgāzis 1994). 

A widely occurring item of grave furniture is the axe. 
Narrow-bladed axes were used in the Middle Iron Age. 
The earliest broad-bladed axes date from the tenth 
century, and from the 11th century these became the 
predominant form. Usually, a single axe was placed in 
each grave. It was calculated that only in 2% of cases 
was more than one axe placed in a grave in the Lat-

gallian gravefields (Radiņš 1999, p.107). Although 
axes are usually found with men’s burials, sometimes 
they do occur in women’s graves as well. At Nukši 
cemetery, only three men’s burials out of 73 had not 
been provided with an axe, but only one boy’s grave 
contained an axe (Shnore 1957, p.28f.). At Kivti cem-
etery, a narrow-bladed axe had been provided among 
the grave-goods of 78 burials, or 95% of undisturbed 
graves (Šnore 1987, p.26). Seventy-four undisturbed 
men’s graves at Kristapiņi cemetery contained axes 
(out of a total of 93; Kuniga 2000, pp.69-71). 

It is not possible to unequivocally separate axes used 
only for work from those serving military needs. For 
example, the Estonian archaeologist Marika Mägi 
(2002, p. 89f.) discusses late prehistoric axes from 
Saaremaa in a chapter on tools, rather than weapons, 
emphasising that axes do not have a symbolic signifi-
cance as weapons. In Latvian archaeological research 
small, highly decorated and light axes, such as, for 
example, the narrow-bladed axes with a bronze band 
wound around the haft typical of Latgallian burials, are 
regarded as battle-axes. Such axes occur in the Latgal-
lian and Selonian area from the eighth century till the 
turn of the 11th century, and there are 30 such finds 
in this area (Mugurēvičs, Vasks 2001, p.272). Perhaps 
also used in battle were small broad-bladed axes of a 
lighter weight, with a smaller diameter shaft-hole and 
a thinner blade. In some cases broad-bladed axes have 
a hole in the blade, evidently used to hang the axe in 
a sheath. Sometimes these are regarded as axes for 
horsemen. Ten such “horsemen’s” axes, one of which 
was inlaid with silver, have been found at Gauja Liv 

Fig. 1. Sites mentioned in the article.
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cemeteries (Tõnisson 1974, p.110). The largest number 
of battle-axes of all has been found at Odukalns cem-
etery (12 pieces; Atgāzis 1964, p.122). 

A total of 250 broad-axes have been found in Latvia, 
from 50 sites, making up a fifth of all tenth to 13th-
century axes. The largest number of broad-axes comes 
from Kurzeme (30 sites), and there are no finds from 
Zemgale (south-central Latvia) or Augšzeme (Atgāzis 
1997). In the Latgallian lands, only in some widely 
researched cemeteries have broad-axes been found. It 
should be noted that the broad-axe in eastern Latvia 
has never been found together with the double-bladed 
sword. The only such case in Latvia is burial 30 at 
Sarāji cemetery in Kurzeme (Šnē 2002a, p.140). Un-
characteristically, two broad-bladed battle-axes were 
also placed in grave 95 of Liepiņas cemetery, in ad-
dition to a double-bladed sword (Apals, Apala 1973, 
p.8). It was suggested that the lack of an axe in the 
grave inventory in cemeteries in Latgale and Augšzeme 
indicates that the deceased was either an unfree person 
or an invalid, and that from the 12th century the axe be-
came the weapon of the lower social stratum (Atgāzis 
1998, p.18ff.). 

But probably the most valuable weapon in late prehis-
tory was the sword. The purchase of a sword was to a 
large degree dependent on the material means of the 
potential buyer and the opportunity to purchase it. In 
the second half of the Middle Iron Age (already from 
the sixth century) and the Late Iron Age single-bladed 
swords were used in eastern Latvia. Ģūģeri cemetery 
has produced five single-bladed swords (Apala 1990, 
p.21), while only one was found at Koknese cemetery, 
in grave 83, dated to the tenth century (Žeiere 2002, 
p.218). At Kristapiņi, single-bladed swords had been 
placed in the graves of 19 men and three adolescents, 
dating from around the turn of the tenth century (Ku-
niga 2000, p.67f.). Kivti cemetery had single-bladed 
swords in 44 graves, including two graves of boys 
(Šnore 1987, p.28). There are two regions in Latvia 
with a large number of double-bladed sword finds: 
Kurzeme (western Latvia) and the lands of the Gauja 
Livs. In the 11th century, double-bladed swords began 
to be made in Kurzeme, and at the close of the cen-
tury production also began in the lands of the Gauja 
Livs. Finds of such weapons from Kurzeme number 
over 120 (Asaris 1994, p.21). In Sāraji cemetery 60% 
of burials involved a sword. From the Gauja Livs, 24 
more or less well-preserved swords are known, as well 
as around 20 sword blade fragments. But at the same 
time there are several cemeteries without any finds of 
either double-bladed or single-bladed swords.

Double-bladed swords are very rare in Latgallian cem-
eteries, and are usually found in tenth to 11th-century 

graves. After the 11th century, double-bladed swords 
in Latgallian cemeteries occur only as stray finds. Also, 
only occasional examples of swords are known in the 
lands of the Semigallians (Griciuvienė 2005, p.119). 
Three double-bladed swords have been found at Ģūģeri 
cemetery, and two at Odukalns cemetery (Radiņš 1999, 
p.134). The double-bladed sword was thus not among 
the most favoured Latgallian weapons. More common 
among grave-goods in Latgallian men’s graves is the 
battle-knife, appearing in the second half of the Middle 
Iron Age and becoming more widespread in the 11th 
century. At Kristapiņi cemetery, battle-knives come 
from eight graves of the tenth and 11th century (Kuni-
ga 2000, p.68). Under the influence of the battle-knife, 
the long single-bladed sword developed in the 11th and 
12th century. 

Defence weaponry is less known from the burials. So 
no intact shields have been found in the cemeteries 
of Latvia. Possible remains of painted shields placed 
over the coffin have been observed in several graves at 
Laukskola cemetery (Zariņa 2006). A shield may also 
have been placed in grave 3 of barrow III at the Selo-
nians’ Lejasdopeles cemetery, with a design in black, 
white, grey and red (Šnore 1997, p.79f.). Double male 
graves in 17 barrows at Gauja Liv cemeteries had been 
covered with a common shield, but of this only rivets 
or nails remain (Tõnisson 1974, p.113). 

Iron coats of mail are very rare finds. Several fragments 
of chain-mail come from burial 40 at Vampenieši I cem-
etery (a Liv cremation grave). Fragments of chain-mail 
come from grave 5 at Oglinieki cemetery, a woman’s 
grave, and these may represent an offering. There is a 
similar find from the grave of a girl at the Latgallian 
Liepiņas cemetery (Radiņš 1999, p.83). Fragments of 
chain-mail have been found in two graves at Koknese 
cemetery, as well as in Sāraji cemetery.

Considered as linked to a higher social status is the 
so-called warrior’s armband, possibly indicating an 
affiliation to a military retinue. In fact, however, arm-
bands were more widespread, particularly in the tenth 
century, which is the date for 47% of warriors’ arm-
bands in men’s graves and 81% of those in children’s 
graves. The number of warriors’ armbands differs 
from cemetery to cemetery: at Kristapiņi cemetery, 
warriors’ armbands occur in 31 men’s and nine boys’ 
graves. By contrast, only a single warrior’s armband 
has been found at Lejasdopeles cemetery. The earliest 
warriors’ armbands date from around the year 800 or 
the early ninth century, and these armbands went out 
of use in the late 11th and early 12th century (Radiņš 
1999, p.132). Burials with warriors’ armbands are al-
ways also provided with weapons: an axe, dagger and 
spears, sometimes also a sword. Possibly, the warrior’s 
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armband is an instance of the wider spread in society 
of what was originally a prestige item (a process that 
could have taken place in the tenth century), remaining 
a century later only as a relict of prestige and a status 
indicator.

The mace is regarded as the insignia of a chief, or ba-
ton, evidence of the user’s high social status. Maces 
have only been found in eastern Latvia, and this may 
be explained in terms of the influence of ancient Rus 
in this region. Tenth to 11th-century metal maces have 
not been found in Latvia, so it may be that during 
these centuries wooden clubs were used as weapons. It 
should be added that wooden clubs are unlikely to have 
fulfilled the sociopolitical function of the mace. Mac-
es with a metal head came into use in Latvia around 
the turn of the 12th century, and a total of 12 maces 
have been found, dating from the 12th to 14th century 
(Atgāzis 1999).

Thus, even this very brief overview of the weaponry 
used in Latvia during the Late Iron Age shows that 
weapons were an important and meaningful part of life 
and death; often the weaponry influenced the possibili-
ties to realize different (including social and political) 
aims. But, at the same time, weapons were not cheap 
products, and therefore the possession of these items 
was closely linked with the material positions of the 
individual, although weaponry was among the most 
widespread gifts in the lands of northern Europe, too. 
In Viking Age Scandinavia, to possess power meant 
the ability to attach and maintain some group of war-
riors with the help of gifts and raids. Exchange and 
plunder were the ways to get prestige items, that might 
include rare and imported items, as well as cattle, jew-
elery and also weapons, so these items served both 
military and social functions. Several groups of weap-
ons, probably, might be considered prestige goods and 
indicators of social rank, like imported silver and gold-
plated weapons, and rarely found artefacts, for exam-
ple, double-bladed swords, maces and battle-axes. The 
manifestation of weapons in burials is a feature char-
acteristic of societies either with recently established 
social and political structures or with structures in 
transformation. So, we have to recognize the different 
cultural, social and political impulses, traditions and 
meanings of the weapons found nowadays in burials. 
So the widespread tradition of putting spears and axes 
in burials might reflect the Iron Age tradition of burial 
rites, but at the same time signifying that everybody 
was very close to warfare and even involved in military 
activities (so it was the ordinary way of life encounter-
ing war raids).

War fa re  and  soc ia l  o rgan iza t ion : 
ch ie f s ,  commoners  and  r e t inues

The anthropologists, archaeologists and sociologists 
involved in research into prehistoric chiefdoms and 
early states have often remarked that warriors and 
other military factors might have a primary importance 
in the emergence of complex social organisations (like 
chiefdoms and early states). Warfare forms both ter-
ritorial structures and the power base; it is a means for 
assimilation and/or integration of territories, but most-
ly for people subjected to new forms of domination 
and governance (Earle 1997, pp.105-110). The basis 
of military power lies in the need to organise physical 
defence and its utility for realising aggression. Mili-
tary organisation mobilises violence, which becomes 
particularly important and even decisive in times of 
warfare. The potential of military power is also limited 
by the spatial factor, since violent coercion on every-
day issues requires a presence, and the further away the 
military force, the weaker its influence and the more 
negative the result (Mann 1986, p.25f.). Warfare is an 
attempt control by force the raw material/subsistence 
bases and the surplus production on which the political 
economy of chiefdoms is based (but at the same time 
military power is limited in the spatial aspect). One of 
the chief’s functions and main tasks is to ensure the 
defence of followers, receiving from them payment of 
dues in return. Researchers almost show a conformity 
of opinions that warfare was an essential characteris-
tic of chiefdoms, although there is a remark about the 
differences between simple (weak institutional power) 
and complex (structured and institutionalized power) 
chiefdoms. So if the first involves chaotic military ac-
tivities and it allows a strong power base for the mili-
tary leaders, then the latter is connected with warfare 
as a mean of conquest and subjection of neighbour-
ing lands (Earle 1997, p.108ff.; Mann 1986, p.25f.). 
Although military forces can create a broad and inte-
grated polity, they can just as well disrupt it, directly 
or indirectly turning against the chief. Thus, the sig-
nificance and role of a warrior stratum in the course of 
social evolution can differ radically. Secondly, warfare 
does not necessarily ensure the institutionalization of 
the power hierarchy; it only creates real threats, and 
acts as a stimulus for particular social and political ac-
tivities. 

Studies of military archaeology use different kinds of 
evidence, but mostly these are weapon burials, hoards 
and fortifications (see, for example, Harke 1997). It 
is not an easy task to determine the character of mili-
tary organisation or military tactics on the basis of ar-
chaeological evidence. It would be too simplified an 
approach to consider every weapon as an indication 
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of professional soldiers, and therefore it looks useful 
to distinguish warriors and soldiers. If the latter are 
professional, the first have a potential function to be 
involved in military activities; it was a necessity or op-
portunity that let a man become a warrior.

However, for the study of the meaning of military serv-
ice it would be important to determine the proportion 
of burials with weapons and those without. In eastern 
Latvia the traditions regarding the placement of weap-
ons in graves during the course of the study period ex-
hibit both chronological and spatial differences. In the 
second half of the Middle Iron Age, weapons occur as 
regular grave-goods in Latgallian men’s graves. Signif-
icantly fewer weapons occur in Latgallian burials of the 
Late Iron Age. At Koknese cemetery a set of weapons 
consisting of a broad-bladed axe and a socketed spear 
was found in 14 graves, while a set comprising a broad-
bladed axe, a socketed spear and a knife occurred in 13 
graves. By contrast, at the contemporaneous Jaunāķēni 
cemetery, a set consisting of a broad-bladed axe and 
a socketed spear was observed in only seven graves 
(Šnē 2002b). All in all, the number of weapons in Lat-
gallian graves fell during the Late Iron Age, although 
the overall proportion of burials remains similar. In Liv 
cemeteries, weapon finds in graves continue right up 
to the time of the Crusades, and their amount does not 
decrease sharply at the end of the Iron Age. So items 
of weaponry (swords, axes, spears) were found in 70% 
of burials in Laukskola cemetery. Similarly, the graves 
of Curonians contain an impressive quantity of weap-
onry: every male was buried with at least some weapon 
in Sāraji cemetery.

Weapons also frequently occur as grave-goods with 
child burials. Often the weapons found in the graves of 
boys are smaller, and, it seems, made specially for im-
mature users. The amount of weaponry in child graves 
decreased significantly in the course of the Late Iron 
Age. So weapons were found among the grave goods 
in 19 boys’ burials in Vampenieši I cemetery, and in 17 
boys’ burials in Kivti cemetery, while in the cemeter-
ies of the late tenth to 12th centuries there are only a 
few such burials (for example, four in Koknese cem-
etery, two in Nukši cemetery). In the Latgallian area, 
widespread warriors’ armbands (a total of around 300) 
have also been found in about 30 boys’ and ten juvenile 
graves. There are even some cases of such armbands 
provided for infants (Radiņš 1999). Although often 
considered an axiomatic truth, the presence of child 
burials with adult artefacts does not indicate inherited 
social status. Finds of weapons in child graves show 
that children and youths were introduced at an early 
age to (at least) the basics of military activity. It should 
be noted that such a picture emerges over a large area 
of Europe in the Merovingian Age, from Scandinavia 

to Lombard Italy (Jørgensen et al 1997). However, this 
by no means indicates that a stratum of warriors had 
formed in these areas by this time under the influence 
of the unstable social circumstances.

An interesting feature of Iron Age cemeteries is the 
symbolic graves without traces of a body but contain-
ing several grave goods. Symbolic graves appear in 
Latvia in the Viking Age, and possibly had a close con-
nection with the heightened level of military activity 
at this time. For this reason, there is no foundation for 
regarding them as the graves of people who had died 
far away. Most likely, these are graves for individuals 
who had died under circumstances that made the bur-
ial of the body an impossibility, for example cases of 
drowning. The simple burial practices also suggest the 
possibility that death was accidental, rather than taking 
place under socially important conditions. Symbolic 
burials are often explained as those of warriors killed 
in foreign lands, as additional graves or as means of 
redemption from guilt or death (Radiņš 1999, p.33). It 
has also been suggested that they fulfilled a legal ob-
ligation of burial with honour, so that the soul of the 
deceased should find peace (Zemītis 2002, p.28). Of 
course, it should be borne in mind that soil conditions 
may cause the bones to disappear without leaving any 
trace. At none of the cemeteries do symbolic burials 
occupy a particular area; rather, they are distributed 
throughout the cemetery. As a rule, symbolic burials 
exhibit a grave inventory that is traditionally charac-
teristic of male burials: a spear, an axe, sometimes also 
a sword. Interestingly, such graves at Kristapiņi cem-
etery date from the late eighth and the turn of the ninth 
century, the time of the formation of the community.

The number of burials with weapons at the cemeter-
ies of Late Iron Age Latvia is sufficiently great overall 
to permit the idea that military activities were of ma-
jor significance in the late prehistoric societies of the 
study period. As we have seen above, different kinds of 
weapons were accessible to all the members of society, 
while some weapons (in limited numbers) reflected 
either the wealth or the power of their owners. So in 
particular communities we may expect to find also mil-
itary formations, retinues constituted by relatives and 
followers of the chief. Ornate belts with metal mounts 
often served to distinguish members of the military 
retinue. These were introduced into ancient Rus along 
with the development of a professional military stra-
tum (Radiņš 1996, p.37). Belt mounts are a character-
istic feature at cemeteries in Kurzeme. The belt mounts 
appearing in the tenth century include rectangular 
plaques, and in the 11th and 12th century mounts in the 
form of hollow buttons and crosses also occur. More 
common among the Livs than among the other peoples 
inhabiting Latvia are mounts with zoomorphic designs 
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of Scandinavian origin, as well as eastern floral motifs 
(Zariņa 1988, p.52f.). At certain Latgallian cemeteries 
(Odukalns and Kristapiņi) belts have been obtained 
with tinned bronze mounts that have parallels with mo-
tifs found in the Eurasian steppe, and could have been 
imported from ancient Rus (Radiņš 1999, p.86). 

At Koknese cemetery belts with metal mounts were 
found on more than 50% of men’s burials, while at 
Jaunāķēni cemetery the number of burials with belts 
with metal mounts does not even reach 20% of men’s 
burials. Leather belts, belt buckles and metal mounts 
found in boys’ graves are similar to those found in 
men’s graves. At Laukskola cemetery leather belts 
occurred in 30 out of 86 boys’ burials, and two thirds 
of these were decorated with bronze mounts (Zariņa 
1988, p.53). Thus it looks as if these belts were rather 
an element of clothing and there is no reason to relate 
the ornate belts to the retinue warriors (although some 
social and material values might be ascribed to these 
items). 

 Similarly, the question regarding the existence of a 
mounted retinue remains open. Although armed rid-
ers had held an important social status from around the 
time of Christ, they became particularly important in 
the fifth and sixth centuries, when, with the develop-
ment of professional, full-time fighters, ordinary infan-
try soldiers began to lose their role (see Vaitkunskienė 
1995). But in the Late Iron Age only a small proportion 
of graves contain horse-trappings (a different situation 
might be in the western part of Latvia, as these items 
were found in half of male burials at Sāraji cemetery). 
At Kristapiņi, horse-trappings occurred with nine buri-
als dating from the tenth or early 11th century (Ku-
niga 2000, p.72). Few finds of horse-trappings come 
from the cemeteries of the Gauja Livs, but certain such 
finds are quite elaborate, for example the silver-plated 
bridle-bit with a floral design from Pūteļi cemetery 
(Tõnisson 1974, p.117). At the same time, the symbol-
ism and importance of the horse are reflected in other 
artefacts, too. So, it is rather this small amount of the 
horse-trappings that might be related to the formation 
of a new social group of professional warriors that used 
different military provisions. 

In view of the proportion of burials with weapons in the 
cemeteries of Latvia, we may assume that some form 
of military retinue was in existence in the societies of 
this region. It is doubtful whether military retinues had 
developed already in the Middle Iron Age: at this time 
fighting was probably a universal duty and a right, and 
a precondition for the continued existence of society 
when its members entered new territories. However, in 
the Late Iron Age, in any but mostly in the Couronian 
and Liv communities, a particular section of society 

may have separated from the rest, connected with the 
chief through military activity. However, it seems un-
likely that warfare would have been the only activity of 
this social and quasi-professional group. To meet sub-
sistence needs, it also had to engage in economic activ-
ity. Possibly, the military retinue as a military support 
group for the chief consisted of the chief’s relatives 
and friends, as well as debtors and individual support-
ers, who formed the society’s military elite and in case 
of need was a rapidly mobilised force. And it may be 
that this military stratum was, in terms of membership, 
at least partly separate from the economic and spiritual 
leadership of society and represented a different ideol-
ogy with the means of military symbolism.

War fa re  and  ideo logy :  
t r ac ing  emerg ing  mi l i t a ry  symbol i sm

Already in the Bronze Age (see Kristiansen 1989), 
chiefs demonstrated their power and superiority in 
novel ritual spheres which were under their control, 
and by acting as military leaders, utilising their ac-
cess to the weapons and military technology that they 
also controlled. Thus, military activity is closely con-
nected and interwoven with the ideological sphere. In 
the Late Iron Age horses occupied an important place 
in the ideological world-view of the inhabitants of the 
Baltic, too (Zemītis 2004, pp.86-102). Horse burials 
rarely occur together with human burials in Latvia. An 
example was found near burial 28 (a cremation grave) 
at Jersika cemetery (which has, however, been inter-
preted in terms of the influence from the inhabitants 
of Lithuania). Thus, the horse burial cannot be directly 
connected with members of the military retinue (al-
though horse burials in Merovingian Central Europe 
are explicit indicators of rank, namely, the aristocracy; 
Jørgensen et al 1997, p.107). However, in the Late Iron 
Age, figurines of riders used as pendants appear as a 
new form of artefact. For example, four armed rider 
pendants have been obtained at Daugmale and in the 
surrounding area (Radiņš 1992, p.123). The role of the 
horse is also attested to by metal belt mounts with a 
representation of a horse (for example, burial 24 at Jer-
sika cemetery; Kalējs 1940, p.28). 

It might be suggested that miniature weapons found in 
burials contained a military meaning, too. They are not 
usual grave goods, although in Viking Age Scandina-
via miniature weapons occurred quite seldom (Zeiten 
1997). Such weapons, mainly axes, may have been 
symbols of social rank, although they could equally 
have served as amulets. From Daugmale hill-fort there 
are also 13 miniature amber axes, all except one of 
which were made according to the form of local metal 
axes (Radiņš 1992, p.122).
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Thus, a new ideology was developing in late prehis-
tory (or else the pre-existing perception of the warri-
or’s place in the world was being modified), with new 
rituals and symbols connected with warfare. It may be 
that to some extent it was the influence of Scandinavia 
and the consequences of the Viking Age that caused 
ideas to change and raised the warrior’s position in 
society (although such features relate more to Couro-
nian and Liv societies, the Latgallians tending to retain 
the previous views). Just as individual Finns took part 
in Swedish expeditions to the east (Masonens 1996, 
p.23), it may be that, for example, Livs and Latgallians 
also accompanied Scandinavians on distant raids. The 
experience thus obtained and the power vacuum in the 
Baltic Sea area in the 11th and 12th century allowed 
the coastal chiefdoms to go on the offensive against 
the Scandinavians, and so the direction of their activi-
ties in the post-Viking Age was opposite to that of the 
Viking Age.

A large number of burials with weapons can indicate 
a degree of aggressiveness in society, although such 
aggressiveness may be balanced by other social fac-
tors. The buildings and construction of space could 
be a ritual and political activity, too, used as a means 
to level aggressiveness and at the same time also to 
ritualise the warfare. For example, we may look at the 
defence fortifications of the hill-forts. Altogether, over 
450 hill-forts are known in Latvia, and about 200 to 
250 of these may have been used in late prehistory. 
Hill-forts became particularly important in the Late 
Iron Age, when their number increased: new fortified 
sites were established, and in the early part of the Late 
Iron Age major reconstruction and fortification work 
was undertaken at several settlement sites in Latvia, 
particularly the hill-forts. 

Among the well-known hill-forts with a rather typi-
cal fortification system is Daugmale hill-fort which 
was established on a natural promontory where the 
Varžupīte stream enters the Daugava. The plateau is 
one of the largest in Latvia, covering 3,800 square 
metres (105×65m). The defences consisted of a seven-
metre-high bank with a covering of clay. On the bank 
was a double defensive wall, the two separate walls of 
which were connected by perpendicular walls at two-
metre intervals. During the Late Iron Age the defences 
and buildings of the hill-fort were rebuilt four times. In 
the Late Iron Age the bank of Daugmale hill-fort was 
increased in height by more than four metres (Zemītis 
1996). A site of great importance in the Late Iron Age 
was also Jersika. When habitation began at Jersika hill-
fort in the ninth century, a bank was thrown up on the 
western side. In the 11th century the bank was strength-
ened with a revetment of horizontal logs and cham-
bers, and in the first half of the 12th century a double 

palisade was erected on the inside, with a distance of 
one metre between the two fences (Vilcāne 2004). Pos-
sibly, the rise of Jersika is linked to the decline in im-
portance of Dignāja hill-fort (which is located just on 
the opposite bank of the river) and the assumption of 
the latter’s functions. 

Overall, the hill-forts of Latvia that were in use in the 
second half of the Middle Iron Age and during the Late 
Iron Age are characterised by major building work, 
with the establishment of new hill-forts and the ad-
aptation of previously inhabited sites. The creation of 
hill-forts was not only a military or functional activ-
ity with practical consequences: hill-forts were also 
symbolic sites, and the choice of site and the defences 
were determined by the topography and geography of 
the area in question and by the political strategies of 
the societies, expressing their power and might in the 
fortifications. 

All of the above creates the impression that late pre-
historic societies in Latvia were fairly militarised. 
Sometimes societies are described by the term “milita-
rised society”, the main features being as follows: the 
leaders of the society/state are also the commanders-
in-chief of military forces; there is no clear difference 
between fighters and civilians; all free adult males have 
the right to bear arms; there is a military element in the 
education of youth; war and weapon symbolism pre-
dominates in social and private life, also involving the 
glorification of military values and heroes; and warfare 
is the principal means of obtaining economic values, 
organised by the ruling strata (James 1997, p.19). Not 
all of these features apply in full to late prehistoric 
societies of Latvia, but there is no doubt that warfare 
held an important place in the everyday life of society, 
especially in the social and political sphere. Military 
activities cannot explain competition for social status: 
warfare was rather an instrument on the route to power, 
used both by chiefs and by those who aspired to chiefly 
power.

Translated by Valdis Bērziņš 
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KARAS IR  VALDŽIA 
VĖLyVOSIOS PRIeŠISTORĖS  
(X–XII  AMŽIAI) 
BeNDRUOMeNĖSe LATVIJOS 
TERITORIJOJE

Andris Šnē

San t rauka

X–XII a. bendruomenėse tuo pačiu metu egzistavo 
keletas skirtingos socialinės svarbos šaltinių, pagrįstų 
skirtingais ryšiais, kurie buvo atpažįstami kaip ideolo-
ginių, ekonominių, politinių ir karinių santykių ryšiai. 
Šie ryšiai pasižymėjo socialiniu aktyvumu, kuris taip 
pat buvo orientuotas siekti politinių tikslų. Priešindus-
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trinės bendruomenės, kur politiniai ryšiai nėra institu-
cionalizuoti, yra grindžiamos asmeniniais tarpusavio 
santykiais, suformuotais trijų pagrindinių šaltinių: 
valdžios, susijusios su ekonomine, ideologine ir karine 
sferomis.

Straipsnyje nagrinėjami vėlyvajame geležies amžiuje 
(X–XII a.) Latvijos teritorijoje vykę kariniai veiksmai 
bei jų socialinis-politinis kontekstas ir karas kaip val-
džios šaltinis. Šis laikotarpis iš dalies sutapo, iš dalies 
truko po vikingų laikų, kai plėšikavimas ir kariniai iš-
puoliai buvo vos ne kasdienio gyvenimo dalis. Vėlyva-
jame geležies amžiuje naudotos ginkluotės (randamos 
Latvijos teritorijoje esančiuose kapuose) nagrinėjimas 
rodo, kad ginklai buvo svarbi ir reikšminga gyvenimo 
bei mirties dalis; ginkluotė dažnai turėjo įtakos gali-
mybėms realizuoti įvairius (įskaitant socialinius ir po-
litinius) tikslus. Turima ginkluotė jos savininkus rodė 
buvus geros materialinės padėties, net jei ji buvo gauta 
kaip dovana, kas tuo metu buvo labai populiaru Šiaurės 
europoje. Kelios ginklų grupės, matyt, buvo prestiži-
niai į kapus dedami daiktai, rodantys asmens socialinę 
padėtį, panašiai kaip ir importiniai ar sidabruoti bei 
auksuoti ginklai ir retai randami dirbiniai, pavyzdžiui, 
dviašmeniai kalavijai, buožės ir kovos kirviai. Aki-
vaizdu, kad kapuose randami ginklai yra arba neseniai 
nusistovėjusių socialinių ir politinių struktūrų, arba 
pasikeitimus išgyvenančių bendruomenių struktūrų 
būdingas bruožas. Taigi mes turime suprasti skirtingus 
šiandien kapuose randamų ginklų kultūrinius, sociali-
nius ir politinius postūmius, tradicijas bei jų reikšmes. 
Plačiai paplitusi tradicija į kapus dėti ietis ir kirvius 
gali būti laikoma geležies amžiaus laidojimo papro-
čiu, bet kartu gali reikšti, kad mirusysis buvo labai arti 
karo įvykių ar net dalyvavo kariniuose veiksmuose. 
Kai kurie požymiai rodo, kad iš aptariamojo regiono 
bendruomenės narių būdavo formuojamos kažkokios 
valdovo ar vado karinės palydos. Abejotina, ar karinės 
palydos formavosi viduriniame geležies amžiuje. Gali 
būti, kad tuo metu dalyvavimas kovose buvo pareiga 
bei teisė ir prielaida bendruomenėms, gyvenusioms 
aptariamajame regione, išlikti. Vėlyvajame geležies 
amžiuje tam tikra kuršių ir lyvių bendruomenių – nors 
ne tik jų – dalis gyveno atsiskyrusi, tačiau dalyvavimu 
kariniuose veiksmuose palaikė ryšius su vadu. Tikėti-
na, kad karas šiai socialinei – lyg ir profesionalių karių 
– grupei buvo vienintelė veiklos sritis, kurioje ji daly-
vaudavo.

Pragyvenimui reikia užsiimti tam tikra ekonomine 
veikla. Gali būti, kad karinė palyda, kaip karinė vado 
paspirtis, susidedanti iš jo giminaičių ir draugų, taip 
pat skolininkų ar šalininkų, formavo visuomenės karinį 
elitą, kuris prireikus tapdavo mobilia karine jėga. Gali 
būti ir taip, kad šis karinis sluoksnis laikui bėgant iš da-

lies prarado ekonominę bei dvasinę įtaką visuomenei ir 
įgavo kitokią karinę paskirtį. 

Taigi visa nagrinėjama medžiaga kuria įspūdį, kad 
aptariamojo laikotarpio Latvijos bendruomenės buvo 
ganėtinai militarizuotos. Kartais tokios bendruomenės 
apibūdinamos terminu „militarizuotos bendruome-
nės“, kurių pagrindiniai bruožai yra: bendruomenės/ 
valstybės vadas kartu yra ir kariuomenės vadas; nėra 
aiškios ribos tarp karių ir civilių gyventojų; visi lais-
vi suaugę vyrai turi teisę nešioti ginklą; ugdant jauni-
mą visuomeniniame ir privačiame gyvenime vyrauja 
karo ir ginklų simboliai; šlovinamos karinės vertybės 
ir herojai; principinė karo reikšmė: tai yra būdas val-
dančiajam sluoksniui įgyti ekonominių vertybių. Ne 
visi šie bruožai buvo būdingi aptariamoms bendruo-
menėms vėlyvajame geležies amžiuje (X–XII a.), bet 
nekyla abejonių, kad karas kasdieniame gyvenime už-
ėmė svarbią vietą, ypač socialinėje ir politinėje srityje. 
Karinis aktyvumas negali būti aiškinamas vien konku-
rencija dėl socialinio statuso, karas greičiau buvo ins-
trumentas kelyje į valdžią, naudojamas ir vadų, ir tų, 
kurie labiausiai troško valdžios. 
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The culture on Saaremaa, the biggest island in Estonia, 
frequently considered together with the island of Muhu 
and other smaller islands and islets around it, differs 
from that of the Estonian mainland in several respects. 
From an archaeological perspective, it is essential to 
observe coastal Estonia, that is the Estonian islands and 
most of the coastal districts on the mainland, separately 
from the inland parts of the country. The peculiarity 
of Saaremaa is, however, obvious, even in the coastal 
Estonian context.

The topographical situation on islands near a mainland 
is inevitably a considerable factor in defining the local 
cultural development. Saaremaa has often been com-
pared with Gotland, of which the area is approximately 
the same as that of Saaremaa, Muhu and surround-
ing smaller islands together, and where environmen-
tal conditions can easily be compared with those on 
the Estonian islands. Prehistoric remains on Gotland 
demonstrate cultural influences from all directions, and 
the archaeological evidence of the island differs con-
siderably from that of mainland Sweden. In the case 
of Saaremaa, impulses from the eastern coast of the 
Baltic Sea prevail, although cultural communication 
with Gotland and other areas in the West should not be 
underestimated either, particularly during certain peri-
ods. The individual culture of Saaremaa took shape in 
accordance with its intensive communication with all 
overseas surroundings (Fig. 1).

The present article will concentrate on questions con-
cerning collective attitudes and individualism in pre-
historic society on Saaremaa, as indicated especially 
by burial customs, but also by other archaeological evi-
dence. The central postulate is the idea of close mutual 
connection between individuality and warrior ideology 
in prehistory. The more pronounced “bellicose charac-
ter” of Saaremaa prehistoric society, compared with the 

rest of Estonia, is a phenomenon that has been pointed 
out by several archaeologists, leaving alone medieval 
historians. This article tries to analyse the origin and 
development of Saaremaa warrior society in a broader 
context. 

Soc ia l  o rgan i sa t ion  on  Saa remaa  f rom 
1000BC to  400AD

Stone Age burials on Saaremaa were individual in-
humations (eg Jaanits et al. 1982, p.83ff. and p.99f.). 
Stone graves appeared in the Bronze Age, about 
1000BC, contained the inhumed bones of several in-
dividuals deposited without any anatomical order, 
and few grave goods, at least during the first thousand 
years. The number of artefacts in graves increased, 
starting from the last century BC, but burials remained 
undistinguishable up to the middle of the first millen-
nium AD. 

Grave forms varied throughout the period from 1000BC 
to 400AD, and some of them included constructions 
that at first glimpse should imply individual graves. 
Stone cist graves dated to the Bronze Age and the first 
half of the Pre-Roman Iron Age always had cists built 
of stones in the middle of circular kerbs. Human bones 
in these cists anyhow belonged to several individuals, 
if there were any bones at all. It suggests that, although 
central cists inevitably possessed a special meaning for 
the people who were buried in the grave, the cist con-
structions cannot necessarily be seen as presenting in-
dividuality. The cists and their contents of human bones 
formed just a part of a communal burial ground, and 
were perhaps intended for emphasizing the members 
of a family or clan who were thriving more than aver-
age, had particular abilities, or had died in an unusual 
way. The same is valid for small rectangular or some-

COLLECTIVITY VERSUS INDIVIDUALITY:  
THE WARRIOR IDEOLOGY OF IRON AGE  
BURIAL RITES ON SAAREMAA

MARIKA MÄGI 

Abstract

The article presents an overview of burial customs on the Estonian island of Saaremaa from 1000BC up to Christianisation, 
discussing the social organisation behind the archaeological material. Special attention is paid to collective attitudes displayed 
in cemeteries where bones of different burials were completely mixed, and on transformation periods, which at times brought 
individual burials or the custom to deposit weapons in graves. 

Key words: social organisation, burial customs, segmentary society, warrior aristocracy.
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times oval enclosures that characterised the graves 
of the Pre-Roman Iron Age. Although archaeologists 
have suggested earlier that the enclosures surrounded 
individual inhumation graves (eg Lang 1996, p.321), 
later biological analyses have demonstrated that frag-
ments of skeletons found in these enclosures belonged 
to several individuals (Kalman 2003). A similar picture 
appears in Roman Period tarand-graves or mortuary 
houses (Mägi 2005; 2006).

Biological analyses of inhumed bones have proven that 
most individuals in Saaremaa stone graves were repre-
sented only by parts of skeletons, which can hardly be 
explained only by surviving conditions. The osteologi-
cal evidence in stone graves thus points to a custom of 
secondary burial (eg Mägi-Lõugas 1997; Kalman 1999, 
2000a, 2000c). Peter Metcalf and Richard Huntington 
have defined the custom of secondary burials as “the 
regular and socially sanctioned removal of the relics 
of some or all deceased persons from a place of tem-
porary storage to a permanent resting place” (Metcalf, 
Huntington 1999, p.97). On Saaremaa, the secondary 
treatment of bones was practised without considerable 
changes throughout the Bronze Age and at least the 
first half of the Iron Age. 

In one way or another, burials reflect the society in 
which the dead belonged. The secondary treatment 

of bones, where the remains 
of individuals were intention-
ally mixed disregarding age 
and gender, characterised, to 
draw parallels with cultural-an-
thropological studies, primarily 
segmentary societies with ex-
tensive agriculture. In known 
societies where such burial rites 
were (or continuously are) prac-
tised, clan solidarity played an 
essential role, and people were 
often arranged in communal 
houses. The concrete perception 
of death and the afterlife can 
vary a lot, but rituals emphasiz-
ing a connection with ancestors 
normally hold a special signifi-
cance (for cultural-anthropolog-
ical parallels and the analysis of 
rituals see eg Carr, Knüsel 1997, 
p.167ff.; Metcalf, Huntington 
1999, pp.79-161).

Segmentary societies usually 
coincide with early agriculture, 
and are often characterised by 
low-intensity cultivation. The 

property of arable lands tends to be collective, fam-
ily- or clan-based, and the descent system is frequently 
matrilineal. Somewhat paradoxically, several such 
societies have demonstrated a considerably aggres-
sive militancy. There are formal leaders, “big men” or 
sometimes “big women”, called chiefs or at times even 
kings, who can supervise grandiose building projects, 
but their power base is actually weak and rests on per-
sonal authority. Such societies are divided into ranks, 
mainly according to clan membership. Investigated 
cases of segmentary societies, however, make up a 
very heterogeneous group (Fried 1967, pp.109-184; 
Keesing 1981, pp.177-300).

In European prehistory, European Megalithic Culture 
is normally presented as an example of a segmentary 
society. Burials in megalithic graves were also inten-
tionally mixed, especially in the northern area of the 
culture (Andersen 2000). Still, collective graves of 
Megalithic Culture were replaced by individual buri-
als, some of them abundantly equipped with weapons, 
already in the late Neolithic Period (Bradley 1998; 
Guilaine, Zammit 2005, p.158ff.). The shift towards 
individual graves marked the general transformation of 
society towards an actually stratified social organisa-
tion that has often been called chiefdom. Kristian Kris-
tiansen (1987) has associated the ultimate development 
of segmentary tribal system with a strong emphasis on 

Fig. 1. Map of areas mentioned in the text.
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the display of personal status. He suggested that the 
segmentary system in Scandinavia was replaced by 
chiefdom structures from approximately 1600BC as a 
result of settlement expansion and increased exploita-
tion of the landscape. The transformation to chiefdoms 
was advanced along with the distribution of bronze.

The custom to mix human bones or to bury only parts 
of skeletons continued sporadically also together with 
individual burials, particularly in connection with 
probable sacrifices. The custom of excarnation by ex-
posure lasted on the British Isles until the year zero, 
and in Poland and Sweden, graves with mixed burials 
are known even in rare cases as late as the Roman Iron 
Age (Kokowski 1992; Rasch 1994; Carr, Knüsel 1997; 
Bradley 1998, p. 159ff.; Guilaine, Zammit 2005). Ex-
ceptional were the areas inhabited by Baltic Finns, 
where collective graves stayed in use much longer.

The physical anthropologist Jonathan Kalman, who 
has analysed mixed burials in different stone graves, 
has pointed out that the dental caries prevalence rate 
on teeth from Estonian graves dated to the first half of 
the Metal Age was considerably lower than was typi-
cal of populations in communities which intensively 
practised agriculture, eg in Denmark during the same 
period. Since caries have been positively correlated 
with subsistence farming, which caused more sugar-
containing plant material to become a larger source of 
food, the evidence suggests, according to Kalman, that 
even though farming played a substantial role in early 
Metal Age Estonia, the community was only in part 
relying on the consumption of cultivated crops (2000a, 
2000b).

A similar correlation has been proposed by Deborah 
Shepherd, who has studied collective burial grounds in 
Finland in the second half of the Iron Age, stone ceme-
teries with cremations (Shepherd 1999, pp.33-47). She 
sees a connection between collective burial customs 
and slash-and-burn cultivation that was widespread 
in some areas of Finland until the 20th century. The 
slash-and-burn cultivation was supported by a system 
of expanded families. Shepherd points to the conserva-
tive character of burial rites, and to the possibility that 
collective traits in burial customs could survive much 
longer than both the form of subsistence and the social 
organisation from which they had originated. 

The Estonian archaeologist Tõnno Jonuks, who deals 
with Estonian prehistoric beliefs, has explained the 
collective burial customs by the concept of “collective 
soul”, which was accompanied by the idea of “indi-
vidual soul” since the fifth century AD (2005). The ex-
planation is acceptable, still it is hard to believe that the 
concept of “collective soul” could emerge and develop 

regardless of a corresponding social organisation, fam-
ily system or mythology. 

Grave goods in burial grounds of Saaremaa in the first 
half of the Metal Age, as well as in Estonia in general, 
also demonstrate some peculiarities compared with 
neighbouring areas. With a short exceptional period 
around the beginning of our era, the first half of the 
Metal Age in Estonia was characterised by a lack of 
weapons, while in the Roman Period, especially the 
second half, there was a great variety of ornaments 
in graves. In the areas around the Baltic Sea, a lack 
of weapons also defined Wielbark Culture in Poland 
(Kaliff 2001, pp.26-41; Pawleta 2003), while burial 
customs in these areas still manifested individuality. 
On Saaremaa, as well as in mainland Estonia, orna-
ments, as the only grave goods, seem only to support 
the vision of society that was reflected by communal 
burial grounds with mixed bones, a segmentary society 
in which clan membership prevailed over any kind of 
warrior occupation. Although ornaments in Estonian 
graves cannot be connected with individuals, due to 
the mixed character of the burials, most of them are 
believed to have been nongendered artefacts, ie used 
by both men and women. The same is presumably true 
for belt fittings and tools (predominantly knives) that 
have been found in graves from these periods. 

Some types of ornaments might have been prestigious 
artefacts that were available only to the members of a 
ruling clan. The lack of weapons both in graves and 
deposits indicates that social status was not expressed 
through them, at least not in ritual behaviour. At the 
same time, it would be difficult to believe that weapons 
were not used, nor that they may have functioned as 
some sort of rank or clan membership tokens in real 
life. In the areas neighbouring Estonia, Roman Iron 
Age burial customs were characterised by clearly in-
dividual graves, and tended to be abundantly equipped 
with weapons contrary to the collective graves and 
their strong bias towards ornaments as nearly the only 
group of artefacts deposited there. The phenomenon 
can be interpreted as a reflection of a society in which 
warriors did not form an independent stratum as seems 
to have happened in the neighbouring areas, and where 
social prestige kept within a clan community was ex-
pressed through “soft” attributes, ornaments, and prob-
ably also the burial monument itself.

The rest of the archaeological evidence on Saaremaa 
is in a good correlation with the burial material: the 
first half of the Metal Ages was characterised here by 
only single fortifications and by a complete absence of 
weapon deposits. Data on dwelling sites of this time 
is scarce, but the settlement pattern presumably stayed 
quite egalitarian throughout most of the period. Late 
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Bronze Age fortified settlements, two of them known 
from southern Saaremaa, form the only exception. 
These sites have been treated as centres of settlement 
and political power in Estonian archaeological lit-
erature (Ligi 1995; Lang 1996, pp.337-455), although 
their location on the sea shore, at the border of arable 
fields, might better suggest a role within international 
trade routes. 

The Late Bronze Age was a period of changes every-
where in Europe (eg Bradley 1998, pp.129-144). Pan-
European impulses also reached the shores of Estonia, 
where, in the second half of the Bronze Age, the first 
stone cist graves were erected, along with single forti-
fied settlements and the establishment of the first Celtic 
field constructions. The period of certain fortified vil-
lages and burial customs with some traits of individual-
ity, however, lasted no more than a few hundred years, 
after which the fortified settlements were abandoned, 
and people began to bury the dead in stone graves, 
where the collective attitude was pronounced more 
than ever before. It is difficult to accept the picture 
presented by Priit Ligi and supported by Valter Lang 
(Ligi 1995; Lang 1995; 1996), according to which the 
Late Bronze Age brought along such crucial changes in 
Estonian prehistoric social organisation that from then 
on we can talk of proper chiefdom structures. The al-
ternative is to interpret society as a segmentary society 
including some organisation, more egalitarian than re-
ally characteristic of chiefdoms. 

In the first half of the Metal Age in coastal Estonia, 
especially on Saaremaa, there was also an era of about 
150 years when some weapons, such as spears, sock-
eted axes, and sometimes daggers, were deposited in 
graves. It happened around the year zero, in the final 
part of the Pre-Roman Iron Age. The same era was de-
fined by the appearance of small fortifications; unlike 
the Bronze Age fortified villages, now presumably no 
more than fortified farms. These sites were abandoned 
around 50AD, simultaneously with the re-disappear-
ance of weapons from graves, making space for the 
surplus of ornaments. The time around the year zero 
may be considered as the first attempt at creating a 
warrior society, without lasting success. It can anyhow 
be treated as a prelude to what happened four hundred 
years later.

Change  in  ideo logy :  f i f t h  to  seven th 
cen tu ry

The fifth to the seventh century was everywhere in 
Europe a period of considerable transformations in 
different spheres. These processes also touched Esto-
nia, first of all the coastal districts and islands, ie areas 

where exchange played an important role in the local 
economy. In burial customs, it was primarily mirrored 
in an abundance of weapons, placed in the burials, al-
though with the number of ornaments at the same high 
level as before. As a new phenomenon, the custom of 
damaging grave goods intentionally began to spread: 
thus about half of all the artefacts found in the mortu-
ary houses of that period on Saaremaa are represented 
only by fragments (Mägi 2006). In Finland, where the 
custom of damaging grave goods took off during the 
Early Roman Period with the so-called Kärsämäki-
type cemeteries, it has been taken as a sign of Swedish 
influence (Salo 1984, p.208). The spread of the same 
custom in coastal Estonia some hundred years later 
may be associated with cultural influences from the 
same direction.

Strong Scandinavian impulses can also be observed in 
the same period in other areas on the eastern and south-
east shores of the Baltic Sea, where they were simul-
taneous with the appearance of abundantly equipped 
weapon burials, indicating the rise of a warrior aristoc-
racy. The sudden cultural reorientation and transforma-
tion of society characterised particularly coastal zones, 
while in inland areas the changes in social organisation 
might have remained quite modest, at least according 
to archaeological evidence (eg Žulkus 2000; Bitner-
Wróblewska 2001, p.121ff.).

The cultural impact from Scandinavia correlated with 
the increased importance of warriors in society. The 
same correlation is obvious on Saaremaa and else-
where in coastal Estonia, where the sudden abundance 
of military attributes in fifth to seventh-century graves 
formed a striking contrast with the lack of weapons in 
earlier periods. A stronger resistance to the new struc-
tures, compared with southern neighbouring areas, is 
indicated in the persistence of collective burials. The 
manifestation of the warrior aristocracy remained less 
intensive and shorter-lasting than among the neigh-
bours of Estonia, perhaps because the re-arrangement 
of social organisation took place in the frames of an 
old, clan-based, segmentary society.

The presentation of military attributes in graves, even 
though it did not last long, can be interpreted as a sign 
of the formation of a pronounced stratification in soci-
ety. The definitions “segmentary society” and “chief-
dom” are, however, very vague, and they may, in real 
life, take many different forms. The transformation 
from one type of organisation to another has never 
been possible to observe, and therefore remains ob-
scure and difficult to define. Strong chieftains or (mili-
tary) leaders can also appear in segmentary societies, 
but without having a solid ground for institutionalising 
their power. 
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Social changes that characterised northern Europe in 
the fifth to the seventh century also shook the society 
of Saaremaa, but were not able to change the local type 
of organisation dramatically. Society, as it emerged in 
the course of these centuries, can still hardly be de-
fined as a chiefdom with a clearly manifested warrior 
aristocracy, as is known from the same period in Scan-
dinavia, or, for instance, from “Beowulf”. On the other 
hand, the archaeological evidence on Saaremaa in the 
following periods, especially at the end of the Iron 
Age, leaves no doubt that social relations had strained 
and stratification increased. 

Saaremaa  Vik ings?

Starting from the eighth century AD, the dead on 
Saaremaa were buried in individual stone circle graves. 
These were entirely cremations, where burnt bones 
and remains of artefacts were in most cases brought 
to stone graves from a pyre somewhere else. Only few 
fragments of artefacts, as well as just a small part of the 
human bones, ended up in the graves, thus following 
the old tradition of partial burials. These remains were 
often surrounded with circular stone kerbs, and can be 
clearly considered as individual burials. The stone cir-
cle graves formed big cemeteries, which can presum-
ably be interpreted as family burial grounds. Similar 
graves surrounded by stone circles were, during the 
same period of time, put into use on Gotland (eg Nylén 
1958), and mutual connections between these two big 
islands in the Baltic Sea seem to have intensified in all 
spheres. 

The stone circle graves that prevailed in Saaremaa 
burial customs up to the end of the tenth century were 
characterised merely by scarce finds. Weapon graves 
known from the Migration Period and the seventh 
century disappeared, although single weapons oc-
curred sporadically in graves. Contrary to earlier burial 
grounds, the pre-Viking and Viking Age graves now 
contained rather few ornaments, or any other items 
for that matter, thus referring to an abrupt ideological 
change: it was apparently not considered important any 
more to supply the dead with artefacts for the other 
world. Even the few items that have been uncovered 
from graves of this period were only represented by 
small badly burnt fragments. 

Trying to interpret the society behind these burial 
customs, the importance of clan membership seems 
to have diminished: at least, it was not found as rel-
evant any more to manifest the clan community with 
intentionally mixed bones. On the other hand, there is 
not enough proof to talk about a triumphant warrior 
society either. No individual burial has been recorded 

on Saaremaa in this period which could be defined 
as abundantly equipped with weapons. On the other 
hand, single-weapon deposits emerge now on Saare-
maa as well, and the first hill-forts were erected in the 
eighth century (Lõugas, Mägi-Lõugas 1994). The ar-
chaeological evidence thus implies times of unrest and 
strengthening social relations: these are developments 
that could improve the position of warriors. 

In the areas inhabited by Finnic peoples, collective 
stone cemeteries with mixed cremations remained in 
use on the Estonian mainland, in Finland and Karelia 
(Selirand 1974, pp.178-210; Shepherd 1999, pp.21-32; 
Uino 2003, pp.324-348), as well as in northern Curo-
nia, down to the River Venta in the south, where col-
lective burials in stone graves had been widespread 
already since the Pre-Roman Iron Age (Vasks 2006). 
Communal stone graves with mixed cremations can 
thus be defined as a burial custom dominantly char-
acteristic of areas inhabited by Finnic ethnic groups 
in the eighth to the tenth century. Individual stone cist 
graves were rather exceptional in the Finnic cultural 
sphere, and were widespread only in coastal areas that 
altogether indicated intensive mutual communication 
between each other and with eastern Scandinavia. In 
addition to Saaremaa, where stone cist graves became 
a dominant grave form from the eighth to the tenth 
century, individual graves surrounded by circular stone 
kerbs occurred together with other kind of cemeteries 
also in northern Couronia (Šturms 1936, p.34ff.), in 
the areas of Votes and Isorians (Sedov 1987, p.39ff.), 
and in Karelia (Kochkurkina 1981, p.13ff.; Uino 2003, 
p.335f.).

In the neighbouring areas of Estonia, which were in-
habited by ethnic Balts, the prevailing burial custom 
was the continuously individual grave, normally inhu-
mation, often supplied with numerous grave goods, in-
cluding weapons (eg Atgāzis 1992; Vaškevičiūtė 1992; 
Radiņš 1999; Šnē 2002). In these areas, archaeologists 
have found sufficient grounds to talk of a developed 
warrior aristocracy, whose status was manifested by 
weapons. The same has been assumed for southern 
Couronia, where the earlier prevailing custom of inhu-
mations was gradually replaced by cremations in the 
course of the tenth and 11th centuries. As a tradition 
since the Roman Period, these individual graves con-
tained great numbers of weapons, riding equipment 
and ornaments, both in male and female graves up to 
the 12th or 13th century (see eg Stankus 1995; Žulkus 
1991, p.11; 2000).

Exceptionally in the Baltic cultural sphere, crema-
tions in large burial pits have been recorded starting 
from the tenth century in Couronia south of the River 
Venta. These pits were probably filled with several lay-
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ers of cremations, thus presenting collective attitudes 
otherwise unfamiliar to Baltic burial rites (eg Balodis 
1940). Artefact material, as well as in certain periods’ 
burial forms in Couronia, has demonstrated some sort 
of unity among Finnic peoples inhabiting other eastern 
coasts of the Baltic Sea throughout the whole of pre-
history, a phenomenon that undoubtedly indicates very 
intensive communication between close neighbours. 
Can the large pits with several layers of cremations 
perhaps be considered as a reflection of the ideological 
impact from the north, adjusted to the local custom of 
individual cremation burials in pits?

Collective burial grounds with mixed cremations, as 
they were widespread among the ethnic Finnic groups 
in the second half of the Iron Age, were clearly a cul-
tural phenomenon, reflecting an ideology different 
from neighbouring areas. These collective attitudes 
in the ritual sphere were presumably rooted in a more 
egalitarian social organisation. To use terms of politi-
cal anthropology, we may probably still talk of a clan 
or perhaps a lineage-based segmentary society, where 
the position of chieftains was now remarkably strength-
ened. In Estonia, the process had probably reached the 
furthest on Saaremaa, where the burial custom of indi-
vidual graves succeeded at manifesting itself and then 
to dominate the subsequent 400 to 600 years, at least 
as regards burials among the elite. Still, even on Saare-
maa, social status was not presented posthumously 
through weapons, at least not through several weapons 
in graves. The situation changed dramatically in the 
11th century.

Saa remaa  be fo re  conve r s ion

The 11th and 12th century was a period witnessing 
lots of weapons in graves. On Saaremaa, the 11th cen-
tury brought along, in addition to abundant weapon 
graves, changes in burial customs that literally contra-
dicted former developments towards individuality: the 
stone circle graves were gradually replaced by stone 
cemeteries without formal structures, similar to those 
widespread on mainland Estonia. Careful study of the 
documentation from earlier excavations at these sites 
on Saaremaa has anyhow pointed to several individual 
cremation burials inside these cemeteries, existing side 
by side with burial areas, where bones and artefacts 
had been completely mixed (Mägi 2002, pp.75-124). It 
is possible that these burials, normally surrounded by 
zones without finds, were somehow also marked above 
the surface, thus avoiding overlapping burials. In any 
case, the meanwhile lost or considerably diminished 
custom of collective burials reappeared on Saaremaa 
with the 11th century, while individuality was still re-
served for some persons. 

The 11th-century cemeteries on Saaremaa seem to have 
been characterised by a sudden increase in weapon 
burials. Up to 60% of all distinguishable burials now 
included weapons, and 25% of them included a sword 
as the primary token of high status (Mägi 2002, p.140). 
The situation was thus similar to Gotland, where the 
proportion of weapon burials reached 58% in the 11th 
century (Jakobsson 1992, p.139). The percentage 
of weapon burials among all distinguishable graves 
stayed approximately the same during the 12th century 
as well, but fragments of swords were now recorded 
in more than half of them. Particularly the 12th-cen-
tury individual burials in such cemeteries were often 
conspicuous by abundant and often luxurious grave 
goods, which could hardly have been available for 
every person, or the family burying him or her (Mägi 
2002, p.142). In those cases where the richly equipped 
individual burials were weapon graves, they frequently 
contained fragments of swords, pattern-welded spear-
heads, silver-plated spurs, silver ornaments, and other 
items that could be interpreted as status symbols. The 
evidence thus suggests a clear link between the empha-
sizing of individuality and that of high social status. 

The rest of the archaeological material also implies 
strengthening tendencies towards more developed so-
cial stratification. On 11th and 12th-century Saaremaa, 
quite a number of new hill-forts were built, most of 
them functioning as political centres or trading centres. 
Archaeological evidence correlates with the data from 
written documents, telling us about the supremacy of 
Saaremaa warships on sea, and about the plundering 
raids of Saaremaa pirates to overseas areas. Everything 
indicates that the society on 11th and 12th-century 
Saaremaa was warlike and stratified.

The sudden increase in richly equipped weapon burials 
presumably points to a transformation period. There is 
no doubt that 11th and 12th-century society held war-
riors in high regard, and weapons had a significance 
as status symbols, both ritually and in real life. Social 
organisation had developed towards increased stratifi-
cation, and society was ruled by a warrior aristocracy. 
In political-anthropological terms, 11th and 12th-cen-
tury society on Saaremaa can be described as a chief-
dom, with all the characteristics belonging to it. In the 
new social organisation, the affiliation to the chieftain 
started to prevail over other relationships; former clan 
communities, or at least part of them, were probably 
replaced by lineage systems; power was consolidated 
and was now held by single chieftains. Stratification 
processes brought along an increase in the frequency 
of armed conflict, which again led to an increase of 
the importance of armed retainers and a need to erect 
fortifications (eg Fried 1967, pp.185-226; Earle 1997, 
pp.1-16). 
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The former, clan-based organisation nevertheless did 
not disappear overnight, as it is, for instance, indicated 
in the return of collective burial customs. A transfor-
mation period in social organisation, especially when 
it is connected with the emergence of a new type of 
elite, may provoke the consolidation of former elite 
structures, whose reaction can be expressed through 
an intensified manifestation of power. Ian Hodder has 
demonstrated that ideology can also be used in a way 
that denies the presence of conflict within society, ob-
scuring the real locus of social contradictions (1982, 
p.152). The continuity in using collective burial grounds 
probably reflects an ideological need to emphasize the 
unity inside the clan, although the social organisation 
had become more hierarchical and eventually grown 
out of the frames of the old systems. The pre-Chris-
tian society of Saaremaa, with its long-surviving biases 
towards more egalitarian social relations, which were 
obvious even as late as the 12th century, can probably 
best be compared with the society on Gotland before 
it was subordinated to the Swedish kings (Hyenstrand 
1989; Carlsson 1990).

The lasting traditions of a segmentary society can also 
be seen in the use of weapons as posthumous status 
symbols. In the 11th and 12th century, when weap-
ons only started to play an essential role in grave fur-
nishings, some were deposited also in female graves, 
a phenomenon that characterises all areas inhabited 
by Baltic-Finnic groups (Mägi 2002, p.77ff.). Such 
weapons have been recorded only in graves that were 
otherwise abundantly equipped with items typical of 
women, predominantly ornaments, and can therefore 
be interpreted as symbols of social status, indicating 
that some women could achieve a leading position in 
their society. More egalitarian relations between gen-
ders are normally attributed to societies where social 
stratification is comparatively egalitarian, too (eg Kent 
1999), which can fit the interpretation of Saaremaa 
before the 11th century. After the rise of the warrior 
aristocracy, weapons became symbols of power that, 
at least during the first centuries, were used for both 
genders. 

Conc lus ions

Burial customs that emphasize collective attitudes are, 
as demonstrated above, particularly characteristic of 
clan-based segmentary societies with low-level strati-
fication. Being one of the most conservative parts of 
ritual behaviour, burial rites can nevertheless stay un-
changed long after the alteration of social organisation. 
In the northern part of Europe, collective cemeteries 
with mixed burials stayed in use after the Neolithic 
predominantly in the areas inhabited by Finnic ethnic 

groups, and surprisingly long, right until Christianisa-
tion. Behind this phenomenon can be seen a cultural 
sphere, ideology, and mythology that are different 
from the western and southern neighbours, which was 
probably also reflected in a more egalitarian social or-
ganisation and perhaps different family patterns. 

Among other areas that were inhabited by Finnic 
groups, Saaremaa had a special position as a big island 
or even archipelago, where overseas communication 
had a stronger than average impact on local culture. 
Pan-European social changes also shook the society of 
Saaremaa, though for a long time without leaving per-
manent traces. Only the fifth to seventh-century trans-
formation period brought along weapons in graves, 
and the custom of individual burials, which started to 
prevail on Saaremaa since the eighth century. 

Weapons however re-disappeared from graves nearly 
completely at about the same time. Burial customs, as 
well as other archaeological evidence, suggest the rise 
of a warrior aristocracy only in the 11th century, when 
people began to deposit great numbers of weapons in 
cemeteries, particularly in individual cremation buri-
als. At the same time, collective burials re-appeared 
on the island, perhaps indicating a reaction against the 
strengthening stratification in society. In 1227, when 
Saaremaa was officially Christianised, the society of 
the island was probably hierarchical and dominated 
by a warrior aristocracy, although biased by attitudes 
based on more egalitarian rank organisation among 
powerful clans. 

Translated by the author
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KOLEKTYVIŠKUMAS PRIEŠ 
INDIVIDUALUMą:  KARINĖ 
IDEOLOGIJA SAREMOS SALOS 
GELEŽIES  AMŽIAUS LAIDOJIMO 
PAPROČIUOSE 

Marika Mägi

San t rauka

Straipsnyje nagrinėjama priešistorės laikų Saremos 
salos visuomenės kolektyvinio požiūrio į individua-
lizmą problema. Šis požiūris atskleidžiamas laidojimo 
papročių ir kitame archeologiniame kontekste. Pagrin-
dinė straipsnyje diskutuojama idėja – tai prielaida apie 
priešistorės laikais egzistavusius artimus karių ir indi-
vido abipusius ideologinius ryšius.

Pasibaigus akmens amžiui Saremos salos gyventojų 
laidosenai buvo būdingi iš akmenų sukrauti kapai su 
kelių mirusiųjų kaulais, palaidotais be jokios anato-
minės tvarkos. Daugiau ar mažiau panašūs laidojimo 
papročiai tęsėsi iki pat I tūkstantmečio vidurio, per šį 
laikotarpį kapų formoms pasikeitus kelis kartus. Taigi 
osteologinė kapų medžiaga yra pagrindinis duomuo, 
leidžiantis apibūdinti antrinio palaidojimo paprotį ir 
ieškoti paralelių kultūrinės antropologijos tyrinėjimuo-
se, visų pirma segmentinei visuomenei, besiverčiančiai 
išplėtota žemdirbyste, aptarti. Saremos visuomenėje 
tokie laidojimo papročiai buvo praktikuojami net iki 
vėlyvojo geležies amžiaus, o giminės solidarumas juo-
se vaidino svarbiausią vaidmenį.

Anksčiau buvo manyta, kad Estijoje socialinė visuo-
menės organizacija jau vėlyvajame bronzos amžiuje 

leido pasukti vadystės (angl. chiefdom) link. Straips-
nyje argumentuotai teigiama priešingai, kad visuome-
nės organizacija buvo labiau egalitarinė, daugiausia 
sąlygota giminių skaidymosi proceso, ypač pirmojoje 
metalo amžiaus pusėje. Tokia nuostata, be kolektyvi-
nių laidojimo papročių, yra paremta ir kita archeologi-
ne medžiaga, pirmiausia tuo, kad kapuose nerandama 
ginklų. Toks reiškinys gali būti interpretuojamas kaip 
visuomenės, kurioje kariai nesudarė atskiro sluoksnio, 
atspindys. Kitaip atsitiko kaimyninėse srityse, kur so-
cialinis prestižas buvo išlaikomas giminės viduje ir 
pasireiškė per „negriežtus“ atributus – papuošalus ir, 
matyt, per pačius laidojimo paminklus.

Tačiau reikia išskirti tam tikrus transformacijų pe- 
riodus, kuomet socialiniai ryšiai Saremos saloje buvo 
intensyvesni ir visuomenės stratifikacija išaugdavo. 
Tokie tarpsniai sutampa su visoje Europoje vykusiais 
procesais, kurie gerokai ryškesni Saremos saloje nei 
likusioje Estijos teritorijoje. Toks lemiamas laikotar-
pis buvo V–VII amžiai, kada pradedama mirusiuosius 
laidoti su ginklais, nors kapai kaip ir anksčiau lieka iš-
maišyti (turima omenyje specialiai išmaišyti mirusiųjų 
kaulai – vert. past.). Tačiau laidojimo su ginklais pa-
protys nesitęsia ilgai, VII a. pabaigoje kapuose įkapių 
vėl sumažėja. Mirusiojo su ginklais laidojimas inter-
pretuojamas kaip visuomenės stratifikacijos proceso 
dalis. Stipresnis pasipriešinimas naujoms socialinėms 
struktūroms, lyginant su kaimyninėmis pietinėmis te-
ritorijomis, šiaip ar taip buvo pažymėtas išlikusiu ko-
lektyviniu laidojimo papročiu. Visuomenė, kuri tuo 
metu susiformavo Saremos saloje, vargiai ar gali būti 
prilyginta vadystei – su aiškiai apibrėžtu karinės aristo-
kratijos sluoksniu, kokį žinome buvus Skandinavijoje, 
pagal plg. „Beovulfą“, senovės germanų epą. Stiprių 
vadų ar (karo) lyderių gali atsirasti ir segmentinėse 
bendruomenėse, net ir neturint tvirto pagrindo savo 
valdžiai institucionalizuoti. Individualūs degintiniai 
kapai akmenų vainikuose, kurie vyravo Saremos salo-
je VIII–X a., taip pat gali būti vertinami kaip pokyčių, 
vykusių V–VII a., rezultatas. Jų atsiradimas sutampa 
su pradžia intensyvesnio salos gyventojų bendradar-
biavimo su Rytų Skandinavija, ypač Gotlandu, kur 
buvo praktikuojami panašūs laidojimo papročiai. Ta-
čiau individualūs kapai akmenų vainikuose yra išimti-
nai reti finų kultūrų rate, kuriame vyravo kolektyviniai 
iš akmenų krauti kapinynai su degintiniais sumaišytais 
mirusiųjų kaulais. Bandant interpretuoti visuomenę, 
palikusią Saremos saloje iš akmenų sukrautus kapus, 
atrodo, kad giminių narių skaičius mažėjo, kol paga-
liau paprotys tyčia maišyti mirusiųjų kaulus, taip ro-
dant giminės svarbą, tapo nebesvarbus. Kita vertus, 
nėra pakankamai duomenų karių visuomenės triumfui 
pagrįsti. 
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Nors ginklų retkarčiais pasirodo kapuose su akmenų 
vainikais, tačiau Saremoje to meto individualių kapų 
nežinoma. Jei kapuose ginklų yra, tai jų negausu. Varto-
jant politinės antropologijos terminus, tokius kapus ga-
lėtume manyti vis dar buvus giminių ar galbūt linijinės 
segmentinės visuomenės dalimi, kurioje vadų pozicijos 
nepaprastai sutvirtėjo. XI–XII a. buvo laikas, kuomet 
kapų su ginklais atsirado daug. XI a. Saremos saloje, 
be pagausėjimo kapų su ginklais, laidojimo papročių 
raidoje vyko ir priešingų pokyčių: buvo tolstama nuo 
individualių kapų, t. y. kapai akmenų vainikuose pa-
mažu užleido vietą iš akmenų krautiems kapinynams, 
nebeturintiems jokios taisyklingos struktūros. Tokie 
kapai buvo panašūs į plačiai žinomus žemyninėje Esti-
jos dalyje. Išsami ankstesnių archeologinių tyrinėjimų 
Saremos saloje analizė parodė, kad šiuose kapinynuose 
šalia laidojimų vietų su sąmoningai sumaišytais degin-
tiniais mirusiųjų kaulais būdavo ir keletas individualių 
degintinių kapų. 

XI–XII a. Saremos kapinynuose staigiai daugėja kapų 
su ginklais. Tai leidžia manyti, kad yra akivaizdus ryšys 
tarp individualių kapų su ginklais ir aukšto socialinio 
statuso. Likusi archeologinė medžiaga rodo akivaiz-
džią griežtesnės visuomenės stratifikacijos tendenciją. 
Nėra abejonių, kad XI–XII a. visuomenė karius laikė 
aukšto socialinio sluoksnio žmonėmis, o ginklai tuo-
met tapo šio socialinio statuso simboliu, tiek šiame 
gyvenime, tiek pomirtiniame. Visuomenės socialinės 
organizacijos raida vyko visuomenės stratifikacijos 
link, visuomenė buvo valdoma karinės aristokratijos. 
Politinės antropologijos terminais, XI–XII a. Saremos 
salos visuomenė gali būti apibūdinta kaip turėjusi va-
dystės instituciją. Tuo pačiu metu saloje vėl atsirado 
kolektyvinių kapų. Tai greičiausiai rodo visuomenės 
socialinio susiskaidymo didėjimą. 1227 m. Saremos 
salos visuomenė oficialiai priėmė krikščionybę, – ma-
tyt, salos visuomenėje dominavo ir jai vadovavo karinė 
aristokratija, net jei ir buvo remiamasi šališkais egali-
tarinės visuomenės organizacijos požiūriais ir įtakin-
gomis giminėmis.
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In t roduc t ion

The most characteristic feature of Latgallian burial 
practices is the strictly observed east-west orienta-
tion of the body: males are laid with the head towards 
the east, and females with the head towards the west. 
Weapons are characteristic of male burials. The axe 
and the spear were essential elements of the set of 
weapons: generally two spears at the beginning of the 
period, and one spear in the later part of the period. 
In the initial phase of the Late Iron Age, broad single-
bladed swords (scramasaxes) were used, later sup-
planted by narrow single-bladed battle knives, worn in 
leather sheaths with bronze mounts. In many cases, the 
battle knife is replaced by an ordinary knife. Double-
bladed swords also occasionally occur in male graves. 
The male burials have particular decorated items of 
dress and a set of ornaments: leather belts decorated 
with bronze, as well as arm-cloths or arm-windings, 
armbands, brooches and finger-rings. Sometimes, the 
headdress and coat was also decorated with bronze 
spirals and rings. In the ninth to 11th century, we may 
distinguish male burials with a warrior’s armband on 
the left arm and a solid armband with plane-convex 
terminals on the right arm, and often a large solid pen-
annular brooch with polyhedral or square terminals for 
fastening the dress. A characteristic feature of these 
burials is the provision of weaponry in the grave. Buri-
als with this kind of grave inventory occur during this 
period throughout the whole area populated by the Lat-
gallians, and are described by researchers as warrior 
burials. In the southwestern part of the Latgallian area, 
ie in the basin of the River Dubna, inventories of tenth 
to 11th-century burials of this kind have been found to 
include horse-trappings as well.

The  pos i t i on  o f  t he  ho r se - t r app ings  in 
the  g rave ,  a  desc r ip t ion  o f  t he  f inds 

Horse-trappings have been found at five excavated cem-
eteries in the Upper Dubna area: Aglonas Kristapiņi, 
Aizkalnes Ludvigova, Aizkalnes Maskevicišķi, Višķu 
Maskava and Šķeltovas Brūveri. They have been dis-
covered in a total of 16 burials with inventories dated 
to the tenth and early 11th century (Fig. 1). 

The inventories of these burials include iron bridle-
bits, iron bells and iron whip stocks. In the course of 
the 2004–2006 excavation at the cemetery of Šķeltovas 
Brūveri, horse-trappings were found with six male 
burials, four of which were unfortunately disturbed 
(Vilcāne 2006, p.80). A full set of horse-trappings, 
a snaffle bit (or bridle-bits), an iron bell and a whip 
stock, was present only in grave 38, a disturbed burial. 
In the inventory of graves 11 and 40, snaffle bits were 
found together with iron bells, while graves 36 and 
44 produced only snaffle bits. In the excavation in the 
1970s–1990s at the cemetery of Aglonas Kristapiņi, 
horse-trappings were found with nine male burials 
(Kuniga 2000, pp.72-73). At this cemetery, too, only 
one grave inventory included a full set of horse-trap-
pings (grave 211), while three graves had iron bells 
and a snaffle bit (graves 141, 174 and 284), another 
three graves (91, 130 and 280) had only a snaffle bit, 
while two graves had only an iron bell (76 and 273). 
In the 1931 excavation at the cemetery of Aizkalnes 
Maskevicišķi, an iron whip stock was found in grave 
5, a disturbed grave (Riekstiņš 1931; LVM V 7339). 
Some more horse-trappings (an iron whip stock and an 
iron snaffle bit) have been recovered as stray finds at 
the cemeteries of Aglonas Kristapiņi, Višķu Maskava 
(LVM A 10030:29) and Aizkalnes Ludvigova (LVM 

TENTH TO 11TH CENTURY WARRIOR BURIALS 
WITH HORSE-TRAPPINGS IN THE LATGALLIAN 
AREA

ANTONIJA VILCĀNE

Abstract

During the Late Iron Age, the southeastern part of Latvia, particularly the upper and middle course of the River Dubna, was 
one of the most densely populated areas of Latgallian habitation. In the course of archaeological research at Late Iron Age 
cemetery sites, various burial practices have been observed that have not been encountered at Latgallian burial sites outside 
this area. Here, in addition to evidence of the familiar Latgallian burial practices, horse-trappings have been found in several 
tenth to 11th-century male grave inventories. 

Key words: burial practices, horse-trappings, warrior burials, Latgallians, Late Iron Age.
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A 12007:95) (see Table). It should be added that the 
term “full set of horse-trappings” is a conditional one, 
reflecting the range of horse-trappings found in grave 
inventories. Spurs and stirrups may also be included 
among horse-trappings or accoutrements, but there are 
no such finds from the above graves.

Horse-trappings were generally placed at the foot of 
the grave. In graves with a full set of horse-trappings 
or two objects of this kind, they are usually placed to-
gether. Horse-trappings were found at the tips of the 
toes (Aglonas Kristapiņi, burial 141) (Fig. 2:3), next to 
the left foot (Aglonas Kristapiņi, grave 174, Škeltovas 
Brūveri graves 36 and 40) (Fig. 2:1, 2) or the right 
foot (Aglonas Kristapiņi, graves 130, 280 and 284) 
(Fig. 2:4), or on the right side next to the knee (Aglo-
nas Kristapiņi, grave 91). Only grave 38 at Šķeltovas 
Brūveri had a set of horse-trappings placed at the head 
of the grave, to the left of the head.

Iron whip stocks are among the rarest forms of horse-
trappings. Whip stocks are represented by only five ex-
amples at these cemeteries. The best preserved is the 
iron whip stock from grave 211 at Aglonas Kristapiņi. 
This was about 25 cm long, with a broadened, socketed 
lower section (diameter 2.2cm), a thickened, round mid-
section and a flattened upper section, through which an 
iron loop, about 4.6 centimetres in diameter, had been 
passed, with a pincer-shaped iron fitting for attaching 
the leather lash and two lyre-shaped pendants (Kuniga 
2000, Fig. XXVIII:8). An iron whip stock of similar 
form was also found in grave 5 at the cemetery of Aiz-
kalnes Maskevicišķi, and another at Šķeltovas Brūveri. 
These belong to Type I in A. Kirpichnikov’s classifica-
tion (Kirpichnikov 1973, p.72, Fig. 41:1). These whip 
stocks have a metal handle with a loop, on to which 
was threaded the metal strap-end of the leather lash, 
along with lyre-shaped pendants. Such whip stocks are 
known as “sounding whips”: when the whip was bran-

Fig. 1. Cemeteries with horse-trappings in the southwestern part of the Latgallian area: 1 Aglonas Kristapiņi; 2 Aizkalnes 
Ludvigova; 3 Višķu Maskevicišķi; 4 Višķu Maskava; 5 Šķeltovas Brūveri; 6 Sauleskalns hoard.
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Fig. 2. The position of horse-trappings in the grave: 1 Škeltovas Brūveri grave 36; 2 Škeltovas Brūveri grave 40; 3 Aglonas 
Kristapiņi grave 141; 4 Aglonas Kristapiņi grave 294; 5 Aglonas Kristapiņi grave 211; 6 Aglonas Kristapiņi grave 280.

1 32

5 64
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Burial No.

 Iron spearheads

Iron axes

Iron battle-knives and 
narrower daggers
nazis

Double-bladed swords

Iron knives

Iron gag bridle bits and 
snaffle bits

Whip stocks

Bells

Warrior’s armbands

Solid armbands 

Ribbon-like armbands

Arm-windings

Arm-cloths

Rings

Solid penannular 
brooches

Penannular brooches

Pendants (duck 
figurines)

Leather belt with bronze 
fittings

Decorated headcovering

Decoration on the dress
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dished, the lyre-shaped pendants made a noise, help-
ing to goad on the horse. In the area populated by the 
Latgallians, Type I iron whip stocks also occur in the 
Sauleskalns III hoard and at Āraiši Lake Fortress (two 
pieces) (Urtāns1977, p.48, Fig. 85:7; Apals 1977, Fig. 
1:10). The whip stock in the Sauleskalns Hoard (length 
23cm) has a broadened, hollow lower section (diam-
eter 3.1cm) and a rhombic upper section, while one of 
the pieces from Āraiši (length 24cm) has a broadened, 
socketed lower section (2.5cm), tapering evenly to-
wards the top and ending with a rhombic flattened part, 
with a ring with pendants passing through it. Similar 
whip stocks in Russia are dated to the tenth or 11th 
century, and only a small number have been found 
there, about 20 (Kirpichnikov 1973, p.73). In the area 
of present-day Lithuania, nine pieces have been found 
at seven sites, dated to the end of the tenth and the first 
quarter of the 11th century (Butėnas 2001, p.227). In 
Latvia, iron whip stocks also occur in burials of the 
Semigallians (Čunkāni-Dreņģeri, grave 63) and in the 
Liv-populated area along the Lower Daugava: at the 
cemeteries of Salaspils Laukskola (three burials) and 
Lielvārdes pārceltuve (grave 25) (Atgāzis, Bebre 1986, 
p.23, Fig. 4:1; Zariņa 1977, Fig. 19:60; 2006, p.197) 
(Fig. 3). In contrast to the examples described above, 
these whip stocks had a wooden handle, with a loop 
that passed through a metal fitting or tang. Suspended 
from the loop were pendants, along with the metal 
strap-end of the leather lash. 

The bells in the grave inventories were made from a 
piece of iron sheet. They are cylindrical, narrowing at 
the top. The height of the body of the bell (excluding 
the loop) varies between 37 and 82 millimetres, with 
a diameter of 27 to 59 millimetres at the top and 32 to 
60 millimetres in the lower part. The bells had a sepa-
rately made covering part, either convex or flat. They 
have an attached loop, made of three to five- millimetre 
diameter iron wire, passing through the cover of the 
bell. The clapper of the bell consisted of an iron bar, 
broadened and rounded at the base. The body of some 
of the bells has been covered in bronze (Kuniga 2000, 
p.73).

Bells have not been found with burials elsewhere in 
the territory of Latvia. Bells found at residential sites 
(Koknese, Daugmale) are of a different form and are 
regarded as cow-bells (Latvijas 1974, Table 68:4). 
Bells constitute a characteristic element of the grave 
inventory at Old Prussian burial sites (for example, 
they have been found on almost every horse burial at 
Irzekapinis), where they were attached to the bridle un-
der the neck (Kulakov 1990, p.37, Fig. 21). Bells are 
also represented in horse graves at sites in central and 
eastern Lithuania (Kuncienė 1969, p.65, Fig. 3; Bliu-
jiene 1992, p. 123; Juškaitis 2005, p.147).

Snaffle and gag bridle bits for leading and restraining 
horses have been found in 11 grave inventories at Aglo-
nas Kristapiņi and Šķeltovas Brūveri, and there are 
another three stray finds from the cemeteries of Višķu 

Fig. 3. The distribution of iron whip stocks in central and eastern Latvia: 1 Aglonas Kristapiņi; 2 Aizkalnes Maskevicišķi; 
3 Višķu Maskevicišķi; 4 Šķeltovas Brūveri; 5 Sauleskalns; 6 Āraiši; 7 Laukskola; 8 Lielvārdes pārceltuve; 9 Čunkāni-
Dreņģeri; 1–6 whip stocks with a metal handle; 7–9 whip stocks with a wooden handle.
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Maskava, Aglonas Kristapiņi and Aizkalnes Ludvigo-
va. A gag bridle bit has been found in only grave 141 at 
Aglonas Kristapiņi (Kuniga 2000, p.72, Fig. XXVIII: 
9). This is a double-jointed bit with 16.5-centimetre-
long triangular iron cheekpieces. Similar finds are 
known from the Sauleskalns III hoard and Tērvete hill-
fort (Urtāns 1974, Fig. 85:5; Latvijas 1974, Table 55: 
36). More common in male grave inventories at these 
cemeteries are snaffle bits, with joints that are square 
in cross-section or twisted, and with rings about five to 
eight centimetres in diameter at the sides (Fig. 4:10). 
More widespread are triple-jointed snaffle bits (12 
pieces), double-jointed examples being less frequent 
(Aglonas Kristapiņi, grave 284). In the Late Iron Age 
in the area of present-day Latvia, both snaffle and gag 
bits more commonly occur at residential sites, and are 
present in burials in the areas populated by the Seloni-
ans and Couronians (Latvijas 1974, pp.187 and 245).

The  compos i t ion  o f  g rave  inven to r i e s 
o f  bu r i a l s  w i th  ho r se - t r app ings

Apart from the horse-trappings, the grave inventories 
also included weapons and ornaments. An essential el-
ement of the inventory of these burials was the sock-
eted spearhead (Fig. 4:6). Generally, a single socketed 
spearhead was found in a grave inventory, two spear-
heads occurring rarely (grave 40 at Šķeltovas Brūveri). 
The spearhead was usually placed by the lower right 
leg or ankle, with the point towards the foot of the 
grave (Fig. 2). Only burial 76 at Aglonas Kristapiņi 
had a spearhead by the right side of the pelvis, with the 
point towards the head of the grave. A tanged spear-
head was found in only one grave, 37 at Šķeltovas 
Brūveri, where it was placed by the left ankle, with the 
point towards the foot of the grave. 

All the burials with horse-trappings also had a narrow-
bladed or broad-bladed iron axe (Fig. 4:8). This might 
be placed by the right elbow, with the blade downwards 
and the handle towards the head of the grave (grave 76 
at Aglonas Kristapiņi), by the right knee (graves 91, 
130, 141 and 211 at Aglonas Kristapiņi), by the lower 
leg (grave 37 at Šķeltovas Brūveri) or by the ankle 
(graves 11 and 40 at Šķeltovas Brūveri; burials 174 and 
284 at Aglonas Kristapiņi) (Fig. 2). The axe in grave 
38 at Brūveri was by the right side of the head, with the 
handle towards the foot of the grave. 

Other weapons in the burials include broad iron bat-
tle-knives (scramasaxes), long, narrow daggers, dou-
ble-bladed swords and knives. Broad battle-knives 
have been found in burials with horse-trappings only 
at Aglonas Kristapiņi. They were placed by the pelvis, 
obliquely across the upper legs (graves 76 and 211). 

The battle-knives were in sheaths: the remains of a 
decorated sheath were found with grave 91. 

In some graves at Aglonas Kristapiņi, the broad battle-
knives were replaced by narrower iron daggers (graves 
11 and 174), which were placed in the burials in an 
analogous position to the former.

 At Šķeltovas Brūveri, the burials with horse-trappings 
had only small iron knives in the region of the pelvis 
(Fig. 2:1, Fig. 4:7). At Aizkalnes Maskevicišķi, a knife 
was likewise provided as part of the inventory of a 
male grave with horse-trappings. 

The cemeteries of Aglonas Kristapiņi (grave 280) and 
at Šķeltovas Brūveri (grave 40) have each produced a 
find of a double-bladed sword in a grave with horse-
trappings. Both swords had been placed in scabbards 
with bronze mounts. One of these had an openwork 
scabbard chape, while the other had a chape with a 
stylised bird representation, a so-called “hawk sign”. 
The piece from Aglonas Kristapiņi is particularly or-
nate: the pommel and the straight guard are inlaid 
with pieces of silver and bronze sheet, and the grip 
is wound with a strip of bronze sheet (Kuniga 2000, 
p.69, Fig. XX: 1). The sword had been placed by the 
right leg, with the grip towards the head of the grave 
(Fig. 2:2, 6). Only a small proportion of the excavated 
Latgallian cemeteries have produced finds of swords, 
which generally occur in only one burial, or rarely in 
two (Kazakevičius 1996, Fig. 1). Thus, at Aglonas 
Kristapiņi, a sword was found only in this one grave 
out of a total of 126 male burials.

The set of ornaments in graves with horse-trappings in-
cluded armbands, brooches and finger-rings. The most 
characteristic ornament form in these burials was the 
warrior’s armband, worn on the left arm (found with 
nine graves) (Fig. 4:1). Worn on the right arm was a 
solid armband with plane-convex terminals (graves 76 
and 284 at Aglonas Kristapiņi) or a ribbon-like arm-
band (grave 36 at Šķeltovas Brūveri; graves 174, 211 
and 280 at Aglonas Kristapiņi). Found on burials with 
warriors’ armbands were arm-windings: the sleeve-end 
of the shirt had been wound with bronze spirals thread-
ed on to a leather strap (Fig. 4:4, 5). These were found 
on nine burials, generally on the left arm under the 
warrior’s armband, although in some cases there were 
windings on both arms (graves 11 and 36 at Šķeltovas 
Brūveri). Three of the burials at Aglonas Kristapiņi had 
an arm-cloth on the left arm, decorated with bronze 
bars (graves 91, 280 and 284), and an arm-winding on 
the right arm.

A characteristic ornament form in burials with horse-
trappings is the solid penannular brooch with polyhe-
dral or square terminals (Fig. 4:3), occurring in nine 
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Fig. 4. The inventory of grave 11 at Šķeltovas Brūveri: 1 a bronze warrior’s armband; 2 a bronze penannular brooch; 3 a 
bronze solid penannular brooch; 4–5 arm-windings; 6 an iron spearhead; 7 an iron knife; 8 an iron axe; 9 an iron bell; 10 
iron snaffle bits (drawing by S. Vītola).
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burials, usually found on the chest and used to fasten 
the coat or cape. Used in addition to these brooches 
were smaller penannular brooches with rolled-back ter-
minals (Fig. 4:2). Sometimes, several examples were 
found in a grave: two brooches in graves 91 and 174 
at Aglonas Kristapiņi, and four in grave 11 at Brūveri. 
There were between one and eight rings on the fingers, 
most commonly spiral rings, less commonly rings with 
a middle-plate. An unusual ornament form was found 
in grave 36 at Šķeltovas Brūveri and grave 91 at Aglo-
nas Kristapiņi: two bone (or bronze) duck figurines 
with trapezoidal pendants threaded into the tail and the 
beak.

Five burials had a leather belt decorated with bronze 
fittings around the middle, while grave 211 at Aglonas 
Kristapiņi had a belt with bronze mounts placed across 
the chest and over the right shoulder.

Several burials with horse-trappings had rows of bronze 
spirals or bars in the area of the head, thought to de-
rive from a headcovering. Male grave 11 at Šķeltovas 
Brūveri possibly had decoration of bronze bars on the 
dress.

The male graves with horse-trappings can be regarded 
as rich and elaborate in terms of the range and quantity 
of objects, and do not differ from burials of a similar 
kind where horse-trappings have not been found.

Conc lus ions

As already mentioned, the provision of horse-trappings 
and riding gear is an unusual feature of Late Iron Age 
burial practices, observed only along the upper course 
of the River Dubna, in the southwestern part of the 
Latgallian-populated area. Riding gear (spurs and stir-
rups) also occurs more commonly on settlement sites 
in the Latgallian area, likewise very rare in Late Iron 
Age graves. An iron spur has been recovered as a stray 
find at the cemetery of Aizkalnes Ludvigova (LVM 
A12007:96), at the cemetery of Aizkraukle (LVM A 
10512), in a 13th-century burial in barrow 2 at Jaunpie-
balga (LVM V 819), and in grave 10 at Ērgļu Jaunāķēni 
cemetery (Graudonis 1971, p.7), while a bronze spur 
has been found in an 11th-century grave in barrow 
10 at Kaunatas Rikopole (Balodis 1925, p.363). Even 
less common in graves are iron stirrups: there is one 
stray find from the cemetery of Rēznas Jusi (LVM A 
8717:24). Interestingly enough, neither spurs nor stir-
rups have been found in any of the burials with horse-
trappings in the cemeteries around the upper course of 
the Dubna basin that are discussed here.

Finds of horse-trappings in burials reflect a burial cus-
tom widely represented in Lithuania, where horse-trap-

pings occur in male burials already in the first centuries 
AD, and in the mid-first millennium AD there was the 
practice of burying the horse together with the rider 
(Kulikauskienė 1953, p.211, Volkaitė-Kulikauskienė 
1999).

It is possible that this unusual feature of the burial 
practices in the upper course of the Dubna basin was 
introduced as a result of contact with Lithuania, as 
some researchers consider, although it has also been 
suggested that a population group may have migrated 
into this area (Kuniga 2000, p.107). It should be added 
that, had there occurred a migration, the grave inven-
tories of these and other burials would have included 
ornament or weapon forms not characteristic of the 
Latgallians, something that has not been observed at 
the excavated sites.

As is known, the burial inventory reflects the charac-
ter of the society and the social status of the particu-
lar individual. In the Late Iron Age, all the Latgallian 
cemeteries in eastern Latvia have male burials with 
a warrior’s armband, an axe, a spear, a battle knife, 
decoration of the dress or headcovering, armbands, 
brooches and finger-rings. Judging from the expressly 
military character of the grave goods, particularly the 
so-called warrior’s armband and arm-cloth, the mem-
bers of this group may be regarded as members of a 
military retinue. The male burials with horse-trappings 
in the cemeteries of the upper course of the Dubna ba-
sin do not differ from this category of burial in terms 
of the range of other grave goods or their position in 
the grave. 

Burials with horse-trappings appear in the second half 
of the tenth century, which, judging by the grave inven-
tories, was a time of social change. An increase in the 
number of items in the grave inventory, the growing 
diversity of grave goods, for example, the provision of 
scales and weights, and the appearance of exceptional, 
rare, ornate and expensive objects in the grave invento-
ries, all point to the development of social and profes-
sional differences in society. Thus, the ornate swords 
found in the grave inventories were not only an impor-
tant weapon in battle, but also symbolised might, rich-
es and honour (Kazakevičius 1996, p.93). Researchers 
have viewed burials with grave inventories of this kind 
as being those of the economic and political leaders of 
the community (Radiņš 1999, p.134).

Male grave inventories of a similar character are also 
encountered among the eastern neighbours of the Lat-
gallians, for example at the cemetery of Zalakhtovye, 
lying on the eastern shore of Lake Peipus, where a male 
burial from the second half of the tenth century had a 
double-bladed sword, and axe, a spearhead, a gag bit, 
a whip stock and other objects (Hvoshchinskaja 1977, 
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p.63ff., Fig. 2). Thus, the processes described here 
were occurring not only in Latgallian society, but in a 
much wider region.

In this period, a new social and professional group be-
gan to emerge: the military retinue, which used arma-
ments of a different kind. These were people of a high 
rank who possessed military power. The provision of 
horse-trappings as grave goods reflects only a minor 
difference in the character of this power, pointing to 
an increase in the role of cavalry and cavalry leaders in 
warfare. Likewise, finds of riding gear (spurs, stirrups 
and bridle-bits) at Late Iron Age settlement sites testify 
to the growing role of cavalry in the early medieval 
military retinue.

Translated by Valdis Bērziņš
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X –XI  AMŽIAUS  LATGALIų  
SRITIES  KARIų KAPAI  SU 
ŽIRGų ATRIBUTAIS 

Antonija Vilcāne

San t rauka

Tyrinėjant vėlyvojo geležies amžiais pietryčių Latvijos 
kapinynus Dubnos upės aukštupio baseine, buvo paste-
bėti tik šiai sričiai būdingi laidojimo papročiai, kurie 
nėra paplitę už nagrinėjamos srities ribų (1 pav.).  IX–
XI a. galima išskirti vyrų kapus su karių apyrankėmis 
ant kairiosios rankos ir masyvias apyrankes su lygias 
išgaubtais galais, nešiojamas ant dešiniosios rankos, 
ir dažnai didelę pasaginę segę su daugiakampėmis ar 
keturkampėmis galvutėmis, kurios susegdavo drabu-
žį (2; 4: 1, 3 pav.). Šiems kapams būdinga ginkluotė  
(4: 6–8 pav.). Nagrinėjamo laikotarpio kapų su to-
kiomis įkapėmis randama visame latgalių gyventame 
areale. Tokius kapus tyrinėtojai skiria karių palaidoji-
mams. Tačiau tik pietrytinėje latgališkojo arealo daly-
je, Dubnos upės baseine, X–XI a. kapų inventoriuose 
taip pat randama žirgo atributų. 
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Žirgo atributų buvo rasta penkiuose tyrinėtuose Du-
bnos upės aukštupio kapinynuose (Aglonas Kristapiņi, 
Aizkalnes Ludvigova, Aizkalnes Maskevicišķi, Višķu 
Maskava and Šķeltovas Brūveri). Žirgo aprangos atri-
butų buvo rasta 16-oje kapų, datuojamų X–XI amžiu-
mi (1 pav.; 1 lent.). Tarp šių kapų įkapių rasta geležinių 
žąslų, geležinių skambalų ir geležinių botagų dalių 
(lentelė). Dažniausiai žirgo aprangos atributai buvo su-
dedami kojūgalyje (2 pav.). 

Geležiniai botkočiai turi metalinę rankeną su kilpa, 
į kurią buvo įveriami odinis botagas (I tipas pagal 
A. N. Kirpichnikovo tipologiją) (3 pav.). Skambalai, 
rasti kapuose, buvo iš lakštinės skardos, jie yra cilindro 
formos, viršuje siaurėjantys (4: 9 pav.). Labiau papli-
tę trinariai žąslai (12 atvejų), dvinarių  žąslai yra rasta 
mažiau (Aglonas Kristapiņi, kapas 284).

Vyrų kapai su žirgų atributais yra laikomi turtingais ir 
prašmatniais, bet pagal daiktų kiekį, jie nesiskiria nuo 
kapų, kuriuose žirgų atributų nebuvo rasta.

Gali būti, kad šis neįprastas laidosenos bruožas Du-
bnos baseino aukštupyje atsirado dėl ryšių su Lietuva, 
kur žirgų aprangos atributų vyrų kapuose randama jau 
iš pirmųjų amžių po Kristaus ir I tūkstantmečio vidu-
rio, – žinomas to meto paprotys kartu su raiteliu laidoti 
žirgą. 

Kapų su žirgo atributais atsirado X a. antrojoje pusėje. 
Šis laikotarpis, sprendžiant iš kapų inventorių, buvo 
socialinių pokyčių metas. Tuomet kapuose pagausėjo 
įkapių, padidėjo retų, puošnių ir brangių daiktų skai-
čius. Visa tai rodo visuomenės socialinės raidos ir 
profesionaliosios veiklos skirtumus. Šiuo laikotarpiu 
atsiranda naujų socialinių visuomenės grupių. Viena iš 
jų – karinė palyda, kuri naudojo įvairią ginkluotę. Tai 
buvo aukšto socialinio rango žmonės, turintys karinę 
valdžią. Jų aprūpinimas žirgo atributais kaip įkapėmis 
atskleidžia tik nedidelį šios valdžios pobūdžio skirtu-
mą, kuris rodo, kad kare išaugo kavalerijos ir jos vadų 
vaidmuo. 
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V I .  WEAPONS:  THEIR SIGNIFICANCE  
AND SYMBOLISM

WEAPONS IN IRON AGE WOMEN’S  GRAVES 

ANDRA SIMNIŠKYTĖ

Abstract

Female graves, which contain a wholly unfeminine or male-related grave inventory, and not only a single item, are discussed 
in this paper. The main intention is not to describe in great detail these graves, but rather, by removing them from the context, 
to approach them as possible archaeological evidence of cross-dressing. Drawing on different historical parallels, a tentative 
explanation is suggested following two supposed inspirations for cross-dressing: cross-dressing by military consideration, 
and cross-dressing by cultural consideration.

Key words: women warriors, cross-dressing, Iron Age, Lithuania.

In t roduc t ion

In 1997 and 1998, I excavated the Roman Period bur-
ial mound cemetery near Vaineikiai village. Several 
graves were furnished with a male-related inventory, 
composed of grave goods such as axes and spearheads. 
Accordingly, these graves were attributed to male indi-
viduals (Figs. 1-3�. The conclusion of anthropologists,-3�. The conclusion of anthropologists,3�. The conclusion of anthropologists, 
however, was different. They sexed these individuals 
as females. Initially, I did not pay attention to this dis-
crepancy, supposing it was a result of accidental me-
thodical discordance. 

But later I found it was worth discussing in the light of 
the widespread phenomenon of cross-dressing. By the 
term “cross-dressing” I imply graves with skeletons 
that, according to the criteria of physical anthropol-
ogy, have the traits of one sex, yet are associated with 
grave goods linked culturally with the opposite gender. 
Female graves, which contain a wholly unfeminine 
or male-related grave inventory, and not only a single 
item, will be discussed. My intention is not to describe 
in great detail these graves, but rather, by removing 
them from the context, to approach them as possible 
archaeological evidence of cross-dressing. Drawing 
on different historical parallels, a tentative explanation 
is suggested following two supposed inspirations for 
cross-dressing: cross-dressing by military considera-
tion, and cross-dressing by cultural consideration. 

A man  o r  a  woman?

Comparative research on archaeological and anthropo-
logical data from the Iron Age skeleton graves was car-

ried out in order to find how common this phenomenon 
is among Lithuanian archaeological material. The re-
search comprises about 1,000 anthropologically exam-
ined inhumations from 74 localities and makes up 70% 
of all the skeletal collection from the Iron Age which 
is stored in the Faculty of Anatomy and Histology of 
Vilnius University.

When looking at archaeological evidence, 35% of 
graves were furnished with male-related artefacts, 32% 
individuals were buried with female grave goods, and 
33% were attributed to individuals of indeterminate sex 
(this relates only to mature individuals�. Comparing 
archaeological evidence with anthropological conclu-
sions, the scenario is different. First of all, the number 
of individuals with determined sex (and age� increased 
at the expense of archaeologically undetermined indi-
viduals (50% male, 43% female, 6.5% indeterminate�. 
Secondly, some males and females appeared to be indi-
viduals of the opposite sex and a different age. In turn, 
more than half of the anthropologically undetermined 
individuals were sexed by the grave goods that they 
had been furnished with.

So which kind of evidence do we have to trust? Ar-
chaeological sex determination, or sexing of indi-
viduals by artefacts over anthropological sex, is more 
common and has a long tradition in (not only� Lithua-
nian archaeology. Furthermore, the attitude towards 
the results of anthropological analysis is biased: when 
archaeological and anthropological determinations dif-
fer, the decisive word belongs to the former; however, 
when a grave lacks gender-related objects, one tends to 
be reliant on the anthropological data. 
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Fig. 1. Grave 3 in situ from Vaineikiai barrow 2. Anthropologically female, age 20–25 (photograph by Simniškytė).
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Earlier, only skulls were arbitrarily selected, and this, 
along with the lack of other well-preserved bone mate-
rial, is one of the main shortcomings of anthropologi-
cal sexing. Nonetheless, methods have become more 
accurate, since investigations have been carried out 
on the sex of the deceased not only by the skulls, but 
also by pelvis characteristics, as well as the remain-
ing bone material. Besides, some of the graves were 
looked through thoroughly several times. Sex polari-
zation, based on labour division and biological sexing, 
is not perfect when considering the socio-cultural con-
text. Discussions about a third gender or transgender 
started not very long ago, but evidence of it is very 
long established. All these are reasons not to dismiss 
the reliability of anthropological sex determination. 

As a result of this research, about 
30 graves of females furnished in a 
not-feminine way were established. 
Skeletal material is sometimes well 
preserved, sometimes not. Conse-
quently, we must admit some rate of 
anthropological sexing error for some 
of them, given that they were deter-, given that they were deter-
mined to a different level of certainty.. 
However, if at least one of these in-
dividuals is really a female, this phe-
nomenon is worth discussing in more 
depth. 

The majority of graves were from 
the Roman Iron Age and Migration 
Period, when inhumation prevailed 
throughout Lithuania. Among them, 
one grave from Kalniškiai cem-
etery was excavated by Vytautas 
Kazakevičius (Figs. 4 and 5). Half of 
the graves were found in the biggest 
excavated cemetery in central Lithua-
nia, Marvelė cemetery. Some graves 
were from later periods and could be 
dated to the eighth to 12th centuries. 

C ross -d res s ing  by  mi l i -
t a ry  cons ide ra t ion

The deceased were buried in a mas-
culine way, including not only the 
grave goods, but also their position 
within the grave or the orientation 
of the deceased. Thus these female 
graves look absolutely like burials 

of men-warriors. Although these oc-
casions occur rarely in archaeology, 

one should not forget that, historically, women who 
have participated in combat usually did so disguised 
as men. Openly female warriors were very rare (Gold-
stein 2001�. Cross-dressing into a military appearance 
occurred under various circumstances and motives. 
This was necessary, while serving as a soldier in other-
wise all-male armies, for protecting or disguising their 
identity in dangerous circumstances, for seeking more 
rights and liberties, or for other purposes. Some wom-
en believed in the military cause, being more or less 
adventuresses, others joined only to remain close to 
their husbands or boyfriends, or because of filial love 
or motherly devotion. 

Cross-dressing might also have been a result of ap-
proaching danger. It was recorded in the oldest chroni-
cles by Duisburg: 

Fig. 2. Grave inventory from Vaineikiai barrow 2, grave 3 (iron spearhead; bronze 
bracelets and iron axe) (drawn by I. Maciukaitė).
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“Seeing this, the women [of Elbling] laying aside femi-
nine adornment, put on a male frame of mind, girded 
swords upon the thigh and ascended the battlements, 
comporting themselves so manfully for their defence, 
that nowhere was the weakness of their sex apparent” 
(Dusburgietis 1985, p.119, quoted in Mažeika 1998). 

This tale by Peter Duisburg might be accepted as an-
ecdotal and inventional for the sake of showing the 
superiority of Christianity over paganism (Christian 
women were stronger than pagan men!�. However, 
the elements of cross-dressing should be approached 
as not purely fictional. In small frontier towns pro-
tected by garrisons of a few Teutonic Knights there is 

Fig. 3. Grave inventory from Vaineikiai barrow 1, grave 1 (iron axes, iron sickle, fragment of iron pin?�. Anthropologically 
female (?), age 30–50 (drawn by I. Maciukaitė).
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no reason not to believe that they were not protected 
by the remaining people, including women, when the 
knights made raids into surrounding territory, taking 
the townsmen with them as auxiliaries and leaving the 
castle town undefended (Mažeika 1998, p.234). Re-
dressing was necessary, not only to feel comfortable 

during combat, but also to mislead and 
frighten the assaulters, in this case dis-
guising themselves as men during the ab-
sence of real men. Henry of Livonia also 
recorded the role of women in the defence 
of a town (LK 1991, p.67; Mažeika 1998, 
p.235�. Though he did not mention cross-
dressing, it might have been performed as 
well. Village defence by women alone is 
well known from ethnographic examples 
as well (Hollimon 2001, p.187�. 

The name of Amazons has survived 
through the ages as a generic term for 
women with some sense of virility. So-
called Scythian Amazonian burials on the 
Russian and Ukraine steppes contained 
arrowheads of various types, iron points 
of spears, darts and sometimes swords; 
further, the female skeletons exhibit phys-
ical evidence of violence (Gilchrist 1999, 
p.67; Guliaev 2003, p.115�. However, 
apart from the above-mentioned, the skel-
etons were furnished with purely female 
objects (bronze mirror, iron awl, some or-
naments�.

Though women’s burials containing weap-
ons were rare, they are sporadically known 
from different countries (Lehtosalo-Hilan-
der 1982, p.36f.; M�gi 2002, p.77ff. andf.; M�gi 2002, p.77ff. and; M�gi 2002, p.77ff. and 
131f.; Kastholm Hansen, Lauritsen 2003;f.; Kastholm Hansen, Lauritsen 2003;; Kastholm Hansen, Lauritsen 2003; 
Vaškevičiūtė 2006), while archaeological 
evidence of total cross-dressing is insig-
nificant since it can be established only 
under certain circumstances. 

Two burials at the Roman military cem-
etery at Brougham (Great Britain� were 
burned on a pyre with horses and fittings 
from sword scabbards. Both were provid-
ed with other goods, such as a silver bowl, 
ivory object, glass vessel, etc, which indi-
cated that the individuals were cavalry of-
ficers. After anthropological examination, 
they appeared to be probably females in 
their 20s and 30s (Cool 2005�.

In Dover-Buckland burials from around 
400 to 600 AD containing grave goods not 

corresponding to the osteological sex determination 
were excavated. Three females among them were bur-
ied with spears, and one with a shield boss (Gilchrist 
1999, Fig. 4.1�. The same was true in West Heslerton, 
where osteology determined that three weapon burials 
with spears were female (Lucy 1997, p.159�.

Fig. 4. Grave 13 from Kalniškiai cemetery. Anthropologically female 
(?), age 35–40 (after V. Kazakevičius; Archive of the Lithuanian History 
Institute, 11688�.
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“Masculine” items in female graves are explained as 
evidence of gifts (Šnore 1996, p.123, see also Langdon 
2005, p.11�, secondary utilization of objects which lost 
their primary function (eg H�rke 1990; Halsall 1996, 
p.7f.; Gilchrist 1999, p 69�, double graves with femalef.; Gilchrist 1999, p 69�, double graves with female; Gilchrist 1999, p 69�, double graves with female 
and male burials mixed together, or even transvestite 
(the princess of Vix is the famous example� (Gilchrist 
1999, p.70�. 

A functional attitude is also proposed, eg “woman-
trader” (Stalsberg 1991�, “woman-moulder” (Gol-
ubeva 1984; Vaškevičiūtė 2000), “woman-hunter” 
(Dommasnes 1982, p.77�. The subsequent question is 
whether these archaeological examples indicate war-
fare activity. The explanation of woman-warrior is 
more credible when we look at female graves which 
contain a wholly unfeminine or male-related grave in-
ventory, not only a single item. However, some scholars 
have suggested that there is no necessary connection 

Fig. 5. Grave inventory from Kalniškiai cemetery grave 13: 1 spearhead; 2 knife; 3 neck-ring; 4 pin; 5 buckle; 6, 7 beads; 8 
axe (1, 2, 4, 5 and 8 iron; 3 bronze; 6, 7 amber) (after V. Kazakevičius; Archive of the Lithuanian History Institute, 11739).
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between the weapon-burial rite and the actual experi-
ence of fighting. Obviously, weapons are associated 
with warfare, but they might bring a slightly different 
connotation and symbolize other things as well: legal 
status, social status, etc (H�rke 1990; Stoodley 2000, 
p.467; Kastholm Hansen, Lauritsen 2003; Langdon 
2005, p.5�. In Estonia, for example, a spear or javelin in 
female graves is explained as a sign that marks the bor-
derline between this world and the Beyond (M�gi 2002, 
p.78 and p.131f.). The custom of fastening coffins with 
spearheads has been recorded in Finnish archaeological 
material (Wickholm 2006�. Military activity sometimes 
tends to be doubted even for the Amazons or other 
mythical female heroines-warriors when considering 
their appearance and behaviour. It is proposed that both 
their weaponry (bow and arrows) and fighting style are 
more common to hunters than to warriors. 

Thus, the military and manlike appearance of females is 
hard to explain unambiguously. As we are talking about 
burials, we should not forget the ideological filter. Mili-
tary activity could be one, but not the only, interpreta-
tion. 

Cross -d res s ing  by  cu l tu ra l  
cons ide ra t ion

Sometimes these “unusual” items are explained as a 
“husband’s symbol” (Randsborg 1984, p.152�, which 
declares the family position (ie the status of the male� 
rather than indicating evidence of powerful women 
with autonomy and property (Czarnecka 1990, p.109; 
Edwards 1995; Halsall 1996; Strömberg 1998�.

However, the special status of a deceased is also as-
sumed (Halsall 1996; Langdon 2005, p.4f.; Carol 1993, 
p.368�. It is acquired under certain circumstances, eg 
during the absence of a virtual agent (in this case a male 
individual� (Dommasnes 1982, p.83; Pawleta 2003�. 

There is a big group of stories from different countries 
describing women-warriors, named “maiden warriors”, 
“shield maidens” etc: “There were once women in 
Denmark who dressed themselves to look like men and 
spent almost every minute cultivating soldiers’ skills 
…” (Saxo Grammaticus, History of the Danes, seventh (Saxo Grammaticus, History of the Danes, seventh(Saxo Grammaticus, History of the Danes, seventh 
book, quoted in Clover 1986, p.35�.

 Being a woman-warrior means a woman who repudi-
ates marriage, dresses and arms at least for a time as 
a man, and enrols in martial life, ie she repudiates her 
femaleness by taking on the appearance, behaviour and 
name of a male (Clover 1986, p.36f.�. 

In explaining the woman-warrior, however, the military 
perspective is of secondary importance. The primary 
and the central message is that cross-dressing helps to 

mask a gap within a patrimonial line. The principle of 
male inheritance was so powerful that when it neces-
sarily passed through the female, she had to become a 
functional son (Clover 1986, p.39�. This concerns not 
only valuables and land, but also ancestral spirit and 
emphatically “male” qualities. A female can inherit all 
these qualities, which have to be passed down from 
dead ancestors (fathers� to unborn sons, only disguised 
as a man. 

Stories about cross-dressers, “maiden warriors”, have 
been classified as fantasy because they were for the 
most part found in “fictional” sources, such as the Old 
Icelandic sagas. However, a collective fantasy has much 
to tell us about the society that produced it. Moreover, 
the above-mentioned interpretation concerning wom-
an’s inheritance role finds confirmation in more reli-
able sources, such as the earliest Icelandic legal codex 
(Grágás� or Norwegian Gulaqing Law. Drawing on 
them and other historical parallels, it becomes clear that 
the main prerequisite for a female in order to become a 
surrogate son and be involved in the line of inheritance 
was “to be the only child of a dead man”. Thus, when a 
male inheritor was absent the law institutionalised the 
female exceptions and guaranteed “a son” status to a 
certain woman (Clover 1986, p.45ff.; 1993, p.369 andff.; 1993, p.369 and 1993, p.369 and 
370�.

In the Balkans, when a family lacks a male heir, it is 
not uncommon for a daughter to dress in men’s clothes, 
take on his duties and be treated as a male by her family 
(Clover 1986, p.43ff.; Gilchrist 1999, p.58�. 

Another leading point is the duration of cross-dressing, 
which was only temporary. After some time, a woman 
usually returned to her womanly lifestyle: “… ceases to 
fight after having grown weary of being out with a band 
of Vikings, and she returns home to do fine work with 
her hands” (Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks in Norr-man 
2000, p.381�. 

The majority of narrative memory and historical docu-
ments guarantee “son” status to a young woman who 
is unmarried and has no children. When she finally 
marries, however, her special status ceases and she be-
comes, in the eye of the law and the eye of the public 
“a woman like other women” (Clover 1993, p.369f.�. Inf.�. In�. In 
Baltic territory, according to the Christburg Treaty, be-
ing single is an important precondition to be on a list of 
land inheritors (Gudavičius 2002, p.104f.). 

It is assumed that cross-dressing into a military appear-
ance is more common to young women – virgin – in the 
liminal period between adolescence and womanhood 
(Edwards 1995, p.252f.; Norrman 2000, p.381�. The 
lack of awareness of their own sexuality contributes to 
their not having found their “gender-identity” and being 
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somewhere between genders or transgender (Norrman 
2000�.

A direct application of these explanations to archaeo-
logical evidence is not always possible. None of these 
buried females were young enough to put them into the 
15 to 20 age group. The majority of the women were 25 
to 40 years old (see diagram�. Previously, it was main-
tained that Scythian Amazons in southern Russia and 
Ukraine were young virgins, but lately it has become 
apparent that they also included childbearing women 
(Terenozkin, Iljinskaja 1983, p.179; Guliaev 2003, 
p.115�. 

Ages  o f  f ema les  bu r i ed  wi th  
a  ma le - r e l a t ed  inven to ry

Carol Clover has speculated that some of these women 
could have realized the undesirable thing that “to marry 
would mean that her father’s wergild would become 
forfeit to her kinsmen and her patrimony subject to a 
husband’s control” (Clover 1986, p.47� and this made 
them reluctant to marry. It would be a rational, profit-
able and deeply modern solution. However, it is barely 
credible for the ancient past. 

The absence of man is extremely difficult or, rather, im-
possible to prove. The graves of female warriors per se 
do not prove that no male heir existed. One of the ex-
cavated barrows with one woman-warrior in Vaineikiai 
contained six graves, two unidentified, the other four all 
female. Another mound, however, contained deceased 
of both sexes. 

Nevertheless, the extension of women’s responsibilities 
because of the men’s absence had been declared long 
ago (Dommasnes 1982, p.81ff.; Stalsberg 1991�. Wom-
en, however, have been assumed to play an active role 
in their own female sphere, ie economic and domestic 
areas during the temporary absence of man. 

Cross-dressing reveals a different role, when a female 
enters the field of male activity. Cross-dressing might 
have been performed due to the permanent absence of 
a man when a woman became the only provider and 
defender of a family, undertaking the responsibility and 
obligations which were normally carried out by a man. 
It was a result not of independent and even challenging 

decisions made by a woman, but as a necessity implied 
by society. The woman did not herself choose the male 
role, but she is, by custom and circumstance, chosen for 
it. This is not the female volition but the power of the 
patrilineal principle in a male-dominated society. 

Translated by A. Simniškytė, revised by Jos Stratford
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GINKLAI  GELEŽIES  AMŽIAUS 
MOTERų KAPUOSE

Andra Simniškytė

San t rauka

Straipsnyje nagrinėjami galimi kultūrinės lyties pa-
keitimo, arba „persirengimo“, atvejai Lietuvos kapų 
medžiagoje. Tyrimo objektu pasirinkti tie kapai, kurių 

inventorius niekuo nesiskiria nuo vyrų kapų, tačiau an-
tropologinė medžiaga priskirta moterims. Palyginus ar-
cheologines ir antropologines išvadas, ištirta maždaug 
30 „vyriška maniera“ įrengtų moterų kapų su ginklais. 

Vienos lyties radiniai priešingos lyties kapuose archeo-
loginėje literatūroje interpretuojami įvairiai. Straipsnyje 
trumpai aptariamos kelios tokių palaidojimų atsiradimo 
priežastys: tiesioginė moterų veikla karinė ir kultūrinės 
(paprotinės) tradicijos. 

Moterys „karės“ – plačiai paplitęs, istoriniuose, mitolo-
giniuose, literatūriniuose šaltiniuose dažnas reiškinys. 
Karinėje sferoje dalyvavusios moterys vaizduojamos 
„apsimetusios“ vyrais, t. y. persirengusios, nedemons-
truojančios savo moteriškumo. Tai buvo daroma pato-
gumo, saugumo sumetimais, taip pat siekiant apgauti 
priešą ar sulaužant egzistuojančias normas. 

Archeologinių paralelių nėra labai daug. Netgi vadi-
namosios skitų „amazonės“ buvo palaidotos su mišriu 
(vyrams bei moterims būdingu) inventoriumi. „Mote-
riška maniera“ įrengti moterų kapai su viena ar keliomis 
vyrams būdingomis įkapėmis archeologijoje pasitaiko 
santykinai dažnai. Tačiau vargu ar šie vyriški atributai 
yra esminiai moters veiklos apibrėžime ir gali būti in-
terpretuojami kaip moters-karės priklausiniai. Moterų-
karių kapai labiau tiktų vadinti straipsnyje aptariamus 
„vyriškų“ atributų gausius moterų kapus. Tačiau gin-
klai – neabejotinai karinės sferos požymiai – nebūtinai 
reiškia vien tik karinę praktiką. Neneigtinos ir kitos – 
socialinė, teisinė, prestižo ir kt. – ginklų reikšmės.

Vienos lyties inventorius priešingos lyties kape simbo-
lizuoja specifinį statusą, kuris yra įgyjamas tam tikro-
mis aplinkybėmis. Vienoje iš jų moters-karės įvaizdis 
siejamas su materialinių ar dvasinių vertybių paveldė-
jimo (perėmimo) tradicijomis. Vyriškosios linijos pa-
veldėjimo sistemoje moteris eliminuota. Tačiau nesant 
vyriškosios lyties įpėdinio, paveldėtoja tampa moteris. 
Tai padaryti galima tik apgaunant tradicijas ir persi-
rengiant arba apsimetant vyru. „Funkcionaliu sūnumi“ 
tapti galėjo tik laikinai ir tik netekėjusi bei vaikų netu-
rinti dukra. Jai ištekėjus, vertybės pereidavo jos vyrui 
ir sūnums. 

Moters vaidmens iškilimas išvykus vyrui – archeolo-
ginėje literatūroje seniai įsitvirtinęs, nors praktikoje 
sunkiai įrodomas teiginys. Be to, Lietuvos „amazonės“ 
buvo subrendusios moterys. Todėl straipsnyje patei-
kiamos vyro vaidmens ir išvaizdos perėmimo interpre-
tacijos turėtų būti vertinamos ne tiesiogiai, o tik kaip 
galimos gairės. Vis dėlto kapų medžiagoje matomas 
„lyties pakeitimas“ byloja, jog tam tikromis aplinkybė-
mis moteriai būdavo leista „įžengti į vyriškąją sferą“, 
ir tai vykdavo ne jos pačios noru, bet buvo tradicijų ir 
visuomenės suformuota pareiga. 
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I n t roduc t ion

The primary purpose of burial is disposal of the body. 
But it also has a somewhat deeper meaning. Funer-
ary rites reflect the conception of the next world and 
the relationships between the living and the dead. The 
rites are determined by the emotional and social ties 
between the dead and surviving members of the com-
munity, as well as those between the participants in the 
rites. The manner of an individual’s burial is connected 
in every society with a certain system of values and the 
social order (Binford 1971; Brown 1995; Parker Pear-
son 1993; Tainter 1978). In order to ensure the peace 
of the deceased’s soul and a successful journey to the 
next world or a successful afterlife, complex rites are 
practised, which frequently require large expenditures 
of labour and material resources. Some funerary ritual 
elements would be difficult to comprehend judging just 
on the basis of practicality.

One such phenomenon that cannot be explained by 
only practical needs is symbolic burial, ie graves with-
out human remains, also called cenotaphs (from Greek 
kenos “empty”, and taphos “grave”). When no body is 
buried, the fundamental meaning of the grave, burial 
items, and burial rites disappears in a way. In this case 
the very existence of a burial purifies the metaphysical 
function of funerals, and reveals a symbolic concep-
tion of the connection between the dead person and 
the burial. From this perspective, a symbolic burial is 
a significant source for learning about visualisations of 
the passage from this world to the next. Burying an 
individual is a way of transferring his/her status and 
position in society to descendents or heirs. Therefore, 
even when there is no possibility of burying the body, 
certain funerary rites are a form that is necessary to 
regulate the social order (Kroll 2000, p. 216).

Symbolic funerary rites were practised in many an-
cient civilisations and cultures, in the Ancient Greek 
and Roman world, and in huge areas of Eurasia. Their 
meaning and purpose were not the same in every place 
and at every time. The pharaohs and wealthy people 
of ancient Egypt used to create cenotaphs at Abydos 
so that they would be symbolically buried beside the 
mythic grave of Osiris. Symbolic headstones have 
sometimes been erected at the place where rulers or 
soldiers have died or, conversely, in the homeland in 
those cases where the individual was buried elsewhere. 
But the majority of the graves, it is thought, were for 
people, whose bodies could not be buried. Symbolic 
burials are known in various Celtic, Germanic, and 
Baltic societies. Cenotaphs for missing individuals and 
for people who have been buried in another or an un-
known location are frequently erected even in modern 
times (for example, a symbolic headstone was erected 
in Florence in 1829 for Dante Alighieri). In some cases 
they acquire the function of a monument (the Cenotaph 
in London to commemorate the victims of the First 
World War).

This paper discusses the small category of symbolic 
burials which have been found in East Lithuanian bar-
rows and contain only burial items without human 
remains. It is necessary to stress that other variants 
of symbolic funerary rites were also characteristic 
of this region: grave-like pits that contain no burial 
items or any remains are sometimes found in bar-
rows (Abaravičius 1994, p.101; Bliujus 1983, p.35f.; 
Semėnas 1994, p.111) as well as equestrian burial items 
buried separately in barrows (Bliujienė 1992, pp.113-
119; Juškaitis 2005, p.147f.) and barrows without any 
signs of a grave (Bliujienė 1992, p.120f.).

GRAVES OF THE UNBURIED:  SYMBOLIC IRON 
AGE WARRIOR BURIALS IN  EAST LITHUANIA

LAURYNAS KURILA

Abstract

The paper analyses symbolic warrior burials found in East Lithuanian barrows dated to the Iron Age. The discussed graves 
contain mainly weapons, without any human remains. Judging from the grave assemblages and the shapes of the weapons, it 
is supposed that higher-status individuals used to be buried symbolically more frequently. Stressing the male gender and the 
warrior status was the primary task when performing a symbolic burial.

Key words: East Lithuanian barrows, symbolic burial, warrior, weapon, status.
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Ma te r i a l

Symbolic warrior burials are not a mass phenomenon 
in East Lithuanian Barrow Culture. Only 18 such 
graves have been found in the approximately 170 cem-
eteries with over 1,400 barrows that have been exca-
vated. In fact, their actual number could be larger since 
many previous excavations are poorly documented or 
totally undocumented and due to imperfect excavation 
methods some of these graves could have remained 
undiscovered or interpreted as chance finds. Although 
East Lithuanian barrows were intensively excavated 
in the second half of the 19th century and in the first 
half of the 20th century, data about only three symbolic 
burials, found at Smarhon, Sudota and Zasvir barrow 
cemeteries, are available from this period. The scale of 
the practice of symbolic funeral rites is more reliably 
reflected in the statistics for barrows excavated during 
the Soviet and post-Soviet eras. Out of the 770 barrows 
excavated during this period, symbolic burials were 
found in at least 14 (1.82%). This percentage could 
be somewhat larger, considering that frequently there 
are no objective criteria for distinguishing a symbolic 
burial from chance finds arising from disturbed graves. 
Due to the latter reason, the distinct category of sym-
bolic burials is restricted in this paper to warrior graves. 
Several finds, which should, with certain reservations, 
be considered symbolic female graves, were found 
at Jakšiškis (Michelbertas 2002, p.72), Kapitoniškės 
(Tautavičius 1957, p.100), Vaišniūnai-Medžiukalnis 

(Kliaugaitė 2002), and Riklikai (Tautavičius 1970, 
p.55) barrow fields. Due to their doubtful interpreta-
tions, they have not been examined in this study.

Symbolic warrior graves are known in ten barrow-cem-
eteries in East Lithuania (Table 1, Fig. 1). The barrow 
1 at Eitulionys contained a cairn of stones on top of 
the primary surface with a rectangular stone construc-
tion under the cairn (Fig. 2). Uncharred burial items: a 
spearhead with a narrow leaf-shaped blade, a spur and 
a buckle, had been placed inside the consumption in an 
area that had been strewn with charred wood particles 
(Bliujus 1983, p.35f.).

A similar grave was investigated at Nemaitonys barrow 
3. On the bottom of a large pit covered with stones and 
strewn with charred wood particles, uncharred burial 
items were found without any human remains: a large 
fighting knife or single-bladed sword with a bronze-
decorated hilt, the remains of a shield boss, a knife, a 
crossbow brooch, a buckle, and a fragment of an uncer-
tain iron artefact (Butėnienė 1972).

The most symbolic burials in one place (eight) were in-
vestigated at Grigiškės–Neravai barrow field (Figs. 3; 
4). In these graves, the burial items were placed on the 
primary surface of the ground, which had been burnt 
or strewn with charred wood particles, or in shallow 
pits dug into it. In barrows 8, 10, 20, 25 and 28 weap-
ons had been stuck into the ground before the barrow 
was erected. Some of the burial items had been charred 
(Kuncienė 1980, p.50f.). The majority of the barrows 

Barrow-cemetery Barrow No. Grave No. Grave assemblages
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Eitulionys 1 1 1 1 1

Grigiškės–Neravai

8 unnumbered 1
10 unnumbered 1
13 2 1 1 1
18 3 1 1 1
20 2 1 1

25
1 1 1
4 1

28 4 1 1 1
Gudeliai–Lenkiškės 11 1 1 1

Kretuonys
13 unnumbered 1 1
51 unnumbered 2 1

Nemaitonys 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Palūšė 3 1 2 2 1
Smarhon 8 unnumbered 1 1 1
Sudota 2 1 1 2 1
Vanagiškės 1 unnumbered 1
Zasvir 1 unnumbered 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Tab le .  Assemblages  o f  symbol i c  bu r i a l s :  1  s ing le -edged  sword  (ba t t l e -kn i f e ) ; 
2  spea rhead ;  3  axe ;  4  sh i e ld  boss ;  5  kn i f e ;  6  spu r ;  7  awl ;  8  f i r e s t ee l ;  9  buck le ; 
10  c ros sbow b rooch ;  11  penannu la r  b rooch ;  12  f inge r- r ing ;  13  b ronze  be l l ;  
14  unce r t a in  i ron  a r t e fac t
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with symbolic burials were surrounded by circles of 
stones. These barrows also contained from one to eight 
cremation burials, the majority of which had probably 
been placed in the barrow at a later time.

A slightly charred, narrow-bladed axe and spearhead 
socket were found, without any other traces of a grave, 
below the primary surface of the ground at the centre 
of Gudeliai–Lenkiškės barrow 11. It had no circle of 
stones and at least two small pits had been dug at its 
edge (Kurila 2006, p.94f.).

On the edge of Vanagiškiai barrow 1, a bent, uncharred, 
single-edged sword was found in one of the pits sur-
rounding the barrow (Butėnas 1998, p.139f.). The ar-

tefact had been buried in a previously erected barrow, 
which contained another two cremation burials.

Below the primary surface at the centre of Kretuonys 
barrow 13, an uncharred narrow-bladed axe and a 
spearhead with a broad leaf-shaped blade were found 
(Butėnienė 1978, p.134). The mound contained another 
eight cremation burials. One of them (a female burial?) 
was probably created when the barrow was erected, 
while the rest were made in the mound at a later time. 
The barrow was surrounded by a circle of stones and 
five pits. Barrow 51 contained a narrow-bladed axe and 
two Petersen type E spearheads, one of which had been 
broken in half and the other bent (E. Butėnienė’s 1980 
excavations, unpublished material). The mound, which 

Fig. 1. Symbolic warrior burials in the territory of East Lithuanian Barrow Culture: 1 Eitulionys (Trakai district); 2 
Grigiškės–Neravai (Vilnius city); 3 Gudeliai–Lenkiškės (Vilnius district); 4 Kretuonys (Švenčionys district); 5 Nemai-
tonys (Kaišiadorys district); 6 Palūšė (Ignalina district); 7 Smarhon (Belarus); 8 Sudota (Švenčionys district); 9 Vanagiškės 
(Jonava district); 10 Zasvir (Miadel district, Belarus) (drawn by the author).
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was surrounded by ditches, also 
contained another cremation 
burial.

On the edge of Palūšė barrow 3, 
two spearheads, two knives and 
an awl were found. Both spear-
heads and one knife were charred 
(Butėnienė 1982, p.69). The 
mound also contained at least one 
disturbed cremation burial. The 
barrow lacked a circle of stones, 
but it had four ditches around the 
mound.

In Smarhon barrow 8, a cre-
mation burial was found with 
an abundance of weapons and, 
judging from the description, a 
short distance away a spearhead 
with a broad leaf-shaped blade, a 
lugged, narrow-bladed axe, and 
a knife (Rykov 1913, pp.11 and 
16).

There had probably been a sym-
bolic burial in Sudota barrow 
2. The excavation report men-
tions no bones (Kaczyński 1963, 
p.148). Unfortunately, due to poor 
documentation, we only know 
about the finds: two narrow-blad-
ed axes, a tanged spearhead with 
a barbed blade, and a knife.

At Zasvir barrow 1, a wide-blad-
ed axe, spearhead, knife, firesteel, 
and bronze ornaments: a penan-
nular brooch, a ring, and a bell 
were found at its base (Pokrovskii 
1899, p.12f.). The author likewise 
failed to mention any bones. It is 
likely that a symbolic burial was 
investigated in this barrow.

Bur i a l  cons t ruc t ion , 
fu rn i sh ings  and  s t a tus

Graves without human remains 
are referred to as symbolic in lit-
erature (Kuncienė 1980, p.50f.). 
This interpretation is confirmed 
by the similarity of their con-
struction to the cremation and 
inhumation graves found in the 
same barrow fields. In construct-

Fig. 2. Eitulionys barrow 1 symbolic burial in situ (photograph by Bliujus, 1980).

Fig. 3. Grigiškės–Neravai barrow 18 symbolic burial 3 in situ (photograph by 
O. Kuncienė, 1975).
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ing them, barrows of the same form and construction 
were erected and characteristic rites involving fire 
were performed. The fact that the burial items were 
usually charred allows us to think that burial items 
used to be burned in a symbolic funeral pyre in imita-
tion of a cremation. The position of the burial items in 
the Eitulionys grave imitated the burial of an uncre-

mated body oriented in the NW–SE 
direction characteristic of this barrow 
field. The burial items were also posi-
tioned in the Nemaitonys grave in the 
same manner as they would have been 
placed around an uncremated body.

We should be somewhat more cau-
tious in assigning the Eitulionys and 
Nemaitonys graves to the category of 
symbolic burials. Uncremated bones 
are less resistant to environmental ef-
fects and can disappear completely, 
although practice has shown that at 
least small bone fragments are usually 
found in inhumation burials, usually 
being preserved near metal artefacts. 
We should also not reject the possibil-
ity that some of the artefacts in other 
discussed graves were placed as ad-
ditional burial items and are directly 
connected with the cremation burials 
located in the barrows. Thus, in talk-
ing about the scale of the incidence of 
symbolic funerary rites, many reser-
vations are encountered, but the fact 
of the phenomenon’s very existence 
cannot in any way be denied.

The assumption is possible that sym-
bolic burials are for people who are 
buried elsewhere: a person who died 
on a trip or raid and was buried where 
he died, while a symbolic burial was 
held in his homeland. However, in 
spite of the large number of excava-
tions, so far no burials characteristic 
of East Lithuanian Barrow Culture 
have been found in the territories of 
neighbouring tribes. It can only be 
concluded that an effort was made to 
carry back home the bodies or ashes 
of those who died in battles or else-
where. Symbolic burials are probably 
evidence of those separate instances 
when that was impossible to do.

In the absence of the bodies of the 
dead, there is no possibility of an-

swering reasonably the question for whom a symbolic 
burial was intended. Attempts to discuss the status and 
social position of symbolically buried people are of an 
interpretative nature. Judging by the burial items, all, 
or at least the majority of the symbolic burials, were 
for men (as has been mentioned, several instances are 
also known where female burial items without any hu-

Fig. 4. Finds from the Grigiškės–Neravai barrow 28 symbolic burial 4 (drawing 
by I. Maciukaitė).
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man remains have been found in barrows). The grave 
in Palūšė barrow 3, which contained burial items 
characteristic of both a male and a female, should be 
considered separately. The distinctive dualism of this 
burial is also confirmed by the fact that only some of 
the burial items are charred. Different rites were prob-
ably performed in symbolically burying a man and a 
woman.

It is likely that the larger number of symbolic male 
burials reflects higher male mortality by violent death 
or other circumstances when the community cannot 
bury the body. Men, by engaging in warfare, hunting 
or fishing, die far from home or drown more frequently 
than women. Osteological examinations of the traces 
of trauma show that men more frequently became the 
victims of violence (Anderson 1996; Jankauskas 2001, 
p.43; Larsen 1997, p.122; Walker 2001, p.587). On 
the other hand, another explanation is also possible. 
In communities which were located in sparsely inhab-
ited areas and which probably did not avoid clashes 
between themselves, women and children could also 
have become the victims of violence, and died far from 
home or disappeared without a trace. On the basis of 
the available archaeological data, it is impossible to an-
swer the question how a community behaved in those 
instances: whether any rituals imitating a funeral were 
performed. Perhaps some isolated artefacts, or pieces 
of them, which are discovered in barrows and not con-
nected with graves are traces of similar rites. It would 
seem, however, that when a person died elsewhere or 
disappeared without a trace, the community’s reaction 
differed, depending on the social group to which he or 
she belonged.

The majority of the graves in question were made on 
top of the primary surface of the ground or under it. 
Their stratigraphy shows that they are the first burials 
and not placed in already existing mounds. Only the 
Vanagiškiai burial should be considered a later burial. 
Funerary rites, which are more complex and require 
more labour and resources, reflect the individual’s 
higher social status. A person for whose burial a new 
mound is erected should be in a higher social position 
than those whose graves are placed in already exist-
ing barrows (Tainter 1978, p.127f.; Mizoguchi 1993, 
p.227). In this case, the erection of new barrows and 
the performance of more complex and longer funerary 
rites used to occur exclusively (or almost exclusively) 
when symbolically burying males.

The majority of the burial items in the aforementioned 
graves consist of weapons: 35 of the 52 items (67.3%) 
belong to this category (in cremation and inhumation 
male burials, weapons comprise only 39.8% of all the 
assemblage). Furthermore, many other artefacts are 

also connected with a set of male-warrior burial items 
(eg a spur and knives). The graves contained from one 
to three weapons (an average of 1.94). This number is 
insignificantly larger than the one of weapons in male 
inhumation and cremation burials, ie an average of 
1.83 weapons in those graves which contained at least 
one weapon (but an average of only 0.53 weapons in 
all the graves which had been osteologically identified 
as male). Of course, separate communities could have 
had distinctive burial rite traditions. In addition, they 
probably had different amounts of wealth. The material 
from the Grigiškės–Neravai barrow field also allows 
us to envisage certain tendencies: 1.875 weapons were 
found on average in each symbolic burial in this bar-
row field. Meanwhile, the average was smaller (1.75) 
in male cremation burials.

The total number of burial items is not the only meas-
ure for defining an individual’s status. No less impor-
tant are such criteria as the diversity of the set of burial 
items or their rarity (Alekshin 1983, p.141f.). Of the 
35 weapons placed in symbolic burials, it is possible 
to consider that at least 15 (42.9%) have a rare form or 
are prestigious. These are single-edged swords or fight-
ing knives, spearheads with a Petersen type E blade, a 
sword-shaped blade, a blade with pronounced shoul-
ders, a barbed blade, wide-bladed, ornate or lugged 
axes, and shield bosses. Such weapons on the whole 
only comprise about 20% to 25% of all the weapons in 
male cremation or inhumation burials in East Lithua-
nian barrows. The spur from the Eitulionys grave should 
also be considered a rare find. By drawing the conclu-
sion that weapons of rarer and more complex forms, 
as well as more specialised weapons (swords, lugged 
axes and shield bosses), reflect their owner’s higher 
status, it is possible to state that, compared to those 
who were buried in actual graves, a higher percentage 
of the individuals who were buried symbolically be-
longed to the community’s social elite. This could be 
a consequence of the specific way of life of the higher 
stratum of society. These people, more than the com-
munity’s other males, participated in battles (this was 
also a prerequisite of the higher status) and failed to 
return more frequently. On the other hand, whether a 
community organised symbolic funerary rites for a man 
who had died elsewhere may have depended greatly on 
his status and prestige. The tendency for various sym-
bolic and imitative forms of funerary rites to be more 
characteristic of the social elite and warrior stratum is 
also observable in other societies (Hope 2003, p.88ff.; 
Ionesov 1999; Richards et al. 1995).

No differences, however, are visible in the construction 
or size of the barrows erected for actual and symbol-
ic burials. The Grigiškės–Neravai barrows, in which 
the primary burials are cremation burials, are even 
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insignificantly larger than the barrows with symbolic 
burials. The Gudeliai–Lenkiškės barrow with a sym-
bolic burial was even of a simpler construction than 
the majority of the other mounds, as it lacked a circle 
of stones.

The fact that the majority of the burial items in symbol-
ic burials consist of weapons does not necessarily mean 
that all the individuals for whom they are intended be-
longed to the warrior estate in the true sense of this 
term. A warrior class or a true social elite, which inher-
ited its exclusive position, could hardly have developed 
in East Lithuania in the middle of the first millennium 
AD. It is more likely that social status was connect-
ed with an individual’s age (Kurila 2002, p.129ff.). 
Weapons are found in the majority of the male graves 
from that time and are in no way an attribute of estate. 
Neither the burial nor the burial items are a direct re-
flection of the individual’s trade, way of life or status, 
but are rather a symbol (Hodder 1982; Parker Pearson 
2000). Studies of various societies have revealed that 
frequently specific groups of burial items were used 
to express an individual’s position (Lynn et al. 2001, 
p.206; O’Shea 1995, pp.130-139; Williams 2003, 
p.117f.). In East Lithuania weapons were an important 
male attribute, a symbol, expressing their owner’s gen-
der, identification with a certain social category, posi-
tion in society, or perhaps just claims to it. In stating 
this, it is important to stress, however, that the social 
and biological sides of the concept of “male” (gender 
and sex) did not necessarily coincide in past societies 
(Lucy 1997; Nelson, 1997, p.15f.). Investigations of 
graves with burial items for the opposite sex (Pawletta 
2003; Weglian 2001) have revealed that social gender 
could also be connected with the individual’s age, posi-
tion in society, disability, or other factors.

Weapons could have various social meanings. They 
could, for example, be an attribute of a mature or free 
individual. In many societies they acquire a distinctive 
sacredness and are hallowed. Publius Cornelius Taci-
tus mentions a huge respect for weapons in Germanic 
lands (Tacitus 1980, p.158f.). It is difficult to say how 
much weapons had to be used in everyday life, but 
their significance was especially large in funerary ritu-
als. The placement of a weapon in a grave could be 
a particular way of somewhat raising an individual’s 
status upon entering the afterlife. In burying an indi-
vidual, no effort was made to stress, for example, his 
trade, ie no farming, smithy, or other tools are found 
in male graves. The energy of the symbolism of burial 
items was concentrated on stressing gender and status.

In symbolic burials this focus is especially striking. As 
has been mentioned, the absolute majority of the burial 
items found in them are warrior gear. Aside from the 

Palūšė grave, which symbolises the burial of a male 
and a female, for which latter the awl is intended, the 
only non-weapon or warrior-related burial items are 
the buckles and crossbow brooch from the Eitulionys 
and Nemaitonys barrows and some of the Zasvir grave 
items. In the rest of the symbolic burials, none of the 
other frequent male burial items, buckles, crossbow 
brooches and spiral rings, were found. In performing a 
symbolic burial, accenting the male gender and warrior 
status was the primary task. In such cases, the symbol-
ic content of other burial items faded. It is likely that 
the mourners behaved in this manner in order to stress 
the circumstances of the individual’s death. In most so-
cieties, warriors who fall in battle are honoured, and 
the image of the missing or unknown warrior is espe-
cially strong. Perhaps the placement of weapons in the 
grave of a warrior who has failed to return from battle 
expresses the society’s respect and recognition of the 
status he has earned.

It is worthwhile noting another quality characteristic 
of symbolic burials. In some of the Grigiškės–Neravai 
graves and in the Gudeliai–Lenkiškės grave, the weap-
ons were stuck into the ground. In the latter, an axe and 
a spearhead were also broken (Vanagiškiai barrow 1, 
Kretuonys barrow 51, and Sudota barrow 2 also con-
tained broken or bent weapons). This atypical position 
of the burial items is likewise observable in the crema-
tion burials of some East Lithuanian barrow cemeter-
ies, at the funeral sites of the other Baltic tribes, and 
frequently in symbolic burials (Kazakevičius, Malo-
naitis 2006). But nowhere is it a mass phenomenon. 
It is difficult to judge, on the basis of material from 
two adjacent sites, how much the custom of sticking 
weapons into the ground in East Lithuania was con-
nected with symbolic funerary rites. But its connec-
tion with warriors is obvious. Symbolic and cremation 
burials with weapons stuck into the ground are also 
connected in the sense that both these types of graves 
contained almost no other burial items except weap-
ons. The sticking of weapons into the ground definitely 
had a magic meaning and reflected the spiritual bond 
between a weapon and its owner (Argente Oliver et al. 
2000, p.242f.). In this case the burial items acquire a 
seemingly double symbolic meaning and create a sym-
bolic structure, in which the artefact itself and its posi-
tion are equally important.

By sticking a weapon into the ground, the mourners 
perhaps sought to protect the deceased’s soul and scare 
away evil spirits. It is likely that this was done in or-
der to accent the circumstances under which the person 
being buried or symbolically buried had died, distin-
guishing a warrior who fell on the battlefield from 
other members of the community. In Scandinavia this 
custom is treated as a ritual “killing” of the deceased, 
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thereby sending his soul to Oðinn (Nordberg 2002). 
Probably the semantics of sticking a weapon into a 
grave have and can have no single explanation. This 
is part of the ideological structure that helps to fortify 
status in society.

Chrono logy,  h i s to r i ca l  background

The dating of symbolic burials on the basis of weapon 
typology alone cannot be precise. It seems that this cus-
tom was practised on a larger or smaller scale through-
out the entire period of the existence of East Lithuanian 
Barrow Culture (third/fourth to 11/12th centuries AD). 
The Eitulionys grave should belong to the early stage. 
It is difficult to date the burial items of a symbolic bur-
ial, but according to the adjacent barrows with inhuma-
tion burials, it should belong to the fourth or early fifth 
century (Bliujus 1983, p.39). Several graves should 
have been created in the Late Iron Age. The latest one, 
dated to the 11th or 12th centuries, most probably is 
the Zasvir symbolic burial. The Petersen type E spear-
heads in Kretuonys barrow 51 date to the ninth/tenth 
centuries (Kazakevičius 1999, p.188). It is possible to 
assign the graves of Grigiškės–Neravai barrows 8 and 
10 as well as the grave of Vanagiškiai barrow 1 to a 
similar or earlier period (eighth/ninth centuries) on the 
basis of the construction of the mounds and the finds 
from later graves.

The majority of the finds from the other symbolic buri-
als have been reliably dated to the second half of the 
fifth century or the sixth century. Judging by analogous 
finds, the ornate axes (Malonaitis 1998, p.5), shield-
bosses (Kontny 2004, p.254) and battle knife or short 
sword (Kazakevičius 1981, p. 45) belong to this pe-
riod. The spearhead chronology is somewhat longer, 
but it does not extend beyond the limits of the seventh 
century (Kazakiavichius 1988, pp.29ff., 37-42 and 55-
57). The increase in the number of symbolic burials in 
the middle of the first millennium is observable. This 
period is one of great transformations in East Lithua-
nian Barrow Culture. The contemporary events in 
Europe, which led to the fall of the Western Roman 
Empire and the creation of new states, also touched 
the Baltic region. The spread of some new forms of 
weapons, crossbow brooches, buckles and spurs in 
East Lithuania shows the existence of inter-tribal con-
tacts. Their nature is still fairly vague. The region was 
probably shaken up by the movement of neighbouring 
tribes. The three-bladed arrowheads found in hill-forts 
are witnesses to one or several direct attacks by wan-
dering tribes. East Lithuania could have been reached 
by individual bands from the Hun Empire that had ex-
panded in the time of Attila (434–453) (Lukhtan 1997). 
Beside Huns, these bands might also have included Os-

trogoths and Gepids, who were subjects of the Huns at 
that time.

The consequences of these events are reflected in the 
social order and funerary customs. Beginning in the 
middle of the first millennium, the custom of cremat-
ing the dead became established and a typical set of 
warrior burial items began to be placed in male graves 
(Vaitkevičius 2005, p.78). A distinctly socially strati-
fied society, in which an effort was made to accent a 
warrior’s status, probably developed at that time in 
East Lithuania. An increase in the number of weapons 
in graves during a period of fighting seems to be logi-
cal. The same should also be said about the number of 
symbolic burials. In this context, the increase in their 
number causes no surprise. The more warriors go off 
to fight, the more they die or disappear. It is only pos-
sible to guess how many of the symbolic burials are 
directly connected with these struggles. It is very likely 
that most of the Grigiškės–Neravai symbolic burials, 
and perhaps some of the cremation burials, are from 
the same time and reflect some event that shook up the 
community. It would otherwise be difficult to explain 
the large number of these unusual graves at one site. 
But it would not be appropriate to connect all the sym-
bolic burials from the middle of the first millennium 
with one big attack by an external enemy. External 
shocks were probably just a factor in increasing the 
importance of this custom. After the significance of the 
male-warrior grew in society, the symbolic expression 
of his status also correspondingly changed. A distinc-
tive ideological basis appeared at that time for highly 
respectful behaviour by the community when a warrior 
died.

Conc lus ions

A brief study on symbolic burials in East Lithuanian 
barrows reveals a connection between symbolic funer-
ary rites and higher status, which is expressed through 
both the grave construction and artefact types. Differ-
ent circumstances could have occurred in past societies 
depriving the community of the possibility to bury a 
body. However, a symbolic funeral was most likely to 
be organized in the instances of the death of a male. 
The evident dominance of weapons in the grave as-
semblages reflects the mourners’ aspiration to stress 
the male gender and the recognition of the status and 
prestige the deceased had earned for the afterlife. The 
subconscious necessity to emphasize warrior status 
through mortuary symbolism shows the importance of 
this social attribute in East Lithuanian societies. The 
increase in the number of symbolic warrior burials in 
the middle of the first millennium should be considered 
a consequence of the growing warfare at that time. It 
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resulted in larger numbers of warrior deaths, as well 
as in the changing ideology and mortuary treatment of 
the warrior.

Translated by Jeffrey Arthur Bakanauskas
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NEPALAIDOTųJų KAPAI :  
SIMBOLINIAI  GELEŽIES 
AMŽIAUS KARIų KAPAI  
RYTų LIETUVOJE

Laurynas Kurila

San t rauka

Straipsnyje analizuojama viena Rytų Lietuvos pilkapių 
kapų kategorija – simboliniai karių kapai, kuriuose ras-
ta įkapių be jokių žmogaus palaikų pėdsakų. Konstruk-
cija jie iš esmės nesiskiria nuo vienalaikių griautinių ir 

degintinių kapų. Iki šiol ištirta 18 tokių kapų dešimtyje 
pilkapynų. Tikrasis jų skaičius gali būti ir dar kiek di-
desnis. Rytų Lietuvoje žinoma ir pavienių simbolinių 
moterų kapų, tačiau jų skaičius yra gerokai mažesnis. 

Tikėtina, kad vyrai dažniau žūdavo svetur ar dingda-
vo be žinios. Kita vertus, galbūt simbolinės laidojimo 
apeigos buvo atliekamos tiktai aukštesnio socialinio 
statuso asmenų, tarp kurių buvo daugiau vyrų, žūties 
atveju. Įrengiant simbolinį kapą dažniausiai būdavo 
pilamas naujas pilkapis. Šią aplinkybę taip pat reikėtų 
laikyti aukštesnio statuso išraiška.

Absoliučią daugumą simbolinių kapų įkapių sudaro 
ginklai. Iš jų nemažai – daugiau nei degintiniuose ar 
griautiniuose kapuose – yra retų ar specifinių formų. 
Reikia manyti, laidojant simboliškai ypač stengtasi 
pabrėžti vyriškąją lytį ir tam tikrą socialinio statuso 
aspektą – priklausymą karių kategorijai. Šiuo atve-
ju itin svarbus buvo įkapių simbolinis turinys. Jomis 
bendruomenė stengėsi išreikšti simboliškai laidojamo 
asmens statusą ar netgi jį savotiškai kilstelėti.

Dalis ginklų šiuose kapuose rasti sulaužyti ar sulanks-
tyti, kai kuriais atvejais – įsmeigti į žemę. Tai – savitų 
laidojimo apeigų pėdsakai. Simboliniai kapai būdingi 
iš esmės visam Rytų Lietuvos pilkapių kultūros gy-
vavimo laikotarpiui. Tačiau daugiausia jų priklauso 
I tūkstantmečio viduriui. Tikėtina, kad tai susiję su to 
meto Europą krėtusiais įvykiais, kurie galėjo būti tiek 
tiesioginė didesnio karių mirčių skaičiaus priežastis, 
tiek simbolinę laidoseną aktualizavęs veiksnys.
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I n t roduc t ion

Artefacts can have various functions: practical, aes-
thetic, magic, protective, etc. When interpreting arte-
facts as grave goods and part of a burial ritual, several 
aspects should be kept in mind. The artefacts could 
have been possessions of the deceased, and in that 
way they can reflect his/her role or status. On the other 
hand, it is always important to note that it was the liv-
ing who acted in the burial ritual. Even if it is hard 
to verify what choices were made by the community 
that buried the deceased, it is important to ask what 
they wanted to express (eg Jensen, Høilund Nielsen 
1997, p.34f.; Parker Pearson 2003, p.83ff.). Was the 
purpose, for example, to express status, wealth, the 
role of the deceased in real life, some ideal state, or 
the status of the family or kin? The funeral is as much 
a ceremony for the mourners as it is for the dead, and 
one purpose was to heal the rupture that was caused 
by a person’s death. There is an idealising element in 
the funerary rite: the way in which a person was bur-
ied does not necessarily reflect the life of the deceased 
but the impact of the death (Hakenbeck 2004, p.50). 
Grave goods could also be gifts and thereby related to 
the relationship between the survivors and the donor 
(King 2004; Mäntylä 2005b, p.148ff.). Every artefact 
which was placed in the grave was an active choice by 
people carrying out the burial. The symbolic meaning 
of artefacts was an important aspect of these choices 
(Mäntylä 2005a; 2005b).

The interpretation of symbols is made difficult by their 
ambiguity. The same object or combination of objects 
may have a different meaning in a different context 
(Pader 1982, pp.20 and 35). In other words, one ob-

ject can have several different symbolic meanings, and 
several different objects can share the same symbolic 
meaning. Because of that, various forms of similarity 
and difference in context are important in interpreta-
tions (Hodder 1987, p.6ff.; Shanks, Hodder 1995, 
p.14f.). Since different beliefs and magical properties 
have been associated with so many artefacts (knives, 
axes, fire-steels, coins, beads, etc) repeatedly found in 
graves, it would actually be possible to ask whether 
artefacts in burial contexts were ever solely what they 
were in a practical function.

In this article I will discuss the various ways of inter-
preting the meaning, especially symbolic meaning, of 
the battle-axes and swords occurring as grave goods 
in the Late Iron Age in southwest Finland. The start-
ing point for the interpretations is that when comparing 
cemeteries, a lot of differences in burial customs can 
be noticed, especially regarding the grave goods, and 
even in cemeteries situated very near each other (eg 
Mäntylä 2005a, p.124f.). Whether or not a sword or a 
battle-axe was chosen as grave goods in the Late Iron 
Age was presumably affected by the sum of numerous 
factors. At least the following considerations may have 
applied: 1) Christianization – the general decrease of 
grave goods; 2) a decrease in the deposition of weap-
ons in graves for other reasons near the end of the Iron 
Age; 3) the local weapon tradition – the significance 
of the sword or the battle-axe in the weaponry; 4) lo-
cal symbolic meanings – the internal symbolic codes 
of the society, relating to different weapon types and 
weapons in general. These meanings may also have 
changed over time. There have been regional and local 
differences regarding the number of weapons and the 
weapon combinations in graves, as well as the number 

THE MEANING OF WEAPONS AS GRAVE GOODS: 
EXAMPLES FROM TWO SOUTHWEST FINNISH 
CRUSADE PERIOD CEMETERIES

SARI MÄNTYLÄ

Abstract

The various ways of interpreting the meaning of battle-axes and swords as grave goods are discussed. Two Finnish Crusade 
Period (1050–1200AD) inhumation cemeteries (Kirkkomäki in Turku and Rikalanmäki in Halikko) are presented as a case 
study. Both swords and battle-axes in these cemeteries had several meanings: they were effective weapons, but also important 
symbols of the wealth and status of their owners and community. They also had other symbolic and magical dimensions, 
which were important in the burial ritual.

Key words: weapon, sword, battle-axe, Crusade Period, Late Iron Age, grave goods.
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of weapon burials. The various forms of weaponry, 
especially when used as grave goods, most probably 
reflect a range of local values, traditions and symbol-
ism.

Rika lanmäk i  and  Ki rkkomäk i  
c eme te r i e s

The Late Iron Age inhumation cemeteries of Kirk-
komäki in Turku and Rikalanmäki in Halikko (Fig. 1) 
were chosen as a case study in analysing the meaning 
of weapons within a community using a certain cem-
etery. These cemeteries can both be dated, on the ba-
sis of artefacts (eg coins, see Talvio 2002, pp.168 and 
174-176), to the 11th and 12th centuries. Most of the 
graves belong to the last Iron Age period in Finland, 
the Crusade Period. In southwest Finland this dates 
from circa 1050 to around the year 1200. The Crusade 
Period was a period of transition, as Christianity start-
ed to strongly influence the burial customs. The first 
step was the change from cremation to inhumation. 
This happened in the area of Finland proper at the be-
ginning of the 11th century. During the same time, the 
number of grave goods started to decline, and finally 
they disappeared totally. Anyway, there are cemeter-
ies, such as Rikalanmäki and Kirkkomäki, with richly 
furnished graves as late as the 12th century. Especially 
the quantity of weapons in these cemeteries is excep-
tional for the Crusade Period, when weapons as grave 
goods were becoming rarer as a result of Christian in-
fluences.

The unfurnished Christian burial custom was already 
partly in use in the surrounding areas of Kirkkomäki 
and Rikalanmäki. Christianization was a long process 
and the transition to the Christian burial custom took 
place at a different rate (Purhonen 1998, p.135ff.). It 
can be assumed that changes happened even farm by 
farm. In the Crusade Period, the old beliefs and the 
new Christian faith acted side by side, and old customs 
and beliefs remained in use long after the adoption of 
Christianity.

The main part of the Rikalanmäki inhumation cemetery 
area was excavated by archaeologist Jorma Leppäaho 
in 1950–1951 and 1953 (Fig. 2). Unfortunately, part of 
the cemetery had been severely damaged during con-
struction work before the excavation. The total number 
of burials is not known exactly, but according to the 
excavation report, 44 graves were observed. There are 
19 or 20 male burials in Rikalanmäki, and no less than 
14 graves contained weapons. In ten graves there was 
a sword, which is more than in any Finnish Crusade 
Period cemetery. In addition, two swords have been 
found as stray finds on the hill. Also nine spearheads 
and three broad-bladed battle-axes occur in the graves 
or as stray finds. Ten of the Rikalanmäki swords have 
a disk- or wheel-shaped pommel. In Finland approxi-
mately 40 examples of such swords have been found 
(Tomanterä 1978, p.23). It is important to note that the 
swords with wheel pommels in the 11th and 12th centu-
ry burials in Halikko did alter the dating of this weapon 
type. Generally, the popularity of this pommel type has 
been associated with the 13th century and onwards, ie 

Fig. 1. The locations of Turku/Kirkkomäki and Halikko/Rikalanmäki cemeteries in southwest Finland. Both cemeteries are 
situated in river valleys of southwest Finland: Kirkkomäki on the bank of the River Aurajoki, and Rikalanmäki on the bank 
of the River Halikonjoki.
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Fig. 2. Excavations 
taking place at Rikalan-
mäki in 1950 (photo-
graph: the archive of 
A. Nummela).

Fig. 3. Sword from 
Rikalanmäki grave 25. 
Jorma Leppäaho never 
published the Rikalan-
mäki excavation results, 
or the finds, with a few 
exceptions. He was 
specially interested in 
Iron Age weapons, and 
parts of his studies were 
published in 1964 after 
his death. He focused 
particularly on the inlaid 
inscriptions on the blades 
of swords, and was the 
first archaeologist to use 
x-ray photography (pho-
tograph: Leppäaho 1964, 
Tafel 25).
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the later Middle Ages (Oakeshott 1960, p.224f.; 1991, 
pp.6-7, 37 and 57; Peirce 2002, p.134).

All of the swords from Rikalanmäki contain inlaid 
inscriptions and decorations, for example, letters, 
groups of letters, plant motifs and cross-motifs (Fig. 
3). One interesting feature is the hand symbols near the 
tip of the blade, which has been observed on three of 
the Rikalanmäki swords. These Hand of God figures, 
with two fingers raised in blessing, occur just in a few 
swords in the whole of Europe. Within the Christian 
Church, hand-symbols have a symbolic protective 
meaning, but they could also refer to some production 
centre. The same symbol can also be seen in art during 
the period 1000–1200 (Tomanterä 1978, p.42f.; Oake-
shott 1991, pp.28 and 51). Also, the name of the smith 
or some production centre occurs. The most interesting 
sword, a so-called Gicelin-sword, was found in grave 
30. On one side of the blade is the text GICELIN ME 
FECIT (“Gicelin made me”), and on the opposite side 
the text IN NOMINE DOMINI (“In the name of God). 
In Finland, Gicelin-swords have been found at just one 
other site, Marikkovaara in Rovaniemi, in the northern 
part of the country (Leppäaho 1964, p.58f.; Tomanterä 
1978, p.31f.; Peirce 2002, p.134f.). The Rikalanmäki 
sword is the only one with silver-inlaid inscriptions; 
the others have iron inlays. Gicelin-swords are also rare 
in the whole of Europe (eg Oakeshott 1960, p.212ff., 
1991, p.57ff.; Tomanterä 1978, p.31f. and references).

In the inhumation cemetery at Kirkkomäki, several ex-
cavations have been carried out during the 20th century, 
the largest in 1991–1992. The number of investigated 
graves is 43, but the area was not totally excavated. 

In Kirkkomäki, there 
were 16 male burials, 
and altogether 13 graves 
contained weapons. Al-
together, two swords 
and nine spearheads oc-
cur in the graves, but the 
cemetery of Kirkkomäki 
is interesting from the 
point of view of battle-
axes (Plate VI: 1). Seven 
graves – six adult male 
and one boy child – con-
tained a battle-axe. This 
broad-bladed battle-axe 
type is known as type 
M in the classification 
by the Norwegian ar-
chaeologist Jan Petersen 
(1919, p.46), and dated 
to the Late Iron Age. All 
the M-type axe-graves in 

Kirkkomäki date from the Crusade Period. The shape 
of the shaft of one M-type axe found in grave 37 was 
clearly visible during the excavations (Plate VI: 1). The 
find was exceptional, because the shafts are not usually 
preserved in the Finnish soil. The axe was on top of 
the deceased, and the shaft reached over the shins of 
the deceased. Its length was approximately 108 cen-
timetres.

By the end of the Iron Age, Rikalanmäki as well as 
Kirkkomäki, together with their surrounding cemeter-
ies and settlements, were wealthy local settlement ar-
eas, and probably some kind of power centres. Judging 
from the finds, the individuals buried in these cemeter-
ies were wealthy people, painstakingly equipped for 
their journey to the other side. The community had the 
possibility of acquiring valuable imports, which indi-
cates contacts far outside their own river valley, both 
with other communities on the Finnish coast as well 
as abroad.

Swords  and  M- type  axes  a s  weapons 
and  s t a tus  a r t e fac t s

Swords and M-type axes had, of course, a practical 
function; they were effective and specialized weap-
ons. Neither the swords from Rikalanmäki nor the axes 
from Kirkkomäki are luxury artefacts but weapons for 
use (Fig. 5). The number of swords in Rikalanmäki has 
in the previous research been explained as indicating 
specially restless and violent times in the Halikko area, 
and the swordsmen as forming an armed retinue of the 
chief (Hirviluoto 1992, pp.108 and 125-126). Where 

Fig. 4. Battle-axes and spearheads from Kirkkomäki cemetery (photograph: M. Puhakka/
Turku Provincial Museum).
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there are weapons, there is, of course, the possibility of 
violence, and thus the Rikalanmäki swords might have 
been used in battles. On the other hand, the frequency 
of weapon burials is not always directly and simply 
related to warfare, but can be interpreted more as a 
reflection of internal tensions (Näsman 1994, p.22ff.). 
Furthermore, we cannot assume that every man with 
a sword or another weapon was a warrior, especially 
a professional warrior without other tasks or roles (cf 
Creutz 2003, p.222ff.). It has, for example, been sug-
gested that with swords and weapons one could also 
try to give the impression of being a warrior, and in 
that way a powerful man (Jakobsson 1992, p.85 and 
112). The problem with Rikalanmäki is also the fact 
that there are so many swords in the graves. It could 
be assumed that the swords in violent times would be 
in better use with the living. Swords as grave goods 
could have had more societal and symbolic dimensions 
than to indicate the person’s activities in his lifetime. 
Violence cannot in my opinion be solely an explana-
tion for swords and M-type axes occurring in the burial 
material. 

Swords are not very common in Finnish Crusade Pe-
riod burials, and it has been assumed that axes replaced 
them as status weapons (eg Lehtosalo-Hilander 2000, 
p.192). The significance of the M-type axe as a weap-
on would, therefore, appear to be greater during the 
Crusade Period than before. On the other hand, several 
explanations have been suggested for the absence of 
swords from cemeteries: a change in battle habits fa-
vouring the axe, the import of swords suddenly becom-
ing more difficult, etc. It has also been assumed that the 
phenomenon could have been part of the reorganiza-

tion of society, when the old 
leaders with swords as at-
tributes were replaced by a 
new kind of administration, 
ie the control of the Swed-
ish king and the Catholicthe Catholic 
Church (Purhonen 1998, 
p.133). Anyway, there areAnyway, there are 
exceptions, for example the 
cemetery of Rikalanmäki 
and cemeteries in Karelia, 
in which swords still occur 
around the beginning of the 
13th century. In Rikalan-In Rikalan-
mäki all the swords date to 
a short period and are foundfound 
in almost every second male 
grave. Because of that, they Because of that, they 
are not weapons which be-
longed only to single chiefschiefs 
or leaders of the kin (cf Le-

htosalo-Hilander 1982, p.49).

In addition to a utilitarian function, weapons, especial-
ly swords, have been renowned as symbols of power 
and social position, ie status symbols. The status value 
of the axe has been questioned, but that is not the case 
with the sword, which has been seen as the weapon of 
noblemen, chieftains, or heads of families. However, 
both swords and axes occur in rich graves, and they 
were given as gifts between high-ranking people, and 
used as ceremonial artefacts and as a symbol of power. 
They were also given names when, for example, they 
were associated with a notable person or event, and 
various kinds of beliefs and stories have been related to 
both (eg Oakeshott 1960, p.150ff., 154, 1991, p.14ff.; 
Purhonen 1996, p.122; Zeiten 1997, p.17; Lidén 1999, 
p.50 and 216ff.; Siddorn 2003, p.69ff.; Mäntylä 2005a, 
p.118ff. and references). On the basis of that, I suggest 
that both swords and battle-axes were equally powerful 
status artefacts.

Weapons are not found in every grave or cemetery. It is 
certain that every man could not afford to have swords 
imported from Central Europe. The sword in itself im-
plies a certain degree of wealth or status (Lehtosalo-
Hilander 1982, p.49). Most likely, the individuals 
buried in the Kirkkomäki and Rikalanmäki cemeteries 
represent only part of the population of the area, the 
wealthiest part, probably living at the main farm (cf 
Pihlman 2004). People using these cemeteries already 
had a certain social position and they wanted to express 
it using, for example, weapons as status artefacts.

Also, changes in livelihood and the economy are re-
flected in religion (and thus burial rituals), since these 

Fig. 5. Swords from Rikalanmäki cemetery (photograph: Esa Suominen/the municipality 
of Halikko).
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are clearly related. It has been suggested that the 
change in burial customs in some Crusade Period cem-
eteries would not only be connected with Christianity, 
but also with the busy trade relations around the turn 
of the 11th century (Koivisto 1991, p.176ff.; Mäntylä 
2005a, p.124f.). Both of the cemeteries discussed in 
this article were situated in areas regarded as impor-
tant local centres of trade. The societies burying peo-
ple in Rikalanmäki and Kirkkomäki grew wealthier 
with trade, and with a new inhumation burial custom 
it was maybe more possible to demonstrate the wealth 
and power of the individual and family. That could 
be one reason why the cremation burial custom and 
level-ground cemeteries with a more collective char-
acter were rejected. At Kirkkomäki and Rikalanmäki, 
weapons gained an important symbolic value in the 
new burial custom.

Other  symbol i c  d imens ions

Status artefacts symbolize social position and power, 
but that is not necessarily their only symbolic dimen-
sion. They could have been chosen as status artefacts 
because of some other specific symbolic content. The 
Iron Age myths and beliefs probably did not form a 
uniform religion, but cults were in large part related 
to individual farms or families (Salo 1997, p.122f.). 
Therefore, the swords or the M-type axes may also 
have had a special meaning for only some local group 
within society.

Valuable imported swords in Rikalanmäki expressed 
the status of their owners, power and wealth. They also 
had an important role in the burial ritual. The swords, 
especially old ones, had mystical powers, and even 
the appearance of a sword, with its sharp and shining 
blade, may have been considered mystical (Siddorn 
2003, p.69ff.). There are many sagas, legends and be-
liefs concerning swords in Scandinavia and Europe. 
There is also verse in Finnish folk poetry where dead 
ancestors with swords are called on to help the living 
(Hirviluoto 1992, p.108; Purhonen 1996, p.126). May-
be swords were placed in graves in the belief that their 
power could help even after the deaths of their owners. 
It is likely that some special rituals were also associ-
ated with them.

In the popular tradition of Finland, as well as in neigh-
bouring regions, the axe has been connected with magic 
ceremonies and powers, such as controlling the forces 
of nature, fertility, cattle magic, or protecting the de-
ceased. Similar beliefs are associated with other sharp 
objects, for example, knives and nails, and with various 
metals (Talve 1979, p.212; Selirand 1989, p.108). Axes 
have also been seen as a powerful sign against evil and 

sickness, which would ensure healing and perhaps also 
fertility (Jankuhn, Beck 1973, p.567f.). It could be in-
terpreted that the M-type axe was also connected with 
this broader axe-related symbolism. As a generaliza-
tion, the axe is the weapon, and/or tool, which was the 
last to be given up in Finland in the transition to an 
unfurnished burial custom (Mäntylä 2005a, p.121f.). 
Battle-axes would therefore not necessarily be in the 
grave simply in the function of a weapon, but also as 
an object connected with magic features. Their impor-
tant “role” in the burial ritual was the reason why axes 
remained as grave goods for so long.

The Crusade Period was a period of crisis for socie-
ties based on old social structures and beliefs. Rich 
grave goods with weapons, amulets and other magi-
cal features in Rikalanmäki and Kirkkomäki could, in 
the Crusade Period context, be interpreted as a survival 
strategy and a way of expressing and strengthening the 
group identity. Richly furnished burials may indicate 
a social crisis, in which the position of old rulers was 
threatened (Pihlman 1990, p.267f. and references). 
People resorted to magic, amulets and other symbols 
in situations where they were uncertain of their ability 
to control their surroundings and its events, and when 
they were worried and scared for their future and health 
(cf Zeiten 1997, pp.1 and 45). People also wanted to 
protect individuals crucial to the welfare and success 
of the family, even after their deaths.

To summarize, the swords and the M-type axes dis-
cussed in this article were weapons, possibly used in 
conflicts, but also important symbols of the wealth 
and status of their owners and community. In addi-
tion, they had specific symbolic and magic dimensions 
which were crucial in the burial ritual, and because of 
that they remained as grave goods for so long, despite 
Christian influences.
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GINKLų KAIP įKAPIų PRASMė:
PAVYZDžIAI  Iš  DVIEJų 
PIETVAKARINIų SUOMIJOS 
KRYžIUOčIų LAIKOTARPIO 
KAPINYNų 

Sari Mäntylä

San t rauka

Straipsnyje aptariamos įvairios kovos kirvių ir ka-
lavijų, kaip įkapių, interpretavimo reikšmės, ypač 
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jų simbolinė prasmė. Lyginant kapinynų medžiagą, 
laidojimo papročiuose pastebima daugybė skirtumų. 
Vietinės vertybės, tradicijos ir simbolizmas turbūt 
dažniausiai atsispindi įvairiose ginkluotės formose, 
ypač jei ji buvo naudojama kaip įkapės (3–5 pav.;  
VI: 1 iliustr.). šiame straipsnyje nagrinėjami Suomijos 
vėlyvojo geležies amžiaus Kirkkomäki (Turku mieste) 
ir Rikalanmäki (Halikko vietovėje) kapinynai su griau-
tiniais kapais (1; 2 pav.). Abiejuose kapinynuose buvo 
rasta išskirtinai daug ginklų. Tai yra išimtinis Suomijos 
kryžiuočių periodo (1050–1200 m.) bruožas, nes gin-
klai dėl krikščionybės įtakos tuo metu darėsi reti. Ma-
noma, kad šiuose kapinynuose rasti kalavijai ir kovos 
kirviai gali turėti keletą prasmių: jie gali būti efektyvūs 
ginklai, galbūt naudoti sprendžiant konfliktus. Tačiau 
prievarta nėra vienintelis paaiškinimas, kodėl M tipo 
kirvių ir kalavijų yra randama tarp kitų kapo radinių. 
Ginklų dažnumas kapuose ne visada yra tiesiogiai ir 
tikrai susijęs su karu. Be to, mes negalime manyti, 
kad visi vyrai, palaidoti su kalavijais ar kitais ginklais, 
buvo kariai. Ginklai taip pat buvo svarbus jų turėtojų 
turtingumo ir socialinio statuso visuomenėje simbolis. 

Abu straipsnyje aptariami kapinynai yra srityse, kurios 
buvo dideli vietinės prekybos centrai. Ginklai, matyt, 
turėjo svarbią simbolinę reikšmę laidojant mirusiuo-
sius, kad pademonstruotų turtingumą, nes Rikalanmä-
ki ir Kirkkomäki kapinynuose palaidoti bendruomenės 
žmonės buvo turtingi dėl intensyvesnės prekybos. 
Kalavijai ir kovos kirviai taip pat turėjo kitą simbolinį 
ir maginį bruožą, kuris buvo svarbus laidojimo papro-
čių atžvilgiu. Kalavijai turėjo mistinės jėgos, o kirviai 
buvo galingas ženklas, ginantis nuo blogio ir ligų. šie 
ginklai vietinių bendruomenių buvo pasirinkti dėl jų 
specifiškumo kaip socialinį statusą liudijantys dirbi-
niai. šios simbolinės reikšmės taip pat buvo priežastis, 
kad kalavijai ir kovos peiliai, nepaisant krikščioniško-
sios kultūros spaudimo, kapuose liko kaip įkapės. 
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V I I .  VIKINGS:  WARFARE AND TRADE  
FROM THE BALTIC TO THE DANUBE

АRMED AND EXPECTED.  TRADERS AND THEIR 
WAYS IN VIKING TIMES

VLADAS ŽULKUS

Abstract

The Baltic traders’ stimulation for trading with foreign countries was caused by the shortage of iron, the necessity to obtain 
good arms, salt, metals for bronze manufacturing, and silver. Apart from traditional goods, like slaves, furs and honey, traders 
from Scandinavian and west Slavic centres were interested in rye, horses of local breeds, and Baltic ornaments. 
Aquatic routes up and down rivers were convenient and fast in winter. In Viking times, traders could reach the neighbourhood 
of Kaunas, trading there for several days, and get back to the Baltic Sea in about 20 days. Navigation away from Kaunas 
upstream included dugouts, primitive flat-bottomed boats and even rafts. Sailing up and down the river can be proved by 
information about sailing in Crusaders’ times (13th and 14th centuries).
Travelling in foreign territories was dangerous, so traders were usually armed. Arms were discovered in about 60% of the 
so-called “traders’ graves” of Lithuanian coastal cemeteries.

Key words: Baltic tribes, Viking times, trading manner, aquatic routes, Nemunas (Memel) river.

In the second half of the tenth century graves with bal-
ances and weights for weighing silver are traced in 
Baltic territories. Most of them are discovered in the 
southern territories of the Curonians (Kuncienė 1977, 
p.133, map 73). Their appearance coincided with the 
advent of silver bullion in Lithuania. Balances, with 
the help of which the weight and value of articles was 
defined, are treated as a hallmark of traders’ graves. 
The fact that balances are abundant in the graves, set-
tlements and hill-forts of Western Balts and very rare 
among remote tribes living far away from the sea, is 
a manifestation of two things. Firstly, the custom of 
putting balances and weights into graves in the East 
Baltic region was spread in areas under Scandinavian 
influence only (Leciejewicz 1995). Secondly, inland 
trading relations started later in comparison to coastal 
areas. 

Information about traders in Baltic territories in Vi-
king times is poor. During the exploration of cemeter-
ies in southern Curonia (Mėguva Land) it was found 
that “traders’ graves” are different in every place. Most 
graves with a balance and weights were discovered 
around Palanga, whereas elsewhere they are rare. Most 
Palanga “traders’ graves” are dated to the 11th and 12th 
centuries. An examination of their burial items makes 
the stereotype of a rich, armed trader spruced up with 
silver doubtful. It appeared that not every grave with 

a trader’s attributes was rich. Some of them contained 
no weaponry, even no spearheads! All these graves of 
“armless traders”, with only one exception, were poor 
in burial items. Therefore, it is possible to conclude 
that wealth and social differences among this thin layer 
of traders in the tenth to 12th centuries were evident. 
Graves without weaponry probably belonged to repre-
sentatives of a lower social class involved in trading. 
They had to be reliant on people of higher social status 
(Žulkus, Klimka 1989, pp.29-35).

The available material allows us to think that, starting 
with the 11th century, a thin layer of free, independ-
ent traders was forming in coastal areas (Žulkus 1997, 
p.292; 2004, p.157). On the other hand, trading, most 
probably, was not the only occupation of these peo-
ple, as there was no institution of traders-profession-
als in Baltic societies, as well as Scandinavia, back in 
the 12th and 13th centuries. Representatives of differ-
ent social layers were trading there (Nedkvitne 1993, 
p.649; Leziejewicz 1995, p.61).

A Viking trading manner among Baltic tribes has not 
yet been investigated and we can only shape some of 
the questions, though answers to them are not possible. 
More interest was directed towards trading routes, in 
eastern Baltic territories in particular (Kuncienė 1972; 
1981; Mugurēvičs 2001, pp.370-377). Trading routes 
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of Viking times in Western Lithuania are reconstructed 
with respect to the location of more significant cen-
tres, to find spots of hoards and imports, balances and 
weights (Žulkus, Klimka 1989, p.56ff.; Genys 1996). 
While identifying trading routes, written sources were 
also employed, for example, a description of “Crusad-
ers’ routes” in the 14th century (Wegeberichte). Route 
mapping was not always done with respect to the geo-
graphical peculiarities of sites and social geography of 
the time. Besides, “Crusaders’ routes” should not be 
identified with “traders’ routes”. Crusaders were trav-
elling to rich Lithuanian centres for marauding. They 
were travelling secretly, choosing direct, hardly pass-
able routes, bypassing smaller settlements, and every 
so often avoiding traditional routes.

Traders’ routes, on the contrary, led through inhabited 
areas, where their articles and they themselves were 
safe, where they could find shelter and opportunities 
for trading. Besides, “straight” routes usually used to 
be longer due to the huge woodlands1 and swamps. 
Routes along river banks were not always easy. Trad-
ers used to avoid these huge woodlands and swamps, 
choosing instead routes from one populous settlement 
to another. In Viking times, unpopulated, almost inac-
cessible areas existed between different tribes (usu-
ally they were watersheds, inter-tribal deserts) (Žulkus 
2004; Šimėnas 1997). Such a desert of 40 kilometres in 
breadth stretched between the Curonians and Samogi-
tians. Smaller ones separated different territories and 
lands. It is evident that there were no trading routes 
there, they reached another tribe by moving from one 
important centre to another. Borderline centres were 
also good trading sites.

Both long-distance and local traders could start off on 
long journeys by exchanging, trading and storing up 
the most saleable articles. They did not necessarily 
have to choose the same route on their way back. Start-
ing their journey from one centre in the summer time, 
they travelled overland and went down rivers, reach-
ing inter-regional and remote trading centres in tribal 
peripheries around big rivers and the coast, where they 
used to meet foreign traders, selling their articles for 
silver or exchanging them for other valued articles. Be-
fore coming back home they could make a big circle.

It is already traditional thinking that rivers used to be 
basic trading routes, with traders travelling both on the 
rivers and on their banks. Due to the specific way of 
travelling, aquatic routes along large rivers are more 
complicated for archaeologists to identify. 
1 Lithuanian woodlands in the ninth to 12th centuries wereLithuanian woodlands in the ninth to 12th centuries were 

two to three times larger than they are now. Around 800 
AD woods occupied about 73%, around 1000 AD about 
61%, around 1100 AD about 55%, in 1980 about 27.6% of 
the entire territory (Bumblauskis 1995).

Water routes, both downstream and upstream, were 
convenient and fast in winter time. Besides, sledges al-
lowed the carriage of bigger loads. Viking settlements 
in which archaeologists discover evidence of trading 
are very often located close to small rivers, where ordi-
nary travelling was next to impossible. In winter time, 
frozen rivers used to become a convenient network of 
routes, contributing to the development of tribal and 
intertribal trading. The ice of the River Nemunas, as a 
convenient winter route, was also used later. In 1414 
the French knight Ghillebert de Lannoy made use of 
sledges and left Kaunas to reach Prussia (Ragainė/ 
Ragnit) along the River Nemunas (Dvi Žilibero de 
Lanua kelionės į Lietuvą 1983, p.50).

The basic advantages of water routes used to be, and 
still are, two: they are shorter and cheaper (for shipping 
larger quantities). Travelling over water also included 
some drawbacks: storms in the open sea and lagoons 
used to be dangerous both for cargo and traders, and 
the possibilities for travelling up rivers were limited 
by strong currents and shallow waters. Besides, water 
travel (including both on the sea and shallow rivers) 
required boats of different types. Therefore, traders 
who wanted to start from coastal areas and reach inland 
trading centres, coming back to the coastal centres af-
terwards, had to choose combined routes and transport. 
Such a way of travelling is recorded in Roman sources. 
Combined land-and-water transport by the rivers Rhine 
or Danube was the cheapest and most effective method 
along the waterways (Teigelake 2003, p.41). 

Travelling down a river used to be rather quick, not re-
quiring good boats. For that purpose, dugouts or even 
temporary navigation devices, like rafts, were em-
ployed. Such a method of travelling in dugouts along 
the River Dnieper was described in the middle of the 
tenth century (Kirpichnikov et al. 1986, p.232f.). This 
tradition survived and later, in the 16th century, when 
cereal used to be transported from Vilnius to Prus-
sia along the Neris and Nemunas in jerry-built boats, 
which did not come back, being sold together with the 
cargo as processed wooden material (Willoweit 1969, 
p.299). 

The opportunities to sail up Lithuanian rivers have not 
yet been investigated. Still there are no detailed discus-
sions regarding the feasibility of the River Nemunas 
for navigation in Viking times, though there were no 
doubts about the river as a trading route. Birger Ner-
man believed this route could take the Swedes to Rus-
sia (Nerman 1934, p.374). Nowadays the significance 
of the Nemunas river, as a basic water trading route, 
is treated rather sceptically (Genys 1996). While mak-
ing a general evaluation on the significance of the river 
for Lithuanian and neighbouring tribes (Žulkus 2004, 
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p.125-131), the navigation opportunities were not in-
vestigated. Looking for answers to this question, it 
is necessary to evaluate the hydrological factors, the 
ships’ facilities and the navigation traditions of the 
time, and the situations of hill-forts and settlements 
along the rivers.

The Nemunas and other smaller rivers of the Western 
Balts, the Prussian Prieglius (Pregel), the Curonian 
Venta, Minija and Dangė, the Samogitian and Scalvian 
River Jūra, flow directly or via lagoons into the Baltic 
Sea, or they are tributaries of the Nemunas. The lower 
reaches of these rivers are in a coastal plain and a grad-
ual incline is characteristic of all of them. The speed 
of the Nemunas after Kaunas does not exceed 1 m/s, 
while in the lower reaches and the delta it is twice as 
slow. The speed of the current in the lower reaches of 
the Minija, a tributary of the Nemunas, is only 0.1–
0.2 m/s. The speed of the current in the lower reaches 
of the Jūra, a right tributary of the Nemunas, is only 
0.2 m/s, the Prieglius 0.2–0.7 m/s, the Akmena-Dangė 
0.2–0.4 m/s, in rapids up to 0.7 m/s, and the Venta only 
0.1–0.4 m/s (http:/www.primate ia.infovx.net.lt).

Speeds and flows of rivers, like the sea level, changed 
subject to the alternations of the climate. It is well 
known that in the tenth century the level of the Baltic 
Sea arose up to one metre, compared to the present, 
but in the 11th century it dropped again. This rise of 
level had no significant impact on the flow speed in the 
lower reaches of the above rivers, as their levels also 
increased2. Thus, flow speeds in the tenth to 12th cen-
turies were almost the same as they are today. 

We know nothing about Viking Period boats of the lo-
cals and their sailing on the Nemunas. Probably sail-
ing up the river could only be poorly modelled due 
to the data about the boats of the Vikings. There were 
differences in seagoing and river boats. Cargo boats 
of Knorr type, belonging to the Vikings, were from 
13.5 to 17.5 metres in length and 3.3 to 4.5 metres in 
breadth. They had a tonnage of about 20 to 25 t, with a 
draft of about one metre. Warships were longer (from 
16m to 36m) and their draft could exceed two metres. 
Boats of the western Slavs were smaller (about eight 
to 14m) and their draft was only 0.5m. They were sail-
ing-boats, using oars only when manoeuvring, entering 
harbours, or going against the flow. Knorr type boats 
had three to six pairs of oarsmen, though three persons 
were enough to control the sails and sometimes only 
four or five persons used to sail in the open sea. The 

2 The Neris contributes most to the Nemunas, as it is influ-
enced by climatic alternations in the highlands of Central 
Russia, its water levels being correlated to the Volga (= 
water levels of the Caspian Sea). In the tenth century the 
water level in the Caspian Sea rose up to three metres (Gu-
milev 1966, p. 81–90).

“long” warships had a crew of about 100, and 78 of 
them were oarsmen. The Viking-type boats with sails, 
recently designed in the Roskilde shipyard, were able 
to sail at a speed of over 12 knots. It was usual practice 
that each day sailors managed to cover a distance of 
100 to 120 kilometres and about 40 to 60 kilometres 
when using oars. The cruising speed of cargo boats 
with sails was about six knots. Rowing all day long, it 
was possible to reach an average speed of three to four 
knots (Herrmannn 1982, p.117 and 122-123; Haasum 
2001; http://www.greenland-guide.gl/leif2000/). The 
Ottar, a reconstructed Skuldelev 1 type boat, averaged 
four knots. The daily average distance was 86.4 nauti-
cal miles (Englert, Ossowski 2004, p.92).

It was possible to reach some rivers via lagoons. The 
mouth of the Prieglius (Pregel) could be easily reached 
crossing the Aistian Lagoon (Frisches Haff), that of the 
Nemunas via the Curonian Lagoon. Both these fresh-
water lagoons are large but shallow. It was also possi-
ble to reach some of them via several straits. In ancient 
times lagoon-type lakes were larger in numbers. 
Grobiņa, the best-known Curonian trading centre and 
a colony of Swedish Vikings and traders, was located 
next to the Ālande river, just a few kilometres from a 
large lagoon-type lake, which in old times used to unite 
the lakes of Tosmare, Liepāja, Meeke and Pape, and 
reached the open sea in a few places (Žulkus, Spring-
man 2001, p.170ff.).

The Curonian Lagoon is more shallow in the middle 
and very shallow in the northern part. At the end of the 
19th century, depths in the southern part reached seven 
metres (the average was five), whereas between Nida 
and Ventės Ragas it was just 1.5 to three metres (Willo-
weit 1969, p.21). Strong winds in the Curonian Lagoon 
rapidly create short and steep waves, which are very 
dangerous for small boats. In abrupt storms, smaller 
boats would sink there. At the beginning of April 1313, 
when Crusaders’ boats were sailing to build Christ-
memel castle on the Nemunas, “... many boats, loaded 
with food and other commodities necessary for the con-
struction of castles, sank in the bay, four brothers and 
four hundred men drowned” (Petras Dusburgietis 315 
(308), p.261f.). Besides, stony shallows would stop the 
way to the river mouth. They were Ežia, sailing from 
the south, and Kalva, sailing from the north.

Crusaders, while fighting the Lithuanians, would sail 
across the Curonian Lagoon to the Nemunas not only 
from Klaipėda, but from the southern part of the bay 
as well, probably from Labiau and Neuhausen, eg 
Marshal Heinrich in the spring of 1319 (Petras Dus- 
burgietis 336 (329), p.271). Traders’ boats from Viking 
times would take almost the same routes. Presump-
tions that in the times of the Vikings and the Order the 
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Nemunas could be reached by boats in the neighbour-
hood of Linkuhnen (Tilžė/Tilsit), navigating the Gilija 
(Gilge), an arm of the Nemunas, bypassing the middle 
section of the bay and dangerous spots around Ventė 
cape, are groundless (Springmann 2005, p.173f.). The 
first attempt to connect the Gilija and the Deimė (Dei-
me), making a proper navigation canal, was made in 
1409, but the project was implemented only in 1697 
(Willoweit 1969, p.142). In medieval times, the Nemu-
nas could be reached from the bay via one of three ba-
sic arms of the river mouth (cf Wapowski 1526; Olaus 
Magnus 1539). To control the route, back in 1360 the 
Order erected Windenburg castle in Ventės Ragas, and 
in 1366 Warruss (Variskin) castle, which probably used 
to be on Rusnė Island, around Vorusnė settlement (Wil-
loweit 1969, pp.93 and 129). 

Sometimes the name of Russ (Rusnė), an arm of the 
lower reaches of Nemunas, is also related to the Vi-
kings. In the upper reaches and midstream, the largest 
Lithuanian river used to be called the Nemunas. Ac-
cording to the bull of Pope Innocent IV of 23 August 
1253, it was called Memole (Memole vulgariter appe-
latum) (PUB 1. H. 1. Nr. 275, 207) by local inhabitants. 
Below Tilžė the river splits into a few arms, the main 
one of which in old times used to be called Russ (re-
cently Rusnė and Atmata).

On the eastern coast of the Baltic Sea larger rivers 
usually flow from east to west, with westerly winds 
prevailing in the summer time (Stankevičius, Tilickis 
2003, p.22). Therefore, it was possible to sail up rivers 
like the Nemunas, Jūra, Dangė, Prieglius and Venta, 
when the wind was favourable with the speed of the 
flow being about 1 m/s (about two knots), sailing up 
the river was more complicated even with the addi-
tional employment of oars, while a current of 2 m/s 
(about four knots) was hard to overcome. The flow of 
coastal rivers was slow; therefore, it was possible to 
cover long distances up the river, sailing with Viking-
type boats. In coastal areas, compared to inland Lithua-
nia and Latvia, the network of average rivers (Lielupė, 
Venta, Minija, Jūra, etc) is larger (Gailiušis et al. 2001, 
p.90f.). Some of these rivers are rather wide and deep 
enough in their lower reaches (the Nemunas is about 
500 metres wide, higher about 100 to 120 metres in 
width, the Venta 200 metres in width, up to nine metres 
in depth, the Jūra up to 40 metres in width (Lietuvos 
upės. http:/www.primate ia.infovx.net.lt).

We are mostly interested in an investigation of the nav-
igation possibilities on the Nemunas3. The possibility 
to go against the current under sails or using oars on 

3 Written sources from the Crusaders’ times do not tell us 
of the historical evidence about navigation on the River 
Pregel (Petri de Dusburg).

small and large rivers depended much upon the season 
(stream strength, discharge). Regular navigation on 
the Nemunas was possible after the spring floods until 
winter. Floods repeatedly return in March and April, 
the water level may rise 0.4 to 2.5 metres and drown 
huge areas, starting from the Jūra (81.2km from the 
Nemunas’ mouth) and stretching down to the Curonian 
Lagoon. The flood width of the right floodplain var-
ies up to six kilometres (Ascila et al. 2002). From the 
spring floods to summer the level of the Nemunas and 
other coastal rivers changes greatly (Gailiušis et al. 
2001, pp.129, 174, 241, 265-266 and 285). 

The Nemunas used to be and still is a relatively calm 
and deep river. Its sinuosity coefficient (a major indica-
tor of a slow current) in the upper reaches is 1.86, mid-
stream 2.26, in the lower reaches only 1.2. Most of its 
bends are sharp and wide, whereas the lower reaches 
are straight. The average depth of the Nemunas cross-
section varies from one to three metres. The breadth 
in the higher reaches and midstream is an average of 
250 metres, in the lower reaches 200 to 400 metres 
(Gailiušis et al. 2001, pp.96 and 101). 

On the other hand, navigation on the Nemunas in mid-
summer used to be problematic due to the shallows. 
According to records from 1873, the channel below 
Kaunas was only six to seven metres in width, the 
depth only 1.15 metres (except at the mouth of the 
Neris, with two metres’ depth). Below, the channel is 
natural and irregular. The depth is only around one me-
tre. At the confluence with the Dubysa, stones make 
the flow more rapid. Around Jurbarkas there used to be 
sandy shallows and the depth did not exceed one me-
tre. The depth between Kaunas and Smalininkai varied 
from 1.4 to 1.1 metres. Down to Tilsit it was deeper 
(KJM Kadrai 75–81, after Deleckienė 2003). 

Due to shallows and the narrow channel, lagoons and 
rivers were limited; therefore, only smaller and ma-
noeuvrable boats could be employed for travelling. For 
voyages on rivers and lakes, small boats of seven to 
eight metres in length could be most appropriate. The 
minimal required depth of a river varies, then, between 
80 and 90 centimetres for river boats. For small dug-
outs 50 to 70 centimetres was enough (Teigelake 2003, 
pp.56 and 73). Written sources contain no information 
about the river boats of Lithuanians. From indirect 
sources, it is possible to conclude that the boats were 
not very large. In 1313 “six hundred or more men” in 
one hundred Lithuanian boats sailed against the Cru-
saders around Veliuona (Petras Dusburgietis 318 (311), 
p.263). This means six or seven armed men were sail-
ing in one boat.

Apart from archaeological data from cemeteries and 
settlements, there are no other direct arguments or writ-
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ten sources about traders coming to Kaunas along the 
Nemunas in Viking times. On the other hand, naviga-
tion up and down the River Nemunas in Viking times 
could be confirmed by navigation in Crusaders’ times, 
ie in the 13th and 14th centuries. In 1274 (or 1275) 
the pagan castle of Ragainė (Ragnit) was attacked from 
boats by “plenty of brothers and a thousand men” (Pet-
ras Dusburgietis 182 (177), p.192). In 1298 a squad 
of Crusaders from Ragnit castle, built by the Order, 
navigated to Junigeda castle in the neighbourhood of 
Veliuona below the Dubysa and Pisten (Pieštvė) castle 
in the confluence of the Dubysa and Nemunas (Pet-
ras Dusburgietis 271 (264), p.240; Batūra 1985, p.415, 
416 and 417), 92 kilometres and 100 kilometres from 
Ragnit respectively. Junigeda and Pisten castles were 
attacked by boats in October 1315 and the beginning of 
April 1319 (Petras Dusburgietis 325, 336 (318, 329), 
pp.267 and 271).

The Lithuanian castle Colayne (Kolainiai) and the vil-
lage Romene, Romeyn (Romainiai) were attacked on 
12 May 1290, navigating from Ragnit up the Nemunas 
(Petras Dusburgietis 239 (232), 259 (252), p.222 and 
233). Colayne stood in the confluence of the Mituva 
and Nemunas, 57 kilometres from Ragnit, Romainiai 
at the confluence of the Nevėžis and Nemunas, close 
to Kaunas, 133 kilometres from Ragnit (Batūra 1985, 
pp.415 and 418).

In 1313, after building Christmemel castle (now 
Skirsnemunė), 68 kilometres upwards from Ragnit, 
plenty of Crusaders’ boats approached it (Petras Dus-
burgietis 315 (308), p.261; Batūra 1985, p.423). In the 
summer of 1313 they sailed up the river to (Bisena) 
Bisenė castle (Petras Dusburgietis 316 (309), p.262). 
Such intensive navigation required knowledge of the 
river (channels in riffles, channel signals). Dangerous 
spots close to trading centres could be marked already 
in Viking times. 

Experience of the Crusaders demonstrates that navi-
gation on the Nemunas could start in April, when the 
spring floods abated, and finish in the autumn, when 
the river froze. On the other hand, the spring floods 
provided the opportunity to reach locations around 
smaller rivers by water routes. It is unknown whether 
traders would sail during floods, but the Order prob-
ably used to take a chance while attacking Scalvian and 
Lithuanian castles. Probably voyages took place in the 
summer: for example, it is doubtful whether there were 
any attempts at travelling up the Dnieper in the high 
water season (Edberg 2003, p.117f.). 

Let us come back to Viking Period sailing from coastal 
trading centres across the Curonian Lagoon and up the 
Nemunas. 

The calculated speed of Viking Period sailors on the 
open sea could hardly be applied making calculations 
of voyages on rivers. Russian riverboats could daily 
cover only 30 to 35 kilometres (Edberg 2003, p.118). 
According to other information, in Roman times river 
transport could daily cover a distance of 30 to 40 kilo-
metres (land transport distance per day 18 to 20km, 
sea transport 45 to 65km) (Teigelake 2003, p.73). It 
is evident that the sailing speed depended much on 
the river’s breadth, depth, obstacles and winds. River 
transport could carry 60 to 140 cwt (hundredweight) 
of cargo, land transport only five to six cwt, sea trans-
port even 600 to 2000 cwt. The transportation of cargo 
by inland water routes was ten times cheaper than by 
overland routes. Transportation by sea was 60 times 
cheaper than overland (Teigelake 2003, p.73).

Viking-type boats, leaving with sails from the Prussian 
trading centre Kaup or from the Klaipėda neighbour-
hood in the morning, could easily reach the surround-
ings of Rusnė (in the delta of the Nemunas) by the 
evening (Plate V: 1). The voyage was longer when 
strong westerly or southwesterly winds were blow-
ing, as it was necessary to sail along the coast of the 
Curonian Spit before crossing the bay. In front of the 
mouth of the Nemunas, on the Curonian Spit, is Bulvi-
kis Bay and Bulvikis cape. This is the only place-name 
of Lithuanian coastal areas containing vik. This place 
is not yet explored. There is an unchecked assumption 
that it could be a small Viking Period settlement, where 
boats waited for favourable weather to sail towards the 
mouth of the Nemunas. Probably there was a pagan 
temple (?) and a trading settlement on the island of 
Rusnė (Russ, Rusna, Russe) (Daukantas 1976, p. 419). 
The flow in the Nemunas delta is very slow: in Rusnė it 
is 0.6 m/s, in Atmata 0.2–0.3 m/s. The speed of the flow 
in the Minija, a Nemunas tributary in the delta, hardly 
reaches 0.1–0.2 m/s. Upstream about 100 kilometres 
the incline is absolutely even (Macevičius 1996, pp.11-
17). Under such conditions, and with the presence of 
a favourable wind, it was possible to cover a distance 
of 60 kilometres (employing sails) within two days, 
travelling from Rusnė in the mouth to Linkuhnen, or 
even to the confluence of the Jūra and Nemunas (about 
76km from the mouth), where a convenient anchorage 
around Birštoniškiai settlement and hill-fort was likely 
to be. Sarecke castle was likely to be there (Šimėnas 
1990). 

From this point to modern Jurbarkas, where the Mitu-
va flows into the Nemunas (about 50km), part of the 
voyage was still possible with sails. A trading cen-
tre was likely to be there, near Viešvilė (Tautavičius 
1977, p.122; Bertašius 2001). Up the river4 to the next 
4 Flow speed in mid-stream Nemunas is higher, though usu-

ally it does not exceed 1 m/s (Macevičius 1996, pp.11-17).
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camp, to the confluence with the Dubysa (about 40km) 
the voyage, due to sandy shallows, was possible only 
with oars. From there, the densely populated territo-
ries of central Lithuania with hill-forts and settlements 
start (Bertašius 2002, p.52; Baubonis, �abiela I 2005,Baubonis, �abiela I 2005, 
pp.214-241). In the next two days it was possible to 
cover a distance of 50 kilometres and reach the conflu-
ence of the Nevėžis and Nemunas, and even modern 
Kaunas. Further up, to the confluence of the Neris and 
the Nemunas (51km), sailing was more complicated 
due to shallows and the higher flow (Plate V:1).

Therefore, it was possible to start in the Baltic Sea 
and reach the surroundings of Kaunas in eight to ten 
days, sailing in the daytime only. Kaunas was likely 
to be the final destination for most traders travelling 
in boats. The complex of archaeological finds in the 
neighbourhood of Kaunas suggests that it used to be 
an important administrative, confessional, handicrafts 
and trading centre. Finds in cemeteries, in Marvelė in 
particular, witness the concentration of imported met-
als and articles, silver ingots, chopped silver, balances 
and weights (Bertašius 2002, pp.151-160, 206-212; 
Baubonis, �abiela 2005, pp.296-347). Settlements on 
the riverside are not yet explored; therefore, there is no 
information about probable equipment of the harbour 
and finds, including boats from Viking times.

The voyage back to the Curonian Lagoon could take 
three to four days, a stronger contrary wind could ex-
tend the voyage. No doubt, sailing to and from Kaunas 
for exchange and trading purposes used to be done by 
means of dugouts and, on the way back, by other tem-
porary devices.

In 2003 an expedition of the Lithuanian Maritime 
Museum sailed downstream from Kaunas to Rusnė 
in a kurėnas (Kurenkahn), a restored fishermen’s boat 
from the Curonian Lagoon. They used sails and cov-
ered the distance in four days (sailing only in the day-
time, counting pure sailing time only). A cross wind 
was blowing all the time (personal communication, 
Romualdas Adomavičius, leader of the expedition). 
There were no riffles on the route, though big stones, 
tree trunks and shallows were potential and dangerous 
obstacles in shallow waters. These obstacles used to 
be dangerous in particular to bigger boats. In 1829 a 
voyage on board the Wittine (a cargo boat with upright 
sail, 53m in length and 8.1m in breadth, draft loaded up 
to 1.2m), known on the Nemunas from medieval times 
was described. It covered a distance of 51 kilometres 
from Smalininkai to Tilžė in only nine days. Cargo 
boats used to be pulled up the river (Litwin 2000, p. 
375, 384, 389).

An analysis of the travelling possibilities along the 
Nemunas and parallels would confirm that in Viking 

times it was relatively easy to reach the neighbour-
hood of Kaunas in small boats directly from the sea. 
It would be much more complicated to do it with big 
cargo ships. In view of the fact that there was no ship-
ping of silver, a commodity occupying a tiny space and 
weighing little from central Lithuania, it could be con-
cluded that bigger cargo ships or rafts were necessary 
for the delivery of merchandise down the river. Traders 
from remote countries could make use of bigger local 
tonnages after they had reached the neighbourhood of 
Kaunas. They were employed to deliver merchandise 
down the river to trading centres, which were easy to 
reach by bigger cargo ships. It could be the neighbour-
hood of Tilžė (Tilsit, presently Sovetsk). 

Around Tilžė and on both banks of the Nemunas, 
specific place-names have been traced long ago. Ac-
cording to Aschmann, most of them retain the Viking 
name (variags). For example, Warruss, Swarren, Skul-
beatwarren, Plauschwarren, Pillwarren, Leitwarren, 
Swarreitkehmen, Warrischken, Wartulischken et ali. 
Aschmann thinks Var means Wehr (earthwork, arma-
ment), as the Vikings were armed, and travelled in sea 
boats from Sweden, marauding and trading (Aschmann 
1963). The root-var could be related to Swedish vara, 
Danish vare, meaning “article”. Linguists give no 
convincing explanation for the hydronym with var in 
the Baltic languages (Vanagas 1981, p.362f.). In the 
11th century Linkuhnen trading centre still existed in 
this area (Mühlen von zur 1975, p.53; Bertašius 2001, 
p.194). Probably it was a colony of Swedish Vikings 
(Nerman 1934, p.374).

Therefore, traders could reach the neighbourhood of 
Kaunas, trading there for several days, and come back 
to the Baltic Sea in about 20 days. Under ordinary con-
ditions and favourable winds, it could take one month 
for Scandinavian traders to reach Kaunas and come 
back. Usually the trading and marauding campaigns of 
the Scandinavian Vikings to eastern Baltic areas used 
to be organized in summer and continued for several 
months.

A more or less regular Viking Period journey from 
Kaunas upwards hardly existed. These water routes 
were much more complicated, as a 150-kilometre sec-
tion contains 16 shoals. On the other hand, between 
those shoals, up to the Russian trading centre of Gardi-
nas (Grodno), the current is slow (Kudaba 1970, pp.27, 
40-42 and 123-127). It is true, riffles, though impeding 
shipping very much, were not insurmountable obsta-
cles. It is known that in Viking times river riffles or 
close watersheds used to be overcome by travellers. 
Special tracks, like those in northern Sweden, could 
be prepared beside the riffles, which made it possible 
to pull boats on rollers. Some traders’ boats were too 
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large and heavy to be hauled overland. Even people 
without ships might have “changed rivers” on foot or 
on horseback and embarked on new boats. In northern 
Russia there were places where cargo was transported 
by horses (Teigelake 2003, p.91). There ought to be a 
strong motivation for such a journey. We cannot trace a 
similar motivation for travelling along the Nemunas in 
Viking times upwards from Kaunas. Eastern silver did 
not go along the Nemunas in such quantities as it did 
on the Dnieper and Daugava. 

From the point of view of travelling and trading, the 
Nemunas appeared to be divided into two parts. In the 
middle of the route, the trading centres of the Kaunas 
neighbourhood were in a favourable situation. East of 
it, in the upper reaches of the Nemunas, cultural ex-
change with the Prussians, Curonians and Scandinavi-
ans could be done through the agency of interregional 
trading centres in the neighbourhood of Kaunas, as 
these centres were culturally influenced by the Scan-
dinavians. Burial rites typical of Scandinavians were 
discovered in Marvelė cemetery. They are not identi-
fied precisely, but their existence in Viking times begs 
no questions (Bertašius 2001, p.201).

Navigation upwards from Kaunas, to go with the stream, 
involved dugouts, primitive flat-bottomed boats and 
even rafts. Most probably the delivery of merchandise 
in this section of the Nemunas took place in winter, 
on ice. Similar travelling in the higher reaches of the 
Nemunas took place in Crusaders’ times. On 20 May 
1295, after a military encounter in the neighbourhood 
of Gardin, over 150 Crusaders in boats started down 
the river (Fig. 1:2). They sailed almost to Junigeda 
castle (Veliuona), where they were stranded due to low 
waters (Petras Dusburgietis 260 (253), p.234). Down 
the Nemunas, for about 350 kilometres, they probably 
sailed in boats taken from locals, as they reached Gar-
dinas overland.

Traders’ boats could also travel smaller rivers upwards. 
The situation of archaeological monuments points to 
the existence of water and land routes extending along 
the Jūra and further to Nemunas. In the lower reaches 
of the Jūra, at its confluence with the Nemunas, a trad-
ing centre (eighth to 11th centuries) is probably to be 
discovered (Žulkus 2006, p.21). The Jūra was fit for 
navigation even in Crusaders’ times. In the summer of 
1307, the Order’s warriors managed to reach Puten-
icka (Pūtvė) castle up the Jūra, using boats with sails 
and oars (?) (Petras Dusburgietis 298 (291), p.254; Al-
monaitis 2007, p.52). This castle probably stood on the 
Akmena, about 15 kilometres from its confluence with 
the Jūra (Batūra 1985, map). It is not clear whether 
they reached Putenicka castle itself or the confluence 
of the Akmena and the Jūra (over 72km from the con-

fluence of the Jūra and the Nemunas (Gailiušis et al. 
2001, p.567). They could reach such places in small 
boats5. It is true, writing about onslaughts on Gedimi-
nas’ castle on the Jūra, upstream from its confluence 
with the Akmena (Batūra 1985, map), Petri de Dusburg 
mentions only overland Crusades (Petras Dusburgietis 
249 (242), 332 (325), 351 (344), p.269, 278 and 328).

No doubt, with a favourable wind, the Nemunas, as 
well as smaller rivers, like the Venta, Prieglius, Jūra 
and Akmena-Dangė, were suitable for travelling on in 
small boats. Larger boats were not suitable on these 
rivers for long-distance sailing. The Crusaders’ at-
tempts to bring bigger warships to the Nemunas were 
not successful either. Apart from small boats, in 1313 
the castellan of Ragnit built a big warship “with walls” 
(cum meniis). As soon as it reached Junigeda (92km 
up the river), the Lithuanians attacked it and burned it 
down (Petras Dusburgietis 317, 318 (310, 311), p.263) 
(Plate V:2).

The economic importance of trading and traders in 
different societies in Viking times was different. Nils 
Blomkvist, writing about Scandinavia at that time, 
concludes that “traders in the early feudal system were 
necessary, though their role was not dominant” (Blom-
kvist 1998, p.15). Both interregional trading and trad-
ing with other countries were important for the western 
Balts in Viking times. Trading had to assist them in 
providing luxury goods, ornaments and armaments, 
rare metals like silver, and raw materials for bronze 
production, but also important goods like iron and salt. 
Lithuania was rich in swamp ore resources, but it was 
short of iron. Lithuania may be assigned to low-scale 
iron metallurgy (Salatkienė 2007, p.34). It is believed 
that in the middle of the first millennium less than half 
the iron consumed in the territory used to be smelted 
here. Local iron metallurgy went down significantly 
in Viking times (Navasaitis 2004, p.130), which made 
imported iron important in particular. The Western 
Balts were mainly supplied with Scandinavian iron. 
Iron trading via traditional water and overland routes 
was not interrupted, even during the Crusaders’ con-
quests. In 1218, Pope Honorius III banned the sale of 
iron, armaments and salt to the Prussians (Popiežiaus 
bulės 31, p.75). In 1262, Pope Urban IV insisted upon 
the punishment of Linköping traders supplying Livo-
nian and Prussian pagans with arms, iron and other 
goods (Popiežiaus bulės 123, p.237f.). Other sources 
from the 13th century confirm the active travelling of 
Scandinavian, Rigan and Sambian traders across the 
bay and the Nemunas, trading in salt and arms (PUB 1. 
H. 1. Nr. 275, p.207).

5 The historian V. Almonaitis doubts the possibility (Al-
monaitis 2007, p.55).
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Iron, silver, non-ferrous metals in huge amounts, and 
weaponry used to be delivered to the Balts from Scan-
dinavia, the western Slavs and the Germans. It is still 
not clear what traders would take away from the Balts. 
Reference is made to amber, furs, and women slaves 
as traditional articles (Herrmann 1982). It is not clear 
what capital one had to possess to make this journey 
profitable. Hypothetically only, we can speak now 
about saleable goods. A slave cost about one mark (223 
grams of silver) in Viking times, a woman slave could 
fetch a price of up to three marks (Steuer 2004, p.105). 
Due to the good price, slave trading was a profitable 
business, though the transportation of larger numbers 
of slaves required bigger ships, which could enter the 
mouths of larger rivers only. The neighbourhood of 
Kaunas was famous for its horses. While exploring the 
abundant horse burials of the eighth to 12th centuries 
in Marvelė, Veršvai and other cemeteries, peculiarities 
of a local horse breed were identified. They were small 
(120 to 136cm in height), spindle-legged horses, but 
very tough. Large hooves helped them to cross damp 
terrain easily. They were hardy, did not fear hunger 
and could carry heavy loads. These horses were also 
fit for war and work (Bertašius, Daugnora 2001, p.398; 
Bertašius 2002, p.187f.). Horses from the neighbour-
hood of Kaunas are attributed to the local breed (in 
Lithuanian žemaitukai), traced from the sixth and sev-
enth centuries. In the Middle Ages they were known 
as a breed of manoeuvrable and tough combat horses 
(Macijauskienė, Šveistienė 2002).

It is known that one of the important trading goods in 
Viking times was a thoroughbred horse with bridles 
(Steuer 2004, p.107). There is no written material about 
the transportation of Baltic horses to Scandinavia as 
merchandise or the spoils of war. Bearing in mind the 
good capacities of Baltic horses, firstly of those com-
ing from the neighbourhood of Kaunas and valued in 
severe Nordic conditions, it could be concluded that 
this trade was probable. As an argument, the horse bri-
dle discovered in Björk cemetery (Sweden) and prob-
ably manufactured in the neighbourhood of Kaunas, 
could be presented (Bertašius 2002, p.194). 

In the 11th and 12th centuries the Balts could already 
provide themselves with rye, which could also have 
been an export article (Žulkus 1997a, p.18f.). Archaeo-
logical material does not show that Baltic ornaments 
were saleable in Scandinavia and the southwestern 
Baltic (Žulkus 2004, p.136f.). 

Probably demand on the internal market was differ-
ent. Iron, imported non-ferrous metals and local am-
ber travelled from coastal to inland centres. Besides, 
in some Curonian territories it is possible to identify 
ornament manufacturing centres (Žulkus 1991). Orna-

ments, some luxury items, and imported articles used 
to be delivered by local traders to remote territories and 
tribes by overland and water routes. 

Arms, balances and weights used to be ordinary at-
tributes of traders in the 11th and 13th centuries. This 
is why out of 18 explored graves of Curonian traders 
in the Palanga neighbourhood, 11 of them contained 
swords (most of the ninth to 13th-century Baltic swords 
are found in the lands of the West Balts (Kazakevičius 
1996), battle-axes or spearheads. The arms in these 
graves prove that free traders used to be armed. Be-
sides, trading and acquiring wealth with the help of 
arms was typical of the soldiering of the time. “Warri-
ors’ graves” with traders’ attributes of the tenth to 13th 
centuries were also discovered in Palanga cemetery. It 
is interesting that they appeared to be in the zone of 
rich graves in the central part of the cemetery (Žulkus 
1997, pp.289 and 292). 

Commercial travelling in distant territories was dan-
gerous, and traders were usually armed. Traders could 
be safe and rely on the protection of local dukes in cos-
tal trading centres and larger tribal centres. It is likely 
that major overland and water trading routes were also 
protected. Routes to other tribes used to be danger-
ous; therefore, traders travelled with arms, and, what 
is likely, in groups. Before the appearance of more pro-
found written sources in the 13th century, there is no 
material about interrelations of the Baltic tribes. The 
spread of archaeological artefacts points to “cultural 
links” which existed between tribes, though, undoubt-
edly, armed conflicts and military campaigns, maraud-
ing and piracy used to be daily routine in Viking times. 
After the adoption of Christianity in neighbouring ter-
ritories, traders were often bringing the new confes-
sion to the pagans, building churches and establishing 
new parishes (Adami 1846, p.16). That could make 
their travelling even more dangerous. In Descriptiones 
terrarum, a written source from the 13th century, it is 
said that Christians could never step without a sword 
into the territory of pagan Žemaitija (Samogitia), a 
neighbour of Curonia (Gorski 1981; Mugurēvičs1995, 
p.24).

Translated by Algimantas Dautartas
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GINKLUOTI  IR  LAUKIAMI . 
PREKIAUTOJAI  IR  Jų KELIAI 
VIKINGų LAIKAIS

Vladas Žulkus 

San t rauka

Baltų žemėse X a. antrojoje pusėje atsiranda kapų, 
kuriuose įdėta svarstyklių ir svarelių sidabrui sverti. 
Didžiausia jų dalis yra pietinėse kuršių žemėse. Šie ra-
diniai siejami su „pirklių“ kapais, dauguma datuojami 
XI–XII a.

Prekiavimo būdas vikingų laikų baltų gentyse dar ne-
tyrinėtas. Ne tik tolimąją prekybą vykdę pirkliai, bet ir 
vietiniai galėjo leistis į ilgas keliones. Pradėję kelionę 
iš vieno centro, eidami sausumos keliais ir nusileisda-
mi upėmis žemyn jie galėjo pasiekti tarpregioninės ar 
tolimosios prekybos centrus genčių paribiuose, prie di-
džiųjų upių ar pajūryje.

Kelias upėmis tiek žemyn, tiek aukštyn buvo patogus ir 
greitas žiemos metu. Keliavimas upėmis žemyn buvo 
gana greitas bei nereikalavo gerų laivų. Tuo tikslu buvo 
naudojami luotai ar net laikinos plaukimo priemonės – 
plaustai. Keliaujant jūra ir seklesnėmis lagūnomis bei 
upėmis reikėjo skirtingo tipo laivų, todėl pirkliai, kurie 
iš pajūrio norėjo pasiekti žemyninius prekybos centrus 
ir vėl sugrįžti į pajūrį, turėdavo pasirinkti kombinuotus 
kelius ir transportą. 

Kuršių mariose stiprūs vėjai greitai sukelia trumpas ir 
stačias bangas, labai pavojingas nedideliems laivams. 
Apie laivų skendimus Kuršių mariose ir plaukiojimą 
Nemunu bei jo intakais yra nemažai žinių rašytiniuose 
Ordino šaltiniuose. 

Galimybė plaukti tiek didesnėmis, tiek mažesnėmis 
upėmis aukštyn buriniais ar irkliniais laivais labai 
priklausė nuo metų laiko (nuo srovių stiprumo, upių 
debito). Normali navigacija Nemune buvo įmanoma 
nuslūgus pavasario potvyniams iki žiemos. Plaukioji-
mą sunkino maži vagos gyliai (1,5–1,0 m), tačiau tokio 
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gylio pakako, nes vikingų laikais ir viduramžiais upių 
laivų gramzda neviršydavo 90 cm.

Vikingų laikų laivai, išplaukę iš prūsų Kaupo arba 
Klaipėdos apylinkių centrų, per dieną ar dvi su burė-
mis pasiekdavo Rusnės apylinkes Nemuno deltoje ir 
Tilžės apylinkes. Plaukti aukštyn jūrų laivai nelabai 
tiko. Gali būti, kad juos pakeisdavo mažesniais. Plauk-
dami aukštyn sustodavo prekybos centruose ar kitose 
saugiose vietose. Maždaug iki Mituvos ir Nemuno san-
takos buvo galima plaukti su burėmis. Aukščiau upe, 
matyt, jau daugiau irklais. Daugelio pirklių, keliavu-
sių laivais, galutinis punktas tikriausiai buvo Kaunas  
(V iliustr.). Iš Baltijos jūros Kauno apylinkes galima 
buvo pasiekti per 8–10 dienų, kelionė atgal, pasroviui, 
galėjo trukti 3–4 dienas. Taigi pirkliai, laivu plaukę iš 
jūros Nemunu į Kauno apylinkes ir ten dar kelias die-
nas prekiavę, galėjo grįžti į jūrą maždaug po 15 ar 20 
dienų.

Praktiškai kelias Nemunu, matyt, nutrūko ties Kaunu, 
mat daugybė kad ir nedidelių slenksčių buvo rimta 
kliūtis keliauti laivais Nemunu aukštyn nuo Kauno 
apylinkių. Reikia manyti, kad intensyvesnė laivyba 
Nemunu aukščiau Kauno vykdavo tik žemyn upe luo-
tais ir primityviais plokščiadugniais upių laivais ar net 
plaustais. Pirklių laivai galėdavo pakilti aukštyn ne tik 
Nemunu, bet ir mažesnėmis upėmis (V: 1–2 iliustr.). 

Į vakarinių baltų žemes jūra, o toliau upėmis buvo 
įvežama geležis (vikingų laikais jos jau labai trūko), 
spalvotieji metalai, ginklai. Tradicinės iš baltų kraštų 
išvežamos prekės, manoma, buvo kailiai, moterys ver-
gės ir gintaras. Labai tikėtina, jog iš Kauno apylinkių 
gabendavosi ir čia auginamus žirgus. XI–XII a. eks-
porto preke galėjo būti ir rugiai.

Keliavimą ir prekiavimą apsunkindavo ginkluoti konf-
liktai ir karo žygiai, plėšikavimas bei piratavimas. Dėl 
to ne tik svarstyklės ir svareliai, bet ir ginklai buvo 
įprastinis to meto pirklių atributas. 
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S t ra t eg ic  and  t ac t i ca l  changes  in  
Bu lga r i a  i n  the  l a t e  t en th  cen tu ry

For a long time the interest of many scholars has been 
focused on issues of the Viking (Varangian, Nor-
man) presence in the Balkans (Blondal 1978; David-
son 1976; Ciggaar 1974, p.301-342ff.; Guzelev 2002, 
p.30ff. and notes 13-29). One of the questions omitted 
so far is the strategic and tactical changes in warfare 
after the raids undertaken by the Russian-Varangian 
Knyaz (Prince) Sviatoslav in Bulgaria in the late tenth 
century AD. Therefore, special attention now should 
be paid to some new archaeological findings of north 
European (or Scandinavian) origin accumulated in re-
cent years. They consist mainly of weapons and mili-
tary equipment. In fact, such finds known to scholars 
until recently were very rare (Paulsen 1953, pp.59 and 
63, № 1, 5; Popa 1984, pp.425-431).

The raids undertaken by the Russian-Varangian Knyaz 
Sviatoslav caused a chain of important events. There 
are many studies elucidating the reasons behind Svia-
toslav’s raids on the Danube, so there is no need to 
recall them again.

First, it is necessary to mention that in military and 
strategic terms, Sviatoslav’s raid was not aimed at 
Constantinople directly; primarily, it was aimed across 
the Danube against the Bulgarian Kingdom (Fig. 1). 
All previous raids passed by Bulgaria (for more about 
this, see the Emperor Constantine Porphyrogenitus).

This approach is suggested by Sviatoslav’s intentions 
expressed in his words to his mother and the boyars: 
“I dislike being in Kiev, I want to live in Pereyaslavets 
on the Danube. That is the middle of my land …” One 

can hardly suppose that Sviatoslav had no intention 
or readiness to attack Constantinople. It is not acci-
dental that after his mother’s death the Knyaz’s first 
step was to divide his “ancestral land” between his 
sons (Yaropolk in Kiev, Oleg amongst the “Dereveh” 
(“Drevlyani”), and Vladimir in Novgorod). There is a 
well-known interpretation of the fact, emphasizing that 
“Sviatoslav set off for Bulgaria, naming it ‘his land’ 
forever,” and, in this connection, after he had quitted 
Dorostol (Drastar; Fig. 1), it was impossible for him to 
come back to Kiev, where his elder son Yaropolk was 
already ruling (Russev 2000, p.222).

One should not forget about the desire to control com-
merce on the Danube: “… all boons flow there [to the 
Danube]: from the Greek land, Czechia, Hungary, Rus-
sia, and so on.” 

Ultimately, one should realize that, in spite of the over-
all weakening of the Bulgarian state in the early second 
half of the tenth century, Sviatoslav’s raids were the 
main reason for the defeat and the subsequent conquest 
of the Bulgarian lands by Byzantium. 

The reorganization of the territory undertaken by Em-
peror John Tzimitzes (969–976) and continued by Em-
peror Basil II (976–1025) concerned almost the whole 
empire; yet, there were two specially created themes to 
stop the penetration of the Russians into Byzantine ter-
ritory: the Bosporus, the Pontos Euxeinos and Western 
Mesopotamia (Oikonomides 1972, p.101ff.). I shall 
speak about the Bosporus and Pontos Euxeinos themes 
as they were created to keep Chersonesos and maintain 
a general influence in the northern Black Sea region, 
lost under Vladimir’s rule. 

THE VIKINGS IN THE BALKANS  
(TENTH TO 11TH CENTURIES)  
STRATEGIC AND TACTICAL CHANGES.  
NEW ARCHAEOLOGICAL DATA ON WEAPONRY ON WEAPONRYON WEAPONRY

VALERI� ����V ����V����V 

Abstract

For a long time the interest of many scholars has been focused on issues of the Viking (Varangian, Norman) presence in the 
Balkans. However, a series of strategic and tactical changes happened in warfare after the raids undertaken by the Russian-
Varangian Knyaz (Prince) Sviatoslav in Bulgaria in the late tenth century AD. Therefore, special attention could be given to 
a series of new artefacts of north European (or Scandinavian) origin, which consists mainly of weapons and military equip-
ment.

Key words: Balkans, Bulgarian Kingdom, Vikings, strategies, armament.
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S t r a t egy  –  ka t epana te  –  the  Duchy  o f 
Mesopo tamia 

Having conquered northeast Bulgaria, Emperor John 
Tzimitzes organized new provinces and appointed gov-
ernors. The “Taktikon Scorialensis” determines one of 
them, which is interesting in connection with our topic, 
Mesopotamia (the land between the rivers).

There are different opinions, but it seems that Western 
Mesopotamia was situated in the mouth of the Dan-
ube rather than between the Siret and Dniester rivers 
(Oikonomides 1972, p.59ff., pp.72-73; Oikonomides 
1974). It is not known where the centre was, or where 
the governor of this territory resided. 

Other unions and another military and administrative 
unit, Thracia and Mesopotamia, were created later. We 
know about it from two seals of the dignitary Damian 
Dobromir, anthipatos, patricios and Duke of Thracia 
and Mesopotamia (Bojilov 1995, p.303ff., № 334). 
First of all, these seals surely confirm the existence 
of the Western Mesopotamia mentioned in “Taktikon 
Scorialensis”. As for Mesopotamia, opinions differ. I 
will not repeat all the opinions about the tasks and the 
purpose of this unit, but I would like to recall that the 
best researcher into this issue, N. Oikonomides, be-
lieves the reason to create Western Mesopotamia (later 
also Thracia and Mesopotamia) was the military and 
commercial undertakings of the Russians. Its aim was 
to ensure the military defence of the region, and since 
1000, its centre also played a role in customs (Oikono-
mides 1974). 

Mi l i t a ry  t r ea t i e s  o f  t he  second  ha l f  o f 
t he  t en th  cen tu ry

The military treaties of the time have been elucidat-
ed in many publications. Although it is impossible to 
make a list of even the main opinions, still one can con-
sider it widely accepted that the reforms were essen-
tially aimed at creating and favouring the use of units 
of heavily armoured horsemen, kataphrakts (Plate VI: 
2). The well-known tactics by Emperor Nicephorus II 
(963–969) “Praecepta Militaria” should be mentioned.

Some scholars believe that Nicephorus II’s reforms 
were of a “revolutionary” character, whereas others 
deny the fact of the reforms, partly or entirely. Still, we 
know that Leo Diacon mentions twice the creation of 
a heavy cavalry (Plate VI: 2), and one of the instances 
refers to the battle at Dorostol, when the kataphrakts 
aligned the “sides” of the flank of John Tzimitzes’s 
army (Diacon 1988, pp.8-9 and 73). After Tzimitzes, 
all data about kataphrakts gradually disappears.

The creation of a detachment of “immortals” by Em-
peror John Tzimitzes can be regarded as a tactical in-
novation. As Leo Diacon writes, the detachment was 
created “to anticipate [Sfendoslav’s] invasion and to 
block his access to the capital” (Diacon 1988, pp.6, 11 
and 57). These hasty measures were quite reasonable 
because of the great danger. 

Remarkably, both before and during the rule of Nice-
phorus and Tzimitzes, the army consisted mainly of 
Romaion, while the foreigners were the allies. After 
a 6,000-strong Russian corps of mercenaries reached 
Constantinople in 988, in Emperor Basil’s army1, as 
well as later under the rule of subsequent emperors, the 
Varangians, Normans, Angles, Franks, etc played an 
important part in military activities (Vasilevskii 1875, 
p.394ff.; Ciggaar 1974, p.301ff.).

The  fo r t r e s s  on  the  i s l and  o f  Pacu iu l 
Lu i  Soa re  on  the  Danube 

A fortress was built on an island in the Romanian part 
of the Danube facing the Bulgarian town of Silistra, an-
cient Dorostorum, mediaeval Dorostol or Drastar (Plate 
VI: 3). It was extensively researched by the Romanian 
archaeologist P. Diaconu (Diaconu, Vilceanu 1972).Diaconu, Vilceanu 1972). 1972). 
Although still a debatable issue, it can be supposed 
that the fortress was built by Byzantium. There was a 
special wharf for commanders’ and emperors’ vessels, 
while it is known that the medieval Bulgarians did not 
have any fleet. The fortress’ main purpose was to serve 

1 The “Russian-Varangian” retinue as a mercenary unit hadThe “Russian-Varangian” retinue as a mercenary unit had as a mercenary unit hadas a mercenary unit had 
existed at the Byzantine court after the treaty of 911 during 
Oleg’s rule.

Fig. 1. Map of the Byzantine Empire and the Kingdom of 
Bulgaria: a strategy (thema) of Western Mesopotamia;  
b-c location of sites with artefacts of Scandinavian or  
Russian origin.
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as a military counterpoint to Bulgaria’s biggest medi-
eval town, Drastar (Fig. 1). I ask for your attention to 
this fortress mainly because it has yielded the biggest 
quantity of Scandinavian and Russian finds: a sword 
pommel (Popa 1984, p.425ff.), two medallions with 
images of eagles or falcons, and other items (Diaconu 
1972; Yotov 2002). 

P re s l av i t s a–Ve l ik i  P res l av

It is widely accepted among researchers to locate the 
Preslavets-on-Danube mentioned in the Russian pri-
mary chronicle “Povest vremennyh let” somewhere 
in the river’s delta. I. Iordanov, a Bulgarian specialist 
in sphragistics, has listed all the sources mentioning 
Preslav, the town of Preslav, Predslava, Perkslava, 
Preslavitsa. In his opinion, in the tenth and 11th cen-
turies all these names refer to the second capital of the 
Bulgarian Kingdom, Preslav. Here is, in the chroni-
cler’s words “the middle of my land, where all boons 
flow”. Anyway, in order to find out if Pereyaslavets is 
not another town, rather than the capital, and to place it 
in the delta of the Danube, we need more evidence. It 
is most likely that this evidence can be offered by the 
excavations at the village Nufaru (on the right bank of 
the Danube’s right branch in the delta of the Danube, 
now in Romania). The digging has re-
vealed the debris of a wooden structure 
(Fig. 2), which is most typical of north-
ern architecture.

Varna 

Varna (the ancient Odessos) was aban-
doned, to come to life again in the late 
tenth and early 11th century. We do not 
know the exact date, but most likely a 
fortress was erected there in the 11th 
century. During one of the last raids on 
Constantinople in 1043, ships with the 
Russi and the Varangians led by Kn-
yaz Vladimir of Novgorod (Yaroslav’s 
son) wrecked it. Around 6,000 warri-
ors, led by their commander Vyshata, 
started on their way back by land, and 
were defeated near Varna by Katakalon 
Kekaumenos, a local governor of Dan-
ube provinces. This story is well known 
and has received many comments. Be-
sides, resulting from unpublished mate-
rial from the sixties, Varna is one of the 
few cities in the Balkans yielding items 
originating from northeastern Europe 
(Russia): the so called “Ovruch” spindle 

whorls (Plate VI: 4a) and decorated eggs (Plate VI: 4b). 
They are found in Drastar (Silistra) on the Danube and 
in the medieval settlements of the ancient fortresses of 
Dynogetia (Garvan) and Noviodunum (Isaccea). These 
towns might have functioned as Russian trade factories 
(Yotov 2006, p.143ff.).

Fig. 2. Wooden structure at Nufaru, Romania (a “Varangian 
street” according to Damian).

Fig. 3. Axes and a spear: a-1 Vratsa region; a-2 incised drawings; b Shumen 
region; c-d northeast Bulgaria.
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A rmamen t s

Of all frequently commented evidence by Leo Diacon 
about the armaments of the Russians during Sviato-
slav’s raid, the description of their shields seems to be 
worth mentioning: “their shields are durable and reach 
to their feet to ensure more security” (as mentioned in 
the siege of Preslav); “reaching their feet” (at the Battle 
at Dorostol) (Diacon 1988, Figs. 8:4:70, 9:2:75). 

However, the most reliable evidence is offered by 
archaeology. Until recently, there were only three or 
four reliable published archaeological works about 
the impact and penetration of the Russian (also called 
Scandinavian, ie Varangian) material culture into the 
mouth of the Danube. These are several bronze sword 
scabbards’ chapes (published in the articles on weap-
onry by P. Paulsen and G. Korzukhina), one sword’s 
pommel, a small number of so-called “Ovruch” spin-
dle whorls, and three glazed clay eggs (Plate VI: 4a-b). 

The number of such finds has been increas-
ing over the last decades.

We must make a small clarification: the 
artefacts discussed below could have been 
worn and used over a long period of time 
by people of different ethnic groups. It is 
more important to try to determine the ori-
gin of finds, either north European, Russian 
or Scandinavian, and identify their closest 
analogies.

The first and the main group of researched 
artefacts is connected with weaponry and 
military equipment (the main sites are pub-
lished in Yotov 2004).

Axes ,  spea r s  and  swords

There are two axes (no doubt battle ones), 
one of which comes from Vratsa (Fig. 3: a-
1) and the other one from the Shoumen 
region (Fig. 3: b). They have forms and pe-
culiarities (mainly motifs of images) typi-
cal of Scandinavian finds of similar types 
of weaponry. The technology that was used 
is the application of silver on an iron sur-
face. The motifs of images are very simi-
lar to the motifs known from Scandinavian 
and north European sites (Herman 1986, 
p.30f., Fig. 14; Paulsen 1953, p.44ff.; about 
ornamentation, see also Darkevich 1961, 
p.91ff., Fig. 1: 3). 

Besides the first two, we include here two 
more axes (Fig. 3: c) from northeast Bul-

garia that have forms indicative of Scandinavian or 
Russian influence (Kirpichnikov 1966, p.33ff., Fig. 6; 
plates ХІІ: 5, 6 and XIII: 1, 4).

I believe that only one spear (Fig. 3: d), kept in a pri-
vate collection, can be surely qualified as belonging to 
this group. The blade is “oblong egg-shaped”, accord-
ing to Anatolii Kirpichnikov’s classification, but, what 
is more important, it has silver plates on the surface of 
its socket. This enables us to refer this spear to simi-
lar ones of Scandinavian, specifically Gotlandian ori-
gin, which are found in Russia as well (Kirpichnikov 
1966b, p.13, Plate VI: 1-2). 

Regarding a sword (Fig. 4: a) coming from the area 
of the mediaeval fortress at the village of Opaka, in 
the Popovo region (first publication: Parushev 1999, 
pp.31-32), the ferrule of the handle, the cross-bars, 
width of the groove and the section of the blade clas-
sify it as type К by J. Petersen. According to Petersen’s 
chronological principle, type К includes swords from 

Fig. 4. Swords: a Opaka, Popovo region; b-d Constanţa, Romania; e 
Gradeshnitsa, Vratsa region; f Govezhda, Montana region.
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the early Vikings to the first half of the ninth centu-
ry (Petersen 1919, p.176), although they could have 
reached the area south of the Danube in somewhat later 
time.

There are three swords kept at the museum of Constanţa, 
Romania (Fig. 4: b–d). One of them was found near 
the village of Albeşti (west of Mangalia), the other two 
come from somewhere in inland Dobrudja. The sword 
from Albesti has on one of its surfaces a stamp, and on 
the reverse side there is the inscription “Ulfberht”. In 
J. Petersen’s classification, all three swords belong to 
types Е/W, X, V, dated to the second half of the tenth 
and the 11th centuries (Petersen 1919, p.75ff., and 
156ff.). Bearing in mind their location and date, these 
three swords may be connected with Sviatoslav’s raids 
in 969–971 into the area of the Lower Danube.

About the sword from a settlement by the village of 
Gradeshnitsa, in the Vratsa Region (Fig. 4: e), in 
J. Petersen’s classification, such swords belong to the 
Z type, and are dated to the second half of the tenth 
and the middle of the 11th centuries (Petersen 1919, 

p. 175ff.). The origin of swords of these 
types is unclear and could be discussed, 
as they are found across Europe. How-
ever, they may well be connected with 
our topic of discussion. 

Most researchers refer such swords to 
a group that includes a wide variety of 
types and variants, type Ха (“swords 
from the Vikings’ time”) in the clas-
sification of E. Oakeshott (Oakeshott 
1991, p. 50) dated to the early 11th and 
later centuries; type ІІІ (?) or rather V 
in Kirpichnikov’s classification, dated 
to the 12th century, but the author ad-
mits an early dating (Kirpichnikov 
1966a, p.56ff., Fig. 1), and type ХV in 
А. Ruttkay’s classification, dated to the 
12th to 14th centuries (Ruttkay 1976, 
p.255ff., Abb. 1). To this type belongs 
the sword from the village of Govezh-
da, Montana Region (Fig. 4: f).

The latter two swords (coming from 
northwest Bulgaria) seem to be con-
nected with the Magyars’ raids on the 
Balkans from the late 930s to the mid-
dle of the 11th century (Dimitrov 1998, 
p.71ff.). The north European, namely 
Scandinavian, influence in these two 

swords is doubtless. 

Sword pommels are not often found in 
Bulgaria. One (Popa 1984, p.425ff.) was 

found in the fortress on the island of Pacuiul Lui Soare 
(the possible residence of Knyaz Sviatoslav in 971), 
and a second one was found somewhere in northeast 
Bulgaria. There are engravings of silver with motifs of 
spirals and interlacing lines on the iron surfaces of the 
two ferrules. In Petersen’s classification, they belong 
to the S type, and are dated to the tenth and early 11th 
centuries (Petersen 1919, p.142ff.).

Sword scabbard chapes are openwork or solid cases 
fixed to wooden scabbards. Each one has a round 
asymmetric rhomboid, triangular or more complex 
form with convex or concave shoulders. They are ellip-
tical in section and are cast in bronze. There are various 
types in P. Paulsen’s and G. Korzukhina’s classifica-
tions (Korzukhina 1950, pp.63-94; Paulsen 1953). Six 
sword scabbard chapes have parallels in the so-called 
“germanisches Vogelmotiv” and “germanisches Vi-
erfüßlemotiv” style (Fig. 5: 1-9) pieces according to 
Paulsen (Paulsen 1953, pp.17-57).

Researchers admit that chapes of this group were 
manufactured in Sweden. What is interesting is their 

Fig. 5. Sword scabbard chapes: “germanisches Vogelemotiv”, “germanisches 
Vierfüßlemotiv” and “orientalischer Palmette” style.
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distribution across a vast territory. G. Korzukhina and 
P. Paulsen write about finds in Iceland, Denmark, Swe-
den, Finland and Ukraine (Korzukhina 1950, p.65f., 
plate І; Paulsen 1953, p.48ff., 183, Fundkarten IV.). 
A similar chape was published 20 years ago (Fehner 
1982, p.243f.). It was found in a grave which is sup-
posed to belong to the Varangian-Russian Knyaz Igor 
(912−945). The chapes found in Bulgaria have ex-
tended the geography of finds of this type south of the 
Danube.

Another interesting group of chapes belongs to the style 
of “orientalischer Palmette” in Paulsen’s classification 
(Paulsen 1953, p.59ff.). P. Paulsen and G. Korzukhina 
point to the fact that they are not found in Scandina-
via. Paulsen suggests that they were produced in East 
Prussia, but, as Korzukhina rightly remarks, he “mixed 
ferrules of two different types in the same group” (Ko-
rzukhina 1950, p.68). Having in mind the chapes from 
Bulgaria and several more from Hungary published by 
G. Fecher, Korzukhina admits that the centre of pro-
duction of “orientalischer Palmette” chapes must be 

placed “somewhere in the Danube area, and by no 
means in the Baltic region” (Korzukhina 1950, p. 68). 
This conclusion is based on the list of locations of 
similar ferrules, which shows that they were uncov-
ered only in the area south of Kiev, in Hungary, in 
Romania (where these finds, no doubt, are connected 
with the Hungarians, who had learned many things 
during their life in the steppe) and south of the Dan-
ube. Of all the artefacts I know across Europe (eight 
or nine pieces), the ferrules found on Bulgarian terri-
tory are most numerous. 

Typologically, the last two chapes are of “Kreuz und 
Ranke” and “niedrige (= low)” types (Fig. 6) and are 
dated also to the tenth and 11th centuries, but they 
might have come from south of the Danube in the 
second half of the 11th century. This can be connect-
ed either with later raids by the Russians, or with the 
Varangian corps.

The main ways by which these artefacts of Scandi-
navian and Russian origin would reach the lands in 
the mouth of the Danube were by Varangian-Russian 
military and commercial raids to Constantinople from 
the ninth to the middle of the 11th centuries, and the 
recruitment of Varangians and Normans by the Byz-
antine Empire in the late tenth and early 11th centuries 
(Vasilevski` 1875, pp.394-451). At the same time, the 
dating of most of the items leads us to the firm conclu-
sion that they are material evidence of the Kievan Kn-
yaz Sviatoslav’s raids (in 968 and 969−971), which 
resulted in the consecutive conquest of almost all im-
portant centres of the First Bulgarian Kingdom. 

Besides the Varangians and the Normans, Byzantine 
mercenaries, I believe some of the artefacts are con-

nected with the Pechenegs, who had direct commer-
cial and military contacts with the Kievan state in the 
tenth and early 11th centuries, and since the 1050s they 
stayed south of the Danube. 

Translated by the author
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VIKINGAI  BALKANUOSE  
(X –XI a.):STRATEGIJOS IR  
TAKTIKOS PASIKEITIMAI .  
NAUJI  ARCHEOLOGIJOS  
DuOMEnyS APIE  GInKluOTę 

Valeri �otov 

San t rauka

Ilgą laiką daugelis mokslininkų – istorikų ir archeolo-
gų – buvo susidomėję vikingų (variagų, normanų) is-
toriniais pėdsakais Balkanuose. X a. pabaigoje rusų ir 
variagų kunigaikščiui Sviatoslavui pradėjus išpuolius 

į Bulgariją, įvyko karo veiksmų strategijos ir taktikos 
pasikeitimų (1 pav.; iliustr. VI: 2–4), kuriuos liudija 
toje teritorijoje randami Šiaurės Europos (ar skandina-
viškos kilmės) dirbiniai, daugiausia ginklai ir ginkluo-
tės elementai. 

Straipsnyje aptariami rusiškos ir skandinaviškos kil-
mės kirviai, ietigaliai, kalavijai ir jų rankenų buoželės 
bei makščių apkalų galai, taip pat verpstukai ir keli 
moliniai stiklu padengti kiaušinio formos dirbiniai, 
kurie pasiekė Dunojaus žemupį rusų ir variagų karinių 
išpuolių bei prekybinių žygių į Konstantinopolį IX a. 
viduryje – XI a. pradžioje metu ir jų samdymosi Bizan-
tijos imperijoje X a. pabaigoje – XI a. pradžioje laikais 
(3–6 pav.; iliustr. VI: 4). Daugelio Bulgarijoje rastų 
dirbinių nustatytos datos leidžia daryti išvadą, kad jie 
čia pateko 968 m. ir 969–971 m. Kijevo kunigaikščio 
Sviatoslavo žygių metu. Šių karinių veiksmų rezulta-
tas buvo nuoseklus beveik visų svarbiausių pirmosios 
Bulgarijos kunigaikštystės centrų nukariavimas. Gali 
būti, kad kai kurie Bulgarijoje rasti dirbiniai yra susiję 
su pečenegais, kurie X–XI a. pradžioje turėjo tiesiogi-
nių karinių ir komercinių ryšių su Kijevo valstybe, be 
to, nuo 1050 metų buvo įsikūrę teritorijoje į pietus nuo 
Dunojaus.
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I n t roduc t ion

My participation in this conference in memory of 
Vytautas Kazakevičius was caused less by its martial 
topic than by my great admiration for and friendship 
with Vytautas. I feel it is a privilege and a duty to start 
my lecture with a rather detailed eulogy in honour of 
his memory. I was happy to be given the opportunity 
to express how appreciated he was in Sweden as a pio-
neer of postwar archaeological cooperation between 
Lithuania and Sweden. He was an extremely good 
ambassador for Lithuania, not only in our country but 
wherever he went, with his charming, witty and good-
humoured personality.

One of my contacts with Vytautas on his favourite 
topic, swords, took place in 1997. At the time, I was 
writing inventory notes for the catalogue of the Mu-
seum of National Antiquities in Stockholm concern-
ing a large Viking Period silver hoard, weighing a bit 
more than five kilograms (5005.9g), found in May 
that year at Ocksarve in Hemse parish on southern 
Gotland (Fig. 1). The hoard had been dispersed by a 
plough over an area of more than 120 square metres, 
but had originally probably been hidden in the post-
hole of a building. The hoard was excavated by Ma-
jvor Östergren (1997) using a metal detector, and its 
many coins were soon classified by Kenneth Jonsson 
(2002). The intention was that Östergren, Jonsson and 
myself should also speedily have published the hoard, 
a plan that unfortunately has not yet been realized. In 
1998, however, a conference was held in Tübingen 
on mining, the precious metal trade and minting. At 

that conference, Jonsson and I gave the hoard a first 
presentation. My detailed catalogue has recently been 
published as an appendix to the final volume of Lena 
Thunmark-Nylén’s magnum opus Die Wikingerzeit 
Gotlands (Thunmark-Nylén 2006, p.707ff.).

The  con ten t s  o f  Ocksa rve  hoa rd  and 
i t s  r e l a t ionsh ip  wi th  the  Eas t  Ba l t i c

Only two years after the discovery of the Ocksarve 
hoard, an enormous but in many ways similar one, 
weighing more than 66 kilograms, was found at Spill-
ings in Othem parish near the bay of Boge on north-
ern Gotland (Westholm 2005; Thunmark-Nylén 2006, 
p.701ff.). It is 13 times as heavy as the Ocksarve hoard, 
and the largest one ever found in Sweden. Both hoards 
are mixed ones, with coins as well as jewellery. 

The Ocksarve hoard of 1997 has a t.p.q. of 999 AD 
and contains 370 silver coins: 340 German, eight Bo-
hemian, six English, six Ancient Roman, three Italian, 
three Arabic, two Scandinavian and one Byzantine. 
The find from Spillings is a triplet hoard, 130 years 
older than that from Ocksarve. It contains about 14,000 
coins, most of them Arabic. Together they weigh 17.5 
kilograms. Up to the autumn of 2006, 5,200 coins have 
been classified by numismatists. Their t.p.q. is 870/1 
AD.

The hoards from Spillings and Ocksarve both contain 
great quantities of non-monetary silver artefacts of 
eastern and western origin, beside such of Gotlandic 
character. Both hoards include large numbers of spi-

TWO LARGE SILVER HOARDS FROM OCKSARVE 
ON GOTLAND.  EVIDENCE FOR VIKING PERIOD 
TRADE AND WARFARE IN THE BALTIC REGION

JAN PEDER LAMM

Abstract

Three of the most remarkable Viking Period silver hoards found on Gotland form the topic of this paper. They all offer view-
points upon trade, tribute and warfare in Gotland and the East Baltic area. The oldest of them (t.p.q. 870/1) was found in 
1999 at Spillings in Othem parish. It illustrates the enormous influx of Arabic silver in its epoch, weighing more than 66kg, of 
which 17.5kg are made up of about 14,000 coins. Both of the other hoards were found at Ocksarve in Hemse parish, the first 
in 1920, the second in 1997. The hoard of 1920 i.a contains 112 Byzantine millaresia struck for Constantine IX Monomachos 
(1042–1055), probably part of the salary of a Gotlandic mercenary and ex-member of the Varangian guard. The second hoard 
(t.p.q. 999) is interesting from a metrological point of view, as it contains several interlinked payment spirals and bundles 
containing hack-silver. There is also a magnificent silver sword chape, probably a masterpiece from a Kievan workshop, with 
a graffito showing two crossed single-edged swords of J. Petersen’s type T, V or W.

Key words: sword chape, silver hoard, Ocksarve, Spillings, coins, metrology.
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Fig. 1. The Ocksarve hoard of 1997 (in the custody of the Statens Historiska Museum 33128), now exhibited in Gotlands 
fornsal, Visby (photograph by R. Hejdström, after Thunmark-Nylén 2006).

Fig. 2. The heaviest silver bundle from Ocksarve when opened (photograph by G. Hildebrand, Statens Historiska Museum).
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It was probably made in the tenth century, and might be 
considered as a hybrid, combining traits from the west, 
north and east. According to Kirpichnikov, the large 
animal head that adorns the chape makes it likely that 
it was made by a Scandinavian master craftsman. He 
suggests that the animal is a bear, which seems likely, 
considering the shape of its head with rounded ears. 
The small animal face, however, in my opinion looks 
rather like a horse. The bear face has parallels on cer-
tain Scandinavian jewellery like brooches and penan-
nular brooches. Such have been found in the Yaroslavl 
district (Yaroslavskoe 1963, Fig. 39:2). Kirpichnikov 
also had ideas about the crossed swords. He describes 
them as of Petersen’s type V and resting on a figure 
with two prongs. This sign, he believes, is related to 
Grand Duke Rurik and also Sviatoslav, who reigned 
965–972 AD (Melnikova 1966, p.173ff.).

Kirpichnikov hypothetically understood the graffito as 
the owner’s private mark, perhaps a sketch of a heral-
dic device. He adds that warriors sometimes had two 
swords, whereof one would be an heirloom. As an im-
age closely reminiscent of the graffito swords, Kirpich-
nikov refers to a sword depicted on a Byzantine coin 
from the period 945–959 AD. The coin belongs to a 
hoard buried at the end of the tenth century (Dobrovol-
ski et al. 1991, Figs. 15:i, 16:1).

If the crossed swords should be an owner’s private 
mark, the significance of the animal heads remains to 
be explained. Maybe the ornaments have a shamanis-
tic meaning. This has been proposed by István Dienes 
concerning a similar head on a strap-end found in a 
male grave at Bodrogszerdahely in Hungary (Fig. 5). 
The animal on that object looks like a fox, a cunning 
animal suitable as a guardian spirit.

Already in 1998, Voldomir Zotchenko, a student at the 
University of Kiev, had received news about the Ock-
sarve chape, and he discussed it in a 1999 paper. Zo-
tchenko includes it in a group that he calls “tall chapes” 
and says that they originated on Oriental sabre sheaths 

Fig. 3. One of the terminals of an East Baltic silver dress pin 
with a triangular-shaped head (scale 2:1; photograph by G. 
Hildebrand, Statens Historiska Museum).

ral rings, and artefacts have been bundled into heav-
ier units. In the Ocksarve case most of the artefacts 
have been treated this way. There are six examples of 
payment spirals that have been hooked together into 
chains with up to four links. Four of these chains weigh 
around 200 grams each. The fifth weighs 155 grams, 
and the sixth about twice as much, 301 grams. There 
are also four bundles enclosing hack-silver type arte-
facts, such as rods, arm rings, spiral rings and ringed 
pins that have been cut up, pressed together and tightly 
trussed with a twisted neck ring to prevent them from 
falling apart. These bundles weigh 435, 452, 499 and 
779 grams respectively. Much care seems to have been 
taken to attain these weights: even coins have been in-
serted, probably to reach the precise intended weights. 
A detailed study of the weights of these chains and 
bundles should be a promising task for a metrologist 
interested in currency basics in Viking Period trade be-
tween Gotland and the realms east of the Baltic. The 
bundles are unique, so it was decided to keep them in-
tact. The truss around the heaviest of them, however, 
had slackened so much that it had to be opened (Fig. 2). 
Inside, a horn of an East Baltic silver dress pin, among 
other things, was hidden (Fig. 3).

The most remarkable single object in the treasure, ho-
wever, is a tall, 16-centimetre-long silver chape to a 
sword, weighing no less than 90 grams (Fig. 4). It is 
bent and broken in three pieces, but all of them are 
preserved. No comparable item has been found in Swe-
den before but similar ones have been found in Latvia, 
Lithuania, Russia and Ukraine. The chape is long and 
closed with an animal-head as a crest, both at the rim 
and on its end that is formed like a chape on the chape. 
It is an odd and beautiful object that gets still more 
interesting as it is provided with a graffito in the form 
of two crossed single-edged swords without cross-gu-
ards. The pommels, however, attribute them as Viking 
Period swords of Petersen’s type T, V or W.

Having catalogued the Ocksarve hoard, I began to 
search for parallels with the sword chape, consulting 
many colleagues, including Vytautas. His idea was 
that the chape might be Central European, perhaps 
Hungarian. In a paper given by him in Stockholm in 
1992 based on Peter Paulsen’s 1953 typology, Vytau-
tas had assigned several chapes found in Lithuania to 
Paulsen’s group III, among them a silver chape that in 
length and weight comes close to the Ocksarve chape. 
It was found in the Graužiai hoard in the Kėdainiai dis-
trict. That hoard is thought to have been buried in the 
12th or 13th century (Kazakevičius 1992, p.99).

In a letter written in May 1998, Anatolii Kirpichnikov 
kindly commented on the Ocksarve chape. It reminded 
him of chapes found in Russia and the Baltic countries. 
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Fig. 4. The silver sword chape from Ocksarve: 1 the chape and its details; 1a reconstruction (drawing by C. Bonnevier, 
Statens Historiska Museum).
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made in Kiev, Livland, Samogitia and the Sambian pe-
ninsula in the 11th century. This would mean that the 
chape from Ocksarve was no antique when it was de-
stroyed and included in the hoard around 1000 AD.

The twisted neck-ring around the bundle, and the horn 
from a dress pin, point to the Baltic area, probably 
Lithuania, as the territory where the Ocksarve hoard 
was collected. The sword chape symbolizes power and 
authority. The sword from which it it was removed 
must have belonged to an important person, perhaps 
a defeated enemy, whose belongings were apparently 
treated with disdain. Or had the chape simply gone out 
of fashion?

The t.p.q. for Spillings and Ocksarve differ by about 
130 years, but their contents show how consistent the 
composition of Gotlandic hoards was, generally with a 
significant component of objects with an Eastern and 
often Baltic origin. For a combination of reasons, in-
cluding warfare, tribute-taking and trade, enormous 
quantities of silver reached Gotland. Some proportion 
of the total imports remained on Gotland for good, and 
annually reminds us of its existence in the form of new 
hoard finds.

This paper has dealt with a hoard found in 1997, here 
simply called the Ocksarve hoard. The well-informed 
reader may feel confused by this, as Ocksarve is often 
also given as the origin of quite another hoard found 
in 1920 on a neighbouring farm (Jansson 1983, p.226; 
2002, p.526f.). That hoard contains 631 silver coins. 
It appears to have been assembled over the course of 
about five generations. Its t.p.q. is 1120 AD. The most 
remarkable part of it is 123 Byzantine millaresia, 112 
of which were struck for Constantine IX Monomachos 
(1042–1055). This part of the hoard probably reveals a 

military aspect. Altogether, only about 400 Byzantine 
silver coins have been found in Scandinavia, and no 
other hoard contains a number comparable to that of 
the 1920 Ocksarve hoard. With Ingmar Jansson and 
many other scholars (Jansson 1983, pp.226 and 202), 
I am inclined to believe that the Byzantine coins were 
part of the salary paid to a Gotlandic mercenary and 
former member of the Varangian guard in Constanti-
nople.

Salary for military service: isn’t that a good combina-
tion of trade and warfare?

Translated by the author, English revised by Martin 
Rundkvist.
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Fig. 5. An animal-head strap-end from a male burial at Bod-
rogszerdahely, Hungary (after Dienes 1972).
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DU DIDELI  S IDABRO LOBIAI 
Iš  GOTLANDO,  OCKSARVE 
VIETOVėS.  VIKINGų  
LAIKOTARPIO PREKYBOS IR 
KARO žYGIų BALTIJOS JūROS 
REGIONE įRODYMAI

Jan Peder Lamm

San t rauka

Vienas iš vikingų laikotarpio sidabro lobių, sveriančių 
daugiau nei 5 kg, 1997 m. buvo rastas Gotlando saloje, 
Hemse parapijoje, Ocksarve vietovėje (1 pav.). Lobis 
tikriausiai buvo paslėptas buvusioje stulpo duobėje 
999 metais. Tarp rastų 370 monetų 340 buvo vokiškos,  
8 – Bohemijos, 6 – Anglijos, 6 – vėlyvosios romėniš-
kos, 3 – arabiškos, 2 – skandinaviškos ir 1 – bizantiš-
ka.

Dauguma šio lobio dirbinių buvo surišta ryšulėliais 
(1 pav.). Keturi ryšulėliai svėrė maždaug po 200 gra-
mų, penktas – 155 gramus, o šeštas – beveik dvigubai 
daugiau, t. y. 301 gramą. Lobyje taip pat buvo keturi 
ryšulėliai, kuriuose rasta kapoto sidabro lazdelių, apy-
rankių, iš vielos vytų įvijų gabalų ir smeigtukų dalių, 
– šie dirbiniai buvo suspausti ir susukti bei suveržti įvi-
jinėmis antkaklėmis. šie ryšulėliai svėrė 435, 452, 499 
ir 779 gramus. Juose buvo įdėtos net kelios monetos, 
kad ryšulėlis pasiektų norimą svorį. 

šie sidabrinių dirbinių ryšulėliai buvo surišti kiekvie-
nas savitai, taigi visi yra unikalūs. Nutarta juos saugoti 
tokiu pavidalu, kokiu jie buvo rasti. Tačiau sunkiau-
sias ryšulėlis pradėjo irti, todėl nuspręsta jį išvynioti 
(2 pav.). Viduje tarp kapoto sidabro lazdelių ir kitų 
dirbinių fragmentų buvo rastas Rytų Pabaltijui būdin-
go sidabrinio smeigtuko trikampe galvute fragmentas: 
trikampės galvutės su buožele dalis (2; 3 pav.). 

Lobyje tarp ryšulėlių buvo rastas išskirtinis dirbi-
nys – tai 16 cm ir apie 90 gramų svorio kalavijo 
makščių apkalas (4 pav.). Apkalas yra lūžęs į tris dalis  
(4: 1 pav.). Tai vienintelis rastas toks kalavijo makščių 
apkalas švedijoje. Panašių apkalų yra žinoma iš Latvi-
jos, Lietuvos ir Ukrainos. Ant šio apkalo įrėžti du vie-
našmeniai sukryžiuoti kalavijai be apatinių rankenos 
skersinių. įrėžtus kalavijus galima priskirti J. Peterse-
no klasifikacijos T, V arba W tipo kalavijams.

1920 m. Ocksarve taip pat buvo rastas lobis, kuriame 
buvo 631 sidabrinė moneta. šių monetų lobis, surinktas 
penkių žmponių kartų, buvo paslėptas apie 1120 me-
tus. Pagal vertę išsiskiria 123 Bizantijos miliarisijai, 
kaldinti Konstantino IX (1042–1055) valdymo metu. 

šios monetos, matyt, pateko čia per karines peripeti-
jas. Skandinavijoje iš viso rasta tik apie 400 Bizantijos 
monetų. Manoma, kad bizantiškos monetos atsirado  
Gotlande kaip algos, mokėtos gotlandiečiams samdi-
niams (tarnavusiems Konstantinopolyje variagams), 
dalis. 

Straipsnyje Ocksarve lobis yra lyginamas su 1999 m. 
Gotlande, Othem parapijoje, Spillings vietovėje rastu 
sidabro lobiu – didžiausiu iki šiol švedijoje. Spillings 
lobis datuojamas 870–871 metais, jo svoris yra ne ma-
žesnis kaip 66 kg, iš jo 17,5 kg sveria sidabro monetos, 
kurių daugiausia, t. y. apie 14 000, yra arabų dirhamai.
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V I I I .ARMAMENTS AND DEFENSIVE 
SYSTEMS 

THE MAIN TENDENCIES IN  THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF TENTH TO 13TH CENTURY BLADE WEAPONS 
IN BELARUS

MIKALAI PLAVINSKI

Abstract

The article is devoted to the history of tenth to 13th-century blade weapons in Belarus. The main tendencies in the evolution 
of blade weapons and the most important directions in military-technical contacts of the population of Belarus are defined.

Key words: blade weapons, sword, sword chape, sabre, Belarus, Medieval Period.

In t roduc t ion

In the tenth century the largest part of the territory of 
Belarus was already populated by Slavs. The Baltic 
population, bearers of East Lithuanian Barrow Culture 
and Jatvingians lived just in the northwest, in the basin 
of the middle Nioman�Nemunas river. Slavs and Balts�Nemunas river. Slavs and Balts river. Slavs and Balts 
had different military-technical traditions that are in 
a certain way revealed in the types of blade weapons 
they were using during the tenth to 13th centuries.

The period can be divided into two sub-periods, which 
coincide with large epochs in the region’s history. The 
first sub-period dates from the end of the ninth to the 
beginning of the 11th century, or the Viking Age. The 
second sub-period dates from the middle of the 11th to 
the 13th century, or Old Russian time.

The main kinds of blade weapons in Belarus in the 
tenth to 13th centuries were the sword and sabre.

Vik ing  Pe r iod  swords

The first swords in Belarus could have appeared as far 
back as the sixth century (Plavinski 2006, p.4). How-
ever, the wide use of swords started only in the Viking 
Period and is observed since the end of the ninth cen-
tury.

Nine finds belong to the end of the ninth or the first 
half of the 11th century. Seven types of them can be 
defined: three belong to type H, three to type V, and 
one to type Y after Jan Petersen (Petersen 1919). Type 

H swords originate from the hoard found on Bryleus-
kae field, from Vitebsk and from its neighborhood (see 
catalogue 1, № 1–3). There is a blade inscription on the 
sword from Vitebsk that can be read as VLFBERH+.

Type V swords were found in Polatsk and in barrow 
cemeteries Garadzilava and Gurkovichy (see catalogue 
1, № 4–6). The Polatsk sword has the inscription ULF-
BERHT on the blade. The possibility of the use of type 
V swords is indirectly proven by graffiti on fragments 
of dirhams from Kazjankauski (940s) and Garaulianski 
2 (the middle of the 11th century) hoards (Dobrovol-
skij et al. 1991, catalogue № 29 and 48).

A fragment of a type Y sword has been found in Hrod-
na�Grodno. A horseshoe-like mark was revealed on its 
blade (see Catalogue 1, № 7). Most likely it is just part 
of an inscription which consisted of a cross and two 
horseshoes. Apart from swords, two cross-guards from 
the middle of the tenth and the first half of the 11th 
century have been found (see catalogue 1, № 8-9).

Thus, the sword’s appearance in the complex of weap-
ons of the population of the territory of Belarus is ob-
served since the late ninth century. In the tenth century 
the sword was already a common weapon in military, 
trade and retinue circles. Sword finds are concentrated 
in the key points along main river military-trade routes 
such as the Western Dzvina�Dauguva (Fig. 1).

All the types that were found in Belarus were wide-
spread in Eastern Europe. Three partly or wholly 
preserved blades are marked with inscriptions: two 
ULFBERHT and one horseshoe-like mark. Swords 
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with the ULFBERHT, blade inscription were possibly 
produced in the Middle Rhine area (Kirpichnikov 1966, 
p.38f.). Judging by the presence of fine vertical copper 
and silver ornamentation on the pommel and the cross-
guard, the sword from Bryleuskae field was probably 
also made by Carolingian armourers, possibly at the 
same workshop of ULFBERHT (Kirpichnikov et al. 
2000, p.109ff.). Finally, the sword from Vitebsk can be 
attributed to Carolingian manufacturing because of the 
pattern-welding of its blade.

Swords  f rom the  mid -11 th  
t o  13 th  cen tu r i e s

The second half of the 11th to the 13th centuries are 
defined as the Romanesque Period in the history of 
the considered regions’ swords (Fig. 2). For the sys-
tematization of swords of this period, we use Anatolii 
Kirpichnikov’s typology (Kirpichnikov 1966, p. 49ff.) 

considering Vytautas Kazakevičius’ type scheme de-
veloped for Baltic swords (Kazakevičius 1996)1.

Swords of type I after A. Kirpichnikov or type T1 Cu-
ronian after V. Kazakevičius are represented on the 
territory of Belarus by six finds (see catalogue 1, № 10-
15). The most interesting of them is a half-finished 
cross-guard from roundabout the town of Navagrudak,roundabout the town of Navagrudak, the town of Navagrudak, 
which was found in a jeweller’s workshop of the first 
half of the 12th century. Nowadays, the opinion of the 
Baltic, namely Curonian, origin of T1 Curonian type 
is commonly accepted (Šturms 1936; Paulsen 1956, 
p.133; Kazakevičius 1997).

Type II most likely also has an Eastern Baltic origin 
(Kirpichnikov 1966, p.34; Kazakevičius 1996, p.159). 

1 It should be mentioned that sword types suggested by Vy-It should be mentioned that sword types suggested by Vy-
tautas Kazakevičius correspond to Anatolii Kirpichnikov’s 
types (type I corresponds to type T1 Curonian, type II 
– type Z, type III – swords with saddle-shaped pommels, 
type IV – swords with oval pommels, type V – swords 
with rhomboidal pommels, type VI – swords with spheri-
cal pommels).

Fig. 1. Distribution of Viking Period swords in Belarus (numbers on map correspond to numbers in the catalogue 1): H type 
H sword; V type V sword; Y type Y sword; a sword cross-guard; b possible area of find.
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Fig. 2. 
Distribution 
of mid-11th 
to 13th-cen-
tury swords 
in Belarus:  
1 distribu-
tion of 
mid-11th 
to 13th-
century 
typological-
ly defined 
swords in 
Belarus; 

2 (numbers 
on map 
correspond 
to numbers 
in the cata-
logue 1):
T1 Curo-
nian type T1 
Curonian 
sword;  
II type  
II sword;  
III type  
III sword; 
IV type  
IV sword;  
V type  
V sword;  
VI type  
VI sword.
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Six swords and fragments of them belong to this type 
(see catalogue 1, № 16-21). On the blade of the Hro-
dna sword there is an inscription consisting of several 
marks, among which is a cross.

Type III is represented by one half-finished pommel 
from the Homel�Gomel armour workshop. Two pom-
mels belong to type IV. Type V is represented by one 
sword from Gurkovichy. Three finds belong to type VI 
(see catalogue 1, № 22-28). 22-28).22-28).

Apart from the swords and their fragments, the types 
of which can be defined, several cross-guards of Ro-
manesque style were found (see catalogue 1, № 29–30, 
32–36). Several cross-guards such as the sword from 
Vysokae cannot be typologically defined yet (Fig. 
1:1) (see catalogue 1, № 37-41). Types III–VI include 
swords of common European Romanesque style.

It is likely that on the territory of Belarus swords of 
type T1 Curonian appeared as early as the 11th cen-
tury, probably at first in the middle River Nemunas 
region settled by the Balts. In the 12 and 13th centu-
ries they spread on the lands of Western Russ. Type II 
can be widely dated back to the 11th to 13th centuries. 
The earliest find of a fragment of a Romanesque-style 
sword dates back to the beginning of the 12th century 
(Table 1).

Types of swords are not represented uniformly. Among 
18 swords and their fragments which can be attributed, 
12 relate to types that have an Eastern Baltic origin. 
Among five swords found in the Nemunas region, four 
belong to the Baltic type and only one to Romanesque 
(Fig. 1:2).

In the lands of Western Russ the ratio of swords of Bal-
tic and Romanesque types is 8:5 (Table 2) (hilt details 
from the Homel armour workshop are not taken into 
account because of their multiplicity, which can deeply 
influence the whole picture (Plavinski 2006, p.19f.). 
On average, on Old Russian territory in the second 
half of the 11th to 13th centuries, against one sword 
of Baltic origin there are approximately 2.5 swords of 
Romanesque types (Kirpichnikov 1966, Tabl. 4).

There is no information about the existence of local 
blade manufacturing in the mid-11th to 13th centuries. 
Sword blades were imported from Western Europe as 
well as some finished swords with hilts. Nevertheless, 
it is likely that some swords were imported into terri-
tory of Belarus not directly but via Curonian armour 
workshops, where local hilts were attached to them. 
Other blades were made ready for use by craftsmen of 
Western Russ, who could produce hilts in a common 
European style, as well as in a southeast Baltic style. 
Local manufacturing of hilt details on the territory 
of Belarus is observed from the first half of the 12th 
century. The find of a half-finished bronze cross-guard 
in a jeweller’s workshop in Navagrudak proves that 
jewellers were able to produce details of hilts along 
with other jewellery. From jewellers and blacksmiths, 
hilt details were sent to special armourers. Judging by 
finds from the Homel workshop, such armourers were 
mainly metalworkers who accomplished the fitting of 
separate details and assembled different kinds of weap-
ons (Makushnikov, Lupinenko 2004, p.204ff.).

Type T1 Curonian II III IV V VI Romanesque-type 
cross-guards

Possible dating 
according to 
t y p o l o g i c a l 
descriptions of 
individual finds

11–13th 11–13th 12–13th the second 
half of the 
11–13th

11–13th 11–13th early 12–30s of 
the 13th

Narrow stratigraphic 
dating

12–13th mid 12–13th the 30s of the 
13th

the 30s of 
the 13th

– the 30s of 
the 13th

early 12–30s of 
the 13th

Number of finds 6 6 1 2 1 2

Tab le  1 .  Da t ing  and  s t a t i s t i c s  o f  mid -11 th  to  13 th -cen tu ry  swords  f rom Be la rus

Tab le  2 .  The  r a t io  o f  swords  f rom the  mid -11 th  to  the  13 th  cen tu r i e s  i n  the 
Wes te rn  Russ  and  Be la rus i an  Nemunas  r eg ion

Type Swords of Baltic types Swords of Romanesque types
T1 Curonian II IV V VI Cross-guards

Western Russ
Quantity of finds 4 4 1 – 2 2

and Belarusian Nemunas region
Quantity of finds 2 2 – 1 – –
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Sword  chapes

A necessary accessory of a sword was a scabbard. Finds 
of intact scabbards are not known. The main evidence 
for scabbard use is their metal chapes. Like swords, 
sword chapes are divided into two groups. To the first 
one belong Viking Period chapes and their Baltic suc-
cessors of the 11th to 13th centuries. For their systema-
tization, Peter Paulsen’s typology is used (Paulsen 
1953, p.17-142). The second group unites “U”-shaped 
chapes of the Romanesque epoch.

The three most ancient chapes found in Belarus can be 
dated back to the second half of the tenth to the begin-
ning of the 11th century. They belong to types I: 2-c, II: 
4, III: 1 (see catalogue 2, № 1-3), which have a North 
European origin (Paulsen 1953, pp.22-34, 54-57 and 
59-67).

Types III: 2, IV, V: 1 and VII: 2 are represented by six 
finds (see catalogue 2, № 4-8 and 25). It is considered 
that sword chapes of these types were manufactured in 
the southeast Baltic or on Gotland (Korzukhina 1950, 
p.66f.; Paulsen 1953, pp.92-96 and 136-139).

Fig. 3. Distribution of tenth to 13th-century sword chapes in Belarus (numbers on map correspond to numbers in the cata-
logue 2): II: 4 type II: 4 sword chape; III: 1 type III: 1 sword chape; III: 2 type III: 2 sword chape; IV type IV sword chape; 
V: 1 – type V: 1 sword chape; V: 2 type V: 2 sword chape; individual forms – sword chape of individual form; «U»-shaped 
«U»-shaped sword chape.
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Type V: 2 counts ten chapes of two subgroups which 
differ in their ornamentation (see Catalogue 2, № 9-18). 
The main manufacturing centres of type V: 2 chapes 
were on lands settled by the Curonians (Paulsen 1953, 
p.124). However, a find from a jewellery workshop 
dated to the end of the 12th or beginning of the 13th 
century in the vicinity of the town of Homel shows thein the vicinity of the town of Homel shows the the town of Homel shows the 
possibility of their local manufacture (Makushnikov, 
Lupinenko 2004, p.209f.). It is noticeable that the or-
namentation of the chape has its own peculiarities: the 
central ornamentation motif is a rhombus that has no 
direct analogies in any variants of type V: 2 (Plavinski 
2006, p.28).

Two chapes of individual forms and one fragment of a 
chape are also ascribed to the Baltic group (see Cata-
logue 2, № 19-21). The group of “U”-shaped chapes is 
represented just by three finds from Polatsk and Orsha, 
and are dated to the 12th and 13th centuries (see cata-
logue 2, № 22-24).

Thus, chapes from the second half of the tenth and the 
beginning of the 11th centuries from the territory of 
Belarus were of North European origin and were pos-
sibly brought to the region together with Carolingian 
swords. Among 22 chapes from the 11th to 13th cen-
turies, 18 can be attributed to Baltic craftsmen’s pro-
duction. The Homel chape was made by Old Russian 
craftsmen who succeed to Baltic patterns. “U”-shaped 
Romanesque chapes are represented just by three finds 
(Fig. 3). So, to one “U”-shaped chape there are six Bal-
tic ones. The cited numbers can be compared to the 
appropriate ratio of scabbard chapes from Iziaslavl 
at Valyn, where to 14 “U”-shaped examples there are 
only two Baltic patterns (Kirpichnikov 1975, p.32f.).

The chape from the jewellery workshop in the vicinityin the vicinity 
of the town of Homel proves that jewellery craftsmen the town of Homel proves that jewellery craftsmen 
could manufacture not only details of hilts of swords 
but also scabbard chapes for them.

Fig. 4. Distribution of mid-12th to 13th-century sabres in Belarus (numbers on map correspond to numbers in the catalogue 
3): IA type IA sabre cross-guard; II type II sabre cross-guard; IIБ type IIБ sabre cross-guard; III type III sabre cross-guard; I 
type I sabre pommel; blade binding, sabre blade binding.
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S ab res

In Belarus no wholly or partly saved sabre blade from 
the considered period has been found. We have just a 
series of hilt details. For their systematization, Anatolii 
Kirpichnikov’s typology is used (Kirpichnikov 1966, 
pp.61-72).

Sabres appeared in the Old Russian complex of weap-
ons as early as the ninth to tenth centuries (Kirpich-
nikov 1966, p.61). However, in Belarus they appeared 
much later. The oldest detail of a sabre is dated to the 
middle of the 12th century. Yet, the use of sabres in the 
southeast of Belarus as early as the second half of the 
tenth century is quite possible (Plavinski 2006, p.34, 
36).

In Belarus cross-guards of types IA, II, IIB and III, a 
pommel of type IA and blade bindings have been found 
(see catalogue 3). Sabres, as well as swords, were car-
ried in scabbards. Up to now, only two metal bindings 
of scabbards are known (see catalogue 3).

Thus, on the territory of Belarus sabres appeared in the 
middle of the 12th century and were in use up to the 
end of the considered period. Fragments of sabre cross-
guards and pommels belong to types widespread in Old 
Russ. Finds of sabre fragments are not spread evenly 
(Fig. 4). Single finds are known in the Nyman region 
and in central Belarus. At the same time in the Dnieper 
region ten fragments of sabres were found. They origi-
nate from four different places, and seven of them are 
from the Homel armour workshop. It is obvious that in 
the second half of the 12th and 13th centuries sabres 
became widely used in the Dnieper region, and their 
quantity almost reached the number of swords in the 
weapons complex.

In contrast to the Dnieper region, no finds of sabres 
were made in the Western Dzvina region, so it is pos-
sible that it was not used much there. Finds of sabre 
cross-guards from Navagrudak, Minsk and Kopys 
mark a section of the border of sabres distribution in 
Old Russ and Eastern Europe in general (Fig. 5). This 
border was not closed, as became obvious after the 
find of a cross-guard in Salaspils Laukskolas cemetery 

Fig. 5. Areas of distribution of 12th to 13th-century swords and sabres in Belarus and in bordering regions (1 sword finds; 2 
sabre finds; 3 area of sword distribution; 4 area of sabre distribution.
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(Zariņa 2006, p.182, Fig. 110:1). Therefore, the possi-
bility of finding sabres in the Belarusian Dzvina region 
cannot be excluded.

The finds from the Homel armour workshop prove 
the manufacture of local sabre hilts. Such hilts were 
attached to imported south Russian, Islamic and trans-
Caucasian blades.

O the r  t ypes  o f  b l ade  weapons

The sword and the sabre were the main, but not the 
only, types of Old Russian blade weapons. Apart from 
them, several scramasaxes were also used, as well as 
daggers and long single-edged knives of Mongolian 
origin.

Most researchers agree that the regular use of battle-
knives was not typical for the Old Russian military. It 
is considered that narrow single-edged knives longer 
than 20 to 25 centimetres can be called weapons. Such 
knives were found in Brest, David-Haradok, Homel 
and Vitebsk (Plavinski 2006, p.38f.).

Conc lus ion

On the territory of Belarus, swords from the end of 
the ninth to the beginning of the 11th centuries are 

represented by types H, V, Y (Fig. 6) widespread in 
Europe. Their blades were manufactured in Frankish 
workshops. In cases when we have information about 
archaeological complexes from which swords from the 
end of the ninth to the beginning of the 11th centuries 
originate, they were found together with artefacts of 
north European origin.

The usage of sword chapes is observed from the sec-
ond half of the tenth century. Sword chapes had not so 
much a functional but more a representative purpose. 
They personify extremely well the preferences of the 
military-retinue circles. From the very beginning, the 
assortment of chapes shows not only the military-tech-
nical ties of the region with Scandinavia, but also dem-
onstrates the first signs of Eastern Baltic influence on 
their shape and ornamentation. It is natural that in the 
Viking Age such manifestations in the decoration of 
elite weapons did not have any certain ethnic signs; on 
the contrary, they were of above ethnic Circum Baltic 
nature. However, in the light of the further develop-
ment of the region’s blade weapons and weapons com-
plex in general, the manifestation of such impulses has 
an important meaning.

Blade weapons from the 11th century on the territory 
of Belarus are represented by swords as in the previous 
period. Carolingian swords of the Viking Age which 
went out of use approximately in the first third to first 

Fig. 6. Type-chronological table of blade weapon evolution in Belarus in the tenth to 13th centuries.
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half of the century were changed for swords with hilts 
of Eastern Baltic origin, type T1 Curonian and type II. 
Sword chapes from the 11th century are represented 
by types of Baltic origin. Most of them were brought 
from the southeast of the Baltic region, but certain ones 
could have been imported from Gotland.

Starting from the 12th century, alongside swords of 
Baltic origin, swords of, common for Europe, Roman-
esque types III–VI appeared in the complex of weap-
ons of the region. Yet type T1 Curonian and II swords 
did not pass out of use. On the contrary, their popular-
ity kept growing. The demand for swords of type T1 
Curonian led to the organization of their local manu-
facturing, evidence of which was fixed in Navagrudak 
in the first half of the 12th century. It is worth recalling 
that under the term “manufacturing” we understand the 
production of hilt details and their attachment to im-
ported blades. No evidence of local blade manufactur-
ing on the territory of Belarus in the considered period 
was detected.

Along with Romanesque swords, “U”-shaped sword 
chapes appeared, but their number, compared to the 
sword chapes of Baltic types, remained insignificant 
during the 12th and 13th centuries. From the 11th till 
the 13th century, chapes of type V: 2 were the most 
popular. They made up two fifths of the whole number 
of finds. Akin to swords of type T1 Curonian, the de-
mand for these objects caused the emergence of their 
local manufacture, which is traced in Homel at the end 
of the 12th and the beginning of the 13th centuries.

Approximately from the 11th century, we can speak 
about the existence of certain differences between the 
blade weapons of the Belarusian Nioman region and 
Western Russ. Blade weapons of the first region con-
sisted of swords during the 11th and 13th centuries. 
Almost all these swords and all sword chapes were 
presented by types of Baltic origin. It proves that the 
Baltic population of the Belarusian Nioman region had 
close military-technical contacts with the population of 
the southeastern Baltic, besides, to a limited Old Rus-
sian or common European effect on the development 
of blade weapons. At the same time, the effect of Bal-
tic traditions on the blade weapons of Western Russ 
was very noticeable. It can be considered as a distinc-
tive feature of the region in comparison with other Old 
Russian lands.

Sabres emerged in the complex of weapons of Western 
Russ in the middle of the 12th century. In the Dzvina 
region, there are no finds of sabres at all, while in the 
Nemunas region and Central Belarus there are some, 
yet they were not frequent. However, in the Dnieper 
region sabres were sufficiently widely used and their 
quantity could equal the number of swords in the com-

plex of weapons in the second half of the 12th and 13th 
centuries. The uneven use of sabres reveals the grade 
of activity of military-technical contacts of certain 
Western Russian regions with other Old Russian lands, 
and western and Baltic neighbours (Fig. 5).

In the second half of the 12th to the 13th century the 
complex of blade weapons of Western Russ comprised 
the greatest number of different types. There were 
swords of type T1 Curonian, II, III, IV, VI, various 
Baltic and “U”-shaped sword chapes. Alongside them, 
sabres with cross-guards of types II, IIБ, III and pom-
mels of type I were used (Fig. 6).

The number of finds from the territory of Belarus 
throws a light on the manufacture of blade weapons 
in the region. Craftsmen dealing with jewellery-mak-
ing took part in the process of manufacturing blade 
weapons. They could make bronze cross-guards and 
pommels for swords, and also sword chapes. The pro-
duction of these craftsmen went to armourers, who 
dealt primarily with metalwork and assembling opera-
tions: they attached hilt details to imported swords and 
sabres blades, and made scabbards for them.

The Mongol invasion had a considerable effect on 
the development of military technique and armour in 
southern and eastern regions of Russ. At the same time, 
materials from Belarus do not give any reason to speak 
about a noticeable influence of Mongol traditions on 
local military technique and blade weapons as well in 
the second half of the 13th century.

Translated by the author

APPENDICES

Catalogue 1. Swords from the end of the ninth to the 
13th centuries from the territory of Belarus (Fig. 1, 2)

1. Bryli, Barysau district. Hoard. Sword in fragments; 
ca 890–892; type H (Plavinski 2006, pp.8 and 53, map 
3).

2. Vitebsk. A stray find. Sword. Type H. 10th century 
(Plavinski, Babenka 2006, pp.58-59, map 2).

3. Vitebsk neighbourhood. Fragment of a sword with 
a blade inscription VLFBERH+. Type H. 10th century 
(Plavinski 2006, pp.9 and 53, map 4).

4. Polatsk. Stray find from the probable territory of 
a barrow field. Sword with a blade inscription ULF-
BERHT. Type V. 10th century (Kirpichnikov 1966, 
p.32, catalogue № 63).

5. Garadzilava, Valozhyn district. Barrow field. Sword 
with a bent blade. Type V. 10th century (Pokrovskii 
1892, Table XIV:1).
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6. Gurkovichy, Smargon district. Barrow field. Two 
sword fragments. Type V. 10th century (Kazakevičius 
1996, p.114, Fig. 67).

7. Hrodnarodna. Fragment of a sword with a horseshoe-like 
mark on its blade. Type Y. Mid-10th to first half of the 
11th century (Nikolaev 1983).

8. Franopal, Brest district. Hill-fort. Fragment of a 
cross-guard. Mid-10th to beginning of the 11th century 
(Iov 1991, Fig. 29:6).

9. Vaukavysk, “Shvedskaja gara” hill-fort. Cross-
guard. End of the 10th to first half of the 11th century 
(Zverugo 1967, p.307).

10. Gurkovichy, Smargon district. Barrow field. Sword 
broken into two parts. Type T1 Curonian. 11th–13th 
centuries (Kazakevičius 1996, p. 112; Kirpichnikov 
1966, p.84f.; catalogue №3).

11. Gurkovichy, Smargon district. Barrow cemetery. 
Cross-guard and pommel. Type T1 curonian. 11th–13th 
centuries (Kazakevičius 1996, p.112).

12. Navagrudak. Jeweller’s workshop on the round 
about town. Half finished cross-guard. Type T1 Curo-
nian. First half of the 12th century (Gurevich 1981, Fig. 
28:4; Plavinski 2006, pp.13-14 and 55, map 13:1).

13. Vusce, Orsha district. Hill-fort. Pommel. Type T1 
Curonian. 12th century (Levko 1993, p.25f., Fig. 13).

14. Svislach, Asipovichy district. Hill-fort. Cross-
guard and pommel. Type T1 Curonian. 12–13th centu-
ries (Plavinski 2006, pp.14 and 55, map 13:3, 4).

15. Vishchyn, Ragachou district. Hill-fort. Cross-
guard. Type T1 curonian. Mid-12th to mid-13th cen-
tury (Zagorulskii 2004, p.214, Table VI:1, 2).

16. Minsk. Hill-fort. Pommel. Type II. Mid-12th cen-
tury (Zagorulskii 1982: 214, Table VI:1, 2).

17. Drutsk, Talachyn district. Hill-fort. Pommel. Type 
II. 11th–13th centuries (Alekseev 1966, p.159, Fig. 
72:1).

18. Vitebsk neighbourhood. Fragment of sword. Type 
II. 11th century (Plavinski, Babenka 2006, p.60, map 
4).

19. Hrodna. Hoard of weapons. Sword in three parts 
with an inscription consisting of several marks among 
which is a cross. Type II. 13th century (Kraucevich 
1992, p.41-44).

20. Ashmianec, Smargon district. Barrow field. Sword 
broken into two parts. Type II. 13th century (Zajko-
vskii 2001, p.413f., Fig. 2:2).

21. Galshany, Ashmiany district. A stray find from a 
burial. Upper cross-guard. Type II. 11th–13th centuries 
(Plavinski 2006, pp.15 and 56, map 14:1).

22. Homel. Armour workshop found near the town. 
Half-finished pommel. Type III. 1239 (Makushnikov, 
Lupinenko 2004, Table 2:1, Fig. 3:4).

23. Homel. Armour workshop found near the town. 
Pommel. Type IV. 1239 (Makushnikov, Lupinenko 
2004, Table 2:4, Fig. 3:5).

24. Maskavichy, Braslau district. Hill-fort. Pommel. 
Type IV. 12th–13th century (Duchyc 1991, p.41).

25. Gurkovichy, Smargon district. Barrow field. 
Sword broken in two parts. Type V. 12th–13th centu-
ries (Kazakevičius 1996, p.122, fig. 95:1).

26. Maskavichy, Braslau district. Hill-fort. Pommel. 
Type VI. 12th–13th centuries (Duchyc 1991, p.41).

27. Homel. Armour workshop found near the town. 
Half-finished pommel. Type VI (?). 1239 (Makush-
nikov, Lupinenko 2004, Table 2:2, Fig. 3:7).

28. The territory of Belarus. Sword. Type VI. Second 
half of the 13th century (Plavinski 2006, pp.16-17 and 
57, map 20).

29. Slutsk. Hill-fort. Fragment of a cross-guard. Be-
ginning of the 12th century (Kaliadzinski 1993, p.162, 
map 14:4).

30. Minsk. Hill-fort. Cross-guard. Mid-11th century 
(Zagorulskii 1982, p.215, Table VI:3).

31. Homel. Armour workshop found near the town. 
Cross-guard. 1239 (Makushnikov, Lupinenko 2004, 
Table 1:1, Fig. 1:1).

32. Homel. Armour workshop found near the town. 
Cross-guard. 1239 (Makushnikov, Lupinenko. 2004, 
Table 1:2, Fig. 1:2).

33. Homel. Armour workshop found near the town. 
Half-finished cross-guard. 1239 (Makushnikov, Lu-
pinenko 2004, Table 1:3, Fig. 1:3).

34. Homel. Armour workshop found near the town. 
Cross-guard. 1239 (Makushnikov, Lupinenko 2004, 
Table 1:4, Fig. 1:4).

35. Homel. Armour workshop found near the town. 
Half-finished cross-guard. 1239 (Makushnikov, Lu-
pinenko 2004, Table 1:7, Fig. 2:6).

36. Homel. Armour workshop found near the town. 
Cross-guard. 1239 (Makushnikov, Lupinenko 2004, 
Table 1:14, Fig. 3:1).

37. Homel. Hill-fort. Cross-guard (?). 12th century 
(Makushnikov, Lupinenko 2004, p.213, Fig. 3:2).
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38. Brest. Cross-guard. 13th century (Lysenko 1985, 
p.218, Fig. 149).

39. Prudniki, Mijory district. Hill-fort. Horn cross-
guard. 10th–13th centuries (Laskavyj 1993, p.23,  
Fig. 1:4).

40. Minsk. Horn cross-guard. End of the 11th–13th 
centuries (Plavinski 2006, pp.17 and 58, map 18:7).

41. Vysokae, Ashmiany district. Barrow cemetery. 
Sword. 11th–13th centuries (Jarocki 1901, p.47,  
Fig. 15).

Catalogue 2. Sword chapes from the 10th–13th centu-
ries from the territory of Belarus (Fig. 3)

1. The territory of Belarus. Stray find. Type I: 2-c. 
Second half of the 10th to the beginning of the 11th 
century (Plavinski 2006, pp.29 and 61, map 27:2).

2. Franopal, Brest district. Hill-fort. Type II:4. End of 
the 10th to the beginning of the 11th century (Kulakov, 
Iov 2001, p.80f., Fig. 2:4).

3. Iuravichy, Kalinkavichy district. Stray find (?). 
Type III:1. Approximately the second half of the 10th 
century (Isaenka 1999, p.40).

4. Garadzishcha on the river Menka, Minsk district. 
Hill-fort. Type III: 2 (?). Approximately the first half 
of the 11th century (Plavinski 2006, pp.26 and 59, map 
27:3).

5. Galshany (?), Ashmiany district. Stray find from a 
burial (?). Type III: 2. 10th–11th centuries (Plavinski 
2006, pp.29 and 61, map 28:3).

6. Drutsk, Talachyn district. Hill-fort. Type IV. 11th 
century (Alekseev 1966, p.158f., Fig. 72:37).

7. Litvinavichy, Korma district. Stray find. Type V: 1. 
End of the 10th to the 11th century (Makushnikov, Lu-
pinenko 2003, p.109f., Fig. 2).

8. Galshany, Ashmiany district. Stray find. Type V: 
1. 11th–13th centuries (Plavinski 2006, pp.26 and 59, 
map 28:2).

9. Gurkovichy, Smargon district. Barrow field. Type 
V: 2-a. 11th–13th centuries (Paulsen 1953, p.107,  
Abb. 147).

10. Navagrudak, vicinity of the town. Type V: 2-a. 
12th century (Gurevich 1974, p.97, Fig. 33:3).

11. Polatsk, hill-fort “Verkhni Zamak”. Type V: 2-a. 
First half of the 13th century (Shtykhov 1975, p.71, 
Fig. 33:17).

12. Minsk region (?). Type V: 2-a. 11th–13th centuries 
(Plavinski 2006, pp.27 and 60, map 29:4).

13. Vaukavysk, hill-fort “Zamchyshcha”. Type V: 2-c. 
11th–13th centuries (Zverugo 1967, p.307, Fig. 2:1).

14. Ashmianec, Smargon district. Barrow field. 
Type V: 2-c. 13th century (Zajkovskii 2001, p.414,  
Fig. 2:3).

15. Maskavichy, Braslau district. Hill-fort. Type V: 2-
c. 11th–13th centuries (Duchyc 1991, p.41, Fig. 22:1).

16. Homel. Jewellery workshop found near the town. 
Type V: 2. End of the 12th to the beginning of the 
13th century (Makushnikov, Lupinenko 2004, p.209f.,  
Fig. 9).

17. Vaukavysk, “Shvedskaja gara” hill-fort. Type V: 2 
(?). 11th–13th centuries (Tarasenko 1957, Table II:6).

18. Mscislau. Hill-fort. Type V: 2 (?). 11th–13th centu-
ries (Alekseev 1995, p.165, Fig. 19:6).

19. Lukoml, Chashniki district. 11th–13th centuries 
(Laskavyj 1993, p.25, Fig. 2:11).

20. Navagrudak, in the neighbourhood of the 
town. 11th–13th centuries (Gurevich 1981, p.107,  
Fig. 88:2).

21. Drutsk, Talachyn district. Hill-fort. 11th–13th cen-
turies (Plavinski 2006, pp.29 and 61, map 31:7).

22. Polatsk, Zapalocce. “U”-shaped. 12th–13th centu-
ries (Tarasov 1987, Fig. 25:1).

23. Polatsk, Zapalocce. Stray find. “U”-shaped. 12th–
13th centuries (Tarasov 1987, Fig. 54:18).

24. Orsha. “U”-shaped. 12th–13th centuries (Dragun 
1965, p.7, Fig. 23:3).

25. The territory of Belarus. Stray find. Type VII: 
2. 12th–13th centuries (Plavinski 2006, pp.29 and 61, 
map 31:6).

Catalogue 3. Sabres from the mid-12th–13th centuries 
from the territory of Belarus

1. Minsk. Hill-fort. Cross-guard. Type IIБ. Mid-12th 
century (Zagorulskii 1982, p.215, Table VI:4).

2. Navagrudak, near the town. Cross-guard. Type 
IIБ. 12th–13th centuries (Gurevich 1981, p.107,  
Fig. 88:3).

3. Kopys, Orsha district. Type III. 13th century (Za-
gorulskii 1973, p.359).

4. Slutsk. Hill-fort. Blade binding. Circa the end of the 
12th century (Kaliadzinski 1993, p.162, map 4:20).

5. Vishchyn, Ragachou district. Hill-fort. Cross-guard 
and blade binding. The end of the 12th to mid-13th 
century (Plavinski 2006, pp.35 and 62, map 35:4).
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6. Homel. Armour workshop found near the town. 
Cross-guard. Type IA. 1239 (Makushnikov, Lupinenko 
2004, p.204f., Table 1:8, Fig. 2:4).

7. Homel. Armour workshop found near the town. 
Cross-guard. Type II. 1239 (Makushnikov, Lupinenko 
2004, Table 1:10, Fig. 2:3).

8. Homel. Armour workshop found near the town. 
Cross-guard. 1239 (Makushnikov, Lupinenko 2004, 
p.205, Table 1:5, Fig. 1:5).

9. Homel. Armour workshop found near the town. 
Cross-guard. 1239 (Makushnikov, Lupinenko 2004, 
Table 1:3, Fig. 2:5).

10. Homel. Armour workshop found near the town. 
Half-finished cross-guard (?). 1239 (Makushnikov, 
Lupinenko 2004, p.204f., Table 1:11, Fig. 2:2).

11. Homel. Armour workshop found near the town. 
Half-finished cross-guard (?). 1239 (Makushnikov, 
Lupinenko 2004, p.204f., Table 1:12, Fig. 3:3).

12. Homel. Armour workshop found near the town. 
Pommel. Type I. 1239 (Makushnikov, Lupinenko 
2004, p.206, Fig. 4:4).

13. Mscislau. Hill-fort. Cross-guard. Type III. 1260–
1270s (Alekseev 1995, p.147f., Fig. 4:8).

Catalogue 4. Details of sabre scabbards from the mid-
12th–13th centuries from the territory of Belarus

1. Vishchyn, Ragachou district. Hill-fort. Cross-guard 
and binding. Mid-12th to mid-13th century (Plavinski 
2006; pp.37 and 64, map 36:2).

2. Homel. Armour workshop found near the town. Sa-
bre chape. 1239 (Makushnikov, Lupinenko 2004, Ta-
ble 2:3, Fig. 4:4).
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PAGRINDINėS KERTAMųJų 
GINKLų RAIDOS X–XII I  A .  
BALTARUSIJOS  
TERITORIJOJE  TENDENCIJOS 

Mikalai Plavinski

San t rauka

X a. didžioji Baltarusijos dalis buvo gyvenama sla-
vų. Baltai gyveno tik Nemuno baseino regione.  
X–XIII a. slavai ir baltai laikėsi skirtingų karinės tech-
nikos tradicijų, kurios tam tikru būdu atsiskleidžia ir 
kertamuosiuose ginkluose (kalavijuose ir karduose – 
sud. past.).

Vikingų laikų kalavijai, rasti Baltarusijos teritorijoje, 
yra plačiai paplitę Europoje. Pagal tipologiją (J. Pe-

tersen – sud. past.) jie priklauso H, V ir Y tipams  
(1;  6 pav.). Jų geležtės buvo gamintos frankų dirbtu-
vėse. Nuo X a. antrosios pusės kalavijų makščių galai 
turi apkalus (3; 6 pav.). Nuo pat atsiradimo makščių 
apkalai rodo ne tik frankų karinius-techninius ryšius 
su Skandinavija, bet ir pirmuosius rytinių baltų įtakos 
požymius rytinio Baltijos jūros regiono ornamentikoje. 
XI a. pirmajame ketvirtyje ar pirmojoje pusėje vikin-
gų laikų karolingų kalavijus pakeitė kalavijai su Rytų 
Pabaltijo kilmės rankenomis (T/1, arba kuršių, tipas ir  
II tipas). XI a. kalavijų makščių galų apkalai taip pat 
yra kilę Rytiniame Baltijos jūros regione.

Nuo XII amžiaus kartu su Rytų Baltijos jūros regiono 
kilmės kalavijais arealo ginklų komplektuose pasirodo 
romanikos stiliaus III–VI tipų kalavijų, kurie buvo pa-
plitę Europoje. Kuršių (T/1 tipas) kalavijai taip pat dar 
tebebuvo populiarūs (2 pav.). Kartu su romanikos sti-
liaus kalavijais atsiranda U raidės formos makščių galų 
apkalai, bet jų skaičius, lyginant su baltiškųjų kalavijų 
tipųs, XII–XIII a. buvo nedidelis (3; 6 pav.).

Maždaug nuo XI a. galima įžvelgti tam tikrus Baltaru-
sijos Nemuno baseino regiono ir Vakarų Rusios kerta-
mųjų ginklų skirtumus. XII a. viduryje Vakarų Rusioje 
atsiranda kardai. Dauguvos aukštupio baseino regione 
kardų nerasta, tuo tarpu Nemuno vidurupio baseine ir 
Vidurio Baltarusijoje žinomi keli kardai, nors šie gin-
klai ir nebuvo paplitę (4 pav.). Tuo tarpu Dnepro ba-
seino regione kardų randama gana dažnai, taigi XII a. 
antrojoje pusėje – XIII a. jų skaičius ginkluotėje buvo 
nemažas (5 pav.).

XII a. antrojoje pusėje – XIII a. Vakarų Rusioje kerta-
mieji ginklai buvo įvairesnių tipų: T/1 (kuršių tipas), 
II, III, IV ir VI, be to, randama įvairiausių U raidės 
formos kalavijų makščių galų apkalų. Tarp jų pasitaiko 
kalavijų su II, IIB, III tipų rankenomis ir I tipo buože-
lėmis (6 pav.). 

Daugelis Baltarusijos teritorijoje aptiktų radinių rodo, 
kad juvelyrinius dirbinius gaminę amatininkai puošda-
vo ir kertamuosius ginklus. Juvelyrai gamino žalvari-
nius kalavijų rankenų skersinius ir buoželes, makščių 
galų apkalus, tvirtindavo žalvarines detales prie im-
portuotų kalavijų ir kardų rankenų bei gamindavo šių 
ginklų makštis, prie kurių tvirtindavo ir žalvarinius 
apkalus. 

Pietiniams ir rytiniams Senosios Rusios regionams 
mongolų invazija padarė didžiulę įtaką karinės tech-
nikos ir ginkluotės gamybos srityse. Tuo tarpu šio lai-
kotarpio Baltarusijos medžiaga rodo, kad nėra jokios 
akivaizdžios priežasties manyti, jog XIII a. antrojoje 
pusėje mongolų tradicijos padarė reikšmingą įtaką ka-
rinei technikai ir kertamųjų ginklų raidai. 
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In t roduc t ion

Since the oldest of times, people built various fortifi-
cations for defence purposes. The earliest enclosures 
in Lithuanian territory were fortifications known from 
Neolithic times (Rimantienė 1980, pp.36-44; Girinin-
kas 1980, p.6ff.). The first builders of hill-forts in the 
Middle Bronze Age used to enclose their settlements 
(Kulikauskienė 1986, pp.16-18; Grigalavičienė 1986, 
p.54). Later, in the Late Bronze and Early Iron Ages, 
ramparts built from tamped clay and earth and that 
encircled the flat hilltops were constructed around the 
hill-forts. Already in the Roman Period, in the first cen-
turies BC, from the Rhine to the Danube in Europe, 
the Romans built huge fortifications that consisted of 
a rampart beside a ditch and lookout towers (Braun 
1992, pp.9-32). A fortification complex known as Dan-
nevirke emerged in the Viking period, along the bor-
der of present-day Denmark and Germany; its earlier 
phase was called Kovirke, and it was also comprised 
of ditches and adjacent ramparts (Andersen 1998). Al-
most all of the Late Iron Age hill-forts in Lithuanian, 
Latvian and former Prussian territory typically had 
frameworked ramparts, ie their foundations were tim-
bered (Volkaitė-Kulikauskienė 1974, p.13f.). Usually 
ditches are found beside the hill-forts’ ramparts that 
made the ramparts higher or were a part of the defence 
installations (Baubonis, Zabiela 2005, p.21). Isolated 
ramparts, found separately from hill-forts, have been 
discovered in Prussia (Okulicz-Kozaryn 1983; 1997), 
in Russian territory (Kuza 1985). One such defence 
installation was discovered and researched in east 
Lithuania, not far from the village of Rėkučiai (Fig. 1). 
Girininkas and Semėnas (1995), as well as Zabiela 
(1992), have written about this defence installation and 
the investigations. Having amassed more material on 
the Rėkučiai defensive rampart, a new research analy-

sis, together with an account of its strategic importance 
in the developing Lithuanian state, is presented.

The  s i t e ’s  l oca l i s a t ion  and  r e sea rch 
h i s to ry

The Rėkučiai defence installation is in the Švenčionys 
district of the Švenčionėliai area, in the Pakretuonė for-
est, between Lake Žeimenis and Lake Vajuonis (Fig. 2; 
Plate VII: 3). It consists of a rampart and an adjacent 
ditch on its northern end; this indicates that the enemy 
had to attack from the north or northeast. The defence 
installation extends in a southeasterly direction from a 
bay of the eastern shore of Lake Žeimenis to the Vil-
nius-Daugpilis railroad. Approximately 60 metres of 
the installation’s length was dug out while building the 
railroad in 1859–1862. From the railroad, the defence 
installation runs first along the left and then along the 
right bank of a rivulet, along the Pakretuonė forest, 
and turns slightly to the northeast before terminating 
in the ploughed fields of the village of Rėkučiai. Hav-
ing fallen in stretches of cultivated land throughout the 
ages, at this point the defence installation has flattened 
out. Survey work confirmed that its eastern part lies in 
tilled fields. It must have extended in a northeasterly 
direction up to the western or northwestern shore of 
Lake Vajuonis, where the well-fortified Papravalė hill-
fort was used for defence at the time. The top of the 
defence installation’s absolute height from sea level 
ranges from 148 to 165 metres (Fig. 3).

The length of the remaining defence installation 
reaches 845 metres, while the height of the rampart 
and the depth of the ditch next to it are not uniform. 
The highest point of the rampart is approximately 1.1 
metres (from the present surface of the ground), while 
the width at its base ranges from five to 6.3 metres. 

A DEFENCE INSTALLATIONEFENCE INSTALLATION  
OF THE DEVELOPING LITHUANIAN STATE

ALG���A�� G�������A�����A�� G�������A��

Abstract

The Rėkučiai defence installation is in the eastern part of Lithuania between two lakes in wooded country. The installation 
was comprised of a rampart and a ditch in front of it. This defence installation from the 12th and 13th centuries belongs to 
the most important fortified area of the newly developing Lithuanian state. It extended about 50 kilometres from east to west, 
and was built as a defence against the Polotsk-Pskov duchies and the Livonian Order. Analogous defence installations include 
Kovirke (“Cow Wall”), a lesser fortification within the well-known Dannevirke earthwork fortification complex, as well as 
the ramparts left by Prussian tribes. 

Key words: Rėkučiai, East Lithuania, defence installation, defence sector, Livonian Order, Pskov, Polotsk.
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Fig. 1. Situation plan of the Rėkučiai defensive fortification.

Fig. 2. Plan of the Rėkučiai defence installation.
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A ditch remains beside the rampart along the northern 
side, from where enemy attacks were anticipated. The 
ditch’s width throughout the entire known part of the 
defence installation is 4.5 to 5.5 metres.

The Rėkučiai defence installation was first mentioned 
on the archaeological map of the Vilnius province 
compiled by F. Pokrovskii. The map indicates that 
there was a rampart one verst (1,067m) from Rėkučiai 
that was 150 fathoms long (319.5m) (Pokrovskii 1893, 
p.52). A little-known archaeologist named Kaširskis 
wrote about the Rėkučiai rampart; he even excavated 
it in 1906. However, having found nothing in it, he left 
information about the site only in his excavation jour-
nal, which is currently in the St Petersburg Material 
Culture Institute’s archives (Spitsyn 1907). A. Spitsyn, 
Kaširskis’ teacher, published all of his student’s ex-
cavation journals after his student’s death. Moreover, 
after the 1906 excavation, Kaširskis gave a presenta-
tion about his research near the Rėkučiai village at a 
meeting of the Russian Imperial Archaeological Com-
mission the same year. However, aside from the fact 
that this defence installation existed, nothing in par-
ticular was really found out from this presentation. The 
Rėkučiai defence installation was also included in P. 
Tarasenka’s archaeological site lists (Tarasenka 1928, 
p.344). The Rėkučiai defence installation was again 
encountered during the 1989 Kretuonas archaeological 
expedition (Girininkas et al.1990, pp.191-193). Thus, 
the earlier known site was rediscovered. 

Archaeo log ica l  i nves t iga t ions  o f  t he 
de fence  in s t a l l a t ion

The Kretuonas archaeological expedition (Girinin-
kas, Zabiela 1992, p.48f.) and the Nalšia Museum 
(Semėnas 1994, p.52) investigated the Rėkučiai de-

fence installation in 1990, 1991 and 1994 (Figs. 2, 4). 
A better preserved 70-square-metre part of the defence 
installation, approximately 145 metres southeast of the 
railroad, was excavated in 1990. The width of the de-
fence installation’s excavated plot reached 11.3 metres. 
The rampart’s width at the base reached 6.3 metres, 
its height one metre, the ditch’s depth to the rampart’s 
base was one metre, while its width was five metres. 
Upon removing the topsoil and sand, it became clear 
that underneath it was a frame-shaped construction 
notched together from pine timbers, while the up to 
1.5-metre intervals formed in between them were filled 
with sand from the up to five-metre-high adjacent ditch 
that was on the northern side of the rampart (Fig. 5). 
This is how the bottom part of the rampart’s framework 
was constructed. The diameter of the framework’s tim-
bers ranged from 14 to 20 centimetres. Remains of 
poles hammered vertically into the base on the outer 
side of the ditch were also discovered in the defence 
installation during the excavation. These poles must 
have comprised the overground part of the enclosure 
that had been on the northern end opposite the ditch 
and that were not preserved. Sharpened stakes up to 15 
centimetres in diameter and 30 centimetres from the 
current ground surface were driven into the ground. 
Opposite the ditch, in a two-metre-long segment of the 
rampart’s excavated area, two stakes were discovered 
pounded up to 35 centimetres deep into the soil. These 
stakes are presumed to have been an inherent constitu-
ent part of the entire defence installation. The ditch’s 
slope from the rampart’s side and a portion of the ram-
part were reinforced with 6×10×20 centimetre large 
rocks. It was established during the time of the excava-
tion that the wooden framework part of the rampart had 
burned, since ashes, burnt-through timbers, and sand 
that had burnt to a red hue were discovered. Part of 
a field ploghed with a žagre-type plough (a wooden 

Fig. 3. Location of the Rėkučiai defence installation. Scale 1:10 000 cm.
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plough with a two-toothed plough-
share) was uncovered south of the 
first excavated plot of the rampart, on 
the sloping side of the Ravokas rivu-
let. For this reason, it is believed that 
while the rampart was in use, this area 
was open and was utilised for agricul-
ture. 

The most disturbed part of the ram-
part in a fire prevention strip east of 
the railroad was picked for excava-
tion in 1991 (Figs. 6 and 7). Annu-
ally ploughed strips on both sides 
of the railroad damaged the defence 
installation. Just as in 1990, the exca-
vation in 1991 uncovered part of an 
installed frame made of pine timbers. 
In some places of one section of the 
rampart, three frameworks, one on 
top of the other, were found jointed 
together, with wood charcoal and ash 
in the sand around them. Horizontally 
oriented timbers, piled one on top of 
the other in three rows, were found 
along the northern part of the rampart 
near the edge of the ditch (Fig. 5); 
these could have reinforced the ram-
part part of the construction from the 
northern side. A portion of the frames 
in the rampart had rotted rather than 
burnt through. Split and not split 
rocks 5×8×10 centimetres large were 
found on the rampart’s northern slope 
from the ditch side. Just as in the first 
excavated plot, remains of sharpened, 
up to 20-centimetre-diameter timbers 
were found driven into the soil near 
the outer edge of the ditch and on its 
northern side.

The third plot was excavated in 1994. 
The plot was 30 metres northwest of 
the railroad and took in a disturbed 
portion of the defence installation that 
was in an 80-square-metre area of a 
fire prevention strip (Semėnas 1996, 
p. 52). Here, as in earlier excavation 
years, timbers with diameters rang-
ing from 13 to 20 centimetres that 
had been laid in a framework fash-
ion were found lying at the base of 
the rampart. They had rotted rather 
than burnt, and their contours were 
clearly distinguished in the sand. The 
remains of two, small, 12 to 14-centi-

Fig. 4. The Rėkučiai defence installation’s excavation in 1990. The rampart’s 
slope reinforced with rocks (photograph by Girininkas).

Fig. 5. The Rėkučiai defence installation’s excavation in 1990: frameworks 
(photograph by Girininkas).
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metre diameter sharpened timbers pounded vertically 
into the ground up to 35 centimetres deep below the 
present ground surface were found on the edge of the 
ditch near the rampart. Apparently, they were a part 
of a wooden defensive enclosure opposite the ditch, 
which had also been observed in the first two excava-
tion plots. The remains of two more small, vertically 
hammered 12 to 15-centimetre diameter timbers were 
found on the southern side of the rampart’s slope. They 
could have comprised a portion of the construction’s 
top and strengthened the southern part of the rampart’s 
slope as well as the framework’s construction. The 
first artefacts were found in 1994 in the mound of the 
rampart: two whetstones and one stone artefact of un-
known function. The whetstones could have been used 
for building the rampart’s framework.

The  r econs t ruc t ion  o f  t he 
Rėkuč ia i  de fens ive  r ampar t

An effort to reconstruct this defence 
installation has been made based on 
the data of three years of excavation. It 
is believed that the first obstacle for an 
attacking enemy must have been the 
wooden enclosure opposite the ditch. 
According to the research data, it could 
not have been a solid timber wall, but 
rather a barrier consisting of every two 
to four metres vertically hammered 
wooden timbers and a short wall in-
terwoven from larger poles or notched 
together from smaller timbers that was 
supported by the vertically hammered 
stakes (Fig. 8). This obstacle could not 
have been tall, so that the enemy could 
not hide behind it.

Behind this barrier was a 1.5 to two-
metre-deep and up to five-metre-wide 
ditch. The ditch’s bottom and the ram-
part’s slope from the ditch side were 
reinforced with rocks.

Behind the ditch was the rampart. It 
was reinforced both longitudinally 
and transversely by up to 20-centim-
tre-diameter timbers that were notched 
together into a framework. The frame 
that reinforced the base of the ram-
part had three or more rows. The 
pine timber framework constructed 
in this fashion was strewn with sand 
that was probably dug out from the 
defence ditch as well as with rocks. 
The notched framework’s length and 

width reached 1.5 metres. Just like the Rėkučiai de-
fensive rampart, the upper layers of the Įpiltis (Kret-
inga district), Apuolė (Skuodas district), Aukštadvaris 
(Trakai district) and Punia (Alytus district) hill-forts of 
the ninth to 12th centuries were also found equipped 
with ramparts (Puzinas 1938, pp.122-123; Daugudis 
1982, pp.66-70). The height of the Rėkučiai defensive 
rampart could have reached 1.5 to two metres from 
the surface of the ground at that time. Data confirm-
ing whether or not a wall of vertically hammered or 
dug-in timbers stood on the rampart is so far scarce. 
Only the timbers longitudinally placed one on top of 
the other found on the rampart’s northern side in the 
second plot could have been used for the reinforcement 
of the rampart’s northern portion or the bottom portion 
of the small defensive wall on top of the rampart. Its 
existence would also be testified to by the two adjacent 

Fig. 6. The Rėkučiai defence installation’s excavation in 1991: rows of timbers 
(photograph by Girininkas).

Fig. 7. The Rėkučiai defence installation’s excavation in 1991: location of 
timbers (photograph by Girininkas).
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stakes vertically driven into the southern side of the 
rampart’s slope discovered in the third excavation plot 
from 1994; these stakes could have supported either the 
small defensive wall above the rampart or some other 
construction standing on top of the rampart. According 
to current data, we believe that the general height of 
the rampart from the ditch’s side could have reached 
about 3.5 metres. An additional 1.5-metre-high wall-
cover could have stood on the rampart, so the height of 
the rampart together with the wall-cover from the bot-
tom of the ditch’s side could have reached 4.5 to five 
metres. Defensive ramparts constructed in such a man-
ner are known not only in Lithuanian lands, but also in 
Germanic and Slavic lands in the tenth to 13th centu-
ries (Andersen 1992, pp.18-21; Kuza 1985, p.216).

A tower, or maybe even several towers, might have 
stood in a particular place or places on the Rėkučiai 
rampart. V. Aliulis, a former rector of the Palūšė par-
ish, mentions that until not long ago a small vale in the 
Pakretuonė forest, not far from Pavajuonis, was called 
“Iron Gates” (Aliulis 1996, p. 12). Local residents 
speak of how the “Iron Gates” could have been on 
the western side of the Vilnius–Daugpilis railroad, ap-
proximately 100 metres west of it and 90 to 100 metres 
south of the rampart (Fig. 2). This area was identified in 
the summer of 1992 by Martinkėnas, a resident of the 
village of Paversmis in the Ignalina district. According 
to his father’s narratives, a “broma”, or gate, used to 
stand in that place, and before the Second World War 
local residents still used to take rocks for construction 
purposes from that place. This place is currently dis-
tinguished by its topography as well. South of it is a 
deep valley, the channel of the River Ravokas, while a 
deep bank encircles the place along its northwest and 

northern sides. No such natural environmental barriers 
exist to the east.

Mykolas Petkūnas, a former resident of the Ignalina 
district’s Mačiuliai farmstead (not far from the vil-
lage of Papravalė), remembers how his grandfather 
would tell stories about how the opening and closing 
of an iron gate could be heard in their village in the 
evenings. They used to call these gates “Vokė”. When 
asked to identify this place, he pointed to the west, be-
yond the railroad and toward the Lake Žeimenis side 
of the defence installation. The same resident spoke 
of how battles used to occur in these places in olden 
days, and how the blood shed in these battles gave 
the name Raudonupis (Red River) to the one rivulet 
flowing into Lake Žeimenis. Upon excavating two 
archaeological prospecting pits in the place indicated 
by Martinkėnas, several flaked stones and two wheel-
made pottery sherds were found. It is likely that the 
“gate” could have been a lookout or defensive tower 
in the defended territory south of the rampart, and that 
together with the defence installation it was part of a 
unified defensive system. Such a defensive system, in 
which fortified lookout towers were built on the in-
ner side of a continuous defensive wall, was already 
known from the times of the Romans’ battles with the 
barbarians (Germanic tribes) (Hussen 1992, pp.33-70; 
Braun 1992, pp.9-32).

The  Rėkuč ia i  de fence  in s t a l l a t ion  in 
t he  l i gh t  o f  o the r  s i t e s  f rom the  t ime

East of the Rėkučiai rampart, as mentioned above, is 
the Papravalė hill-fort that also has ramparts protecting 

Fig. 8. A reconstruction of the Rėkučiai defence installation. 
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the flat hilltop of the hill-fort. The width of one of the 
ramparts is 12 metres, while its height is 0.5 metres. 
The rampart was levelled over the course of time. Be-
low the flat hilltop area is another ten-metre-wide and 
two-metre-deep ditch, behind which a one-metre-high 
and eight-metre-wide rampart was constructed. Be-
hind this, a second six-metre-wide and one-metre-deep 
ditch was dug, with yet a third one-metre-high and 
five-metre-wide rampart behind it. This last rampart is 
similar to the long rampart of Rėkučiai. The defensive 
ramparts of this hill-fort and of Rėkučiai could have 
been contemporaneous and comprised a common de-
fensive system.

Defensive installations analogous to that of Rėkučiai 
are known from the border of Germany and Denmark. 
There, the eighth-century defensive wall of Kovirke 
(Cow Wall), which is between the settlements of Selk 
and Kl. Rheide and south of Dennewerk (Andersen 
1992, pp.18-21), was intended for battles with the 
Carolingians (Figs. 9 and 10). This fortification is very 
similar to the Rėkučiai fortification both in its struc-
ture and in its form. Only the Kovirke fortification 
is two metres wider and could have been one metre 
higher. Analogous defensive fortifications were left by 
the Prussian tribes. These were in the Curonian Isth-
mus at Krancu, Olendry, and other localities. Prussian 
lands were separated from each other by a so-called no 
man’s land (wasteland). On both sides of the waste-
land, the Prussians would establish systems of ram-
parts with wooden enclosures and small watchtowers. 
Often the wooden enclosures would be reinforced with 
earth and rocks (Okulicz-Kozaryn 1983, pp.207-213; 
Šneidereitas 1989, p.51f.).

The Kievan Rus’ built ramparts with adjacent ditches to 
defend against the steppe nomads (Kuza 1985 p.216). 
The Bulgarians along the Volga had similar defensive 
fortifications. The Chronicle of Nikonas mentions that 
when attacking the Bulgarian town of Oshel (Ashli) in 
1219, Svyatoslav Vsevolodovich encountered a defen-
sive system that consisted of an oak fence construction, 
two ditches, and a rampart in between. The Bulgari-
ans defended themselves while riding on the rampart 
(PSRL 1965, p.84f.). It is interesting to note that this 
defensive system was far from the actual town.

A rampart analogous to the Rėkučiai defensive for-
tification and not yet excavated has survived in the 
Pastovys area in Byelorussia (Fig. 2). The locals there 
assert that it was constructed by the Tartars. B. Kviklys 
wrote about this rampart (Kviklys 1989, p.704). The 
residents call it a Tartar rampart because a hoard of sil-
ver from Baghdad was found not far from it. Moreover, 
the date of the hoard is relatively late, thus, the date of 
the rampart was pushed forward to the 17th century 
(Riabtsevich 1977, p.42).

The  Rėkuč ia i  de fence  in s t a l l a t ion  a s 
a  pa r t  o f  t he  no r the rn  Na l š i a  de fence 
l i ne

 The Papravalė hill-fort on the northwest shore of Lake 
Vajuonis could have been an eastern fortification out-
post of the Rėkučiai defensive system. So far, it is still 
unknown whether the rampart, whose eastern end cur-
rently stops in the cultivated fields of Rėkučiai, con-
tinued straight to the western shore of Lake Vajuonis, 
or whether it curved to the northwest and reached the 
Papravalė hill-fort. The identical date of the hill-fort 

Fig. 9. The Kovirke (Cow Wall) defence installation.
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Fig. 10. The Dannevirke defence installation.

Fig. 11. Thrown pottery found in the top cultural layer of the Papravalė hill-fort and in the Rėkučiai “Gate” area.
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and the defence installation is testified to by the con-
temporaneous wheel-made pottery, dated to the begin-
ning of the second millennium AD, found both at the 
Papravalė hill-fort and at the “gate” locality (Fig. 11). 

Both the geographical situation and the excavated ar-
chaeological material show that the Rėkučiai defensive 
installation was designed to repel attacks of enemy 
cavalry, to stop it penetrating the area between Lake 
Vajuonis and Lake Žeimenis into Nalšia from the north 
(Fig. 12). The reconstruction of the defence installation 
presented in Zabiela’s article shows that the fortifica-
tion was designed for the defence of infantry against 
infantry or cavalry (Zabiela 1992, p.26). However, 
the archaeological data from the excavations of 1994 
would allow the assertion that the vertically hammered 
stakes found on the southern side of the rampart were 
apparently intended only to stop the mound of the ram-
part from sliding. The Rėkučiai fortification was evi-
dently designed for struggles against horsemen. If this 
defence installation had been designed for foot soldiers 
battling against other foot soldiers or horsemen, then 
quite a lot of defenders would have been needed for 

the rampart’s towers for the two-kilometre frontal de-
fence. Additional guards on horseback were necessary, 
with a mobile cavalry troop in case of enemy penetra-
tion. The rulers of Nalšia, as suggested by the military 
organisation of the 12th and 13th centuries, could not 
yet maintain such a constant amount of soldiers for the 
wall’s defence. Even at the Battle of Durbė there were 
about 150 fallen Livonian brothers, and that was con-
sidered a large military force for that time. Of course, 
these brothers could have had the same number of 
servants and weapon-bearers. However, only a troop 
of cavalry could block an enemy’s sudden penetration 
into a particular defended area. Evidently, the cavalry 
of Nalšia also had to defend the Rėkučiai defensive 
fortification.

Four barrows in the Rėkučiai (Pavajuonis) barrow 
cemetery, located about 180 metres north of the central 
defensive fortification area, are distinguished from oth-
ers by their size and shape. The largest has a diameter 
of 42 metres, two others over 30 metres, and one other 
over 22 metres. Aside from these barrows and those 
in the Sudota barrow cemetery (in the Švenčionys dis-

Fig. 12. The northern part of the Nalšia defence line: 1 Tauragnai hill-fort (1st mil. - beginning of 2nd mil.); 2 Taurapilis 
hill-fort (1st mil. - 15th cen.); 3 Sėla hill-fort (1st mil.); 4 Šeimatis hill-fort (1st mil. - beginning of 2nd mil.); 5 Papiliakalnė 
hill-fort (1st mil.); 6 Ginučiai hill-fort (first half of 2nd mil.); 7 Papravalė hill-fort (1st mil. - beginning of 2nd mil.);  
8 Velioniai hill-fort (1st mil.); 9 Mažulonys hill-fort (1st mil.- 13th cen.); 10 Strakšiškė hill-fort (1st mil.); 11 Rėkučiai 
defence line (end of 12th - beginning of 13th cen.); 12 the estimated defence line of the northern part of Nalšia  
(end of 12th - beginning of 13th c.). 
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trict, four kilometres south of Švenčionėliai), no other 
barrows of such a size are known in Lithuanian territo-
ry. Perhaps the defenders of the Rėkučiai fortification 
were buried in these barrows? Whether or not these 
barrows have any connection with the fortification will 
be investigated in future excavations.

The Rėkučiai defence installation had much strategic 
significance in the first quarter of the second millen-
nium. The inhabitants of Nalšia did not choose this 
area by chance. A water way was already known here 
since the Stone Age: the River Žeimena, followed by 
a channel of lakes and small rivers up to the River 
Daugava. Moreover, this region was already densely 
populated since the Stone Age. This is suggested by 
the Iron Age barrow cemeteries along the shores of the 
River Žeimena and Lake Žeimenis; the concentration 
of barrow cemeteries in these places is the largest in all 
of Lithuania. These barrows show that there were set-
tlements nearby in the first and second millennia. Set-
tlements were typically established near large roads. 
One such settlement, dated to the 14th century, was re-
cently investigated on Lake Kretuonas’ Plikoji Island 
(Šatavičius 1994, pp.75-78). Another large settlement 
was in the territory of the current village of Rėkučiai.

The fortification of the area between Lake Žeimenis 
and Lake Vajuonis creates a natural defensive sys-
tem of water that extends approximately 30 kilome-
tres to the northwest and about 20 kilometres to the 
east and southeast. Many well-known hill-forts with 
adjacent settlements are found in the secured line of 
these natural barriers (lakes, rivers, hill crests): those 
of Ginučiai, Linkmenys (Ignalina district), Taurapilis, 
Tauragnai and Sėla (Utena district). East of the ram-
part, the defensive system of water was strengthened 
by the Papravalė, Mažulonys (Ignalina district) and 
other hill-forts. Moreover, this defensive tract has 
many hill crests, natural environmental barriers to cav-
alry. This includes the Šiliniškiai-Ladakalnis hillcrest 
northwest of the Rėkučiai defence fortification and the 
hill crest in the Lygumos-Akmeniškiai village territory 
east of Rėkučiai, that connects with the Daugėliškis 
hilly area at Ignalina. Thus, a northwest-east-southeast, 
approximately 50-kilometre-long defensive line was 
created both by people and by nature (Fig. 12). Tak-
ing into account the first millennium’s first quarter’s 
environmental situation (forests, rivers, bogs), the hill-
forts’ placement on high crests and their unification by 
agreed upon fire (beacon) signals, a sudden and unob-
served invasion into Nalšia from the north and north-
east in the 12th and 13th centuries was impossible. 

Defence  f rom wha t?

In defence from what enemies was the Rėkučiai de-
fence installation built? One would think that there 
could have been various different enemies, because 
the radiocarbon dating of the rampart’s remains covers 
the junction of the 12th and 13th centuries. In dating 
the Rėkučiai rampart to the 13th century, it would be 
possible to assert that the Lithuanians were defending 
themselves against Selonian or Slavic attacks. The first 
variant is confirmed by linguistic and ethnographic re-
search data. The Rėkučiai defensive fortification cor-
responds to the northern and northeastern boundary 
of the Dzūkai dialect area and coincides with the his-
torical southern and southeastern boundary of Selonian 
expansion.

The number of Lithuanian enemies from the northeast 
and north increased at the beginning of the 13th centu-
ry. First, the Livonian Order consolidated near the Riv-
er Daugava in this period, and the Russian duchies of 
Polotsk and Pskov spread their influence. Lithuanians, 
the inhabitants of Nalšia, began to attack intensively 
the area along the Daugava at the beginning of the 13th 
century (Baranauskas 2000, pp.172-180; Gudavičius 
1989, pp.30-35). Perhaps in fear of retaliatory attacks, 
they strengthened their defence line, into which the 
Rėkučiai defence installation fell (Fig. 13).

Moreover, the Livonian Chronicle does not mention the 
Rėkučiai area. Localities west of the defence line are 
mentioned more often. Apparently, the enemy had reli-
able information about this defence line and forced its 
way into Lithuanian lands through the western flank. 

A judgement concerning the time that the Rėkučiai 
defensive rampart was built can also be made from 
historical information. Events before 1212 unfolded 
especially unfavourably for the Lithuanians, as Livonia 
and Polotsk formed an alliance directed against them 
in 1212 (Latvis, Vartbergė 1991, p.81). Other events 
that occured later in the north also unfolded unfavour-
ably for the Lithuanians: the Lithuanian alliance with 
Novgorod failed in 1213; Daugerutis, the treaty’s crea-
tor, perished (Latvis, Vartbergė 1991, p.81). In addi-
tion, the Kuoknese castle in Latgala was subjugated by 
Polotsk. These events could have induced the Lithua-
nians to build the Rėkučiai fortification. According to 
these facts, we can guess the time that the defence in-
stallation was built, between 1213 and 1236 (the year 
of the Battle of Saulė), when the Samogitians became 
the main rivals of the Livonian Order, rather than the 
east Lithuanians. In the second half of the 13th century, 
relations with Gerdenis, Duke of Polotsk and Nalšia, 
improved. Gerdenis was even the suzerain of Polotsk 
(Polotskie gramoty 1980, pp.110-123). 
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The 14th century would be too late a date for the 
Rėkučiai defence installation, since battles with the 
mentioned enemies resulted in an expansion of Lithua-
nian lands, and the defence line lost its earlier strategic 
significance. At this point, defence lines were drawn 
not by the fortifications of separate duchies, but rather 
on the scale of the Lithuanian state’s entire castle sys-
tem. 

Conc lus ions

1. Research into the Rėkučiai defence installation shows 
that it consisted of: a) an enclosure opposite a ditch; b) 
a ditch whose width measured up to five metres and 
depth up to 1.5 metres; c) a wooden, framework-forti-
fied and earth-covered, up to 1.5 to two-metre-high and 
6.3-metre-wide rampart, whose front slope was rein-
forced with rocks; d) a fortification that strengthened 
the rampart’s southern and the slope’s northern sides; 
e) a wall on the rampart from the front side (informa-

tion about this wall is scarce). Its structure corresponds 
with the rampart and ditch installations of hill-forts in 
Baltic tribe territory in the tenth to 13th centuries, as 
well as with the defensive fortifications utilised in the 
Viking period in Western Europe.

2. The Rėkučiai defence installation was a strategic 
military installation at the time when the Lithuanian 
state was forming. Its purpose was to stop a sudden 
enemy attack and not to allow cavalry to pass one part 
of Nalšia’s northern defence line.

3. The Rėkučiai defensive rampart could have been 
used in battles against the Slavs (Polotsk, Pskov) until 
the beginning of the 13th century, and in Lithuanian 
battles against the Livonian Order at the beginning of 
the 13th century. 

Translated by Indrė Antanaitis-Jacobs

Fig. 13. Nalšia’s defence at the beginning of the 13th century.
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BESIFORMUOJANČIOS  
LIETUVOS VALSTYBĖS  
GYNYBINIS  ĮRENGINYS

Algirdas Girininkas

San t rauka

Rėkučių gynybinis įrenginys yra Švenčionių raj., 
Švenčionėlių sen., Pakretuonės miške, tarp Žeimenio 
ir Vajuonio ežerų (1–3 pav.). Rėkučių gynybinis pyli-
mas pirmą kartą paminėtas F. Pokrovskio sudarytame 
Vilniaus gubernijos archeologiniame žemėlapyje. Čia 
nurodyta, kad vieno varsto (1,067 km) atstumu nuo 
Rėkučių yra 150 sieksnių (319,5 m) ilgio pylimas. Apie 
Rėkučių pylimą rašė mažai kam žinomas archeologas 
V. Kaširskis, kuris 1906 m. gynybinį įrenginį net tyri-
nėjo. Tačiau jame nieko neradęs, žinias apie paminklą 
paliko tik tyrinėjimų dienoraštyje. A. Spicynas, V. Ka-
širskio mokytojas, po savo mokinio mirties paskelbė 
visus jo tyrinėjimų dienoraščius. Tačiau iš šio praneši-
mo, be to, kad toks gynybinis įrenginys egzistavo, ko 
nors ypatingesnio nesužinota. Rėkučių pylimas įtrauk-
tas ir į P. Tarasenkos sudarytus archeologinių paminklų 
sąrašus. Rėkučių gynybinį įrenginį iš naujo 1989 m. 
aptiko Kretuono archeologinė ekspedicija. 

Išlikusio gynybinio įrenginio ilgis siekia 845 m, o py-
limo aukštis ir šalia esančio griovio gylis nevienodas. 
Aukščiausia pylimo vieta yra apie l,1 m (nuo dabarti-
nio žemės paviršiaus), o plotis ties pagrindu svyruoja 
nuo 5 iki 6,3 m. Šalia pylimo iš šiaurinės pusės, nuo 
kurios būdavo laukiama priešo antpuolių, yra išlikęs 
griovys, kurio plotis visoje gynybinio įrenginio dalyje 
yra 4,5–5,5 m.

1990, 1991 ir 1994 m. Rėkučių gynybinį įrenginį ty-
rinėjo Kretuono archeologinė ekspedicija bei Nalšios 
muziejus. Tyrinėtose vietose gynybinio įrenginio plo-
tis siekė 11 m. Pylimo plotis ties pagrindu – 6,3 m, 
aukštis – 1 m, griovio gylis iki pylimo pagrindo –  
1,5 m, o jo plotis – 5 m (VII: 3 iliustr.). Tyrinėjant py-
limą paaiškėjo, kad po juo iš pušinių rąstų buvo su-
ręsta rentinio formos konstrukcija, o į susidariusius iki  
1,5 m tarpus pripildyta smėlio iš greta, šiaurinėje pyli-
mo pusėje, iškasto iki 5 m pločio griovio (4 pav.). Taip 
susidarė apatinės pylimo dalies karkasas (5–7 pav.). 
Karkaso rąstų skersmenys buvo nuo 14 iki 20 cm. Ty-
rinėjimų metu gynybiniame įrenginyje, išorinėje grio-
vio pusėje, aptikta ir statmenai į pagrindą įkaltų stulpų 
liekanų: stulpai turėjo sudaryti neišlikusią antžeminę 
užtvaros dalį, buvusią iš šiaurinės pusės priešais griovį. 
Iki 15 cm skersmens kuolai buvo nusmailinti ir 30 cm 
nuo dabartinio žemės paviršiaus įkalti į žemę. Priešais 
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griovį buvo aptikta iki 35 cm gylio į gruntą įkaltų kuo-
lų. Manoma, kad jie buvo neatskiriama viso gynybinio 
įrenginio sudėtinė dalis. Griovio šlaitą nuo pylimo pu-
sės ir dalį pylimo stiprino aptikti 6 x 10 x 20 cm dydžio 
akmenys. Šiaurinį pylimo pakraštį tvirtino gulsčių rąs-
tų eilė. Tyrinėjimų metu nustatyta, kad medinė pylimo 
karkaso dalis buvo degusi, nes aptikta pelenų, perdegu-
sių rąstų, iki raudonumo perdegusio smėlio (8 pav.). Į 
pietus nuo tyrinėto pylimo pirmojo ploto, Ravoko upe-
lio šlaito pusėje, atsidengė žagre arto lauko dalis. Todėl 
manoma, kad pylimo naudojimo metu ši žemdirbystei 
skirta vieta buvo atvira.

Tam tikroje Rėkučių pylimo vietoje galėjo būti bokš-
tas. Buvęs Palūšės parapijos klebonas V. Aliulis mini, 
kad iki nesenų laikų vienas klonelis Pakretuonės miške, 
netoli gynybinio pylimo, buvo vadinamas „Vokės gele-
žiniais vartais“. Pagal vietinių gyventojų pasakojimus, 
„Geležiniai vartai“ buvo vakarinėje Vilnius–Daugpilis 
geležinkelio pusėje, maždaug 100 m į vakarus nuo jo 
ir 90–100 m į pietus nuo pylimo (2 pav.). Nurodytoje 
vietoje, iškasus du bandomuosius šurfus, buvo aptikti 
keli skaldyti akmenys ir dvi žiestos puodų šukės, labai 
panašios į Papravalės piliakalnyje aptiktas puodų šu-
kes. Tikėtina, kad „broma“ galėjusi būti apžvalgos ar 
gynybinis bokštas, esantis už pylimo į pietus ginamoje 
teritorijoje, ir su gynybiniu įrenginiu sudarė bendrą gy-
nybos sistemą. Tokia gynybos sistema, kai apžvalgos 
bei įtvirtinti bokštai statyti vidinėje ištisinės gynybinės 
sienos pusėje, žinoma dar iš romėnų kovų su barbarais 
(germanais) laikų.

Rėkučių įrenginys buvo tik dalis gynybinės linijos, 
kuri tęsėsi į šiaurės vakarus ir rytus. Į jos sistemą įėjo 
vienalaikiai piliakalniai ir natūralios gamtinės kliūtys: 
ežerai, kalnagūbriai, upės. Todėl šiaurės vakarų–rytų–
pietryčių kryptimi susidarytų apie 50 km bemaž tiesi 
žmonių ir pačios gamtos sukurta gynybinė linija. At-
sižvelgiant į I tūkstantmečio pirmojo ketvirčio gamti-
nę situaciją ir ant aukštų gūbrių esančius piliakalnius, 
kuriuos jungė sutartiniai ugnies (laužo) signalai,  
XII–XIII a. staigiai ir nepastebimai įsiveržti priešui į 
Nalšios žemę iš šiaurės ir šiaurės rytų pusės buvo neį-
manoma (12 pav.).

Rėkučių gynybinio įrenginio analogijų žinoma iš Vo-
kietijos ir Danijos pasienio. Ten VIII a. datuojama gy-
nybinė siena Kovirke (Cow wall), esanti tarp Selk ir  
Kl. Rheide gyvenviečių, piečiau Dennewerk, buvo 
skirta kovoms prieš Karolingus (9, 10 pav.). Šis įtvirti-
nimas yra labai artimas Rėkučių įtvirtinimui tiek struk-
tūra, tiek forma. Tik Kovirke įtvirtinimas yra dviem 
metrais platesnis ir galėjo būti 1 metru aukštesnis. 
Analogiškų gynybinių įrenginių paliko prūsų gentys. 
Jų būta Kuršių nerijoje ties Krancu, Olendry ir kt. vie-
tovėse. Prūsų žemes vieną nuo kitos skyrė vadinamoji 

niekieno žemė (dykra). Abiejose dykros pusėse prūsai 
įrengdavo pylimų sistemas, medžių užtvaras su sargy-
bos bokšteliais. Dažnai medžių užtvaras sustiprindavo 
užpildami jas žemėmis ir akmenimis. 

Pylimus su šalia esančiais grioviais nuo stepių klajo-
klių statė Kijevo Rusia. Panašius gynybinius įtvirtini-
mus turėjo ir Pavolgio bulgarai.

Nuo kokių priešų ginantis buvo pastatytas Rėkučių gy-
nybinis įrenginys? Reikėtų manyti, priešai galėjo būti 
įvairūs, nes radiokarboninis pylimo liekanų datavimas 
apima XII–XIII a. sandūrą. Rėkučių pylimą datuojant 
iki XIII a., galima būtų teigti, kad lietuviai gynėsi nuo 
sėlių ar slavų antpuolių. Pirmąją versiją patvirtina kal-
biniai ir etnografinių tyrinėjimų duomenys. Rėkučių 
gynybinis įtvirtinimas atitinka šiaurinę ir šiaurės rytų 
dzūkų tarmės arealo ribą, sutampa su istorine sėlių iš-
plitimo pietine ir pietryčių riba.

XIII a. pradžioje lietuviams priešų iš šiaurės rytų ir 
šiaurės pusės padaugėjo. Pirmiausia šiuo laikotarpiu 
prie Dauguvos upės įsitvirtina Livonijos ordinas, ple-
čia savo įtaką rusų Polocko ir Pskovo kunigaikštystės. 
XIII a. pradžioje Padauguvį intensyviai pradeda puldi-
nėti lietuviai – Nalšios žemės gyventojai. Gal bijodami 
priešų atsakomųjų antpuolių, stiprino savo gynybi-
nę liniją, į kurią įėjo ir Rėkučių gynybinis įrenginys 
(13 pav.). 

XIV a. Rėkučių gynybinį įrenginį datuoti būtų jau per 
vėlu, nes kovose su minėtais priešais Lietuvos žemės 
išsiplėtė, gynybinė linija neteko ankstesnės strateginės 
reikšmės. Gynybines linijas jau sudarė ne atskirų ku-
nigaikštysčių įtvirtinimai, o Lietuvos valstybės mastu 
formuojama ištisa pilių sistema.
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IX .  TRAUMAS CAUSED BY WEAPONS 

TRAUMATIC LESIONS IN HUMAN OSTEOLOGICAL 
REMAINS FROM THE DAUGAVA AREA  
(SEVENTH TO 17TH CENTURIES AD)

GUNTIS GERHARDS

Abstract 

The purpose of this paper is to report on the incidence of traumatic bone lesions among the population of the River Daugava 
area in Latvia. A total of 804 skeletons from four cemeteries were analysed. The data obtained indicates that the frequencies 
of cranial trauma in all the series are similar. Within each population there was a significant difference between males and 
females with regard to the frequency of traumas. Skeletal traumas of the inhabitants of the Daugava area are not connected 
exclusively with military conflict. 

Key words: bioarchaeology, skeletal trauma, warfare, Daugava area, Latvia.

I n t roduc t ion

In recent years, there has been increased interest in 
bioarchaeological research on skeletal series recov-
ered from archaeological sites. Bioarchaeology is the 
study of human biological remains within their ar-
chaeological (cultural) context (Larsen 1997). From 
this perspective, human skeletal traumatic lesions are a 
focus of special interest. This interdisciplinary field of 
research has developed through the mutual interests of 
physical anthropologists, archaeologists and forensic 
anthropologists. 

Human palaeopathology can be defined as the study of 
disease in ancient populations by the examination of hu-
man remains (Aufderheide, Rodriguez-Martin 1998).  
Trauma analysis is but one aspect of palaeopathology, 
but constitutes a large proportion of the research within 
the field. Next to the almost ubiquitous degenerative 
changes seen in archaeological specimens, the second 
most common pathological condition affecting the 
skeleton is trauma (Ortner, Putschar 1985).

Observable in archaeological material are types of 
trauma that leave a mark on the skeleton. These include 
fractures, crush injuries, bony injuries caused by sharp 
instruments, and dislocations. Studies of trauma in ar-
chaeological material tell us about the prevalence of ac-
cidents and the degree of aggression in a society. They 
can also give us an insight into the medical knowledge 
and level of care in that society (Arcini 1999). 

Trauma represents extrinsic influence on the skeleton, 
which can result from any kind of factor. Accordingly, 

the types and locations of injuries will vary between 
individuals within a population. Thus, populations en-
gaged in hunting activities will acquire different types 
of injuries from settled agriculturalists or town-dwell-
ers. Moreover, women generally differ from men, and 
children differ from adults (Ortner, Putchar 1985). The 
study of traumatic lesions of bones provides important 
information about practices in an ancient population 
regarding warfare, interpersonal violence, knowledge 
of the terrain and other aspects of daily life (Aufder-
hide, Rodriguez-Martin 1998). 

In, Latvia, bioarchaeological research has focussed 
primarily on problems related to palaeodemography 
(Zariņa 2003) and secular changes in the physical de-
velopment of the population of Latvia (Gerhards 2003). 
Pathological changes and especially traumatic lesions 
in skeletal series from the seventh to the 17th century 
AD in Latvia have so far received limited attention. 

This paper is devoted to the study of one region within 
the territory of Latvia, the area of the River Daugava, 
mainly the lower reaches of the river (Fig. 1). The ar-
chaeological sites along the Lower Daugava, together 
with anthropological material and written evidence, 
provide a picture of historical development and events 
over the centuries. Based on this data, the causes can 
be sought for the emergence, development, change or 
abandonment of settlement sites, and economic and 
administrative centres, in particular historical periods, 
and changes in ethnic composition and population de-
mographic structure. The water route along the Dau-
gava and the land route that ran along its bank were 
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among the most important routes for trade and trans-
port in Eastern Europe.

During the Iron Age (seventh to 12th centuries AD), 
the Lower Daugava area was inhabited by various Bal-
tic groups (Semigallians, Selonians and Latgallians) 
and Finnic groups (Livs). According to archaeological 
data, in this period the Daugava route remained under 
the control of the people living in the area around its 
lower course. The centres along the lower reaches of 
the Daugava differed in their character. Some were 
oriented more towards foreign trade and crafts, while 
others were more important in terms of satisfying the 
interests of tribal or state structures (Radiņš 2000). 

The situation changed at the close of the 12th and in 
the 13th century, when traders from Western Europe, 
particularly from Germany, did not wish to accept the 
intermediary role in East–West contacts played by the 
inhabitants of the Lower Daugava. As a result of this, 
a struggle for power began in this area between two 
Christian denominations: the Roman Catholic and Rus-
sian Orthodox Church. The military and ideological 
struggle between these foreign forces had a destructive 
and irreversible effect on the lives of the local people. 
The existing political, administrative and economic 
system was destroyed, and the battles with the Crusad-
ers brought considerable loss of life. The many feudal 
wars of later centuries, usually followed by famine, 
disease and epidemics, worsened even more the living 
conditions of the population of Latvia, including that 
of the Lower Daugava area. 

The aim of this study is to characterise the seventh to 
17th-century inhabitants of the River Daugava area 
from a bioarchaeological perspective and assess the 

traumatic lesion data for these people, 
so as to obtain a more objective picture 
of their living conditions. The data ob-
tained regarding injuries, disease, etc, 
could prove very important for study-
ing the burial practices of this period.

Mate r i a l s  and  me thods

The material of this study consists of 
804 skeletons. In spite of the large-scale 
excavations undertaken at the Late Iron 
Age cemeteries of the Lower Daugava 
area, the anthropological material ob-
tained here is very limited in numerical 
terms. Accordingly, only the mate-
rial from the cemetery of Lejasbitēni 
(seventh to tenth centuries) could be 
utilised for palaeopathological study. 
At this site, more than 450 graves were 

excavated by V. Urtāns in 1962–1964. 

The composite 13th to 17th-century skeletal series 
comprised of skeletons recovered from three sites: the 
churchyards of Ikšķile, Mārtiņsala and Sēlpils (Ta-
ble 1). Material from two periods was compared.

Tab le  1 .  Cemete r i e s ,  t he i r  da t e ,  and 
the  number  o f  ske le tons  examined

Cemeteries Date (c. AD) Number of 
skeletons

Lejasbitēni
Ikšķile
Mārtiņsala
Sēlpils

7th–10th
13th–15th
13th–17th
13th–16th

40
210
405
149

The criteria for the determination of sex included pel-
vic and cranial morphology (Buikstra, Ubelaker 1994). 
Adult age at death was estimated using as many meth-
ods as possible, including pubic symphysis morphology 
(Brooks, Suchey 1990; Gilbert, McKern 1973), aurical 
surface morphology (Lovejoy et al. 1985), ectocranial 
suture fusion (Meindl, Lovejoy 1985), and changes at 
the sternal end of the rib (Iscan et al. 1984; 1985). In 
subadults, age at death was estimated on the basis of 
epiphyseal fusion, diaphyseal lengths, and dental erup-
tion criteria (Scheuer, Black 2000). 

Skeletal evidence of trauma was determined by the 
presence of healed or unhealed fractures. The fractures 
or injuries have been divided into cranial trauma and 
postcranial trauma, which is trauma to any bone below 
the cranium. Head injuries have been divided into cut 
injuries, from eg a sword or axe, and depression frac-
tures, which could have been caused by a blunt object, 

Fig. 1. Location of the skeletal series from the Daugava area. 
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but could also have occurred in accidents where a fall-
ing object struck the individual on the head.

The osteological investigation was based on mac-
roscopic examination. The frequency of individuals 
affected by fractures was calculated from the total 
number of individuals studied. Some of the skeletons 
in the present study were incomplete. 

In order to evaluate whether the proportion of individ-
uals affected by trauma differs with respect to sex and 
chronological period, a Chi-square test was employed, 
with a 5% level of significance. 

Resu l t s  and  d i scuss ion

Traumatic lesions of the skeleton can be the result of 
many different factors. This analysis focuses upon 
traumas resulting from accidents or aggressive actions. 
The analysed crania from the Late Iron Age cemetery 
of Lejasbitēni included 31 males and nine females. 
Analysis of the Lejasbitēni mortality distribution 
shows two male mortality maximums, at the ages of 
15–24 (27.6%) and 40–49 (40.2%). The first of these 
can probably be regarded as the result of hostilities, 
which might be connected with the location of the 
settlement in the proximity of the Daugava waterway 
(Zariņa 2003). 

There are a number of limitations in the interpretation 
of fracture data. Whereas modern population studies 
can look at the real age distribution of fractures, in ar-
chaeological groups, even though an individual died 
at a certain age and had a healed fracture, this does 
not mean that it was sustained at that age; the fracture 
could have occurred many years before the death of 
the individual. Determining the type and cause of frac-
tures, in the case of antemortem, well-healed fractures, 
can be difficult, if not impossible. Because perimortem 
fracture, like postmortem fracture and breakage, show 
no evidence of remodelling, the two are difficult to dis-
criminate between (Larsen 1997). 

Traces of traumas are not numerous at Lejasbitēni. 
Only a small number of healed skull wounds were 
found at Lejasbitēni (Fig. 2). In total, cranial traumas 
were found on the skeletons of four individuals. Gen-
der differences are marked: traumas were noted only 
on bones of males. Predominant are traumas to the left 
side of the frontal and parietal bones of the skull. Thus, 
the data obtained regarding traumas and injuries among 
the inhabitants at Lejasbitēni does not confirm the view 
that mortality among young males relates exclusively 
to military conflict. 

Important for the history of Latvia, and especially for 
settlement in the Lower Daugava area, were the events 

of the second half of the 12th and the 13th century. 
These are connected with the appearance of German 
merchants and Crusaders in Latvia. The first stone cas-
tles and Christian churches were built at Ikšķile and 
on 

Tab le  2 .  Occur rence  o f  t r auma  in  the 
13 th–17 th  cen tu ry  ma te r i a l  f rom the 
Daugava  a rea 

Ikšķile Mārtiņsala Sēlpils
M F M F M F

Cranium
Humerus
Clavicula
Radius
Ulna
Femur
Tibia
Fibula

7 (60)
0 (55)
5 (41)
2 (44)
3 (54)
1 (59)
1 (53)
1 (29)

0 (47)
1 (49)
0 (40)
1 (46)
1 (46)
0 (47)
1 (41)
0 (33)

11 (200)
0 (60)

–
1 (41)
3 (44)
2 (107)
4 (92)
2 (30)

0 (204)
0 (47)

–
0 (32)
2 (39)
0 (71)
0 (59)
0 (13)

11 (59)
1 (52)

–
0 (44)
4 (54)
1 (54)
2 (49)
2 (36)

0 (28)
0 (31)

–
0 (28)
0 (29)
0 (32)
0 (27)
0 (24)

M – males; F – females. Numbers within brackets indicate 
the number of investigated individuals. The numbers before 
the brackets refer to the number of fractured bones.

Mārtiņsala Island. This is where the events described 
in the Livonian Chronicles, the Christianisation and 
gradual subjection of the local Liv tribes, took place. 
Historical records tell of a large number of military 
conflicts between the Crusaders and the natives. 

The archaeological complex of Ikšķile (church, church-
yard and castle) was excavated in the 1960s and 1970s 
by J. Graudonis. In the churchyard, over 600 graves 
were investigated, spanning a period from the 13th to 
the 15th century. 

Fig. 2. Lejasbitēni cemetery, grave 26, a male over 40 years. 
Healed depression fracture of the left frontal bone. 
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Injuries to the cranium were observed on seven (6.5%) 
of the 107 adult individuals of the Ikšķile population, 
and these cases involve only males (11.7%). No trau-
matic lesions (cranium and/or postcranium) were found 
on subadult skeletons. But this cannot be accepted as 
indicating the true prevalence of fractures in this age 
group. It is likely that many of these fractures are invis-
ible to the palaeopathologist, because they were prob-
ably greenstick fractures, which heal so efficiently and 
quickly that they are not even visible by radiography 
(Roberts, Manchester 1995). 

With respect to the location of the cranial injuries 
among the population of ancient Ikšķile, the frontal 
bone was involved in three cases, the parietal in two, 
and both bones in one case. In two cases, fractures had 
occurred in the occipital bone, and two fractures had 
occurred in the mandible. One type of cranial injury 
was the depression fracture. In all these cases, the frac-
ture had healed. Some of these depression fractures 
could have been caused by an accident, in which an 
object (eg a stone) fell and struck the individual on the 
head. However, it is more probable that injury resulted 
from a blow with a blunt object. Cranial injuries re-
sulting from sword- blows had occurred in two out of 
seven cases, and the individual had presumably died as 
a result of the trauma, since no sign of healing could 
be observed. From this point of view, particularly sig-
nificant is grave 262 at Ikšķile churchyard, with several 
fatal injuries. Multiple unhealed fractures of the skull 
(Fig. 3), humerus, scapula and femur had been made 
with a sharp-edged weapon (sword). It should be noted 
that this individual was found on the periphery of the 
churchyard (possibly outside the churchyard itself). In 
accordance with Christian burial practices, graves out-
side the cemetery were for punished offenders, crimi-
nals, suicides, etc. 

In the second case of an unhealed fracture (grave 504), 
this is a major injury to the occipital bone, suggesting 
that the blow had been delivered to a fleeing enemy 
(Fig. 4). This injury is very similar to those found on 
the skeletal material from the Battle of Visby in 1361 
(Courville 1965). 

The frequency of bone fractures (13 individuals, ex-
cluding fractures of the spine: 9/19 (56%) males and 
4/5 (80%) females) at Ikšķile is summarised in Ta-
ble 2. Of the 210 individuals from Ikšķile, a total of 
19.8% (34) exhibited osteological traumas. The dif-
ference observed between males, with a proportion 
of 26/96 (27.1%), and females, with a proportion of 
8/76 (10.8%), was statistically significant (Chi-square 
=6.33; df=1; p<0.01). Traces of arm and leg bone 
fractures are not numerous at Ikšķile churchyard (ten 
males and four females). Fractures on the distal 2/3 
of the ulna were of particular interest. Such fractures 
(“parry fractures”) are considered defensive fractures 
and occur when an individual shields the face or head 
with the arm in an attempt to protect themselves from 
an assailant (Knowles 1983). The difference observed 
between males and females was not statistically sig-
nificant.

One section of the inhabitants at Ikšķile was found 
to have traumas (particularly fractures of the clavicle 
among males) that are not connected with military con-
flict, but with economic activity instead. Such healed 
fractures of the clavicle occur after a heavy fall on the 
shoulder or arm. It is possible that the bone fractures 
among males relate to construction work, since lime 
production from dolomite took place at Ikšķile from 
the late 12th century onwards, continuing during the 
next centuries (Jansons 2004). The local people were 
also involved in the building of the church and castle. 

Fig. 3. Ikšķile churchyard, grave 262, a male aged 40–45. 
Unhealed multiple fractures of the skull, made with a sword.

Fig. 4. Ikšķile churchyard, grave 504, a male aged 35–40 
years. Unhealed fracture of the occipital bone, which caused 
the death of this individual.
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Mārtiņsala Castle was the second stone castle to be built 
in Latvia. In the 13th century, St Martin’s Church was 
also built near the castle. Archaeological excavation at 
Mārtiņsala churchyard took place in 1968–1973, un-
dertaken by A. Zariņa and Ē. Mugurēvičs. Two thirds 
of the area of the cemetery was excavated, and more 
than 1,800 graves unearthed. The graves span the pe-
riod from the 13th to the 17th century. Unfortunately, 
only adult skulls and well-preserved long bones were 
collected in the course of this excavation. 

Historical records provide information about many 
feudal wars that involved the inhabitants of ancient 
Mārtiņsala, but skull and skeletal traumas are not nu-
merous at Mārtiņsala churchyard. Gender differences 
are marked: traumas were noted mainly on the bones 
of males (Table 2). Eleven individuals (only males) 
were found to have cranial traumas: in nine cases, the 
traumas had healed, but in two cases the individual had 
presumably died as a result of the trauma. Injuries to the 
skull may be the result of hand-to-hand fighting, where 
the opponents faced each other, resulting in injuries to 
the frontal (four cases) and parietal (three cases) bones. 
Many cranial injuries are found on the left side of the 
skull. A blow by a right-handed aggressor engaged in 
face-to-face and hand-to-hand combat would indeed 
result in an injury to the left side of the head. 

The highest frequencies of postcranial fractures among 
the population of Mārtiņsala were recorded on the 
ulna, on 3/44 (6.86 %) of males and 2/39 (5.53%) of 
females whose ulnas were recovered, and on the tibia, 
on 4/92 (4.34%) of males. All of the observed fractures 
had healed, some with shortening and malposition. No 
sign of infection was observed in connection with the 
fractures. Of the two cases in which both the tibia and 
fibula were fractured, there was one case of spiral frac-
ture, where the tibia and fibula had been fractured at 
different levels. This type of fracture can occur from 
twisting the leg while the foot is fixed (Byers 2002). 

Sēlpils was the military and political centre of ancient 
Selonia. Archaeological evidence shows that it was a 
major settlement between the tenth and 13th centu-
ries. The archaeological complex of Sēlpils (cemetery, 
castle and settlement) was excavated in 1962–1965 by 
E. Šnore and A. Zariņa. The cemetery was located near 
the castle, which was destroyed at the beginning of the 
17th century. Only a quarter of the churchyard (234 
graves) has been excavated (Šnore, Zariņa 1980). The 
burial site was used from the 13th to the 16th century, 
the most intensive period being from the second quar-
ter of the 13th to the third quarter of the 15th century. 
Data on 149 individuals was available for bioarchaeo-
logical study (78 males, 43 females and 28 children 

and juveniles), which is about 64% of the total number 
of graves. 

Damage to the bones of the skeleton was found only 
among the male graves, on 17 individuals aged be-
tween 19 and 65. Eleven males were found to have 
traumatic lesions of the skull. In chronological terms, 
these graves date from the 14th and 15th centuries. 
These injuries are of various kinds. Injuries resulting 
from blows with swords or axes occurred in seven 
cases. In two cases (graves 93 and 233), the skull in-
juries were the cause of death. It is very interesting 
that a male (grave 93) who had died a violent death 
(multiple unhealed fractures of the cranium, both hu-
meri and right tibia) had been buried at the periphery 
of the cemetery, in accordance with the requirements 
of Christian tradition. The incidence of skull injuries 
among the inhabitants at Sēlpils is much higher than, 
for example, among the inhabitants of Mārtiņsala (Ta-
ble 2). This indicates that some of these people, like the 
people buried in the cemetery of Ikšķile, were involved 
in military conflict. 

Palaeodemographic indices for the population repre-
sented at Sēlpils Churchyard reflect a very interesting 
situation: a male mortality maximum at Sēlpils at the 
age of 20–29 years (31.6 %), with a female mortality 
maximum (34.8%) at the age of 40–50 (Fig. 5). A sig-
nificant prevalence of males is observed at the end of 
the 15th and the beginning of the 16th century. What 
happened at Sēlpils at this time? 

Tab le  3 .  Pa l aeopa tho log ica l  r e sea rch 
da ta  fo r  t he  ma les  bu r i ed  in  Sē lp i l s 
churchya rd

Mass graves
16th c. AD

Other graves
(13th–15th c. AD)

Traumas 1 (21) 4.8%* 16 (57) 28.1%*
Periosteal lesions
of tibia

8 (13) 61.5%* 17 (42) 40.5%*

Porotic hyperostosis
Cribra orbitalia

9 (21) 42.9%* 9 (38) 23.7%*

Fig. 5. Adult mortality distribution for Sēlpils churchyard. 
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* significant difference between groups, Chi-square test. 

An analysis of the burials at Sēlpils provides an an-
swer to this question. Six mass burials, with three and 
seven individuals (25 altogether), were recorded at the 
churchyard. These are dated to the late 16th century or 
later. Various possibilities have been considered so far: 
that they were local people who died of the plague or 
other epidemics, soldiers killed in the Polish-Swedish 
War (1627–1628), or victims of punishment (Šnore, 
Zariņa 1980). The demographic structure of the mass 
burials is as follows: four adolescents (age at death 15–
17 years); 12 young males (17–19 years); eight adult 
males (20–40 years), and only one elderly male (55–60 
years). Bioarchaeological study of the mass burials 
at Sēlpils shows that these individuals had nothing in 
common with the local inhabitants of Sēlpils. The peo-
ple buried in these mass burials were evidently soldiers 
in an army. No evidence of traumatic lesions was found 
on the skeletons, so these individuals evidently did not 
fall in battle. The males buried in the mass burials show 
a statistically significant higher incidence of non-spe-
cific indicators of infection (Table 3). Porotic hyperos-
tosis is a change characterised by a porous or sieve-like 
surface in the cranial bone or the orbit (Angel 1966). 
The primary cause is usually iron-deficiency anaemia, 
which stimulates red blood cell production and bone 
marrow proliferation (Stuart-Macadam 1992). In the 
present study, only changes in the roof of the orbit (cri-
bra orbitalia) were investigated. In the mass burials 
at Sēlpils, mild cases of orbital roof involvement were 
found, suggesting iron deficiency related to infectious 
diseases and parasitism, which can also affect the oc-
currence of anaemia. Such causes as scurvy and direct 
infection cannot be excluded either (Larsen 1997). 

Another unspecific marker of stress and deprivation, 
usually associated with inflammation, is the presence 
of traces of periosteal reaction. Periostitis involves 
inflammation of the periosteum, as evidenced by the 
deposition of new bone on the outer surface of the af-
fected element (Ortner, Putschar 1985). Such perio-
steal inflammatory reactions, as well as more severe 
lesions, where bone marrow is affected, are most of-
ten caused by such microorganisms as Staphylococcus 
and Streptococcus, the tibia being the bone most of-
ten involved (Goodman, Martin 2002). The total fre-
quency of periosteal lesions was significantly higher 
in the males buried in the mass burials (Table 3). This 
indicates that a proportion of the males buried in the 
mass burials were exposed to very unfavourable con-
ditions. The possible cause of death could have been 
disease and poor epidemiological conditions. It cannot 
be excluded that these are the graves of prisoners of 
war, who died from starvation, injuries and disease. 

Unfortunately, it is practically impossible to connect 
these mass burials with any specific historical event at 
Sēlpils, since no artefacts were found with the graves, 
and they cannot be dated precisely. Considering that 
no graves with gunshot wounds were found at Sēlpils, 
it is possible that the mass burials are no later than the 
16th century. 

Conc lus ions 

The investigation of injury morbidity and mortality fa-
cilitates the assessment of environmental, cultural and 
social influences on behaviour. By examining traumat-
ic bone lesions in the archaeological record, we may 
reconstruct aspects of the physical and social environ-
ments of past populations.

This study has focussed on the traumatic lesions of 
skeletons among the 13th to 17th-century population 
of the Daugava area in Latvia. The data obtained indi-
cates that the frequencies of cranial trauma are similar 
in all the series, and such traumas are found exclu-
sively among males. There is only a small amount of 
evidence of individuals who had been “beaten up” (in-
dividuals with several fractures), and the frequencies 
of defensive “parry” fractures to the ulna was less than 
5% to 6% for the series. 

The skeletal traumas of the inhabitants of the Daugava 
area are not connected only with military conflicts, but 
also with economic activities. In almost all cases, the 
accidents appeared to have been falls. The accidental 
traumas occurred mainly to the upper limbs. Further 
research on skeletal series from the rest of the territory 
of Latvia is necessary to determine whether the data 
from these collections confirms this correlation.

Translated by Valdis Bērziņš

Received: 6 December 2006; Revised: 4 May 2007
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VI I–XVII  AMžIAUS DAUGUVOS 
REGIONO GYVENTOJų  
TRAUMINIAI  KAULų 
SUžALOJIMAI 

Guntis Gerhards

San t rauka 

Straipsnyje supažindinama su antropologinės medžia-
gos, surinktos archeologinių tyrinėjimų metu keturiuo-
se Dauguvos žemupio kapinynuose, analize (1 pav.). 
Paleopatologinė analizė apima 804 skeletų duomenis 
(1 lentelė). Ši osteologinė medžiaga datuojama VII–
XVII amžiais. Straipsnis skirtas vienam Latvijos teri-
torijos regionui – Dauguvai, daugiausia jos žemupiui 
(1 pav.) – tyrinėti. Archeologiniai Dauguvos žemupio 
paminklai, kartu su antropologine regiono medžiaga ir 
rašytiniais šaltiniais, suteikia istorinės šio regiono rai-
dos ir tam tikrų įvykių vaizdą. Remiantis minėtais duo-
menimis, galima ieškoti gyvenviečių ir ekonominių bei 
administracinių centrų iškilimo, jų raidos, pasikeitimų 
ar šių paminklų apleidimo priežasčių, taip pat ištirti 
etninių gyventojų sudėties ir demografinės struktūros 
pokyčius tam tikrais istoriniais periodais. Šios studi-
jos tikslas – apibūdinti XIII–XVII amžiaus Dauguvos 
regiono gyventojus iš bioarcheologijos perspektyvos 
ir įvertinti trauminius šių žmonių sužalojimus, norint 
pateikti kuo objektyvesnį vaizdą apie jų gyvenimo są-
lygas.  

Gauti duomenys rodo, kad kaukolės traumos visoje tir-
toje medžiagoje dažniausiai yra panašios. Kiekvienoje 
populiacijoje tarp vyrų ir moterų traumų dažnumo at-
žvilgiu buvo reikšmingas skirtumas. Duomenys, gauti 
nagrinėjant Lejasbitėnų (Lejasbitēni) bendruomenės 
traumas ir sužalojimus, nepatvirtina požiūrio, kad pa-
grindinė jaunų vyrų mirtingumo priežastis buvo susijusi 
su kariniais konfliktais. Keliose XIII–XV a. kaukolėse 
iš Ikšķilės ir Sēlpilio buvo pastebėtos traumos, paliktos 
karinių konfliktų (3–4 pav.). Keli ilgųjų kaulų lūžių pa-
vyzdžiai, rasti tarp Ikšķilės kapinyno vyrų kaulų, sieti-
ni su dolomito kasimu. Dolomitas Ikšķilės apylinkėse 
buvo kasamas nuo XII a. pabaigos kelis šimtmečius.

Bioarcheologiniai bendros kapavietės Sēlpilyje  
(21 įvairaus amžiaus vyras ir keturi paaugliai) tyrimai 
rodo, kad šie žmonės neturėjo nieko bendra su Sēlpilio 
gyventojais. žmonės, palaidoti bendrame kape, matyt, 
buvo kareiviai. Jų skeletuose nebuvo rasta trauminių 
sužalojimų požymių, todėl šie individai nebūtinai 
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žuvo mūšyje. Vyrų, palaidotų bendrame kape, tyrimai 
rodo statistiškai reikšmingą aukštesnį nespecifinių 
infekcinių rodiklių paplitimą. Tai rodytų, kad mirties 
priežastis galėjo būti ligos, susijusios su prasta epide-
miologine padėtimi. Taip pat negalima atmesti prielai-
dos, kad bendri kapai yra karo belaisvių, kurie mirė iš 
bado, nuo sužalojimų ir ligų. 
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X .  TECHNOLOGICAL ASPECTS  
OF  WEAPONRY

THE USE OF INLAY TECHNIQUE  
IN  THE PRODUCTION OF MEDIEVAL  
COURONIAN AND SEMIGALLIAN MILITARY 
EQUIPMENT (12TH TO 14TH CENTURY)

DAGNIJA SVARĀNE

Abstract

The subject of this paper is the inlay technique, namely the hammering of fine silver to an iron object specially grooved for the 
purpose, and early medieval Semigallian and Couronian military equipment decorated in this technique. This includes sword 
hilts, strap dividers and mounts made by Baltic smiths, and a unique armour plate. The study of the inlay technique permits the 
former silver decoration on objects to be reconstructed. The ornate Couronian sword hilts provide grounds for hypothesising 
that there was a specialist weaponry workshop at Talsi hill-fort. 

Key words: inlay, silver, iron, sword hilts, strap mounts, armour plate.

I n t roduc t ion

Inlay is used to adorn fine iron jewellery, using a wire, 
strip or sheet of precious metal, usually silver, and is 
accomplished without soldering.

Three techniques can be distinguished in inlay tech-
nology. The first and the simplest of these is the ham-
mering of a silver or coloured-metal wire into specially 
made grooves. The second technique is more compli-
cated, requiring considerable skill and knowledge. In 
this case, several strips of fine silver, between three 
and 19, are hammered to a specially prepared, finely 
grooved metal base. The third technique involves at-
taching a decorated silver or coloured-metal plaque 
in a previously prepared recess. The third method is 
rarely observed in Latvia during the study period. 

The artefacts analysed in the paper, sword hilts, strap-
dividers, mounts and a fragmentary armour plate, were 
found in the central part of the Kurzeme region, at the 
pre-Christian cemetery of Sāraji in the Lībagi parish 
of the Talsi district and in Lake Vilkumuiža (Talsi dis-
trict), as well as at Tērvete hill-fort (Dobele district) in 
the south of the Zemgale region. 

H i s to ry  o f  t he  r e sea rch

The concept of inlay (Tauschierung) was used in 
Latvia by Baltic German archaeologists in the late 

19th and early 20th century. It is mentioned as early as 
1842 by Friedrich Kruse (1842, Taf. 5:2) in a note on 
a sword found at Aizkraukle cemetery (Skrīveri par-
ish in Aizkraukle district), probably an imported piece. 
The use of inlay for making iron spears and swords is 
mentioned in the notes to the figures in the catalogue 
of the Tenth All-Russian Congress of Archaeologists. 
However, in 1896 there was no real understanding of 
the process, since, as far as can be ascertained from 
the illustrations, spearheads silvered in an analogous 
technique are described indiscriminately as plated or 
inlaid. In later Latvian archaeological literature, there 
is practically no mention of inlay technique prior to the 
author’s research. 

Inlay has been discussed extensively in archaeologi-
cal literature both east and west of Latvia, but hitherto 
only at a theoretical level, without providing any ex-
perimental evidence (Oldeberg 1966, p.274; Sern-
ing 1980, p.45, Fig. 45:2; Eniosova, Saratseva 1997, 
p.301). A doctoral thesis by the Swedish archaeologist 
Kristina Creutz, dealing with Type M spearheads on 
the shores of the Baltic Sea, touches on the subject of 
silvering technology, and is very interesting in this re-
spect (Creutz 2003). She obtained analyses of a series 
of samples of silvering that represent a wide range of 
material. Varying amounts of mercury were found in 
many of these (Creutz 2003, p.296), and the results 
prompted her to suggest that the spear sockets were 
silvered using cold amalgamation. In this process, with 
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the help of mercury, the silver is slightly diluted, thus 
alleviating its attachment to the socket. Unfortunately, 
while concentrating on cold amalgamation, the idea of 
“direct beating of the silver onto the iron”, the essence 
of inlay, was in effect rejected (Creutz 2003, p.296). 
Also important are the studies by the German jeweller 
Erhard Brepol (1982, pp.338-342) and the archaeomet-
allurgist Susan La Niece (1993, pp.102-114) on various 
contemporary silvering technologies, including inlay. 

Nine analyses of samples of silver from medieval ar-
tefacts made in Latvia and one imported object were 
undertaken at the Latvian State Metals Standards In-
spectorate. In these analyses, mercury, the presence 
of which should have been easily ascertainable, was 
not discovered. Mercury is an essential component for 
amalgamation, and its absence in the samples indicates 
that the objects had not been silvered by amalgama-
tion. The silver content of the samples was 87.7% to 
95.67%, testifying to the use of fine precious metal 
(Svarāne 2004, p.34; 2005, p.183; 2006, p.249).

The author organised a series of experiments indicat-
ing that the described technique can be implemented in 
practice, provided that silver of a high fineness is used, 
so that it is sufficiently soft. During the process, the 
object is systematically tempered. It has been shown 
experimentally that it is possible to forge together sil-
ver wire and flatten it in such a manner that it presents 
the appearance of a monolithic sheet (Svarāne 2004, 
pp.21-37). 

Medieval swords found in Latvia have been described 
and partly analysed; but there is no general study on 
swords in Latvia. The earliest descriptions are from the 
late 19th century (Sizov 1896, p.37ff.). Most authors 
limit themselves to a description of the form of the 
sword hilt and blade. In the first half of the 20th cen-
tury, the swords found in Kurzeme were described in 
more detail by Eduards Šturms (Šturms 1936a, pp.72-
86). He concluded from his analysis of the archaeolog-
ical material that the Couronian weapon smiths were 
fitting locally made hilts to imported blades (Šturms 
1936b, p.114f.). Other researchers subsequently con-
curred with this conclusion. 

In accordance with a tradition established in the early 
20th century by the Norwegian researcher Jan Petersen, 
swords are divided into types, based on the form of 
the hilt (Petersen 1919, p.228). Petersen’s typology is 
so comprehensive that many weapons researchers still 
rely on it, augmenting it as necessary with their own 
variants.

Important descriptions of swords have been given by 
the Lithuanian researcher V. Kazakevičius, who ana-
lysed Baltic swords found in both Latvia and Lithua-

nia (Kazakevičius 1996). The swords found in Latvia 
have been characterised by the Latvian close combat 
weapons and armaments specialist Māris Atgāzis. He 
mentions that a total of 190 double-bladed swords have 
been found in Latvia (Atgāzis 1998, p. 14). Detailed 
studies of sword blades have been undertaken by the 
historian of metallurgy Aleksis Anteins, devoting par-
ticular attention to inscriptions inlaid on the blades 
(Anteins 1964, pp.65-95; 1976). 

Swords from Estonia have been studied by the archae-
ologist Mati Mandel (1991), while swords discovered 
in Russia have been analysed by the researcher of an-
cient Russian armaments (Kirpichnikov 1966). For a 
typology of the swords, I have used the classification 
of V. Kazakevičius (1996), which is the most appropri-
ate for the Baltic. 

Sources

The rich and well-dated pre-Christian cemetery of 
Sāraji is located in the Lībagi parish of the Talsi dis-
trict, on the left-hand side of the Riga–Ventspils high-
way, about ten kilometres from Talsi. The cemetery 
was excavated in 1989 and 1990 under the direction 
of Jānis Asaris, when 46 Couronian cremation burials 
were uncovered (Asaris 1990, pp.30-36; 1992, p.20ff.; 
1994, p.15ff.). Sāraji cemetery is important, in the first 
place, because unburned objects were also provided 
in these Couronian cremation burials, in addition to 
burned grave goods, and these have preserved their sil-
vering. The burials are precisely dated, to the 12th or 
13th century.

A second very interesting site is Lake Vilkumuiža at 
Talsi: an important Late Iron Age Couronian burial 
site, where grave goods from cremation graves have 
been sunk in water. The site was initially investigated 
by Eduards Šturms in 1934, when 85 kilograms of ar-
tefacts were recovered: 1,300 objects (Šturms 1936a, 
p.73). Gradually, the number of recovered artefacts has 
grown to 3,000. The artefacts from Lake Vilkumuiža 
were burned on funeral pyres, and the original silver-
ing has melted and fused to the object in the form of 
small spheres. When an object is exposed to great heat, 
a so-called “fire patina” forms on the surface, promot-
ing its preservation and retaining an impression of de-
signs that have melted away, as a result of which the 
design can sometimes be reconstructed. The majority 
of the artefacts found in Lake Vilkumuiža date from 
the 13th and 14th century.

Tērvete hill-fort was excavated in the 1950s by Emīlija 
Brīvkalne (1959a, p.35ff.). Fewer silvered artefacts 
from warriors’ equipment have been recovered at this 
site, but they are interesting both in terms of their 
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similarity to the corresponding Couronian artefacts, 
and in terms of their local characteristics. These ob-
jects are not as well preserved as those found in Lake 
Vilkumuiža, and most of them are so thickly coated in 
chemicals that the original design is difficult or even 
impossible to reconstruct. The two uppermost layers 
at Tērvete hill-fort, where the analysed objects were 
found, were dated by the director of the excavations to 
the 13th century (Brivkalne 1959b, p.264). 

In the tenth to the 14th century, the technique of inlay 
was quite widespread in Latvia. In western and central 
Latvia, artefacts made in inlay technique are mostly 
connected with weaponry and soldiers. 

Traces of inlay and preserved silvering are found on 
the sword hilts and their components from the Sāraji 
cemetery: T Type swords and swords with a saddle-
shaped or discoidal pommel. 

Type  T sword  h i l t s

At Sāraji cemetery silver-inlaid iron hilts from Type T 
swords and their components were the most common, 
found in five graves. In accordance with the classifica-
tion of Kazakevičius, Type T swords include swords 
with a tripartite pommel, and a straight or slightly 
downwards-curving guard, while the T-1 (Couronian) 
sword pommel consists of five or even seven parts, 
with a narrow bronze lower guard, either straight or 
slightly downward-curving. 

There are two examples of sword hilts with a design 
consisting of a string of rhombuses and a snail-like 
undulating pattern. One comes from disturbed male 
cremation grave 1, the other from very rich double 
male grave 30. It should be noted that grave 1 pro-
duced the lower guard of such a sword hilt, while the 
pommel and upper guard come from the topsoil above 
the burial. Judging from the size and design, these ele-
ments undoubtedly come from the same hilt, and are 
considered as deriving from grave 1. The hilts have a 
tripartite pommel and a lower guard with ends slightly 
downturned (in the custody of LVM, No. A 12816: 
220, 217). Fragmentary remains of a joint of iron pins 
were found in the pommel.

All three sword hilt elements from grave 1 have very 
well-preserved ornate silver decoration (Plate VII: 1). 
The design that once adorned the hilt from grave 30 
can be clearly traced from the presence of a shallow 
recess intended for silver strips. The ornamenting tech-
nology is indicated by the clearly visible grooves for 
inlay on the lower guard.

The sword guards from grave 1 are decorated on one 
side with a string of rhombuses. Inlaid on the other side 

was a snail-like undulating pattern, augmented with ir-
regular, approximately plane-convex areas of silver. 
The crossed bands and snail pattern forming the rhom-
buses were created by forging together between four 
and six strips of silver, while the plane-convex areas 
of silvering consist of as many as 19 separate silver 
wires.

 In parallel with the outer contours of the basic ele-
ments of the decoration, there is a decorative band of 
inlay, appearing as a braid of two wires, silver and cop-
per, but on closer inspection found to consist of a large 
number of miniature alternating oblique sections of in-
laid silver and copper wire.

The string of rhombuses consists of crossed bands, a 
design found on many Couronian artefacts. The design 
on the guards was inlaid in an unusual manner on the 
hilt: on one side of the hilt, the upper guard had the 
snail-like undulating pattern, and the lower guard had 
rhombuses. On the other side of the hilt, the designs are 
the other way round: the upper guard had rhombuses 
and the lower guard had the undulating pattern. 

It should be added that the lower part of the upper 
guard and the upper part of the lower guard were also 
decorated with a design of rhombuses and triangles ar-
ranged in a net pattern. This design consisted of inlay 
of silver wires (Plate VII: 1).

One of the triangle designs on the “shoulder” of the 
pommel, and likewise a rounded band on the middle 
part, consisted of an imitation undulating pattern, cre-
ated with particular care and skill from a large number 
of miniature inlaid sections of copper and silver wire. 

Sword hilts with a dot-and-circle or “eye” design have 
been found with two undisturbed male cremation buri-
als. The silvering is best preserved on a sword found in 
grave 41 (in the custody of LVM, No. A 12820: 474). 
All the parts of these were decorated in the same man-
ner: both the pommel and the guards in a silver plaque, 
in which a design of concentric circles has been cre-
ated (Plate VII: 2; Fig. 1). In the literature, this design 
is also referred to as a pit or hollow design. The term 
“eye” design has also been used. Such a design really 
does have associations with an animal’s eye, since each 
hollow is surrounded by a black ring, and then a silver 
circle. 

The differences between these hilts are minor, and 
relate to the size of the elements and the number of 
dot-and-circle designs: the sword hilt from grave 34 
has slightly more of them. The pommel and upper 
guard from grave 34 have been exposed to a very high 
temperature. Copper and silver, which once adorned 
the upper part of the hilt, has not only melted, but has 
also fused together, forming billon, an alloy of the two 
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metals, lightly covering both components and lightly 
colouring them yellow-brown. Traces of the original 
silvering are seen in the form of inlay grooves and 
silver spheres. Preserved on the lower guard is a tri-
angular area consisting of silver strips, as is the dot-
and-circle design, consisting of copper melted into the 
grooves, surrounded by a black band of iron and a cir-
cle of silver.

The dot-and-ring or “eye” designs on the components 
of the hilts are about ten millimetres in diameter, ar-
ranged in two rows. Even before the silvering, copper 
had been melted into the circular hollows. This design 
on sword hilts was popular in Latvia and in neighbour-

ing countries. The dot-and-ring designs were various-
sized, arranged on the guards to form between one and 
four rows. A similar design is also found on hilts cast 
in bronze.

In archaeological literature there are references to the 
“eye” design as a significant feature for distinguishing 
sub-types of swords. For example, the Estonian ar-
maments researcher M. Mandel distinguishes swords 
with an “eye” design as one of the sub-types of Type T 
(Mandel 1991, p.131). 

The  sword  h i l t  w i th  a  p l an t  t endr i l 
des ign

Guards from one more Type T sword hilt were found 
with undisturbed male cremation grave 12. Corre-
sponding to these guards in terms of form and size is a 
sword pommel recovered as a stray find in excavation 
area 5. The form of the hilt components corresponds 
entirely to Type T, a tripartite pommel with an empha-
sised middle part and rounded, sloping lateral parts. 
The upper guard is almost straight, only very slightly 
upturned, while the lower guard has the tips slightly 
downturned. There is copper wire inlaid along the 
edge of the outer side of the lower guard, rather than 
the more usual silver wire. On the other hand, in this 
case the upper guard does not have the usual wire inlay 
along the outer edge. The elements of the hilt are more 
simply decorated and slightly smaller than on other 
swords of this sub-type.

The basic design on both guards consists of irregular 
curving lines reminiscent of stylised plant tendrils. 
The design is not preserved in its entirety, but it was 
found that the curved lines of the floral design consist 
of a large number of short sections of silver and copper 
wire, inlaid close together and arranged alternately. On 
the pommel, the coloured metal is preserved in only 
two places: small amounts of obliquely inlaid mini-
ature sections of silver wire are seen, resembling the 
design on the guards. 

Silvering was found on three sword hilts with a saddle-
shaped tip. The first of these was found in the vicinity 
of Saldus. (The sword is on display in the permanent 
exhibition of Kuldīga District Museum.) The guard 
had a concentric rhombus consisting of silver wire in-
lay. Only part of the sword pommel is preserved. It was 
decorated with a design of rhombuses and triangles ar-
ranged in bands, inlaid with silver wire. The wire in-
lay formed a herringbone pattern along the sides of the 
pommel, but this design cannot be traced in full. 

A second sword with a silvered pommel and guard was 
found in Lake Vilkumuiža. A plaque consisting of in-

Fig. 1. Sāraji (Talsi district) grave 41. Type T sword hilt, 
lateral and face view, and details of the hilt: the upper face 
of the pommel, the lower face of the upper guard and the 
lower face of the lower guard (drawing by A. Ivbule, in the 
custody of LVM, No. A 12820: 474). 
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laid silver strips covers almost the whole of the pom-
mel and guard. 

A third sword of this type has been recovered as a stray 
find at Sāraji cemetery. It has marked grooves cut on 
both sides, vertical or in the form of oblique crosses. 
On one side of the guard, traces of white metal are 
preserved, but these do not resemble typical traces of 
inlay. The white metal has been grooved from the top 
in a similar manner to the iron, and there are none of 
the usual fused silver spheres on the guard, but unusual 
molten pieces instead. Although Kazakevičius has in-
dicated that this sword would have been silvered, metal 
analyses are necessary to confirm this (Kazakevičius 
1996, p.160). The sword is kept in Talsi Museum.

A sword hilt with a discoidal pommel silvered in inlay 
technique was found with grave 25 at Sāraji cemetery. 
The sword has not been cleaned of corrosion. It can 
be seen that the guard is decorated with irregularly ar-
ranged, curved silver strips. It is possible that the de-
sign will be decipherable after restoration. 

Horse - t r app ings

The equipment of the medieval soldier included horse-
trappings – leather straps for the bridle and saddle, 
together with strap-dividers. In many cases, the bri-
dle was decorated with ornate, silvered iron fittings of 
various kinds (including strap-ends). The soldiers had 
leather belts with silvered iron buckles and mounts. 
The function of the bridle and belt fittings can be deter-
mined from their size, but not in all cases. The horse-
trappings were decorated with larger pieces, while the 
smaller pieces would have been used for the straps of 
the horse-trappings and for soldiers’ belts. 

Considerable numbers of silvered bridle, strap and belt 
fittings have been found in Lake Vilkumuiža and Sāraji 
cemetery, with smaller numbers at Tērvete hill-fort. 

Constituting one of the largest groups are sets of ob-
jects consisting of a large shield-shaped strap-divider 
with strap-ends threaded into it. This set consists of 
shield-shaped discs with a spherical bulge at the centre 
and three rectangular perforations, each of which has 
two or three rectangular or trapezoidal strap-ends pass-
ing through it. The leather strap was attached to the 
iron disc by means of a long strip of metal on the back 
of each strap-end.

The diameter of the discs varied between 47 and 72 
millimetres, while the strap-ends may be divided into 
three size groups: a) small strap-ends (48 to 50mm long 
and 21 to 23mm wide); b) the most commonly occur-
ring medium-sized strap-ends (50 to 69mm long and 
19 to 27mm wide); c) large strap-ends (93 to 101mm 

long and 33 to 35mm wide). The mean thickness is two 
to three millimetres. 

From Sāraji cemetery there are 16 such shield-shaped 
strap-dividers with strap-ends threaded in them, 14 of 
these deriving from eight richly furnished male cre-
mation burials, the remaining two being stray finds 
(Svarāne 2006, Fig. 3). The best-preserved silver or-
namentation is to be found on the strap-divider and 
strap-ends from grave 9 at Sāraji cemetery (Fig. 2). 
Forty analogous strap-dividers have been found in 
Lake Vilkumuiža (Svarāne 2005, Fig. 1), and 24 shield-
shaped dividers have been identified at the cemetery of 
Piltenes Pasilciems. 

In terms of form, these strap-dividers are similar, but 
the strap-ends in this assemblage are more diverse. 
The two lateral strap-ends tend to be the same, while 
the third, directed downwards, is sometimes similar 
in size, but in other cases is considerably larger. The 
strap-ends generally have undulating margins, or less 
commonly straight margins. The form of the ends also 
varies: they may be straight, trapezoidal or tripartite 
(Svarāne 2006, Fig. 3, 4).

Similar in terms of function, but slightly different in 
form, is the strap-divider in the form of an oval plaque 
with three perforations, with two preserved strap-ends 
with undulating lateral margins, that was found on 
Tērvete hill-fort (in the custody of LVM, No. VI 24d: 
1140). The strap end is 58 millimetres long, and 1.5 
millimetres wide and thick, while the oval plaque is 
36 millimetres long, 20 millimetres wide and 2.1 mil-
limetres thick. A silver wire is visible, inlaid along the 
outer margin of the disc. Very little is preserved of 
the rest of the silvering, and the artefact is covered in 
chemicals, on account of which the design cannot be 
reconstructed in full. 

These strap-dividers served for fastening the saddle: 
they were attached to the breast collar of the saddle, 
and the strip on the back of the mount was intended 
to withstand considerable physical stress, preventing 
the saddle from sliding in the course of battle (Svarāne 
2005, Fig. 4, 1).

Two forms of fairly large, very unusual kinds of strap-
ends have been found in Lake Vilkumuiža and Sāraji 
cemetery. The first of these consists of an elongated 
plaque with openwork discs at one end, the other end 
being bifurcated (Svarāne 2005, Fig. 2:2). Six of these 
come from Lake Vilkumuiža, and one from Sāraji cem-
etery. These strap-ends are 120 to 130 millimetres long, 
40 to 50 millimetres wide and two to three millimetres 
thick. They are decorated on top with a spiral design in 
inlay technique, consisting of curved lines constituting 
a design of circles. In the middle is a lunula figure with 
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curled ends, while the rectangular strips of metal have 
notches or incisions along the sides.

Outside Latvia, one analogous mount of this group has 
been found in Estonia, at the hill-fort of Pähklimägi in 
Viljandi (Valk 2000, p.67).

 There is a second unusual form: tripartite strap-ends. 
These consist of two elongated plaques with a decora-
tive openwork mount attached at the end. Four such 
pieces have been found in Lake Vilkumuiža, and two 
more at Sāraji. Both elongated plaques have a quadri-
partite thickened section in the middle (Svarāne 2005, 
Fig. 2:1). The most ornate mount from Lake Vilkumuiža 
(in the custody of LVM, No. A 10994: 1526), has a to-
tal length of 138 millimetres, a with of 19 millimetres 
and a thickness of 28 millimetres. There are rivets at 
the top ends of both elongated plaques, serving for the 
attachment of a leather strap. Suspended from the low-
er part was an openwork plaque, reminiscent of two 
cup-shaped flowers. 

In a reconstruction of Couronian horse tack, the open-
work single-piece strap-ends bifurcated at the end are 
regarded as having been located on the horse’s fore-
head, with the tripartite strap-ends at the ears (Svarāne 
2005, Fig. 4:2, 3).

From the Kurzeme region there are also a consider-
able number of iron strap mounts representing another 
seven forms, which would originally have been sil-
vered. In Zemgale, there is less diversity: three forms 
of mounts have been identified. 

From Sāraji there are 15 examples of elongated mounts 
with undulating lateral margins. These mounts are gen-
erally 32 to 60 millimetres long, 11 to 20 millimetres 
wide and 1.5 to two millimetres thick (Svarāne 2006, 
Fig. 2: 2, 6). From Tērvete hill-fort there are four entire 
mounts and one fragmentary mount of this kind. Char-
acteristic of these mounts is a design of crossed bands. 

It should be noted that four finds from 
Tērvete hill-fort and one of the pieces 
from Sāraji have an iron hook riveted 
to one end, most probably for fasten-
ing. 

A second, more numerous group of 
elongated silvered iron mounts con-
sists of mounts with saw-tooth lateral 
margins. Ten such pieces have been 
recovered at Sāraji, and seven from 
Lake Vilkumuiža. These mounts with 
saw-tooth margins are of various sizes, 
83 to 60 millimetres long, 24 to 10 mil-
limetres wide and three to 0.5 millime-
tres thick. Saw-tooth mounts silvered in 
inlay technique were also favoured by 

the Livs. The reconstruction of Couronian mounts is 
actually based on analogous mounts from the Liv area, 
namely from the Salaspils Mārtiņsala finds (Svarāne 
2005, Fig. 3:3). Mounts of similar form, but made from 
bronze, are very common finds in Latvia.

Fewer in number are other kinds of iron strap mounts. 
From Lake Vilkumuiža there are ten almost square or 
round mounts with triangular projections at the cor-
ners (Svarāne 2005, Fig. 3:1). These are comparatively 
small: the edges of the square pieces measure 26 to 28 
millimetres, while the circular ones have a diameter of 
25 to 28 millimetres. The mounts are 1.2 to 2.3 mil-
limetres thick, and generally have the stem of a rivet 
on the back – a small bar used to attach the object to a 
leather strap. 

Three elongated mounts have been found at Sāraji, 
consisting of an oval mid-part, on the outside of which 
two semicircles had been added on each side. One of 
the mounts is whole, the other two being fragmentary. 
The whole piece is 68 millimetres long, 14 millimetres 
wide and two millimetres thick (Svarāne 2006, Fig. 
5:2). A mount from Tērvete hill-fort has a similar form 
of margin (in the custody of LVM, No. VI 24a: 569, 
dimensions: length 90mm, width 42mm, thickness 
2.3mm). This piece is significantly more robust than 
the examples from Sāraji. The Tērvete mount is frag-
mentary, but the narrow ends evidently had the form of 
a gable roof. At the centre of the mount, a semicircular 
protuberance has been made, reminiscent of those on 
the shield-shaped strap-dividers. The silvering is partly 
preserved: it consisted of a wire inlaid along the outer 
edge and forming a circle in the circular central part, 
augmented with oblique miniature sections of inlaid 
wire. Partly preserved on the figural ends of the mount 
is a design consisting of wire inlay, resembling the cap-
ital letter “omega” of the Greek alphabet. The silver is 

Fig. 2. 1 Sāraji grave 9. A horse’s breast collar strap-divider with strap-ends 
(drawing by A. Ivbule, in the custody of LVM, No. A 12816: 121).
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preserved in the form of a separate area on the “boss” 
of the central circular part, and on the lateral parts. 

A mount with a similar form of margin, but without 
the semicircular protuberance, is known from the early 
town site of Sabile (Talsi district). It is 65 millimetres 
long, 28 millimetres wide and 3.7 millimetres thick. 
This piece was decorated with copper in addition to 
silver. 

There is also an example of a rare kind of iron mount 
from Tērvete hill-fort. The irregular margin of each 
edge of the mount is in the form of a semicircle and 
a lunula. It has two openings made in opposite cor-
ners. At one end, the mount has a hook riveted to it, 
thought to have served for fastening. Only remnants of 
the decoration are visible. This mount is in the custody 
of LVM, No. VI 24d: 1067, it is 61 millimetres long, 
33 millimetres wide and 1.4 millimetres thick. It has 
been established that there was a silver wire, augment-
ed with oblique miniature inlaid sections, around the 
circular openings and along the outer margin. The arte-
fact has been covered with a thick layer of chemicals, 
obliterating the traces of the recesses for inlay. In terms 
of form, the mount is reminiscent of a find from Buch-
holtz’s excavations at the castle of Salaspils Mārtiņsala 
in the Riga district (No. RDM I 132). 

There are also several unique mounts. One medium-
sized circular openwork mount has been found in Lake 
Vilkumuiža. It has a partly preserved impression of the 
design – inlaid around four openings are volutes form-
ing spirals, consisting of several concentric rows or 
bands of wires. Silver triangles were attached between 
the volutes, and in the centre, around the raised area of 
the rivet, is a rhombus (Svarāne 2005, Fig. 3:5). There 
is some trace of criss-crossing inlay grooves. The ob-
ject’s surface is corroded and pitted, but it was once 
most beautifully decorated. The mount is 42 millime-
tres in diameter and 0.8 millimetres thick. There is no 
information about possible analogies for this form of 
mount.

One unusually shaped elongated cruciform mount has 
been recovered at Sāraji. At the sides it has an exten-
sion, with double discs hammered on at each side. Only 
half of the mount, with the extension, is preserved. The 
other half has broken off (Svarāne 2006, Fig. 4:1). The 
mount has a total length of 51 millimetres, of which 
a 32- millimetre-long fragment is preserved, with a 
width of 35 millimetres and a thickness of two mil-
limetres. An impression is preserved of the silver deco-
ration: criss-crossing bands formed a ring in the centre 
of each disc, with a rhombus at the centre of the mount. 
There are no known parallels for this find. 

Depending on the size of the mount and its thickness, 
these mounts could have been attached to a soldier’s 
belt or to a horse’s bridle. Medium-sized and small 
mounts generally adorned the intersections of bridle 
straps and the lateral straps of the bridle (Svarāne 2005, 
pp.4, 5 and 7).

Sometimes, interesting results can be obtained when 
old collections are re-examined. In sorting through the 
artefacts recovered in 1954 at Tērvete hill-fort, I ob-
served that object No. 24b: 725, registered as a spade 
fragment, is in fact a fragment of an altogether unique 
silvered iron armour plate. The preserved fragment has 
a length of 73 millimetres and a width of 44 millime-
tres. Because of corrosion, the plate varies in thickness 
between two and 4.5 millimetres. One preserved mar-
gin of the plate is figural, consisting of two semicircles, 
divided in the centre by a small rectangular projection. 
A small triangular projection has been made in each 
semicircle. This margin of the plate had two holes for 
rivets, one of which has now rusted up. The silvering 
is partly preserved, and so far it has not been possible 
to clean the rust off the artefact completely. It has been 
found that the design consisted of a large number of 
silver strips, arranged in concentric circles around both 
openings. These large circles are connected in the mid-
dle with a band of V-shaped lines. When the artefact is 
cleaned, the design will be more clearly visible. Lamel-
lar armour appeared in Latvia in the late 13th century, 
and was hitherto regarded as only having been used by 
the German knights (Atgāzis 1998, p.21).

The object was found in the cultural layer at a depth 
of 34 centimetres. It is possible that it belonged to a 
high-ranking Semigallian chief. The armour may have 
been made by local masters: they certainly did not lack 
the necessary skill. The design, consisting of concen-
tric bands around the openings, and the technique of 
inlaying the silver, are characteristic of locally made 
objects. However, there is a possibility that this ornate 
armour was the work of foreign masters, and the Semi-
gallian noble may have obtained it as a war trophy or 
gift. Neither can the possibility be ruled out that it be-
longed to a Crusader knight. Armour decorated with 
silver had great value. There are no analogies for this 
unique artefact. 

Chrono logy 

The material from Sāraji cemetery has the advantage 
that the chronology of the grave inventories has been 
securely established. The director of the excavation, 
Jānis Asaris, indicates that most of the male burials 
date from the 12th and 13th century (Asaris 1994, 
p.18). Even more precisely dated are the Type T swords 
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from graves 25, 30 and 41, as well as the sword with 
a saddle-shaped pommel from grave 39 and the sword 
with a discoidal pommel from grave 25 (Kazakevičius 
1996, p.109, 120 and 123).

The horse-trapping and belt mounts from Lake 
Vilkumuiža date from the 13th and 14th century, while 
the belt mounts from Tērvete hill-fort are 13th century. 
In accordance with E. Brīvkalne’s date for the first, top 
layer of Tērvete hill-fort, the armour plate dates from 
the late 13th century. 

The analysed artefacts would have been made at Talsi 
and Tērvete hill-forts, which were major administra-
tive and craft centres. The analysis of inlay technique 
opens up new possibilities for studying the high level 
of craftsmanship of the Couronian smith. An analysis 
of the artefacts and the ornate decoration on them re-
veals the attractiveness and splendour of the equipment 
used by Couronian and Semigallian soldiers. 

Translated by Valdis Bērziņš

Abbrev ia t ions

LVM – Latvian History Museum, Rīga.
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VIDURAMžIų (XI I–XIV A. ) 
KURŠIų IR  žIEMGALIų 
GINKLUoTėS INKRUSTAVIMo 
TECHNOLOGIJOS

Dagnija Svar�n��n�n�

San t rauka

Inkrustavimo technologijos buvo naudojamos geležies 
juvelyrikos dirbiniams puošti. Inkrustuojama buvo 
viela, sidabro ar kito spalvotojo metalo juostelėmis bei 
plokštelėmis jų nelituojant. Dirbiniams puošti buvo 
naudojamos trys skirtingos technologijos. Pirmoji ir 
paprasčiausia buvo sidabro ar kito spalvotojo meta-
lo juostelių įkalimas į dirbinyje paruoštus griovelius. 
Antroji inkrustacijos technologija buvo sudėtingesnė 
ir reikalavo didelio meistriškumo bei žinių. Dirbant 
šia technologija keletas aukštos (tarp 3 ir 19) prabos 
sidabro juostelių buvo įkalama į specialiai dirbinyje 
paruoštus griovelius (1–2 pav.; VII: 1 iliustr.). Trečio-
ji inkrustacijos technologija yra dekoruotų sidabro ar 
kito spalvotojo metalo plokštelių tvirtinimas dirbinyje 
paruoštose duobelėse (VII: 2 iliustr.). Šia technologija 
puoštų dirbinių Latvijoje aptinkama retai.

Šiame straipsnyje analizuojamos įvairios ginkluotės 
dalys (kalavijų rankenos ir buoželės, diržų skirstikliai, 
diržų galų apkalai), rastos Sārajų (Lībagių apylinkė, 
Talsių r.) kapinyne ir Vilkumuižos ežere, Talsių mieste. 

Abu šie paminklai yra centrinėje Kuržemėje. Straips-
nyje nagrinėjami ir Tērvetės piliakalnyje (Dobelės r.) 
bei pietinėje žiemgalos dalyje rasti šia technologija 
puošti dirbiniai.

Straipsnio autorė atliko daugelį eksperimentų, siekda-
ma įrodyti, kad aprašytosios sudėtingos technologijos 
gali būti taikomos praktikoje. Sārajų kapinyne ir Vil-
kumuižos ežere rasti inkrustavimo technologija puošti 
dirbiniai buvo gaminti Talsių ir Tērvetės piliakalniuo-
se, kurie buvo administraciniai ir amatų centrai. Vilku-
muižos ežeras yra tik 10 km už Tērvetės. Taigi galima 
daryti išvadą, kad Talsių piliakalnyje veikė speciali 
ginklų dirbtuvė.

Inkrustavimo technologijos analizė atveria naujas gali-
mybes kuršių ir žiemgalių kalvių meistriškumui studi-
juoti. Jų ginkluotės ir ekipuotės turtingumą rodo tirtų 
dirbinių puošnumas bei išskirtinis grožis.
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In t roduc t ion

The authors of this article did not have the purpose of 
summarizing or systematizing archaeological objects 
related to iron smelting in Lithuania in the Roman Iron 
Age and the Migration Period. This requires more data 
and research into ancient settlements and hill-forts, be-
cause only there can remains of objects linked to iron 
smelting and working be found. And the process itself 
of weapon manufacturing that starts with making crude 
iron is poorly researched in Lithuania, and there is not 
much data about the technologies used. The study by 
J. Navasaitis dedicated to Lithuanian iron published in 
2003 is perhaps the only comprehensive and resump-
tive study on iron smelting in Lithuania from the oldest 
prehistoric times to the early 20th century (Navasaitis 
2003). Thus far, the main sources about metal weapons 
and house wares used from the oldest times are largely 
finds uncovered only in burial sites, and Lithuanian ar-
chaeology concerning the period before the formation 
of the state basically gives its attention to research of 
burial grounds, and the life of the Baltic tribes is judged 
merely by their graves (Žulkus 1997, p.14). Even if 
burial customs can give a lot of information about the 
level of the material culture and the social relationships 
of any community, they always show more or less only 
a showy and ostentatious side of life, which often dif-
fers from the daily one.

Iron slag is found in many researched hill-forts and set-
tlements of the Roman Iron Age (Michelbertas 1986, 
pp.206-208; Tautavičius 1996, p.31ff.). However, at the 
present time in Lithuania, the remains of iron smelting 

furnaces dated to the Early Roman Iron Age up to the 
tenth century have been found only in 19 sites (Fig. 1), 
where the remains of 50 iron smelting furnaces were 
uncovered (Navasaitis 2003, p.54ff.). Nine furnaces 
were found in six hill-forts, and 41 furnaces were un-
earthed in 13 ancient settlements. Up to now, only a 
few underground parts of better-preserved iron smelt-
ing furnaces have been uncovered (Kereliai hill-fort, 
Paplienija settlement). Usually, in many iron smelting 
sites only fragments of one or three underground parts 
of furnaces are found, and only in Lieporiai ancient 
settlement (Šiauliai district) have 20 parts of furnaces, 
dated to the fourth to sixth centuries, been unearthed 
(Salatkienė 1994, pp.64-73; 1998, pp.91-99). The 
upper parts of the furnaces will very likely never be 
found, as the shafts that stood overhead were destroyed 
while bringing out the smelted iron and their remains 
were spread around the furnaces. In the territory of 
Lithuania there are at least three types of iron smelting 
furnaces known (Navasaitis 2003, p.54, Fig. 4.4).

Iron smelting was a long and labour-intensive process 
that started with mining bog ore, and washing, drying, 
milling and burning it. In the second stage, metallurgi-
cal fuel (ie charcoal) was prepared. Charcoal was used 
for iron smelting since the oldest times. During the 
period considered, charcoal was made by torrefying 
wood in pits without oxygen. In the third stage, clay 
for building iron smelting furnaces was mined and pre-
pared by tempering it with silica. After the furnaces 
had been built and dried out, the preparation for smelt-
ing iron ore was over. This was a direct process of iron 
smelting, and could proceed at a temperature of 1100–

THE IRON SMELTING SITE  
IN  VIRBALIŪNAI  ANCIENT SETTLEMENT

ALGIRDAS ŽALNIERIUS, JONAS NAVASAITIS  
AND DAINIUS BALČIŪNAS

Abstract

In Lithuania, iron smelting furnaces dating back to the Roman Iron Age and the Migration Period have been found in 20 
places, notwithstanding that iron slag was found in numerous archaeological excavations concerning those periods. The 
discovered furnaces are positioned in three groups on the northeastern outskirts of a former settlement. The investigated iron 
smelting structures with a shaft furnace and a slag pit under a hearth could have been built in Lithuania from the first century 
BC to the fourth or fifth centuries AD. The fact that there are no iron artefacts in dozens of household pits may be explained 
by their small quantity and their high value, when things are not easily thrown out. 
A comparison of the pottery found in the settlement indicates that furnaces were built and used in the transitional period when 
coarse ceramics predominated: the fourth and fifth centuries were the boundary between the Late Roman Iron Age and the 
Migration Period. 

Key words: iron smelting furnace, iron slag, brushed and rusticated pottery, Roman Iron Age, Migration Period.
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12500C. In Lithuania this iron smelting technology was 
used from the times of the Roman Iron Age, or perhaps 
even earlier (Navasaitis 2003, pp.45-50).

Virbaliūnai iron smelting site is the first one found in 
central Lithuania and complements our knowledge 
about the initial stage of ironware and weapon manu-
facturing, all the more as the best-surviving remains 
of an iron smelting complex were uncovered. There-
fore, the main purpose of this article is to introduce as 
thoroughly as possible the uncovered Virbaliūnai iron 
smelting complex through an archaeological approach. 
Processes related to building furnaces and iron smelt-
ing, as well as technological issues, are discussed by 
J. Navasaitis and A. Selskienė in this volume.

The  loca t ion  o f  t he  Vi rba l iūna i  i ron 
sme l t ing  s i t e 

Virbaliūnai ancient settlement is situated in a valley on 
the River Nemunas right bank by a slope of the up-

per terrace, about 1.5 kilometres northwest of the Ku-
lautuva settlement boundaries and about 500 metres 
northeast of the current bed of the Nemunas. The set-
tlement is named after the village of Virbaliūnai, which 
is situated on an upper terrace of the River Nemunas. 
At present, in the area of the former ancient settlement, 
there is a flat meadow, gradually lowering southwest-
wards from the foot of the upper terrace slope. During 
an archaeological investigation of the site for a pro-
jected gas main, an area of 1,033 square metres was in-
vestigated. The surviving cultural layer of Virbaliūnai 
ancient settlement is about 55 metres in width and 
about 175 to 180 metres in length. It lies in a strip of 
the Nemunas right valley, between the former wash 
and the right slope of the riverbed, and covers an area 
of about one hectare.

Virbaliūnai ancient settlement was established on the 
second flood plain terrace of the Nemunas valley. The 
original surface of the terrace was comprised of sand 
and sandy loam, closer to the slope of oxidized gravel. 

Fig. 1. Distribution of furnaces in Lithuania and their technological aspects: 1 Aukštadvaris hill-fort (Trakai district);  
2 Bakšiai settlement (Alytus district); 3 Daubariai settlement (Mažeikiai district); 4 Eketės hill-fort (Klaipėda district);  
5 Juodonys settlement (Rokiškis district); 6 Kereliai settlement (Kupiškis settlement); 7a Kernavė, Pajauta valley (Širvintos 
settlement); 7b Kernavė, Semeniškės settlement (Širvintos district); 8 Kernavė, Semeniškės settlement (Širvintos district); 
9 Kumelinys settlement (Marijampolė district); 10 Lavoriškės settlement (Vilnius district); 11 territory of Lazdininkai cem-
etery (Kretinga district); 12 Lieporiai settlement (Šiauliai); 13 Moškėnai– Laukupėnai hill-fort (Rokiškis district); 14 settle-
ment at Narkūnai hill-fort (Utena district); 15 Nemenčinė hill-fort (Vilnius); 16 Nendriniai cemetery (Marijampolė district); 
17 Paplienija settlement (Telšiai district); 18 Petrešiūnai hill-fort (Rokiškis district); 19 Žardė settlement (Klaipėda district); 
20 Virbaliūnai settlement (Kaunas district) (after Navasaitis 2003, Fig. 4.4; supplemented by the authors).
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The cultural layer of the abandoned settlement was also 
supposedly constantly ploughed, until it was covered 
with layers of earth leached from a ravine of the Nemu-
nas slope. Archaeological objects from the ancient set-
tlement, uncovered under the deposits, prove this, as 
their surviving surface matches the surface of geologi-
cal layers. Overall, 57 archaeological objects linked to 
an ancient settlement both from the Roman Iron Age 
and the Migration Period were found. There are nine 
iron smelting furnaces, two pits for charcoal burning, 
one pile of clay for the furnaces, two post–holes, 11 
open hearths or fireplaces, one pit for provisions (?) 
and 31 pits of indefinite purpose (Fig. 2).

The bigger part of uncovered household pits is in the 
central part of the researched site, which covers an area 
of about 400 square metres. At the present time, it is 
impossible to trace a more definite order or system of 
pits. Eight hearths out of the 11 uncovered were con-
centrated in an area of 44 square metres, northeast of 
the first group of iron smelting furnaces. Supposedly, 
there were wooden laften structures in the settlement. 
However, prints of clay daub that are usually found in 
researched settlements in the Kaunas district and in the 
neighbouring settlements of Lentainiai and Jaučiakiai 
were not found anywhere (Vaškelis 2005, pp.59-61; 
Žalnierius 2005, p.75ff.). Currently, it is difficult to say 
exactly what the chronological link between the struc-
tures that stood in the settlement and the iron smelt-
ing furnaces is. However, the household pits related to 
buildings are quite close to the first and second groups 
of the furnaces, and contain bits of iron slag. This might 
prove that the buildings were built after the iron had 
been smelted and the furnaces had been destroyed.

The researched area of Virbaliūnai ancient settlement 
should be grouped chronologically into two areas. The 
northeastern part of the researched area, located clos-
er to the right slope of the Nemunas, considering the 
archaeological finds and traces of the human activity 
found, could be dated back to the Bronze or Roman 

Iron Age. The ancient settlement, situated in the central 
and southwestern part of the researched area, and the 
uncovered archaeological objects could be dated from 
the end of the Late Roman Iron Age up to the ninth or 
tenth centuries (Žalnierius 2006).

Smel t ing  fu rnaces

The most important and interesting finds at the 
Virbaliūnai settlement are the remains of underground 
parts of nine iron smelting furnaces (Žalnierius 2006; 
Žalnierius, Balčiūnas 2006, pp.69-81). The iron pro-
duction site in Virbaliūnai is the first one excavated in 
the central part of the country. The furnaces make three 
separate groups located towards a northeast and south-
west direction, and lie in one strip closer to the north-
western slope of the researched area (Fig. 2). The first 
group is comprised of three furnaces, F2, F6 and F7, 
found in the southwestern part of the researched area 
and located in a plot of 21 square metres (Fig. 3). The 
first group also includes two pits for charcoal burning, 
1 and 3. The second group (furnaces F27 and F31) was 
found in the central part of about 15 square metres of 
the area (Fig. 4), and the third group, comprised of four 
furnaces, F49, F50, F51 and F52, was unearthed in the 
northeastern part of the area and is located in a plot of 
about 20 square metres (Fig. 5). Each furnace consisted 
of a shaft base, a slag pit and a channel that led to the 
slag pit (Plate VII.I). The purpose of the channels is not 
proven yet. Very likely, the channels could have been 
designed for the faster drying of the furnace base and 
the overhead part of the structure. After a furnace had 
dried out, the air duct and the channel pit, which was 
near the walls, were filled up with dry earth mixed with 
charred wood particles. In the majority of furnaces, the 
walls and pits of the channels have also survived. All 
the slag pits of the furnaces were found filled up with 
pieces of iron smelting slag and dark earth mixed with 
burnt charcoal. The plan and sections of the furnace 
F52 are shown as an example in Fig.6.

Fig. 2. Location of furnaces, pits with charcoal and pits belonging to the settlement in the excavated area of the Virbaliūnai 
ancient settlement (drawn by Žalnierius).
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Fig. 3. Plan of the first furnace group: F6 and F7 furnaces; F6a-c and F7a-d piles and pits with slag and pieces of burnt clay; 
P5 the pit belonging to the ancient settlement (draw by Žalnierius). 

Fig. 4. Plan of the second group of furnaces: F27 and F31 furnaces; P27a pit; P27b and P27c piles of broken stone; P25, 
P26 and P32 pits belonging to the ancient settlement (drawn by Žalnierius).
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Furnace F52 is one of the best surviving furnaces in 
the site. There is a base 1 of the furnace, a pit for slag 
to flow in 2, the channel 4 with walls at the furnace 
base, and an air duct 3 leading to the slag pit 2. The 
furnace was built in a pit with slanting sides, tapering 
southwestward, 50 to 55 centimetres in width and up 
to 21 centimetres deep, dug out of sand. For the chan-
nel 4 an oblong small pit tapering southwestward, with 
rounded sides, up to 40 centimetres in width and 15 
to 17 centimetres deep, was dug out. The pit lowered 
towards the base of the furnace. After the furnace had 
been dried out, the duct and the channel were filled up 
with dark earth 6 mixed with charred wood particles 
and fine bits of slag.

The base of the furnace was built of a mixture of clay 
and sand. The clay in the base is burnt through and is 
red, in some places black. The sides of the dug-out pit 
were covered with the mixture, shaping the base after 
the pitch of the pit. In the middle of the pit, a slag pit 
2 of an irregular form, 30×35 centimetres in diameter 
and with vertical walls, was made. The thickness of the 
base walls in the northeastern side is 11 centimetres, 
in the southeastern and northwestern sides nine to ten 
centimetres. Removing slag pieces off the slag pit 2, 
it was established that up to the bottom of the founda-
tion it was filled up with lumps of tap slag and black 
earth mixed with charred wood particles. Larger lumps 
of slag 7 lay in the upper part of the slag pit. Above 
the air duct the width of the foundation is 25 centime-
tres. The width of the clay walls 5 of the channel near 
the foundation is 15 to 18 centimetres. The walls are 
narrowing southwestward, and beside the rounded tip 

they are about six to seven centimetres in width. The 
air duct 3 is ten to 11 centimetres in width and seven to 
12 centimetres in height.

Beside furnace 52, a small pile F52a and two pits 
F52b and c of slag and burnt-through clay were also 
found. The heaps were piled up both on the surface 
of the ground and in specially dug out small circular 
pits of 30 centimetres in diameter and 20 to 25 centi-
metres deep. Beside the furnace, a bit of clay with an 
imprinted green slag of non-ferrous metal on one side 
was found. It might prove that non-ferrous metal was 
also smelted, but in another part of the settlement, and 
the slag turned up accidentally near the furnaces.

About 5.3 metres southeast of the furnace 52, pit 53, of 
an irregular circular form, 180 centimetres in diameter 
and 20 to 24 centimetres deep, dug out from the same 
surface of the horizon, was found. In the pit there was 
a heap of brownish clay, about 160×170 centimetres 
in size and about 20 centimetres in height (Fig. 2:53). 
Under the clay, at the bottom of the pit, a layer of burnt 
charcoal was uncovered. Supposedly, the clay stored in 
the pit was intended for building furnaces and had been 
brought from the upper terrace of the River Nemunas.

The majority of the furnaces found in the site bear a 
resemblance to the furnace F52. The main parameters 
of the remains of all excavated furnaces are shown in 
the table.

In summary, the diameter of the pits dug out for the 
iron smelting furnaces is from 40 to 100 centimetres, 
the depth from 19 to 46 centimetres, the length with 

Fig. 5. Plan of the third group of furnaces: F49, F50, F51 and F52 furnaces; F49a-b pits with slag; F 49 and F51a pits with 
slag; F52a pile of slag; F52b-c pits with slag and burnt clay; 49c and 54 unidentified objects (drawn by Žalnierius).
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Tab le .  The  ma in  pa rame te r s  o f  t he  r ema ins  o f  excava ted  fu rnaces

Furnace
Depth of furnace 
remains, 
cm

Furnace or base 
external diameter,

cm

Furnace internal 
diameter,
cm

Furnace or base 
walls thickness, cm

Cross-section of a duct to 
a slag pit,
cm
width height

F2
F6
F7

46
25
28-30

98-100
ca.72
ca.55

55-60
ca.33
31-32

18-19 up to 37
20-27
11-15

ca.15
ca.15
ca.17

ca.15
ca.10
ca.18

F27
F31

ca.19
ca.17

55-58
55-60

ca.35
ca.38

ca.8
7-11

12-13
n.s.

n.s.
n.s

F49

F50

F51
F52

30

30

26
21

ca.60

(45-55)x74 
irregular shape

49-50
50-55

38-40 irregular 
shape
25x44 irregular 
shape
28-29
30-35 irregular 
shape

5-17

6-15 up to 21

9-12
9-11

n.s.

11-12

11-12
10-11

n.s.

18-20

12-13
7-12

n.s. – not survived  
Table prepared by Navasaitis

Fig. 6. Furnace 52, plan and cross-section: 1 furnace base; 2 slag pit; 3 duct; 4 channel; 5 channel walls; 6 earth with small 
slag pieces and charcoal; 7 large slag pieces, burnt clay and charcoal; 8 burnt red sand (drawn by Žalnierius).
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the channels 96 to 130 centimetres. The outer diam-
eter of the shafts’ foundation is 50 to 60 centimetres, 
the diameter of the slag pit 28 to 40 centimetres. The 
thickness of the bases is from five to 27 centimetres 
and sunk into the ground from nine to 25 centimetres. 
All the furnaces are very similar to each other; only 
furnace F2 is distinguished for its larger dimensions. 
This furnace was built in a pit with slanting sides dug 
out in sand of about one metre in diameter. The sur-
viving depth of the remains reaches 46 centimetres 
(Fig. 7). The outer diameter of the base is 98 to 100 
centimetres. The walls of the slag pit on the southeast-
ern and northwestern sides are vertical. On the eastern 
and western sides, at a depth of ten to 12 centimetres 
from the surviving surface, the walls were widened by 
eight to ten centimetres. The pit’s diameter in its up-
per part above the widened place is 57×60 centimetres, 
below it the slag pit 2 is in the form of an irregular 
rectangle with rounded corners and 40×60 centimetres 
in size. The base 1 of the furnace was formed at a dif-
ferent depth: on the southeastern side, its bottom is at 
a depth of 21 centimetres, on the northwestern side 32 
centimetres. The width of the base is also unequal: on 
the eastern side its width is 18 to 19 centimetres, while 
on the southern and southeastern sides its width is up to 
37 centimetres. In the lower part of the base, the mix-
ture of clay and sand contains small, flat field boulders 
5×7 centimetres in size and pieces of iron slag. Un-
der the base, there is a pit 5 of about 25 centimetres in 
depth, filled with bits of slag and burnt charcoal mixed 
with earth. It was established that in the upper part of 
the slag pit there were large, up to 15 centimetres in 
an irregular form, pieces of slag 6. Some slag lumps 
were baked to the top edges of the pit. Below in the pit, 
there was a layer 7 about 20 to 22 centimetres thick, of 
slate-coloured earth with traces of charred wood parti-
cles mixed with smaller pieces of tap and light slag. At 
the bottom of the pit a layer 8 ten to 12 centimetres in 
thickness, of dark grey-coloured earth with a rich tem-
per of burnt charcoal, was found. The layer contained 
fine bits of slag up to three centimetres in diameter. On 
the northwestern side of the furnace base, an air duct 4 
and a small channel 3 with slanting sides on the outer 
side of the foundation were found. The width of the 
duct itself was about 15 to 18 centimetres; however, its 
vault has not survived. 

Neither burnt-through clay nor pieces of furnace shafts, 
remaining after the used furnaces, were found on the 
geological sand. The ruins that remain there, were very 
likely scattered when the plot was ploughed.

The channels of the furnaces are directed to the south-
west and northwest, to the prevailing wind directions. 
Other furnaces that have been found in Lithuania did 
not have such drying channels and the nearest fur-

naces by their construction were found at Kereliai 
hill-fort (Grigalavičienė 1995, p.105), Lazdininkai 
(Kalnalaukis, Kretinga district) and the Pajauta valley 
in Kernavė (Navasaitis 2003, p.63ff.).

Seemingly, people who smelted iron in Virbaliūnai 
settlement were already familiar with the negative im-
pact on health of the gas that was emitted during the 
process of iron smelting. At least, they considered its 
impact, as the iron smelting furnaces had been special-
ly built on the eastern side of the ancient settlement, 
where the prevailing western winds would blow the 
gas and smoke emitted during the iron smelting proc-
ess beyond the settlement’s boundaries and not pollute 
the environment. If our presumption is right, then iron 
smelting furnaces should be looked for on the leeward 
sides of ancient settlements.

Da t ing  the  s i t e 

About 225 centimetres southeastward of furnace F2, 
a pit 1 in the form of an irregular circle was found. 
The pit’s diameter is 80×98 centimetres, and depth 30 
centimetres (Fig. 2). The pit is filled with earth with an 
abundant amount of burnt charcoal turned into soot. 
Only a few small bits of field boulder stones and three 
pieces of tap iron slag were found. Probably, it was a 
charcoal-burning pit. In another pit 3 about 120 centi-
metres in diameter and 50 centimetres in depth, whose 
bottom was filled with a layer up to seven centime-
tres in thickness with charred wood particles, a bit of 
tap slag was found. The function of the pit is unclear. 
Very likely, it was intended for charcoal burning. Bits 
of charcoal taken from the layer of charred wood parti-
cles were researched in the laboratory of Radioisotope 
Research of the Institute of Geology and Geography. 
In accordance with C14 activity, it was established that 
the bits of charcoal submitted for research date to 1180 
+/- 40 years, and the calibrated date is 860 years +/- 60 
years.

Neither in the furnaces nor in their surroundings were 
any artefacts found, except for some flint flakes, which 
got in accidentally. Neither in the furnaces nor in the 
researched area of the settlement or in the household 
pits surviving in the geological layers, was an iron ar-
tefact, or at least a fragment, found. Probably, in the 
existing light and permeable ground, iron artefacts, if 
they were there, simply rusted and just fell away as the 
area of the settlement was constantly ploughed. This 
concerns only artefacts that might be in the layer of the 
settlement. As for the fact that no artefacts were found 
in the household pits, let us suppose that there were 
not many iron artefacts, and they were valued and not 
thrown away. This impedes a more precise dating of 
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the iron smelting complex, the more that the uncovered 
hearths that were situated in buildings near the second 
group of furnaces are at a distance of one to three me-
tres, and they were supposedly made after the furnaces 
had been used and destroyed.

The estimated date of the charcoal is 860 years +/- 60 
years, and the application of the date for the furnaces 
raises serious doubts, as the supposed charcoal burn-
ing pit is related to the furnaces merely because a bit 
of iron slag was found there. But such bits were found 
in all uncovered household pits of various purposes. 
However, a comparison of ceramics found in hearths 
and household pits gives more information and refer-
ences for a more precise dating of the furnaces.

Dismissing nine furnaces, where no finds were found 
except iron smelting slag, archaeological objects of an-
cient settlement potsherds of household ceramics were 
found in 21 pits. In four pits of the 21 there were only 
brushed ceramics, in ten pits there were only rusticated 
ceramics, and another four pits contained potsherds of 
brushed and rusticated ceramics. In three pits only pot-
sherds and fragments of miniature pots with smooth 
and polished surfaces were found. Potsherds of minia-
ture pots were also found in a pit with brushed and rus-
ticated ceramics, and in five pits only with potsherds of 
rusticated ceramics.

Following the present established dating of brushed 
pottery, in Lithuania brushed ceramics were used 
till 350 or 450 (Michelbertas 1986, pp.79 and 188). 
As a comparison of the found ceramics in the settle-
ment showed, the furnaces had been built and used in 

the transition period when rusticated ceramics came 
to dominate. Thus, the furnaces may be dated to the 
fourth and fifth centuries, the point between the transi-
tion phase from the Late Roman Iron Age to the Migra-
tion Period. 

The iron smelting devices found in Virbaliūnai settle-
ment are ascribed to a type of shaft furnace with a slag 
pit under a hearth and, according to J. Navasaitis, they 
could have been built in Lithuania from the first cen-
tury BC up to the fourth or fifth century AD (Navasaitis 
2003, pp.55ff.). 

Translated by Valdas Sedeika and Jonas Navasaitis
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GELEŽIES LyDyMO 
VIETA VIRBALIŪNų  
SENOVĖS GyVENVIETĖJE

Algirdas Žalnierius, Jonas Navasaitis, 
Dainius Balčiūnas

San t rauka

Virbaliūnų senovės gyvenvietė yra Nemuno dešinio-
jo kranto slėnyje, apie 20 km į vakarus nuo Kauno 
(1 pav.). Tyrinėtame 1033 m2 gyvenvietės plote buvo 
rasti 57 archeologiniai objektai, sietini su senojo ir 
vidurinio geležies amžiaus senovės gyvenviete. Tai 
9 geležies lydymo krosnelės, 2 anglių degimo duobės, 
1 rudnelėms skirto molio krūva, 2 stulpavietės, 11 atvi-
rų židinių ar ugniaviečių ir 31 neaiškios paskirties duo-
bė (2 pav.).

Aptiktos geležies lydymo krosnelės trimis grupėmis 
yra išsidėsčiusios šiaurrytiniame buvusios gyvenvietės 
pakraštyje. Šalia jų buvo rasta dvi medžio anglies degi-
mo duobės ir molio krūva, skirta krosnelių statybai (2 
pav.). Išliko tik požeminės krosnelių dalys. Tai nesu-
dėtingas įrenginys, kurį sudaro duobė apvaliu dugnu ir 
nuolaidžiais šlaitais, išdrėbtais molio ir smėlio mišiniu, 
kad suformuotų virš žemės paviršiaus buvusios kros-
nelės šachtos pamatus. Pamatų viduryje esanti daugiau 
ar mažiau apvali vertikaliomis sienelėmis duobė buvo 
skirta geležies lydymo proceso metu susidarančiam 
šlakui subėgti. Prie krosnelių šonų iš tokio paties mo-
lio ir smėlio mišinio yra suformuoti į galą siaurėjantys 
atsikišimai su kanalu viduryje, per pamatų sienelėje 
esančią angą besijungiančiu su krosnelės vidumi. J. 

Navasaičio manymu, šis įrenginys buvo skirtas grei-
tesniam iš šlapio molio nudrėbtos krosnelės išdžiovini-
mui. Visos tyrinėtos krosnelės buvo naudotos geležiai 
lydyti, o virš žemės paviršiaus buvusios lydymo šach-
tos nugriautos išimant išlydytą geležį. Šalia krosnelių 
rasta specialiai iškastų duobelių, į kurias buvo supilta 
dalis išsilydžius geležiai likusio lydymo šlako gabalų 
(3–8 pav.; VIII: 1–6 iliustr.).

Krosnelėms iškastų duobių skersmuo siekia nuo 40 iki 
100 cm, gylis – nuo 19 iki 46 cm. Šachtos pamatų 
skersmuo yra 50–98 cm, šlako duobės skersmuo – 38–
44 cm. Pamatų storis yra nuo 5 iki 25 cm, į žemę jie 
įgilinti nuo 9 iki 27 cm. Visų krosnelių konstrukcija 
panaši, tik viena krosnelė išsiskiria didesniais matme-
nimis. Gyvenvietėje rasti geležies lydymo įrenginiai 
priskirtini šachtinės krosnelės, turinčios šlako duobę 
po žaizdru, tipui. Pasak J. Navasaičio, Lietuvoje jos 
galėjo būti statomos nuo I a. prieš Kristų iki IV–V a. 

Nei pačiose krosnelėse, nei jų aplinkoje nebuvo rasta nė 
vieno radinio, išskyrus kelias titnago nuoskalas, kurios 
čia pateko atsitiktinai. Nei krosnelėse, nei tyrinėtoje 
gyvenvietės teritorijoje ir geologiniuose sluoksniuose 
išlikusiose ūkinėse duobėse nerasta nė vieno geležies 
dirbinio ar bent jo fragmento. Galbūt lengvame ir pra-
laidžiame vandeniui grunte geležiniai dirbiniai, jeigu 
ten jų buvo, tiesiog surūdijo ir nuolat ariant gyvenvie-
tės teritoriją savaime sunyko. Taip atsitikti galėjo tik 
su gyvenvietės sluoksnyje galėjusiais būti radiniais. 
Kadangi jų nerasta ir keliose dešimtyse ūkinių duobių, 
galima daryti prielaidą, kad geležies dirbinių nebuvo 
daug, jie buvo vertinami ir retai išmetami. Tai apsun-
kino nustatyti tikslesnį geležies lydymo krosnelių nau-
dojimo laikotarpį.

Metalo šlako buvo rasta senovės gyvenvietės tyrinė-
toje teritorijoje aptiktų įvairios paskirties ūkinių duo-
bių didesnėje dalyje. Pagal radioaktyviosios anglies 
metodiką nustatyta, kad medžio anglių, rastų spėtinoje 
medžio anglių duobėje, amžius yra 1180 m., kalibruo-
tas amžius – 860 m. Tačiau šią spėjamą anglių degi-
mo duobę su krosnelėmis sieja tik tai, kad joje rastas 
geležies šlako gabaliukas, todėl šios datos taikymas 
krosnelėms ir jų datavimas IX a. kelia rimtų abejonių. 
Papildomos informacijos ir nuorodą tikslesniam kros-
nelių datavimui teikia židiniuose ir ūkinėse duobėse 
rastos keramikos palyginimas. Atmetus 9-ias gele-
žies lydymo krosneles, kuriose nerasta jokių radinių,  
48-iuose archeologiniuose objektuose buitinės kerami-
kos šukių buvo rasta 21-oje duobėje. Iš jų 4-iose buvo 
tik brūkšniuotoji keramika, 10-tyje tik gruoblėtoji ke-
ramika ir 4-iose duobėse rasta ir brūkšniuotos, ir gruo-
blėtosios keramikos puodų šukių. 

Pagal šiuo metu nustatytą datavimą, Lietuvos terito-
rijoje brūkšniuotoji keramika buvo naudota iki 350–
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450 m. Kaip rodytų gyvenvietėje rastos keramikos 
palyginimas, krosnelės buvo statomos ir naudojamos 
pereinamuoju laikotarpiu, jau įsigalint gruoblėtajai ke-
ramikai, todėl jas galima datuoti IV–V a. – senojo ir 
vidurinio geležies amžiaus riba. Atrodytų, kad Virba-
liūnų gyvenvietėje geležį lydę žmonės jau žinojo nei-
giamą metalo lydymo metu išsiskiriančių dujų poveikį 
sveikatai, bent jau atsižvelgė į jų nemalonų poveikį sa-
vijautai, nes geležies lydymo krosnelės buvo specialiai 
statomos rytiniame senovės gyvenvietės pakraštyje, 
kur vyraujant vakarų vėjams geležies lydymo metu iš-
siskiriančios dujos ir dūmai buvo nupučiami tiesiai už 
gyvenvietės ribų. 
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In t roduc t ion

Iron-making activity in Lithuania is demonstrated by 
evidence visible in archaeological investigations in 
various places in the country. Archaeological excava-
tions have till now discovered the remains of about 60 
iron-smelting furnaces in Lithuania. The great majority 
of finds date from the second to the sixth centuries AD, 
a period of relatively rapid growth in iron production 
by the Baltic tribes. Fifteen of them, including the fur-
naces found in the Virbaliūnai ancient settlement, are 
recognized to be slag-pit type bloomeries. The main 
characteristics of the slag-pit furnace remains, together 
with the finder’s names, are listed in Table 1. 

The slag-pit furnace was a more modern iron-smelting 
device, compared with the bowl-type furnace (an open 
hearth) that had been in use earlier on. An improvement 

in the iron-smelting process was of great importance 
in providing a society with pig iron and consequently 
with iron weapons, tools and domestic implements. The 
provenance of the slag-pit furnace, however, is still ob-
scure. According to Radomir Pleiner, the exactly dated 
slag-pit bloomeries from Central Europe belong to La 
Tène Period Culture, but their geographical distribu-
tion, reaching territories not inhabited by Celts, speaks 
for their Pre-Celtic origin (Pleiner 1994). 

Archaeological investigations have revealed that the 
important iron-making districts in Poland also ap-
peared in the La Tène Period (Bielenin 1978). The fa-
mous iron production centres were located in the Holy 
Cross Mountains. Some groupings of slag-pit furnaces 
have been discovered. However, the immediate Celtic 
influence in such a distant northern position, in the 
Teutonic ethnic milieu, is questionable, notes Pleiner 

IRON SMELTING TECHNIQUES IN THE 
VIRBALIŪNAI  ANCIENT SETTLEMENT 

JONAS NAVASAITIS AND AUŠRA SELSKIENĖ

Abstract

The rescue excavations of the Virbaliūnai ancient settlement have unearthed an iron production site of the middle of the first 
millennium AD. Nine slag-pit type furnace bottoms with the slaggy mass in situ, pieces of iron-smelting slag, potsherds and 
other finds have been excavated here. An attempt at a metallurgical interpretation of both the furnace structure and the iron 
smelting process at the site is discussed in this paper. The results of a metallographic examination of crude iron clot as well 
as the data from chemical analyses of the smelting slags are also presented here. 

Key words: slag-pit furnace, iron smelting, crude iron, smelting slag, composition, microstructure.

Tab le  1 .  S l ag -p i t  fu rnaces  found  in  L i thuan ia 

Archaeological site Date, AD Number of 
furnaces 
revealed

Internal diameter 
at the slag-pit top, 
in cm

Scholar and year of site 
investigation

1. Aukštadvaris hill-fort, Trakai 
district

2nd-4th c. 2 18-24 V.Daugudis 1960 (Daugudis 
1960, p.9.)

2. Kerelian hill-fort, Kupiškis 
district

2nd-3rd c. 1 ca. 35 E.Grigalavičienė, 1984 
(Grigalavičienė 1985, p.33ff.; 
1986)

3. Kernavė, Pajauta valley, Širvintos 
district

3rd-4th c. 1 28-34 A.Luchtanas  1984 (Luchtan 
1987)

4. Kernavė, Semeniškės settlement, 
Širvintos district

2nd-3rd c. 1 ca. 32 V.Ušinskas and G.Karnatka 1990 
(Ušinskas & Karnatka 1991)

5. Lazdininkai (Kalnalaukis) 
settlement, Kretinga district

Before the 
3rd c.

1 ca. 45 D.Butkus and J.Kanarskas, 2001 
(Butkus 2001, p.16, Fig. 31)

6. Virbaliūnai ancient settlement, 
Kaunas district

4th-5th c. 5
1
1
1
1 oval

30-35
ca. 55
ca. 46
38-40
26-45

A.Žalnierius and D.Balčiūnas 
2005 (Žalnierius 2006)
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(1994). The slag-pit furnaces were spreading more 
to the north, and at the beginning of the first millen-
nium AD reached the Baltic tribes. The slag-pit fur-
naces found in Lithuania are very similar to those in 
the countries of Central Europe in the La Tène Period: 
the Holy Cross Mountains in Poland, Podbořany in 
north Bohemia, and others (Navasaitis 2003). La Tène 
slag-pit furnaces were rather small: the remaining slag 
blocks were of some 20 kilograms in weight (Pleiner 
1994). 

This paper presents a metallurgical interpretation of 
the iron-smelting furnaces of the slag-pit type exca-
vated in the Virbaliūnai ancient settlement. The com-
position of iron-smelting slag and the characteristics 
of the small pig iron pieces found in the slag are also 
discussed here. 

S t ruc tu re  and  ope ra t ion  o f  t he  fu rnace 

Iron-smelting techniques in the ancient Virbaliūnai set-
tlement are evident by the remains of several smelting 
furnaces, metallurgical slag and structural materials 
visible in the excavated site. Excavations have revealed 
nine well-preserved slag-pit type furnace bottoms with 
the slaggy mass in situ (Fig. 1a). An exhaustive de-
scription and pictures of the findings are presented by 
Algirdas Žalnierius’ and Dainius Balčiūnas’ article in 
this volume. The furnaces are rather small about 30 
to 40 centimetres in internal diameter with sand-clay 
walls up to 20 centimetres thick at ground level. Only 
two of them reach from 45 to 55 centimetres in internal 
diameter, with the wall thickness being up to 30 cen-

timetres. Wall thickness has a great influence on the 
smelting process. Fairly thick walls prevent the heat 
from escaping from a furnace, and help to maintain the 
reducing conditions necessary for the extraction of iron 
from the ore. In addition, the furnace walls have to pos-
sess good refractory qualities and they must be strong 
enough to avoid damage during the smelting process. 

The analyses of the material used for the furnace walls 
have revealed that the walls were made of a mixture 
prepared of silica sand and a certain proportion of clay 
(Table 2). Clay acts as a binding agent around the silica 
grains, and sustains the good strength of a mix. The 
composition of both the furnace walls and the smelting 
slag was determined by optical emission spectroscopy, 
using a DC plasma emission spectroscope, Beckman 
SpectraSpan VI. Three furnace wall samples were ana-
lysed: a grey wall (sample No 14/15A), a black wall 
(sample No 14/15B) and a baked red wall (sample No 
14/15C). The chemical composition of the furnace 
walls is shown in Table 3. It is interesting to note the 
presence of pebbles and charcoal dust in a structural 
blend. The high proportion of silica sand and the small 
amount of clay (about 9%) in the mix, with admixtures 
of pebbles and charcoal dust, indicate a deliberately 
prepared structural material demonstrating high refrac-
tory qualities. 

There are no indications of the full height of the furnac-
es. The site was adversely affected by agricultural ac-
tivities in recent centuries, and the furnace shafts were 
badly damaged. However, the excavated fragments of 
the shafts suggest that they were probably from 70 to 
100 centimetres tall (Fig. 1b). 

Tab le  2 .  Ana lyses  o f  s t ruc tu ra l  ma te r i a l  u sed  fo r  t he  fu rnace  wa l l s ,  w t  %

Characteristics Granularity Clay Total

Sieve mesh, mm 5 2.5 1.0 0.63 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.05 The rest

Grain size, mm ≥ 5 2.5-5.0 1.0-2.5 0.63-
1.0

0.4-
0.63 0.2-0.4 0.1-0.2 0.05-

0.1 ≤ 0.05 ≤ 0.022

Content, wt % 5.5 11.0 14.3 16.5 18.0 19.3 3.9 1.5 0.8 9.0 99.8

Tab le  3 .  Chemica l  compos i t ion  o f  t he  fu rnace  wa l l s ,  w t  %

Furnace 
wall

Sample 
No. Fe2O3 SiO2 Al2O3 CaO P2O5 MnO MgO K2O Na2O TiO2 BaO Total Charcoal 

dust*

Grey 14/15 A 6.12 74.27 10.98 1.06 0.45 0.11 1.48 3.88 0.61 0.56 0.18 99.69 0.42

Black 14/15 B 6.09 71.57 12.12 1.30 1.02 0.15 1.76 4.25 0.55 0.56 0.08 99.45 0.88

Baked red 14/15 C 5.68 71.84 11.93 1.37 1.25 0.21 1.32 3.91 0.65 0.56 0.08 98.80 n.d.

* Above 100%
n.d. – not detected
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The surviving furnace remains reach 
about 20 to 35 centimetres’ depth. The 
layer of heavy burnt red clay up to five 
centimetres thick on the internal sur-
face of a shaft indicates the location of 
a combustion zone. In other words, it 
shows the area of the hearth in a fur-
nace (see the pictures in the paper by 
A. Žalnierius and D. Balčiūnas in this 
volume). Unfortunately, no upper part 
of the hearth has survived; merely its 
lower parts are evident. 

During the smelting process air was 
blown through air inlets of about four 
centimetres in diameter placed several 
centimetres above ground level. Half 
an air inlet aperture has been found 
in one fragment of a furnace wall 
(Fig. 2). This fragment, with both ad-
hered iron-smelting slag and the trace 
of an air inlet, was found at the top of 
the slag pit of furnace No 49. Unfor-
tunately, the shaft of the furnace was 
destroyed and the air inlet had lost its 
initial position in the furnace. Analo-
gous air inlets were documented by 
K. Bielenin (1993), P. Crew (2001), 
A. Espelund (1989) and others. No 
trace of any tuyère has been found inère has been found inre has been found in 
the site, however, the air inlet indicates 
that the furnaces appear to have been 
operated with bellows. 

Each furnace was equipped with an 
inclined channel leading to a slag 

Fig. 1a-b. Reconstruction of the slag-pit furnace: a remains of furnace No 7, in Virbaliūnai settlement and its section;  
b probable reconstruction of the furnace (after Navasaitis).

Fig. 2. Air inlet in the furnace wall (drawing by V.Trečiokienė).
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pit (Fig. 1a). The channel might have 
served as an air duct during the furnace 
drying and preheating processes, or, 
possibly, for other technological pur-
poses. In all probability, the furnaces 
from Virbaliūnai represent the type 
known as “Kotlinka Swiętokrzyska 
1”. These furnaces were also equipped 
with a channel leading to a slag pit and 
were popular in the Holy Cross Moun-
tains in Poland in the Romano-Barbar-
ian Period (Bielenin, Woyda 1978). 
All the channels were found filled up 
with dark earth containing small pieces 
of slag. Most probably, the channels 
were filled prior to the ore smelting. 
The same earth was also found in the 
furnace bottoms, ie in the slag pits. Fur-
thermore, some tap slag pieces found in 
the slag pits contained the remains of undecayed wood 
and bark (Fig. 3). In all probability, they indicate that 
prior to the smelting process the slag pits were filled 
with brushwood or the like, and the slag was allowed 
to drain into the space existing between the pieces of 
wood. 

The amount of in situ slag in each slag pit was from 
12 to 16 kilograms. Some slag pieces were scattered 
on the ground around the furnaces. A small amount 
of slag, undoubtedly, indicates an iron-smelting fur-
nace of low capacity. Nevertheless, the calculations 
show that some 18 to 20 kilograms of bog ore could 
be smelted in those furnaces, producing some 1.5 to 
two kilograms of iron. A smelting run could take from 
six to eight hours, or even longer. Such an iron bloom 
represented either three or four socketed axes, or four 
to six spearheads, or 40 to 60 medium knives. It was a 
great treasure at that time. 

Sme l t ing  s l ag  and  sme l t ed  i ron

During the smelting process, iron is produced together 
with slag, which is atmosphere resistant and stays un-
changed for a very long time. The slag contains non-
reduced oxides, such as FeO, SiO2, Al2O3, MnO, CaO, 
P2O5 and many others. It also contains flux materials 
and fuel ashes. The composition of the smelting slag 
depends on the process used for the extraction of iron 
from the ore. Hence, slag analyses can provide us with 
important information on iron-making techniques, 
raw materials and the technological parameters of the 
smelting process. 

The results of the analyses of the slag samples are giv-
en in Table 4. The composition of the tap-slag samples 

prove them to be typical iron-smelting slag formed in 
a direct iron-making process. As expected, the main 
phase in these slags is fayalite formed of iron and sili-
con oxides (Fe2SiO4). The overall quantities of com-
bined iron in the examined tap-slag samples (14/5A, 
14/9A and 14/19A) vary from 41.6% to 51.4%. TheThe 
Virbaliūnai bloomery slag, according to its iron con-
tent, bears a resemblance to the other slag-pit furnace 
slag (iron content varies from 40.5% to 61.1%) found%) found) found 
in Lithuania (Navasaitis 2003). The bloomery slag 
from many other countries shows analogous results 
(Paynter 2006; Piaskowski 1992; Morton and Wing-Wing-
rove 1969). A rather high phosphorus content in slagA rather high phosphorus content in slag 
(4.62% to 6.89%) indicates that ore rich in phosphorus 
was smelted in the Virbaliūnai furnaces. 

The light porous slag (sample No 14/19C) demon-
strates an extremely high silicon oxide content (about 
78%), but it has a low quantity of iron oxide (about 
4.4%). It is supposed that this piece of slag was formed 
from the furnace wall, or the lining material. 

Analyses of the small iron clots found in smelting slag 
present some data on the quality of the iron produced. 
X-ray energy dispersive (EDX) and wave dispersiveX) and wave dispersive 
(WDX) spectral analyses were used to determine the 
chemical composition of iron clots. Polished samples 
were examined using a scanning electron microscope 
EVO 50 XVP (Carl Zeiss SMT AG) with WDX and 
EDX spectrometers (Oxford instruments). For metal-
lographic analyses, a light Olympus BH2 microscope 
was also used. The chemical composition of sampleThe chemical composition of sample 
No 14/7 is shown in Table 5. The metallographic anal-
ysis revealed rather high carburisation of iron (Fig. 4). 
In different areas of the clot, the carbon content varies 
from about 0.2% to 0.7% C. The prevailing phase of 
a microstructure in a certain area of the clot (Fig. 4a) 

Fig. 3. Smelting slag containing remains of wood  
(photograph by Selskienė)
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is ferrite (white) with some pearlite grains (variegated 
grey), while the prevailing phase in another area of 
the sample is pearlite (grey) with some ferrite grains 
(white) in a pearlite matrix (Fig. 4b). The microstruc-
ture demonstrates that sample material to be hypoeu-
tectoid steel. Hence, it could be hardened by means of 
quenching. Therefore, undoubtedly, this steel was suit-
able for tool and weapon production. It should be noted 
that the Polish scientist Jerzy Piaskowski has proposed 
that the Baltic tribes developed considerably iron pro-
duction in the first to the fifth centuries AD. They mas-

tered the carburization of part of the produced blooms 
up to 0.8% C (Piaskowski 2002). Were the Virbaliūnai 
furnaces an installation of this kind? “Making the axes, 
they forged the bloom in such a way that the cutting 
edge was formed of the carburised part of the bloom. 
The axes were quenched and tempered” (Piaskowski 
2002). Analyses of the element concentration revealed 
a high amount of phosphorus (0.9% P on average) in 
the clot. The high phosphorus content resulted in the 
phosphide eutectic observed in the pearlite matrix of 
the specimen (Fig. 4b). It should be noted that the high 

Fig. 4. Metallographic analyses of iron clot No 14/7: a ferrite grains (light) with some pearlite (grey), etched 3% Nital; b 
pearlite grains (grey), ferrite grains (white) and phosphide eutectic (variegated), etched 3% Nital (photographs by Selskienė)

Tab le  4 .  The  chemica l  compos i t ion  o f  s e l ec t ed  sme l t ing  s l ag  samples  f rom 
Vi rba l iūna i ,  w t  %

Sample Sample 
No Fe tot FeO SiO2 Al2O3 CaO P2O5 MnO MgO K2O Na2O TiO2 BaO Total

Tap-slag 14/5 A 41.6 53.53 31.81 3.30 3.78 4.62 1.70 0.77 1.60 0.30 0.38 0.02 101.8

Tap-slag 14/9A 51.4 66.18 20.23 2.13 4.24 5.61 0.69 0.70 1.24 0.14 0.00 0.22 101.4

Tap-slag 14/19A 45.0 57.88 24.58 2.76 6.13 6.89 0.96 0.75 1.64 0.22 0.08 0.32 102.2

Light 
porous slag 14/19C 3.45 4.44 77.93 9.32 1.06 0.30 0.09 1.13 3.93 0.71 0.51 0.08 99.5

Tab le  5 .  The  chemica l  compos i t ion  o f  i ron  c lo t  No  14 /7  found  in  sme l t ing 
s l ag ,  w t  %

Phase C* P As S Co Mn Si Fe

Ferrite 0.005 0.6-1.3 0.23 0.02 0.12 b.d. b.d. the rest

Pearlite 0.8 0.55 0.20 0.01 0.13 b.d. b.d. the rest

Average 0.3 0.9 0.22 0.02 0.12 b.d. b.d. the rest

* calculated from microstructure
b.d. – below detection limit
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phosphorus content in the sample tends towards an 
increasing steel brittleness, thus hampering the possi-
bilities of its application. However, there is no data on 
how the microstructure of iron clots correspond to the 
whole smelted iron lump.
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GELEŽIES LYDYMO  
TECHNOLOGIJA VIRBALIŪNų 
SENOVėS GYVENVIETėJE

Jonas Navasaitis, Aušra Selskienė

San t rauka

Straipsnyje pateikiami Virbaliūnų senovės gyvenvietės 
archeologinių geležies lydymo radinių: rudnelių siene-
lių, lydymo šlako ir išlydytos geležies gabalėlių tyri-
mo duomenys. Remiantis šiais duomenimis pamėginta 
atkurti naudotų rudnelių konstrukciją bei paaiškinti 
geležies lydymo technologiją. Išsamus radinių arche-
ologinis vertinimas su gausiomis iliustracijomis yra 
pateiktas šiame leidinyje A. Žalnieriaus, J. Navasaičio 
ir D. Balčiūno straipsnyje „Geležies lydymo vieta Vir-
baliūnų senovės gyvenvietėje“. 

Lietuvoje iki šiol yra rasta apie 60-ties rudnelių liekanų 
(1: a–b pav.). Daugelis jų siekia II–VI a. Penkiolika 
rudnelių, tarp jų ir rastosios Virbaliūnų senovės gyven-
vietėje, priklauso tipui rudnelių, po žaizdru turėjusių 
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šlako duobę, į kurią sutekėdavo lydymo metu susidaręs 
šlakas. Lietuvos teritorijoje rastų šio tipo rudnelių pa-
grindinės charakteristikos yra nurodytos 1 lentelėje. 

Rudnelių, turinčių šlako duobę po žaizdru, kilmė, deja, 
nėra aiški. Radomiras Pleineris nurodo, kad tiksliai da-
tuotų šių rudnelių, siekiančių La Tène kultūros perio-
dą, yra rasta Vidurio Europoje. Tačiau manoma, kad 
jos buvo žinomos dar iki keltų. La Tène periodu šio 
tipo rudnelės pasirodė ir dabartinės Lenkijos teritorijo-
je. Jų liekanų rasta to meto geležies gavybos centruose 
Šventojo Kryžiaus kalnuose. Plisdamos į šiaurę šios 
rudnelės pasiekė ir baltų kraštus. 

Virbaliūnų senovės gyvenvietėje buvo rastos palyginti 
neblogai išsilaikiusios 9-ių rudnelių apačios. Tai rudne-
lių šlako duobės su jose likusiu in situ lydymo šlaku 
(1 a pav.). Daugumos rudnelių vidinis skersmuo siekė 
apie 30–40 cm, o šachtų sienelių storiai ties buvusiu 
žemės paviršiumi – iki 20 cm. Dvi rudnelės buvo kiek 
didesnės, turėjusios nuo 45 iki 55 cm vidinį skersmenį 
ir iki 30 cm storio šachtų sieneles. Rudnelių sienelės 
buvo plūktos iš smėlio ir molio mišinio. Granuliome-
trinė jo sudėtis pateikta 2 lentelėje, o 3 lentelėje nu-
rodyta sienelių mišinio cheminė sudėtis. Kad mišinys 
būtų pakankamai atsparus kaitrai, molio kiekis jame 
siekia vos 9%. Be molio, į mišinį taip pat pridėta šiek 
tiek smulkaus žvirgždo bei maltų (?) medžio anglių. 
Šie priedai didina mišinio atsparumą kaitrai ir stipru-
mą. Įdomu, kad senovės metalurgai žinojo, kokiomis 
priemonėmis siekti rudnelių sienelių stiprumo ir atspa-
rumo kaitrai. 

Apie rudnelių aukštį galima spręsti tik iš negausių 
šachtos fragmentų bei analogijos su kitomis šio tipo 
rudnelėmis. Tikėtina, kad jos buvo apie 70–100 cm 
aukščio (1 b pav.). Išlikęs šlako duobių gylis siekė nuo 
20 iki 35 cm. Viršutinėje duobių dalyje buvo aiškiai 
matomas perdegusio raudono molio sluoksnis, rodan-
tis rudnelės žaizdro zoną, kurioje lydymo metu vyko 
intensyvus medžio anglių degimas. Beje, išliko tiktai 
apatinė žaizdro dalis, nes visų rudnelių viršutinės da-
lys buvo apgadintos vėlesniais laikais dirbant žemę. 
Tačiau 49-oje rudnelėje išliko sienelės fragmentas su 
4 cm skersmens apskritos angos dalimi (2 pav.). Ne-
abejotinai per šią angą į rudnelę dumplėmis buvo pu-
čiamas oras, reikalingas medžio anglims degti. Nors 
šis sienelės fragmentas buvo išjudintas iš tikrosios 
savo padėties, tačiau tikėtina, kad anga buvusi įrengta 
keliolikos centimetrų aukštyje virš tuometinio žemės 
lygio ir buvo pasvirusi apie 30º į vidinę rudnelės pusę  
(1 b pav.). 

Kiekvienoje rudnelėje buvo įrengtas kanalas, vedantis 
nuo buvusio žemės paviršiaus gilyn į rudnelės šlako 
duobę (1 a ir b pav.). Tikėtina, kad šiuo kanalu pa-
tekdavo oras, reikalingas kurui duobėje degti rudnelę 

džiovinant ar kaitinant prieš lydymą. Be to, šis kana-
las galėjo turėti ir kitą, dar neišaiškintą technologinę 
paskirtį. Reikia pažymėti, kad Virbaliūnų rudnelės yra 
panašios į Šventojo Kryžiaus kalnuose (Lenkijoje) ras-
tas rudneles, taip pat turėjusias į šlako duobę vedantį 
kanalą. Ten tokia rudnelė buvo pavadinta „Kotlinka 
Swiętokrzyska 1“. Spėjama, kad rudnelei išdžiūvus 
ir įkaitus, žarijos šlako duobės dugne ir kanalas būda-
vo užpilami žeme, o į duobę dar būdavo prikraunama 
žabų ar kitokios medienos, kad lydoma rūda ir medžio 
anglys laikytųsi virš duobės. Tuo tarpu skystas šlakas 
laisvai galėjo sutekėti į tarpus tarp žabų. Mediena duo-
bėje dėl oro stokos nesudegdavo, tiktai apanglėdavo. 
Šią prielaidą patvirtina nesudegusios ir nesudūlėjusios 
medienos liekanos, aptiktos keliuose šlako gabaluose 
(3 pav.). 

Rudnelėje lydymo proceso metu redukuojasi rūda ir 
išsiskiria geležis. Kartu iš bergždžiųjų rūdos uolienų, 
kuro pelenų, fliusų ir apsilydžiusių rudnelės sienelių 
susidaro daug patvaraus šlako. Be to, rudnelių šlake 
lieka neredukuotų geležies junginių. Taigi šlako sudėtis 
gali daug pasakyti apie geležies lydymo technologiją, 
naudotą rūdą, kurą ir fliusus. Virbaliūnų rudnelių šlako 
tyrimai parodė, kad tai yra tiesioginei geležies gavybai 
būdingas šlakas (4 lentelė). Kaip ir tikėtasi, pagrindinę 
šlako fazę sudaro fajalitas, t. y. geležies ir silicio oksi-
dų junginys (Fe2SiO4). Aptiktas geležies kiekis tekiojo 
šlako bandiniuose svyruoja tarp 41,6% ir 51,4%. Pagal 
šlake likusį geležies kiekį šie bandiniai yra labai pana-
šūs į kitus Lietuvoje rastų rudnelių šlakus. Pavyzdžiui, 
tekiuosiuose rudnelių šlakuose, paimtuose iš šlakduo-
bių, rastas geležies kiekis kinta ribose nuo 40,5% iki 
61,1%.

Palyginti didelis fosforo oksido kiekis šlake (4,62–
6,89%) rodo, kad Virbaliūnų metalurgai geležį lydė iš 
fosforingos rūdos. Lengvas purus šlakas greičiausiai 
susidarė iš apsilydžiusios rudnelės sienelės, nes jame 
vyrauja silicio oksidas (apie 78%), taip pat yra aliumi-
nio oksido (9,32%), kalio oksido (3,93%) ir šiek tiek 
geležies (3,45%).

Mažas šlako kiekis rudnelių duobėse (apie 12–16 kg) 
rodo, kad jų našumas buvo nedidelis. Tiesa, reikia taip 
pat įvertinti ir nuardytos viršutinės duobių dalies šlako, 
pasklidusio aplink rudneles, masę. Skaičiavimai rodo, 
kad Virbaliūnų rudnelėse per maždaug 6–8 val. truk-
mės lydymą galėjo būti sunaudojama apie 18–20 kg 
balų rūdos ir gaunama apie 1,5–2,0 kg geležies, iš ku-
rios buvo galima nukalti 3–4 įmovinius kirvius arba 
4–6 ietigalius, arba 40–60 vidutinio dydžio peilių. 

Rudnelėse išlydytos geležies kokybę bent apytikriai 
galima vertinti analizuojant smulkius geležies gaba-
lėlius, rastus lydymo šlakuose. Gabalėlio Nr. 14/7 
cheminė sudėtis pateikta 5 lentelėje. Metalografiniai 
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tyrimai parodė palyginti didelį, tačiau netolygų gele-
žies įsianglinimą (maždaug nuo 0,2 iki 0,7% C). Mažai 
įanglintose bandinio dalyse vyrauja feritas (4 a pav.), o 
gausiai įanglintose vietose matome vyraujantį perlitą 
(4 b pav.). Bandinio sudėtis ir mikrostruktūra rodo, kad 
tai yra priešeutektoidinis plienas, tinkamas įrankiams, 
ginklams ir kitiems dirbiniams gaminti. Tačiau jame 
esantis nemažas fosforo kiekis (vidutiniškai 0,9%) di-
dina plieno trapumą ir riboja jo naudojimo galimybes.
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Plate I.
1 Vytautas Kazakevičius and V. Žulkus, editors of Archaeologia Baltica, in 1997; 2 In the workroom at the Lithuanian Insti-
tute of History, 2004; 3.With colleagues at a conference in Palūšė, 2000; 4 Vytautas Kazakevičius in 2000.
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Plate II.
1. Ķivutkalns: the steep outer slope of the bank was covered in certain places with stones laid in clay and covered 
over with more clay on the outside (photograph by Vasks); 2 Reconstruction sources for grave 75: cardboard, de-
scription by Otto Tischler, transcript of the Zettelkatalog card with corresponding items.
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Plate III. 
1 diamond-shaped blade spearheads with a short blade and long socket from Jauneikiai (Joniškis district) cemetery grave 
390 (silver, bronze, iron; length 19.2cm and 36.3cm; after The Semigallians 2005, nos. 138-143); 2. Prittlewell, Essex. Re-
construction of the princely chamber grave, showing the tubs, buckets, bowls, cups, drinking-horns, the lamp and the lyre. 
Copyright Museum of London Archaeology Service (MoLAS).
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Plate IV.
1. Thorsberg. Components of Germanic scabbard fittings, set 2, attempted reconstruction (photograph by Archäologisches 
Landesmuseum, Schleswig); 2 Thorsberg. Components of Germanic scabbard fittings, set 1, attempted reconstruction (pho-
tograph by Archäologisches Landesmuseum, Schleswig).
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Plate V. 
1: Navigation possibilities on the Nemunas according to archaeological data and written sources.
1 Balt castles, trading centres and settlements in Viking times (after Z. Baubonis, G. Zabiela 2005): 1 Rusnė; 2 Linkūnai 
(Linkhunen); 3 Rambynas; 4 Šereitlaukis (Sarecke); 5 Viešvilė; 6 Burgaičiai; 7 Grinaičiai; 8 Atkalnikės; 9 Kukarskės 
(Kimel); 10 Raudonėnai; 11 Stulgiai; 12 Plokščiai; 13 Dulinčiškės; 14 Žuklijai; 15 Žemoji Panemunė; 16 Mikytai;  
17 Veršvai; 18 Marvelė; 19 Jaučakiai; 20 Altoniškiai; 21 Pypliai; 22 Piepaliai; 23 Lentainiai; 24 Pakalniškiai; 25 Guogai;  
26 Maisiejūnai; 27 Pašventupis; 28 Žarijai; 29 Paverkniai; 30 Birštonas.
2: Balt castles and villages which were attacked by Crusaders from boats (after Petri de Dusburg): 1 Ragainė (Raganita 
Ragnit); 2 Pūtvė (Putenic); 3 Gedimino pilis (Castrum Gedemini); 4 Kolainiai (Colayne); 5 Skirsnemunė (Christmemel);  
6 Bisenė (Bisena); 7 Veliuona (Junigeda); 8 Pieštvė (Pisten); 9 Romainiai (Romeyn).
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Plate VI. 
1 grave 37 at Kirkkomäki in Turku. In addition to remains of the shaft of the axe, the “Hocker” position of the body is also 
exceptional; usually the deceased were buried on their back (photograph: H. Asplund; Turku Provincial Museum);  
2 Heavily armoured horseman: kataphraktos (reconstruction by A. Vachkov); 3 the fortress on the Danube island of Pacuiul 
Lui Soare; 4 finds from Varna: a the so-called “Ovruch” spindle whorls; b decorated glazed clay eggs.
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Plate VII.
1 Sāraji (Talsi district) grave 1. Components of the Type T sword hilt: 1a pommel and upper guard; 1b lower guard (photo-
graph by N. Grasis, in the custody of LVM, No. A 12816: 217, 220); 2 Sāraji (Talsi district) grave 12. Components of the 
sword hilt (partial reconstruction of the design; drawing by A. Ivbule, in the custody of LVM, No. A 12816: 159, 402);   
3 East Lithuania: the location of the Rėkučiai defence installation (photograph by Girininkas, 2007). 
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Plate VIII.
Furnaces from Virbaliūnai ancient settlement: 1 trenches 3–4 and furnaces of the first group; 2 furnaces 2; 3 furnace 7;  
4 trenches 18–19 and third group furnaces; 5 furnace 51; 6 furnace 52 (photographs by Balčiūnas).
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